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This research based on the Jasadipoeran Sêrat Déwaruci, the Ki Nartos-
abdan Déwaruci play, and the dhalangs’ interpretation of the Déwaruci 
play they performed. Using three divisions of the horizontal tripartite 
of the Déwaruci play, and of the vertical tripartite of the wayang kulit 
cosmology, together with the Javanese concepts of lair, batin, and rasa, 
the examination of Bhīma’s quest reveals three stages of the Javanese 
spiritual growth, which can be systematically summarized as the puri-
fication of the corporeal feelings, the purification of the emotional feel-
ings, and the purification of the intuitive feelings which culminates in 
the union with God, the so-called manunggaling kawula-Gusti. 
Petrus Suparyanto continued to study for his doctor-
al degree at the Radboud University. Bhīma’s Mystical Quest 
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1. The Significance of the Study 
This study is based on the texts of the Sêrat Déwaruci and dhalangs’ perform-
ances of the Déwaruci dramatic play, more specifically Bhīma’s quest,
1
 in order 
to articulate a possible model of spiritual growth in Javanese culture. Is it still 
necessary to research the wayang performance, the Déwaruci play in particular, 
when over a thousand writings on wayang have been written from diverse per-
spectives during the past two centuries?
2
 The answer is yes, because a combined 
study on these texts and performances is rare, and because we want to investi-
gate Bhīma’s quest as a mystical quest. According to the oral tradition, the Sêrat 
Déwaruci became the only source of inspiration for the Déwaruci play, there-
fore it is important to research Bhīma’s mystical quest from both sources.  
Javanese and Balinese people are familiar with this common phenomenon: 
Bhīma fighting against the dragon or Bhīma’s encounter with Déwaruci as por-
trayed in drawings, paintings on the walls of houses, carvings on cowhide, stat-
                                                          
1
  A “wayang kulit performance” is a theater form using flat puppets cut from raw wa-
ter-buffalo hide, which cast striking shadows due to their intricate carvings, and are 
also elaborately painted. A “wayang” refers to either the wayang performance, or to 
the actual puppet figures themselves. In order to avoid confusion related to using 
various sources from Old Javanese, Modern Javanese, and Indonesian, I use for the 
spelling in P. J. Zoetmulder with the collaboration of S.O. Robson, Old Javanese-
English Dictionary 2 vols., Leiden 1982. 
2
  In her literature review, Emerson affirms that since the 1800s foreigners and inter-
ested observers, whether as explorers, colonialists, tourists, or scholars, have offered 
their comments and observations on wayang through diaries, memoirs, historical and 
anthropological accounts, annotated lakon translations, and in-depth analyses of the 
art form of the wayang performance. While up until the 1990s, most of the Javanese 
writings on wayang came from practicing dhalangs, pedagogues, writers, and story-
tellers; and since the mid-1990s, such writing is increasingly done by Indonesian 
graduate students and professors. See Kathryn Anne Emerson, Transforming 
Wayang for Contemporary Audiences – Dramatic Expression in Purbo Asmoro’s 
Style 1989-2015 (PhD thesis), Leiden 2016, 10-12. 
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ues in public places. Bhīma is not only a name giver to companies or places, but 
his name is also used for persons, whatever their religious denomination is. I 
chose Bhīma, because the Javanese have accepted him as an outstanding spiri-
tual example, although up to the current day we have not found a satisfactory 
explanation why they did so. My hypothesis, which I want to elaborate in this 
study, is that the Bhīma story as presented in the Sêrat Déwaruci and the Déwa-
ruci play contains a certain spiritual progression. I am longing for a comprehen-
sive explanation of Bhīma as a reference model for those who strive for a per-
fect life, from the integrated perspective of Javanese culture and of spirituality. 
Spirituality has to do with a person’s lived experience.
3
 In our daily life, it is 
latently present as a quiet force in the background, an inspiration and an orienta-
tion. It touches the core of human existence: our relation to the Absolute.
4
 
Moreover, spirituality is an experience of consciously striving to integrate one’s 
life in terms of self-transformation towards the ultimate goal one perceives.
5
 
Therefore, the study of spirituality shows a journey or transformation of spiri-
tual consciousness.
6
 Next to that, mystical life is a specific dimension of spiri-
tual life, as the mystical grace refers to God’s initiative who reveals his mystery, 
his incomprehensibility for human knowledge.
7
 This Incomprehensible God is 
expressed in Javanese culture in metaphoric proverbs such as “search for the 
content of an empty bamboo” or “search for the footprint of the flying herons”.
8
 
The study of mystical experience shows, on the one hand, how God is hidden 
beyond anything the mind can conceive,
9
 and on the other hand, it shows how 
people experience ways leading to direct contact with God during this (earthly) 
life.
10
 Therefore, in my view, this study is relevant for the Javanese and Indone-
sians in general, and for anyone who wants to gain a better understanding of 
                                                          
3
  Walter H Principe, Spirituality, Christian, in Michael Downey (ed.), The New Dic-
tionary of Catholic spirituality, Minnesota 1993, 932. 
4
  Kees Waaijman, Spirituality. Forms, Foundations, Methods, Leuven 2002, 1. 
5
  Sandra M. Schneider, Spirituality in the Academy, Theological Studies 50 (1989), 
684; cf. also, by the same author, Theology and Spirituality: Strangers, Rivals, or 
Partner?, Horizons 13 (1986), 266. 
6
  Ch. A. Benard, I Gradi e le Vie nella Vita Spiritualle, in P.L. Boracco – B. Secondin, 
Lúomo Spirituale, Milano 1986, 167-170. 
7
  Bernard, I Gradi, 167-70; H. Blommestijn, Itinerario Mistica, in L. Borriello (et al.), 
Dizionario di Mistica, Città del Vaticano 1990, 699-701. 
8
  Prawirataruna, Balsafah Gatholotjo: Ngemot Balsafah Kawruh Kawaskitan (The 
Philosophy of Gatholotjo: Discussing the Philosophy of Prophetic Knowledge), Solo 
1958, 27: Canto VI Kinanthi, stanzas 5 &7. 
9
  Louis Dupré, The Other Dimension. A Search for the Meaning of Religious Atti-
tudes, new York 1972, 510. 
10
  Cf. Bernard McGinn, Unio Mystica/Mystical Union, in Amy Hollywood – Patricia 
Z. Beckman (ed.), The Cambridge Companion to Christian Mysticism, New York 
2012, 200; Evelyn Underhill, Practical Mysticism, Radford 2008, 9-10. 
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Javanese spiritual life. It may guide us while reading the mystic-religious poetry 
of the Sêrat Déwaruci and may help us in enjoying the Déwaruci play from a 
different angle, in order to reflect on the relationship between the human and 
others, other creatures, and possibly even the Creator.   
To achieve the purpose of this study, it will consequently be necessary to 
devote intensive attention to the characteristics of spiritual life from the Java-
nese point of view (Chapter I), and to examine the intrinsic structure and sym-
bolical meaning of the wayang kulit performance (Chapter II). Chapter III pro-
vides the story of Bhīmasuci, presented in the Sêrat Déwaruci and as performed 
in the Déwaruci play. Applying lair-batin-rasa (the outer-inner selves, and feel-
ing) categories and the structure of the wayang kulit (leather-puppet) perform-
ance, I will analyze Bhīma’s quest and his encounter with Déwaruci, which is 
here regarded as a metaphor of one’s personal mystical experience and a refer-
ence model of one’s spiritual growth (Chapter IV). Based on the dhalangs’ in-
terpretation of the Déwaruci play, and by using the same set of categories in 
combination with an interpretative framework, I will describe the dynamics of 
Javanese spiritual growth (Chapter V). 
Besides that the findings of this study can be applied to comprehend other 
suluk literature (the Javanese-Islamic mystical texts) or other Javanese mystical 
texts, these findings can help to understand the Javanese society on a deeper, 
spiritual level. For in the Javanese view all events that occur in the wayang kulit 




Through the wayang performance, and the Déwaruci play in particular, we 
come into contact with the human being who strives for unity with the Divine. 
Through the Javanese wayang kulit which presents Bhīma searching for the tirta 
pawitra (the living water), we meet the human being who experiences this 
unity. Because these experiences cannot be expressed in rational formulas, they 
are expressed in a story and a play. Regarding the social importance of this 
study it is relevant to point out here that Bhīma is an example not just for a se-
lect group of spiritual experts, but for a very broad group of Javanese. During 
long-lasting traditions he has become both an individual and a collective role 
model.  
2. Research Problem and Research Questions 
This research focuses on how Bhīma’s quest which I consider to be a mystical 
quest, as presented in the Sêrat Déwaruci and in the Déwaruci play, articulates 
the dynamics of Javanese spiritual growth. The Sêrat Déwaruci I discuss in this 
                                                          
11
  Aris Wahyudi, Lakon Déwa Ruci – Cara Menjadi Jawa. (The Déwa Ruci Play: A 
Way of Becoming a Javanese), Yogyakarta 2012, 4. 
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study was first published by Van Dorp & Co. in Semarang, in 1870; and its text 
is considered to be composed by Jasadipoera I, the court poet in Surakarta who 
died in 1803. The second genre is the transcription of the audio-recording of the 
Déwaruci play performed by Ki Nartosabda, in 1997, including the interpreta-
tions of the Déwaruci play done by dhalangs in the surroundings of Yogyakarta 
and Surakarta where the field research took place. The forces working within 
the Sêrat Déwaruci and the Déwaruci play are rooted in early history. There-
fore, it will be necessary to devote extensive attention to the genesis of the Sêrat 
Déwaruci, with a focus on the last three centuries. Actually we can say that the 
present Sêrat Déwaruci and the present Déwaruci play are the result of a long 
development, resulting in a recomposition in the nineteenth century. 
The responses to a reconstruction or recomposition of a variant of the Sêrat 
Déwaruci which was based on the Middle Javanese version are diverse. Some 
comments are rather negative,
12
 other ones are positive and underline that the 
Sêrat Déwaruci must be considered as an extremely meaningful mystical text.
13
 
Also the Déwaruci play, which has the Sêrat Déwaruci as its primary source,
14
 
is very much appreciated in the Javanese tradition because of the depth of its 
spiritual content. It is considered as an old and deep dramatic leather puppet 
play, parallel with the Bharatayuda plays. The Javanese also consider the Déwa-
ruci play as a kind of a spiritual knowledge that provides guidance to achieve 
perfection, both physical and spiritual. Bhīma’s quest has thus become a refer-
ence model in achieving a perfect life. Even up to now, Bhīma’s experience of 
encountering Déwaruci is interpreted as the ultimate goal of a human being in 
life;
15




During the process of recomposing and as a result of this recomposing of the 
Sêrat Déwaruci, the Déwaruci play was also adjusted in order to accommodate 
the needs of the audience for which it was performed. As a result, there are 
various versions of the Sêrat Déwaruci and the Déwaruci play followed by their 
                                                          
12
  Cf. M. Ng. Poerbatjaraka & Tardjan Hadidjaja, Kepustakaan Djawa (The Javanese 
Literature), Djakarta/Amsterdam 1957, 168. 
13
  P.J. Zoetmulder, Manunggaling Kawula Gusti. Pantheisme dan Monisme dalam 
Sastra Suluk Jawa (Manunggaling Kawula Gusti. Pantheism and Monism in the 
Javanese Suluk Literature), Jakarta 1990, 225-247. Also Y. B. Mangunwijaya, Sas-
tra dan Religiositas (The Literature and Religiosity), Jakarta 1982, 11 
14
  Soetarno, Pertunjukan Wayang: Makna dan Simbolisme (The Wayang Performance: 
Its Symbolism and Meaning), Surakarta 2005, 181. 
15
  I. Kuntara Wiryamartana, Arjunawiwāha, Yogyakarta 1990, 2. 
16
  Wahyudi, Lakon Déwa Ruci, 5; Seno Sastroamidjojo, Renungan tentang Pertunjuk-
an Wayang Kulit (A Reflection on the Wayang Kulit Performance), Jakarta 1964, 
101. 
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interpretations of Bhīma’s mystical experience. Consequently, we deal with the 
problem of how to retrieve Javanese spiritual values from the influences of Hin-
duism-Buddhism or Islam, and the way these values have been integrated both 
within the Sêrat Déwaruci and the Déwaruci play.   
In order to understand the spiritual dimension of the Sêrat Déwaruci and the 
Déwaruci play one needs to comprehend its symbolic character. Don Cupitt 
asserts that in all places, religious experiences are couched in the locally avail-
able symbolic vocabulary. Every religious experience is a datable human cul-
tural expression.
17
 In this case, considering that the wayang kulit performance 
has its own structure and symbolical meaning, I will make use of its equipments 
to examine the mystical experience of Bhīma, with the aid of the Javanese con-
cepts of lair-batin and rasa, in order to find its spiritual dimension and its influ-
ence on his spiritual development based on the Sêrat Déwaruci and the Déwa-
ruci play. The purpose of all these efforts is that we can become familiar with 
and will gain a better understanding of the degrees of spiritual progression in 
the Javanese context.
18
 In this study I will examine how Bhīma’s mystical quest 
articulates a dynamic of spiritual growth as it is perceived by the Javanese. 
Therefore I formulate the following research questions: 
1. How should we describe the main characteristics of Javanese lived 
spirituality, in order to get an appropriate set of tools to describe and 
analyze Bhīma’s mystical quest? 
2. What is the spiritual notion of the wayang kulit performance and its 
equipments which we can use as a key for interpreting Bhīma’s mysti-
cal quest? What is the spiritual path in the structure of the wayang ku-
lit performance? 
3. Why do we regard Bhīma’s quest as a mystical and spiritual experi-
ence? What are the steps of Bhīma’s mystical quest that become an 
example for the Javanese spiritual progression? 
4. How do we describe the dynamics of Javanese spiritual growth based 
on the various kinds of interpretations by dhalangs of Bhīma’s mysti-
cal experience, represented particularly in the Déwaruci play? 
The answer to these questions may help us to understand better the phenomenon 
of Bhīma’s mystical experience both in the area of mystic-religious literature 
and in the leather puppet performance, and expose its symbolic dimensions to 
reveal an exemplary model of Javanese spiritual growth. It can help not only the 
audience of the wayang kulit performance, but also the international scholarship 
to appreciate the performance from a new perspective.  
                                                          
17
  Don Cupitt, Mysticism After Modernism, Oxford 1998, 21. 
18
  Cf. S. De Jong, Salah Satu Sikap Hidup Orang Jawa (An Example of Javanese Atti-
tude), Yogyakarta 1976, 10. 
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3. Delineation of the Subject, Methodology and Structure 
The research focuses on Bhīma. The choice for his mystical quest in particular 
as a research object of this study is motivated by its uniqueness: Bhīma is a 
paradoxical wayang figure. In the wayang literature as well as in the wayang 
performance tradition, Bhīma is less popular compared to his elder brother 
Yudhistira and his younger brother Arjuna. Yudhistira is well known for his 
honesty and his brahmin character, but is addicted to gambling. He is earnest 
and does not attach to worldly matters. He even gives up his queen, Drupadi, to 
anybody who asks for her to become his wife.
19
 As a king, he is very generous, 
and fulfills his promises, so that in the wayang tradition he is depicted as a 
prince with white blood that symbolizes his sanctity. 
Arjuna is well known as an ascetic. The Mintaraga or Ciptaning is the dra-
matic play which presents him while practicing the ascetic life, and is the same 
as Arjunawiwāha in the wayang literature. Whenever he practices an ascetic 
life, he gets an extraordinary power or weapon from a god. Therefore, he was 
given the name unbeatable hero, beloved by the gods, and venerated by the 
goddesses. He is a true hero, humanist, and religious person.
20
 Considering their 
characteristics, Yudhistira and Arjuna are more suitable to be a model of spiri-
tual perfection than Bhīma, but why then has Bhīma become a model to achieve 
the perfection of spiritual life for the Javanese?  
Up to now, the researchers have only made one of the two an object of their 
study, either the Sêrat Déwaruci or the Déwaruci play, but not both. Thus, this 
study that examines Bhīma’s mystical quest as presented in the Sêrat Déwaruci 
and in the Déwaruci play, by making use of the equipments of the wayang kulit 
performance and with the aid of the Javanese concepts of lair-batin and rasa 
integrated into spirituality, takes an original approach.   
In order to work out this study project, I rather position myself as a Javanese 
and a researcher with specialization in spirituality in analyzing Bhīma’s mysti-
cal quest in the Sêrat Déwaruci and in the Déwaruci play. I consider both the 
Sêrat Déwaruci and the Déwaruci play as mystical expressions with a particu-
larity that the wayang kulit performance has its own structure and symbolical 
meaning which is visualized through the wayang figures and their movements, 
the dramatic play, the setting,
21
 and the gamêlan accompaniments. 
I realize that the use of the equipments of the wayang kulit performance as a 
means to interpret Bhīma’s mystical quest cannot be separated from the long 
                                                          
19




  Wahyudi, Lakon Déwa Ruci, 7. 
21
  Cf. Wahyudi, Lakon Déwa Ruci, 9. 
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history of the existence of the wayang performance. The study of the literature 
will be used to cover other discipline areas such as archaeology, philology, ico-
nography, religious history, and the wayang performance history. Of course 
published and unpublished sources on the Sêrat Déwaruci, the Déwaruci play 
and its equipments will be in the center of this study. The descriptive method 
will be used to pinpoint the Javanese character of the wayang kulit performance, 
and the role of the Bhīma figure particularly in the wayang tradition. And 
through an analysis in combination with the trichotomy of lair-batin-rasa, I in-
tend to systematically expose the paths of his spiritual development based on 
the texts of the Sêrat Déwaruci and the Déwaruci play. According to accepted 
definitions, spirituality can be considered as the experience (sometimes also 
expression and testimony) of one’s relationship with God; and mysticism can be 
considered as the experience of God’s revelation and dwelling in one’s heart.
22
 
Mystical experience is situated in the socio-cultural context in which one’s life 
grows. Thus one’s spiritual experience only can be studied and interpreted by 
situating it in one’s own language and culture.
23
 
Therefore, besides the study of the literature, field research will be presented 
to gather actual data on the meaning of the wayang kulit performance in general 
and of the dhalang’s interpretation of the Déwaruci play. All participants are 
senior dhalangs who have performed the Déwaruci play. Their contemporary 
interpretations within the real-life context are necessary to arrive at a good un-
derstanding of the structural dynamics of the Déwaruci play and its spiritual 
meaning, as well as in order to describe a Javanese spiritual growth. The analy-
sis of this field data will be explained in Chapter V.  
In accordance with the research questions, the structure of this study is as 
follows: in Chapter I, I describe the specific character of lived spirituality in 
Javanese culture. The Javanese views human life as a journey of going from the 
origin (sangkan) to the destination (paran), the ultimate goal. The realization of 
this journey involves the outer self (lair), the inner self (batin), and rasa in 
which the inner self is considered more important than the outer self, in the 
sense that the inner self must control and guide the outer self. In this task of es-
tablishing harmony between lair and batin, rasa (feeling) takes a central role. 
The role of rasa in the Javanese spiritual practices, the purification process 
in particular, is related to the different aspects of human personality, the corpo-
                                                          
22
  Luigi Borriello, Esperienza Mistica e Teologia Mistica, Città del Vaticano 2009, 
36.40.45. Also, Harun Hadiwijono, Man in the Present Javanese Mysticism, Baarn 
1967, Chapter III The concept of Man in the Javanese Mystical Literature of the 
Nineteenth Century, 103- 151. 
23
  Borriello, Esperienza Mistica, 45-46. 
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In Chapter II, I scrutinize the equipments of the wayang performance using 
research findings of disciplines such as archaeology, philology, religious his-
tory, and the wayang iconography to find the characteristics of the wayang kulit 
performance, particularly its structural dynamics and the role of Bhīma in the 
wayang tradition and in the Javanese beliefs. The data that present Bhīma’s 
mystical quest, that is to say the transliteration and translation of the Sêrat 
Déwaruci
25
 and the transcription and translation of the Déwaruci play,
26
 will be 
provided in Chapter III. 
In Chapter IV, using the main characters of Javanese spiritual life, lair- 
batin-rasa, I scrutinize the Sêrat Déwaruci and the Déwaruci play to interpret 
Bhīma quest which culminates in encountering with Déwaruci in order to find 
the hows and whys of Bhīma becoming a model of Javanese spiritual growth. 
With the help of the gamêlan accompaniment, the dramatic plot, and the 
wayang figures used in the Déwaruci play, in combination with the concepts of 
lair, batin, and rasa, I analyze the stages of Bhīma’s spiritual growth. Further-
more, I present the three stages of Bhīma’s spiritual progress using the wayang 
terminology: the pathêt nêm stage, the pathêt sanga stage, and the pathêt ma-
nyura stage. 
In Chapter V, I generate the dynamics of Javanese spiritual growth based on 
dhalangs’ interpretations of the Déwaruci play. Scrutinizing the field data, it 
becomes clear that Javanese lived spirituality cannot be separated from the ideas 
of the universe and humanity. Among other things, we will analyze the perspec-
tive of the Javanese cosmology and the Javanese anthropology, with regard to 
spiritual development.  
Finally, in Chapter VI, I will present all the results of my findings. These 
findings are not only an example of interpreting suluk literature based on the 
nature of Javanese spiritual practices and how such an experience enlivens 
one’s life spiritually, but also will contribute to a sharper positioning of the dis-
course on spirituality in the Javanese culture that is acceptable for international 
scholarship. Furthermore, regarding my field research experience that most dha-
langs favored the use of a semantic approach to interpret Bhīma’s mystical 
                                                          
24
  Ita Oktarina, Makna Simbolis Tokoh dan Penokohan Gatholoco dalam Serat Balsa-
fah Gatholotjo Gubahan R. Tanaja (The Symbolic Meaning of Gatholoco’s Figure 
and his Role in the Serat Balsafah Gatholotjo composed by R. Tanaja - undergradu-
ate thesis), Depok 2010, 56. 
25
  Kramaprawira, Sêrat Déwaruci (The Sêrat Déwaruci), Semarang 1880.  
26
  Ki Nartosabda, Déwaruci (audio files), Klaten: Kusuma Recording 1997, cassettes 8. 
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quest, I stimulate further research of Javanese mysticism by making use of the 
mystical language model. 
4. Java: a Short Acquaintance with Its History 
Java, also spelled Jawa, is an  island of Indonesia, lying south-east of Sumatra, 
south of  Kalimantan, and west of Bali. Java is only the fifth largest island in the 
archipelago (Ind. Nusantara) of Indonesia but contains more than half of the 
nation’s population
27
 and dominates it politically, economically, and culturally. 
Administratively, Java is composed of six provinces: Banten, West Ja-
va, Central Java, and East Java, as well as the special capital district of Jakarta 
and the special district of Yogyakarta, which are both considered provinces. The 
three major languages spoken on Java are Javanese, Sundanese and Madurese. 
Other languages
28
 spoken include Betawi, Baduy, Banyumasan, Tenggerese, 
and Osing. The vast majority of the population also speaks Indonesian, Bahasa 
Indonesia, often as a second language. 
Regarding the ancient history of Java that starts in the middle of the fifth 
century and ends the first decade of the sixteenth century, the Chinese chroni-
cles mention two kingdoms: the central Javanese kingdom which by the seventh 
century was undoubtedly an already hinduized Javanese principality,
29
 and a 
kingdom located  south of the present city of Surabaya. The eighth century wit-
nessed a rapid cultural development in Java.
30
 Material witnesses of the past are 
the monuments found on this island. Soekmono
31
 divided the historical monu-
ments, the so-called candi (temple) into three main groups: the Dieng and Ge-
dong Sanga in the mountainous region in the very heart of Java, the Borobudur 
on the southern Kedu plain, and the Prambanan east of Yogyakarta.  
                                                          
27
  With a population of 143 million, Java is the home of 57% of the Indonesian popula-
tion. BPS-Statistics Indonesia, Statistik Indonesia 2014 (Statistical Yearbook of In-
donesia 2014), Jakarta 2014, 78.  
28
  Other sources may list some of these as dialects rather than languages. 
29
  The first major principality was the Medang kingdom that was founded in central 
Java in the seventh century. Medang's religion centered on the Hindu god Shiva, and 
the kingdom produced some of Java's earliest Hindu temples on the Dieng plateau. 
See also James Legge, Fâ-hien’s Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms, Oxford 1886, 111-
13.  
30
  Bernard H. M. Vlekke, Nusantara: A History of Indonesia, The Hague/Bandung 
1959, 28-29. Around the eighth century the Sailendra dynasty rose in Kedu plain and 
become the patron of Mahayana Buddhism. This ancient kingdom built the monu-
ment the Borobudur. 
31
  Soekmono, The Archaeology of Central Java before 800 A.D., in  R.B. Smith and 
W. Watson, Early South East Asia, New York 1979, 457. 
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Around the eighth century there were two ruling dynasties in Central Java.
32
 
The Hindu Sanjayas built on the Dieng plateau and at Gedong Sanga during the 
early eighth century. The Buddhist Sailendras dominated the Kedu Plain and 
constructed vast Buddhist monuments that started with Kalasan in 778 and in-
cluded the completion of Borobudur in about 830. The Sailendra dynasty were 
closely connected with the Sriwijaya Kingdom centered on Palembang in Su-
matra. The Sanjaya dynasty defeated the Sailendra by 856 and pursued their 
own monuments, included the construction of Prambanan.  
After a major volcanic eruption in the early tenth century, which may have 
caused massive destruction and was interpreted as a directive from the God to 
move, the center of activity, political and cultural life moved to Jombang, where 
Sindok, who may have been a grandson of one of Central Java’s rulers, estab-
lished his capital in 929. Sindok reigned for twenty years, from 929 to 948. His 
daughter, who married a local prince, succeeded to the throne. They had a son 
who fathered a daughter, Mahendradatta, who married the Balinese King 
Udayana. Airlangga, the son of Udayana and Mahendradatta and thus the great-
great-grandson of Sindok, managed to reinvigorate this state during his reign 
(1019 – 49). He practiced an ascetic life from 1042, but continued to exercise 
power. He died in 1049.  
On the eve of the end of his reign, Airlangga divided his kingdom between 
his two sons who reigned the kingdoms of Janggala with Kahuripan as its capi-
tal, and Kadiri (present-day Kediri) which had its capital at Daha, in 1041. The 
ruler of Kadiri became the more powerful. This area remained the center of 
Javanese culture until the thirteenth century. Already during Airlangga’s reign, 
literature and arts flourished, and the Hindu epics were translated and adapted 
from Sanskrit into Javanese for the first time. 
The Javanese civilisation cannot be separated from the influence of Indian 
culture. Among the Indian influences is the introduction of the Sanskrit lan-
guage and the Pallava Grantha alphabet,
33
 which was then for centuries used for 
writing inscriptions and literatures. More important, from a literary point of 
view, is that some parts of Sanskrit epics, particularly the Mahābhārata and the 
Rāmāyana, were composed in Old Javanese. These are not simply translations 
of the Indian originals but poetical works with a specific Javanese character.
34
 It 
                                                          
32
  Ann R. Kinney (et al), Worshiping Siva and Buddha, Honolulu 2003, 45-49. 
33
  A number of inscriptions that tell us of Purnavarman of West Java have been dated 
to the middle of the 5
th
 century. See Bijan Raj Chatterjee, India and Java, Calcuta 
1933 (Greater India Society Bulletin 5), 1-2; Himansu Bhusan Sarkar, Indian Influ-
ence on the Literature of Java and Bali, Calcuta 1934 (Greater India Society Bulle-
tin 1), 4-6. 
34
  A.J. Bernet Kempers, Culture Relation between India and Java, Calcutta 1937, 27-
30. 
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is from the Mahābhārata that the Javanese became acquainted with Bhīma. In 
further development of Javanese literature, especially with regard to the Java-
nese theater, up to the present day the wayang performance consists of dramatic 
plays which deal with heroes and heroines from either the Indian epics or the 
Javanese historical tradition and literature.
35
 
The classical books of Javanese history are mostly about the kings and their 
dynasties;
36
 the Javanese palaces became the cultural centers of the entire archi-
pelago, also for the wayang performance. Regarding the connection of the lit-
erature on Javanese history with the wayang performance, C.C. Berg
37
 proposes 
to understand it as an integral part of the Javanese spiritual life or the Javanese 
way of life and belief. Originally, a Javanese author was essentially conducting 
magi-sastra (magic-literature) in the sense that he gave spiritual power to whom 
he was depicting and subsequently through him it became beneficial to society. 
The written word has magical power as well as what is written about.  
The political center of Java later moved to the kingdom of Singhasari (1222-
1292), in the Malang Highlands of eastern Java. The greatest king of this dy-
nasty was Kertanagara (reigned 1268–92),
38
 who unified Java and extended his 
power to southern Borneo, Bali, and other eastern islands. Upon Kertanagara’s 
untimely death,
39
 his kingdom collapsed and was followed by the Majapahit 
kingdom of eastern Java, which was founded in 1293. The Majapahit dynasty 
gained control of most of the Indonesian archipelago, including even the former 
Srivijayan territories in Sumatra. Hayam Wuruk's prime minister, Gajah Mada, 
led many of the kingdom's territorial conquests. Previous Javanese kingdoms 
had their power based on agriculture, however, Majapahit took control of ports 
and shipping lanes and became Java's first commercial empire. With the death 
of Hayam Wuruk and the  flowering of Islam in Java in the late 14th century, the 
Majapahit empire went into decline. 
It was only in the fifteenth century that the Majapahit kingdom collapsed 
completely. Muslim kingdoms were also established in central and western 
Java, in part because the Sundanese in western Java, less influenced by Hindu-
ism in earlier times, warmly adopted Islam. Demak, Padjang, Mataram, Cire-
                                                          
35
  Chatterjee, India and Java, 48-49; Kempers, Culture Relation, 27-28. 
36
  C.C. Berg, Penulisan Sejarah Jawa (Writting the History of Java), Jakarta 1974, 
107. 
37
  Berg, Sejarah Jawa, 44-47. 
38
  The last king of Singhasari, Kertanagara (1268-1292) was known as a man initiated 
in the most secret knowledge. See Vlekke, Nusantara, 61; Kinney (et al.), Worship-
ing, 38. 
39
  It was written in Pararaton that king Kediri killed Kertanegara while he was drunk 
during practicing a ritual, known as the Bhairawa cult. Cf. Berg, Penulisan, 28-29. 
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bon, and Banten all became independent Muslim states in Java in the sixteenth 
century. One of these states, the Islamic Mataram, the last great Islamic king-
dom, achieved dominance over eastern and central Java in the 1580s, before it 
was divided into Kasunanate in Surakarta and Kasultanate in Yogyakarta in 
1755 with the involvement of the Dutch East-India Company.
40
 
The wayang that had already been performed to certain extent since the Air-
langga period, seemingly became part of peoples’ lives at the time of Majapa-
hit.
41
 Although it is disputable, after Majapahit the inheritance of the wayang 
tradition in the Islamic kingdoms was as follows: Demak, Pajang, and then 
Mataram which is divided into two, Kasunanate Surakarta and Kasultanate 
Yogyakarta. The division of the Islamic Mataram kingdom into two was 
marked by the Giyanti charter in 1755. In order to distinguish the identity of his 
own kingdom, Paku Buwana III of Surakarta wanted to create a new style of the 
wayang performance, and asked Hamêngku Buwana I of Yogyakarta to con-
tinue the wayang performance of the Mataram tradition.
42
 These two wayang 
traditions are more well-known than other wayang traditions of the so-called 
regional style
43
 such the Cirebonese wayang or Eastern Javanese wayang. Up to 
the present time, Solonese and Yogyanese wayang kulit styles have the most 










                                                          
40
  For further information, see Soekanto, Sekitar Jogjakarta 1755-1825, Dja-
karta/Amsterdam 1953; M.C. Ricklefs, Jogjakarta under Sultan Mangkubumi 1749-
1792. A History of the Division of Java, London 1974 (London Oriental Series 30).  
41
  Armando Cortesão, The Suma Oriental of Tomé Pires 2 vols., Cornwall 2010, vol. 1, 
175. 
42
  Clara van Groenendael,  Dhalang di balik Wayang (trans. from Er Zit Een Dhalang 
achter de Wayang), Jakarta 1987, 113. 
43
  In Java itself, Walter Angst classifies ten regional styles of wayang kulit: the East 
Java Regional Style, the Cirebon Regional Style, the Tegal Regional Style, the Kedu 
Regional Style, the Banyumas Regional Style, the Yogyakarta Regional Style, the 
Surakarta Regional Style, the Demak Regional Style, the Betawi Regional Style, and 
the Bagêlèn. See Walter Angst, Wayang Indonesia. The Fantastic World of Indone-
sian Puppet Theatre, Konstanz 2007, 142-212. 
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1. Lived spirituality in the Javanese Tradition1 
1.1. Batin and lair as key words to understanding Javanese lived spirituality 
In this chapter we will concentrate our discourse on Javanese spiritual life and 
its specific characteristics. Among the Javanese, the relation between God and 
human is generally expressed as kêbatinan. This word is derived from the Ara-
bic word al-bāṯin (Mod.Jav. batin - the inner self), as opposed to aẕ-ẕāhir 
(Mod.Jav. lair), the outer self.  The word batin, however, is also used to qualify 
human nature. One can distinguish between the false and the true, through his 
batin. The batin has a superior value to lair. Batin can also be interpreted as the 
inner feeling, in the deepest place of the heart, hidden and mysterious. Geertz 
interpreted batin as “the depth-reality of human experience”.
2
 A Javanese syno-
nym for kêbatinan is kêjawèn, but scholars, like Sri Mulyana
3
 and Y.W.M. 
                                                          
1
  In general, we use the word “Javanese” as a reference to the people of Java. It is 
similar to the people of Sunda being called Sundanese or the people of Bali being 
called Balinese. In this study, we also use the word Javanese as an adjective, such as 
Javanese spirituality, Javanese language, Javanese culture, etc. And we use the word 
“Javanist” solely for scholars who are experts in the Javanese language, history and 
culture, such as P.J. Zoetmulder, similar to the use of anthropologist for people who 
are experts in anthropology. 
2
  Clifford Geertz, The Religion of Java, Illinois 1960, 318; Niels Mulder, Kebatinan 
dan Hidup Sehari-hari Orang Jawa: kelangsungan dan perubahan kulturil (Mysti-
cism & Everyday Life in Contemporary Java), Jakarta 1983, 21; Mysticism in Java 
Ideology in Indonesia, Yogyakarta 2005, 48. 
3
  Sri Mulyono, Simbolisme dan Mistikisme dalam Wayang. Sebuah Tinjuan Filosofis 
(Symbolism and Mysticism in Wayang. A Philosophical Approach), Jakarta 1989. 
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 prefer the word kêbatinan in order to describe lived spirituality in 
Javanese culture.   
A more elaborate description of kêbatinan is presented by the theologian 
Subagya in six characteristics.
5
 The first meaning of batin is stomach, the inside 
part of a human being, a deep feeling.
6
 Batin is also related to self-integration, 
one feels true and real as a concrete human being. Practicing batin, one is rather 
liberated from all things that seem to be good but actually are not good, but am-
biguous. The Javanese aims to harmonize his lair and batin, while knowing that 
lair is the opposite of batin. Lair is the human property which inclines man to 
prefer senses and emotions, titles, material possessions, positions, and power. 
On the one hand, this tendency poses a threat to batin, on the other hand, man is 
aware that batin is superior to lair. In this case, the practice of kêbatinan means 
to break through the outer phenomena into the essential reality, and at the same 
time it functions as criticism to those who are prone to lair things.  
The second characteristic of kêbatinan is more subjective than objective. 
This implies an emphasis on and an awareness of rasa or, we would say in this 
case, religious experience. This emphasis also functions as a defense against 
reprehensions that believers do not understand the language they use, do not 
find the meaning of the rites they practice, the rules, and the official dogmas. It 
is also an aloofness from the revelation they received from other people, and 
from the modern tendencies that set the function of rasa aside. Dealing with the 
consequences of these modern tendencies, the so-called aliran kêbatinan bring 
out the exercises of rasa or religious experiences.
7
  
The third characteristic is marked by living the origin, the traditional values, 
in the present world. This also functions as a defense against a refusal of the use 
of foreign languages, the western way of thinking, and attitudes that marginalize 
the traditional values. The kêbatinan practices bring out the original soundness, 
                                                          
4
  Rahmat Subagya, Kepercayaan Kebatinan Kerohanian Kejiwaan dan Agama (Be-
lief, kebatinan, spirituality, psychology and religion), Yogyakarta 1989. Rahmat 
Subagya is a Javanese name of J.W.M. Bakker, Dutch theologian and a member of 
the Society of Jesus, Indonesia Province. 
5
   Subagya, Kepercayaan, 14; Suwarno, Konsep Tuhan, Manusia, Mistik dalam berba-
gai Kebatinan Jawa (The Concept of God, Man, Mystic in the Varieties Javanese 
Kebatinan), Jakarta 2005, 84. 
5
  Geertz, The Religion of Java, 318; Mulder, Kebatinan dan Hidup Sehari-hari Orang 
Jawa, 21, 13-34.  
6
  Subagya, Kepercayaan, 14; Suwarno, Konsep Tuhan, 84. 
7
  Aliran is, literally, stream. In this case, aliran refers to mystical groups who culti-
vated kêbatinan. Aliran kêbatinan are sects that hold certain ideas about what is of-
ten referred to as Javanese mysticism. They embrace a certain teaching of kêbatinan. 
In the appendix of his book, Subagya notes at least 285 groups of aliran kêbatinan 
which are widespread in Indonesia. See Subagya, Kepercayaan, 130-138. 
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such as an original Java, an original Sunda, etc. It is not only the use of lan-
guage that counts, but also how to convert the alien way of thinking, and to 
straighten divergent attitudes towards God in themselves. The kêbatinan prac-
tices seek the original values as much as possible and synthesize them in com-
bination with the demands of the times.  
The fourth characteristic is the close relationship among the members of 
aliran kêbatinan, based on mutual solidarity, and a joint view on life. This unity 
manifests itself on different levels. Firstly, the way members behave among 
themselves, secondly the relation between the members and the leader or guru, 
thirdly the relation between the members and God. In Javanese vocabulary, the 
latter type of relationship is called manunggaling kawula Gusti (the unity of 
human beings and Lord or of servant and Master). This characteristic also im-
plies a criticism of individualism. 
The fifth characteristic has to do with ethics. It is a kind of criticism of the 
demoralization of public life. It seems that people have no notion anymore of 
what is morally right and what is not, even believers. Because of secularism, 
people have no respect for sacred traditions anymore, and the demoralization 
becomes worse and worse. Countering this decadent social life, the aliran 
kêbatinan call for a return to the original ethics, the power of batin, by the slo-
gans budi luhur (noble thought) and sêpi ing pamrih (with no axe to grind).  
The last characteristic of the aliran kêbatinan is the pursuit of physical 
health, general welfare, increase of the standard of living, good morality, har-
mony between oneself and society, as well as the development of public life. 
The difference between the aliran kêbatinan and the official government in 
striving for the goal of the development of the population lies in the way how to 
achieve this. For the aliran kêbatinan, the aim is to be achieved not by a careful 
plan and calculation in a rational way, but in an inner, spiritual way.  
Summarizing, Subagya stated firmly that kêbatinan is a sign of protest and 
criticism of society. Thus the nature of kêbatinan is portrayed as opposite to 
public life and its many lacks. He concludes that though to different extents, the 
Javanese myctical sects, the so-called aliran kêbatinan, all have these six char-
acteristics. Referring to a journalist, Sumantri Mertodipuro Subagya says: 
Kêbatinan is the Indonesian way to happiness. In Indonesia, kêbatinan, 
whatever it is called – tasawuf (Islamic mysticism), the knowledge of 
perfection, theosophy, or mysticism – is a general phenomenon. Kêbatin-
an develops the inner reality, the spiritual reality. Therefore, as long as 
the Indonesian people remain really Indonesian, in possession of their 
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original identity, kêbatinan will also certainly remain in Indonesia, 
whether within the official religions or outside of them.
8
  
What do the Javanese think about the “way to happiness”, the inner reality 
which evidently is opposite to outer, public life? 




 reveal to us the Javanese concept of 
the human being. In this concept a human being has outward qualities and inner 
potential, he or she consists of material and spiritual elements. The material 
element, the body, is finite and not eternal. Meanwhile, the spiritual element is 
infinite and eternal. However, a third element should also be distinguished. 
Subagya indicates that man consists of a trichotomy, whatever they are called:
11
 
badan-jiwa-atman (body-soul-spirit), naluri-roh-batin (instinct-spirit-inner 
self), tubuh-jiwa-sūkṣma (body-soul-sūksṃa), pancaindêra-akal-hati (senses-
mind-heart), etc. The first part contains material elements, the second and the 
third parts contain mental and spiritual elements. The jiwa-roh-budi (psyche-
spirit-mind) is superior to the badan-naluri-pancaindêra (body-instinct-senses). 
The third part, ātman-batin-sūkṣma-hati (the essence of life-inner self-mystery-
heart) is superior to the jiwa-roh-budi-akal. Ātman originates from the divine, 
therefore it is the divine element in human beings. Most Javanese believe that 
among the three, the ātman, batin or sūkṣma is the true reality of their human 
existence.  
In the Javanese traditional context, a human being has an origin, purpose, 
and direction, which the Javanese call sangkan-paran (the origin – the destiny 
or goal of life). The kawruh sangkan-paraning dumadi (the knowledge of the 
whence and whither of creation) is a central theme of Javanese mystical prac-
tices.
12
 Through it, one tries to focus the different aspects of one‟s existence on 
the center of all reality in order to gain a harmonious, tranquil and powerful 
control of oneself. Sangkan-paran, therefore, should be understood as a prac-
tice. It is not only a quest for deepest knowledge, but ethics in the sense of be-
ing a way of aligning one‟s life with the fundamental structures of reality. It is 
practiced as a path to the right life.  
                                                          
8
  Subagya, Kepercayaan, 21. This quotation of Martodipuro‟s was in his article Aliran 
Kêbatinan di Indonesia (The Kêbatinan Movement in Indonesia) in Mayapada 1 
(1967), 13-14. 
9
  Mulder, Kebatinan. 
10
  Andreas Yumarma, Unity in Diversity. A Philosophical and Ethical Study of the 
Javanese Concept of Keselarasan, Roma 1996. 
11
  Subagya, Kepercayaan, 48. 
12
  Franz Magnis Suseno, Pijar-Pijar Filsafat: dari Gatholoco ke Filsafat Perempuan, 
dari Adam Muler ke Postmodernisme (The Sparkling Philosophy: from Gatholoco to 
Feminist Philosophy, from Adam Muler to Postmodernism), Yogyakarta 2005, 40. 
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On the one hand, the Javanese views man as a microcosm, and on the other 
hand, his existence is in a cosmological context. The outside world, the macro-
cosm (jagad gêdhé), is only an extrapolation of the inner world, the microcosm 
(jagad cilik). In this macrocosm, the aim (paran) of human life is to return to 
one‟s origin (sangkan). One is living between the origin and the destiny. For 
this reason, the Javanese perceives human life as part of the eternal universe, 
where his life is just a stop to have a drink, on a journey towards the destination, 
which is united with Dat Jati (the True Essence).
13
 Here, on this journey from 
the origin to the destination, from birth to reabsorption with all, the dynamics of 
Javanese spiritual growth is taking place.  
In realizing this journey, what is important is not the development of the 
outer self (lair), but of one‟s inner self (batin). The practice of Javanese spiri-
tual life, therefore, is oriented toward the inner “small”-world, the inner micro-
cosm, the batin. Darmaputra emphasizes that one‟s inner being or inner self is 
central to the essence of kêbatinan. Let us quote what Darmaputra says:
14
 
Whatever we do, the Javanese will say, life will be always like this: a 
mixture of sadness and happiness, of success and failure, of laughs and 
tears. We cannot do anything about it. It is simply pointless and a waste 
of energy to try to eliminate them. More principally, they are an integral 
part of life. Life is not life without them. Hence the best thing (the most 
pragmatic!) to do is not to change the world (although this is not bad in 
itself) but to change ourselves, our inner-selves, our batin. 
Self-mastery, therefore, becomes the capacity to shape one‟s life and to align 
oneself with the destination (paran), the ultimate goal.  
According to Mulder, one has a task to establish harmony between the lair 
(the outer self) and the batin (the inner self), in the sense that the batin must 
master and guide the lair; then worldly life may harmonize and be in agreement 
with the principle of ultimate oneness.
15
 The passions and rationality tie human 
beings to the material world. They, therefore, devote themselves to mental exer-
cises, mêrtapa or samadi (contemplation) and ascetical discipline faithfully, 
regularly, and rigorously, as well as to other exercises in order to reduce physi-
cal pleasures: like sensual passions, sleeping, eating and drinking.
16
 For exam-
                                                          
13
  The Javanist uses proverb, “Urip iku mung mampir ngombe”; human life is just a 
stop on the road where he pauses to have a drink. 
14
  Darmaputra, PANCASILA and the search for identity and modernity in Indonesian 
society, Leiden 1988, 131. 
15
  Mulder, Mysticism in Java, 49; Suwardi Endraswara, Kebatinan Jawa: Laku Hidup 
Utama Meraih Derajat Sempurna (Javanese Mysticism:The Main Attitude towards 
Perfection), Yogyakarta 2011, 14. 
16
  Soesilo, Kejawen: Philosofi & Perilaku (Kejawen: Philosophy & Attitude), Yogya-
karta 2004, 19. 
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ple, the ancestors of the Javanese used to do ascetic exercises in grottos, rivers, 
forests, and seashores. It is the way of purification of the Javanese spiritual 
practices. Another spiritual exercise now still practiced among the Javanese 
mystical sects is meditation in which rasa takes a central role. 
1.2. Rasa in Javanese Spiritual Practices 
In the Javanese traditional context, and among those now still experiencing a 
continuity with it, spiritual practices in their significant form are related to rasa. 
Though in Indonesian the word rasa closely approximates Western senses of 
feeling, the Javanese clearly refers not only to sensory experiences and to emo-
tions, but it also means intuitive feeling, used actively within spiritual exercises 
or a mystical quest. 
Geertz gives us a useful outline of some of the many uses and permutations 
of rasa. He stresses the dual meanings of “feeling” and “meaning” and the em-
phasis on “meaning” within this is at the expense of the more appropriate “es-
sence”. On this point his relevant contribution is to clarify that: 
As “feeling” it is one of the traditional five senses (pancaindra) – seeing, 
hearing, talking, smelling, and feeling. It includes within itself three as-
pects of “feeling” that our view of the five senses separates: taste on the 
tongue, touch on the body, and emotional “feeling” within the “heart” – 
sadness, happiness, and the like. ... As “meaning”, rasa is applied to the 
words in a letter, in a poem, or even in speech, to indicate the between-
the-lines “looking north and hitting south” type of allusive suggestion 
that is so important in Javanese communication. And it is given the same 
application to external acts generally: to indicate the implicit import, the 
connotative “feeling” of dance movements, polite gestures, and so forth. 
But, in this second sense, it also means “ultimate significance” – the 
deepest meaning at which one arrives by dint of mystical effort and 
whose clarification resolves all the ambiguities of mundane existence.
17
 
Geertz points out that the concept is used to link subjective experience and ob-
jective religious truth and to explain that through the implied emphasis on feel-
ing there is direct link between rasa, ultimate spiritual knowledge (in Javanese 
terms),
18
 and the quality of halus (extremely refined feeling) cultivated through 
Javanese etiquette. What is absent from his vocabulary is the term “intuition”. 
                                                          
17
  Geertz, The Religion, 238.  
18
  In the Javanese traditional context, “knowledge” in its significant form is ngèlmu 
that refers to a spiritual or mystical form of knowledge which is not merely a matter 
of intellect, of qualities of thought and quantities of information, but is intuitive. Cf. 
Paul Stange, The logic of rasa, SEAP No 38 (1984),113; Laura Romano, Sumarah. 
Spiritual Wisdom from Java, North Carolina 2013, 187-91. 
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In commenting on the uses of the term rasa within old Javanese texts, Gonda 
notes that the Javanese have combined the original Sanskrit meanings associ-
ated with rasa (taste, flavour, essence, enjoyment, sentiment, disposition, mean-
ing, etc.) and rahasya (secret, mystery). There has been a remarkable continuity 
of interpretation extending from Sanskrit through Kawi and into contemporary 
Javanese usage. Gonda clarifies both the varieties of usage and depth of mean-
ings associated with rasa: 
It is not easy exactly to say what connotations were meant by these mys-
tics when resorting to the favourite term rasa. It often served to translate 
the Arabic sirr secret, mystery, which refers to the most subtle and most 
hidden and latent elements in the human heart in which God is said to re-
side, the „spot‟ where God and the soul are in contact ... In Javanese mys-
tic texts this divine principle is also called rasa, but not the ordinary rasa, 
it is not the rasa (feeling) which we feel in our bodies, but the rasa which 
is felt in the heart. The clear and pure heart receives the supreme rasa, 
which is pure and without any defect.
19
 
In Javanese spiritual practices there has been a special emphasis on the heart, 
which is associated with rasa but also with the Sufi stress on al-qalb, which in 
Javanese is kalbu. Through work such as his, which explores the varieties of 
usage and the meaning of rasa, we understand, within an established realm of 
spiritual discourses, the lexicon of Javanese was enriched by Sanskrit and then 
Arabic loan words. 
In a similar vein, Mulder points to the significance of rasa within Javanese 
spiritual practices, particularly the role of sensitive rasa or intuitive inner feel-
ing.  
The Javanese high road to insight in reality is the trained and sensitive 
rasa (intuitive inner feeling). In mysticism, the essence of reality is 
grasped by the rasa and revealed in the quiet batin... It is only by training 
the rasa that man can bridge the distance to God.
20
 
In the context of my study, the aesthetic rasas of Marc Benamou,
21
 which are 
rêgu (stately), sêrêng (tense), sêdhih (sad), prènès (lighthearted), bêrag (exube-
rant), and gêcul (jocular), and the four dominant rasas of Sunardi:
22
 rêgu, 
sêdhih, grêgêt (enthusiasm), and prênês, which emerge from their research on 
                                                          
19
  J. Gonda, Sanskrit in Indonesia, Nagpur 1952, 158; see also Zoetmulder, Pantheism 
and Monism, 180-83. 
20
  Mulder, Mysticism in Java, 15.30. 
21
  Marc Benamou, Rasa. Affect and Intuition in Javanese Musical Aesthetics, New 
York 2010. 
22
  Sunardi, Konsep Rasa dalam Pertunjukan Wayang Kulit Purwa (The Concept of 
Rasa in the Wayang Kulit Performance), Jurnal Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan vol. 
18 (2012). 
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the gamêlan and the wayang performance, can be helpful to elucidate the trans-
formative meaning from the aesthetic rasa to the spiritual or mystical one. The 
experience of rasa is the central aspect of Javanese lived spirituality. Through 
rasa, we can live what another person goes through, sharing such an experience 
with each other. Due to a specific impulse, the rasa is then re-shaped into 
another form: love, fear, admiration, amazement, etc. That is what a poet or an 
artist is trying to bring about in the aesthetic performance or art, in which one 
forgets or loses one‟s personality, because one‟s rasa has melted and is now 
shaped in another form. Therefore we can experience empathy, fear, amazement 
which a poet or an artist passes on to us. A rasa experience is not permanent, it 
passes after a moment, while the enlightenment will be permanent. Aesthetic 
rasa is the first step to enlightenment or mystical experience. In this way, rasa 
is an opening key for identifying Bhīma‟s mystical quest in the Déwaruci story.  
Reflecting on the rasa, one realizes that it cannot be separated from God. In 
the inner feeling, one experiences God in one‟s heart. Yumarma asserts,
23
  
The Javanese assume that God exists in the heart, it is the “god” they feel; 
God is “Life” (with a capital letter), in the sense that Life itself animates 
the order of the earth and the cosmos, the changes of the seasons, and so 
forth. Life is its essence and secret and human beings are part of it. 
In this case, a human being builds up strong inner resources and divine revela-
tion, the ultimate truth, inspires one‟s life and activities. The cultivation of the 
intuitive inner feeling is expressed in the general tendency to reserve oneself, to 
be at home with oneself, in such a way that whatever happens outside cannot 
disturb one‟s life.  
A human being becomes complete in his inner self and he potentially en-
compasses Life with its center in his deep secretive self (batin). A human being 
does not only master phenomenal existence but rather he can achieve the es-
sence of Life, in which the realization of the self and the realization of truth in 
the depths of the self exists.  
Summarising the role of rasa in Javanese spiritual life, the progression of 
spiritual growth cannot be separated from cultivating rasa and exercises for 
managing the corporeal and emotional feelings, and for honing and refining the 
“intuitive inner feeling”. This activity is called mawas diri (introspection). For 
the Javanese, olah rasa (exercises of feeling) or mawas diri and self correction 
are the best means of reflection. Rasa, in the Javanese context, is apt to identify 
the batin. The batin is the source of the rasa, and somehow the batin manifests 
itself in/as a particular feeling of the rasa,
24
 while at the same time, the rasa is 
also the proper instrument which leads to true insight into reality. Rasa is at 
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  Yumarma, Unity in Diversity, 55. 
24
  Endraswara, Kebatinan Jawa, 22-23. 
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once the substance or quality of what is apprehended and organ which receives 
it.
25
 After all, what we see and feel by our eyes and senses is not the real reality, 
it just seems to be. It is only by the batin, which manifests itself in manifold 
forms of the rasa, that one can discern which is the true reality. The kêbatinan 
sects try to realize the full capacity of the inner human being, so that the Java-
nese mystical people try to pass through the sensory realm to enter the ultimate 
depth of his personality. In this context, the rasa is a particular way of tasting in 
order to discern the true reality from the unreal one. That is why self-discipline 
and various exercises prepare a human being to listen to his inner voice and to 
stimulate the way of the mystery of rasa, in order to perceive the ultimate real-
ity behind the phenomena. On this point, we find an authentic Javanese way of 
purification by which a human being is able to get closer to, and even come to 
unity with God. In articulating this union with God, the Javanese has a special 
proverb, that is manunggaling kawula-Gusti, the unity of creature and Creator 
or servant and Lord.
26
 Here, we find the final goal of Javanese spiritual prac-
tices, which is mystical union. 
2.  Sources of Bhīma‟s Mystical Quest  
If we want to study the transformative process in Javanese spiritual life, we 
have to discuss the sources that talk about transformation in the most profound 
manner. The studies of the anthropologist Clifford Geertz and the Javanist Paul 
Stange are helpful for me in discerning and interpreting these sources. The con-
tribution of Geertz is that the description of the culture is intended as such a text 
to be interpreted.
27
 Geertz, in his Negara,
28
 helped connect the description of 
state power to its symbolic dimension and religious sense, and particularly his 
observation on wayang reveals us that wayang is part of the general religious 
complex constructed around the concepts of kasar-halus (coarse-refined), of 
lair-batin (outer-inner selves), and rasa (feeling).
29
 An experience of the ulti-
mate rasa is the end of mystical endeavor and should be the religious aim of all 
men. Separating out the ultimate rasa from everyday feeling is itself a difficult 
task. Geertz points out that the philosophy of the wayang stories, Bhīma in par-
ticular, concerns one who is able to perceive ultimate reality, which is within 
oneself as an ultimate feeling, rasa. 
                                                          
25
  Stange, The Logic of Rasa, 113. 116. 
26
  The similar notion of manunggaling kawula Gusti is a methaphor of warangka man-
jing curiga-curiga manjing warangka (the Javanese traditional weapon, kris is tak-
ing in its shield).  
27
  Clifford Geertz, Negara The Theatre State in Nineteen-Century Bali, New Jersey 
1980. 135. 
28
  Geertz, Negara.  
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  Geertz, The Religion, 272-73. 
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In the wayang, Brataséna ... His name, in fact, means to finish (brata) 
meditation (séna); and so this means that if people finish meditation – 
that is, attain mystical union – they can see all seven levels up and all 
seven down. Only very few people can do this, and those who can are 
called gurus, mystical teachers. One can go further into all this and look 
at the appearance of Brataséna in the wayang. ... In more explicit terms, a 
man who has finished meditating has joined the outside and the inside, 




Geertz‟s prominent interpretation of wayang is that it is seen as providing a ma-
terial form for an essentially spiritual content, an outward symbolization of an 
inward rasa.
31
 Unlike Geertz, who identified such a meaning of the wayang 
with the priyayi (the court people) and with the Hindu-Buddhist kingdom, while 
my focus in the foregoing section has been, besides on lair and batin, on the 
special sense of rasa which is applied within the Javanese spiritual life, I am 
suggesting that the Javanese wayang performance is itself characterised by an 
emphasis on the notion of the progression of spiritual life, but its mystical as-
pects remain implicit, or the degrees of spiritual awareness are not consciously 
articulated. From the mystical perspective, the meaning of the wayang does not 
lie in a certain social group, as Geertz addressed.  
Not only in the Javanese wayang tradition is Bhīma a figure par excellance 
for the progression of spiritual practices, in the Javanese mystical movements as 
well. This story remains a favourite among kêbatinan people. Paul Stange con-
firms that absolute Truth is identical to the guru sêjati, the “true teacher” and to 
direct contact with God as symbolized in the wayang imagery of the encounter 
of Bhīma with Déwaruci. 
Hakiki, often simply “Hak”, is the term used by Sukono, and others in 
Sumarah since, to refer to direct contact with God. Suhardo confirms that 
Hakiki in Sumarah usage refers to the same principle others would call 
Guru Sejati (the True Teacher); to what in wayang imagery Bhīma en-
counters by meeting Déwaruci.
32
 
Considering its spiritual and mystical dimensions, I believe that the story of 
Bhīma‟s mystical quest will be adequate to uncover the nexus of spiritual con-
sciousness, as those are conceived and presented in the wayang performance. 
                                                          
30
  Geertz, The Religion, 274-75. 
31
  Geertz, The Religion, 269. 
32
  The Javanese word hakiki derives from the Arabic khak‟, meaning right, in the sense 
of privilege, and haqiqa‟, which in Islamic terms refers to absolute Truth. Sumarah 
is one among other Javanese mystical sects. Paul Stange, The Evolution of Sumarah, 
paulstange.net (access: 23/06/2017), 39. Originally, this was his PhD thesis at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison (1980), based on his field research on Sumarah 
(the state of total surrender). 
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3.  Bhīma‟s Mystical Quest as a Model of Javanese Spiritual Growth 
In the story of Bhīma‟s mystical quest as presented in the Sêrat Déwaruci and 
the Déwaruci play which we are going to trace, we will not find a systematic 
doctrine of Javanese spiritual growth that is clearly described, logical, and co-
herent. Javanese people are not used to thinking in abstract ways, but rather 
concretely, with the aid of examples, proverbs and metaphors. For the Javanese, 
spiritual life can be described by parables. When we turn from literary form to 
content, what is disclosed in that text rather has a religious meaning than that it 
is a systematic doctrine of Javanese beliefs. As a Javanese mystical text, the 
Sêrat Déwaruci was composed in macapat meter. By singing repetitively, the 
reader is expected to attain enlightenment. In this study, the Sêrat Déwaruci 
becomes fully intelligible in the light of values embodied and expressed in 
symbols at the wayang performance, by means of which we can hopefully con-
struct a model of spiritual growth dynamic.  
For the development of my argument it is necessary to trace the paths of 
spiritual growth. Metaphorically,
33
 the development of spiritual life is depicted 
as a way or a mountain that presents stages or degrees with difficulties and a 
distance which one cannot overcome without God‟s grace. On the one hand, 
progression on this way is beyond human ability, on the other hand one is re-
sponsible for one‟s spiritual development. I use the structural dynamic of the 
wayang performance with its three horizontal divisions of the wayang play and 
its three vertical divisions of the wayang cosmology, to describe the three stages 
of Javanese spiritual development. I am referring to “structure”, that is, as re-
gards logical categories and the form of the relations within the pathêt gamêlan 
pieces, the dramatic plot, the wayang figures and the manipulations of them 
used in a performance. 
Considering Keller‟s idea that there is a similarity or even identity of human 
experience in all cultures, that transcultural understanding and even identifica-
tion is possible, and that ideological and language constructs are only a garb 
which can be discarded in order to lay bare the common substance,
34
 we will 
describe the progression of Javanese spiritual growth based on Bhīma‟s mysti-
cal quest as represented in the Sêrat Déwaruci and in the Déwaruci play, includ-
ing its various interpretations done by the dhalangs. The Déwaruci story, also 
known Bhīmasuci, as a text is a metaphor, and in actual fact, particularly for the 
Javanese it functions as a model of spiritual development. The Déwaruci story 
presents itself to us as a metaphor, but we are treating it as a model. I limit my-
                                                          
33
  Bernard, I Gradi e le Vie nella Vita Spirituale, 167-70; Blommestijn, Itinerario Mis-
tica, 699-701. 
34
  Carl Keller, Mystical Literature, in Steven T. Katz (ed.), Mysticism and Philosophi-
cal Analysis, Oxford 1978, 76. 
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self to saying that the relationship between metaphor and model lies in the es-
sential significance that the metaphors are commonly used to express descrip-
tive views of aspects of reality.
35
 In due course I will discuss this further, this 
will be presented in chapter IV. In the following chapter, we will discuss 
wayang as a key for interpreting Bhīma‟s mystical quest.  
                                                          
35
  George A. Cowan (et al.), Complexity Metaphors, Models, and Reality, Addison-
Wesley 1994, 709. 









WAYANG AS A KEY 





In the previous chapter we became acquainted with Javanese lived spirituality, 
focusing on the concepts of lair, batin, and rasa. In this chapter we explore the 
wayang kulit performance as a key for interpreting Bhīma‟s mystical quest and 
we go on to expose the structural dynamic of his spiritual progression. The ex-
pression “mystical quest” refers to the desire for union with the Divine. As we 
will see, the fulfilment of this desire is an overwhelming experience for Bhīma, 
it transforms him into a perfect human, for which reason he is called Bhīmasuci, 
the holy Bhīma. The spiritual life and the mystical life interpenetrate, but in this 
study we may have a way of indentifying different characteristics or emphasis. 
The mystical life is a specific dimension of the spiritual life, as the mystical 
grace refers to the initiative of God who reveals his mystery, his incomprehen-
sibility to the limitation of human knowledge.
1
 The spiritual life is a way of liv-
ing one‟s mystical experience as described in its manifestations through specific 
forms – whether personal or doctrinal. In other words, spirituality usually is un-
derstood as a way guided by the virtues, while mysticism is understood as an 
extraordinary way guided by God‟s grace.
2 Mysticism is present in all the di-
verse religious contexts.  
The many presentations and etymologies in this chapter are illustrative of the 
abundance of forms of the Javanese Wayang. Although all this information may 
come across as rather overwhelming, it is primarily intended as a toolbox in 
order to interpret the symbolic expressions and metaphors which are used by the 
Javanese in expressing their lived spirituality. Wayang here refers specifically to 
Javanese wayang kulit (leather-puppet) theatre, a performance art from Java, 
                                                          
1
  Charles André Bernard, Introduzione alla Teologia Spirituale, Casale Monferrato 
1996, 33, 135-36; Francesco Asti, Spiritualità e Mistica. Questioni Metodologiche, 
Città del Vaticano 2003, 28. 
2
  Francesco Asti, Dalla Spiritualità alla Mistica, Città del Vaticano 2005, 78-79. 
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using flat puppets cut from raw water-buffalo hide, which cast striking shadows 
due to their intricate carvings, and are also elaborately painted. In this disserta-
tion we use wayang performance/play, wayang kulit performance/play inter-
changeably as it is known by the Indonesians at the present times. Wayang can 
refer to either the performance art as a whole, or to the actual leather-puppets 
figure themselves.  
The wayang performance, also called pakêliran, is a genre of the performing 
arts in which several elements are interwoven. In the first place, we will discuss 
the main constituents of a wayang performance, that are the pathêt gêndhings or 
gamêlan modes, and lakon (dramatic play), wandas wayang,
3
 dhalang (puppet-
eer), and then their symbolic meaning in particular.
4
 These are inseparable, and 
all of them individually reflect a particular way of understanding reality and 
mutually reinforce that understanding in the performative act. Our focus will not 
just be on how each constituent functions in the performance, but on how they 
symbolize the spiritual and/or mystical dimension of the wayang performance.  
Moreover, through the presentation of the wayang performance, I will un-
cover the underlying structure and the general pattern of a dialectic interaction 
of lair-batin and rasa that lie hidden within its equipments. Then, in the follow-
ing chapters, I will turn to the suggestion of a model in which this structure and 
dialectic interaction can be seen to elucidate the steps of Bima‟s mystical quest 
and the degrees of Javanese spiritual progression as well. 
1.  The Pathêt Gêndhings and Its Symbolic Meaning 
Gamêlan
5
 is a type of instrumental ensemble found on several islands in Indo-
nesia, Java in particular. The types of gamêlan differ according to the level of 
civilization of the inhabitants of the various islands, but they are basically the 
                                                          
3
  Wanda is a depiction of the emotional situation of a certain figure in the wayang 
leather-puppet, so that some important figures in the set are represented in three dif-
ferent emotional situations or characters, successively in a normal, alert, and highly 
disturbed situation. For example, Bhima has several characters, such as Bhima 
wanda mimis, lindupanon, gurnat, lintang, etc. Each of them symbolizes a certain 
character of Bhima. Cf. R.M. Sajid, Bauwarna Wajang Mawi Katrangan saha gam-
bar-gambar (The Knowledge of Wayang with Explanation and Illustrations) 2 vols., 
Jogjakarta 1958 vol.1, 25; Ringkasan Sejarah Wayang (A Short History of Wayang), 
Jakarta 1981, 68; S. Haryanto, Bayang-bayang Adiluhung: Filsafat, simbolis dan 
Mistik dalam Wayang (The Magnificent Shadows: Philosophy, Symbolism and Its 
Mystic), Semarang 1992, 35-43. 
4
  Soetarno, Sejarah Pedhalangan, 255. 
5
  Following Mantle Hood, the word “gamêlan” is a generic term applied to a great 
variety of ensembles developed over a period of more than one and a half millen-
nium (from about 200 A.D. to about 1850). See Mantle Hood, The Evolution of 
Javanese Gamêlan Book I Music of the Roaring Sea, New York 1980, 13 footnote. 
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same. A complete gamêlan has one “set” (rancak), consisting of a group of in-
struments of various materials and shapes. The materials used are metal, wood, 
and leather. Not all sets of gamêlan are the same in their completeness. A gamê-
lan set for dance is different from a gamêlan set for the wayang performance.
6
 
They are played with the hands, struck with a mallet, and moved a bow across 
the string. Fulfilling its function, each gamêlan set has its own instrumentation.
7
 
The following will be limited to pathêt, its function in the wayang performance, 
and its anthropomorphic meanings.  
Pathêt, comparable with melody in Western music, is divided into three 
parts that are the pathêt nêm (six), sanga (nine), and manyura (peacock). What 
does this really mean? From the viewpoint of linguistics, based on his research 
of several literatures,
8
 Poerbatjaraka comes to the conclusion that the term pa-
thêt is undoubtedly derived from the word patut. Patut is a Javanese word, and 
                                                          
6
  Sindoesawarno, Ilmu Karawitan (Knowledge about Gamêlan Music), in Judith 
Becker (ed.), Karawitan Source Reading in Javanese Gamêlan and Vocal Music 3 
vols., Michigan 1987, see vol. 2, 315; Hood, Music of the Roaring Sea, 13 footnote. 
7
  For the description of 19 gamelan instruments and its own instrumentation, see Pur-
bodiningrat, Gamelan, in Becker, Karawitan Source Reading, vol. 2, 235-43. 
8
  They are some parts of the Panji Semirang and Serat Centhini which have a connec-
tion with the gamêlan. See Poerbatjaraka, Radèn Inu Main Gamelan, in Becker (ed.), 
Karawitan Source Reading, see vol. 2, 261-284. 
Figure 2.1. KRT.Wasitodiningrat played 
rêbab. 
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means being attuned to, or fitted. What is said to be attuned are the strings of the 
rêbab, being made to accord in pitch with certain keys of wilahan gamêlan. The 
words patut and pathêt are interchangeably used in the gamêlan areas, in which 
these words refer to a musician in making appropriate in pitch with a certain key 
of wilahan gamêlan. 
There is still discussion on the meaning of the different names of the pathêts: 
the pathêt nêm, the pathêt sanga, and the pathêt manyura. Sindoesawarno as-
serts
9
 that up to the present time, there has not been a defensible explanation of 
the origin of the pathêt names. However, there are others who suggest that the 
names come from the number of keys on the gêndhèr, the ancient gêndhèr 
which has only ten keys.
10
 One of them is Poerbatjaraka, whose explanation is 
as follows.
11
 Because the word pathêt is derived from the word pathut, so what 
is being fitted (patut) are the strings of the rêbab. They are made according to a 
certain wilahan of the gamêlan. For example, in pèlog pathêt lima, the left 
rêbab string is tuned (dipatut) to the wilahan called lima in pèlog. The right 
rêbab string, which sounds lower than the left, must therefore be tuned to the 
wilahan called pênunggul (lower octave), as the two strings must sound (the 
interval) kêmpyung.
12
 How did he give an explanation of the relationship be-












as it is the 
present-
                                                          
9
  Sindoesawarna, Ilmu Karawitan, in Judith Becker (ed.), Karawitan Source Reading, 
see vol. 2, 366. 
10
  Present day, only Balinese gendhèr has ten keys, called gendhèr wayang (sléndro). 
See Poerbatjaraka, Radèn Inu, 272. Javanese gendhèr has 12, 13, or 14 keys. See 
Martopangrawit, Catatan-catatan Pengetahuan Karawitan, Surakarta 1975, 29-30. 
11
  Poerbatjaraka, Radèn Inu, 272. 
12
  A kêmpyung is the interval produced by striking two keys which flank two other 
keys. See Martopangrawit, Pengetahuan Karawitan, 31; Notes on Knowledge of 
Gamelan Music, in Judith Becker (ed.), Karawitan Source Reading, vol. 1, 51. 
Figure 2.2a.  The Balinese gêndhèr wayang sléndro 
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day Balinese gêndhèr wayang (sléndro). This ten-keyed gêndhèr sléndro con-
tains five octaves. When the ten-keyed gêndhèr was played together with rêbab, 
in order to make the strings tighter and adjust the pitch so that it fits when 
played, the left-hand rêbab string was tuned (dipatut) to the ninth key. This was 
the origin of the word pathêt sanga, as the left string was made to match (di-
patut) the key ninth (sanga). In order to make them sound kêmpyung, the right 
string was tuned to the sixth key, while the left string was tuned to the second 
key. Today, the strings of the (sléndro) rêbab are tuned to the keys designated 6̣ 
and 2̣ (nêm and gulu sléndro) in notation. Concerning the two other pathêts, 
according to Poerbatjaraka, he cannot explain better the pathêt nêm than that the 
right rêbab string is tuned to the sixth key on the ten-keyed gêndhèr, the key 
presently designated by 2 in notation. 
While the pathêt manyura is even less clear, because in gamêlan sléndro the 
rêbab strings are the same for the three pathêts. Poebatjaraka asserts that the 
word manyura is certainly derived from Sanskrit mayūra or peacock, but its 
historical relationship is still unclear. Among Javanese musicians that word is 
used as the verb “to approach”, derived from the Javanese word of pêrak (near). 
It is the meaning used in the wayang performance, when the pathêt manyura 















Figure  2.2b. The key numbers: Gl = gulu; Dd = dada; Lm = lima; Nm = 
nêm; Br = barang 
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From the point of view of the gamêlan arrangement, the pathêt is a system of 
melody. In the gamêlan melody, there are basic roles which are invested in 
tones. The tones in a melody hold the positions of basic tones, important tones, 
and completing tones. The system which determines the division of roles is 
called pathêt. Changing the distribution of roles as they apply to the tones 
means changing the system, thus changing the pathêt. 
Concerning the musical meaning, patut means “being in accord” with a cer-
tain key of the wilahan gamêlan. Thus to patut the rêbab (mematut rêbab) 
means to tune the strings of the rêbab to a certain note (wilahan) of the gamêlan 
by turning the pegs of the rêbab to adjust the tension of the strings until they 
accord, or patut, with the gamêlan tone. If the strings are in tune, they are 
plucked, then moves the bow across the strings. Gradually a melody emerges 
from the first bow, called pathêt, a melody that in wayang is played together 
with the singing of the dhalang. It is for this reason that the word pathêt means 
“time”,
13
 the contextual sense of the plots of the wayang performace. The 
pathêts are related to the time of night in the performance of wayang, which are 
divided into three parts, each part lasting three hours. The normal duration of 
the wayang performance is nine hours, from 21.00 hours (9 p.m.) to 06.00 hours 
(6 a.m.). Each section uses a different pathêt: the pathêt nêm, sanga, and the 
pathêt manyura, one after another. In the first three hours of the wayang per-
                                                          
13
  Martopangrawit, Pengetahuan Karawitan, 28; Probohardjono, Sêrat Sulukan 
Sléndro (The Manual of Sulukan Slendro), Sala 1966, 41. 
Figure  2.2c. The key numbers and the pitch numbers 
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formance, i.e. between 21.00 and 24.00 hours, the gêndhing-accompaniment 
used is the pathêt nêm; the second three hours uses the pathêt sanga, and the 
pathêt manyura is for the last three hours of the wayang performance. The 
wayang performance begins in pathêt nêm, changes to pathêt sanga at midnight, 
and changes to pathêt manyura at 3.00 a.m., where it remains until the perform-
ance ends.  
For the Javanese, discussing the meaning of pathêt is not only based on mu-
sicology, but most importantly,
14
 is concerned with the rasa (aesthetic feeling) 
of the musicians and the listeners as well. Every gamêlan-musician can feel the 
difference between the pathêt nêm, the pathêt sanga, and the pathêt manyura. 
Each individual pathêt evokes a different feeling of beauty. The Javanese ga-
mêlan produces a contemplative and meditative atmosphere.
15
 The music of the 
gamêlan can enrapture its listeners and the celebratory context of a wayang per-
formance imbues them with a power far beyond compositions which are played 
in concert settings.
16
 Is there any distinguishing feature to differentiate among 
the three pathêts? What is the aesthetic meaning of each individual pathêt? 
Before presenting the features of the individual pathêt, it is interesting to 
note that the gamêlan has names of its own, taken from the names of parts of 




barang, which means the important matter (head); 
gulu, which means the neck; 
dhadha, which means the chest; 
lima, which means the hand; 
nêm, which means emotion, soul or spirit.  
The five octaves of the Javanese sléndro gamêlan, were given the numerical 
symbols, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6. And the spoken symbol that represents the number is 
the last syllable of the spelled-out version of that number, those are ji (siji), ro 
(loro), lu (têlu), ma (lima), and nêm (ênêm). Herewith, we find that for Java-
nese, the gamêlan is not a thing, but a being, an organism. That the gamêlan is 
honored as another being is clear from the attitude of the musicians. Let us 
quote here what Poerbatjaraka says:
18
 
                                                          
14
  Poerbatjaraka, Radèn Inu, 282. 
15
  Hawasi, Kearifan Lokal yang Terkandung dalam Sastra Mistik Jawa (The Local 
Wisdom in the Javanese Mystical Literature), in PESAT-Psikologi, Ekonomi, Sastra, 
Arsitek & Sipil 2 (2007), 38. 
16
  Rene T.A. Lysloff, Srikandhi dances lènggèr. A performance of music and shadow 
theatre in Central Java, Leiden 2009, 56. 
17
  Sindoesawarna, Ilmu Karawitan, 330. 
18
  Poerbatjaraka, Radèn Inu, 271-72. 
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The proper behavior at a gamêlan concert is as follows. After a piece has 
begun, as long as it is still being played and before it has been capped 
with a pathêt, the audience should not speak loudly. Only after the mood 
of the piece has been capped with a pathêt may the people speak nor-
mally, joke, or discuss the pleasantness of the piece that has just ended, or 
of other matters. This was the custom when K.R.A [Kandjêng Radèn 
Arya] Sastradiningrat, a devotee of gamêlan, was still alive. As soon as a 
piece began he fell silent; only occasionally would he hum or sing, and 
then very softly. Only after the closing pathêt had ended would he speak 
or order the servants, asking them what was needed or what should be or-
dered. 
Moreover, in line with Sindoesawarno‟s explanation, Jakob Sumardjo presents a 
deeper anthropomorphic meaning i.e. each gamêlan’s key has a certain value:
19
 
ji (1) means a form or a face; ro (2) means a way; lu (3) means life; ma (5) 
means the attachment of human desire to the five senses, and nêm (6) means the 
human capability to control their five senses. 
In explaining pathêt, which both Western and Indonesian scholars have 
done, they have, according to Sri Hastanto,
20
 dealt only with certain aspects of 
the matter, and especially among Western scholars, all theories have been ar-
gued from insufficient or insecure premises. He continues that the most secure 
basis upon which one is able to construct a theory of pathêt is to be found in 
those musical situations which are unambiguous in terms of pathêt, as agreed by 
Javanese musicians themselves. Hastanto constructs his theory
21
 for a further 
understanding of the concept of pathêt based on the thinthingan, the sênggrèng-
an, and the pathêtan wantah. We will discuss the first one and its importance 
for the symbolical meaning of gamêlan keys in order to describe phenomena 
related to pathêt, some spiritual meanings. 
Thinthingan is the simplest intonation that may be needed by the singer be-
fore the bawa or cêluk.
22
 It is played by the gêndhèr, in which particular pathêt 
are associated with particular times. At the change from one pathêt to another, 
the singer needs not only an indication of a pitch but an anticipation of the 
                                                          
19
  Jakob Sumardjo, Perkembangan Teater Modern dan Sastra Drama Indonesia (The 
Modern Theatre Development and the Indonesian Drama Literature), Bandung 1992, 
31-33; Quoted also by Agus Purwoko, Gunungan: Nilai-nilai Filsafat Jawa 
(Gunungan: The Javanese Philosophical Values), Bekasi 2010, 140-141. 
20
  S. Hastanto, The concept of pathet in Central Javanese gamelan music (PhD thesis), 
Durham University1985, 67. He offered one of six chapters, especially critized the 
earlier theories of pathêt of Western scholars, and Indonesians as well.  
21
 Hastanto, The concept of pathêt, 91-117. 
22
  Bawa is a long vocal introduction to an instrumental piece, sung by a male singer. 
Celuk is a short one, sung by a male or female singer.  
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pathêt of the following gêndhing. Each pathêt in laras sléndro
23
 has only one 
thinthingan. Each thinthingan consists of four notes of the descending scale. 
These three thinthingans are: 
thinthingan manyura 3˙2˙1˙6 
thinthingan sanga 2˙1˙6 5 
thinthingan nêm 6 5 3 2 
When a thinthingan is played, a musical impression of the pathêt is established 
in the minds of the musicians. By hearing the thinthingan, the musicians know 
the basic tones of a certain pathêt, such as thinthingan 6 5 3 2 is for pathêt nêm 
gêndhing. The question can be raised here, what is the relationship between the 
thinthingan phenomenon and its spiritual dimensions?  
As described above by Jacob Sumadjo in particular, each gamêlan key has 
an anthropomorphic symbol. The composition of the four notes therefore is not 
without significance. Following the theory of othak-athik-mathuk,
24
 from the 
evidence of the thinthingan of pathêt nêm gêndhing (6 5 3 2), it says: rasa (6) 
sêngsêm (5) nguripi (3) dalan (2). Here the gulu gamêlan key does not only 
mean a neck, but as it is our neck it also functions as a way for the food we are 
eating. This phrase means one‟s life is still driven by the five senses and corpo-
real feeling. Considering the five octaves of gamêlan sléndro, this thinthingan 
lacks the key ji (1) which anthropomorphically means face or head, an impor-
tant part of the body, and can also be interpreted as an ultimate goal. It symbol-
izes how one is more likely to be attached to the pleasures of the bodily needs 
and the corporeal feeling which is also related to worldly things, rather than 
pursuing the goal of one‟s life. On this point, we find the elevation from the an-
thropomorphic meaning to the spiritual one of the pathêt nêm pieces underlying 
its thinthingan. 
The thinthingan of pathêt sanga is 2˙1˙6 5. These four tones say: dalané (2˙) 
mujudaké (1˙) rasa (6) sêngsêm (5) which literally means one‟s way of life 
leads to happiness. When the whole octave of laras sléndro is considered, this 
thinthingan lacks the key lu (3) which means chest or life, as that is the place 
where the heart lies, a human vital organ. The meaning of that phrase is that life 
                                                          
23
  Laras is the tuning system or scale. The Javanese gamêlan has two tuning systems, 
that are laras sléndro and laras pélog. Each scale has characteristics which make it 
easy to distinguish it from the other. Laras sléndro has five tones per octave, each 
interval approximately the same. Laras pélog has seven tones per octave. Formerly, 
the wayang performance only used the gamêlan laras sléndro, and recently, gamê-
lan laras pélog as well. Cf. Sajid, Bauwarna Wajang, vol. 2, 47-48. 
24
  An explanation in such a way, that seems logical, is reached by lucky coincidence. It 
is hard to put into a scientific frame of reference. Therefore Kunts qualifies this ex-
planation as empty talk. Poerbatjaraka, Radèn Inu, 282 footnote; Jakob Sumardjo, 
Perkembangan, 31-33.  
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leads to happiness, but it is still not the true one. After all, this happiness is still 
much influenced by one‟s five senses and emotional feeling, and one tends to 
ignore one‟s ultimate goal as symbolized by the absence of the key lu (3). 
And the last thinthingan is 3˙2˙1 6 of pathêt manyura that says: uriping (3˙) 
dalan (2˙), wujuding (1) rasa (6). This phrase can be translated as follows: liv-
ing the way that leads to depth. This phrase can be interpreted to mean that one 
is no longer driven by the desire of one‟s five senses and is capable of control-
ling them, and is therefore able to live the true life, a life that brings one towards 
the depth, the absolute Truth. Considering the whole laras sléndro octave, this 
thinthingan of pathêt manyura lacks the key ma (5) that symbolizes attachment 
to the pleasure of the five senses and bodily needs. It is the true life that leads 
one to the ultimate goal, or Source of life.  
Based on the anthropomorphic meaning of gamêlan keys contained in the 
basic tones of the thinthingan pathêt gêndhing, we find the dynamic structure of 
Javanese spiritual progression. The first step, as it is expressed by the phrase 
rasa sêngsêm nguripi dalan, is the stage in which one is still greatly fascinated 
with worldly matters and tends to fulfill the desires of one‟s five senses and 
one‟s bodily needs. The second step, conveyed by dalané mujudaké rasa 
sêngsêm, is the stage in which one is dealing with the problem how to decide 
what is right and wrong and starting to live a meaningful life, both in a worldly 
sense and spiritually. The third step is where one is no longer attached to 
worldly matters and is capable of controlling the desire of one‟s five senses, and 
therefore is able to live a life that leads to one‟s ultimate goal. It is expressed by 
uriping dalan wujuding rasa, living the way that leads to the most inner feeling 
in which one might experience the absolute Truth. Thus, this dynamic of the 
pathêt gêndhings provides the steps of spiritual development. Moreover, the 
functioning of rasa immediately appears in every step, as I will argue in due 
course in discussing the role of rasa in Javanese lived spirituality. 
Based on this finding, we know that the three formulas of the four keys of 
the thinthingan in each pathêt intend to reveal the underlying truth; the melody 
dynamically expresses the inner melody. Because the underlying truth and the 
inner melody are hidden, it is the function of the thinthingan to uncover that 
truth or to make the inner melody manifest.
25
 On this point, we find the dialecti-
cal logic of outer and inner selves, as articulated in the played melody and the 
inner melody, which involves aesthetic rasa (feeling). Similarly, the four notes 
of the thinthingan of each pathêt open the minds of the musicians to a musical 
impression of the pathêt, and the four keys of the thinthingan and their anthro-
                                                          
25
 Cf. Susan Pratt Walton, Aesthetic and Spiritual Correlations in Javanese Gamelan 
Music, The Journal of Aesthetic and Art Criticism, vol. 65 (2007), 36. 
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pomorphic symbols reveal the underlying structure of the degrees of spiritual 
growth. Moreover, the gamêlan accompaniment, consisting of three pathêts, 
provides the dynamic of the dramatic play and has its own spiritual meaning.  
2.  The Dramatic Play Dynamic  
The classic wayang performance goes on for approximately 9 hours, starting at 
21.00 and ending at 06.00 on the following day. It begins from the pêndapa su-
wung, the empty stage, and will end with the pêndapa suwung again. The only 
figure existing on the stage is the gunungan, also called kêkayon which is stuck 
in the middle of the white screen, called kêlir. By pulling out the gunungan, it is 
indicated that the performance is starting. The dhalang, then, plays a certain 
dramatic play until the end of the performance, when he once again sticks the 
gunungan on the middle of the stage. It is in between the pêndapa suwung at the 
beginning, the pulling out, and the replacing the gunungan again at the end, that 
the performance is divided into the three stages of the wayang plot. 
In discussing the wayang plot, we must inevitably first talk about the pakêm, 
the standard of the wayang performance. The pakêm is a set of rules, articulated 
or implied, oral or written, concerning one or several elements of the wayang 
performance of the specific style of the region, which differs from one place to 
the other.
26
 The differences can be related to the sources and the content of the 
dramatic plays, the elements used in the wayang performance, such as how the 
performance is staged, the form of the wayang figure, the musical equipment 
and its accompanying songs, and so on. Furthermore, people have different 
opinions on the distinguishing elements of the wayang style. Some say that the 
distinguishing element between Yogyakartan and Surakartan style lies in the 
ritual, others point to the accompanying gamêlan orchestra, or just its kêprak. 
Moreover, although the pakêm is always there, along with the history of the 
wayang performance, of whatever style it is, it actually can be changed accord-
ing to its circumstances and conditions. 
Notwithstanding the many differences, the similarities between the Javanese 
wayang styles are more fundamental. These are the dramatic stories and the way 
to present them, which include almost all figures, places and events which are 
related to the Rāmāyana and Mahābhārata epics. These stories are told in the 
form of a wayang kulit performance by a dhalang. In order to gain a deeper un-
derstanding of the similarities, and the differences as well, let us quote Kayam‟s 
observation on the wayang plot, with a modification I made.
27
  
                                                          
26
  Umar Kayam, Kêlir tanpa Batas (The Unlimited White Screen), Yogyakarta 2001, 
65.  
27
  Kayam, Kêlir, 82-84; cf. M. Ng. Najawirangka, Sêrat tuntunan Pedhalangan (The 
Handbook of Puppetry) 4 vols., Jogjakarta 1958, see vol 1, 57; R.M. Mudjanat-
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(21.00 - 24.00) 
first jêjêr  gate jêjêr  
 inner-palace adêgan  inner-palace adêgan 
 outer-court adêgan outer-court adêgan, kapalan, 
gang rumble 
 second jêjêr     foreign adêgan  
 crossroads battle unsuccessful battle, or double 
foreign adêgans 
 third jêjêr   
 unsuccessful battle  
Pathêt Sanga 
(24.00 - 03.00) 
turmoil adêgan sage or turmoil adêgan 
 fourth jêjêr  flower battle 
 forest battle middle adêgan: 1, 2 or 3 times, 
forest battle or sintrèn battle 
                                                                                                                                              
tistomo et al., Pedhalangan Ngayogyakarta (The Yogyakartan Puppetry) vol. 1,  
Yogyakarta 1977, 162-66. 
28
  It is important to distinguish between the dramatic play and the plot in studying the 
structure and development of a wayang text. Following David Letwin, by plot, we 
mean the seven structural components used in the selection and arrangement of 
events in the story. They are the leading character – the central person in the plot; the 
inciting incident – the event that throws the leading character out of balance; objec-
tive – the goal the leading character seeks to restore the balance of his life; obstacle 
– that force, or forces, preventing the leading character from reaching his goal; the 
crisis – the toughest decision made by the leading character to overcome the obsta-
cles; the climax – the final showdown with the obstacles that arise out of the crisis, 
during which the leading character either gains or fails to gain his objective; and the 
resolution – the new balance that is created as a result of the climax. From the infi-
nite number of possibilities, we must select only those particular events that illustrate 
the meaning of the story, produce the desired response in the audience, and can be 
comprehended within a couple of hours. David Letwin et al., The Architecture of 
Drama, Plot, Characters, Theme, Genre, and Style, Plymouth 2008, 1- 49. In 
Becker‟s definition, the plot is a set of constraints on the selection and ordering of 
episodes or motifs. A.L. Becker, Text-Building, Epistemology, and Aesthetics in 
Javanese Shadow Theatre, in Becker, A.L. & Aram A. Yengoyan, The Imagination 
and Reality: Essays on Southeast Asian Coherence Systems, New Jersey 1979, 226. 
Considering that the technical terms of the wayang performance have a special 
meaning and we hardly find words with a similar meaning in English, such as for 
jêjêr and adêgan, we hold to using them as they are.  
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 fifth jêjêr       
 middle battle  
Pathêt Manyura 
(03.00 - 06.00) 
sixth jêjêr  adêgan manyura: 1, 2 or 3 times, 
sampak manyura battle 
 rally battle  
 seventh jêjêr   
 wild battle, tayungan sampak  battle or wild battle, 
tayungan 
 sticking the kayon sticking the kayon adêgan, golek 
dance = gambyongan 
Immediately, it appears in the table that we find a similarity in the structure of 
the dramatic play. The performance is divided into three plots, called pathêts: 
nêm, sanga, and manyura. These names are derived from the names of the 
gamêlan pieces that are played to accompany the performance from one plot to 
another. Each of them will play at a certain time and at a certain moment. The 
wayang performance opens with the pathêt nêm from 21.00 to 24.00, continued 
with pathêt sanga up to 03.00, and followed by the pathêt manyura until the 
end at 06.00. But this does not mean that they are absolutely similar. Firstly, the 
Yogyakartan style shows the standard pattern, the jêjêr followed by the pêrang. 
In the Solonese style, the pêrang can be done continuously, such as the pêrang 
kêmbang followed by pêrang sintrèn. What can be done continuously in the 
Yogyakartan style is the jêjêr. The jêjêr can be followed by another jêjêr with-
out the pêrang. Secondly, the gara-gara scene should be there in the Yogyakar-
tan style, but not in the Solonese style. The gara-gara and the presence of the 
clowns is a sign of the starting of the jêjêr pathêt sanga in the Yogyakartan 
style, while in the Solonese style, it can be interchangeable with the hermitage 
scene. Thirdly, the Yogyakartan style has seven jêjêr, while the Solonese style 
has only one jêjêr. Apparently, the difference between the jêjêr and the adêgan 
is only the name, because the Solonese style has several adêgans which are 
similar to the first jêjêr in both styles or the preceding jêjêrs in the Yogyakartan 
style. For example, the adêgan sabrang contains an event that is similar to the 
jêjêr, and therefore is often called the jêjêr sabrang. Moreover, the deeper simi-
larity is the structure of the wayang performance, namely the pathêt nêm, sanga, 
and manyura plots, and its meaning, in which one is going in search of the spiri-
tual meaning. Thus, these similarities are relevant to our search for the spiritual 
dimension and the degrees of Javanese spiritual development. 
The wayang performance, whatever the dramatic play is, is performed ac-
cording to the standard plot, called lakon. The term lakon is derived from the 
root laku plus the suffix – an, meaning an action, a path, an event, a plot or a 
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journey. A lakon is divided into three major sequences, of which the names are 
closely related to the pathêt gamelan pieces, in which each pathêt has a certain 
pitch range, and within each of which there is a prescribed internal structure. 
Becker observes
29
 that each sequence has a similar internal structure, that is a 
combination of the jêjêr, the adêgan, the battle scenes. The jêjêr is followed by 
one, two or even more scenes, called the adêgan. For example, the first jêjêr is 
followed by the adêgan gapuran, budhalan and the adêgan outside the palace. 
And the third internal element of the section is a battle, although it does not 
have to happen or it depends on the dramatic play being performed. It seems, 
his observation can only be applied to the first sequence, the pathêt nêm plot, 
and not to the second, nor to the third. For, in the second and third sequences of 
both the Yogyakartan and the Surakartan styles, the jêjêr is followed by the 
pêrang, or the jêjêr can be followed by another jêjêr without pêrang in the 
Yogyakartan style. Another of Becker‟s observations
30
 is that the jêjêr, the 
adêgan, and the battle are each presented by a description of a situation or 
kandha, a dialogue or antawacana, and an action or a wayang puppet‟s move-
ment. A description of the place and the people there can be done by the jan-
turan, which is accompanied by music, or kandha, a story-telling. After the de-
scription, the dialogue begins, followed by a movement of the puppets, e.g. a 
journey or a battle. Here, we present the dramatic play dynamics, taking the 
Yogyakartan wayang plot as an example.  
The first sequence is the pathêt nêm plot. Before the performance begins, the 
gunungan or the kayon has been stuck at the middle of the stage or the kêlir on 
the banana trunk above, called the palêmahan ndhuwur, in an upright position. 
The opening of the performance is indicated by pulling out the wayang gunung-
an figure, and sticking it at the lower part of the banana trunk, covering the left 
and the right side of the simpingan. From the point of view of the wayang per-
formance, the white screen or kêlir symbolizes the world in which we live, and 
the pulling out of the gunungan from the banana trunk symbolizes the begin-
ning of life, which is revealed in the first jêjêr. Contrarily, if the gunungan has 
not been pulled out, the first jêjêr cannot start, which means that the new life 
does not yet exist. According to Srimulyana, the life is there as it is symbolized 
by the kayon, but it does not yet exist.
31
 The not yet being present of a new life 
is pictured in the following figure (the pêndapa suwung, the empty world): 
 
                                                          
29
  Becker, Javanese, 220-21. 
30
  Becker, Javanese, 221-23. 
31
  Mulyono, Simbolisme, 110. 
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The pulling out of the wayang kayon is followed by the first jêjêr. There, a 
meeting is held in a palace where a king and his royal courtiers are present. The 
first wayang figure should be played by a dhalang who is êmban parèkan, then 
a king and his royal courtiers. Êmban parèkan functions as a midwife, who 
Figure 2.4a. The front of the Kayon 
Gapuran 
Figure 2.4b.  The back  of the Kayon 
Gapuran 
Figure 2.3. The pêndapa suwung as a symbol of the empty world 
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symbolizes a new life, as her presence is associated with a new-born baby. 
When all the wayang figures for the first jêjêr are ready on the stage, the dha-
lang starts to recount the condition of the kingdom, where people live in a pros-
perous, safe and secure way under the leadership of the king, called the jan-
turan. Let us quote the following janturan:
32
 
Now, for the country I am going to mention first. Even though there are 
many countries created by the gods under the heavens, on the earth, between 
the oceans, even though there are many countries, none are equal to the 
Kingdom of Ngastina. Thus do I introduce this kingdom, for if you search 
among a hundred countries you would not find two, or among a thousand not 
ten, equal to it. This country: long, powerful, oceans, mountains, fertile, 
cheap, trade, foreigners, peace, no evil. Long is its reputation and the telling 
of it. Powerful and influential is its rule. Oceans face it; mountains at the 
back, with rice fields on the left, and a large harbor to the front. Fertile: mer-
chants trade day and night hindered by no disturbance of the peace. Foreign-
ers: so many choose to live here; the roofs of their houses touch, and large 
spaces look small so crowded is the city. Peace: the farmers are at peace and 
work all day long in the fields, the cattle graze untended for there are no 
thieves and come home at evening by themselves. No evil: no enemies are 
near, the ministers are experienced in their duties, honest, wise, have knowl-
edge, know how to rule the country, and strive to keep the nation safe and 
honorable. The country stands firm on the world, its torch is high, it makes 
the world bright. Its colonies are many. Not only on Java are all countries 
subjugated, but kings of many foreign countries accept vassaldom willingly 
because they adore the perfectness of the country. Near, they bow flat to the 
ground before her perfectness; farther afield, they still incline to show their 
respect. Diplomats bring offerings as token of their countries' submission. 
And who rules Ngamarta? We can say he is King Yudistira [here follows a 
long list of his other names, called dasa nama, the ten names]. Indeed, King 
Yudistira is like a holy ascetic who desires only perfectness. He will refuse 
no request; if you wish to kill him he will accept it. He is fond of religious 
life, fond of showing justice, strives to behave as a gentleman. A wise king, 
he is honored by the gods. It would take all night just to tell the many quali-
ties of this country.  
They discuss the situation of the kingdom, especially the problem being faced, 
and plan to work on finding its solution. The first jêjêr is followed by the inner-
palace adêgan, that is the meeting between the king and his queen, and the 
outer-court adêgan, followed by the budhalan and the gang rumble. The bu-
dhalan scene describes the departure of the royal army, riding horses, elephants 
and a wagon train to get to somewhere in accordance with the dramatic play 
                                                          
32
  James R. Brandon, Theatre in Southeast Asia, Cambridge - Massachusetts 1974, 
318-19. 
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being staged. The gang rumble scene demonstrates these armies, which are 
opening a new road to where they want to go. This gang rumble scene ends the 
first jêjêr. The performance continues with the second and the third jêjêrs, 
which are followed by the crossroads and the unsuccessful battles.  
Up to the unsuccessful battle, neither side has a winner yet, neither the pro-
tagonist, nor the antagonist. The dramatic play goes on, describing the life of a 
human being who is not capable of controlling his sensory desires. The issue 
has been dealt with, but the solution still should be searched for. This situation 
is expressed through the dhalang’s song, called suluk pathêt lindhur, meaning a 
reflection of the failure and experiences of the human ideals. That is the whole 
sequence of the pathêt nêm plot; along with the pathêt nêm gamêlan accompa-
niment and the manipulation of the gunungan leaning to the left, they articulate 
the development of human life from birth until teenage years.
33
 A teenager tends 




The second sequence is the pathêt sanga plot. This sequence consists of two 
jêjêrs, which are the fourth and fifth jêjêrs. Before moving into the fourth jêjêr, 
the performance introduces a special scene, called the gara-gara, the turmoil 
adêgan. Though it is not a must in the Solonese style, actually the gara-gara is 
the most exciting part of the wayang performance. The scene begins with the 
dhalang’s narrative on our world which is in a devastating disaster, though it 
stands for a temporary disturbance, because of the spiritual power of a mighty 
person who is in a state of deep distress and who appeals to the gods for help to 
bring about a reversal of his state. The following is the gara-gara narrative, 




Javanese: Sirnanira Bambang Irawan ndadosakên sungkawaning pêng-
galih sang tapa Bêgawan Jayawilapa. Bawanira sang tapa Bêgawan 
Jayawilapa pandita kang wus gêntur tapané katarima bratané. Datan 
mokal agêng pêrbawané ngrobolaké sêlomba, ndadèkaké sungkawa pa-
ngaribawaning gara-gara. 
Pratandanira gumêlaring bawana kataman gara-gara, buminé gonjang 
langité gonjing, lêmah bêngkah blêdug mangampak-ampak lêbu katiup-
ing angin. Ana lindhu sêdina kaping pitu, horêging bumi akèh gunung 
kang longsor jugrug, mustikaning Jamur Dipa moglak-maglik kari 
                                                          
33
  Purwoko, Gunungan, 147. 
34
  Solichin, Wayang. Masterpiece Seni Budaya Dunia (Wayang: The Masterpiece of 
World Art), Jakarta 2010, 244. 
35
  Ki Timbul Hadiprajitna, Krêsna Duta (The Mission of Krêsna), 16 audiofiles, see 
file 5A. http://www.4shared.com/folder/q_3sYTvn/002.html (19-11-2014).  
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ngglimpangé. Awit saking bantêr horêging bumi, tirtaning samodra ma-
ngambak-ambak yayah ngêlêm daratan. Tur panas prabawané mawa 
wisa katitik mina gêdhé nglumba, kang cilik dadi lêndhut blêgêdaga awit 
saking bantêr ombak tirta samodra.  
Dirgantara saknalika mêndhung angêndanu, pêtêng ndhêdhêt lêliwêngan 
kaya bangun kasaput ing lêbu satêmah kêtiga dawa udan barat salah 
mangsa dêrês campur lésus pindha pinusus. Lidah thatit pating klawèr 
téja mangkara-kara, clèrèt tahun pating clorot. Swaraning dirgantara 
gumaludhuk ngorêgaké bawana. Awit saking bantêring gara-gara su-
mundhul Kahyangan Jongring Salako. Kadi bêjat-bêjata kori séla ma-
tangkêp, kaya njomplang-njomplanga umpak balé marcupunda manik, 
kadya kinêbur kawah candra dimuka clak-kinoclak nggambiralaya. 
Hambèr lêndhut blêgêdaga ndadèké gègèr para widadara-widadari, hap-
sara-hapsari, bêthara miwah bêthari, déwata miwah déwati. 
Sang Hyang Hanantaboga datan kuwawi nyangga hardaning gara-gara 
sigra nglongok mustakané, mangap tutuké, sumêmbur upasé, kumitir 
pêthité, kopat-kapitan kaya pêcut pênjalin tingal. Awit saking bantêring 
gara-gara sumundhul Kahyangan ondar-andir. Kacarita Sang Hyang 
Pada gya ngasta cupu manik asta gina, isi tirta kamandanu katamakakên 
jagad kang kêtaman gara-gara.  
Sirêp gara-gara, gêlaring bawana tata-titi-têntrêm gêmah ripah loh ji-
nawi. Pranyata gara-gara kang dumadi madyaning jagad raya iki dadi 
gêgalênganing lêlakon pratanda jagad sêdya ganti alam miwah jaman. 
Sênadyan gara-gara kang dumadi ing madyaning jagad pakêliran, ki-
narya ngurmati mijilira ki Lurah Sêmar Badranaya saha putra cacah 
têtiga. Pating grubyak-pating grubyuk swaranira lir gundhalasasra; 
gundhala gêlap, sasra sèwu, kadya gêlap sèwu ngampar.  
Translation: 
The death of Bambang Irawan causes the hermit Jayawilapa to be very 
sad. His great grief and his ascetic efforts cause the devastating turmoil.  
These are the signs when the world is hit by the gara-gara: the earth 
erupts and the sky shakes. The ground cracks, the dust blows. The trem-
ors of the earth cause landslide of the mountains. The peak of the Jamur 
Dipa mountain is shaking down. Since the turmoil of the earth is so 
strong, the ocean encircles the land. The waters of the ocean boil and the 
fish jump up and down to avoid the heat.  
The sky quickly turns into darkness, as it is the building covered by the 
dusts. The dry season is running longer, the rain does not fall at the 
proper time, mixed with whirlwind. Lightnings and thunders streak. Be-
cause of such devastating gara-gara, the violence reaches as high as the 
Kahyangan, the chambers of the gods themselves, breaking the Sela Ma-
tangkep door; the foundation stones of the hall Marcupunda are moving 
from their places. Boiling mud and molten lava vomit from the cauldron 
of Hell. The gods and goddesses flee in panic. 
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Sang Hyang Hanantaboga‟s dragon seems no longer strong enough to 
support the earth which is being affected by the gara-gara. He immedi-
ately turns his head, opening his mouth to vomit his poisons, fluttering 
his tail. Since the gara-gara reaches the heaven, Hyang Pada immedi-
ately takes the cupu manik asta gina containing the water of life, dripped 
into the earth which is hit by the gara-gara. 
The gara-gara stops, the earth is peaceful, and prosperous. In fact, the 
gara-gara occurs as a sign of the natural alternation. Meanwhile, in the 
wayang performance, the gara-gara honors the existence of Sêmar and 
his three children. Their presence is tumultuous like a thousand thunders. 
While the dhalang is narrating the gara-gara, the kayon figure is sticking 
straightened up at the middle of the stage. At the end of the narration, the kayon 
trembles furiously, articulating the quaking world. Particularly, the flame side 
of the kayon flutters and twirls up and down, to one side of the screen, then the 
other before sticking on the left.  
In the internal structure of the dramatic play, the gara-gara is the continua-
tion of the pathêt nêm plot. Starting from the first jêjêr in which the problem 
arises, up to the unsuccessful battle describing one‟s failure in solving the prob-
lem one is dealing with. Experiencing one failure after the other can lead one to 
a crisis situation. This gara-gara scene illustrates the crisis and inner conflict, 
as visualized in the performance by the natural disaster. From the Javanese 
point of view, a personal crisis could also lead to a cosmos in chaos, and vice 
versa. Moreover, the gara-gara also honors the clowns, Sêmar and his three 
children. The important role of Sêmar also appears in the following jêjêrs, in 
which he functions not only as a servant but also as a spiritual guide, and a pro-
tector of his master as well. Such a relationship between Sêmar and his master 
becomes an important part of this sequence, and of the third sequence as well, 
though until now his presence has no satisfactory explanation. One explanation, 
among many others, which is relevant for our study comes from Mangkunegara 
VII, who presumes that the Yogyanese wish to give expression to the sacred-
ness of the Sêmar figure, who is neither man or woman and thus personifies the 
Undivided One, the Divine Mystery itself.
36
 Considering the Yogyanese gara-
gara narrative, Mangkunegara‟s position is understandable. Let us present here 
the continuation of the Ki Timbul Hadiprajitna‟s narrative on the gara-gara in 
the Mission of Krêsna lakon:
37
 
                                                          
36
  Mangkunegara VII, On the wayang kulit (purwa) and its symbolic and mystical ele-
ments (original text: Over de Wajang-koelit (poerwa) in het algemeen en over de 
daarin voorkomende symbolische en mystieke elementen, DJÅWÅ 13 (1933),79-95) 
in SEAP - Cornell Southeast Asia Program 27 (1957), 11. 
37
  Ki Timbul Hadiprajitna, Krêsna Duta (The Mission of Krêsna), file 5A-5B; Durna 
Gugur (The Death of Drona) 18 audiofiles, see file 4. 
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Javanese: Clorot jlêgur… Sak sirêping gara-gara, tanpa hana-huna 
tanpa hana-huni kêjawi swantên jumêglug munguhing têlênging 
samodra. Sayêkti alon bantèng pinangka  ngurmati mijilnya ki Lurah 
Sêmar Badranaya. Pranyata kyai Lurah Sêmar Badranaya, sabên  mijil 
kahormatan gara-gara. Aja dupèh ala wujudé, sayêktiné déwa kang 
mangéjawantah, ya déwa kang nyalira titah. Tumurunira wontên madya 
pada sayêkti kinarya pamomong para satriya ambêg utami, para satriya 
kang nurunakên sêjarahing ratu. Wiwit Bambang Brêmani putra Bathara 
Brahma, ingkang kadhèrèkan ngantos dhak-tumêdhak dumugi Pandhawa 
lima, sampun turun sanga saking Bambang Brêmani. Parandéné datan 
sisip sak rikma pinara sapta dènya ndèrèkakên turun Bambang Brêmani. 
Kagungan putra tiga dèn gombaki dèn kuncungi kinarya sêksi dènya da-
dos pamomong  para satriya wiji kraton. 
Translation: 
Flash… Boooom! Immediately after the gara-gara calms down, there is 
no noise whatsoever, except a great sound in the middle of the ocean. In-
deed, this situation honors the existence of Sêmar. It is true that the gara-
gara honors his presence. Although his physique is ugly, actually he is 
the god who becomes a man. His presence in the world, actually is to 
guide the good ksatriya who would become king, starting from Bambang 
Brêmani, the Bathara Brahma‟s son until the Pandhawa, the ninth de-
scendant. Nevertheless, Sêmar did not make a mistake at all, even as 
small as one seventh split hair. He has three children who become wit-
nesses for his services to the ksatriyas who were the king candidates.  
Sêmar‟s appearance might be interpreted as the presence of the Mystery itself, 
the Undivided One. From the wayang point of view, he is present not only start-
ing from the gara-gara until the end of the performance, but he has even existed 
since the beginning of the history. His existence is beyond human existence, 
unlimited in time and space. It is said in the gara-gara narrative that he has 
served nine descendants who were all king candidates.  
The gara-gara scene ends, and the fourth jêjêr begins, called the hermit or 
the sage jêjêr. The hermitage scene describes a prince who is doing spiritual 
exercises, guided by a hermit or a sage. The hermit is depicted with his left hand 
holding a rosary; only the right hand is articulated, and he is not wearing san-
dals or shoes. This depiction tells of the spiritual maturity that is marked by 
having no tendency to fulfill the desires of worldly things, but rather longing for 




                                                                                                                                              
  http://www.4shared.com/folder/g909cDqb/019.html (19-11-2014) 
38
  Solichin, Wayang, 280. 
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The gara-gara follows the forest battle, also called gêndiran battle.
39
 Among 
the battle scenes, the gêndiran battle is the most graceful fighting movement. It 
is the battle between a prince, a young refined hero, against four giants with 
different colors, called buta parêpatan,
40
 and particularly the yellow giant 
known as buta Cakil, whom the dhalang manipulates, two-armed, with wonder-
ful dexterity. The movements require the tuding to be flipped forward and 
backward. The front or rear arm may be swung out to strike the giant as he at-
tacks or to throw him away. When a refined hero fights with weapons, a kris or 
an arrow, he can avoid unnecessary contact with these giants by killing them 
from afar. This is the important point of the fourth jêjêr, that is that after a 
prince has completed his spiritual exercises with a sage or a hermit, even with-
out a weapon, using neither hands nor feet, he is able to defeat four giants who 
symbolize the human desires. Even though this scene is very exciting, the rele-
vance for our study does not lie in the beauty of the wayang manipulation 
movements, but in the symbolism of the fight between the white colored prince 
and his combined opponents: black, red, and yellow giants. About these colors, 
Mangkunagara VII
41
 notes that the first and leading one is black, the second red, 
the third yellow, and the fourth not specific, as long as it is different from the 
first three principal colors, and contrarily, the prince has a white face. No 
wayang dramatic play may lack the forest battle (pêrang bégal), also called 
pêrang kêmbang
42
 in the Solonese style. The representation of the human de-
sires in the different colors of the four giants and opponents of the white prince 
is parallel with four different colors of lights in the Sêrat Déwaruci, which 
symbolize the same human desires which one needs to control in harmony. In 
other words, the forest battle articulates the human conflicts involving his lair, 
batin and rasa at a deeper level than previously, which is visualized through the 
                                                          
39
  It is called the sintrèn or gêndiran battle, because of the used gêndiran or the tuding 
of the wayang puppet during this battle scene. See Solichin, Wayang, 285; Roger 
Long, Javanese Shadow Theatre Movement and Characterization in Ngayogyakarta 
Wayang Kulit, Michigan 1982. 86, figure 105. 
40
  About the number of buta parêpatan, Kusumadilaga mentions five, that are Penya-
reng or Cakil, Buta Rambut Geni, Buta Endog, Buta Congklok, and Buta Kenya 
Wandu. Kusumadilaga, Sastramiruda, 18-19.22-23.30 While Mangkunagara VII as-
sumes four giants, based on their colors: the black Pragalba, the red Buta Rambut 
Geni, the yellow Penyareng, and the variable color that differs from the three princi-
pal colors. Mangkunagara VII, On the Wayang Kulit, 8-10. In my opinion, the fourth 
giant to be played in the forest battle could be interchangeable between Buta Kobis, 
Buta Endog, Buta Congklok and Buta Kenya Wandu. In the wayang kulit perform-
ance, Buta Kobis used to replace Kalabendana. 
41
  Mangkunagara VII, On the Wayang Kulit, 8.  
42
  Literally “flower battle” 
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gêndiran battle, where the prince does not use his hand nor his foot 
43
 to defeat 
his enemy: four giants with different colors. Therefore this is the most important 
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  Solichin, Wayang, 287 
Figure  2.5a. Yogyanese Pra-
galba: the Black Giant 
 
Figure 2.5b. Yogyanese Buta 
Rambut Geni: the Red Giant 
 
Figure 2.5c. Solonese Buta 
Cakil: the Yellow Giant 
 
Figure 2.5d. Buta Kobis: the 
purplish-red Giant 
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The third sequence is the pathêt manyura plot. The transition from the pathêt 
sanga to the pathêt manyura plot is marked by sticking the kayon tilted to the 
left, and at once the gamêlan accompaniment shifts from the pathêt sanga to the 
pathêt manyura mode. The Sanskrit word mayūra means peacock or mêrak 
bird in Javanese. The term mêrak, meaning peacock, is homographic with 
mêrak (approaching), derived from the root pêrak, which is associated with the 
end of the performance. Actually, the third sequence contains two jêjêrs which 
are followed by the rally and wild battles. The rally battle is followed by the 
wild battle in which the right part will obtain the victory; this articulates that 
one might be more in striving for one‟s final goal. The awareness of the purpose 
of one‟s life, encourages one to take a firm stand to decide what is the best. 
It should be noted here that in the last battle, called the pêrang brubuh, 
whatever the dramatic play is, Bhīma always defeats his opponents. The word 
brubuh is derived from rubuh, meaning that they are fighting until death. The 
brubuh battle also means the last fight to defeat wickedness. From the wayang 
point of view, the last battle symbolizes the death of the wicked, being the ideal 
way to die in perfection. Bhīma plays a part in this last scene, whatever dra-
matic play it is, because he is a figure who has reached perfection as reflected in 
the Déwaruci story. Celebrating his victory, Bhīma dances the tayungan, before 
the dhalang sticks the kayon at the middle of the stage at the end of the per-
formance. Sticking the kayon and the tayungan dance symbolize death and the 
wonderful journey of one‟s soul to be united with its Creator.  
3. The Wayang Leather-puppet 
3.1. Leather-puppet Creation 
We now focus on the wayang figure, the leather-puppet to be used in the per-
formance. Some highlights of Zoetmulder‟s study on Kakawin may be a point 
of departure. Based on his survey on Kakawin Arjunawiwāha, he states that in 
verse V.9 lies the indubitable proof that such theatre was a wayang perform-
ance, in the first half of the eleventh century, at the period of the King Air-
langga. In this epic poem, Canto V.9 says:
44
 
Hanânonton ringgit manangis asĕkĕl mūḍa hiḍĕpan/  
huwus wruh towin yan walulang inukir molah angucap/  
                                                          
44
  Stuart Robson, Arjunawiwāha. The Marriage of Arjuna of Mpu Kanẉā, Leiden 2008 
(Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 34), 58. See also I Kuntara 
Wiryamartana, Arjunawiwāha, Yogyakarta 1990, 81 Canto V Sikharinị̄ , stanza 9; 
Hazeu, Kawruh Asalipun Ringgit, 41. Cf. Sakirman, Wayang Purwa: Asal-usul dan 
Perkembangannya (Wayang Purwa: the Origin and its Development), Jakarta 1961, 
26; J.J.Ras, The Historical Development of the Javanese Shadow Theatre, in RIMA- 
Review of Indonesian and Malayan Affairs 10/2 (1976), 50 (the same article also 
found in SEMAIAN 6 (1992), 58-88.) 
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hatur ning wwang trṣṇĕng wisạya malahā tan wihikana/ 




For it is as with the spectators of a puppet-performance (ringgit). They 
(are carried away) cry, and are sad (because of what befalls their beloved 
hero or heroine) in the ignorance of their understanding. And this even 
though they know that it is merely carved leather that moves and speaks. 
That is the image of one whose desires are bound to the objects of the 
senses, and who refuses to understand that all appearances are only an il-
lusion and a display of sorcery without any reality. 
According to Zoetmulder, the poet has chosen an appropriate image to illustrate 
that the phenomenal world is only a delusive play. In his study on Bhomāntaka 
he comes to the conclusion that the wayang performance of the twelfth century 
is basically the same as it is at the present time.  
Swiftly his chariot carried him along the road, which sloped down from 
the mountain ridge to a piece of flat terrain where recently rain had fallen. 
The rice-fields were shrouded in a haze, as though hidden behind a kêlir. 
The banana-trees moving gently were the wayang puppets.
46
 
Reflecting on this passage, Zoetmulder formulates an interpretation that the 
proper time to see this effect is in the half-light of dawn before the glare of the 
tropical day breaks through and bathes everything in bright light: “the trees be-
gan to grow faintly visible, like wayang puppets; the kuwong sang songs to 
them. The day broke over the fields along the hill slopes”. In this parable, an-
other characteristic is introduced. A wayang performance needs the accompa-
niment of songs (kidung), sung by the kuwong. Its voice is commonly heard at 
dawn, and in addition there may be a special reason for associating it with the 
wayang performance here. The question arises: what kind of leather-puppet fig-
ure was used in such performance at that time?  
Tracing the original form of leather-puppet back to the eleventh or twelfth 
centuries would be an impossible effort. In fact, besides the oral tradition, the 
only documents we have are the books or manuscripts on wayang. For those 
who want to trace the original leather-puppet in those days, we have lost all evi-
dence.
47
 The leather-puppets we have now have their origin in the Surakarta 
                                                          
45
  Zoetmulder, Kalangwan A survey of  old Javanese literature, Den Haag 1974, 209-
10.  
46
  Zoetmulder, Kalangwan, 210-13 
47
  According to R.M. Sajid, we have no documentary evidence of the leather-puppet 
from Raden Patah (1478-1518), the King of Demak, until the Mataram Kingdom in 
Kartasura (early in the eighteenth century). (See Sajid, Bauwarna Wajang, vol. 1, 
86.) That is a very reasonable statement, because in 1705 Amangkurat III went into 
exile in Ceylon, and took all the important heirlooms (pusaka) with him. (See H.J. 
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kingdom, since the year 1726. In order to give the iconographic features of the 
leather-puppet figure in its original form and further development, we present 
here some written documents. 
As quoted by S. Haryanto,
48
 the Sêrat Cênthini tells the story of how the 
leather-puppet was made. It tells that Jayabaya (1135-57), the third king of 
Kadiri, created a picture of his ancestors on a palm leaf (OJav. rontal). Because 
it got lost, Jayabaya created a new one based on the relief figure of the Panata-
ran temple as a model. According to the Sêrat Sastramiruda,
49
 the first figure he 
pictured was Bathara Guru, then the other gods, and the last was Parikênan. 
Jayabaya called them wayang purwa. An important development of the wayang 
creation took place during the period of Sri Surya Amiluhur, who reigned Jeng-
gala and moved his kingdom to Pajajaran after being on the throne for three 
years. Based on the palm-leaf wayang brought from Jenggala, he created a new 
one on Javanese paper (Mod.Jav. dlantjang). The creation of his puppets was 
commemorated with a chronogram wayang gana rupa jalma 1166 Çaka or 1244 
AD.  
At the time of the Majapahit kingdom, when Jaka Sêsuruh was on the throne, 
he created wayang on a sheet of Javanese paper, one scene on each, according 
to the dramatic play. After he finished it, he called it wayang bèbèr. In fact, 
wayang bèbèr is a picture scroll on Javanese paper, used by stretching the sheet 
                                                                                                                                              
De Graaf & Th. Pigeaud, Kerajaan Islam Pertama di Jawa. Tinjuan Sejarah Politik 
Abad XV dan XVI (trans. De Erste Moslimse Vorstendommen op Java, Studiën Over 
de Staatkundige Geshiedenis van de 15 and de 16 Eeuw), Jakarta 2001, 35; 
Aminuddin Kasdi, Perlawanan Penguasa Madura atas Hegemoni Jawa. Relasi 
Pusat-Daerah pada Periode Akhir Mataram 1726-1745 (The Madura Ruler’s Resis-
tence on Kingdom Hegemony. The local-central relation in the late period of Mata-
ram 1726-1745) Yogyakarta 2003, 70.) Therefore, from 1705 until Pakubuwana II 
(1726) the Kartasura kingdom did not possess any royal heirlooms. In 1737, Pa-
kubuwana II asked the VOC (Verenigde Oostindishe Compagnie) permission for the 
return of Amangkurat II from Ceylon. He got the royal heirlooms, but the wayang 
puppet which is until now regarded as one of the royal heirlooms was not mentioned. 
Moreover, during the period of the Islamic Mataram Kingdom when Pakubuwana II 
was on his throne, the situation was full of conflict and war and ended with the relo-
cation of the capital of the kingdom to Surakarta. 
48
  S Haryanto, Pratiwimba Adhiluhung, Sejarah dan Perkembangan Wayang (The 
Magnificent Shadow, The History and Development of Wayang), Jakarta 1988, 30. 
See also R.M. Sajid, vol 1, 53 and 58. 
49
  P.A. Kusumadilaga, Sastra Miruda, Jakarta 1981, 12. Regarding the completion date 
of puppets making, according to Serat Centhini it was in Çaka 861 or 939 AD 
(chronogram: gambaring winayang astha), while according to Sastra Miruda in 869 
or 947 AD by the chronogram gambaring wayang wolu. From the point of view of 
history, the King Jayabaya reigned Kediri in the years 1135-1157. Cf. T.H. Pigeaud, 
The Literature of Java 4.vols., Leiden 1980 vol. III, 86.  
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before the dhalang plays the wayang performance. In the past, wayang bèbèr 
was used only for ruwatan (exorcisms and purifications). After the fall of the 
Majapahit kingdom (1478), wayang bèbèr and its equipments were brought to 
Demak. Raden Patah, with the help of the walis, changed the human features of 
the puppets according to the new creation, which was a more decorative one. 
Wayang were not created from Javanese paper, but from raw water-buffalo 
hide, with a slanted face; the size of the arms is as long as the body, almost 
down to the ankles. The form of the puppet was not carved in as much detail as 
at the present time: the hand was still integrated with the body, but was colored 























                                                          
50
  Sakirman, Wayang Purwa, 35-36. 
Figure 2.6a. The Balinese wayang bèbèr contains the Sudamala dramatic 
story. Source: Ir. Th. A. Resink, Twee Balische Soedamala Voorstellingen, 
in DJÅWÅ 1 (1939), 276-85. 
 
Figure 2.6b. The Javanese wayang bèbèr held in Gelaran, at the house of dr. 
Wahidin Soedirohoesoeda in Yogyakarta. This picture was taken approxi-
mately in 1902, by K. Céphas. Leiden, Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- 
en Volkenkunde (KITLV), image no. 39523952 
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Following that story of the leather-puppet making, though it is logical and con-
vincing enough, it must be remembered that it is of a highly hypothetical nature. 
A weak point in this theory is that the explanation is based on sources that are a 
conflation of the two traditions: west Javanese and central Javanese kratons tra-
ditions, and is not supported by the inscriptions which originate from the king-
doms of Jenggala, Kediri and Majapahit or other source that have a high histori-
cal value. Two problems arise, related to kings‟ names and consequently to the 
creation of the wayang kulit figure. New insights, like those offered by Slamet 
Muljana about the genealogy of Majapahit kingship,
51
 might give rise to differ-
ent conclusions. I do not go further to discuss the first problem for our research. 
Seemingly, the creation of the wayang kulit figure from water-buffalo leather 
first occurred in the era of the Islamic kingdom of Demak, but the problem 
arises whether the issue relates to what was written in Kakawin Arjunawiwāha, 
which tells that the puppets were made of carved leather, although their details 
were still unknown. It is clear from the Kakawin Arjunawiwāha that the wayang 
was made from carved hide, but it is not clear whether it is an individual figure 
or a scene of a certain performance.
52
 It seems that the leather-puppet of the 
Demak period was not the only type of wayang that was made from animal 
hide. When Jayabaya created the puppet on a palm leaf, eventually he also cre-
ated another one on cowhide. According to Sajid,
53
 Jayabaya created the puppet 
from dried cowhide based on the one on palm leaf. Gradually, people outside 
the palace used the leather-puppet in wayang performance. When Brawijaya 
was on the throne (1294-1309), he preferred the wayang bèbèr on Javanese pa-
per. The last type of wayang bèbèr became a model for creating the leather-
puppet from water buffalo hide during the kingdom of Raden Patah in Demak. 
However, the Raden Patah theory is still debatable, as will be discussed in the 
last part of this section. 
                                                          
51
  According to Babad Tanah Jawi (JJ, Meinsma, Babad Tanah Jawi, 's Gravenhage, 
Martinus Nijhoff 1874, 21-22), Jaka Sêsuruh was the founder of Majapahit kingdom, 
though that name is a Javanized version of Jaka Susuru, the legendary king of Tan-
jung Singuru, West Java. In fact, the founder of Majapahit kingdom, according to the 
inscriptions and a source with historical value such as Nāgarakrṭāgama is Dyah Wi-
jaya, who began to rule in 1294 and died 1309 C.E. See Slamet Muljana, Runtuhnya 
Kerajaan Hindu-Jawa dan Timbulnya Negara-negara Islam di Nusantara (The Fall 
of Hindu-Javanese Kingdom and the Raise of the Islamic Kingdoms in Nusantara), 
Yogyakarta 2005, 1-3; also Masatoshi Iguchi, Java Essay The History and Culture 
of a Southern Country, Kibworth Beauchamp 2015, 11-28.  
52
  Sunarto, Wayang Kulit Purwa Gaya Yogyakarta: Bentuk, Ukiran, Sunggingan 
(Yogyakartan leather-puppet: Forming, Carving, Coloring), Jakarta 1989, 33. 
53
  Sajid, Sejarah Wayang, 11. 
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Despite the difficulty in finding the continuity of the art of puppet making 
from pre-historic times, when people were still illiterate, from the period of 
Hinduism and Buddhism, and the Islamic times, it is clear that the Sultan De-
mak and his walis were greatly involved in changing the making of the wayang 
kulit. The semi-naturalist leather-puppet figures of the period of Hindu-
Buddhism were changed into the more decorative ones. The following illustra-
tions created by Sajid may help us to picture how the making of the wayang 
kulit was handed down to the present times:
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Figure 2.7. The changes in the 
picturing system of the palmleaf-
puppet, the wayang bèbèr on 
Javanese paper (picture-scroll), 
and the present wayang-kulit. 
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Starting from the Islamic kingdom of Demak until the Mataram kingdom in the 
seventeenth century, the development of the art of wayang kulit creation and its 
equipments have been refined. It seems we have inherited the current wayang 





















the influence of walis 
Yogyanese Bhīma Solonese Bhīma 
Figure 2.8. The changes in carving and forming 
of each part of the puppet from the wayang bèbèr 
in the Hinduism-Buddhism period to the Islamic 
period from Demak up to Gianti charter, by pre-
senting the Balinese and Javanese Bhīma. Maja-
pahit‟s wayang or wayang bèbèr took the Panata-
ran (other east Java temple as well) relief as a 
model, then was radically stylized by Raden 
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palace developed the wayang-kulit arts, the wayang theatre and its equipments, 
which eventually also spread among the citizens. The professional artists at the 
subsequent time of the Mataram kingdom, either in Surakarta or Yogyakarta, 
developed the forming, carving, and coloring of the leather-puppet crafting and 
its performance, until it gained its place in the so-called cultural peak. No doubt 
the art of leather-puppet making will not be changed anymore, because the 
change would diminish the beauty of wayang. What we can say is that along 
with the existence of the Surakarta and Yogyakarta kingdoms, four styles of 
wayang kulit making developed, that are the Yogyakartan, Surakartan, 
Kedunese, and Prayunganese styles.
55
 Furthermore, the puppet theatre, both in 
the palace and among the citizens, became integrated with their lives. Therefore 
every palace, and also rich people‟s houses, would have a part of the house that 
was built for the purpose of the wayang performance, called paringgitan.
56
 But, 
still it should be noted that tracing the art of wayang kulit creation is a very 
complicated effort. As it is very important, but not so relevant for our fieldwork, 
we focus more on the iconographic features of wandas of the wayang kulit 
which express the characteristics of the figures,
57
 and their symbolic meaning. 
3.2.  The Leather-puppet Iconography and Its Symbolic Meaning 
A single performance may require forty or fifty different wayang figures. Each 
has its own personality, voice quality and wanda style that is related to its own 
characteristics. Wanda is a variant figure for articulating the mood expressions 
and spiritual character in accordance with the particular dramatic situation of 
the wayang performance. This modification can be done by manipulating the 
detailed parts of the puppet, such as the tilt of the head, the looking up or look-
ing down, the rising and falling of shoulders, as well as the form of their noses, 
eyes, and mouths, which reveal something of their symbolic meaning. The most 
constitutive part is the face, especially the mouth, the eyes, and the nose.
58
 The 
color aspects, such as gold, black, red, and white faces or bodies, also are mean-
ingful wayang characteristics. In particular it should be pointed out that the 
color of the face or body is an indication of the character of the figure repre-
sented by the puppet.
59
 For the purpose of our study, we present Bhīma as an 
example. 
                                                          
55
  Sagio & Ir. Samsugi, Wayang Kulit Gagrag Yogyakarta (The Wayang Kulit of 
Yogyakartan Style), Jakarta 1991, 13-15. 
56
  Sumardjo, Perkembangan Teater, 29. 
57
  Sunarto, Wayang Kulit Purwa, 32-33.105. 
58
  Sunarto, Wayang, 36. 
59
  R.L. Mellema, Wayang Puppets Carving Colouring Symbolism, Amsterdam 1988, 
11.  
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 Bhīma is the second of the five Pandawa brothers, a hero of the Mahā-
bhārata epic.
60
 He is the son of the god of the wind Bāyu. We choose Bhīma as 
the focus of this study because he is the protagonist of the Sêrat Déwaruci, 
which is considered a Javanese mystical text, and of the Déwaruci play as well. 
Metaphorically, Bhīma is used by the Javanese to articulate his spiritual ex-
periment and/or ideas, and even becomes a model of spiritual growth. 
When did Bhīma appear in Javanese literature and art history? In order to 
trace the iconographic feature of Bhīma, we have no other material data at our 
disposal than puppet figures. In her book Citra Bhīma dalam Kebudayaan 
Jawa,
61
 Woro Aryandini Sumaryoto takes the Wukujana charter as a point of 
departure of her research, because it is the first time that the name of Bhīma is 
found in writing. This earliest evidence is from A.D. 907, issued by Balitung, 
king of the ancient Mataram kingdom in central Java. The name Bhīma was 
written twice in this inscription, first where Nalu recited the Bhīma Kumāra and 
danced the role of Kicaka; second in a wayang performance by Galigi in which 
he enacted the story of the Bhīma Kumāra to worship the ancestral souls.
62
 The 
recitation and the wayang performance of Bhīma Kumāra are probably taken 
from the Ādiparwa, the first book of the Hindu epic Mahābhārata in which, 
among other stories, the childhood of the Pandhawas is narrated.
63
  
The fact that the names Bhīma and Kicaka were written in the charter means 
that the figure of Bhīma must already have been known among the Javanese 
early in the tenth century. The name of Kicaka is known from the fourth parwa, 
the Wirātaparwa. Although the Ādiparwa and Wirātaparwa were not written 
until the late tenth century, its content must therefore have belonged to the oral 
tradition of the tenth century, which obviously served as a source of inspiration 
                                                          
60
  The Mahābhārata consists of eighteen books, the so-called parva, and narrates the 
history of the Bhārata clan. The central theme of the Mahābhārata is the clan war 
between the Pandhawas and the Korawas, who are in fact cousins. The five Pan-
dhawa brothers are sons of king Pandhu and his queens Kunthi and Madrim. The 
Korawas are the hundred children of king Destarata and his queen Gendhari. This 
epic originates from the Indian subcontinent and was formed between 300 B.C. and 
100 A.D. J. Dowson, A Clasiccal Dictionary of Hindu Mythology and Religion, Ge-
ography, History, and Literature, London 1972, 190.  
61
  Woro Aryandini S., Citra Bhima dalam Kebudayaan Jawa (The Image of Bhima in 
Javanese Culture), Jakarta 2000, 15. Originally was her PhD dissertation on the 
University of Indonesia: Citra Bhima dalam Karya Sastra Jawa. Suatu Tinjuan Se-
jarah Kebudayaan (The Image of Bhima in Javanese Literature. A Cultural History 
Approach (1998), Universitas Indonesia 2000. 
62
  Zoetmulder, Kalangwan, 208. 
63
  Marijke Duijker, The Significance of Bhīma‟s weapons in his stone representations: 
an art historical approach, 70, in Marijke J. et al. Fruits of Inspiration. Studies in 
Honour of Prof. J.G. de Casparis, Groningen 2001. 
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 In the Old-Javanese Ādiparwa, Bhīma was begotten 
by Bāyu, the god of the wind, and received his enormous strength from him. 
Kuntī was requested to invoke the god Bāyu (god of the wind) in order to have 
a mighty son. Immediately after Bhīma was born, it was predicted that his 
strength would be enormous. In his youth he, together with his brothers and 
cousins, the Korawas, received training in archery and the use of weapons. 




Another proof of Baima‟s early presence is a narrative relief from the tenth 
century on the wall of the bathing place Jalatunda, on the mountain slope of 
Penanggungan, near present-day Trawas in East Java. On this stone relief, 
Bhīma is shown for the first time with a weapon. Discussing the way Bhīma is 
depicted, it should be noted what Marijke Duijker observed regarding the repre-
sentation and the significance of Bhīma‟s weapons.
66
 Duijker studies the stone 
statues and the narrative reliefs representing Bhīma, which appeared in Java in 
the tenth century and originated from East Java, as well as those from the four-
teenth to the sixteenth century found in both East and a part of Central Java. 
Having compared the way Bhīma was represented in other parts of Asia, espe-
cially on reliefs in India, Cambodia and in statues in Nepal, which always de-
picted Bhīma with a club and always in a threatening or attacking pose, she as-
serts that ultimately the representation of Bhīma with weapons in East and Cen-
tral Java differs from those. 
What catches the eye on the relief Jalatunda is the way Bhīma leaps at his 
enemies. According to Duijker‟s observation, a similar position is found on a 
number of reliefs in India and Cambodia, showing episodes from the Mahā-
bhārata just like the relief from Jalatunda. Her observation comes to the conclu-
sion that Bhīma‟s aggressive pose in the early Javanese relief corresponds to the 
way he is depicted in India and Cambodia and reflects his behavior as narrated 
in the Mahābhārata. Chronologicaly, the first reliefs on which Bhīma is de-
picted after Jalatunda is on the temple complex of Jago, near Malang in East 
Java. Bhīma is depicted five times in these reliefs, although he plays a minor 
role. He is not depicted in an aggressive pose, but seems to be in a rather timid 
mood. Duijker is of the opinion that the use of a weapon is not relevant, because 
the theme of the story is the benefit of meditation, of which Arjuna is a pro-
tagonist.  
The reliefs on the main wall of the temple complex Tigowangi, near the pre-
sent town of Pare, Kediri in East Java, date from the same century as those at 
                                                          
64
  Duijker, The Significance of Bhīma‟s weapons, 71. 
65
  Duijker, The Significance of Bhīma‟s weapons, 71. 
66
  Duijker, The Significance of Bhīma‟s weapons, 71-96. 
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Jago and represent the Kidung Sudamala,
67
 a kidung of indigenous Javanese 
origin, notwithstanding the fact that the gods and the mythological figures 
originate from the Mahābhārata. The protagonist of the narrative is Sadéwa, 
Bhīma‟s younger brother. Through Sadéwa Umā, Shiva‟s spouse, and two gi-
ants are released from a spell. On these reliefs Bhīma appears twice, in a relaxed 
attitude, both times without a weapon and in the company of his relatives. How-
ever, this is not the case on a relief from the fifteenth century on the temple 
complex of Sukuh, on the slope of mount Lawu in Central Java, where Bhīma is 
depicted in an aggressive way. According to Van Stein Callenfels and Stutter-
heim, the relief should also depict a scene from the Kidung Sudamala. Never-
theless, this particular scene is not to be found on Tigowangi, which is awkward 
because most other Sudamala scenes on Sukuh do correspond with reliefs on 
Tigowangi. Duijker‟s opinion is that the scene on Sukuh does not correspond 
with the Sudamala text either. In the text (the Kidung Sudamala), Bhīma uses 
his club (gadā) to defy the giant demon Kalāntaka which he does not succeed 
in, because the demon is invulnerable.
68
 When the giant demon‟s brother also 
appears, he runs away, whereupon his younger brother Sadéwa stabs the giant 
demon. Through the deadly wound the giant is released from his spell and re-
gains his former appearance. 
The relief of the temple complex of Sukuh leads to different scholarly views. 
Van Stein Callenfels identified the Sudamala relief on Tigowangi and on Su-
kuh. The stabbing figure is Sadéwa, while Stutterheim presumed it was Bhīma, 
basing his identification on an iconographical feature, the long thumbnail. In 
Duijker‟s opinion,
69
 based on specific iconographical data, the stabbing figure 
does indeed represent Bhīma. Moreover, none of the other four Pandawa broth-
ers possesses Bhīma‟s formidable strength, which would be necessary to lift the 
giant. She presumes that the relief probably depicts an episode from Nawaruci 
that describes Bhīma lifting the giant Indrabāhu and stabbing him with his long 
thumbnail (pañcanaka), whereupon the giant is released from his spell. But in 
my opinion, Duijker‟s position is not relevant to the preceding reliefs where 
Sadéwa is depicted. The question arises whether Sadéwa or Bhīma is the pro-
tagonist? I believe the artist who is representing Bhīma on the relief of Sukuh 
could be using a wayang dramatic play, or rather Bhīma‟s figure from the 
wayang tradition as his source.
70
 In my view, the presentation of the clown 
                                                          
67
  The Sudamala, the theme of which is the release from spell, ruwat.  
68
  Ki Padmapuspita Y, Candi Sukuh dan Kidung Sudamala (The Sukuh Temple and 
Sudamala Song), Yogyakarta 1977, 55-56. 102, Zang IV.124-129; P.V. van Stein 
Callenfels, De Sudamala in de Hindu-Javaansche Kunst, TBG 66 (1925), 27. 
69
  Duijker, The Significance of Bhīma‟s weapons, 76. 
70
  Padmapuspita, Candi Sukuh, 150. 
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Sêmar in each scene indicates that the artist was inspired by the wayang per-
formance.
71
 This interpretation is in accordance with the Kidung Sudamala text, 
or with the wayang performance. As a consequence, the representation of 
Bhīma depicts the wayang dramatic play after the protagonist (Sadéwa) had 
killed the two ogres (Kalanjaya and Kalantaka), as what is still to be played is 
the final battle of the wayang performance, in which Bhīma runs amuck to kill 
the remaining enemies.  
In spite of the controversy about the protagonist of the Sukuh relief, Duijker 
suggests that the weapon used by Bhīma is not a proper weapon, but rather a 
symbol of his inner strength (śakti), whether it is connected to the idea of 
Bhīma‟s ability to release people from their spell (ruwat) or not. The earliest 
relief depicting Bhīma in Indonesia, that of Jalatunda, is related to his martial 
character in the Mahābhārata the same as on the mainland of South and South-
east Asia: he is carrying a weapon in an aggressive way. In the late period of the 
Majapahit kingdom, Bhīma‟s martial character has been replaced by an inner 
strength. In the only instance in a narrative relief in which Bhīma is depicted 
wielding a weapon, it is a medium of his inner strength.  
To discuss Bhīma‟s weapon: in the wayang performance tradition, it is very 
rare that Bhīma uses the club to threaten his enemies, except in the dramatic 
play connected to the Mahābhārata epic. His weapon is depicted as his two 
thumbnails, which originate from the elephant‟s tusks called Gajah Séna, as is 
narrated in the Bhīma Bungkus dramatic play. According to the Javanese 
wayang performance composed by Mangkunagara VII, Bhīma was born in a 
caul that no one could tear apart. Bhīma-baby (inside a baby-membrane) is left 
at the graveyard until Narada, on Bathara Guru‟s order, sends the powerful ele-
phant Séna to tear Bhīma‟s fetal membrane, some years after his birth. After 
tearing it, Séna dies and at once his soul dwells in Bhīma and his tusks become 
Bhīma‟s thumbnails. Since that time Bhīma is called Bhīmaséna, a name given 
by Bathara Narada. Moreover, returning to the theme of leather-puppet making, 
besides the old theory which originated from Majapahit, and was inherited by 
the Islamic kingdom starting from Demak,
72
 the Bhīma reliefs on the Sukuh 
temple contribute to another leather-puppet heritage theory. 
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  Padmapuspita, Candi Sukuh, 152. 
72
  Throughout the history of the kingdoms in Java, the kings or sultans payed much 
attention to the development and improvement of the arts. Archaeological sources 
indicate that since the eighth century some performing arts already existed, such as 
dance, puppetry, musical and comic artists. The long-term encounter with the Indian 
culture deeply influenced the social structure. The formation of the kingdoms rein-
forced the growth of the aristocracy class and the common citizens. This social 
structure formed the two groups of artists, the court artists called sang mangilala or 
watĕk i jro and the artists outside the palace. The existence of the two groups of art-
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The handed down creation theory of the wayang-kulit could be constructed 
based on the Sukuh narrative reliefs and the stone statue, the so-called Sukuh 
theory. Regarding the Bhīma representation in Sukuh, there are two narrative 
reliefs and one stone statue. The two narrative reliefs are still there, while the 











Figure 2.9.  First relief of Bhīma depicts Bhīma‟s caul and the meeting with Bathara 
Narada and Bathara Guru (fig. 2.9a). The second relief depicts the last se-
ries of Sudamala‟s wayang dramatic story (fig. 2.9b). In the stone statue 
representation Bhīma is wearing kampuh polèng, and upawita-snake (fig. 
2.9c).  
Let us first put on paper the Bhīma representation and what Stutterheim ob-
serves about the two reliefs in particular and its connections with the wayang 
dramatic play,
73
 before describing the theory.  
First, look more closely at the ornamentation of the first relief (fig. 2.9a.). It 
is a stone slab in the form of an elongated horseshoe that has a rim which en-
closes the slab on the outside, but which is open underneath. There, the rim ter-
minates in the heads of two deer facing outward, or rather the front half of these 
animals, with the front legs still standing up. These are obviously not intended 
                                                                                                                                              
ists is shown, among other thing, by the ensemble of musical instruments they used. 
The court musical instruments were named with the Sanskrit terms, a language only 
used in the court, while, more simple, the popular musical instruments were called 
by Javanese names. The court artists also received a higher salary than public artists. 
Sunarto, Wayang Kulit Purwa, 25. 
73
  W.F. Stutterheim, Studies in Indonesian Archaeology, The Hague 1956, 106 - etc. 
Original article is found in DJÅWÅ 15 (1935), 37-64. 
Fig. 2.9c. The stone 
statue 
Fig. 2.9b. The relief 2 Fig. 2.9a. The relief 1 
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as the feet of deer but of birds. The bottom picture is of two hermits who appear 
to be pulling at a frog-like figure which they hold between them. Stutterheim 
identifies it as being not a frog, but an amorphous human body, caused by an 
attempt made immediately after Bhīma‟s birth to extricate him from his bung-
kus (baby-membrane). Above this scene, one sees a sitting hermit with a child, 
with a balé in the background. This may reflect the episode, still found in the 
wayang performance, in which the extricated Bhīma is taken into the lap of Na-
rada and receives the name Bhīmaséna from him. While both reliefs, which ob-
viously go together, possibly refer to the Bhīma Bungkus dramatic play, the up-
per picture can be explained only as the meeting in heaven between Bhīma and 
Guru, referring to the Pandu Swarga dramatic play.
74
  
On the second narrative relief, Bhīma is stabbing the giant (fig. 2.9b.). This 
scene has caused a controversy among researchers. Who is the figure whom 
Bhīma is stabbing? And the question is also whether it refers to the Sudamala, 
or another story such as Nawaruci or Déwaruci. Considering the type of the 
relief series, in which the previous scene tells the story that Sadéwa frees Uma‟s 
spell, the narrative reliefs undoubtedly contain the Sudamala story. In Kidung 
Sudamala, Bhīma could not beat Kalantaka or Kalanjaya, while in Nawaruci or 
Déwaruci we find that Bhīma could defeat Indrabāhu or Rukmuka and Ruk-
makala. This difference gives Duijker the idea that the narrative reliefs of Sukuh 
have not Kidung Sudamala as their content, but another story such as Déwaruci 
or Bhīmasuci‟s story. Dealing with this controversy, the interpretation of Pad-
mapuspita that the artist who is representing Bhīma on the relief of Sukuh could 
have a wayang performance as his source, gives a brilliant solution. This is in 
accordance with the fact that this narrative relief is the sixth relief of the six 
scenes and still finds the ruwatan wayang performance in which Bhīma is not 
the protagonist.
75
 Let us present here all the scenes of Sudamala‟s narrative re-
                                                          
74
  The lakon wayang Pandu Swarga is probably inspired by the middle-Javanese 
kidung Bhimaswarga in which, undertaking his mother‟s order, Bhima asks Bathara 
Guru to liberate his father, Pandhu, from going into the kawah, a crater where a sin-
ner undergoes his punishment received from god. See Stutterheim, Studies, 121, 
footnote; 126-143, appendices I and II. 
75
  Among others, there are in fact six scenes of the narrative reliefs of the same type in 
the Sukuh temple complex. Soemadi and Mahmud Manan explain only five scenes, 
while Victor and Padmapuspita explain all of them in their own way. They have the 
same idea that these scenes tell the Sudamala story. The sixth narrative relief should 
be read critically. Victor describes that it tells how Bhima is killing Baka, as told in 
Ādiparva, while Mahmud Manan identifies that ogre as Kalantaka or Kalanjaya. In 
my opinion, their explanation does not connect logically with the five previous 
scenes. Victor‟s interpretation differs from the Sudamala story, while Manan‟s does 
not connect to the five previous scenes in which Kalantaka and Kalanjaya have been 
killed by Sadéwa and Nakula. Dealing with this problem, Ki Padmapuspita gives a 
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 with the Sudamala story and the wayang performance accord-
ingly.  
The representation of these reliefs and the stone statue leads me to propose a 
theory on the making of the wayang-kulit that differs from the old theory that is 
based on the tradition of east Javanese temples and was then shaped into a deco-
rative one during the Islamic Kingdom in Demak. To support my theory, I have 
to show a connection between the images of Bhīma in Sukuh and the present 















                                                                                                                                              
brilliant solution by interpreting that the last scene depicts Bhima stabbing the fol-
lower of Kalantaka and Kalanjaya, who have been killed by Sadéwa. This is in ac-
cordance with the scene of the wayang performance before tayungan, the celebration 
dance because of their victory. Padmapuspita, Candi Sukuh, 150. Haryono Soemadi, 
Candi Sukuh. Antara Situs Pemujaan dan Pendidikan Seks (Sukuh Temple. Between 
a Worship and Sexual Education), Surakarta 2004, 16-17; Victor M. Fic, From Ma-
japahit and Sukuh to Megawati Sukarnoputri. Continuity and Change in Pluralism 
of Religion, Culture and Politics of Indonesia from the XV to the XXI Century, New 
Delhi 2003, plates 50-54.56. H. Mahmud Manan, MA, Transformasi Budaya. Un-
sur-unsur Hinduisme dan Islam pada Akhir Majapahit (abad XV-XVI M). Dalam 
Hubungannya dengan Relief Penciptaan Manusia di Candi Sukuh Karanganyar 
Jawa Tengah (The Cultural Transformation. Islamic and Hinduism Elements on the 





century), Jakarta 2010, 142. 
76
  Notes: of the first scene, Soemardi and Victor identify the scene of Sadéwa who is 
kidding with a goddess or a deity. Following the Sudamala story, the first scene of 
the narrative in Sukuh should become the second and vice versa. P.V. van Stein 
Callenfels, De Sudamala, 10-31. The one on the first scene who is together with 
Sadéwa, Padmapuspita identifies as Shiva, called Bathara Guru in the wayang kulit 
performance. His argument is based on the image that he is standing on a pedestal, 
called pada-pangkaja. Padmapuspita, Candi Sukuh, 152. 
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Figure 2.10f. Bhīma is stabbing Kalantaka and Kalanjaya‟s follower (in-
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Bhīma is stabbing the figure whom Padmapuspita identified as Kalantaka-
Kalanjaya‟s follower. The fact that the reliefs in Sukuh are not so refined as 
those found in east Java is, according to Stutterheim, due to the fact that they 
were made by a rural artist.
77
   
And the third is a stone statue (fig. 2.15c.). A unique thing we need to con-
sider is the depiction of Bhīma who is holding a snake. In my opinion this de-
piction is inspired by the Déwaruci story or the wayang performance as well, 
taking Déwaruci or Bhīmasuci as a dramatic play. 
As described above, since the early tenth century we have some narrative re-
liefs depicting the Bhīma figure. These reliefs precede the leather-puppet figure 
as we know it at the present time. Haryoguritno calls them a “stone-puppet”.
78
 
In my opinion the Sukuh theory could be constructed based on some arguments, 
as follows.  
First, Haryoguritno‟s idea of a stone-puppet becomes the point of departure 
to interpret the narrative reliefs and the stone statue of the Sukuh temple. Re-
garding the figure‟s identity, Stutterheim unmistakably points out that the statue 
is on the one hand completely identical to the figures on the Sukuh reliefs which 
are recognized as Bhīma representations, and on the other hand are closely re-
                                                          
77
  Soemadi, Candi Sukuh, 8. 
78
  Aryandini, Citra Bhima, 89. 
Figure 2.11. Bhīma from 
Mataram-Kartasura era, Ki 
Gandatama‟s collection. 
Photo courtesy of Rudy 
Wiratama  
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lated to the Bhīma figure of wayang-kulit purwa.
79
 The depiction form of the 
Bhīma iconography on the relief on the Sukuh temple is very similar to the 
Yogyanese depiction of Bhīma‟s wayang-kulit figure that was inherited from 
the Islamic Mataram kingdom in Kartasura. The Yogyanese Bhīma figure is 
more similar to the Sukuh relief than to the Tigowangi one, in which Bhīma is 
depicted in a slanted style and wearing simpler ornaments. Compared to the So-
lonese style, the Yogyanese Bhīma is simpler. One feature, among others, is 
that the Solonese Bhīma is wearing trousers, while the Yogyanese Bhīma is 
not.
80
 As a consequence of the division of the Islamic Mataram kingdom into 
two, Surakarta and Yogyakarta, in 1755, the first Sultanate Yogyakarta was 
asked to maintain the traditional wayang performance with its equipments that 
they already had, while Kasunanate Surakarta would create a new one. It is 
common knowledge that formerly Bhīma always had to be portrayed without 
trousers,
81
 which is evident from the Bhīma presentation in Sukuh.  
Second, based on Padmapuspita‟s interpretation that the wayang perform-
ance with Sudamala or Ruwatan as a dramatic play inspired the creation of the 
narrative reliefs on the Sukuh temple, most probably not only the dramatic play, 
but also the Bhīma presentation in Sukuh was inspired by the Bhīma figure of 
the wayang performance that was developed in that time. This is supported by 
the other two of the wayang dramatic plays, that are the dramatic play of Bhīma 
Bungkus and the Pandu Swarga dramatic play, as depicted on the first relief, 
and the Déwaruci play on the third. This means that before the Islamic Demak 
kingdom influence, the Bhīma leather-puppet representation had its own repre-
sentation according to a latter-day Yogyakartan style, as an inheritance from the 
Islamic Maratam kingdom in Kartasura.  
Third, the similarity between the Yogyanese Bhīma iconography and the one 
on the narrative reliefs and the stone statue of the Sukuh temple,
82
 most proba-
bly becomes valid evidence for the process of the handing down of the leather-
puppet crafting from the Majapahit period down to our era. Although Sajid is of 
opinion that from the Demak period until the Islamic kingdom in Surakarta, we 
have no documentary evidence of the leather puppet figure (excluding the oral 
tradition and the manuscripts or the wayang literatures), we found that the 
Bhīma figure depicted on the narrative relief of the Sukuh temple and the 
Bhīma leather puppet figure from the Islamic Mataram kingdom in Kartasura 
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  Stutterheim, Studies, 108; Soemadi, Candi Sukuh, 8. 
80
  Woro, Citra Bhima, 20. 
81
  Stutterheim, Studies, 119. 
82
  The stone statue of Bhima was no longer in Sukuh temple, but was placed in KRT. 
Harjonagoro‟s house. See. Woro Aryandini S., Citra Bhima, 412; Marijke Duijker, 
The Worship of Bhīma 2 vols., Amstelveen 2010, vol.2, 142-44.   
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that belongs to Ki Gandatama‟s collection (fig. 2.11) are quite similar to the 
Yogyanese Bhīma at the present time.  
Fourth, another important thing which is striking on the same reliefs and the 
stone statue originating from the Sukuh temple, is that Bhīma is wearing kam-
puh polèng.
83
 The Bhīma characteristics that he has a long-thumbnail, is not 
wearing trousers and is using kampuh polèng can be traced both of the Yogya-
nese Bhīma leather-puppet figure and the narrative relief or the stone statue in 
the Sukuh temple. If it is true that the Islam in Java originated from the teach-
ings of Bong Swi Hoo, called Sunan Ngampel, who started to build the Islamic 
society in 1451 in Ngampel which further prepared the establishment of an Is-
lamic kingdom in Demak,
84
 the classical figure of the Bhīma wayang-kulit 
should have existed before the kingdom of Demak, which was built by Raden 
Patah, Bong Swi Hoo‟s follower since 1475.
85
  
This observation brings me to the conclusion that on the one hand, based on 
the oral tradition in accordance with the literary approach, the study of Babad, 
and the wayang literature in particular, the leather-puppet crafting was inherited 
from the east Java temples reliefs, with special transformation of its style by 
Raden Patah and his walis from appearing to have three dimensions to two di-
mensions only. On the other hand, already a long time before the first period of 
the Islamic kingdom when Raden Patah was on his throne, the fact that the 
Bhīma figure as depicted in the stone statue and the narrative reliefs in the Su-
kuh temple was not much different from the wayang-kulit figure of the Yogya-
nese Bhīma indicates that the artist had a wayang performance as his inspira-
tion. Based on these findings, besides the old theory, we introduce the so-called 
Sukuh theory, that there was apparently another tradition that preserved the 
leather-puppet crafting since the end of the Majapahit kingdom. Furthermore, is 
the role and their influence of Raden Patah and his walis more of a legend, or is 
it in accordance with historical fact?  
The weaknesses of the theory that the wayang bèbèr which was brought 
from Majapahit was then transformed into a different style by Raden Patah and 
his walis is not in accordance with the historical data in which the fall of the 
Majapahit kingdom by the hand of Sultan Trenggana, the third king of Demak, 
was situated in 1527 as a closer time to the fact.
86
 According to the oral tradi-
                                                          
83
  Bhima is wearing kampuh polèng found also in Cetho temple at the slope of mount 
Lawu, pura puser ing Jagad in Bali. Woro Aryandini S., Adakah Kultus Bima itu? (Is 
there a Bima cult?), (a research report at the University of Indonesia) Jakarta 1993, 
12-13.  
84
  Muljana, Runtuhnya Kerajaan Hindu-Jawa, 175-76. 
85
  Muljana, Runtuhnya Kerajaan Hindu-Jawa, 195. 
86
  De Graaf & Pigeaud, Kerajaan Islam, 53, 62-64. 
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tion, the fall of Majapahit and the rise of Demak have a causal relationship, so 
that people thought both events occurred chronologically in the same year. It is 
understandable that in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the fall of Ma-
japahit developed into legend, which exalted the role of walis and Raden Patah 
as Muslims‟ heroes,
87
 and subsequently influenced the way in which people un-
derstand the wayang-kulit performance and its equipment-making, not least the 
Indonesian scholars who are most of them Muslims. For example, most proba-
bly because he was the first imam (prayer leader) in Demak, the name of bo-
nang, one of the gamêlan instruments of the wayang performance, is associated 
with Sunan Bonang as its creator, though in fact Bonang is the place where Su-
nan lives,
88
 like Sunan Kudus means that Sunan lives in Kudus. Zarkazi even 
proposes that walis changed the Mahābhārata and Rāmāyana epics into the 
wayang dramatic plays.
89
 The fact that the Bhīma representation in Sukuh (first 
half of the fifteenth century) is very similar to the Yogyanese Bhīma who ex-
isted nearly a century before the fall of Majapahit (1527) is indisputable evi-
dence for the Sukuh theory of the inheritance of the leather-puppet crafting.  
Another argument is that when Raden Patah was on his throne, most of the 
shrines that worship ancestral souls were damaged and new ones were not 
built,
90
 although those places were also used for the wayang performance. The 
only relic we have in the territory of the Demak kingdom are two scene reliefs 
in the Mosque in Jepara, which were identified as parts of Rāmāyana story, 
dated 1559.
91
 The first Demak professes Islam according to the Hanafi sect, 
which does not allow its followers to worship their ancestors, while Pajang has 
Islamic Shia, which allows its followers to worship their ancestors and make a 
pilgrimage to the tombs of their ancestors.
92
 Considering the depiction of the 
Bhīma characteristics as we have them now, therefore, the possibility of under-
going Islamic influence, eventually leading to the result of Bhīma‟s wayang-
kulit depiction as it is now, probably took place at Pajang, not Demak. The ar-
gument for this is that the Sukuh temple was probably a relic of the Pajang 
kingdom when it was still under the power of Majapahit.
93
 Once Majapahit was 
occupied by Demak‟s military in 1527, Majapahit territory in the west, espe-
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  De Graaf & Pigeaud, Kerajaan Islam, 60. 
88
  De Graaf & Pigeaud, Kerajaan Islam, 54. 
89
  Effendy Zarkazi, Unsur-unsur Islam dalam Pewayangan (The Islamic Elements in 
the Wayang Performance), Sala 1996, 26. 
90
  Muljana, Runtuhnya Kerajaan Hindu-Jawa, 254. 
91
  Kardju, Perubahan Bentuk Tokoh Epik Ramayana: Relief candi menjadi wayang 
kulit (The Deformity of the Ramayana Epic’s Character: The temple reliefs to a 
leather-puppet), Surakarta 2002, 46-52. 
92
  Muljana, Runtuhnya Kerajaan Hindu-Jawa, 255. 
93
  De Graaf & Pigeaud, Kerajaan Islam, 232-34. 
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cially Pengging and the surrounding areas still were owned by officials who 
were still Hindus. Some who converted to Islam, such as Ki Ageng Pengging, 
Ki Ageng Tingkir, Ki Ageng Butun, and Ki Ageng Ngerang, who converted to 
Shia Islam, Syaikh Siti Jenar‟s doctrine. They were not willing to submit to Sul-
tan Demak.
94
 The Jin Bun dynasty ended in 1546, and was overthrown by the 
descendants of Majapahit, because Sultan Pajang was the grandson of Daya-
ningrat, the regent of Pengging, who married the daughter of Wikramawar-
dhana, the king of Majapahit.  
The Islamic sect of the Shia schools, taught by Syaik Siti Jenar, help us to 
gain a better understanding of the process of the wayang leather puppet inheri-
tance and its spiritual-mystical values. Syaikh Siti Jenar‟s teachings do not de-
viate from the doctrine of al-Hallaj that could be summed up in ana al-ẖaqq, 
meaning “I am God”. When Demak was taken over by Pajang and became the 
Islamic kingdom in the rural areas in Central Java, it is understandable that they 
accepted the wayang performance with its Javanese-Hinduism and accompany-
ing values, because of the similarity of the philosophical way of life between the 
Javanese-Hindu and the Islamic Shia communities. The concept of ana al-ẖaqq 
is similar to the essence of the Hinduism teachings, which are eager to free 
themselves from samsara, the unending series of birth-death. By freeing oneself 
from samsara, one can separate purusa (soul) from prakrêti (body), so that as a 
creature one is able to return to and unite with one‟s Creator. There is a resem-
blance between the ultimate goal hoped to be achieved by Javanese-Hinduism 
and by the Islamic sect Shia. The unity between the creature and the Creator, 
then known by “manunggaling kawula Gusti” is also the ultimate goal the Java-
nese aim to attain.
95
 This concept became the central theme on the narrative re-
liefs and the stone statue in the Sukuh temple as it is also reflected in wayang 
dramatic plays accordingly.  
The encounter between the Sukuh tradition and the Islamic tradition became 
clearer and clearer, particular by during the rule of Madura against Pakubuwana 
II, the king of Mataram. At the proposal of the Regents rulers, he fled to mount 
Lawu in order to avoid his enemy.
96
 According to the legend, Pakubuwana II 
married Nimas Ayu, the daughter of Sunan Lawu, the ruler of the spirits of 
Mount Lawu. This is a new tradition that deviates from the Mataram kingdoms, 
who marry the Queen of the South Ocean.
97
 Moreover, the kings of Surakarta 
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  Muljana, Runtuhnya Kerajaan Hindu-Jawa, 242-44. 
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  Muljana, Runtuhnya Kerajaan Hindu-Jawa, 255-57. 
96
  Kasdi, Perlawanan Penguasa Madura, 455; Manan, Transformasi Budaya, 44. 57. 
97
  De Graaf & Pigeaud, Kerajaan Islam, 250-53. 
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and Yogyakarta still worship their ancestral souls at a certain time on mount 
Lawu.
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Figure 2.12. A diagram in pictures of the Sukuh theory. Whether due to the influence of 
Islam or not, the Bhīma representation in narrative reliefs and the stone statue in Sukuh 
is indeed similar to the Bhīma figure of the Yogyanese wayang-kulit figure. It is not 
impossible that the Sudamala story was influenced by Tigowangi‟s and the wayang per-
formance as well. 
Discussing the kampuh polèng, Stutterheim is of opinion that it seems that the 
motif kampuh polèng used by Bhīma has to do with the Bhairawa cult during 
the Singasari period. The Bhairawa sect believed that by holding a ritual that is 
prohibited by social norms, the so-called left handed path,
99
 the spirit and the 
body will be separated and absorbed into the divine nature, even if the person is 
still alive. The ceremony was conducted with an excessive debauchery by doing 
five different forbidden things:
100
 mangsa (meat), matsya (fish), madya (alco-
hol), maithuna (intercourse in the sense of promiscuity), and mudra (dance for 
becoming unconscious). Stutterheim interprets that the waist-cloth polèng pat-
tern: white, red, yellow, green, and black used by Bhairawa is a symbol of their 
cult of conducting the five forbidden things. Therefore the devotee equated 
Bhīma with Bhairawa, because Çiva embodies Bhairawa as rudra (the manifes-
tation of Çiva in a demonic form),
101
 and Bhīma is one among the eight mani-
festations of Çiva. The waist-cloth polèng used by Bhairawa is continually de-
picted on the Bhīma iconography of the wayang-kulit crafting as it is depicted 
on the narrative relief and the stone statue in the Sukuh temple as well. From the 
wayang performance point of view (the Bhīma Bungkus dramatic play), his 
kampuh polèng has been worn since he was born. Though Bhīma has more than 
three depictions of his own figure, he is always wearing the waist-cloth polèng.  
The result of the stone statues and narrative reliefs research shows the conti-
nuity and the relationship of Bhīma‟s depiction, and fills up the data gaps of the 
sustainability of the hypothesis of leather puppet making since the time of De-
mak kingdom up to the Islamic kingdom in Surakarta. Interpretation of the 
leather-puppet making, approached from the stone statue and the narrative re-
lief, contributes to a great result as shown by the similarity between the Bhīma 
iconographies on the narrative relief and the stone statue on the Sukuh temple 
and the Yogyanese Bhīma that was inherited from Mataram Kartasura. It re-
veals the relationship between the narrative reliefs and the dramatic play of the 
wayang performance. 
                                                          
99
  According to Tantric Religion, there are right-handed and left-handed paths. The 
right-handed path consists of mantra, yoga and meditation. David Frawley, Tantric 
Yoga and the Wisdom Goddesses, Twin Lakes 2003, 39. 
100
  Cf. Frawley, Tantric Yoga, 39. 
101
  Stutterheim, Studies, 119-20, footnote. 
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In general, the character Bhīma is a robust, giant-man, with a straightforward 
attitude and a kind heart. So he is presented in combination with a shaped nose, 
giant shaped eye and bowed head. He is visualized with the head held high, a 
giant nose and a mouth shaped as a cave. Eventually, they invented some wan-
das of Bhīma for the performance in accordance with the atmosphere of the 
scene. Not all the wayang figures, however, have several wandas, neither dou-
ble nor more wandas. A certain wayang figure which has various dramatic sto-
ries has a double or even more wandas, such as Bhīma. The Yogyanese Bhīma 
has three wandas:
102
 Bhīma wanda Lintang with a golden color for the jêjêr 
scene, Bhīma wanda Bugis with a black face and a gold body for the dialogue 
scene, and Bhīma wanda Hindu with a black face and body for the fighting 
scene. The different wandas are mostly the same as the representations on the 
first relief in Sukuh as Stutterheim describes:
103
 Bhīma with nāgopawīta, triple 
upper and lower arm bands, triple belt, waist-cloth in polèng pattern, fruit-like 
ear pendants, neck-ring, and supit urang compose his hair. The only thing Stut-
terheim does not mention is his thumbnail, that should exist together with the 
existence of the Bhīma Bungkus dramatic play. For the Javanese, Bhīma could 
be recognized because of the long thumbnail pañcanaka, five-colored kampuh 
polèng, and snake.  
3.3.  Summary 
Based on the various sources that describe the leather-puppet crafting, and the 
Bhīma depiction in particular, what spiritual significance do their iconographies 
reveal? Up to the present time, research into the history of the wayang-kulit 
making is based on the literature approach, babad and wayang literature in par-
ticular. The two scholars Woro Aryandini Sumaryoto (1998) and Marijke Duij-
ker offer a special contribution to the wayang-kulit iconography by tracing the 
stone statue and the narrative reliefs. Traditionally, tracing the process of the 
wayang-kulit creation from the point of view of history and the literary ap-
proach, we come to the conclusion that the stereotypical representation of the 
wayang-kulit is handed down from the Islamic Kingdom Demak as an inheri-
                                                          
102
  Sagio, Wayang Kulit, 181- 82. Solonese Bhima has more than the three Yogyanese 
wandas: Kasunanan has four and Mangkunegaran has six wandas. See Moelyono 
Sastronaryatmo, Wanda Ringgit Purwa (The Wanda of the Wayang Leather-puppet), 
Jakarta 1981, 95; Sajid, Bauwarna Wayang, vol.2, 16; Nn, Pratelan Cacah lan Pilah 
sarta Namaning Ringgit Purwa Wacucal Saprangkat (manuscript), Surakarta 19(?), 
1. According to R. Sutrisno, the first Bhima’s wanda called manis was depicted in 
1541, and there are ten wandas of Bhima, with descriptions of each. See R. Sutrisna, 
Pitakonan lan Wangsulan Bab Wanda Wajang Purwa (Question and Answer about 
Wanda Wajang Purwa), Surakarta 1964, 8. 15-17. 
103
  Stutterheim, Studies, 122. 
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tance from Majapahit that has the east Java temple‟s reliefs as the shape of the 
wayang figure. Having discussed the stone statue and the narrative relief ap-
proach, taking Bhīma as a case, we come to the conclusion that it is not impos-
sible that the wayang-kulit making is handed down from a different tradition, as 
presented in the Sukuh temple. Iconographically, Yogyanese Bhīma‟s wayang 
leather-puppet presentation is similar to the Bhīma depictions on the narrative 
reliefs and the stone statue in Sukuh, and accordingly to the Javanese wayang 
dramatic plays. 
Taking Bhīma as our case, god has been involved with him since the begin-
ning of his life. Although Bhīma and his brothers are said to be the offspring of 
Pāndu, they are all begotten by a god; Bhīma was begotten by Bāyu, the god of 
the wind. The Javanese wayang dramatic play Bhīma Bungkus describes that 
Bhīma got a powerful weapon ( the pañcanaka, long thumbnails) by killing the 
elephant Séna which tore Bhīma‟s baby membrane. These thumbnails and his 
waist-cloth polèng have been known since the first half of the fifteenth century, 
as they are depicted on the narrative relief and the stone statue in the Sukuh 
temple. The transformation of Bhīma‟s depiction goes hand in hand with the 
transformation of its symbolical meaning. Bhīma‟s weapon is particularly his 
thumbnails, underlines the spiritual strength that he inherited from Bāyu, his 
spiritual father. His waist-cloth polèng, probably inherited from the Bhairawa 
cult which is related to the five forbidden attitudes, and eventually in the late 
wayang literature particularly the five colors, symbolizes the human desires 
which become the disadvantages for his spiritual journey. His role as a savior 
for his brothers, eventually evolves into his becoming a spiritual savior for hu-
man beings, as described in the Sêrat Déwaruci and the Déwaruci play as well. 
It is understandable that the similarity of the teachings of the ultimate human 
goal to unite with God both in the Islamic sect Shia and Javanese-Hinduism 
allows the wayang performance to be easily accepted by the Muslim commu-
nity, and the development of leather-puppet crafting as well. By examining 
Bhīma‟s representation on the narrative reliefs and the stone statue and in the 
wayang literature, we can obtain evidence of the inheritance process of the 
wayang-kulit crafting and the transformation of its spiritual meaning related to 
the representation of Bhīma among the Javanese spiritual practices.  
In such a context, wayang is not (only) a shadow play. Mellema says that the 
common conception of wayang as a shadow play originated as a result of faulty 
European perception.
104
 By “wayang kulit” (high Javanese „ringgit‟) is under-
stood a flat puppet which is used in presenting a play. A “wayang performance” 
therefore, is a “theatre production with puppets as actors”. The material puppet 
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  Mellema, Wayang Puppets, 5. 
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we have now is very refined, although not only this one component is used to 
represent the character; voice, idiolect, characteristic movement and behavior 
are others.
105
 We should not just stare at the thing called a puppet, but also try to 
feel and understand how it becomes what it is, when it is actively used in a per-
formance.
106
 Therefore, let us continue to discuss another equipment of the 















4. The Role of the Dhalang 
We do not know the precise date when the term dhalang was used in the 
wayang performance for the first time. Traditionally a dhalang has so many 
qualities, that it is inadequate to translate his title as that of “puppeteer” in Eng-
lish.
107
 According to the book of Sastramiruda
108
 a dhalang must have nine 
qualities in order to carry out his wayang performance properly. These nine 
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  Jan Mrázek, More Than a Picture: The Instrumental Quality of The Shadow Puppet, 
in Nora A. Taylor, Studies in Southeast Asian Art. Essays in Honor of Stanley J. 
O’Connor, New York 2000, 63. 
106
  Mrázek, More Than a Picture, 50. 
107
  Edward C. van Ness, Javanese Wayang Kulit. An Introduction, Kuala Lumpur 1980, 
42. 
108
  Kusumadilaga, Sastramiruda, 50-51. 
Figure 2.13. It seems that the role of sindhèn did not yet exist, at the end of the 19th 
century. This picture is approximately from 1896, during the Sêkatèn feast, the birth 
of Muhammad, in Yogyakarta, and belongs to KITLV‟s collection with image code: 
19619. 
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qualities are first of all amardawagung, which means the capability of master-
ing the kawi songs in the wayang performance, namely suluk wayang. Sec-
ondly, amardibasa means the ability to make a dialogue among the wayang fig-
ures by using the different levels of language and to distinguish the timbre of 
each character‟s voice and his or her manner of speaking, the so-called 
antawacana. The third is the capacity of mastering the wayang dramatic plays, 
namelly awicarita. For example, in the Pustaka Raja Purwa of Ranggawarsita 
the three cycles of epic stories, about 300 stories, are recounted in simple prose 
form.
109
 The fourth is parama-kawi. This means a dhalang should be capable of 
using Old Javanese language or kawi as it is used in the wayang dramatic play, 
so he can explain it in any modern Javanese language during the wayang per-
formance. The fifth is parama-sastra, meaning the knowledge of the wayang 
dramatic play, the detailed scenes in particular. The sixth and the seventh are 
that a dhalang is not allowed to change the dramatic play from the principle 
dramatic play (lakon pakêm), but has to keep the spirit in accordance with the 
performance. The eighth is rênggêp, which means to keep the wayang perform-
ance attractive from the beginning until the end. The ninth and last quality is 
sabêt, that is the capability of a dhalang to manipulate the wayang characters 
through movement. To give an idea about the manipulation of the wayang 
movement: Wignjosoemarto dedicates 11 pages to describing how each wayang 
figure should be manipulated in a different way of movement, such as a god, 
king or queen, prince, servants, or animals, according to their characters.
110
  
Discussing the dhalang’s requirements, Wignjosoemarto has a more detailed 
explanation than the one given in Sastramiruda. In specifying them, he divides 
into two categories: the first is related to skills and the second is related to atti-
tudes. The first category contains four skills,
111
 which are sabêt (movement 
techniques), suluk (singing poems), basa (story telling), and dhodogan (playing 
the wooden box with his hand) or kêprakan (playing a set of metal plates with 
his foot). By these qualities a dhalang is able to perform the wayang theatre, in 
terms of visible matter. The second category contains six attitudes,
112
 respec-
tively antawacana (speaking in accordance with each wayang character), 
sêngsêm (moving the audience‟s feeling), ngês (arousing the audience‟s sensi-
                                                          
109
 Laurie Jo Sears, Text and Performance in Javanese Shadow Theatre: Changing Au-
thorities in an Oral Tradition, UMI 1986, 123. 
110
  Ki Ng. Wignjasoemarto, Kawruh Pedhalangan (The Science of Puppetry) manu-
script, Surakarta (19??), 1-11. Moreover, to know more about the relationship be-
tween the wayang movement and their characters and its meaning, see Roger Long, 
Javanese Shadow Theatre Movement and Characterization. 
111
  Wignjasoemarto, Kawruh Pedhalangan, 1-21. 
112
  Wignjasoemarto, Kawruh Pedhalangan, 22-29. 
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tivity), nawung-kridha (the ability to manipulate the wayang figures), sam-
bégana (mastering the art of puppetry), and udanagara (politeness and respect). 
These attitudes refer more to the knowledge, the spirit and spiritual meaning of 
the wayang performance.  
Although Kusumadilaga uses different terminology, we find almost all ele-
ments contained in Sastramiruda in Wignjosoenarto‟s manuscript. The differ-
ence between them is that Sastramiruda requires nine qualities, while Wig-
njosumarto has ten. However, according to tradition, a dhalang requires more 
than nine or ten qualities.
113
 Recently the dhalangs grouped these extra re-
quirements into four categories: sabêtan, krawitan, sanggit, and antawacana. 
Although it is interesting to discuss the dhalang’s qualities, we will focus on the 
spiritual dimension of the relationship between a dhalang and his wayang. 
We must be aware that this dimension is not mentioned in a manual, such as 
Kawruh Pêdhalangan. We have to take into account the Javanese literature, in 
particular the religious literature, though it is only indirectly connected with the 
wayang performance. Zoetmulder notes
114
 that these works contain an introduc-
tion to and an exposition of a higher knowledge, not destined for the common 
people. They intend to give to one who is striving for perfection the final an-
swers to the all-important questions about the meaning of life, the existence and 
the end of a human being. They teach the place and position of a human being 
in the universal order, the cosmos, and his relationship to the divine. This 
knowledge, which is “perfect knowledge”, is in Javanese called ngèlmu,
115
 from 
the Arabic word „ilm (knowledge), or often more explicitly ngèlmu kasampur-
nan (knowledge of perfection). It is a wisdom which should remain hidden from 
the common people, from the uninitiated.  
We find a similar kind of wisdom in Javanese literature, where the same 
wayang metaphor is used to illustrate and to make intelligible a certain aspect of 
knowledge. Here metaphors play an important role: serving to illustrate abstract 
knowledge with concrete examples which appeal to the imagination, shedding 
some light on obscurities and explaining or even providing argumentation. At 
the same time, metaphors in modern Javanese religious literature achieve some-
thing which in a certain sense is the opposite of elucidation, but which, in this 
esoteric literature, is valued very highly. The supreme wisdom is not something 
to be communicated in plain and unambiguous terms or to be revealed in its 
naked truth. It has to be partly veiled and hidden. In this way it remains a mys-
tery.  
                                                          
113
  Haryanto, Pratiwimba Adiluhung, 10-11. 
114
  P.J. Zoetmulder, S.J., The wajang as a philosophical theme, SEAP Vol. 12 (1971), 
85-86. 
115
  About what is ngèlmu in the Javanese traditional context, see Chapter I, footnote 18. 
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Taking a concrete example,
116
 we will use the Sêrat Cêntini to find the spiri-
tual dimension of the relationship between a dhalang and his wayang. Sêrat 
Cêntini is a very important work of modern Javanese literature, probably written 
at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Although composed in the form of a 
story, it is a veritable encyclopedia of Javanese lore and customs and especially 
of the Javanese ngèlmu. The principal characters are all ardent seekers of eso-
teric wisdom.  
Among the Javanese, the wayang performance is very typical and a popular 
theatre for illustrating their spiritual quest. According to the Javanese beliefs, 
the wayang performance originated from religious rites, and it is understandable 
that the wayang metaphor is a proper way to describe the spiritual aspiration. In 
the final passages of Sêrat Cêntini we hear how Jayèngresmi, Jayèngraga and 
Kulawirya find themselves together during a village feast, where among other 
performances, a wayang performance is staged. Kidang Wiracapa, the host, dis-
cusses the gamêlan, mask dance, ludruk, and the wayang performance. The 
question which touches Kidang Wiracapa personally is a matter of conscience: 
how to handle the injunction, going back to the Prophet and the earliest Islamic 
law, never to represent human beings in painting, sculpture, or otherwise? Does 
not the wayang performance fall under this prohibition, and is not the wayang 
theatre therefore in open defiance of Islamic orthodoxy? Once a man grows ad-
dicted to the wayang and becomes so enslaved to this passion that he goes from 
one performance to another, he ends by forgetting his religion altogether. More-
over, as long as he is absorbed by the images and does not look further, the 
wayang figures become idols and the dramatic play has no meaning. According 
to Kidang Wiracapa, there is no attraction in outward appearances, but we must 
see through them to what is hidden behind the equipments of the wayang per-
formance and its dramatic play. The following is what Kidang Wiracapa calls 
the “perfect insight, the deeper meaning of the wayang performance, the inner-
most truth and reality, which remains hidden from the common people, and re-






                                                          
116
  Zoetmulder, The wajang, 88; Simuh, Zoetmulder dan Sastra Suluk (Zoetmulder and 
Suluk Literature), BASIS XL-10 (1991), 370. 
117
  Soeradipoera, Sêrat Cêntini 5 vols., Betawi 1912 vol. 5, 210-12. I often take the 
English translation from the same author in Zoetmulder, The wajang as A Philoso-
phical Theme; Pantheism and Monism in Javanese Suluk Literature. Islamic and In-
dian Mysticim in an Indonesian Setting (trans. By M.C. Ricklefs), Leiden1995, 242-
45. 
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Text: Sêrat Cêntini V, Mêgatruh, 4- 6 
4  Kêlir jagad gumêlar wayang pinanggung/ asnapun makluk ing Widi/ 
gêdêbog bantala wêgung/ balèncong pandam ing urip/ gamêlan 
gênḍing ing lakon. 
5 Titah ing Hyang tanpa wilis ing tumuwuh/ kabèhé dadya ling-aling/ 
kang tan olih ing pituduh/ tan mulat ing Hyang sêjati/ kanḍêg warna 
rupèng kono. 
6 Tingalipun dadya bawur bingung lawung / saking tan wruh ing kêjatin 
/ kêsasar ing mêrga éwuh / tan wrih sampurnèng pangèksi / purna 
ning katon tinonton. 
Translation: 
4 The illuminated screen is the visible world. The puppets, which are ar-
ranged in an orderly fashion at both edges of the screen at the begin-
ning of the performance, are the different varieties and categories cre-
ated by God. The gêdêbog, the banana trunk into which the dhalang 
sticks his puppets whenever they have no role to fulfill in the perform-
ance, is the surface of the earth. The bléntjong, the lamp of life. The 
gamêlan, the orchestra which accompanies the performance with its 
motives and melodies fixed in accordance with the various persons 
and events projected on the screen, represents the harmony and mutual 
relationship of everything that occurs in the world. 
5  The creatures, which appear in the world in uncounted numbers and in 
an astounding variety of forms, may become an obstacle to true in-
sight, impeding understanding of the deeper meaning of all that is cre-
ated. He who refuses to be led by one who is wiser than he [that is: the 
uninitiated who is unwilling to put himself under the guidance of a 
guru] will never see that God is in and behind everything. He is de-
ceived by form and shape.  
6  His sight becomes troubled and confused, and he loses himself in a 
void, while the true significance of the universe remains hidden to 
him. He goes astray on a path full of obstacles for, lacking the right 
knowledge, the true meaning of all that appears before his eyes con-
tinues to evade him. 
In these quoted passages, God is described as the invisible puppeteer of the 
wayang performance, who holds in His hands and moves every single human 
being in all his actions, and who orders and guides all events according to His 
Will. It is the creatures‟ total dependence on their Creator, and also the danger 
of becoming so preoccupied with the created as to forget the Creator, which is 
expressed by these images. On the other hand, Srimulyana
118
 rejects this presen-
tation by saying that this is a fatalism. In his view, the dhalang does not sym-
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  Srimulyana, Simbolisme, 115-19.129-30. 133. See also Lee Khoon Choy, Indonesia 
Between Myth and Reality, London 1976, 139. 
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bolize God, but the soul of human being. He argues that we surrender to God 
not only in worship, prayer and dealing with death, but also in facing the reality 
in the world, which we must struggle with. God has no form, therefore its form 
cannot be symbolized. Srimulyana affirms that what can be symbolized of God 
is only his characteristics and his power. But let us read the following passages, 
where the analogy with the wayang is presented in a form which is so full of 
paradox that it must have had a confusing and bewildering effect on the audi-
ence. 
Text: Sêrat Cêntini V, Mêgatruh, 10-13 
10 Mahasuci têtêp kasucianipun / urip mulya ning kêrsèki / kêrsa tan kê-
lawan kalbu/ mangun èski dạlang luwih/ graita cipta ngon tinon. 
11 Asasmita wadiné pinarèng sêmu/ tana lyan sakèng pribadi/ mulya 
ning sasmitèng kayun/ haib ing Hyang kang hakiki/ lês ning tan 
kacambor-cambor. 
12 Ingaranan kun hidayat ajujuluk / la takyun wiwinih dịri / saèngga 
ḍalang awuyung / tanpa wayang linglung angling/ tan arsa garap la-
lakon. 
13 Rampung kang carita kakawin aguru/ kang ngundang dèrèng lu-
maris/wus tampi pangopahipun/ wus wisan durung mucuki/ alêkas tan 
bêḍol kayon. 
Translation: 
10 The Most Holiness is perfect and immutable. He lives in the holiness 
of His will, a will which has no heart (or organ). Inflamed by love, the 
eminent dhalang takes the decision to make himself known. He wants 
to be seen.  
11 He prepares himself to reveal his secret being by the use of symbols in 
such a way that what becomes visible seems to be a plurality, although 
He is One and there is nothing other than He. The exalted symbol in-
dicates the secrecy of the Godhead in its true form, unspoilt in its un-
mixed purity. 
12 He is like a dhalang in a state of rapture and beside himself. There are 
no wayang puppets to be seen and, nevertheless, he speaks as if in a 
trance. It is not his intention to present a lakon [the special plot chosen 
for the performance] and, nevertheless, the whole story is finished 
with, complete with all its necessary parts:  
13 The hero has accomplished his apprenticeship in the house of a guru 
and received his initiation, and the story has been concluded in the 
traditional way with a wedding. He who hires the dhalang to play the 
wayang performance is not yet there, and lo, the man has already re-
ceived his pay. The performance is finished, and the dhalang has not 
yet started. The story proceeds and develops, although the kêkayon has 
not yet been pulled out of the banana trunk. 
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The paradoxes continue to accumulate. 
Text: Sêrat Cêntini V, Mêgatruh, 15.16 
15 Suwung ing pawayangan ramé kêlangkung/ lir gêrah gamêlan muni/ 
tan ana rupa ning kêthuk/ kêcèr gênḍèr rêbab suling/ saron gambang 
kênḍang kênong gong. 
16 Ingulatan ki d ̣alang tana kadulu/ sarêng lêkas manggung ringgit/ wis 
antèk caritanipun/ ki d ̣alang anèng ing êndi/ karipan ingkang anon-
ton. 
Translation: 
15 The screen is still and deserted, and nevertheless full of life and mo-
tion. The gamêlan orchestra drones, but not a single instrument is 
visible, no kêthuk, kêtjèr, or gêndhèr, no violin or flute, no saron or 
gambang, no drum or gong.  
16 The performance is about to start, the puppets stand ready and the 
dramatic play has already ended. But where is he, then, the puppeteer? 
The spectators feel confused and bewildered, unable to understand it, 
as if overcome by sleep. Who is it that invited the dhalang to give a 
performance, while the puppet were not even made ready?  
After this accumulation of paradoxes, Kidang Wiracapa puts an end to his 
quests‟ confusion. The following are his own words: 
Text: Sêrat Cêntini V, Mêgatruh, 19-23 
19 Lir ing basa d ̣ i ragil puniku wau / mungguh Hyang kang Mahasuci / 
kang minangka dạlang luhung / karya titah ing kitèki / duk dèrèng la-
hir saking bok. 
20 Pan wus rampung takdiré pasthinirèku/ bêgja cilakanirèki / lan dawa 
cêndhèk ing tuwuh / cabar tuwas wus binagi / duk mêksih mêgêng 
nèng gêḍong. 
21 Gêḍong limput paluyutan ing alimut / duk lagya wijil ing wiji / cari-
tanira wus rampung / samênḍang tan kurang luwih / bijaksana ning 
Hyang Manon. 
22 Hyang Mahagung puniku dạlang linuhung / pangkat lahir ing jasmani 
/ myang istidlal kang maujud / dadi ning ringgit nèng kêlir / ḍalang 
kang murbèng lalakon. 
23 Inggih d ạlang sêjati puniku ratu / kang murba solah ing urip / kang 
sinèrèn mring Hyang Agung / nampèni ayat ing takdir / tabiat bawa 
ning kang wong.  
Translation:  
19 This all is an expression in symbolic language of the Highest Wisdom. 
Its meaning is as follows: God Most Holy is the exalted dhalang. He, 
the Creator of the Universe, Who has made it all, has unalterably pre-
destined and fixed our lot before we were born.  
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20 Fortune or misfortune, a short or a long lifespan, success or failure, it 
has been apportioned to us when we were still leading a hidden exis-
tence in the place of concealment.  
21 At the moment man is conceived in the womb, his life story has al-
ready been enacted and completed. Nothing is missing; nothing is su-
perfluous. It is the wisdom of the All-Knowing which has arranged 
everything to the last detail.  
22 The Most High is the exalted dhalang. The outward shape and the di-
vision into categories and species of all visible things, in short the 
coming into appearance of everything that exists, these are the puppets 
on the screen.  
23 It is the dhalang who disposes and guides them in all their actions and 
movements. 
This wayang metaphor alludes to a conception of the universe and of the rela-
tion between the Absolute and the contingent, between God and man, which is 
frequently found in the Javanese spiritual conception.
119
   
The wayang performance is only the outer aspect of what has to be consid-
ered as the true meaning. There is an inner aspect, too. “Outer and inner” are the 
stereotyped expressions in this literature for “exoteric-esoteric”, in which the 
second aspect is valued more highly than the first. From this angle, now the 
dhalang is no longer presented in opposition to his puppets. He is no longer the 
man who handles them from the outside, but rather he enters them and moves 
them from within. Like the dhalang who has entered into his puppet, we have 
here the idea of the indwelling of God in man, the concept of the one divine life 
present in every person. This is the first part of the wayang metaphor.  
In the second part, we are dealing with what Zoetmulder calls sūkṣma-
mysticism.
120
 The sūkṣma in man is united and indeed identical with Sanghyang 
Sūkṣma, the Divine Absolute. We find the esoteric part, as quoted in the follow-
ing passage: 
Text: Sêrat Cêntini V, Mêgatruh, 32-34 
32 Ing panganggêp anggêp ing piambakipun / ḍaḍalang kêlawan ringgit 
/ tanapi gamêlanipun / kotak gêdêbogirèki / myang kêlir lawan balèn-
cong. 
33 Pan wus pupul papal sawiji ning wujud / ḍaḍalang diri ning urip / 
urip kang latip puniku / pan angling ing urip budi / budi ngling ing 
ḍalang manon. 
                                                          
119
  Cf. R. Soetrisno, Wayang sebagai Ungkapan Filsafat Jawa (Wayang as the Java-
nese Philosophy), Yogyakarta 2004, 49. 
120
  Zoetmulder, The wajang, 94.  
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34 Solah tingkah muna muni ning ragèku / puniku jati ning ringgit / mo-
lah nèng kêlir jagat gung / pinolah urip ing budi / raraga nandang la-
lakon. 
Translation: 
32 It is to be found by observing oneself. Dhalang and puppets, the 
gamêlan, the banana-trunk, the screen, and the lamp.  
33 They are all united in one being. The dhalang is life itself. With the 
word life, the spirit (budi) is meant. The spirit is what is indicated by 
the all-seeing dhalang.  
34 The body, acting and speaking, is the puppet appearing on the screen 
of the world and moved by that life. (The entering of the sūkṣma into 
the body is the entering of the dhalang into the puppets. So we are all 
dominated by the sūkṣma in us, which is life itself.) Our life story is 
the lakon of the wayang. We are the spectacle ourselves. 
Moreover, the Sêrat Cêntini says explicitly that Sanghyang Sūkṣma is the owner 
of the house who decides to give a wayang performance and who therefore in-
vites the dhalang, but he stays in his house and remains unseen. Here we find 
the relationship between the Divine in its Absoluteness, unqualified and immu-
table, inaccessible to the senses and to the intellect on the one hand, and its par-
tial manifestation as the individual soul in man on the other hand.  
Based on this observation of the literature, we have seen the two principal 
trends of thought in the Javanese spiritual conception. On the one hand, all that 
exists was seen as a dialectic process of the inner and outer aspects in order to 
create harmony. On the other hand, God was said to dwell in the innermost part 
of humankind as his deepest reality. These two trends come together, in which 
every distinction between God and man vanishes. It was the aim of both trends 
to achieve union with the Divine. In the words of the wayang metaphor, it is an 
endeavor to understand the true nature of the relationship between dhalang and 
wayang, between the puppeteer and his puppets. How is this relationship be-
tween the dhalang and wayang? Do the wayangs depend upon the dhalang in 
all their doings? Does not the dhalang depend upon his wayangs? 
On the one hand, the wayangs move in the way the dhalang moves them. 
They say what the dhalang wants them to say. On the other hand, a dhalang is 
not totally independent of his wayangs. He cannot do with them what he likes, 
and neither can he change the lakon, the dramatic play.
121
 A dhalang cannot 
make the demon king act as if he were a prince. Here, we find a mutual interde-
pendency: without dhalang no wayang, but also without wayang no dhalang. 
Can the unity of servant and lord be the highest perfection, if there is still an 
                                                          
121
  Sri Mulyono, Simbolisme, 128.  
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element of dependency in it? The final word must be: There is no master and 
there is no servant.  
Text: Dhandhang Gula, 29-31
122
 
29 Sajati ning d ̣ alang lawan ringgit / sajati ning gusti lan kawula / 
anging ananira d ̣ èwè / ilapat nora kétung / wus koningan puniku 
malih / masalah ing makripat / ing sampurnanipun / marmané tan 
kaoningan / sampun kandẹ̀h kalimputan ing sawiji / iku sagara mulya. 
30 Mapan sakathah ing para nabi / wali mukmin kang sampurna / sami 
wuta paningalé miwah nora angrungu / têmbung ika pangambunèki / 
miwah datanpa ngucap / jiwa raga lêbur / tan ana polahé déning   
Hyang Widi / sirna kadi duk nora. 
31 Iya iku sajati ning dasih / tan amuji miwah tan anêmbah / nora ama-
ngéran rèké / jabariyah arêju /nora nana wujud kakalih / lir péndah 
adam sarap / ing suwungé iku / lawan sira kawruhana / ing sirnané 
kawula tan dadi gusti / iku tingal kapala. 
Translation: 
29 Dhalang and wayang, master and servant, even your own being, these 
are something relative only, which do not deserve consideration. This 
is the final solution which ngèlmu offers. Everything has vanished 
from sight, overpowered by the One. That is the ocean of blessedness. 
30 The perfect faithful, prophets and saints, have become blind and have 
lost hearing, speech, and taste. Soul and body are absorbed into noth-
ingness, as in the time when they did not yet exist.  
31 This is True Perfection: to have done away with all praise and worship 
and with the acknowledgement of any as Lord. All duality has been 
eliminated in a state of Pure Nothingness. The servant has gone, with-
out becoming master. This is the highest vision.  
This is how the relationship between dhalang and wayang was used in order to 
illustrate the relationship between God and man. The distinction between dha-
lang and wayang was seen as the last vestige of a duality which had been defi-
nitely done away with. They did not merge into each other; they just vanished.  
5.  Summary: the Structural Dynamic of the wayang kulit performance 
What we were searching for in this chapter is a structural dynamic of the spiri-
tual progression underlying the Javanese wayang performance. The Javanese 
wayang performance has an exotic tint, as shown in the equipment used in the 
theatre and its symbolic meaning. According to Hazeu, the wayang performance 
originated from the old Javanese beliefs, the so-called the ancestral worship.
123
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  Zoetmulder, Pantheism and Monism, 253-54. 
123
  G.A.J. Hazeu, Kawruh Asalipun ringgit Sarta Gegepokanipun Kaliyan Agami ing 
Jaman Kina (translated from the Dutch: Bijdrage tot de kennis van het Javaansche 
tooneel), Jakarta 1979, 65; J.J. Ras, The Historical Development, 51. 
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The wayang figure became a linkage between the Javanese and his ancestor 
soul; the presence of his ancestors creates a bridge between himself as creature 
and “God”, his Creator.  
The performance itself stages a certain lakon or a dramatic story which is 
always divided into the same phases of three pathêt plots which are each ac-
companied by the different pathêt gamêlan pieces. The various parts of the 
pathêt gamêlan ensemble and of the dramatic plot reveal the stages of spiritual 
progression from one step to another, involving a dialectic of the outer and inner 
selves, and rasas of humankind. A general pattern of this dialectic lies hidden in 
the different pathêt gamêlan pieces, in the dramatic plots, and in the wayang 
iconography, which represents the human struggle of harmonizing his outer and 
inner selves. Also, the relationship between dhalang and wayang reveals two 
principle trends of thought in the Javanese spiritual conception. All that exists 
was seen as a dialectic process of one‟s inner and outer selves in order to create 
an inner harmony on the one hand, and on the other hand God dwells in the in-
nermost part of humankind as his deepest reality.   
Each element of the wayang performance is integrated in the others as well, 
such as the gamêlan accompaniment, the dramatic play, and the movements of 
the kayon and wayang figures, forming a structural dynamic that symbolizes the 
spiritual development. Both of these, the spiritual progression and the structural 
dynamic, express how the Javanese explain their spiritual thoughts through the 
wayang performance, in which each spiritual path can be described as follows. 
The first step, starting from the first sequence, is marked by pulling out the 
kêkayon before the first jêjêr; the performance continues with the êmban 
parêkan, symbolizing a new birth, the beginning of a child‟s development into a 
youth. The first jêjêr is the beginning of the dramatic play, where the king and 
his ministers or courtiers are discussing the welfare of the kingdom; the arising 
of a certain problem and how to plan on finding its solution. This sequence ends 
with the unsuccessful battle, accompanied by the pathêt nêm gêndhings, articu-
lating the stage in which one is still fascinated with worldly matters and inclined 
to fulfill the desires of one‟s senses. One is not yet fully aware of the ultimate 
goal of one‟s life. This tendency is a hindrance in achieving spiritual perfection, 
even leading one to a greater crisis which the wayang performance dramatizes 
in the gara-gara. 
The second step is introduced by the gara-gara scene, the most important 
parts of the second stage are the presence of Sêmar and the battle of the white 
prince against four giants, each of whom has a different color: black, red, yel-
low and a combination of the first three principal colors. I will argue in due 
course who Sêmar is and what his role is in the wayang performance. At this 
point, I limit myself to presenting the forest battle that symbolizes the struggle 
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of a human being to control in harmony his desires, which are somehow not 
always in accordance with the final goal of his life. This battle, or rather spiri-
tual combat, is articulated by the fight between the white prince and the four 
different-colored giants. 
In the third step, accompanied by the pathêt manyura gamêlan pieces, the 
performance comes to that part in which the dramatic play gradually becomes 
clear and culminates in an ending. This sequence is actually the continuation of 
the struggle of the protagonist in dealing with his problem. Though he has de-
feated the four giants and other enemies in the preceding sequence, he still deals 
with other enemies in the last sequence. But it should be noted here that who-
ever the prince is as a protagonist and whatever the dramatic play is, Bhīma al-
ways takes part to defeat his opponents in the last battle, which symbolizes the 
death of the wicked, being at once the ideal way to die in perfection. According 
to the wayang tradition, Bhīma, the only one who is capable of doing this, 
thereafter celebrates his victory with the tayungan dance, which symbolizes the 
wonderful journey of his soul which leaves this finite world for the infinite one, 
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 Solichin, Wayang, 293; Srimulyana, Simbolisme, 113. 















THE SÊRAT DÉWARUCI AND THE DÉWARUCI PLAY 





1. The Sêrat Déwaruci1 
1.1.  Introduction to the Texts 
The Sêrat Déwaruci text which we will analyze is the third printed in Javanese 
script, edited by Kramaprawira in 1880. The Jasadipoeran version was consid-
ered the best,
2
 and supposed to be a babon (master), from which variant versions 
were composed either in Romanized script or Javanese script at a later date.
3
 
This Kramaprawiran edition was reprinted by Boekhandel Tan Khoen Swie in 
1922, with an introduction and an explanation of the meaning of the Sêrat 
Déwaruci and of Bhīma’s wanda and his costume added by Mangoenwidjaja. In 
the introduction of the book and in the explanation,
4
 we find that initially the 
Sêrat Déwaruci was written by Mpu Widayaka in Old Javanese and in kakawin 
meter, and Sunan Bonang composed it into macapat meter and in Modern Java-
nese. Ki Siswoharsaja also noted that according to tradition, the Sêrat Déwaruci 
has Sunan Kalijaga, the disciple of Sunan Bonang, as its author.
5
 
                                                          
1
  The text I used in this study was published by Van Dorp & Co, Semarang 1880 (the 
first published was in 1870 also by Van Dorp & Co). This text was composed by 
Jasadipoera I in Javanese script and was published by Mas Ngabèhi Kramaprawira.  
2
  Tjabang bagian Bahasa, Kitab Dewarutji. Bhima Berguru kepada Pendeta Drona 
(The Book of Dewaruci. Bhima studies with the hermit Drona), Jogjakarta 1958, 5. 
3
  Cf. Hamid Nasuhi, Serat Dewaruci: Tasawuf Jawa Yasadipura I (The Sêrat Déwa-
ruci: the Javanese Sufism of Yasadipura I), Jakarta 2009, 58-59.  
4
  R.M.Ng. Mangoenwidjaja, Serat Dewaruci Sêrat Déwaroetji (in Javanese script) 
Kêdiri 1929, 3, 38. 
5
  Sunan Kalijaga was the disciple of Sunan Bonang. Ki Siswoharsojo, Tafsir Kitab 
Dèwarutji (The Interpretation of the Sêrat Dèwarutji), Jogjakarta 1966, 3. 
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Responding to the above-mentioned opinions on the Déwaruci story, Poer-
batjaraka
6
 objects that all this is a hundred percent speculation. Note here that 
up to now we do not know who the author is, but it may be true that Sunan Bo-
nang or Sunan Kali Jaga composed a variant of the story of Déwaruci. We pre-
sent here what is written in the Babad Tjêrbon:
7
 
Then the King of Dêmak, eager to learn from Sunan Kali Jaga, drafted a 
text after the model of a wayang play, the Bhīma Suchi, dealing with Uni-
fication with the Deity. The Walis all knew that their younger colleague 
Kali Jaga was noted for his many (strange) actions, a Wali … of Right-
eousness (an example) to imitate, to make visible a secret sin. [Stanza 42]  
Moreover, it is remarkable that, according to tradition, the walis, especially Su-
nan Kali Jaga, played the wayang kulit performance to convert people to Islam.
8
 
Among scholars, it is well known that the Sêrat Déwaruci was composed by 
the royal poet of Surakarta, Jasadipoera I,
9
 a founder of literature in early Sura-
karta,
10
 on the basis of an Old Javanese version. Poerbatjaraka divided the Java-
nese literature at the beginning of the Surakarta kingdom into two:
11
 first the 
construction period and later the creation period. The construction period means 
the time of composing the Old Javanese literature into the Sêkar Agêng meter or 
the macapat meter and in Modern Javanese; an example is the Sêrat Déwaruci. 
The creation period means the creation of new works. Initially, Jasadipoera 
translated the Old Javanese version of the Sêrat Déwaruci into Modern Java-
nese. It was found in the book of Pêsindhèn Bêdhaja
12
 and was a short one, and 
also the oldest version in macapat meter, dated 1723 A.J.,
13
 equal to 1801 A.D. 
                                                          
6
  Poerbatjaraka (et al.), Kepustakaan Djawa, 168 
7
  D.A. Rinkes, Nine Saints of Java (trans. from De Heiligen van Java), Malaysia 1996, 
134. 
8
  Rinkes, Nine Saints, 136-37. 
9
  Jasadipoera I was the court poet of Surakarta under first Paku Buwana III (1749-
1788 A.D.) and then Paku Buwana IV (1788-1820 A.D.). S. Soebardi, Raden 
Ngabehi Jasadipoera I, Court Poet of Surakata: His Life and Works, SEAP 8 (1968), 
81-82. 
10
  Soebardi, Raden Ngabehi Jasadipoera I, 83. 
11
  Poerbatjaraka (et al.), Kepustakaan Djawa, 149. Soebardi called Jasadipoera the 
founder of Javanese literature in early Surakarta. See Soebardi, Raden Ngabehi 
Jasadipoera I, 83. 
12
  R. Ng. Poerbatjaraka, Déwa-roetji, Djåwå 20 (1940), 54-55; Poerbatjaraka (et al.), 
Kepustakaan Djawa, 164. 
13
  A.J. is the Javanese Year, Anno Javanico. Actually, the calendar used in Java was 
the Çaka calendar, a Hindu calendar which started in 78 A.D. In 1555 Ç, Sultan 
Agung, the King of Mataram, combined the Javanese Pranatamangsa and the Çaka 
calendar into the Javanese calendar, starting with 1 Suro 1555, equal to 8 July 1633. 
See Kamajaya, 1 Suro Tahun Baru Jawa (1 Suro the Javanese New Year), Yogya-
karta 1992. 
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And when he composed the Sêrat Déwaruci in macapat meter, seemingly 
Jasadipoera had the original document which was in Old Javanese and in Old 
Javanese meter.
14
 Considering that Jasadipoera I died on Monday-Kliwon, 14 
March 1803,
15
 the Jasadipoeran Sêrat Déwaruci in macapat meter was there-
fore most probably composed between 1801 and 1803. 
Now we will deal with the question of the Sêrat Déwaruci in Old Javanese 
and in kakawin meter, called the Déwaruci kakawin. It is the source of the trans-
lation and composition in Modern Javanese and in macapat meter. The Sêrat 
Déwaruci which is considered the oldest was discovered by Poerbatjaraka. 




Bhīma set off on his journey into the sea. The beautiful description of the 
ocean is presumably a new addition. He plunged into the sea, fighting 
against the giant water-serpent, called Nabatnawa. The dragon snake died. 
The beauty of the island where Déwaruci lived is seemingly a new addi-
tion. Bhīma came up on the island and met with Déwaruci. They debated 
for a while, then Bhīma was asked to get into the Déwaruci body. Bhīma 
saw a different type of something, then got instructions (wêjangan) from 
Déwaruci. At this point, the story ended. 
This Sêrat Déwaruci is not in Old Javanese, but in Middle Javanese and in 
kakawin meter. The Déwaruci kakawin, meaning the text in Old Javanese and in 
kakawin meter, has not been found yet,
17
 although the Poerbatjaraka Déwaroetji 
provides important material for comparison with other versions, in order to 
make certain which is the oldest among the many manuscripts known.  
                                                          
14
  Poerbatjaraka (et al.), Kepustakaan Djawa, 168; Sasrasumarta (et al.), Tus Padjang 
(The Descendant of Padjang), Surakarta 1939, 104.  
15
  M. Ricklefs, The Yasadipura problem, BKI 52 (1997), 275. 
16
  Poerbatjaraka (et al.), Kepustakaan Djawa, 74. Poerbatjaraka’s text has been pub-
lished in Javanese, and was translated into Dutch in 1940. See Poerbatjaraka, Déwa-
roetji, 11-28. 
17
  Note that Bernard Arps’ identification of Poerbatjaraka’s text as Old Javanese 
(OJav.) is not correct, because it was written in Middle Javanese (Mid.Jav), while the 
Jasadipoeran text is in Modern Javanese (Mod.Jav.). See Bernard Arps, Dewaruci 
and the Light that is Muhammad: The Islamization of a Buddhist Text in the Jasadi-
poeran Version of the Book of Dewaruci, in Nn. Makalah Seminar: Pantheisme – 
Manunggaling Kawula lan Gusti dalam Naskah Nusantara (Seminar Papers: Pan-
theism – the Unity of man and God in Indonesian Literature), Jakarta 2007; Poerba-
tjaraka (et al.), Kepustakaan Djawa, 74; Prijohoetomo, Nawaruci. Inleiding, Middel-
Javaansche prozatext, vertaling. Vergeleken met de Bhimasoetji in Oud-javaansch 
metrum, Groningen,/ Den Haag,/ Batavia 1934, 140.  
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A similar book to the Sêrat Déwaruci is the Nawaruci. When Prijohoetomo 
published his dissertation,
18
 the Nawaruci was regarded as the oldest manuscript 
that tells us of Bhīma’s journey looking for the tirta pawitra to purify himself. 
Prijohoetomo concluded that it was written between 1500 and 1619, in Swac-
chapura, probably a village in Bali. Poerbatjaraka’s text, which is not in wayang 
dramatic play form, belongs to the group of original versions and resembles 
only slightly the prose text, the Nawaruci, no doubt because of changes and ad-
mixtures which the latter underwent in Bali.
19
 The most important part of the 
Nawaruci shows that it must have the same origin as Poerbatjaraka’s text. Con-
sidering its language and prosody, Poerbatjaraka’s text must probably be from 
the period between Hinduism and the time when the Islam entered Java, before 
1550 A.D. 
The result of Poerbatjaraka’s research raises the enigma why the Sêrat 
Déwaruci did not undergo Muslim influence, while Islamic mysticism was 
blooming at that time. To answer this question, Poerbatjaraka argues that his 
text was written in a place that had not been influenced by Islam. From a differ-
ent standpoint, i.e. an archaeological approach, Stutterheim
20
 provides a way out 
of the literary problem of the origins of the Déwaruci. Based on his study of the 
relief of Bhīma on mount Bekel, East Java, and comparing it with the reliefs of 
Bhīma in Jalatunda and Belahan, he is led to the assumption that it was made 
around 1450. The description of the relief is the same as the episode of the 








Het relief, dat hierbij wordt afgebeeld, 
geeft ons Bhīma te zien, tot aan de 
heupen in de zee staande. Visschen 
zwemmen in de golven. Bhīma’s 
Hij ging de zee in met rein en verlicht 
gemoed. Het water reikte hem tot de 
kuiten, tot de dijen en eindelijk tot 
zijn lichaam. 
                                                          
18
  The title of Prijohoetomo’s dissertation is Nawaruci. Inleiding, Middel-Javaansche 
prozatext, vertaling. Vergeleken met de Bhimasoetji in Oud-javaansch metrum. It 
was published as it is by BIJ.J.B. Wolters. 
19
  Poerbatjaraka, Déwa-roetji, 31. 
20
  W.F. Stutterheim, De Ouderdom van de Dewaruci, Djåwå 20 (1940), 131- 132. 
21
  Stutterheim, De Ouderdom van de Dewaruci, 131. See also Duijker, The Worship of 
Bhīma, Vol. 2, 72 fig. 62: Bhīma descending into the ocean, relief Candi Kendali-
sodo. 
22
  This is Stutterheim’s translation. Stutterheim, De Ouderdom van de Dewaruci, 132. 
It literally reads as follows: “Hij ging de zee in, zijn passieloosheid (was) licht. Het 
water bedekte zijn kuiten, van de knieën spatte het op tot het lichaam.” 
Poerbatjaraka, Déwaroetji, 16, Zang I, 28. 
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rechterhand is met de uit de wajang 
overbekende handhouding naar bene-
den gestrekt, de linkerhand is in dezelf-
de houding voor hem uit gericht. Zijn 
kleedij en opschik bestaan uit een een-
voudigen lantjingan, de bij Bhīma be-
hoorende boven en onderarmbanden, 
en slangen-upawita en een halssnoer 
met sierplaat, terwijl groote vrucht-
vormige oorhangers aan zijn oorlellen 
bengelen en vleugelvormige soempings 
achter de oorschelp steken. De haartooi 
is de uit de wajang bekende soepit 
oerang, doch zonder dat de om-
krullende uiteinden aan elkaar ver-
bonden zijn, zooals thans het geval is. 
 
Translation: English Paraphrase 
This relief depicts Bhīma being in the 
sea, the water reaching up to his hips. 
Fish are swimming in the waves. Bhī-
ma’s right hand, which is depicted as 
the puppet with the pañcanaka thumb-
nail, is directed downward while his 
left hand is directed forward. He wears 
simple clothes and simple accessories: 
loincloth, upper and lower armbands, 
snake-upawita necklace, fruit-like ear 




















Translation: English Paraphrase 
He plunged into the ocean with sin-
cere feelings and relief. The water 
reached up to his calves, his thighs, 
and finally up to his body. 
 
 
Returning to Jasadipoera’s adapted text of Déwaruci, he either worked from oral 
tradition, and/or from a Kawi version which is better and more complete than 





 that the Déwaruci story was well-known about 1450, as the 
same story is carved in a relief on the shrines. It is reasonable that the Poerba-
tjarakan text has no Muslim influence, because Hinduism had not been banished 
yet. 
 
                                                          
23
  Soebardi, Raden Ngabehi Jasadipoera I, 88. 
24
  Stutterheim, De Ouderdom van de Dewaruci, 132. 
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The contents of the Jasadipoeran Sêrat Déwaruci text, edited by Kramaprawira, 
are more complete than the Poerbatjarakan Sêrat Déwaruci text. The protagonist 
of the Jasadipoeran Sêrat Déwaruci is Bhīma, the second of the Pandhawa 
brothers, a hero of the Mahābhārata epic. He is deeply moved by his ideal to 
become a perfect human being, and on the advice of his spiritual master, Drona, 
he goes on an adventure in search of tirta pawitra, which can purify his life. To 
obtain it, he must deal with obstacles, before he meets Déwaruci in the deepest 
place of the ocean and receives a spiritual discourse from him.  
1.2. Technical Notes 
The present Sêrat Déwaruci text is composed in the form of poetry, called sêkar 
macapat or têmbang macapat. The term sêkar literally means a flower, the high 
Javanese word têmbang means a song. The uses, functions, and degree of musi-
cal significance of the sêkar macapat cannot adequately be compared with any 
Figure 3.1. Bhīma entering the ocean, 15
th
 century. For-
merly on upper left wall, meditation cave. Photo: a re-
production of Stutterheim’s 
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song genre of a Western society.
25
 This Text consists of five Cantos with four 
different macapat meters, distributed as follows: 
Canto  I  Sarkara 15 stanzas 
Canto II Pangkur 44 stanzas 
Canto III Sinom 18 stanzas 
Canto IV Durma 32 stanzas 
Canto V Sarkara 49 stanzas 
Sarkara occurs twice, in Canto I and V; the other three once. 
The macapat prosodic rules in use in present-day Java were probably fixed 
in the eighteenth century, the Paku Buwana IV period.
26
 The sêkar macapat has 
eleven meters and has its own fixed formal requirement for each.
27
 The first is 
called the guru-gatra, the number of lines to the stanza; the second is the guru-
wilangan, the number of syllables to the line; and the third is called guru-lagu, 
the final vowel in each line. The four meters, appearing in the present text, to-
gether with their respective rules of the guru-gatra, the guru-wilangan, and the 




              






















1 Sarkara 10i 10a 8e 7u 9i 7a 6u 8a 12i 7a 
2 Pangkur 8a 11i 8u 7a 12u 8a 8i    
3 Sinom 8a 8i 8a 8i 7i 8u 7a 8i 12a  
4 Durma 12a 7i 6a 7a 8i 5a 7i    
From the table, we see that based on the guru-gatra, the Durma meter has seven 
lines per stanza (the number of lines is indicated with Roman numerals). Ac-
cording to the guru-wilangan, line I has twelve syllables (the number of sylla-
bles is indicated with Arabic numerals), and the final vowel of the first line is a 
in accordance with the guru-lagu. 
The transliteration of the Sêrat Déwaruci from the Javanese script into the 
Roman alphabet is mainly based on modern Javanese grammar. Only the sym-
                                                          
25
  Margaret J. Kartomi, Matjapat Songs in Central and West Java, Canberra 1973, v. 
26
  Kartomi, Matjapat Songs, 28. 
27
  For the eleven meters with their rules of guru-gatra, guru-wilangan, and guru-lagu, 
see Kartomi, Matjapat, 41, Sukatmi Susantina, Tembang Macapat (Macapat Song), 
Yogyakarta 2009, 2; Pigeaud, The Literature of Java, vol. 3, 83-85.  
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bols for writing the Javanese vowel in the traditional spelling are used to repre-
sent the sounds. They are as follows: 
1.  the symbol for     ꦼ is represented by ê, as in earth; 
2.  the symbol for  ꦺ is represented by é, as in aim or è, as in air; 
3. the symbol for  ꦺ…ꦴis represented by o, as in own or in awe. 
4.  the letter h of the Javanese is not transliterated. 
1.3.  Texts and Translation 
[Awignamastu namasidham / May there be no obstacles] 
Pupuh I/Canto I: Sarkara 
1  Wrêkodara puruhita maring / Dhanyang Drona kinèn angupaya / toya ing-
kang nucèkaké / marang sariranipun / Wrêkodara gya mantuk warti / ma-
rang nagri Ngamarta / panggih kadang sêpuh / Sang Aprabu Yudhistira / 
miwah ari katiga samya marêngi / munggwing ngarsaning raka // 
While Wrêkodara was a disciple of ǀ Drona, he was ordered to search for ǀ 
water that would purify ǀ him.ǀ Wrêkodara immediately went back to the 
kingdom of Ngamarta to inform ǀ the people.ǀ He met his elder brother ǀ King 
Yudhistira,ǀ and his three younger brothers all sitting ǀ in front of their elder 
brother.ǀǀ 
2 Arya Séna gya pamit rakaji / lamun arsa késah mamrih toya / déning guru 
pituduhé / Sri Darmaputra ngungun / amiyarsa aturing ari / nyipta têmah 
babaya / naréndra mangun kung / dyan satriya Dananjaya / nêmbah matur 
ing raka sri narapati / punika tan sakéca // 
Then Séna took leave of his brother the king,ǀ saying that he wanted to go 
and look for the water ǀ as instructed by his teacher.ǀ Darmaputra was aston-
ished,ǀ hearing the words of his younger brother.ǀ Imagining the danger this 
would lead to,ǀ the king became sad.ǀ Then Dananjaya ǀ made a sêmbah and 
said to his elder brother the king ǀ that it was not a good thing.ǀǀ 
3 inggih sampun paduka lilani / késahipun ri dalêm punika / botên sakéca 
raosé / ari kalih wot santun / inggih sampun tuwan lilani / watak raka pa-
duka / Ngastina pukulun / karya pangéndra sangsaya / Dhanyang Drona gi-
nubêl pinrih ngapusi / sirnanipun Pandhawa // 
“Do not allow ǀ your younger brother to go!ǀ I have an unpleasant feeling.”ǀ 
The two younger brothers paid homage,ǀ “Do not give permission!ǀ It is the 
nature of your cousin ǀ in Astina, my lord,ǀ to resort to tricks.ǀ Drona is urged 
to try to design ǀ the annihilation of the Pandhawas.”ǀǀ 
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4 Arya Séna miyarsa nauri / ingsun mongsa kênaa dèn ampah / matiya ngu-
murku dhéwé / wong sêdya mrih pinutus / panunggalé Hyang Otipati / Arya 
Séna saksana / kalépat sumêbrung / Sang Prabu Yudhistira / miwah ari 
katiga angungun kadi / tinêbak ing mong lêpat // 
Séna heard it and said,ǀ “How could I be restrained?ǀ If I die, then let it be.ǀ 
For don’t I strive after ǀ perfect unity with the god Otipati?”ǀ Then Séna ǀ was 
suddenly gone.ǀ King Yudhistira ǀ and his three younger brothers were star-
tled,ǀ looking at each other in bewilderment.ǀǀ 
5 tan kawarna kang kari prihatin / kawuwusa lampahirèng Séna / tanpa wadya 
amung dhéwé / ingiring sindhung lésus / pan ambênêr muring ing margi / 
prahara munggwing ngarsa / gora rèh gumuruh / kagèt miris wong padésan 
/ kang kapranggul andhodhok miris ningali / andhêpès nêmbah-nêmbah // 
It is not told about those who were left behind in sadness.ǀ The journey of 
Séna is described.ǀ He went all alone,ǀ being accompanied by a storm and a 
tornado,ǀ that followed the road.ǀ The hurricane passed ahead,ǀ the thunder-
claps roared.ǀ The people of the villages were startled and trembling with 
fear,ǀ those who met him on the way squatted down because of fear,ǀ making 
a sêmbah repeatedly.ǀǀ 
6 kwèh pisêgah pan datan tinolih / langkung adrêng praptèng Kuruksétra / 
margagêng kambah lampahé / glisé lampahirasru / gapuragêng munggul 
kaaksi / pucak mutyara muncar / sing mandrawa nguwung / lwir gêbyaring 
kang baskara / kunêng wau kang maksih wontên ing margi / wuwusên ing 
Ngastina // 
He did not look at the many dishes [offered to him],ǀ eager to arrive at Ku-
ruksétra immediately.ǀ He took the highway,ǀ walking quickly.ǀ He then saw 
a large gate, standing ǀ on top the gems glittered ǀ from the distance shimmer-
ing,ǀ just like the sunshine.ǀ So was the story of him who was on his way.ǀ 
Now it is being told about the kingdom of Ngastina.ǀǀ  
7 Prabu Duryudana animbali / Dhanyang Drona wus praptèng jro pura / 
natèng Mandraka sarêngé / ing Ngawongga tan kantun / pra santana andêl-
ing wèsthi / prasamya tinimbalan / wus praptèng kadhatun / wong agung ing 
Sindunata / Jayadrata miwah Ki Arya Sangkuni / Bisma myang Dursasana // 
King Suyudana summoned Drona.ǀ He arrived at the palace ǀ together with 
the King of Mandraka,ǀ also from Ngawangga ǀ the kinsmen of the king, the 
safety guards.ǀ All of them were summoned.ǀ They all arrived at the palace:ǀ 
the high official Sindunata,ǀ Jayadratra, and Arya Sangkuni,ǀ Bisma, as well 
as Dursasana, ... ǀǀ 
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8 Radèn Kuwéra Korawa sami / miwah Radèn Ariyasuséna / Durmuka lan 
Durjayané / Burisrawa tak kantun / kang ginusthi rèh jayèng jurit / swuh 
sirnaning Pandhawa / ingkang dadya wuwus / ywa kongsi prang bratayuda / 
yèn kênaa ing apus sangkaning aris / sirnané kang Pandhawa // 
Kuwéra and Korawa,ǀ as well as Aryasuséna,ǀ Durmuka and Durjaya.ǀ Buris-
rawa was not left behind.ǀ They longed to become the winner in the war,ǀ and 
the annihilation of the Pandhawa.ǀ They were discussing ǀ how to avoid the 
bharatayuda,ǀ if possible by tricks ǀ for the annihilation of the Pandhawa.ǀǀ 
9 golong pipis aturira sami / pra santana Ngastina sadaya / rujuk rêmpêg 
pirêmbagé / nanging sira Sang Prabu / ing Ngastina mênggah ing galih / 
datan patya ngarsakna / rèh cidra ing laku / ragi kagagas ing kadang / lagya 
éca gunêm Wrêkodara prapti / dumrojog manjing pura // 
They all agreed,ǀ the kinsmen of the king.ǀ They agreed on what had been 
discussed,ǀ but the king ǀ of Ngastina was upset.ǀ He was not very willing ǀ to 
commit fraud.ǀ He realized they were still cousins.ǀ While they were discuss-
ing, Wrêkodara arrived,ǀ unexpectedly entering the palace.ǀǀ 
10 kagyat obah kang samya alinggih / Sri Naréndra Ngastina ngandika / yayi 
dèn kaparèng kéné / Wrêkodara anjujug / marang Dhanyang Drona tur bakti 
/ rinangkul lungayanya / babo sutèng ulun / sira kaki apa sida / angulati tirta 
sucining ngaurip / yèn iku pinanggiya // 
Everyone sitting there was surprised.ǀ The King of Astina said,ǀ “My younger 
brother, come over here!”ǀ Wrêkodara headed straight ǀ to Drona, and paid 
homage,ǀ his neck was embraced.ǀ “Oh my son, welcome!ǀ Do you really 
want ǀ to search for life-purifying water?ǀ If you find it, … ǀǀ 
11 wus sampurna ing ngagêsang yakti / nora nana ingkang tumandhinga / pi-
nunjul ing jagad kabèh / ngaubi bapa-babu / mulya saking sira nak mami / 
linuwih ing triloka / langgêng ananipun / Wrêkodara saurira / inggih pundi 
prênahé kang tirta suci / mugi dipun têdahna // 
you would certainly be perfect in your life,ǀ none would be your equal,ǀ the 
most powerful in all worlds.ǀ [You will be] capable of protecting your father 
and mother.ǀ The glory will come from you, my son,ǀ the mightiest over the 
three worlds,ǀ which will be eternal.”ǀ Wrêkodara answered,ǀ “Where is the 
holy water located,ǀ please point it out to me!ǀǀ  
12 Inggih nuntên kawula lampahi / sapitêdah: sang Rêsi gya mojar  / Adhuh 
anak ingsun anggèr / asangêt pari kudu / nucèkakên badanirèki / turutên 
tuduh ingwang / ênggoné kang banyu / pan ing wana Tikbrasara / ulatana 
soring Gandamadanèki / ing gunung Candramuka // 
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I will undertake it immediately.ǀ What do you advise me to do?” The hermit 
said,ǀ “Oh... my son!ǀ How great your will is,ǀ to sanctify yourself.ǀ Please, 
follow my instruction!ǀ The place where the water is,ǀ is in the Tikbrasara 
forest.ǀ Search for it below Gandamadana,ǀ on Candramuka mountain!”ǀǀ 
13 dhungkarana ingkang wukir-wukir / jroning guwa jro panggonanira / tuhu 
awingit sasané / ing nguni-uni durung / ana kang wruh goning toyadi / 
tustha Sang Wrêkodara / pamit awot santun / mring Drona myang Duryu-
dana / angandika sangaprabu Kurupati / yayi mas dèn prayitna.// 
“Dig out these mountains!ǀ In the depth of a cave, it is located.ǀ Its place is 
very terrifying,ǀ from ancient times to the present ǀ nobody has ever known 
the place of the water.”ǀ Wrêkodara was relieved.ǀ He paid homage ǀ to Drona 
and Duryudana.ǀ King Kurupati counselled ǀ “Be careful, my dear younger 
brother!ǀǀ 
14 bok kasasar dènira ngulati / panggonané éwuh tan tétéla / Wrêkodara lon 
sauré / nora pépéka ingsun / anglakoni tuduh sang yogi / Sang Séna gya 
umêsat / sing pura sumêngkud / kang tinilar nèng jro pura / samya 
mèngsêm: natèng Mandraka lingnyaris / paran polahé baya // 
You might get lost in the search ǀ since the location is difficult and uncer-
tain.”ǀ Wrêkodara replied softly,ǀ “I won’t be negligent,ǀ in undertaking your 
instruction, ascetic.”ǀ Séna left immediately ǀ from the palace with speed and 
energy.ǀ All who were left behind in the palace ǀ smiled. The King of Man-
draka said softly,ǀ “He is heading for danger!”ǀǀ 
15 Gunung Candramuka guwanèki / kaunggwanan raksasa makrura / kagiri-
giri gêdhéné / sayakti lêbur tumpur / dé ditya dwi pangawak wukir / tan ana 
wani ngambah / sadaya gumuyu / ngrasantuk upayanira / suka-suka boga-
ndrawina mênuhi / kunêng ingkang kawuntat // 
In a cave at Candramuka mountain ǀ there live horrible ogres.ǀ They are unbe-
lievably big.ǀ You will certainly be crushed ǀ by these ogres, that are as big as 
a mountain.ǀ None dare come [there].ǀ Everyone laughed,ǀ thinking they 
would be successful in their efforts.ǀ They therefore organized a banquet.ǀ 
That is the story of those left behind.ǀǀ  
Pupuh II/Canto II:  Pangkur 
1 lampahnya Sang Séna tandya / ngambah wana praptanirèng wanadri / ririh 
ing rèh gandrung-gandrung / sukanirèng wardaya / mêng tirtaning pamung-
kas wêkasing guru / tan nyipta bayaning marga / kacaryan kang dèn ulati // 
The journey of Séna then,ǀ took him into the forest. He arrived in the forest.ǀ 
He was elated ǀ and very happy.ǀ He thought only of the final water as in-
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structed by his master,ǀ he didn’t think of the dangers on the way.ǀ He was 
delighted by what he saw around him.ǀǀ 
2 ngambah wukir sêngkan-sêngkan / anut têmbing pèpèrèng lêmah miring / 
gêgêr mêgêr agra gugur / jurang rèjèng kaparang / angrêgancang kèring 
sarya lata lumung / énggar katibanan warsa / séla ngapit marga supit // 
He entered a mountain with slopes,ǀ following the edge of sloping cliffs.ǀ He 
stayed standing and came through, the peaks were collapsed,ǀ the ravines and 
valleys were cut.ǀ The vines were tall and bent elegantly.ǀ They looked happy 
as they got the rain.ǀ Rocks flanked the narrow paths.ǀǀ   
3 kaksi kang pala kasimpar / pan kawarsan ing masa catur asri / panjrah 
padma wah rum-arum / abra kang patra wijah / ambêlasah bogêm pudhak 
capakandul / angsoka lan kanigara / wilaja lan gondasuli // 
Plants with fruits that grow at ground level came into sight.ǀ It was in the 
fourth season.ǀ The lotus blossoms and fragrant flowers were scattered,ǀ 
leaves and sprouts were everywhere,ǀ the bogêm fruits, the pandanus blos-
soms, the gardenia flowers and the andul lying in heaps on the ground,ǀ the 
hibiscus and sun flowers,ǀ the wilaja, and the gondasuli flowers.|| 
4 aglar kanang anggrèk wulan / jonggamuré mangraras wora-wari / argulo 
mawar lan mênur / anjrah gambir gambira / nagapuspa malathi kalawan 
tanjung / prabusèt miwah sridênta / kalak kananga kamuning // 
The “moon orchids” were spread out,ǀ a kind of turnip was spread out, in 
harmony with the hibiscus,ǀ the argulo, the rose and the mênur,ǀ the uncaria 
was happily spread out,ǀ the nagapuspa, the jasmine and the tanjung,ǀ the 
prabusèt, and the sridênta,ǀ the kalak, the kananga and kamuning.ǀǀ 
5 tumiling-tiling nut marga / kadya anambrama ingkang lumaris / bramara 
rèh nguswa umung / anglwir karunanira / ing kaswasih sangsaya margèng 
malad kung / risang Gondapartatmaja / nglangut ngulati tirtadi // 
Paying close attention and following the journey,ǀ it looked as if they sang 
hymnes for the traveller.ǀ The large buzzing bees looked like they were kiss-
ing loudly,ǀ looked like weeping,ǀ because of the miserable state. The longer 
on the road, the more in deep sadness.ǀ The son of Gondaparta ǀ was feeling 
he was far from being able to find the tirta pawitra.ǀǀ 
6 surya mangrangsang lampahnya / kumyus ingkang riwé saéngga warih / 
gumrêgut sangsaya sêngkud / énggaring kabaskaran / nêrang nunjang 
manyandhung sukuning gunung / wrêksa rug rêbah amblasah / swara dhè-
dhèt érawati // 
The sun urged him on.ǀ He was pouring sweat, just like water.ǀ He rushed en-
ergetically,ǀ joyfully, heated by the sun.ǀ He kicked, clashed with, and stum-
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bled against the foot of the mountain.ǀ The trees fell, spread out on the 
ground.ǀ It caused roaring wind and thunder.ǀǀ  
7 gègèr sakisining wana / dé kang poncawora prahara tarik / sato kabrasat 
kwèh mawur / gumyursumyur wurahan / déning gêngé ampuhan sato kabên-
tus / kidang-kidang malbèng jurang / tibèng parang kwèh ngêmasi // 
The whole forest was panicked,ǀ caused by the storm and rain.ǀ The animals 
fled, many of them were scattered.ǀ They were defeated and dispersed in tu-
mult.ǀ The big storm caused the animals to collide with each other.ǀ The deer 
ran into the ravine,ǀ and many of them died because they fell on the sharp 
rocks.ǀǀ 
8 andaka kwèh krangkang-rangkang / bujonggagêng kwèh mulêt uwit-uwit / 
wrêksa marungkad karangkud / lumayu marang jurang / wau ingkang tapa-
tapa anèng gunung / ajar-ajar kapalajar / prabawa prahara gumrit // 
Many wild-buffaloes fell to their knees.ǀ Many big snakes wound their bod-
ies to the tree trunks.ǀ The trees were torn out by the roots.ǀ Running down 
into the ravine,ǀ those who were meditating on the mountain,ǀ the mystical 
teachers ran away ǀ caused by the cracking sounds of the storm.ǀǀ 
9 kêthu kathok kapalêsat / kathèthèran kapothar-pothar pathir / amêrangkang 
kwèh markungkung / dahat katisên samya / tutup tangan cantrik manguyu 
lumayu / dalancang mangsi kasingsal / ngungsi padésan gumriwis // 
The caps and the trousers were scattered,ǀ spread around.ǀ [The hermits and 
their diciples] were crawling on the ground ǀ and felt very cold.ǀ The cantriks 
covered their genitals with their hands while running with a shy smile.ǀ The 
paper and ink were left behind.ǀ They fled to the countryside one after an-
other.ǀǀ 
10 munya gênthaning pamujan / gugup dènya nawurkên wangi-wangi / sari-
ning gonda sumawur / wau ta lampahira / Séna praptèng Condramuka gu-
wanipun / binubak wukir dhinungkar / séla siningsalan têbih // 
The bell for worship sounded.ǀ They hastily sprinkled the fragrance,ǀ and its 
pleasant smell spread everywhere.ǀ In the meantime,ǀ Séna had arrived at the 
cave Candramuka.ǀ He burrowed and dug up the soil,ǀ the stones were thrown 
far away.ǀǀ 
11 wrêksagêng-agêng rinêmpak / kaidêran amblasah bosah-basih / prênahé 
tirta rinuruh / dangu datan kapanggya / kawuwusa ditya kang wontên ing 
ngriku / Sang Rukmuka Rukmakala / kagyat rikala miyarsi // 
The big trees were shattered,ǀ scaterred everywhere.ǀ The location of tirta 
pawitra was sought,ǀ and yet not found even after searching for a long time.ǀ 
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Meanwhile, the ogres who lived there,ǀ Rukmuka and Rukmakala,ǀ were 
shocked when they noticed.ǀǀ 
12 gêbruging wukir kadhungkar / lan prahara gora rèh giri-giri / lawan ko-
ngasira mambu / gandanirèng sujanma / dan kadgada sang ditya dwi sarêng 
mêtu / ngrik mangrik lwir Sang Hyang Kala / Birawarsa gêmpur bumi // 
The thundrous-sound of the mountain being excavated,ǀ and the storm that 
raged frighteningly,ǀ and the smell ǀ of the human being ǀ startled the two 
ogres to go out together,ǀ screaming like Kala ǀ who is going to pulverize the 
ground, …ǀǀ 
13 gora sabda lwir bubula / maitala lwir Kalarodra Murti / girindra kontrag 
gumuntur / katon Sang Wrêkodara / dan binandhêm ing séla panggah sru 
muwus / hèh ko ditya sahabaya / dursila amamrih pati // 
making a loud noise, as if ǀ the earth would shatter like Kalarodra Murti.ǀ The 
mountain trembled ǀ and Wrêkodara appeared,ǀ who was stoned [by the two 
ogres]. He didn’t move and said loudly,ǀ “Heh … you ogres, you are con-
fronting a danger!ǀ You are evil, looking for a reason to die.”ǀǀ 
14 Sang Rukmuka Rukmakala / sru dènyangling manusa mêngko mati / dursila 
dhustha amuput / ngrusak wukir goningwang / sigra nêmpuh Wrêkodara gya 
tinubruk / kinêrêk panggah tan obah / sinêbrak-sêbrak tan osik // 
Rukmuka and Rukmakala ǀ shouted, “Human being, you shall die.ǀ [You] 
have done something bad ǀ [by] damaging the mountain where we live.”ǀ 
Immediately they clashed with Wrêkodara.ǀ He was bitten everywhere, but 
he was immovable.ǀ He was pulled left and right, but he was motionless.ǀǀ 
15 séla tan tumamèng ongga / curna siyung punggêl ingukêl aglis / kadi andaka 
gumêbrug / ingabên lawan wrêksa / Rukmakala angganira anggalêpung / 
utêk wutah sumamburat / Rukmakala wus ngêmasi // 
Stones did not harm him.ǀ Their tusks were broken, bent and pulled out.ǀ Like 
the sound of a falling bull,ǀ [Wrêkodara] pounded him with a tree.ǀ Ruk-
makala’s body was shattered,ǀ his brains spurted out,ǀ Rukmakala died.ǀǀ 
16 Rukmuka mamuk manunjang / gya cinandhak winayangkên binanting / ing 
séla ditya malêdug / sumyur rah sumamburat / sapêjahé Rukmuka Ruk-
makala wus / sirna wangkéné tan ana / jêr kalihnya déwa sami // 
Rukmuka charged wildly at him [Wrêkodara].ǀ He was quickly seized and 
was hurled down,ǀ on a stone, the ogre was crushed,ǀ his blood splattered.ǀ 
After Rukmuka and Rukmakala had died,ǀ their corpses vanished,ǀ as both of 
them were gods.ǀǀ 
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17 kêna ing papa cintraka / Éndra Bayu dinukan Hyang Pramèsthi / dadya 
ditya kalihipun / nèng wukir Condramuka / ya ta wau Sang Séna saya awuru 
/ kabèh wukir binalèngkrah / kang tirta datan pinanggih // 
Struck by a disaster,ǀ Éndra and Bāyu had been cursed by Hyang Pramèsthi,ǀ 
the two of them became ogres,ǀ and have to live on the Condramuka moun-
tain.ǀ Sang Séna was all the more carried away,ǀ ransacked all the hills ǀ but 
did not find any of the water.ǀǀ 
18 dangu dènya angupaya / jurang gunung alas ingobrak-abrik / sayah kasaput 
ing dalu / ngadêg soring mandira / giyuh ing tyas dènira ngulati banyu / 
pawitra dangu tan panggya / nulyana swara dumêling // 
For a long time he searched for it.ǀ The ravines, hills, and forest were turned 
upside-down.ǀ He became tired and night was approaching.ǀ He stood under a 
tree.ǀ He was oppressed, as his search for the ǀ tirta pawitra had failed to find 
it.ǀ Suddenly, there was a clear voice.ǀǀ 
19 tan katon kang darbé swara / putoningsun liwat kawêlas asih / ngulati datan 
katêmu / tan antuk tuduh nyata / ing prênahé kang sira ulati iku / sangsaya 
tuhu solahnya / Wrêkodara duk miyarsi // 
But the owner of the voice was not to be seen.ǀ “Oh … my beloved grand-
son!ǀ You have failed to find it ǀ because of taking incorrect instruction ǀ 
where really the place is.”ǀ How much sadder he was ǀ when Wrêkodara 
heard this.ǀǀ 
20 nauri sintên kang nywara / tan katingal amung swara kapyarsi / punapa yun 
ngambil tuwuh / ulun inggih sumongga / lêhêng pêjah angulati tan katêmu / 
kang nywara gumuyu suka / yèn sira tambuh ing mami // 
He replied, “Whose voice is this?ǀ I don’t see you, yet I hear your voice.ǀ Do 
you want to kill me?ǀ With all my heart, I will please you.ǀ It is better to die 
than not finding [the tirta pawitra].”ǀ The unknown one laughed happily,ǀ “if 
you don’t know me,ǀǀ 
21 duk sira matèni ditya / wruhanira mas putu yèku mami / kêna ing papa wak 
ingsun / sira kang nampurnakna / Éndra Bayu araningsun kang satuhu / 
yèngsun ditya Rukmakala / lawan Rukmuka rasaksi // 
when you killed the ogres,ǀ my grandchild, know that they were us.ǀ We had 
been cursed.ǀ You are the one who has liberated us.ǀ We are actually called 
Éndra and Bāyu.ǀ We were the ogres, Rukmakala ǀ and Rukmuka.ǀǀ 
22 sirèku ngulati toya / ing tuduhé si Dhanyang Drona kaki / yaktiné ya ana 
tuhu / banyu sucining gêsang / nanging ora ing kéné panggonanipun / baliya 
marang Ngastina / atasna goné kang yakti // 
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You are searching for water ǀ on the order of Dhanyang Drona.ǀ Indeed, it 
does exist,ǀ the holy water of life,ǀ but it is not here.ǀ Go back to Ngastina,ǀ 
and ask where the actual place is!”ǀǀ  
23 Wrêkodara duk miyarsa / kèndêl sarya wagugên ingkang galih / saksana 
sigra sumêprung / wangsul marang Ngastina / tan kawarna ing marga 
Ngastina rawuh / pêndhak ing dina samana / kang wontên ngarsèng narpati 
// 
When Wrêkodara heard it,ǀ he was silent and wondered what to do,ǀ and then 
immediately made his way out ǀ to head straight for Ngastina.ǀ His journey 
back is not described, Wrêkodara arrived at Ngastina ǀ the same day the next 
week.ǀ Those who were present in front of the king … ǀǀ 
24 kadi duk angkatnya Séna / Rêsi Drona Bisma miwah parari / myang pra 
santana gung-agung / natèng Wongga Mandraka / Sangkuni lan Jayadrata 
munggwing ngayun / Sudarma Surénggakara / Suwirya Korawasakti // 
were the same people as on the day Séna left [Ngastina]:ǀ Drona, Bisma and 
his younger brothers ǀ and the kinsmen.ǀ The Kings of Ngawangga and of 
Mandaraka,ǀ Sangkuni and Jayadrata were present before the King.ǀ Sudarma 
and Surénggakara ǀ Suwirya and Korawa’s relatives,… ǀǀ 
25 Durmuka lawan Durjaya / Radèn Jayasuséna munggwing ngarsi / kagyat 
wau praptanipun / Sang Arya Wrêkodara / samya mbagèkakên sadaya wong 
agung / babo ariningsun prapta / antuk karya sun watawis // 
Durmuka, and Durjaya,ǀ Jayasuséna were sitting in front.ǀ They were sur-
prised at the arrival of ǀ Wrêkodara.ǀ All the officials welcomed him.ǀ “My 
dear younger brother who has just arrived,ǀ we suppose you have succeeded.ǀǀ 
26 Sun yayi ngêmpèk kéwala / praptanira sayakti antuk kardi / Sang Rêsi Drona 
sumambung / paran mas lakunira / Séna matur pukulun botên kapangguh / 
inggih wukir Condramuka / mung kapanggih ditya kalih // 
Younger brother, we just assume ǀ that your arrival means that you have suc-
ceeded.”ǀ Drona continued,ǀ “How was your journey?”ǀ Wrêkodara answered, 
“I have not found it ǀ on the Condramuka mountain.ǀ I only found two ogres 
...ǀǀ 
27 ran Rukmuka Rukmakala / sampun sirna kalihnya ulun banting / déné ditya 
mamrih lampus / sikara mring kawula / wukir kabèh sun balèngkrah tan ka-
pangguh / paduka têdah kang nyata / sampun amindho-gawèni // 
called Rukmuka and Rukmakala,ǀ both have died because I hurled them-
down.ǀ The ogres wanted to die ǀ by making trouble for me.ǀ I ransacked the 
whole mountain, but did not find it.ǀ Give me an exact instruction,ǀ so that I 
will not act twice in vain!”ǀǀ 
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28 Dhanyang Drona ngrangkul sigra / babo-babo lagi ingsun ayoni / 
kantêpanira mring guru / mêngko wus kalampahan / nora mèngèng antêp pi-
tuduhing guru / ya samêngko sun wawarah / panggonané kang sayakti // 
Soon Drona embraced him ǀ “Well, truly I wanted to test you,ǀ to see how 
deep your fidelity is to your teacher.ǀ Now I am convinced that you are my 
obedient pupil,ǀ undoubtingly undertaking the instruction of your teacher.ǀ 
Indeed, I will tell you ǀ where the real place is [of the tirta pawitra].ǀǀ 
29 yaktiné néng tlêng samodra / yèn sirèstu guru pun bapa kaki / suk kên mring 
tlêng samodragung / Wrêkodara saurnya / sampun mênggah nèng têlênging 
samodragung / wontêna nginggiling swarga / dhasaré kasaptèng bumi // 
Actually, its right place is on the bottom of the ocean.ǀ If you really want to 
be my disciple,ǀ go into the depths of the ocean!”ǀ Wrêkodara responded,ǀ 
“Though it were on the floor of the ocean,ǀ or even above heaven,ǀ or at the 
bottom of the seventh earth … ǀǀ 
30 ulun mongsa jriha pêjah / anglampahi ing pitêdah Sang Yogi / iya babo 
sutèng ulun / yèn iku kapanggiya / bapa kakinira kang wus padha lampus / 
bésuk urip déning sira / lan sira punjul sabumi // 
of course I am not afraid to die,ǀ carrying out the instructions of Sang Yogi.”ǀ 
“All right, my son.ǀ If you find it,ǀ your parents and ancestors who have 
passed away,ǀ they will live because of you,ǀ and you will become the 
mightiest in the world.ǀǀ 
31 tan ana aji tumama / sirna kasor kawêngku ing sirèki / Prabu Ngastina 
sumambung / dhuh-adhuh ariningwang / kadi paran polahira nèng dalang-
gung / déné kaliwat agawat / prênahé kang tirta suci // 
No charm could harm you,ǀ it would even be defeated by you.”ǀ The King of 
Ngastina continued,ǀ “My dear younger brother,ǀ how do you make your 
journey?ǀ It is very dangerous ǀ where the Holy Water is.ǀǀ 
32 aywa sira kaya bocah / dèn prayitna Wrêkodara nauri / hèh Kurupati wak 
ingsun / pasrahna ing bathara / aywa malang tumolih marang sadulur / lara 
pati wis tan kêna / manusa darma nglakoni // 
Don’t behave like a child!ǀ You should be very careful!” Wrêkodara an-
swered,ǀ ”Hi … my uncle Kurupati,ǀ leave it to the Lord.ǀ Don’t concern 
yourself about me.ǀ Sickness and death cannot be avoided!ǀ Human beings 
only do their duty.”ǀǀ 
33 iyadhi muga antuka / pitulungé bathara kang linuwih / gya pamit Arya Séna 
wus / mring Drona myang mring nata / ing Ngastina sigra umêsat 
sumêbrung / dahat madrêng lampahira / pan nêdya mantuk rumiyin // 
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“Yes, my younger brother. May you receive ǀ the assistance of the mighty 
Lord.”ǀ Séna immediately took leave of ǀ Drona and the King ǀ of Astina. He 
swiftly sprang into the air.ǀ He was very eager to leave ǀ because he wanted to 
go home first … ǀǀ 
34 tur uning raka Ngamarta / kunêng Wrêkodara ingkang lumaris / wau ta ing-
kang winuwus / nagara ing Ngamarta / duk pamité Wrêkodara késahipun / 
déné tan kêna ingampah / kalangkung samya prihatin // 
to inform his brothers in Ngamarta.ǀ Then Wrêkodara went on his way.ǀ Sub-
sequently we describe ǀ the Ngamarta Kingdom.ǀ When Wrêkodara left 
[Ngamarta]ǀ and could not be restrained,ǀ they were very sad.ǀǀ 
35 Sang Aprabu Yudhistira / miwah Dananjaya lan ari kalih / ing saputra gar-
wanipun / prihatin ngungun ing tyas / dadya rêmbag utusan ngaturi wêruh / 
saking sungkawaning driya / marang Prabu Arimurti // 
King Yudhistira,ǀ Dananjaya and his two younger brothers,ǀ their children 
and their wives ǀ were very sad.ǀ They agreed to send a messenger to inform ǀ 
King Arimurti,ǀ to tell him how sad they felt.ǀǀ 
36 mêsat caraka Ngamarta / mawi surat ing marga tan winarni / ing 
Dwarawati prapta wus / katur ing sri naréndra / sêrat saking Ngamarta 
sinuksmèng kalbu / kagyat garjitèng wardaya / Nata Prabu Dwarawati // 
A messenger of Ngamarta flew off ǀ carrying a letter. He is not described on 
his journey.ǀ He had arrived in Dwarawati.ǀ When it was presented to the 
king,ǀ the letter from Ngamarta was read with care.ǀ He was shocked,ǀ the 
king of Dwarawati.ǀǀ 
37 datan sakéca tyasira / angundhangi wadya budhal sang aji / ing sawadya 
kuswala nung / ing marga tan winarna / lampahira ing Ngamarta sampun 
rawuh / gègèr amêthuk busêkan / Sri Ngamarta lan parari // 
He felt anxious,ǀ therefore he summoned the soldiers, the king departed ǀ 
with the military.ǀ They are not described on their journey.ǀ When they had 
arrived in Ngamarta,ǀ the king of Ngamarta and his younger brothers ǀ rushed 
about to meet them.ǀǀ 
38 samya ngabakti sadaya / wusnya tata lênggah anèng jro puri / Prabu Dar-
maputra matur / myang Arya Dananjaya / saha waspa ing purwa wa-
sananipun / katur ing raka sadaya / mawèh trênyuh ing panggalih // 
All those present greeted him,ǀ when they had taken a seat in the palace.ǀ 
King Darmaputra ǀ and Dananjaya respectfully reported ǀ while weeping from 
the beginning to the end,ǀ and told their elder brother everything,ǀ moving 
him deeply.ǀǀ 
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39 ngandika Naréndra Krêsna / Yayi Prabu aywa sungkawèng galih / solahé 
arinirèku / Ki Arya Wrêkodara / nadyan silih wêruha sangkaning apus /  
tingkahé Korawa cidra / dèn pasrah ing batharadi// 
King Krêsna said,ǀ “Dear younger brother king, do not be so sad ǀ about what 
happened to your younger brother ǀ Wrêkodara.ǀ Even though he actually was 
dealt a trick ǀ which was done by the treacherous Korawas,ǀ [let us] surrender 
it to God.ǀǀ 
40 wong nêdya apuruhita / ujar bêcik upama dèn alani / yèn santosa tékadipun / 
ingkang sêdya mbancana / nora wurung nêmu wawalês ing pungkur / punagi 
ing aturira / marang Prabu Arimurti // 
Truthfully, someone who wants to be a pupil,ǀ good advice is made evil,ǀ if 
his will is strong ǀ the ones who betray him ǀ will certainly get paid in re-
turn.”ǀ He [Yudhistira] made a vow ǀ in front of King Arimurti.ǀǀ 
41 yèn prapta ari paduka / miwah lamun sandé guru ngulati / kawula bojana 
nayub / kaèstrèna jêng kaka / yèn sampuna kaka prabu nuntên rawuh / yakti 
ruhara sadaya / inggih rayi dalêm sami // 
“When your younger brother arrives,ǀ and even though he did not succeed in 
obtaining what he searched for,ǀ but I will organize a feast with dance ǀ in 
your presence, elder brother.”ǀ “If my brother king does not come,ǀ everyone 
would certainly be sad,ǀ these your younger brothers.”ǀǀ 
42 lagyèca imbal wacana / praptanira wong agung Judhipati / gumuruh samya 
angrubung / atur tusthaning driya / Dananjaya Nakula Sadéwanipun / 
myang Poncawala Subadra / Drupadi miwah Srikandhi // 
When they were busily consulting each other,ǀ the noble man of Judhipati 
came.ǀ Noisily they surrounded him and ǀ each of them expressed their joyful 
greetings.ǀ [They were] Dananjaya, Nakula and Sadéwa ǀ Poncawala and 
Subadra,ǀ the last Drupadi and Srikandhi.ǀǀ 
43 samya rêrêp sungkawanya / angandika Sang Prabu Arimurti / payo nuli yayi 
prabu / lêkasa abojana / sigra Arya Wrêkodara wuwusipun / aywa susah 
abojana / pan ingsun nora ngantèni // 
Their misery was gone,ǀ and King Arimurti said,ǀ “My younger brother king ǀ 
let us go head with the feast.”ǀ Wrêkodara swiftly replied,ǀ “There’s no need 
for a party,ǀ because I will not wait for ...ǀǀ 
44 marang pambojananira / ulihingsun amung asung udani / pan iya anuli 
wangsul / miwah mring kakang Krêsna / pan kaparêng ingsun iki awèh 
wêruh / arsa mring têlêng samodra / wong anom kudu nglakoni // 
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your banquet.ǀ I have come back just to let you know ǀ that I have to leave 
again soon.ǀ And you elder brother Krêsna,ǀ I want to tell you ǀ that I will go 
to the bottom of the ocean.ǀ As a youth, I have to carry out …ǀǀ 
Pupuh III/Canto III: Sinom 
1 ing tuduhé Dhanyang Drona / angulati banyu urip / goné néng têlêng 
samodra / iku arsa sun lakoni / matur kang para ari / adhuh kaka sampun-
sampun / punika dédé lampah / tan pantês dipunlakoni / duk miyarsa sira 
Prabu Yudhistira // 
Drona’s instructions ǀ by searching for the water of life ǀ at the bottom of the 
ocean.ǀ That is what I want to do.”ǀ His younger brothers said,ǀ “Oh … dear 
brother, don’t do it!ǀ That is not what you have to do.ǀ It is not proper to carry 
it out.”ǀ When hearing this, Yudhistira...ǀǀ 
2 umatur marang kang raka / sri Naréndra Arimurti / paran ing karsa paduka 
/ sumongga karsa kakaji / tan kénging dèn pambêngi / Krêsna kèndêl tanpa 
muwus / langkung pangungunira / bingung datan anauri / ing aturé arinya 
datan pinyarsa // 
said to his elder brother,ǀ King Arimurti.ǀ “What do you think?ǀ I leave it to 
you, my elder brother king.ǀ He cannot be restrained.”ǀ Krêsna was silent and 
said nothing.ǀ He was exceedingly overcome,ǀ confused and unable to give an 
answer ǀ to his younger brother king’s request.ǀǀ 
3 tandya Prabu Yudhistira / angrangkul marang kang rayi / Arjunakula 
Sadéwa / ing suku samya nangisi / Poncawala Drupadi,/ Subadra Srikandhi 
ngayun / nggubêl samya karuna / miwah Nata Arimurti / andêrmili pitutur 
mring Bayusuta // 
Thereupon Yudhistira ǀ embraced his younger brother.ǀ Arjuna, Nakula and 
Sadéwa ǀ were weeping at his feet,ǀ also Poncawala and Drupadi,ǀ Subadra 
and Srikandhi ǀ were clinging and weeping,ǀ while King Arimurti ǀ continu-
ously advised Bāyusuta.ǀǀ 
4 sarya nangis ngampah-ampah / tan kéguh ginubêl tangis / Dananjaya nyêkêl 
asta / radèn kalih ing suku dwi / sarwi lara anangis / Krêsna munggwing 
ngarsanipun / Srikandhi lan Subadra / samya angrubung nangisi / kinipatkên 
sadaya samya kasingsal // 
While weeping, all tried to hold him back.ǀ He did not heed their warning, 
though surrounded by the crying.ǀ Dananjaya held his arms;ǀ the twin broth-
ers held his two feet ǀ while they were weeping.ǀ Krêsna stood in front of 
him.ǀ Srikandhi and Subadra ǀ were crying, surrounded him.ǀ He shook them 
off and they were flung away.ǀǀ 
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5 ambêrod sang Wrêkodara / datan kêna dèn gujêngi / ngithar lampahé wus 
têbah / kadya tinilar ngêmasi / sagungé ingkang kari / apan ta arsa anusul / 
dahat pangampahira / Nata Prabu Arimurti / dadya kèndêl Pandhawa 
wayang-wuyungan // 
Wrêkodara escaped from them,ǀ and could not be held back.ǀ He ran so fast, 
and was already far away from the palace.ǀ It was as if they would die, aban-
doned ǀ those who were left behind,ǀ they were so eager to catch up to him, 
they could hardly restrained themselves.ǀ King Arimurti ǀ was silent and so 
the Pandhawas were in panic.ǀǀ 
6 saênggon-ênggon karuna / sakathahé santanèstri / kakungé ngadhêp sadaya 
/ ing Naréndra Arimurti / tan pêgat mituturi / kang rayi prasamya ndhêku / 
dadya wau kang raka / makuwon sajroning puri / kawuwusa wau kang drêng 
lampahira // 
Lamentations were heard everywhere,ǀ especially among the women.ǀ The 
men were all seated before ǀ King Arimurti,ǀ who continuously gave good 
advice.ǀ His younger brothers sat with bowed heads.ǀ And their elder brother ǀ 
took up quarters in the palace.ǀ Let us tell of him who left in a hurry.ǀǀ 
7 sahira saking nagara / nulya umanjing wanadri / tan kétang durgamèng 
ngawan / tan ana baya kaaksi / sagung wong têpis iring / gawok ing pandu-
lunipun / lampahé Arya Séna / lwir naga krura ngajrihi / manrang baya 
mamrih tuhuning ngagêsang // 
After he left the capital city of Ngamarta,ǀ he entered the mountain forest.ǀ 
He took no heed of the difficulty on the way.ǀ There was no danger to be 
seen. Everybody along the road he passed by,ǀ was astonished,ǀ seeing his 
pace.ǀ Arya Séna was like a frightening angry dragon,ǀ facing dangers in his 
quest for the true life.ǀǀ 
8 kayon katubing maruta / sumyaking swaraniratri / kadya ngatag sêkar-sêkar 
/ samirana mawor riris / panjrah ning sarwa sari / karirisan marbuk arum / 
jongga kumuning sumyar / angsana pudhak kasilir / tinon kadya kang wêntis 
kèsisan sinjang // 
The wind blew in the trees,ǀ making a loud rustling sound,ǀ as if calling up 
the flowers.ǀ The wind was mingled with drizzle.ǀ The abundance of all kinds 
of flowers ǀ in the rain spread fragrant pollen.ǀ The jangga and kumuning 
spread round about.ǀ The angsana and pudhak were moved by the breeze,ǀ 
and look like legs exposed by a lady’s garment.ǀǀ 
9 soré tibraganing driya / dènya wus sah sing nagari / canggèrètnong 
mawurahan / kadya napa ri sang brangti / mrak munya anèng wuri / barung 
lan kang pêksi cucur / lwir akèn awangsula / kidang bali saking ngarsi / 
kadya napa marang sangsayèng wardaya // 
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In the evening he felt sharp grief, as he was ǀ leaving the country.ǀ The cang-
gèrètnong shouted to one another,ǀ as if they were greeting him who was 
sad.ǀ The peacock sang behind him,ǀ in turn with the cucur,ǀ as if asking 
[Wrêkodara] to go home.ǀ The deer were leaping across the path in front of 
him,ǀ as if greeting him who was all the sadder.ǀǀ 
10 kaga amyang sasauran / yayah kadya mituturi / babêluk darès lan dokan / 
manambêr saking wiyati / anglir ngadhangi margi / wangsula risang malad-
kung / kongkang nèng rong lwir rêntang / awarah upaya sandi / ing dursila 
tanduké karti sampéka // 
The blackbirds were calling back and forth,ǀ as if they were giving advice.ǀ 
The babêluk, darès and dokan ǀ were swooping down ǀ to block the road,ǀ as 
if to say, “Please, go home sad one!”ǀ The frogs in their holes ǀ seemed of-
fended, and told about the strategies for ǀ dealing with bad behavior and the 
actions of those with clear insight.ǀǀ 
11 diwasaning diwangkara / titi sonya têngah wêngi / kadhasih munya ma-
ngraras / ngayut-anyut manrês galih / mangun onêng salwirning / kadya 
wawarah mring lampus / upaya Dhanyang Drona / tan tuhu mamrih basuki / 
mawa kamandaka durgamaning awan // 
At that time, the sun disappeared,ǀ it was quiet, as it was at midnight.ǀ The 
kêdhasihs were calling harmoniously,ǀ their sound caused heartbreak,ǀ creat-
ing sorrow,ǀ as if telling about a death.ǀ What Dhanyang Drona planned ǀ was 
not truly to bring good fortune,ǀ but by deceit to create dangers on the jour-
ney.ǀǀ 
12 suwéda sarkarèng asta / ring sira Sang Hyang Bayèki / anut ujunging aldaka 
/ gènira lumaris aris / purwa ngima ratèki / sirat-sirat wus kadulu / wismané 
Hyang Aruna / manitih ing jalanidhi / kaksi praba Sang Maharsi Dipaning-
rat // 
His beautiful finger,ǀ given by Hyang Bāyu,ǀ was pointing to the peak of the 
mountain.ǀ He walked slowly,ǀ accompanied by the white clouds.ǀ It had 
seemed ǀ the residence of Hyang Baruna,ǀ riding the waves of the sea,ǀ look-
ing like the radiance of sang Hyang Maharêsi Dipaningrat.ǀǀ 
13 ana ingkang pêksi mijah / anyêngak cangak munyasri / sasmita akèn wang-
sula / risang kasangsayèng ragi / sata wana munyanjrit / wawarah risang 
monêng kung / manirah wana pringga / kongas têpining udadi / alun agêng 
gumuruh anêmpuh parang // 
There were birds amusing themselves happily.ǀ The herons were warbling 
loudly,ǀ giving a sign to go home ǀ to the one who is suffering.ǀ The animals 
were barking,ǀ giving a sign to the one who ǀ is walking along the edge of a 
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dangerous forest.ǀ The shore of the sea can be seen.ǀ The roaring waves are 
beating against the rocks on the coast.ǀǀ  
14 sumyak lwir suraking aprang / mrêpêk san saya kaaksi / karang munggul 
kawistara / dan awun-awun awêngi / ana kang kadya asti / karang mongol 
anglimanjrum / prapta Sang Wrêkodara / umadêg têpining tasik / mangu 
mulat tumon trunaning udaya// 
The roaring waves were like the shouts of war.ǀ Getting closer, the sea be-
came clearer.ǀ The rocks rose in the distance,ǀ covered by the dew.ǀ Some of 
them were like elephants ǀ which were looking back and bathing.ǀ Wrêkodara 
arrived,ǀ standing at the shore.ǀ He was in doubt while seeing the danger of 
the ocean.ǀǀ 
15 ombak angêmbang galagah / nanduk ing karang mangsuli / kadi nambrama 
kang prapta / wangsula sang among ragi / gora rèh anêkani / agra gumêtêr 
gumuntur / manulak mawalikan / sang monêng ngunandikaning / sang-
sayèng tyas émut warahé pra kadang // 
The waves are like the cattail flowers,ǀ beating the rocks.ǀ It is like a welcome 
to the one who just arrived,ǀ and suggesting the one who is doing mortifica-
tion to go back home.ǀ The hurricane is blowing forcefully,ǀ with its thunder-
like sounds, trembling the mountains.ǀ The waves are rolling back and forth,ǀ 
as remembrance of ǀ his brothers’ warning ... ǀǀ 
16 tutur darma ngamandaka / tuduhira sang maharsi / yèn wangsula arda 
mérang / kangên ujarirèng nguni / suka matiyèng tasik / mangkana wau 
kadulu / palwa awarna-warna / kumêrab ing jalanidhi / ting karêthap kadya 
pancak sumamburat // 
of the deceitful advice ǀ that is the instruction of the great sage.ǀ If [Wrêko-
dara] went back home, it would be very shameful ǀ recalling what he had said 
before,ǀ “It is better to die in the sea [than go home!]”ǀ Thus he saw ǀ various 
kinds of boats ǀ sailing on the sea,ǀ glittering like a glowing grasshopper in 
the red sunlight.ǀǀ 
17 lênglêng ngulat ing udaya / rancananing tyas kulingling / nglangut datanpa 
watêsan / sang monêng lwir tugu manik / lun agêng gigilani / golong-golong 
pan gumulung / wénya muncar analang / kikisik wingkis kaaksi / wêdhinya 
lwir isiné kang sêkar mêkar // 
Bewitched by the ocean,ǀ the plan of the heart was dispirited,ǀ the desolation 
was limitless.ǀ The sad one was like a gemstone monument.ǀ The huge waves 
were frightening.ǀ In groups they rolled,ǀ the water splashed, forming an ob-
struction.ǀ The seashore looked as if it was laid bare,ǀ and its sand was like 
blooming flowers contained within it.ǀǀ 
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18 sangsang ingkang lémbak-lémbak / lwir camara uwal saking / ukêling dyah 
sinjang lukar / tan wus ucapên ingkang sri / isiné kang jaladri / pira-pira 
langênipun / raras ruming jro tirta / panjang yèn winarnèng tulis / datan 
nêdya amundur éraming driya // 
The surging billows were turned upside-down ǀ like tresses loosened from ǀ a 
lady’s hairdo when her dress comes loose.ǀ It would be impossible to de-
scribe how beautiful ǀ the content of the ocean was.ǀ No matter how beautiful 
it was,ǀ the beauty of under water,ǀ it would take too long to tell of its beauty.ǀ 
[Wrêkodara] did not want to return home, so amazed he was by what he 
saw.ǀǀ 
Pupuh IV/Canto IV Durma 
1 musthi ring tyas ira Arya Wrêkodara / ing baya tan kaaksi / yèn tan amang-
giya / toya rèh tata darma / tan wrin palastra nèng tasik / mangsah mbêk 
pêjah / cangcut magêrgut manjing // 
Wrêkodara was concentrating in his mind.ǀ He did not consider any danger.ǀ 
If he did not obtain ǀ the tirtamarta,ǀ he preferred to die in the ocean.ǀ Ready 
to lay down his life he advanced, and,ǀ his garment tucked up, full of deter-
mination he entered ... ǀǀ 
2 ing samodra wiraganya mawor toya / sumaput wangkid wêntis / mêlêk ang-
ganira / alun pan sumarambah / sumêmbur manampêk rai / masésèng wanda 
/ migêg-migêg nèng warih // 
the ocean. His body mingled with the water ǀ that covered his calves,ǀ soaked 
his body.ǀ The waves were everywhere,ǀ spraying and beating against his 
face.ǀ They overcame his body.ǀ He was stuck fast in the water.ǀǀ 
3 èngêt ing tyas kang aji Jalasangara / winatêk wus patitis / kadgada manê-
ngah / sira Sang Wrêkodara / sayah gagêbyur ing warih / datan kaétang / 
kunêng wontên kawarni // 
Remembering that he had the Jalasangara charm,ǀ he pronounced exactly,ǀ 
and then with all his strength made his way to the middle of the ocean.ǀ 
Wrêkodara ǀ became tired from spashing through the water,ǀ but he did not 
care.ǀ Next thing to tell about is... ǀǀ 
4 kang nagagêng mangébat-ébati dahat / rikalanira prapti / krura makikikan / 
ngambang katon gumawang / gora lwir parwata siwi / galak kumêlab / 
sumêmbur angajrihi // 
the giant water-serpent,ǀ very terrifying after he had arrived there,ǀ full of an-
ger, hissing.ǀ It was floating, clearly visible,ǀ as big as a hillock.ǀ It was very 
wild,ǀ spitting [its poison] horribly frightening.ǀǀ 
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5 lwir kinêbur samodra têmah prakêmpa / kagyat duk aningali / Arya Wrêko-
dara / iki babaya prapta / éram umiyat gêngnèki / datan antara / krura ya 
manêkani // 
The ocean was as it were being stirred, building up to a roaring climax.ǀ 
Wrêkodara ǀ was startled to see it,ǀ  and he realized that this was a peril.ǀ He 
was amazed to see how big it was.ǀ Before long,ǀ it made for him, full of an-
ger.ǀǀ 
6 kadya guntur samodra mangaruhara / suwaranira atri / mangap kadi guwa / 
siyung mingis kumilat / wisanya sumêmbur ngriris / manaut darpa / mulêt 
kadya ambanting // 
It was like thunder, the ocean was in turmoil.ǀ It sounded very loud.ǀ Its 
mouth gaped like a cave.ǀ It bared its sparkling fangs,ǀ poison spouted like a 
drizzle.ǀ [That giant water-serpent] was biting wildly,ǀ writhing as if about to 
strike.ǀǀ 
7 amanêngah kasangsang pinulêt naga / anglês Sang Bayusiwi / wisanirèng 
naga / tumampêk mukanira / kéwran ing tyas nyipta mati / sayah pinolah / 
ing naga mobat-mabit // 
Moving to the center, turned upside-down and entwined by the dragon,ǀ Bā-
yusiwi was despondent.ǀ The poison of the dragon ǀ spattered on his face.ǀ He 
was desperate and imagined that he was going to die.ǀ He was tired of being 
moved ǀ by the dragon back and forth.ǀǀ 
8 sariranya kêmput ginubêd sadaya / mung jongga ingkang maksih / saya 
winwèng nêngah / sagung palwa anggiwar / nyana poncawora prapti / pra-
hara salah / gusis palwa wus nêbih // 
He was completely surrounded,ǀ only his neck was still free.ǀ He was taken 
further and further into the middle of the sea,ǀ all the boats fled.ǀ Taking it for 
the howling of a wind that had come,ǀ a storm in the wrong season,ǀ the boats 
were carried far away.ǀǀ 
9 lwir sinapon baita wus tan katingal / wau ta kang ajurit / sayah Wrêkodara / 
yatna sang amongkara / dèn cinublês kanaka glis / angganing naga / pasah 
rahnya drês mijil // 
The boats were no longer visible, as if they had been swept away.ǀ The one 
who was struggling,ǀ Wrêkodara was tired.ǀ The one who was in trouble 
came to himself.ǀ With his kanaka he quickly stabbed ǀ the body of the 
dragon.ǀ It was injured, its blood flowed profusely.ǀǀ 
10 poncakanaka manjing awaké naga / tatas pating saluwir / rudira mrawayan 
/ abang toya sagara / sapandêlêng nganan-ngéri / tirta dadya rah / na-
gagêng wus ngêmasi // 
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The poncakanaka penetrated the body of the dragon,ǀ it tore to bits.ǀ The 
blood flowed in streams.ǀ The water of the ocean turned red.ǀ As far the eye 
could see left and right,ǀ it was as if the water had become blood.ǀ The giant 
dragon was dead,ǀǀ 
11 sirna déning Bima sahadaya suka / saisining jaladri / wau kawuwusa / ri-
sang murwèng kanangrat / wruh laku kawêlas asih / Sang Marbudèngrat / 
ardawlas ing sang mamrih // 
annihilated by Bima with all his power. Happy,ǀ were all the creatures of the 
sea.ǀ Let it in this connection be said,ǀ that the Almighty ǀ knows our trials 
and tribulations and feels compassion.ǀ Marbudèngrat ǀ was very sorry for the 
one who was searching.ǀǀ 
12 déné datan uninga jatining lampah / tirtamarta mahêning / apan tanpa 
prênah / tirta kawruhing tirta / suksma sinuksma mawingit / tangèh mang-
giya / yèn tan nugraha yakti // 
Seeing that he did not understand the real nature of the search ǀ for the pure 
tirtamarta,ǀ because it is without an abode.ǀ The water and knowing the wa-
ter,ǀ the void personified, awe-inspiring,ǀ is impossible to find it,ǀ unless you 
have received the true grace.ǀǀ 
13 kunêng gêntya winursita pra Pandhawa / sakalangkung prihatin / sangsaya 
kagagas / marang ing kadangira / arsa manungsul prasami / aywa sulaya / 
nadyan tumêkèng pati // 
Let us now go back to the Pandhawas,ǀ  who were utterly sad,ǀ overwhelmed 
by emotion when thinking of ǀ their brother.ǀ They wanted to follow him,ǀ 
without delay,ǀ even if they would have to die.ǀǀ 
14 samya gubêl anuwun kang pangandika / nira Prabu Rimurti / pada udrasa 
samya / angling Naréndra Krêsna / wus awya ana prihatin / apan kadangta / 
nora tumêkèng pati // 
They made a passionate plea for guidance ǀ to King Arimurti.ǀ They were 
crying.ǀ King Krêsna said,ǀ “Stop grieving!ǀ Because your brother ǀ is not 
likely to die,ǀǀ 
15 malah antuk kanugrahaning bathara / bésuk praptané suci / pan ta kinasih-
an / mring Sang Suksma Kawêkas / winênang aliru dhiri / raga bathara / 
aputus tingal êning // 
but will even receive God’s grace.ǀ Later he will become a holy man,ǀ as he 
will be favored by ǀ Suksma Kawêkas.ǀ He will be given authority to replace 
his human being with ǀ a godly one,ǀ which will enable him to have clear in-
sight,ǀǀ 
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16 marma uwis mariya ywana sungkawa / énggar tyasira sami / sirna susahira / 
déné wau miyarsa / pangandika kang sayakti / saking kang raka / nata 
Prabu Rimurti // 
hence enough, stop grieving!”ǀ Their distress ǀ and their misery were gone,ǀ 
when they heard the truth ǀ from their elder brother,ǀ King Arimurti.ǀǀ 
17 ya ta malih wuwusên Sang Wrêkodara / nèng têlênging jaladri / sampun pi-
nanggiyan / awarni déwa bajang / paparab Sang Déwaruci / lwir raré dolan 
/ pangandikaniraris // 
Again Wrêkodara is being told about.ǀ He was at the bottom of the ocean,ǀ 
meeting with ǀ a lilliputian god,ǀ called Déwaruci.ǀ Like a child playing,ǀ he 
asked gently, … ǀǀ 
18 hèh ta apa karyanira Wrêkodara / praptamu kéné iki / apa sêdyanira / iya 
sêpi kaliwat / sunya datan ana bukti / myang sarwa boga / miwah busana 
sêpi // 
“Hai Wrêkodara, for what reason ǀ have you come here?ǀ What do you want?ǀ 
Here it is very quiet,ǀ there is nothing to eat,ǀ no food,ǀ and an absence of 
clothing.ǀǀ 
19 amung godhong aking yèn ana kuléyang / tiba ing ngarsa mami / iku kang 
sun pangan / yèn tan ana tan mangan / garjitèng tyas duk miyarsi / Sang 
Wrêkodara / ngungun dènya ningali // 
The only thing I have is a dry leaf, only if ǀ it falls in front of me.ǀ That is 
what I eat.ǀ If there are none, [I have] nothing to eat.”ǀ Wrêkodara was de-
lighted to hear it.ǀ He was deeply impressed by what he saw.ǀǀ 
20 déné bajang nèng samodra tanpa rowang / cilik amênthik-mênthik / iki ta 
wong apa / gêdhé jajênthik ingwang / pangucapé akumaki / ladak kumêthak / 
dé tatapa pribadi // 
“Why is such a dwarf boy here, alone in this ocean?ǀ You are extremely 
small.ǀ What kind of a man are you?ǀ You are not bigger than my little fin-
ger.ǀ Your words sound conceited,ǀ showing arrogance and impoliteness.ǀ 
How are you to be alone here?”ǀǀ 
21 lan maningé Wrêkodara wruhanira / iya ing kéné iki / akèh poncabaya / yèn 
nora êtoh jiwa / sayakti tan bangkit prapti / lan kawruhanta / ing kéné sarwa 
mamring // 
And again, Wrêkodara, please be informed,ǀ “In this place,ǀ there are many 
dangers.ǀ If you don’t want to risk your life,ǀ you will surely not reach here.ǀ 
And you should know,ǀ here, there is nothing, an empty place.ǀǀ 
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22 nora urup lan karsanta paripêksa / nora angéman pati / nêdya kaluhuran / 
kéné mongsa anaa / kéwran Risang Bayusiwi / ing saurira / déné tan wruh 
ing jati // 
The risk does not balance with your will to come here,ǀ not caring about your 
life ǀ for the sake of the ultimate glory.ǀ You are not likely to find it here!”ǀ 
Bāyusiwi was confused ǀ by Déwaruci’s reply,ǀ because he did not know 
what he was really searching for.ǀǀ 
23 dadya alon Wrêkodara saurira / mongsa borong sang yogi / sang wiku 
lingira / iya sira iku ta / bèbèté Sang Hyang Pramèsthi / Hyang Girinata / pi-
turuné sayakti // 
So Wrêkodara replied gently,ǀ “I leave it to you [honorable pundit].”ǀ The as-
cetic answered,ǀ “You are also the descendant of Sang Hyang Pramesthi,ǀ 
Hyang Girinata.ǀ You are his true descendant.ǀǀ 
24 saking Brama uwité kang para nata / iya bapanirèki / turun saking Brama / 
mêncarkên para nata / déné ibunira Kunthi / kang duwé têdhak / yèku Sang 
Wisnumurti // 
God Brama procreated the kings,ǀ including your father.ǀ Brama’s descen-
dants ǀ procreated the kings.ǀ As for your mother, Kunthi,ǀ she is a descendant 
of ǀ Wisnumurti.ǀǀ 
25 mung patutan têtêlu lan bapanira / Yudhistira pangarsi / panênggaké sira / 
panêngah Dananjaya / kang loro patutan Madrim / jangkêp Pandhawa / 
praptamu kéné iki // 
With your father, Kunthi gave birth to three of you:ǀ Yudhistira, the first,ǀ 
you are the second,ǀ and Dananjaya.ǀ The other two are from Madrim,ǀ to 
complete the Pandhawas.ǀ Your coming here is … ǀǀ 
26 Dhanyang Drona sira kinon ngulatana / banyurip tirta êning / iku guronira / 
pituduhé mring sira / têmahan sira lakoni / mulané tapa / angèl tingkahing 
urip // 
on the orders of Drona who told you to go in search of ǀ the water of life, the 
clear water.ǀ That’s what your master ǀ gave you as instruction.ǀ And that’s 
what you are doing.ǀ That’s why you are performing austerities,ǀ but it is dif-
ficult to live like that.ǀǀ 
27 aywa lunga yèn tan wruh ingkang pinaran / lawan aja abukti / lamun durung 
wruha / rasané kang pinangan / aywa nganggo-anggo ugi / yèn durung wi-
kan / rané kang busanadi // 
Do not go, if you do not know where you are going to!ǀ Do not eat,ǀ if you do 
not know ǀ the taste of what you eat.ǀ Also do not wear clothes,ǀ if you do not 
yet know ǀ the names of the fine garments you will put on.ǀǀ 
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28 wêruhé lan tatakon bisané iya / lawan tatiron kaki / dadi lan tumandang / 
mangkono ing agêsang / ana jugul saking wukir / arsa tuku mas / mring 
kêmasan dèn wèhi // 
One’s ability is obtained by experiencing and asking,ǀ also by imitating ǀ and 
then judging and doing.ǀ That is what happens in our lives.ǀ There was a stu-
pid man coming from the hills,ǀ wanting to buy gold.ǀ The goldsmith gave 
him … ǀǀ 
29 dlancang kuning dèn anggêp kancana mulya / mangkonuga ngabakti / yèn 
durung waskitha / prênahé kang sinêmbah / dadya sasar iku kaki / Sang 
Wrêkodara / andhêku duk miyarsi// 
a yellow paper, he presumed it was pure gold.ǀ In the same way, when you 
are worshipping,ǀ if it is not yet clear for you,ǀ the one you want to worship,ǀ 
you might be led astray.”ǀ Wrêkodara ǀ bowed down before him, hearing 
what Déwaruci said.ǀǀ 
30 sarwi sila santika ing aturira / dahat dènya minta sih / anuwun jinatyan / 
sintên jujuluk tuwan / déné nèng ngriki pribadi / sang marbudèngrat / ya 
ingsun Déwaruci // 
While sitting in a cross-legged position,ǀ Wrêkodara asked respectfully,ǀ 
“Kindly tell me the truth,ǀ what is your name?ǀ Why are you alone here?”ǀ 
Marbudèngrat answered,ǀ “I am Déwaruci.”ǀǀ 
31 matur alon pukulun yèn makatêna / pun patik anuwun sih / wit saking pung-
gung tan / uning pruhitèng badan / saksat sato awak mami / tan montra-
montra / uningèng badan suci // 
Wrêkodara quietly replied, “Sir, in that case,ǀ may I make a plea.ǀ Because I 
am very foolish, I don’t know ǀ from whom I have to learn.ǀ I am like an 
animal,ǀ that does not know anything ǀ about the holy life.ǀǀ 
32 sakalangkung mudha cacad anèng jagad / kèsi sèsining bumi / angganing 
curiga / ulun tanpa warongka / wacana tanpa sisiring / ya ta ngandika / ma-
nis Sang Déwaruci // 
I am exceedingly foolish,ǀ scorned by all the creatures of the world.ǀ I am like 
a kris [the curiga] ǀ which is without a sheath [the warongka],ǀ talking with-
out limit.”ǀ Sang Déwaruci answered ǀ sweetly, … ǀǀ 
Pupuh V/Canto V Sarkara  
1 lah ta mara Wrêkodara aglis / umanjinga ing jro garbaningwang / Séna 
kapita ing tyasé / awasana gumuyu / pan angguguk turira aris / déné paduka 
bajang / kawula gêng ruhur / inggih pangawak prabata / saking pundi mar-
giné kawula manjing / jênthik mongsa sêdhênga // 
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“Come then Wrêkodara, quickly ǀ enter my belly!”ǀ Séna was taken aback,ǀ 
after a while laughed ǀ under his breath, then answered gently,ǀ “But my 
Lord, you are extremely small,ǀ [while] I am huge and tall ǀ with the size of a 
mountain.ǀ By what way can do I get in?ǀ Not even my little finger could 
possibly fit.”ǀǀ 
2 Déwaruci angandika aris / gêdhé êndi sira lawan jagad / kabèh iki saisiné / 
kalawan gunungipun / samodrané alasé sami / tan sêsak lumêbuwa / ing jro 
garbaningsun / Wrêkodara duk miyarsa / èsmu ajrih kucêm sandika turnèki / 
mènglèng Sang Rucidéwa // 
Again Déwaruci spoke,ǀ “Which is larger, you or the world?ǀ All its contents 
here,ǀ together with its mountains,ǀ oceans and forests,ǀ would not be tightly-
packed if they entered ǀ my belly.”ǀ Wrêkodara, when he heard [this]ǀ he 
looked afraid and turned pale, expressed his humble agreement.ǀ Déwaruci 
turned his head sideways [and said] ǀǀ 
3 iki dalan talingan ngong kèri / Wrêkodara manjing sigra-sigra / wus prapta 
ing jro garbané / andulu samodragung / tanpa têpi nglangut lumaris / liyêp 
adoh katingal / Déwaruci nguwuh / hèh apa katon ing sira / gya umatur 
Sang Séna inggih atêbih / tan wontên katingalan // 
“This is the entrance, my left ear.”ǀ Wrêkodara hastened inside.ǀ Once within 
the [Déwaruci’s] belly,ǀ he beheld a great ocean,ǀ shoreless, stretching far 
away. He went on his way,ǀ and could be seen dimly in the distance starting 
to walk, going further and further.ǀ Déwaruci called out to him,ǀ “Hey, what 
do you see?”ǀ Séna replied, “Indeed it is far,ǀ there is nothing to be seen.ǀǀ 
4 awang-awang kang kula lampahi / uwung-uwung têbih tan kantênan / ulun 
saparan-parané / tan mulat ing lor-kidul / wétan-kilèn botên udani / ngan-
dhap nginggil myang ngarsa / kalawan ing pungkur / kawula botên uninga / 
langkung bingung ngandika Sang Déwaruci / aja maras tyasira // 
The spaces I’m passing through ǀ are empty and unimaginably vast.ǀ No mat-
ter where I go ǀ I cannot distinguish north from south;ǀ I can’t tell apart east 
from west,ǀ neither below from above, front ǀ from back.ǀ I don’t understand 
it.ǀ I am totally bewildered.” Déwaruci said,ǀ “Have no fear.”ǀǀ 
5 byar katingal ngadhêp Déwaruci / Wrêkodara sang wiku kawangwang / ka-
ton umancur cahyané / tandya wruh ing lor-kidul / wétan-kulon sampun 
udani / nginggil miwah ing ngandhap / pan sampun kadulu / lawan andulu 
baskara / éca tyasé miwah sang wiku kaèksi / anèng jagad walikan // 
Suddenly there was a flash of light and he saw that he was face to face with 
Déwaruci.ǀ Wrêkodara perceived that the holy ascetic,ǀ was radiating light,ǀ 
and then he discerned north from south.ǀ East from west he could behold;ǀ 
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above and likewise below ǀ were now apparent,ǀ and he saw the sun.ǀ He was 
delighted, now he could see the holy ascetic,ǀ within the inverted world.ǀǀ 
6 Déwa Suksma Suci angling malih / aywa lunga mangingêt-ngingêtna / apa 
kang katon dhèwèké / Wrêkodara umatur / kang rumiyin ulun ningali /  cah-
ya mancur gumawang / tambêt wastanipun / mêné wus tan katingalan / 
amung warni kawan prakawis kang kaksi / irêng bang kuning pêthak // 
Déwa Suksma Ruci spoke again,ǀ “Don’t go away, [but] observe carefully ǀ 
whatever is visible to you!”ǀ Wrêkodara replied,ǀ “The first thing I saw was ǀ 
a radiant light,ǀ the name of which I don’t know.ǀ All the things I saw before 
now have disappeared.ǀ All that now I can see is four colors:ǀ black, red, yel-
low, and white.”ǀǀ 
7 angandika Déwa Suksma Suci  / ingkang dhihin sira anon cahya / gumawang 
tan wruh arané / poncamaya puniku / sajatiné ing tyas sayakti / pangarêping 
sarira / têgêsé tyas iku / ingaranan muka sipat / kang anonton marang sipat 
kang linuwih / ing kajatèné sipat // 
Déwa Suksma Ruci spoke and said,ǀ “The light you saw first, a radiant ǀ light,  
the name of which you don’t know,ǀ is the poncamaya.ǀ This is the reality of 
the true heart,ǀ the self’s life giver.ǀ The meaning of the heart ǀ is that which is 
also called muka sipat ǀ which leads to the superior qualities,ǀ and is the es-
sence of these qualities.ǀǀ 
8 prastawakna iku kang patitis / trus ing tingal ing rupa ywa samar / pangwa-
saning tyas êmpané / wit tingal ing tyas iku / anêngêri marang sajati / énak 
Sang Wrêkodara / dupi myarsèng wuwus / lagya mèngsêm wus sumringah / 
déné ingkang irêng abang kuning putih / yèku durgamaning tyas // 
Behold it carefully.ǀ Observe the radiant light! Have no doubt!ǀ The power of 
heart, its efficacy ǀ and its vision is,ǀ to discern what is the true manifestation 
of Reality.”ǀ Wrêkodara was relieved ǀ on hearing those words [of Déwaruci]ǀ 
and smiled happily.ǀ [Déwaruci continued,] “As for the black, red, yellow, 
and white ǀ they are dangerous obstacles to the heart.ǀǀ 
9 pan isiné jagad amêpêki / iya ati kang têlung prakara / pamurungé laku déné 
/ kang bisa pisah iku / yakti bisa amor ing gaib / yèku mungsuhé tapa / ati 
kang têtêlu / irêng abang kuning samya / ambuntoni cipta karsa kang lastari 
/ pamoring suksma mulya // 
Indeed, they are part and parcel of the world.ǀ As for these three qualities of 
heart,ǀ they prevent good deeds, but ǀ one who frees himself from them ǀ cer-
tainly will gain union with the Hidden One.ǀ Those are the enemies of asceti-
cism,ǀ these three qualities of heart;ǀ it is black, red, and yellow together ǀ 
which prevent lasting thought and will,ǀ which leads to absorption into the 
Exalted Spirit.ǀǀ 
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10 lamun nora kawilêt ing katri / yakti sida mulyaning sarira / lêstari ing 
panunggalé / poma dèn awas émut / durgama kang dumunyèng ati / pangwa-
sané wêruha / siji-sijènipun / kang irêng luwih prakosa / pagawéné kasêrêng 
sabarang runtik / andadra ngombra-ombra // 
If unimpeded by the three,ǀ certainly the absorption of the self will be real-
ized,ǀ and this union will be everlasting.ǀ [Above all] be vigilant and mindful 
ǀ of the obstacles which reside in the heart.ǀ Observe the [particular] power ǀ 
of each one of them!ǀ The black is the most powerful one.ǀ Its way is to ex-
press every kind of anger and hate,ǀ making them worse and worse, spread-
ing [them] ever wider.ǀǀ 
11 iya iku ati kang ngadhangi / ambuntoni marang kabêcikan / mumurung 
labda jiwané / déné kang abang iku / iya tuduh nêpsu tan bêcik / ing sa-
barang pènginan / mêtu saking iku / panastèn panasbaranan / ambuntoni 
marang ati ingkang éling / tuna ing kawaspadan // 
That is the [quality] of the heart which impedes ǀ and blocks off [the path] to 
virtues,ǀ and thwarts your ultimate goal.ǀ As for the red one,ǀ it advises the 
way of evil desires.ǀ All [evil] desires,ǀ arise from it.ǀ Incitements to jealousy, 
quick temper,ǀ shut off the heart which should be mindful,ǀ and cause a loss 
in awareness.ǀǀ 
12 ana déné kang arupa kuning / pangwasané nanggulang sabarang / cipta ma-
rang kalastarèn / pagawé mamrih tulus / ati kuning ingkang ngadhangi / 
mung pagawé pangrusak / binanjur jinurung / ingkang putih iku nyata / ati 
antêng mung suci tan ika-iki / karêm marang kraharjan // 
As for the yellow,ǀ its strength is to overpower any ǀ good impulses that lead 
to virtues,ǀ any good deeds which can bring about success.ǀ It is the yellow 
heart that halts them.ǀ Destructive deeds alone ǀ does it favor and perpetuate.ǀ 
Only the white is the reality ǀ of the heart at peace and entirely pure, without 
caprice ǀ [and] has the power [to obtain] well-being.ǀǀ 
13 iya iku kang bisa nampani / ing sasmita sajatining rupa / anampani nugra-
hané / ingkang bisa tumanduk / kalastarèn pamoring kapti / mungsuhé pan 
titiga / tur samya gung-agung / tan kéwran mamrih sarana / dé kang putih 
tanpa rowang amung siji / mila anggung kasoran // 
That alone is able to accept ǀ true indications about the Reality behind ap-
pearances.ǀ It is the place on which the favor is bestowed ǀ that which can ar-
rive at ǀ everlasting union with the Hidden One.ǀ It opposes the [other] three.ǀ 
Indeed, all together are very great,ǀ causing a lot of problems.ǀ Whereas the 
white has no supporter, is alone,ǀ and therefore is continuously defeated.ǀǀ 
14 lamun bisa iya nambadani / mring susukêr kang têlung prakara / sida ing 
kono pamoré / tanpa tuduhan iku / ing pamoré kawula Gusti / Wrêkodara 
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duk myarsa / sêngkud pamrihipun / sangsaya biraènira / kacaryan tyas ma-
rang wuwusing ngaurip / sampurnaning kasidan // 
If [you] can combat successfully ǀ these three evils ǀ then your union will 
really take place,ǀ without [any need for] guidance,ǀ in the union of servant 
and Lord.”ǀ When Wrêkodara heard [this]ǀ his longing grew keenly,ǀ his de-
sires increased more profoundly ǀ [for he was entranced by the] goal of life,ǀ 
the perfect Union [with the divine].ǀǀ 
15 sirna patang prakara na malih / urub siji wowolu warnanya / Sang Wrêko-
dara aturé / punapa wastanipun / urub siji wolu kang warni / pundi ingkang 
sanyata / rupa kang satuhu / wontên kadi rêtna muncar / wontên ingkang 
maya-maya angèbêki / miwah abra markata // 
After the four colors had vanished, there appeared ǀ a single flame, of eight 
colors.ǀ Wrêkodara asked,ǀ “What is the name ǀ of this one flame of eight col-
ors?ǀ Which is the real one,ǀ the true color?ǀ Partly, it is like gleaming jewels,ǀ 
partly indeterminate and awesome,ǀ and still partly gleaming like an emer-
ald.”ǀǀ 
16 Déwa Suksmanadimurti angling / iya iku sajatining tunggal / salwiring 
warna têgêsé / iyana ing sirèku / tuwin iya isining bumi / ginambar ang-
ganira / lawan jagad agung / jagad cilik tan prabéda / purwana lor kidul lan 
kulon puniki / wétan ruhur myang ngandhap // 
Déwa Suksmanadimurti replied,ǀ “That is the essence of Unity.ǀ It means that 
all forms ǀ are present within you,ǀ likewise everything in the world ǀ is repre-
sented in your being.ǀ Between the macrocosm ǀ and the microcosm there is 
[now] no difference.ǀ [This is] the reason why there comes to be a north, 
south, west,ǀ and east to [your] zenith and nadir, … ǀǀ 
17 miwah irêng abang kuning putih / iya iku uriping buwana / jagad cilik jagad 
gêdhé / pan padha isènipun / tinimbangkên isining bumi / yèn ilang warna 
ingkang / jagad kabèh iku / salwiring réka tan ana / kinumpulkên ana rupa 
kang sawiji / tan kakung tan wanudya // 
as well as the black, red, yellow, [and] white,ǀ are the givers of livelihood to 
the world.ǀ The microcosm and macrocosm ǀ which are identical in every as-
pect ǀ have their counterpart within you.ǀ If the forms [of the world] would 
vanish,ǀ the whole world,ǀ all forms would be non-existent,ǀ and be united in 
one form,ǀ which is neither male nor female,ǀǀ 
18 kadya tawon gumana ku kaki / ingkang sawang lwir puputran dênta / lah 
payo dulunên kuwé / Wrêkodara andulu / ingkang kadya puputran gadhing / 
cahya mancur kumilat / tuméja ngunguwung / punapa inggih punika / 
warnènipun dat ingkang dipun ulati / ing kajatining rupa // 
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like a bee larva,ǀ resembling an ivory doll.ǀ Come, look at this!”ǀ Wrêkodara 
looked at ǀ something resembling an ivory doll ǀ which radiated a gleaming 
light ǀ around it like a halo.ǀ [And asked,] “Is this ǀ the form of the [Divine] 
Essence I was directed to seek,ǀ the Reality of all forms?”ǀǀ 
19 Déwaruci anauri aris / dudu iku ingkang sira sêdya / kang mumpuni jagad 
kabèh / tan kêna sira dulu / tanpa rupa datanpa warni / tan gatra tan sat-
mata / iya tanpa dunung / dumunung marang kang awas / mung sasmita 
anèng jagad angêbêki / dinumuk datan kêna // 
Déwaruci replied softly,ǀ “This is not what you are searching for ǀ the best in 
the whole world ǀ you cannot see.ǀ [It has] no form, or appearance,ǀ is shape-
less, and invisible,ǀ [and is] without spatiality,ǀ residing only in those who 
can see the invisible.ǀ Only its signs and portents which fill the world.ǀ [If] 
you reach out to touch it, it isn’t there.ǀǀ 
20 déné iku kang sira tingali / kang asawang mutyara tuméja / kumilat nguwung 
cahyané / angkara-kara murub / pan pramana arané kaki / uripé kang sarira 
/ pramana puniku / atunggal dumunyèng ongga / nanging datan mèlu suka 
lan prihatin / ênggoné anèng raga // 
So that which you are looking at,ǀ that appears like a pearly doll,ǀ radiating 
flashes of light,ǀ blazing steadily,ǀ is called the pramana.ǀ [This pramana] is 
the life of the body.ǀ It ǀ is one with the self,ǀ but is not subject to joy or sor-
row.ǀ It resides in the body.ǀǀ 
21 datan mèlu mangan miwah guling / iya nora mèlu lara-lapa / lamun iku 
pisah goné / raga kari ngalumpruk / yakti lungkrah kang jasad iki / yaiku 
kang kawasa / nandhang rahsa tuhu / inguripan déning Suksma / tur sinung 
sih anandhang urip sajati / ingakên rahsaning dat // 
It does not take part in sleeping or eating;ǀ nor does it participate in any kind 
of suffering or hunger.ǀ If [the pramana] leaves its habitation,ǀ then the body 
collapses,ǀ and indeed the body becomes truly without strength, helpless.ǀ It 
is the pramana which has the power ǀ to sustain the innermost self.ǀ [Be-
cause] it is enlivened by the Suksma ǀ which possesses the gift of sustaining 
life.ǀ It is acknowledged to be the innermost self of the [Divine] Essence.ǀǀ 
22 yèku kang sinandhangkên sirèki / nanging kadya simbar nèng kakaywan / 
anèng ing raga ênggoné / uriping pramanèku / inguripan dé Suksma nênggih 
/ misésa ing sarira / ing wasananipun / yèn mati mèlu kalêswan / lamun 
ilang yitmané sarira nuli / inguripan dé suksma // 
It is engrafted on you,ǀ like a fern on a tree ǀ is its habitation within the body.ǀ 
The life of the pramana ǀ is derived from the Suksma;ǀ the pramana rules the 
body.ǀ When finally [the body] dies,ǀ the pramana also loses its strength.ǀ 
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Once the pramana leaves the body,ǀ it continues to be given life by the Suk-
sma.ǀǀ 
23 sasirnané apan nuli manggih / uriping suksmana ingkang nyata / kaliwat 
tanpa paminé / lwir rahsaning kamumu / kang pramana amrasandhani / tuhu 
tunggal pinongka / jinatèn satuhu / umatur Sang Wrêkodara / inggih pundi 
warniné dat kang sayakti / Suksmadimurti nabda // 
In fact when the pramana vanishes, only ǀ the true life of the Suksma exists.ǀ 
This is utterly incomparable,ǀ like the taste of the kamumu.ǀ The pramana is a 
manifestation of the Suksma,ǀ in origin it is one with It,ǀ and was brought into 
being by It.”ǀ Wrêkodara then asked,ǀ “What then is the form of the true [Di-
vine] Essence?”ǀ Suksmadimurti replied, … ǀǀ 
24 nora kêna yèn iku sira prih / lan kahanan ing samata-mata / gampang angèl 
pirantiné / Wrêkodara umatur / kula nuwun pamêjang malih / inggih kêdah 
uninga / babarpisanipun / pun patik ngaturkên pêjah / ambêbana anggèn-
anggèn kang sayêkti / sampun tuwas kangèlan // 
“You cannot reach it ǀ in your present state;ǀ the requisites may be difficult, 
[but otherwise] undemanding.”ǀ Wrêkodara asked,ǀ “I beg for more teaching,ǀ 
for I must to understand ǀ in all its fullness.ǀ I am willing to face death,ǀ and 
beseech you for the true raiment [of knowledge].ǀ Let my efforts not be in 
vain.ǀǀ 
25 yèn tan sinung ulun tan yun mijil / sampun éca nèng ngriki kéwala / botên 
wontên sangsarané / tan nêdya mangan turu / botên arip botên angêlih / 
botên ngraos kangèlan / botên ngêrês linu / amung nikmat lan munpangat / 
Déwaruci lingira iku tan kêni / yèn nora lan antaka // 
If you do not allow me, I’ll refuse to come out [of you].ǀ I’m already com-
fortable to stay right here.ǀ There are no hardships.ǀ I have no need to eat or 
sleep.ǀ I’m neither sleepy nor hungry.ǀ I feel no fatigue.ǀ I have no [physical] 
aches to bear,ǀ but rather delight and well-being.”ǀ Déwaruci said, “This is 
not possible,ǀ except through death.”ǀǀ 
26 sangsaya sihira Déwaruci / marang kang mrih asih ing panêdya / lah iya 
dèn awas baé / mring pamurunging laku / aywa ana kita karêmi / dèn bênêr 
dèn waspada / panganggêpirèku / yèn wus kasikêp ing sira / aywa umung 
dèn nganggo parah yèn angling / yèku rèh pipingitan // 
Déwaruci’s compassion grew ǀ for the piteous one who beseeched him, [and 
said]ǀ “In that case beware of ǀ the potential for failure on the way.ǀ Refrain 
from sensual pleasures!ǀ Be serious and vigilant ǀ in your outlook.ǀ If once 
you obtain your goal,ǀ do not be proud, and speak with caution ǀ [for] this 
knowledge is a secret doctrine.ǀǀ 
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27 nora kêna yèn sira rasani / lan sasama-samaning manusa / yèn nora lan 
nugrahané / yèn ana nêdya padu / angrasani rarasan iki / ya têka kalahana / 
ywa kongsi kabanjur / aywa ngadèkakên sira / yèn karakêt marang wisaning 
ngaurip / balik sikêpên uga // 
It is not permitted for you to discuss it ǀ with other human beings ǀ who have 
not yet been granted this [Divine] Favor.ǀ If anyone wishes to dispute with 
you ǀ in discussing this matter,ǀ it is better to yield.ǀ Do not blurt out too 
much!ǀ Do not be arrogant!ǀ If you are addicted to the poison of life,ǀ then 
overcome it.ǀǀ 
28 iya kawisayanirèng pati / dèn kaasta lan maning ciptanta / aywa samar sa-
jatiné / ing rupa kang satuhu / kang sinêngkêr ing bawanèki / urip tanpa 
wangênan / tan tara mangsèku / anané wus anèng kita / lan atunggal sasana 
waswa tan kèni / yèn pisah ananira // 
The knowledge of death ǀ focuses on concentrating your mind!ǀ Do not hesi-
tate from the truth ǀ in its true reality ǀ which is hidden from this world.ǀ [That 
is] a life which is limitless ǀ and timeless.ǀ That life has existed within you,ǀ 
united in yourself.ǀ If it is separated, … ǀǀ 
29 datan wanèh sakanirèng nguni / tunggal pasang kartining buwana / pandulu 
pamiyarsané / wus ana ing sirèku / pamyarsané Hyang Suksmajati / iya tan 
lawan karna / ing pandulunipun / iya tan kalawan nétra / karnanira 
nétranira kang kinardi / anané anèng sira // 
it is no different from your primal origin.ǀ Your origin was certainly one and 
the same as that of [the world].ǀ [Its] seeing and hearing,ǀ are now within 
you.ǀ The hearing of the Supreme Soul ǀ is not through ears;ǀ its seeing | is not 
by means of eyes,ǀ but its hearing and sight are created in a form ǀ that exists 
within you.ǀǀ 
30 lairing suksma anèng sirèki / batinira kang ana ing suksma / kaya mangkéné 
êtrapé / kadi wrêksa tinunu / ananing kang kukusing agni / iya kalawan 
wrêksa / lwir toya lan alun / kadi lênga lawan puhan / raganira ing rèh mo-
bah lawan mosik / sarta lawan nugraha // 
The outer manifestation of the Suksma is within you,ǀ [and] your inner self is 
within the Suksma,ǀ as in the following similes:ǀ as when wood is burnt,ǀ the 
presence of the smoke from the fire,ǀ is because of the wood.ǀ [Or] like water 
and its ripples [are one];ǀ like oil and milk [are one].ǀ Thus your body and all 
its movements and thoughts ǀ are indeed a [Divine] gift.ǀǀ 
31 kalamun wruh moring kula Gusti / sarta suksma kang sinêdya ana / dé war-
nanèng sira goné / lwir wayang sarirèku / saking dhalang polahing ringgit / 
mongka panggungé jagad / kêlir badanipun / amolah lamun pinolah / sapo-
lahé kumêdhèp myarsa ningali / tumindak lan angucap // 
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Once you have achieved the union of Lord and Servant,ǀ by means of Suk-
sma, what you desire is present,ǀ because Its attributes reside within you.ǀ 
Your body is like a wayang puppet.ǀ The movements of the puppet are from 
the dhalang.ǀ As for the stage, it is the world,ǀ the kêlir is the body.ǀ Your true 
state is [now]ǀ that you move [only] if you are moved.ǀ All that you do: blink-
ing, hearing and seeing,ǀ acting or speaking [are moved by the dhalang].ǀǀ 
32 winisésa-amisésa sami / tan antara pamorirèng karsa / jêr tanpa rupa ru-
pané / wus ana ing sirèku / upamané paèsan jati / ingkang ngilo Hyang Suk-
sma / wayangan puniku / kang ana sajroning kaca / iya sira jênêngé manusa 
yakti / sayaktiné kawula // 
The Servant and Lord are identical,ǀ their wills are totally united,ǀ [and] this 
Will is to be formless, [yet] Its form ǀ is within you.ǀ Like a faithful mirror:ǀ 
the one looking in is Hyang Suksma,ǀ [and] the reflection ǀ in the glass ǀ is 
you, a true human,ǀ a true servant.ǀǀ 
33 luwih gêngnya kalêpasan iki / lawan jagad agêng kalêpasan / kalawan luwih 
lêmbuté / salêmbutaning banyu / maksih lêmbut prakara iki / luwih alit ka-
muksan / saaliting têngu / waswa alit bab kamuksan / liré luwih amisésa ing 
sakalir / liré lêmbut alitnya // 
This release is very great,ǀ greater even than the world,ǀ and [yet] very fine.ǀ 
No matter how fine water may be,ǀ this release is even finer.ǀ This release is 
smaller,ǀ as tiny as a mite may be,ǀ the release is still tinier.ǀ Truly it has great 
power over all things.ǀ Truly it is soft and fine.ǀǀ 
34 bisa nuksma ing agal myang alit / kasawaban kabèh kang rumangkang / 
kang gumrêmêt ya tan paé / kaluwihan satuhu / iya luwih déra nampani / tan 
kêna ngandêlêna / ing warah lan wuruk / dèn sangêt panguswanira / 
badanira wasuhên pragnyèng pangukih / wruha rungsuding tingkah // 
It can embody both coarse and fine creatures,ǀ all reptiles ǀ and insects are 
also subject to its influence.ǀ [This is] something truly great,ǀ must be re-
ceived with excellence.ǀ [You] are not permitted to rely on,ǀ [mere] teaching 
and instructions.ǀ Use it with great care.ǀ Purify yourself as you strive for this 
knowledge ǀ and understand the peril of [your] course.ǀǀ 
35 wuruk iku pan minongka wiji / kang winuruk upamané papan / pama kacang 
lan kadhêlé / dèn sêbar anèng watu / yèn watuné datanpa siti / kodanan ka-
panasan / yêkti nora thukul / lamun sira bijaksana / tingalira sirnakna têmah 
satiti / dadi tingaling suksma // 
This [mystical] knowledge may be compared to a seed.ǀ The person taught is 
like the soil.ǀ If, for example, beans and soya beans ǀ are strewn upon rocks ǀ 
[and] if the rocks have no soil on them,ǀ [though] it should rain on them and 
they be exposed to sunlight,ǀ it is certain they will not sprout.ǀ If you are 
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wise,ǀ [you will] put aside your own sight,ǀ in order to have clear sight of the 
Suksma.ǀǀ 
36 rupanira swaranira nuli / ulihêna mring kang duwé swara / jêr sira ingakên 
baé / sisilih kang satuhu / nanging aywa nduwé sirèki / pakarêman kang liya 
/ marang Sang Hyang Ruhur / dadi sarira bathara / mobah osikira wus sah 
dadi siji / ywa loro tingalira // 
Then your form and voice,ǀ should be given back to their owner,ǀ for you are 
regarded ǀ merely as His representative.ǀ [On the other hand] have no ǀ other 
delights ǀ except for the Most High,ǀ so that you become god-like.ǀ Your ac-
tions will be definitely one [with His].ǀ Let there be no duality in your out-
look.ǀǀ 
37 yèn duwéya anggêp sira kaki / ngrasa loro dadi maksih uwas / kêna ing 
rêngu yaktiné / yèn wus siji sawujud / sakarêntêg ing tyasirèki / apa cinipta 
ana / kang sinêdya rawuh / wus kawêngku anèng sira / jagad kabèh jêr sira 
kinarya gênti / marmané dèn asagah // 
If you, my boy, have any notion,ǀ or feeling of duality, then you are still in 
doubt.ǀ You are indeed in disfavor.ǀ When you are one in being [with God]ǀ 
[then] anything you desire,ǀ whatever you wish, will come [to you];ǀ [and] 
whatever you seek is at hand.ǀ You have control over the whole world,ǀ for 
you indeed are appointed ǀ His representative: accept this responsibility.ǀǀ 
38 yèn wus mudhêng ing pratingkah iki / dèn awingit sarta dèn asasab / sasab 
amor panganggoné / nanging ing batinipun / sakarêntêg tan kêna lali / lairé 
sasabana / kawruh patang dhapur / padha anggêpên sadaya / kalimané kang 
siji iku prêmati / kanggo ing kéné-kana // 
Once you have mastered this experimental awareness [of release],ǀ keep it 
sacred and hide it.ǀ Cover it up and also hide how to use it.ǀ But in every 
moment of your inner self,ǀ you must never forget it one moment.ǀ [Yet] in 
your outer self, keep it hidden.ǀ Have trust in each of ǀ the four forms of 
knowledge ǀ and this fifth one, which is very special ǀ [and] necessary for use 
both here and there.ǀǀ 
39 lwiré mati sajroné ngaurip / iya urip ing sajroning pêjah / urip baé salawasé 
/ kang mati iku nêpsu / badan lair ingkang nampani / kêtampan badan nyata 
/ amor ing sawujud / pagéné ngrasa matiya / Wrêkodara padhang tyasira 
nampani / wahyu prapta nugraha // 
That is to say, Death within Life,ǀ which is Life within Death,ǀ meaning an 
everlasting life.ǀ It is the passions that die.ǀ It is the physical body that has to 
die,ǀ but the spiritual body receives ǀ absorption into the mystical Union.ǀ 
Why would you feel that you are going to die?”ǀ Wrêkodara’s heart was 
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filled with clarity when he perceived ǀ the Divine revelation, the gift descend-
ing upon him.ǀǀ 
40 lwir sasongka katawêngan riris / praptèng wahyu kang ima nirmala / sumi-
lak ilang rêgêdé / anglir malih sang wiku / Déwaruci wacana ririh / tan ana 
aji paran / kabèh wus kawêngku / tan ana ingulatana / kaprawiran kadig-
dayan wus kawingking / sanggya rèhing ngayuda // 
Like the moon dimmed by light rain ǀ was the descent of the revelation, like a 
pure rain cloud.ǀ It was clear, the dirt had vanished.ǀ The ascetic said again.ǀ 
Déwaruci spoke softly and gently,ǀ “You don’t need magic spells anymore,ǀ 
all is under your control.ǀ There is nothing more to look for.ǀ Courage and in-
vulnerability are all behind you ǀ and likewise everything concerned with 
war.”ǀǀ 
41 têlas wulangira Déwaruci / Arya Séna ing tyas wus tan kéwran / wruh na-
mané dhéwé-dhéwé / ardané swara muluk / tanpa êlar anjajah bakit / 
sawêngkon jagad raya / ongga wus kawêngku / mantêp pangrêtining basa / 
saénggané sêkar maksih kudhup lami / mangkya mêkar ambabar // 
Déwaruci’s teaching was finished.ǀ Séna’s heart was no longer troubled.ǀ He 
[now] knew himself.ǀ His desires flew away;ǀ without wings [he] was able to 
traverse ǀ the entire great universe.ǀ He had mastered himself.ǀ In the fitting 
language of poetry ǀ he was like a flower long in bud ǀ [and now] opening 
and spreading its fragrance.ǀǀ 
42 wimbuh warna lan gonda ngèbêki / wus kêna kang poncaratna mêdal / 
saking ing guwagarbané / wus salin alamipun / angulihi ngalamé lami / 
Déwaruci wus sirna / mangkana winuwus / tyasira Sang Wrêkodara / lulus 
saking gandané kasturi jati / papanasing tyas sirna // 
Intensifying its beauty and fragrance.ǀ Now that the five jewels were his, he 
emerged from ǀ the hollow of [Déwaruci’s] belly.ǀ The world changed ǀ as he 
returned to his previous world.ǀ Déwaruci had disappeared.ǀ Thus was [told] 
the story of how ǀ Wrêkodara’s heart ǀ became tranquil because of the fra-
grance of pure musk ǀ and all its evil desires were vanquished.ǀǀ 
43 wus laksana salêkêring bumi / ujar baé wruh antakanira / nir ing wardaya 
malané / mung panarima mungguh / kadi gèné nganggya sutradi / maya-
maya kasrira / rèhnya kang sarwalus / sinuksma mas ing kamasan / arja so-
tya-sinotya manik-minanik / wruh kapénaking tingkah // 
Now the whole world rejoiced ǀ at his words that he had understood death;ǀ 
impurities had gone from his heart,ǀ nothing else but surrender.ǀ Like wearing 
fine silk,ǀ his body was transparent,ǀ his deportment polished and fine,ǀ [his 
clothing] embroidered with thread of the finest gold,ǀ studded beautifully 
with jewels and all kinds of precious stones.ǀ He knew the joy of his quest.ǀǀ 
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44 Mila sumping bra puspakrênadi / winarnèndah kintaka sumêkar / kasturi jati 
namané / pratondha datan korup / kang pangwikan kêna kalungid / pa-
ngungkabing kabisan / kawruh tan kaliru / polèng bang bintulu lima / pan 
winarna ing raga milêt tulya sri / lancingan kampuhira // 
[Wrêkodara] was wearing sumpings of basil,ǀ beautifying as a lovely Panda-
nus blooms,ǀ called kasturi jati,ǀ as a sign that he had completed ǀ his [mysti-
cal] knowledge,ǀ lifting the veil on knowledge;ǀ a knowledge free from error.ǀ 
He wore a waistcloth, called polèng bintulu lima,ǀ that beautifully covered 
his body.ǀ He wore shorts and wrap-around, … ǀǀ 
45 Mongka pémut-pangémut duk nguni / titiga duk nèng sajroning garba / 
Déwaruci pamèngêté / bang kuning irêng iku / pamurunging laku kang yogi / 
mung kang putih ing têngah / sida dé pangangkuh / kalimanya kang ginam-
bar / wus kaasta sanalika aywa lali / polèng bintulu lima // 
as reminders of ǀ the three [colors] when he was in the belly ǀ of Déwaruci:ǀ 
the red, yellow and black [which symbolize]ǀ the obstacles to the yogi.ǀ Only 
the white in their midst,ǀ however, symbolizes the perfection of his belief.ǀ 
All five [symbols] depicted [on him]ǀ were always with him, so that he 
would not for a single moment forget them,ǀ called the polèng bintulu lima.ǀǀ 
46 saking sangêt akarya ling-aling / pambéngkasing sumêngah jubriya / kaèsthi 
siyang ratriné / pan kathah gènya ngrungu / pratingkahé para maharsi / 
kang samya kaluputan / lêkasing panggayuh / pangancabing kawruhira / 
wus abênêr wêkasan mati tan dadi / kawilêt ing tatrapan // 
As a result of his great efforts to veil [his special knowledge],ǀ and to combat 
arrogance and haughtiness,ǀ he strove hard day and night.ǀ [He] had heard 
much about ǀ great sages’ behavior,ǀ who made a misguided attempt ǀ in the 
beginning when they strove to obtain their ideals.ǀ They acted unfairly, 
knowing that ǀ it was the right thing [to do], yet finally it was a dead end,ǀ as 
it was tangled in the manner of applying them.ǀǀ 
47 yèn gêgampang laku anèng bumi / lêhêng biyèn aywa dadi janma / sato 
gampang pratikêlé / sirnané tanpa tutur / yên winaris bênêring kapti / lang-
gêng tanpa karana / ongga buwanèku / umênêng tan kadi séla / ênêngira 
apan nora kadi warih / wrata tanpa tuduhan // 
If you want to act easily in this world,ǀ it is better not first to be a human.ǀ 
The rules for animals are simple,ǀ since animals die, nobody will take care.ǀ 
If one’s will is tranquil and true,ǀ one would be remembered forever.ǀ One’s 
body and the world ǀ are motionless, yet not like a stone.ǀ For its silence is 
not like water,ǀ level without [further] guidance.ǀǀ 
48 wus mangkana Wrêkodara mulih / datan mèngèng ing batin gumawang / 
nora pangling sarirané / panuksmaning sawujud / nanging lair sasab pini-
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ngit / rèh sarèh kasatriyan / linakon winêngku / pamurwaning jagad raya / 
kalahiran batiné nora kasilib / lwir satu ing rimbagan // 
With that, Wrêkodara returned home.ǀ He did not relax his vigilance. His in-
ner self was illumined.ǀ He realized his identity,ǀ which was the embodiment 
of all Beings.ǀ But outwardly he concealed it,ǀ and all the duties of knight-
hood ǀ he obeyed, although master of ǀ the origin of the Universe.ǀ His outer 
and inner selves were not at odds.ǀ They were together harmoniously [like] a 
newly-stamped brick [still tight] in its mold.ǀǀ 
49 Wrêkodara lampahira prapti / jroning kutha ing Ngamartapura / wus pang-
gih kadangé kabèh / langkung sukaning kalbu / Darmaputra myang para ari 
/ ngluwari punaginya / bojana anayub / tanbuh sukaning wardaya / déné 
ingkang rayi praptané basuki / sirna subrangtanira // 
Wrêkodara arrived ǀ in the palace of Ngamarta.ǀ He met with all his relatives.ǀ 
How excited they were,ǀ Darmaputra and his younger brothers.ǀ They ful-
filled their vow,ǀ by holding a banquet.ǀ No words can describe [Darmapu-
tra’s] joy ǀ because of his younger brother’s return home safely,ǀ [and there-
fore] his grief was completely gone.ǀǀ 
2.  The Déwaruci Play 
2.1.  The Characteristics of Ki Nartosabda’s Performance 
Ki Nartosabda was born on 25 August 1925 in Klaten and died on 7 October 
1985 in Sêmarang. For more than thirty years of his professional life he was a 
dhalang, from about 1950 up to 1985. He was a famous dhalang with the high-
est rank of his time, because his wayang kulit performance and its supporting 
elements were of a high quality. What are the distinct features of Ki Nar-
tosabda’s wayang performance? How did Ki Nartosabda perform it? 
The creative process in presenting a wayang performance is also called 
sanggit,
28
 derived from the Javanese word anggit, which means to create. The 
word sanggit means how a dhalang performs wayang theatre by using its sup-
porting elements, such as the lakon (the theme of the story), the use of language, 
the narration and the antawacana, the suluk, the wayang movement, and the 
musical accompaniment. It is also called pakêliran, because the performance 
takes place on a kêlir, a white screen. Ki Nartosabda’s performance differed 
from the classical ones. The following are the characteristics of the Ki Nar-
tosabda’s wayang performance: 
                                                          
28
  Cf. Soetarno, Pekêliran Pujosumarto, Nartasabda dan Pakêliran Dekade 1996-2001 
(Pujosumarto’s and Nartasabda’s Wayang Performance Style, and The Wayang Per-
formance Style in 1996-2001), Surakarta 2002, 10-11. 
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Firstly, the impression among the audiences was that Ki Nartosabda’s 
wayang performance was colored with fresh humor.
29
 In contrast to the tradition 
in which the dhalang performs with humor only at fixed moments, Ki Narto-
sabda presented his wayang performance with humor from the beginning up to 
the end. He not only used the cast servant and clown as the subject of his joke, 
but also serious figures such as Karna, Krêsna, and Wrêkodara and a serious 
scene as well. 
Secondly, the use of language. Ki Nartosabda used new wayang literature, 
avoiding cliché, and therefore his performance was energetic and lively. Refer-
ring to Goris Keraff’s literature theory, Soetarno designates seven literature 
styles in Ki Nartosabda’s wayang performance,
30
 namely simile, hyperbole, per-
sonification, paronomasia, repetition, and asyndeton. We find these stylistic 
variants that Ki Nartosabda used in his narration (janturan and kandha) and in 
the dialogue among the figures (antawacana). 
Thirdly, the suluk. Suluk is a vocal song to be sung by the dhalang at the be-
ginning or at the end of a piece of musical accompaniment, and in the transition 
scene as well, by which he creates an atmosphere of joy, relief, peace, sadness, 
upset, anger, excitement, or love in accordance with the performance being 
played. In singing the suluks, Ki Nartosabda had a beautiful voice and his own 
suluk style. For the sake of the quality of the performance, he arranged and 
composed new suluks, and new suluk styles and vocabularies as well. He also 
used the Yogyakartan suluks, though Ki Nartosabda’s wayang performance was 
according to the Solonese style. Therefore, in his wayang performance, we find 
a harmony between the narrations, the instrumental accompaniments, the 
scenes, and the suluks being sung. This differs from Kasidi’s observation that 
the suluks used by some dhalangs in performing Déwaruci play were not in ac-




Fourthly, the musical accompaniment. Ki Nartosabda is well-known as an ar-
ranger and a composer of Javanese musical accompaniment of the wayang per-
formance and Javanese Music pieces as well. He has arranged and composed 
hundreds of pieces of gêndhings.
32
 A number of classical gêndhings that were 
                                                          
29
  Sumanto, Narto Sabdo Kehadirannya dalam Dunia Pedalangan. Sebuah biografi 
(Narto Sabdo and His Existence in the Wayang Performance. A Biography), Sura-
karta 2002, 45; Soetarno, Pekêliran Pujosumarto, 120-21. 
30
   Soetarno, Pekêliran Pujosumarto, 104-09. 
31
  Kasidi Hadiprayitno, Filsafat Keindahan Suluk Wayang Kulit Purwa Gaya Yogya-
karta (The Philosophy of Art. The Yogyakartan Suluk Style of Wayang Kulit Purwa), 
Yogyakarta 2009, 76. 
32
  About 289 pieces of music were collected by SW. Bhiman Putra and Gatot Sasminta, 
see SW Bhiman Putra & Gatot Sasminta, Kumpulan Gendhing-gendhing lan Lagon 
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originally calm and without vocal music were arranged by him to be more fresh, 
dynamic, and entertaining. Similarly, he composed new music accompanying 
the gêndhings which the public favors up to the present day.
33
 Ki Nartosabda 
spread the gêndhings he composed via his wayang performance, while he also 
presented the traditional musical songs from other regions, such as Banyumas, 
East Java, and West Java as well, particularly in the gara-gara scene. In addi-
tion, he made an audio recording of his wayang performances and Javanese mu-
sical entertainments. 
Fifthly, the stage setting. Ki Nartosabda was the first one who changed the 
stage setting of the wayang performance. According to the wayang tradition, the 
pêsindhèn (female singer) sits behind the dhalang, being flanked by the violinist 
and the gêndhèr player. In contrast to the long-standing tradition, Ki Nartosabda 
placed the pêsindhèn on the right side of the dhalang. Moreover, the highest 
number of pêsindhèn was two, but Ki Nartosabda was accompanied by four or 
even more pêsindhèns from various regions, and they were the best ones in their 
region.
34
 With the support of these pêsindhèns and the pêngrawit (the gamêlan 
player), Ki Nartosabda was able to perform high quality wayang theatre.  
Sixthly, the plot. At the beginning of his career, Ki Nartosabda performed 
the Surakartan style of the wayang theatre, imitating Ki Pujo Sumarto’s. From 
1961 onwards, he changed the plot and the elements of his wayang perform-
ance, such as the narration, the suluks, the musical accompaniment and its 
songs, and the kêprakan. To take the gara-gara scene as an example: Ki Narto-
sabda was the first dhalang
35
 who combined the Solonese and Yogyanese style 
of the wayang performance by always presenting the turmoil (the gara-gara) 
scene. 
Public response to the change of wayang performance as presented by Ki 
Nartosabda, among the dhalangs particularly, could be summarized in four titles 
given to him, which are dhalang édan, dhalang kêndhil, dhalang banyol, and 
dhalang gêndhing.
36
 The first two are a criticism or even a mockery, and the last 
two indicate the public perception of the distinctiveness of Ki Nartosabda’s 
wayang performance. He was called dhalang édan (a crazy dhalang), because 
                                                                                                                                              
Dolanan Ki Nartasabda (The Collection of Ki Nartasabda’s Musics and Songs) 4 
vols., Surakarta. This number can be added to with unpublished manuscripts and au-
dio recordings. In his research, Waridi found 408 new arrangements of the piece and 
new creations as well. For further reading, see Waridi, Gagasan dan Kekaryaan Tiga 
Empu Karawitan [The idea and the works of three Javanese Musicians], Bandung 
2008, 331-433. 
33
  Waridi, Gagasan, 331. 345-46. 
34
   Sumanto, Narto Sabdo, 66; Waridi, Gagasan, 347-54. 
35
   Soetarno, Pekêliran Pujosumarto, 124; Sumanto, Narto Sabdo, 60  
36
  Sumanto, Narto Sabdo, 75-76. 
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he deviated from the long-standing tradition of the wayang performance. The 
title of dhalang kêndhil is a hint to Ki Nartosabda that he performed it only for 
the sake of material gain. The public called Ki Nartosabda a dhalang banyol, 
because the aspect of humor is dominant in his wayang performance. And he 
was called dhalang gêndhing, because in performing the wayang theatre, Ki 
Nartosabda presented pieces of classical gêndhing which he arranged, as well as 
new pieces of his own. Eventually, even among those who did not agree with 
the changes made by Ki Nartosabda, there were people who could understand it. 
Ki Nartosabda remembered their understanding and the acceptance of the dha-
langs and the audience who did not agree previously, by naming the foundation 
of Javanese Music he established on April 1
st
 1969: Condhong Raos.
37
 Ki Narto-
sabda was the controversial dhalang, at once popular and the most expensive 
one. He was the first dhalang who made a recording of his wayang perform-
ance. In addition, his Javanese musical piece was the best seller of commercial 
recordings at that time, more than any other piece.  
2.2.  Technical Notes 
The following transcription comes from the audio recording, a reproduction by 
Kusuma Recordings: KWK – 059, in 1997. It consists of eight cassettes, with 
one hour of recording on each. Considering the absence of the audience’s 
noises, it seems that these recordings were made in a recording studio. In gen-
eral the sound is quite good, however some parts are broken, the suluks particu-
larly, so it is difficult to transcribe them. To overcome this problem, the tran-
scription has been compared with the wayang literature in order to get the right 
content of the damaged sections. 
It should be taken into account that this transcription is limited to the com-
ponents of the wayang performance that can be put into words. It does not in-
clude other elements such as the wayang movement, the sound of suluks being 
sung by the dhalang, songs being sung by pêsindhèn (female singer) or pêng-
gérong (male singer), the sound of kêprak or dhodhogan dhalang, and the sound 
of the musical accompaniment as well. For research purposes, the narrative and 
the suluks of the dhalang become the main part of the text, while other elements 
will be added as explanations. 
The actors of the Déwaruci wayang performance include two groups, which 
are the Kingdom of Hastina and the Kingdom of Amarta. First, the cast of char-
acters of the Kingdom of Hastina are King Durjudana, the eldest Korawa 
brother and his wife, called Banowati; Prince Dursasana, who is the second-
eldest of the Korawa brothers; Drona, the adviser to Durjudana; Sêngkuni, the 
chief minister of Hastina, and Bisma, who is the grandfather of the Pandhawas 
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  Waridi, Gagasan, 348. 
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and the Korawas. Second, the cast of characters of the Kingdom of Amarta are 
king Judhistira, the eldest Pandhawa brother; Kunthi, who is the Pandhawas’ 
mother; Prince Bhīma, the second Pandhawa brother; Prince Pamadi, the third 
Pandhawa brother; Prince Pinten and Prince Tangsen, the fourth and the fifth 
Pandhawa brothers; Krêsna, who is an ally of the Pandhawas; Sêmar, the clown-
servant to the Pandhawas, who is in reality the god Ismaya; Garèng, the eldest 
son of Sêmar; Pétruk, the second son of Sêmar, and Bagong, the youngest son 
of Sêmar. 
We use the Javanese terms in this translation, such as caking pakêliran, 
kandha, jêjêr, adêgan, antawacana, suluk, dhalang, pesindhèn, etc. And the last 
technical note is about the stage where the wayang play is to be performed, the 
so-called panggungan. Following Ki Basirun Cermogupita as quoted by Aris 
Wahyudi,
38
 the stage of the wayang kulit performance is divided into three 
spaces: first the entering-exiting space of a wayang figure, the so-called right-
gawang and left-gawang; second the right space and left space where a wayang 
figure is manipulated; and third the tancêban space where a wayang is stuck 
according to its position, whether in the upper banana trunk or the lower banana 















Figure 3. 2.  Ki Basirun’s model for the wayang kulit performance stage. 
O  the division point of the left side from the right side of the 
stage. 
A & D the spot where a wayang figure is touching the kêlir when one 
enters the stage 
B & C the area where a dhalang manipulates a wayang kulit 
According to the conventional agreement of the wayang kulit performance, 
when a wayang figure enters the stage, first it touches the kêlir at the point A or 
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point D, then it steps forward and stops at point B or point C, taking a breath or 
two and overseeing the chamber, and it walks again before being stuck at point 
B or point C.  
2.3.  Translation of the Déwaruci Play 
PART ONE: PATHÊT NÊM  
JÊJÊR I.  The Kingdom of Ngastina 
ADÊGAN 1.1.  An Assembly in Ngastina 
Caking Pakêliran #001:  
The first scene of the wayang kulit performance, both in Surakartan and 
Yogyakartan style, is called jêjêr. The performance begins with the hit-
ting of the wooden box five times, slowly, by the dhalang; the third one is 
responded to by the kêndhang to start the Yogyanese gêndhing Ayak-ayak 
Lasêm. Then, the dhalang pulls out the kayon, which is stuck in the mid-
dle of the screen, moving it down while he is praying, and then shakes it 
gently, moves it to the right side before sticking it on the lower banana 
trunk at the right simpingan.
39
 From the right side of the screen, two 
midwives enter the stage, stop a moment at point C, seeing the assembly, 
then continue to walk up to point B, stop a moment, then leave by the left 
side of the stage. From the left side of the screen, the two midwives again 
enter the stage, stop at point B, giving a sêmbah to the throne three times, 
then are stuck at point B on the lower banana trunk. King Duryudana en-
ters by the right side, stops at point C, taking a breath and paying atten-
tion to the assembly before being stuck at point C, on the upper banana 
trunk, looking to the left. The two midwives are pulled out of the banana 
trunk, give a sêmbah three times, then squatwalk to the right side, and be-
hind king Duryudana turn around and are stuck on the lower banana 
trunk. 
While the Ayak-ayak piece is played again , ṛsi Bisma enters the stage 
from the left side, stops at point B, gives a sêmbah karna to Duryudana, 
then is stuck on the upper banana trunk facing king Duryudana. From the 
left side, Drona enters the assembly, stops in front of r ṣi Bisma, giving a 
sêmbah karna, then is stuck behind r ̣si Bisma. The chief minister Sêng-
kuni enters the stage from the left side, stops in front of rṣi Bisma, giving 
a sêmbah karna, and is stuck at the side of ṛsi Bisma on the lower banana 
trunk. From the left side, Karna enters the stage, walks up to behind 
                                                          
39
  Najawirangka, Tuntunan Pedhalangan, vol. 1, 68. The Sultanate Yogyakarta and 
Kasunanate Surakarta follow this style, while Mangkunegaran style, the kayon is not 
slanted to the right but to the left. This is in accordance with the rising sun at the left 
side and the setting sun at the right side of Mangkunegaran palace. See Purwoko, 
Gunungan, 137.  
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Drona, giving a sêmbah karna, then is stuck behind Drona on the upper 
banana trunk. The Ayak-ayak piece ends, and is followed by the Kabor 
piece, which is played softly, then the dhalang says the janturan.  
Janturan #001:  
Narration [intoned, following the pitch and the rhythmic patterns of 
Krawitan]: May silence prevail. Now, I am going to introduce such a 
beautiful country, which country is called éka adi dasa purwa. Éka means 
one, adi means esteemed, dasa ten, purwa the beginning. Even though 
there are many creatures who are supported by the whole world and their 
power exceeds the sky, flanked by the seas, and many of them possess 
beautiful young ladies, yet none of them is equal to what can be found in 
the kingdom of Hastina, also called Gajah Oya, or Liman Benawi, or Ku-
ru Janggala. It is called the kingdom of Hastina as it originally was the 
palace of king Hastimurti, and it is called Gajah Oya since it was founded 
by king Gajah Oya. It is called Kuru Janggala because it is the residence 
of the descendants of Kuru. Search one hundred countries, you will not 
find two, or among a thousand not ten [kingdoms like Hastina]. So it is 
not strange that it forms the beginning of our story. It is a superior, old, 
fertile, peaceful kingdom. Ooong … 
Long is Hastina’s reputation and the telling of it. High is its prestige. 
There are deserts, oceans, hills, and mountains. At the back of the king-
dom of Hastina are mountains; on the left side large river, on the right  
side rice fields, and a harbor on its front. Gêmah means a prosperous 
country, because the merchants trade continuously, unceasingly in perfect 
safety. Ripah means flourishing in population because many foreigners 
settle down in Hastina, within the city it is very crowded and they live 
close together. Proverbially it looks like they battle for places, large plac-
es look small. Loh means all plants flourish, all the necessities of life are 
cheap. Karta means that the farmers are at peace and cultivate the farm all 
day long, while the cattle freely roam and graze untied and in the evening 
they come home by themselves. 
Raharjo means there is no aggression, because the officials are experi-
enced in their duties, they continuously present gifts to their superiors, but 
also to the people. The kingdom stands firm over the earth. Its torch is 
high, illuminating all the world with its radiance. Not only do countries in 
the neighborhood of the kingdom submit themselves to its rule, but kings 
of many foreign countries accept vassaldom willingly because they adore 
the perfectness of the Kingdom of Hastina. Nearby, they bow down to the 
ground before its perfectness; farther afield, they still incline to show their 
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respect. Diplomats bring offerings as token of their countries’ submission. 
Ooong … 
Who is the King who rules this Kingdom? He is King Suyudana. Many 
are his names: Duryudana, Kurupati, Tripamangsah, Jakapitana, Jayapi-
tana, Gêndari Suta, Destarasta Atmaja, and Korawa Éndra. He is named 
Suyudana, because he is loyal to worldly desires, he likes to give pre-
sents, like a ceaseless flow of the river. The name Duryudana means his 
responsibility is heavy in war, and the name Tripamangsah is because he 
is a triplet. Kurupati means that he is reigning the descendants of Kuru. 
He is also called Jakapitana or Jayapitana, because he is concerned to ful-
fill his bodily desires. He was borne by Gêndari, therefore he is called 
Gêndari Suta. He is called Destarastra Atmaja, because he is Destarastra’s 
son. He is the King of Korawa, that is why he is called Korawaéndra. 
He is a wealthy king. Bèrbandha means that his jewels and coins pile up. 
The wealth of King Duryudana is almost one third of the world’s wealth. 
Bèrbandhu means that he has a lot of relatives. But there is a disappoint-
ing thing, that he has no priority for proper behavior. Why is that? He lets 
his one hundred brothers do what they please. It is understandable then 
that they are arrogant, because they have support from their brother who 
is a revered king.  
At that time, the King appears in the audience hall. He seats himself upon 
his throne of gold and precious jewels. A lush carpet of fresh-cut flowers, 
fragrant with the scent of exotic perfumes, cushions his feet. Maidser-
vants, dancers, and concubines in elegant costume attend the King. The 
girls, the female servants, and the male servants are very smart. They bear 
golden, gem-encrusted figures of state – swan, serpent, golden handker-
chief, cock, and elephant. Left and right the wing of a peacock is waved, 
the fragrance of the King reaches to the outermost quarters of the palace, 
[the king] looks like the god in Ngargamaruta, the incarnated Prabancana.  
It was absolutely silent, no sound of any grasshopper, the leaves did not 
move, the wind was quiet. What you could hear was only the sound of 
working people, gamelan music and the working goldsmith. The tinkling, 
rhythmic sounds like the passion of love, gave extra beauty to the assem-
bly. 
The one who sat in the first row, he was the uncle of the king, the noble-
man from Plasajenar who had the rank of chief minister, the prime minis-
ter of Astina called Harya Sengkuni, or Harya Suman, or Trigantalpati. 
And then the holy hermit of Sokalima called Mahaṛsi Drona, or Holy 
Hermit Kumbayana, or Baratwajaputra. While the one whose radiance 
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was bright like a star, that is the king of Ngawangga called King Karna 
Basuséna, Suryatmaja, Suryaputra, or Radityasunu.  
The King is welcoming his grandfather the holy hermit of Talkandha, 
named Mahatma Bisma, also called Ṛsi Déwabrata, Jahnawisuta, or 
Ganggaya. In the audience hall, the King is listening with all his heart to 
the reports of the intimate relationship between Drona and the Pandha-
was. Since the King is very enthusiastic about the report, he becomes so 
emotional. At the moment he had calmed down, he saw his grandfather 
coming from Talkandha. So is the expression in words, to express the 
mindset. Ooong … 
Caking Pakêliran #002:  
The janturan ended and the gamêlan accompaniment as well, then con-
tinued with the Ldr. Sêkar Lêsah piece. After the Ldr. Sêkar Lêsah has 
ended, the dhalang sings the suluk Pathêt Nêm Wêtah
40
 followed by the 
Ada-ada Girisa. Nartosabda composed his own vocabulary for his suluk, 
as a summary of the antawacana that will be presented, immediately at 
the end of the suluk.  
Suluk #001: Pathêt Nêm Wêtah 
The King of Hastina, Duryudana … Ooong …  
Speaks gently. Ooong … 
Dear brother Wrekodara has gone,  
How is everything with Séna.  Ooong …  
Headed for Drona. Ooong …  
Immediately he pulled out to [Sokalima] Ooong … ooong …  
You pay a visit to me, do you really want, young man …  
To look for tirta pawitra … Ooong … 
For the sake of the perfection of the creatures? … Ooong … 
Suluk #002: Ada-ada Girisa 
Tranquil and silent, 
The atmosphere was so quiet,  
No sound of grasshopper was heard,  
What could be heard was only the sound of gamêlan  
And goldsmiths who were at work,  
Enhancing the luster and charm of the audience.  
The king gently said to the regent … 
 
 
                                                          
40
  Cf. Nanang Windradi, Suluk, Kawruh Pedhalangan dan Macapat (The Suluk, the 
Science of the Wayang Performance and the Macapat), Surakarta 2002, 4. 
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Caking Pakêliran #003:  
The suluk ends, immediately continues with the dialogue (the precise 
term is antawacana). It’s common practice in the wayang tradition, in the 
still tranquil atmosphere, that the first scene began with a welcome greet-
ing, asking after the well-being of those who are present. 
Antawacana #001 : Duryudana  
You have just arrived at the palace of Hastina, dear grandfather from Tal-
kandha; to you, dear grandfather from Talkandha, I show my respect con-
tinuously. 
Antawacana #002 : Bisma  
My grandchild, I accept your welcome with both hands. May your greet-
ings delight me. I extend to you my blessings. 
Antawacana #003 : Duryudana  
I accept your blessings with both hands, dear grandfather from Talkan-
dha, I keep them in my mind, may they become a lucky charm. Father 
Drona, you have just arrived at the palace of Hastina. May I present my 
reverent greetings. 
Antawacana #004 : Drona  
Oh, my son, your Majesty. With both my hands I accept your greetings to 
me from Sokalima. May I present my reverent greetings to you, my supe-
rior king… nok nok non.
41
 
Antawacana #005 : Duryudana  
I accept them with gratitude. A short while after your arrival, brother king 
of Awangga, may I present my welcome of salutations, presented before 
you, my brother king. 
Antawacana #006 : Karna  
Yes, brother, I accept your greetings with two hands. I keep them in mind 
and heart.  Allow me to present my reverent greetings.  
Antawacana #007 : Duryudana  
Yes, Brother King, I accept them with two hands. And you, my uncle, 
uncle Sêngkuni! 
Antawacana #008 : Sêngkuni  
Yes, Majesty. I am at your service. 
Antawacana #009 : Duryudana  
It seems, you just arrived before me, my uncle. I hope you arrived well.  
Antawacana #010 : Sêngkuni  
Yes, I have come in safety without disturbance, in return I offer my com-
pliments be placed under Your Royal Majesty’s feet. 
                                                          
41
  See this chapter, footnote 43. 
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Antawacana #011 : Duryudana  
Yes, Uncle. At once, my Uncle. More than all above, my Grandfather of 
Talkandha!  
Antawacana #012 : Bisma  
Yes, my grandchild King, what is it? 
Antawacana #013 : Duryudana  
I have a lot of uneasy feelings, for about three months now, which I’d like 
to express to you, now you are able to come to Hastina. It is not because 
of anything special, but I worry about the acts of the holy hermit Drona, 
because he is very close to our brothers the Pandhawas. Though I and 
your grandchildren the Pandhawas are relatives, the same descendants of 
the hermit Wiyasa, yet it is only from outside that we are family; in my 
heart I regard them as the pest in the eye. It is like a big stumbling-block 
on my journey. Especially regarding the prophecy of the gods, the desti-
nation of the world, the promise of the priests and hermits, that there will 
be a fourth war, called the Bharatayuda, the match between the Pandha-
was and the Korawas. In fact, father in Sokalima is appointed as the state 
scholar of Hastina. If his love and desire are divided, not only for the Ko-
rawas, later on, when the Bharatayuda comes to happen, the Korawas will 
get embarrassed. Because of that, my dear grandfather, I beg your opinion 
about the best thing to do, so that Drona’s acts will not exceed the limits. 
That makes me uncomfortable. 
Caking Pakêliran #004:  
The dhalang hits the wooden box to give a sign that he will sing the suluk 
pathêtan, and to mark that the discussion will come to the main issue. 
This suluk is well known as the suluk Pathêt Nêm Jugag. 
Suluk #003 : Pathêt Nêm Jugag  
The fragrance of flowers, 
Strewn by the breeze. Ooong … 
The fragrance of the yam-vine flowers, Ooong … 
Sets one’s heart at ease. Ooong … Ooong … ooong … 
Antawacana #014 : Bisma  
Oh, god, the creator of the world! My grandchild King, Duryudana? 
Antawacana #015 : Duryudana  
My grandfather, what do you want to suggest? 
Antawacana #016 : Bisma  
Do not blindly accept the issues from the reporters! Nevertheless, I care-
fully consider what you have said. First, you are worried about hermit 
Drona’s deeds, who is close to your brothers the Pandhawas, day and 
night. That does not please your heart. You are of the opinion that hermit 
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Drona has a double purpose. If that continues, during the Bharatayuda the 
Korawas will get embarrassed, in the battles you will not get a victory, 
because hermit Drona would have given a lot of knowledge and magical 
training to your brothers the Pandhawas. Is it like that, my boy? 
Antawacana #017 : Duryudana  
Yes, grandfather. 
Antawacana #018 : Bisma  
Here I will not discuss whether or not hermit Drona associates with the 
Pandhawas, as that is not my business. If it is true, it is not impossible. 
Whether it concerns big or small matters, whether it is good or bad, her-
mit Drona is a teacher. Hermit Drona is a teacher. As a teacher, he has to 
be righteous and just, he has to love his pupils regardless their status, 
whether they are kings or knights, even if they are very poor people. 
When they are the pupils of Drona, the teacher must love them all equal-
ly. In my opinion, we cannot blame what Drona does, because this is 
what a teacher has to do. 
Antawacana #019 : Duryudana  
Yes, but … Yes, but … 
Antawacana #020 : Bisma  
What do you want to say, my grandchild? 
Antawacana #021 : Duryudana  
Drona is living in and being protected by the authority of Hastina. In 
Hastina, he is honored as a king. Considering what he did, therefore, it is 
useless for the Korawas to favor Drona as a special one. 
Antawacana #022 : Bisma  
Just a moment! Just stop discussing about Drona, let’s talk about it in pri-
vate. Because actually in the case of family relations and what happens 
within and outside the kingdom of Hastina I must not join the discussions. 
But because I care about you, I’d like to help you, as far as I can. I will 
help you by giving my suggestions. I am only able to give you my sug-
gestions. I think it will create luck, harmony, unity, and finally harmony. I 
can only say that I deeply regret that the situation has come so far. I dis-
agree if you day and night hope and talk about the Bharatayuda. It is be-
cause I do not want to see bloodshed from the breasts of knights who are 
in fact my own flesh and blood. I do not agree with that. For that reason, 
my boy, I continue... there are two things... the other thing is the Bhara-
tayuda. What is the reason of it? 
Antawacana #023 : Duryudana  
Well, the only reason of the Bharatayuda is that the Pandhawas demand 
the return the Hastina to their authority. 
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Antawacana #024 : Bisma  
Oh, yes. In fact? 
Antawacana #025 : Duryudana  
I will defend the Hastina kingdom until the last drop of my blood. 
Antawacana #026 : Bisma  
And then? 
Antawacana #027 : Duryudana  
So, if Drona is double purposed, it is likely that we spread powerful poi-
son among the citizens of Hastina. 
Antawacana #028 : Bisma  
Oh, is that it? I do not really pay attention to your lengthy explanation, 
but my concern is the kingdom of Hastina, which is always becoming a 
hot issue and a subject of fight. May I ask a question? Who built the 
kingdom of Hastina which is so beautiful and rich, and to whom does it 
belong? And who is the one who causes a conflict? 
Antawacana #029 : Duryudana  
Well … uncle! 
Antawacana #030 : Sêngkuni  
I am at your service! 
Antawacana #031 : Duryudana  
Why do you keep silent? 
Antawacana #032 : Sêngkuni  
Yes. I am not yet appointed during the counsel. If I interrupt, I will be 
considered as someone who does not know the rules. 
Antawacana #033 : Duryudana  
Yes, but you are obliged to. 
Antawacana #034 : Sêngkuni  
What should I say or do?  
Antawacana #035 : Duryudana  
You are the chief minister of Hastina. If the king finds it difficult to make 
a decision, you should help so that the duties that I bear will become ligh-
ter. 
Antawacana #036 : Sêngkuni  
Yes, but here there is someone who is older, that is my revered one from 
Talkandha. 
Antawacana #037 : Duryudana  
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Antawacana #038 : Karna  
What has been mentioned before, is not clear yet. It is better that your 
Majesty explains who actually built the kingdom of Hastina?  
Antawacana #039 : Duryudana  
I rather neglect it. You, my uncle who is older than I, might have more 
understanding in this case. 
Antawacana #040 : Sêngkuni  
I stay here in Hastina as an immigrant, accompanying the queen Gên-
dari’s mother.  When I came, the kingdom of Hastina was already a large 
country. Since the time of king Pandu Dewanata onwards, I have been en-
joying this secure and prosperous country.  
Antawacana #041 : Duryudana  
Yes, I know. What do you think, father Drona?  
Antawacana #042 : Drona  
Oh, lolé lolé … they are talking about me, aren’t they? It is impolite to in-
terrupt the speech, while they are still talking about what I do. I am being 
discussed, being judged, how is it possible to deny it. If I did, then it 
would degrade me. Let me wait for the result of the discussion. 
Antawacana #043 : Duryudana  
Yes, I see. My brother king of Awangga? 
Antawacana #044 : Karna  
I live comfortably in Hastina, under the protection of king Duryudana. 
Many people say that I live in prosperity because of the generosity of 
Duryudana. Therefore, when the king has difficulties, whether they are so 
many or not, I must take part to find a solution. But in this case, I decide 
to keep silent. I feel absolutely doubtful to help you, who are the founda-
tion stone of Hastina. In fact, I was coming to Hastina as an immigrant, 
that is why in this case, I have no clear understanding. I suggest giving 
this problem back to grandfather of Talkandha. 
Antawacana #045 : Duryudana  
Yes. What about you, my uncle? 
Antawacana #046 : Sêngkuni  
Please, you do whatever you choose to do. I just follow your will. It is 
better to convey this problem to grandfather, otherwise it will become a 
complicated one.  
Antawacana #047 : Duryudana  
It is true, my grandfather. To be honest, I, the brother Korawas, and the 
stakeholders absolutely cannot say exactly about who was for the first 
time building the kingdom of Hastina. 
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Antawacana #048 : Bisma  
Wait a second! My grandson king Duryudana and all my grandchildren 
the Korawas have enjoyed the wealth for years. All of you have enjoyed 
the pleasure and results together, yet you do not know who has given that 
pleasure. How is that possible? When you are in joy, my grandson the 
king, to whom are you grateful? When you are in misery, whose help are 
you waiting for? People usually appeal to god for help only in days of 
distress, but in happiness they usually forget the one to be worshipped. 
They do not know anymore who has given them the prosperity and com-
fort. If in this case you do not know anything, it seems like something has 
blown off, I’d like to explain it, my grandson king. 
Antawacana #049 : Duryudana  
Yes, you do. 
Antawacana #050 : Bisma  
Please, listen to the following explanation! 
Antawacana #051 : Duryudana  
Yes, I do. 
Antawacana #052 : Bisma  
Sêngkuni! 
Antawacana #053 : Sêngkuni  
What do you want to ask me? 
Antawacana #054 : Bisma  
So I ask you! 
Antawacana #055 : Sêngkuni  
Yes, I will do what you will ask. 
Antawacana #056 : Bisma  
Pandita Drona! 
Antawacana #057 : Drona  
At your service. 
Antawacana #058 : Bisma  
Well. In ancient times, when the Hastina kingdom was not established 
yet, this area was still a wilderness. What does this mean? Anyone with 
any common sense will say that a wilderness is a large forest. Many for-
est ogres and giants lived there. That is why there is a saying that “hu-
mans approaching it are dead humans, animals approaching it perish”. 
Duryudana? 
Antawacana #059 : Duryudana  
At your service! 
Antawacana #060 : Bisma  
Do you understand? 
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Antawacana #061 : Sêngkuni  
It is rather difficult, but understandable. That’s what I long for. 
Antawacana #062 : Bisma  
Yes, that’s right. Once upon a time, there was a king who was hunting in 
a forest, which was called Kuru Janggala or Wana Janggala. He was a 
ksatriya who lived a very ascetic life, therefore god blessed him with the 
skill to cut through dense woods. He was called king Dusanto. 
One day, when he was hunting in the forest, there was a girl who at that 
moment was grasped by a bird. The name of the bird was Sakunta. A 
brahmin found Sakunta which was gripping the little girl, and fortunately 
she could be rescued. She was treated by that Brahmin, and grew up to 
become a beautiful girl. When hunting, he felt tired. When it was raining, 
he took shelter in a hermitage, served by a girl called goddess Sakuntala. 
The name Sakuntala was derived from the name of the bird that had 
gripped her, called Sakunta. 
In short, king Dusanto married goddess Sakuntala. I do not need to tell 
their whole story, but finally they got one boy-child, called Bharata. It 
was Bharata who for the first time started to build the kingdom of 
Hastina. Bharata also had one boy-child, named Hastimurti, also called 
Gajah Oya. From that name Hastimurti, the kingdom was regarded as 
Hasti’s kingdom. A few called it the kingdom of Hastin, or Hastina. 
Changing the word Hastin, it would become Hastina in Gajah Oya at a 
later date. King Gajah Oya had a son and he became king, called king 
Kuru. Kuru had a son, named Pratipa, and Pratipa had a son, called Sen-
tanu. I am the son of Sentanu. My grandson king? 
Antawacana #063 : Duryudana  
Yes, I am. 
Antawacana #064 : Bisma  
Do you feel tired to listen to me? 
Antawacana #065 : Duryudana  
Please, continue your explanation. I enjoy listening to it. 
Antawacana #066 : Bisma  
All right! At that time, the king Sentanu married a goddess, called 
Gangga. She was very beautiful, none can be compared with her, even the 
goddesses in heaven. Such a beauty often makes the heart tremble a bit. It 
is therefore, that the king fell in love. He was still single. Father Sentanu 
said that since he brought her from the Gangga area to Hastina, even 
though he married according to the prevailing custom within a month, 
mother Gangga did not have sexual intercourse, because of having a re-
quirement that has not been told yet. After father put pressure on her to 
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tell the truth, she said that the sexual relationship would be served only if 
the child that was born should be thrown into the river Gangga. So, since 
the first born, Gangga threw away her babies, but it did not happen to the 
eight born, that is myself. Because father broke the mother’s promise, she 
left for heaven, and he became a widower. 
  
Along with a critical situation in the world, a contest was held in Wirata. 
What was contested was the princess, the goddess Durgandhini. When I 
was sent to apply to Durgandhini, she asked as proviso that if a baby-boy 
would be born, he should become king in Hastina. I agreed. She ques-
tioned, “You agree, but what about your descendant?” For the sake of the 
happiness of my parents, I’m not going to get married. I was the one who 
should possess Hastina, this large Hastina. 
The ancestors who are already in heaven expected this place to become a 
kingdom, where the people are living in harmony, and not day and night 
in fear that a war will happen. Moreover, what you hope as regards the 
prophecy of the gods about the Bharatayuda war would soon become true 
and that is not pleasing to them. Think about! Which god is he? Where 
does he live, and what is his name who prophesies the Bharatayuda war? 
Caking Pakêliran #005:  




Suluk #004 : Sêndon Pananggalan Sl. Pathêt Nêm 
My thoughts during the day and night, …Ooong … 
There is nothing else in my eyes,  
That’s the reason I present you the cundhamani [name of an arrow], 
“I come to worship before the lord Majesty,  
Here I present before you, 
Surrendering my life and my death,  
To my lordly god.” ... Ooong … ooong … 
Antawacana #067 :  Duryudana  
Yes … But … yes, I know. Uncle? 
Antawacana #068 : Sêngkuni  
Oh … that surprises me. I’m at your service, Majesty. 
Antawacana #069 : Duryudana  
What do you think of this? 
 
                                                          
42
  Najawirangka, Tuntunan Pedhalangan, vol.1, 15; Kodiron, B.A., Tuntunan Sulukan 
Pedalangan Djangkep (A Manual of the Suluk Pedalangan), Solo 1964, 9.  
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Antawacana #070 : Sêngkuni  
What is it about? 
Antawacana #071 : Duryudana  
Grandfather Bisma asked, “Which god prophesied the coming war, called 
the Bharatayuda? What is his name, and where does he live? Do you 
know, uncle?” 
Antawacana #072 : Sêngkuni  
Actually, it is a common knowledge, nothing else. If I make a comment, 
surely I will lose to the public opinion. Usually Bharatayuda is thought to 
be the basic idea of an event. I am wondering why it now has become a 
point of discussion of those who are involved in it. The war that is called 
Bharatayuda is the battle between the Pandhawas and the Korawas. How 
is it possible that those who will be involved in the war already know 
about it, from whom did they get the information? 
Antawacana #073 : Duryudana  
I wonder, too, how it could be so! But, is the prophecy not true? 
Antawacana #074 : Sêngkuni  
The prophecy itself is true, the problem is who prophesies? 
Antawacana #075 : Duryudana  
It is the promise of brahmins. 
Antawacana #076 : Sêngkuni  
Who of the brahmins made a promise by committing a murder? 
Antawacana #077 : Duryudana  
Uncle, what side do you belong to, my side or my grandfather’s?  
Antawacana #078 : Sêngkuni  
I just continue the discussion. 
Antawacana #079 : Duryudana  
That’s the will of god. 
Antawacana #080 : Bisma  
If as a creature, a human being understands god’s will, he is the same as 
god, isn’t he? 
Antawacana #081 : Duryudana  
Oops, I get stuck to think. Hhmmm ..., how is it? Yet in every discussion, 
we come to the problem of the Bharatayuda war. In fact, we do not know 
who had an idea of the Bharatayuda term for the first time. 
Antawacana #082 : Drona  
Allow me, father of Sokalima, to interrupt the conversation? 
Antawacana #083 : Duryudana  
Yes, you may. What is it about? 
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Antawacana #084 : Drona  
I do not just follow the crowd, actually we have no authority to blame 
what Talkandha’s grandfather said since the beginning, at the middle, un-
til the end. His lengthy explanation is intended to build harmony [among 
Korawas and Pandhawas]. What a pride, a parent is testifying that his 
children and grandchildren are living in harmony! But otherwise how sad 
he is, when a parent is testifying that his children are fighting over simple 
things. Therefore, I do hope that this prophecy should be removed. In my 
opinion, the prophecy is like hitting something by throwing a stone. It is 
just right if one got it. But otherwise he does not know whom to accuse, if 
he missed it.  
Antawacana #085 : Duryudana  
Yes, it is. But, we’re not talking about this case. My uncle?  
Antawacana #086 : Sêngkuni  
Yes, Majesty. What does your majesty want? 
Antawacana #087 : Duryudana  
I want to stand as a king who is controlling, but not to be controlled; I 
want to rule, but not to be ruled; I am to be heard, but not to listen. I do 
not consider whether they are old or young, families or anyone else, mas-
ters or servants. If, in this meeting, anybody disagrees with my worries 
about what Drona did, whatever his social level, he is my enemy. 
Caking Pakêliran #006:  
Immediately after Duryudana said so, the dhalang plays the dhodhogan 
gêtêr to accompany the suluk Ada-ada Srambahan Sl. Pathêt Nêm, creat-
ing the atmosphere of Bisma’s anger towards Duryudana. 
Suluk #005 :  Ada-ada Srambahan Sl. Pathêt Nêm   
His heart explodes with anger.  
Mouth falls agape … Ooong … 
Eyes blink ... 
Teeth rattle ... 
Eyebrows stand up, 
Face turns to flame … 
Looked like a Chinese rose ... 
Thrown a handful of straw, 
The flame will come out … Ooong … 
Caking Pakêliran #007:  
At the end of the suluk, the dhalang continues with the dialogue. 
Antawacana #088 : Bisma  
Oh, … my god! Duryudana? 
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Antawacana #089 : Duryudana  
Yes, I am. 
Antawacana #090 : Bisma  
Coming from far away in Talkandha, I left for Hastina, not because of my 
own will, but because of your invitation and of wanting to please you. 
Dealing with your improper attitudes, it is good to remind you, based on 
the truth. But why, when my opinion is not in accordance with what you 
hope, do you stick me out like a worm, chase me away like a bird, snap at 
me like a deer? Considering that Hastina no longer has good constitu-
tions, because the King refused my counsel, it is useless for me to be a 
spiritual guide here. I don’t care about anything that would happen in the 
future! 
Caking Pakêliran #008:  
The dhalang hits the wooden box, called the dhodhogan sampak to give a 
sign to the niyaga to play the gêndhing Sampak Sléndro Nêm. Ṛsi Bisma 
is pulled out from the banana trunk, leaves the chamber by the left with-
out giving a sêmbah. Ṛsi Drona is pulled out, turns back towards r ̣ si 
Bisma, then turns again to the prior position before being stuck in the 
place where rṣi Bisma was. The gêndhing Sampak Sléndro Nêm ends, the 
dhalang continues with the dialogue.  




Antawacana #092 : Sêngkuni  
You are in this case, be aware of that! Oh, my brother Drona! Remember 
that you are respected in Hastina, because you are honored by king 
Duryudana. Why do you physically live here, while mentally you are 
closer to the Pandhawas?   
Antawacana #093 : Drona  
A moment! Hhmmm … Bisma left without giving an excuse, my heart 
was trembling. Majesty? 
Antawacana #094 : Duryudana  
Yes, I am! 
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Antawacana #095 : Drona  
Keep calm! Actually I still have a top-secret that has not been conveyed 
to the Majesty. If I am accused of having a close relationship with Pan-
dhawas, especially with Wrêkodara, I admit it all. But, in fact what I have 
done is aiming for the happiness of the King. 
Antawacana #096 : Duryudana  
How is it possible? 
Antawacana #097 : Sêngkuni  
How is it possible? 
Antawacana #098 : Drona  
Don’t be in a hurry to get angry. In accordance with your Majesty’s ex-
planation, that there will be a great war, the so-called Bharatayuda war, 
such as the gods have prophesied, I considered that among the five broth-
ers of Pandhawa it is only Wrêkodara who is able to become the strong 
foundation in the battle, and therefore I am making approaches by day 
and night, and I am trying to persuade him to do whatever I ask for. 
Wrêkodara was fascinated to hear me, so eventually he obeyed me day 
and night. Moreover, he is eager to know what is the knowledge of per-
fection of the creatures. As far as I know, this knowledge does not exist 
yet in the world. It could become a trick, and therefore I’m willing to 
guide him. Showing the truth of what I did, may your Majesty testify 
when I give Wrêkodara an instruction, how to obtain the knowledge of 
perfection. On Thursday of this week, I promised to Wrêkodara, and he 
agreed to come before your Majesty. Maybe it could be a consideration 
for the judge, whether I am right or wrong. 
Caking Pakêliran #009:  
The dhalang hits the wooden box, called the dhodhogan ada-ada to give 
a sign that he will sing the suluk Ada-ada, representing an anger.
44
 
Suluk #006 : Ada-ada Srambahan Nêm 
The Pandhawa armies are arriving   
To expel Korawas,  
As well as the armies and their commander.  
The arrival of Aswatama causes a scramble among them. 
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Kandha #001:  
While the officials were still discussing the palace of Hastina, unexpec-
tedly the knight from Tirtatinalang came in, Kartamarma, he directly 
kissed the foot [of the king]. 
Caking Pakêliran #010:  
The dhalang hits the wooden box to give a sign to the gamêlan player to 
play the Slêpêgan Nêm, Kartamarma enters the chamber from the left 
side, giving a sêmbah, then is stuck on the lower banana trunk, behind the 
chief minister Sêngkuni, the gamêlan calms down, then the antawacana 
follows. 
Antawacana #099 : Duryudana  
Kartamarma! Kartamarma! 
Antawacana #100 : Kartamarma  
Yes, here I am. What is your command? 
Antawacana #101 : Duryudana  
You come here without my request. What happens outside, that causes 
the bustling atmosphere?  
Antawacana #102 : Kartamarma  
There is no horse which jumped out of its stable, or a tiger which es-
caped, or an elephant which came off its rope. I’m coming here to inform 
you of the arrival of Wrêkodara. He wanted to be together with Drona, 
and to bow down before the king. 
Antawacana #103 : Duryudana  
Oh, my god! Kartamarma? Come out of this chamber, and invite Wrêko-
dara. I’m waiting for him. 
Caking Pakêliran #011:  
Kartamarma is pulled out from the banana trunk, giving a sêmbah, then 
he leaves the chamber through the left side, the gamêlan ends, followed 
by the kandha. 
Kandha #002:  
Kartamarma, the prince of Tirtatinalang, descends from the sitinggil, in 
order to welcome Wrêkodara. He is following the king’s command. 
Wrêkodara ascends to the siti hinggil, his sight looks bright. 
Caking Pakêliran #012:  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan gêndhing to invite the niyaga to play 
the Ldr. Pêksi Kuwung. Ṛsi Drona is pulled out, turns to the left, oversee-
ing the chamber, turns again to the right, and is stuck on the upper banana 
trunk, flanking Duryudana. Wrêkodara enters the assembly through the 
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left side, giving a sêmbah towards rṣi Drona and king Duryudana, then is 
stuck on the place where Drona is. The gamêlan calms down, then the 
dhalang says the janturan. 
 Janturan #002:  
This is the second brother of Pandhawa, the knight from Munggul-
pawênang, called Wrêkodara, Bhīmaséna, Wahyunéndya, Jayalaga, Ku-
sumayuda, Kusumadilaga, Brataséna, and Prabancanasiwi. It is described 
that though he has a great body but tough, he is tall, but not so high. His 
mouth is like a stern, and how stout he is, like the milky way that opens 
the mouth of the dragon. 
Many powerful enemies were arrested by Wrêkodara, so they were lost 
and paralyzed. He ascended to the palace of Hastina, causing the ground 
to shake. He immediately came near, giving worship, and was embraced 
by king Duryudana. They embraced and kissed each other, then sat down. 
The hermit Drona was so longing for him, though it was not expressed 
yet … 
Caking Pakêliran #013:  
The gamêlan ended, then the dhalang sings the suluk Pathêt Nêm Jugag. 
Suluk #007: Pathêt Nêm Jugag.
45
 
 The shields were carried in the arms … Ooong … Ooong … 
 It looks like flowers on skewers, at the place of Banowati … Ooong … 
 Closing her eyes, making pleasure with king Duryudana … Ooong … 
 And King Tripamangsah ... Ooong …  
 Ooong … Ooong … Ooong. 
Antawacana #104 : Duryudana  
You have just arrived at the palace of Hastina, dear brother. Is everything 
going well with you, Wrêkodara? 
Antawacana #105 : Wrêkodara  
Yes, it is. My brother Duryudana! I salute you. 
Antawacana #106 : Duryudana  
Thank you, dear Brother, your greeting brings joy to my heart. 
Antawacana #107 : Drona  
Wrêkodara, my beloved son and my disciple? 
Antawacana #108 : Wrêkodara 
Yes, my master! 
Antawacana #109 : Drona  
You just arrived at the palace of Hastina, I hope you are well! 
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Antawacana #110 : Wrêkodara 
Yes, I am. I keep your greeting in my heart. 
Antawacana #111 : Drona  
Thankfully, praise to Lord. 
Antawacana #112 : Karna  
Dear Brother, Wrêkodara? 
Antawacana #113 : Wrêkodara 
Yes, my Brother, Karna! 
Antawacana #114 : Karna  
Did you have a good trip before your arrival here at the palace of Hastina, 
dear Brother?  
Antawacana #115 : Wrêkodara  
Yes, I did. All give greetings, and certainly uncle Sêngkuni would give 
the same greeting, and therefore I ask you to keep quiet. 
Antawacana #116 : Sêngkuni  
All right. I will be very pleased to do nothing. They are many friends at 
present, therefore I have no chance. My presence here is better than the 
chamber looks only a view. 
Antawacana #117 : Drona  
I wish you to shut up! Don’t try to make a joke! My son … Wrêkodara? 
Antawacana #118  : Wrêkodara  
Yes, Drona, my master. 
Antawacana #119 : Drona  
Remind me of what you said seven days ago, that you repeatedly asked 
for guidance, but it was not so clear to me to understand it. Fortunately, 
by the presence of the great king and your brother Duryudana here, he can 
testify to your request. What do you want, my handsome son? 
Antawacana #120 : Wrêkodara 
Father, how happy I am, if you comply with my request. 
Antawacana #121 : Drona  
That’s what I expected, my son! What do you ask for? 
Antawacana #122 : Wrêkodara 
I and my brothers have become your disciples for some time. Many kinds 
of skills, especially the use of a gun, we have mastered, it is even more 
than enough. But, still there is one thing I want to ask for. Since the crea-
tures were created by the Creator, what qualification do I need in order to 
be a perfect creature. May my father Drona explain what the knowledge 
of perfection is. Don’t miss anything, the requirement I have to do to ob-
tain it. 
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Antawacana #123 : Drona  
Oh, lolé lolé … Majesty? 
Antawacana #124 : Duryudana  
Yes, I am. 
Antawacana #125 : Drona  
Sêngkuni? 
Antawacana #126 : Sêngkuni  
You said, I have to keep silent! 
Antawacana #127 : Drona  
This is an important thing! My son, what you are asking for, is in fact un-
common to be done by human beings. Nonetheless, because you are my 
disciple, and encouraged by a great motivation, you convey your inten-
tion before your master. Yes, I shall grant it all, but you have to fulfill a 
requirement. 
Antawacana #128 : Wrêkodara  
What requirement is it? 
Antawacana #129 : Drona  
It is a very useful tool and it is very similar to the knowledge which I 
would like to teach you.  
Antawacana #130 : Wrêkodara  
What should I look for? 
Antawacana #131 : Drona  
I would fulfill what you are asking for, by morning or evening, if you 
were already able to provide what it is called tirta pawitra mahêning suci. 
Anytime you provide it, as soon will I teach you the knowledge of perfec-
tion. 
Antawacana #132 : Wrêkodara 
My master, give me a clue where I have to go, and whose place is that? 
Antawacana #133 : Drona  
It is not urgent to say to whom that place belongs. The important thing is, 
you go through the forest of Tikbrasara, near the Candramuka mountain. 
There is a cave, called Sigrangga. Dig them up, these mountains! Enter 
into the cave, and you must find tirta pawitra mahêning suci. 
Caking Pakêliran #014:  
The dhalang played the dhodhogan gêtêr, then he sang the suluk Ada-
ada. 
Suluk #008 : Ada-ada Srambahan Sl. Pathêt Nêm  
The beetle’s sound is noisy,  
Like crying of grief, 
who is on his journey,  
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Sang Ganda Wastratmaja, 
Seeing the sun which is giving daylight … Ooong. 
The sun which is giving daylight,  
Breezing in the direction of the enemy … Ooong. 
Antawacana #134 : Wrêkodara  
I do not waste the time of waiting until tomorrow, I’m going to Tik-
brasara now. May I ask your blessing!  
Antawacana #135 : Drona  
My son, may you soon obtain what you look for! 
Antawacana #136 : Wrêkodara  
My brother Duryudana, may I say goodbye, and I ask your blessings.  
Antawacana #137 : Duryudana  
Yes, you may, Dara. I do still miss you very much. Before leaving, I ac-
company you to meet the queen Banowati in kêdhaton, and eat together. 
Antawacana #138 : Wrêkodara 
We are going to celebrate, then, once I obtain what I look for. My brother 
Karna, may I have permission! 
Antawacana #139 : Karna  
You are not a child. You must stay alert physically and mentally, my 
brother! 
Caking Pakêliran #015:  
The dhalang played the dhodhogan srêpêg to invite the niyagas to play 
the gêndhing Srêpêgan. Bhīma is pulled out from the banana trunk, giv-
ing a sêmbah to Drona, then Bhīma leaves from the chamber by the left 
side. Ṛsi Drona is pulled out from the banana trunk, overseeing Bhīma 
who is leaving the assembly, and he gives a sêmbah karna to Duryudana, 
then is stuck on the upper banana trunk, facing king Duryudana. The 
gamêlan ends, followed by the dialogue.   
Antawacana #140 : Drona  
Oh, my brother, starting from today, it is Wrêkodara’s deadly story. 
Antawacana #141 : Sêngkuni  
Oh, how can you be so sure? 
 Antawacana #142 : Drona  
Oh … how dull is your brain! [it’s about Wrêkodara!] How bright is his 
mind as sharp as a knee! He is a youth without clever ideas. He hangs 
around with bad people. And when I put him into a trap, he is not aware 
... Oh lolé lolé ... So it is, majesty! 
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Antawacana #143 : Duryudana  
Ha ha ha ha … How happy I am. I already knew Drona has the secret and 
its explanation. Let the Korawas celebrate by eating and drinking, satisfy-
ing our desires for forty days and forty nights. 
Antawacana #144 : Karna  
Excuse me, my brother King! 
Antawacana #145 : Duryudana  
Yes. 
Antawacana #146 : Karna  
It is not because Wrêkodara and I have Kunthi as our mother, but because 
I very much care for your good reputation, my brother King Duryudana. 
Who are you King Duryudana? Your reputation is well known in the 
world by peoples’ praising that you are reigning over the whole kingdom. 
People are praising because your kingdom is large, your status is high, 
your authority is great, and it can be said that you are king of kings, and 
therefore you should be kept tough and steadfast, and should not be easily 
turned, tilted, or even made to fall. 
It could be said that the conclusion of our discussion which took more 
than one day is only a trick how to kill my brother, Wrêkodara. My 
brother, if you remember a king’s virtue, you should avoid killing 
Wrêkodara by catching him in a trap, but you can challenge him to fight. 
Challenge him, here’s my chest, where’s yours. That’s worth it. If my 
brother Duryudana challenges Wrêkodara in a battle, consider the physi-
cal power of the two of you is in a balance, the skill using the guns is 
measured. 
I have said a lot of things, I do actually want to strengthen the will of my 
brother King, dealing with the influence of these reports which are not 
correct. I really expect king Duryudana to invite Wrêkodara. 
Antawacana #147 : Duryudana  
How could it be so? If it happens, that I invite Wrêkodara to come here, 
what does the brother king want?  
Antawacana #148 : Karna  
Make the square of Ngastina, which is about 10,549 m², as the place. It is 
also good if brother Duryudana wants to make use of Kuruksétra, which 
is even wider. Here’s my chest, where’s yours? Please challenge Wrêko-
dara to fight, that is if my dear brother is not afraid of realizing the occur-
rence of bloodshed. If dear brother is afraid of seeing the spill of blood, I 
am ready to be used as obstacle in the fight. How strong is Wrêkodara? 
However, I’m not willing, if Wrêkodara would die because of your trick. 
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I have never thought that Hastina is full of poisonous plants. Hastina is 
apparently full of people with evil characters, and immoral. 
Antawacana #149 : Duryudana  
Yes, please! It’s up to you. Before brother king lived in Hastina, Duryu-
dana has grown by the world and its contents. If I take back what I have 
said, that means that as a king I do not hold my word, and will lose confi-
dence. Therefore, I keep to putting Wrêkodara into a trap. 
Antawacana #150  : Karna  
Oh … I see! If you like to do so, I do not interfere what will happen with 
the Kingdom of Hastina. For some time since now, I will not be present at 
the chamber. 
Antawacana #151 : Duryudana  
Please, it is up to you! 
Caking Pakêliran #016:  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan sampak, niyaga plays the Sampak 
Nêm. Karna gives a sêmbah karna and leaves the assembly by the left 
side. The gamêlan ends, followed by the dialogue.  
Antawacana #152 : Duryudana  
Uncle Sêngkuni? 
Antawacana #153 : Sêngkuni  
Oh … yes. What is the matter? 
Antawacana #154 : Duryudana  
Uncle Sêngkuni, I ask you and the Korawas to oversee Wrêkodara’s jour-
ney from a distance. If in the later stage of his journey, Wrêkodara is still 
found alive, you stop him, and throw a million carcasses at him. Hope-
fully, he will die, then uncle can go back immediately. I will give the 
Korawas a gift. 
Antawacana #155 : Sêngkuni  
All right, I am ready to do it.  
Antawacana #156 : Duryudana  
Dismiss the audience. I will enter the palace. 
Antawacana #157 : Sêngkuni  
At your service. I am very much delighted to do it. 
Kandha #003:  
It was narrated that the assembly was over, the king stepped down from 
the throne, and the audience gave a way to the king who was walking to 
enter the inner palace. Rêp rêp rêgêjêg they fight for the front place. 
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Caking Pakêliran #017:  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan gêndhing to invite niyaga to play the 
Kêmuda. Two midwives are pulled out from the banana trunk, step for-
wards, turn towards Duryudana and give a sêmbah to him. Duryudana is 
pulled out from the banana trunk, seeing the assembly, then turns to leave 
the chamber by the right side, accompanied by the two midwives. The 
chief minister, Sêngkuni, is pulled out from the banana trunk, giving a 
sêmbah karna, turning to the left side of the stage, stepping forwards and 
giving a sêmbah again before leaving the chamber. Drona is pulled out 
from the banana trunk, giving a sêmbah karna, turning to the left side, 
stepping forwards, turning to the right and again giving a sêmbah karna 
before exiting by the left side. The dhalang pulls out the kayon, and sticks 
it in the center of the white screen on the lower banana trunk, then he says 
the kandha. 
ADÊGAN 1.2. The Inner-palace Adêgan  
Kandha #004:  
How unspeakable was his joy. On his way to the palace, Duryudana in-
termittently stopped for a moment and laughed loudly. He believed that 
Wrêkodara would die in the forest of Tikbrasara.  
The King already passed the pamandungan, and arrived at the great pal-
ace, welcomed by the queen Banowati. Soon after welcoming, they were 
holding each other’s hands. They walked slowly, while Duryudana was 
feeling how he succeeded to put Wrêkodara into a trap. His right hand 
was released from Banowati’s hand roughly, and therefore she was disap-
pointed that her husband is so sly. Whatever Duryudana did to persuade 
her, Banowati would not serve him. When Duryudana held her shoulder, 
Banowati shook him off, accompanied by a sullen face. 
Although he was feeling unhappy, king Duryudana was eager to have 
supper, which was rather late because of the meeting. He thought that he 
would have supper together with the queen, but because she was disap-
pointed, she left the dining room. Nevertheless, although not being served 
by the queen, Duryudana enjoyed the meal with great gusto. Once satis-
fied with the food and beverage, he felt sleepy. He was sitting in the wait-
ing room, not knowing what would happen. 
Caking Pakêliran #018:  
The dhalang played the dhodhogan ada-ada, then he sang the suluk Ada-
ada Obong Dupa,
46
 an incense burner. 
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Suluk #009 : Ada-ada Obong Dupa  
The incense smoke rose skyward,  
The handsome-one was silent (he cleared his heart),  
Although enclosed within a large area. Ooong … 
He remained concentrated, 
When Ṛsi Kaneka Putra,  
Descended from heaven ... Ooong …  
Caking Pakêliran #019:  
While the dhalang is singing the suluk, the kayon is sticking out from the 
right simpingan, he moves it and sticks it in the center of the white screen 
on the lower banana trunk. The gêndhing Kêmuda ends, then the dhalang 
says the kandha.  
Kandha #005:  
Unlike the king who is still uptight [about Wrêkodara], he is in the 
square, the minister of Hastina, Haryo Sêngkuni who invites the Korawas 
and their armies. They are competing with each other for the front place. 
They looked like the waves which are moving to the seashore.  
ADÊGAN 1.3. The Outer-court Adêgan 
Caking Pakêliran #020:  
The kayon is stuck on the end of the right simpingan. The chief minister 
Sêngkuni enters the stage from the right side, waving his hand to invite 
the Korawas, then is stuck on the right side of the screen on the upper ba-
nana trunk. Dursasana enters the stage from the left side, shakes Sêng-
kuni’s hand, steps backward while dancing, before he is stuck in front of 
Sêngkuni on the upper banana trunk. From the right side, Kartamarma en-
ters the stage, in front of Sêngkuni, turns back and gives a sêmbah, then is 
stuck on the upper banana trunk behind Sêngkuni. Durmagati enters from 
the left side, giving a sêmbah and is stuck on the lower banana trunk. 
Citraksa enters from the left side, giving a sêmbah, and is stuck behind 
Durmagati. Citraksi enters from the left side, is stuck on the upper banana 
trunk. Aswatama enters, giving a sêmbah, and is stuck behind Citraksi. 
The gamêlan ends, and the dhalang sings the suluk Ada-ada Budhalan 




Suluk #010: Ada-ada Budhalan Mataram 
Soon the troops came into sight,  
They clashed in a battle and all advanced,  
The guns tangled like a flash of lightning,  
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Striking in the clear sky.  
The king came out,  
Giving a command. 
How brave he is,   
Like an ogre.  
Antawacana #158 : Dursasana  
He he he … Ha ha ha … Even though you pay a thousand times a day for 
a treatment, it is difficult for the Korawas and the Pandhawas to be har-
monious, uncle! 
Antawacana #159 : Sêngkuni  
Why do you introduce the speech with such a statement? 
Antawacana #160 : Dursasana  
Before uncle descended from the audience hall, we had a discussion. The 
Korawas are of the opinion that Wrêkodara is haughty. Whatever the rea-
son, the Korawas were older than the Pandhawas. He visited Hastina with 
bad manners and without saying hello, whose country is this? He had no 
respect for anyone. I greeted him, but he did not respond at all. If I had 
not realized that I was in the chamber and had no command from the 
king, it would only be his name that will remain. Moreover, when he des-
cended from the audience hall, he should have known that the audience 
hall is the place for a king to have his audience. Everyone who is present 
there should know the good manners. But he jumped down from the hall, 
uncle. Oh, he stepped on Durmagati’s foot. I wonder why Durmagati did 
not cross his feet. Wrêkodara is too coarse, he was too excited. Oh, … 
how loud is Durmagati’s shouting for help. 
Antawacana #161 : Sêngkuni  
Why did you not challenge him at once?  
Antawacana #162 :  Durmagati  
Jélé-jélé, Man. Man... jélé-jélé. 
Antawacana #163 : Sêngkuni  
What does jélé-jélé mean? 
Antawacana #164 : Duryudana  
Ho ho ho ... this term was quoted from Tirtakêncana, the word jélé-jélé 
means peculiar. Why Tirtakêncana is using this term is because his con-
cubine from Banyumas joined in our midst. That’s it! 
Antawacana #165 : Durmagati  
Uncle, if I have permission, I ask permission, I’d like to slaughter Wrê-
kodara. What was in his mind that he just stepped on my foot? Didn’t he 
know that my life depends on my tongue. Therefore, instead of extending 
my life, while I will be in embarrassment, just kill me by pulling my ton-
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gue. Uncle, I am very angry. Though Wrêkodara is tall and has a big 
body, I stopped him. I stopped him, but he did not turn his head. What 
kind of a person is that. He even showed me a fist.  
Ra … Wrêkodara! Ra ... Wrêkodara! If I had not realized that it was in 
the big audience hall, it could have happened that he had become a raven! 
Antawacana #166 : Citraksi  
Uncle ... I really feel jealous, I hate and I am mad. What gift will the 
brother King give Wrêkodara for his coming here in Hastina? It is better 
that we kill Wrêkodara, and therefore the Pandhawas will become weak, 
uncle! 
Antawacana #167 : Sêngkuni  
Wait … a moment, please! What do you want to say, Kartamarma?  
Antawacana #168 : Kartamarma  
So do I. Wrêkodara looks very arrogant, because of the close relationship 
with Drona. Nonetheless, Kartamarma does not feel afraid to hit his head. 
Antawacana #169 : Sêngkuni  
All these desires will be fulfilled. 
Antawacana #170 : Dursasana  
What? 
Antawacana #171 : Sêngkuni  
It seems that all of you do not know yet the coming of Wrêkodara in Has-
tina. His concern is not with king Duryudana, but the hermit Drona. 
Antawacana #172 : Dursasana  
Heh! ... that is even more arrogant! He even has no manners. Who is the 
ruler of Hastina? He acts in accordance with his own will, by coming to 
Hastina not for the sake of Duryudana, but for the hermit Drona. That is 
impolite, uncle! 
Antawacana #173 : Sêngkuni  
Please, I would like to continue about what I want to inform you of. 
Antawacana #174 : Dursasana  
Yes, what is it about? 
Antawacana #175 : Sêngkuni  
From what I have heard, Wrêkodara followed the hermit Drona in Has-
tina, because of asking Drona to teach him the knowledge of perfection of 
creation. 
Antawacana #176 : Dursasana  
Heh! ... he is more and more impudent! What social status does Wrêko-
dara have, so that he wants to look for the knowledge of perfection? 
While the Korawas are together with Drona by day and by night, it could 
be said we share one bed, the Korawas don’t ask for it. That means, 
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Wrêkodara wants to be superior to others, not letting other people become 
cleverer than he. 
But, I consider, I am annoyed with Drona. Since Drona knows who his 
student is, therefore Wrêkodara should be immediately buried, and not 
extend his life. But, what did he do? 
Antawacana #177 : Sêngkuni  
What I want to say is not yet finished. 
Antawacana #178 : Dursasana  
Okay, go ahead. 
Antawacana #179 : Sêngkuni  
When Drona answered what Wrêkodara asked for, it was witnessed by 
king Duryudana.  
Antawacana #180 : Dursasana  
The more it was witnessed by the brother king, the more he felt proud. 
Antawacana #181 : Sêngkuni  
At that time, Drona agreed with him. 
Antawacana #182 : Dursasana  
That’s what I thought! What a hermit is he! Ma … Aswatama? 
Antawacana #183 : Aswatama  
Yes, my Lord. I’m at your command. 
Antawacana #184 : Dursasana  
Tell your father that if he still wants to live in Hastina and be respected by 
the Korawas, then your father must stay away from the Pandhawas. If he 
continues to doing this, finally he will not get any respect in Hastina. Do 
you like to have a father who does not get any respect? 
Antawacana #185 : Aswatama  
Who do you mean, am I? 
Antawacana #186 : Dursasana  
I said Aswatama, no one else! 
Antawacana #187 : Aswatama  
I am a child. What kind of punishment should I receive, if I dare to warn 
my father, or even to prevent my father’s will? 
Antawacana #188 : Dursasana  
I know, but your father is wrong. If your father is wrong, you would jus-
tify him, wouldn’t you? 
Antawacana #189 : Sêngkuni  
Dur, it is not yet finished what I want to say! 
Antawacana #190 : Dursasana  
All right! Searching for the perfection of creation! Wrêkodara is an idiot, 
what can he do? His body is tall and great, but his mind is empty. 
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Antawacana #191 : Durmagati  
In short, the content of mine is more than Wrêkodara has. How is it pos-
sible? I have a lot of things, a few minutes later, I will have the rice, and I 
will have eaten the sêrabi this afternoon. I was asked to share one piece 
per each person, but I took two. I have everything I need, but I feel no 
pity for others. 
Antawacana #192 : Sêngkuni  
Please, don’t talk about that now! 
Antawacana #193 : Durmagati  
OK! But give us a brief interlude, uncle. 
Antawacana #194 : Sêngkuni  
But, it requires a lot. 
Antawacana #195 : Dursasana  
Yes, what do you mean? 
Antawacana #196 : Sêngkuni  
My brother Drona will teach him the knowledge of perfection at any time, 
when Wrêkodara offers a requirement by presenting the so-called tirta 
pawitra mahêning suci. 
Antawacana #197 : Dursasana  
Oh ... my God! It is not far from here. Was Wrêkodara asked to look for 
that water? 
Antawacana #198 : Sêngkuni  
Yes. 
Antawacana #199 : Dursasana  
Oh … it is nearby. It is very easy to find Pawira Tirta, who is selling the 
fried corn. 
Antawacana #200 : Sêngkuni  
Large ears, yet they cannot be used to hear! 
Antawacana #201 : Durmagati  
That is right, uncle. So, Drona gave order to Wrêkodara to find Wita in 
Purwasari for damaging the xylophone? Is that right uncle? 
Antawacana #202 : Citraksi  
I did not guess that Wrêkodara was asked to look for a tir (tar). What is it 
for?  
Antawacana #203 : Sêngkuni  
It is for polishing your knee! … tirta pawitra mahêning suci! 
Antawacana #204 : Dursasana  
That is very easy, isn’t it? 
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Antawacana #205 : Sêngkuni  
Let me continue to speak! The place which was indicated by the hermit 
Drona is somewhere on the Candramuka mountain, in the forest of Tik-
brasara, in a cave called Srigrangga. 
Antawacana #206 : Dursasana  
Oh, my God! He is going to lose his life. It is well known that anyone 
who comes into the forest of Tikbrasara, he will be doomed; when the 
maratuwa (father or mother in law) comes, (s)he will die. 
Antawacana #207 : Sêngkuni  
What did you say, Durmagati? 
Antawacana #208 : Durmagati  
Anyone who comes, he will die; when the saoto (a kind of soup) comes, 
it will immediately be eaten up. 
Antawacana #209 : Citraksi  




Antawacana #210 : Durmagati  
You are not able to explain it! 
Antawacana #211 : Dursasana  
Was Wrêkodara willing to find it? 
Antawacana #212 : Sêngkuni  
Yes, he was. You know, according to the hermit Drona, it is a trick to put 
Wrêkodara into his trap. Because that forest is very dangerous, and there-
fore by his tricking, Wrêkodara is expected to die. 
Antawacana #213 : Dursasana  
Okay if he dies. If not? 
Antawacana #214 : Sêngkuni  
It has been calculated, the possibility of his death is greater. 
Antawacana #215 : Dursasana  
But, it is still uncertain. Could the hermit Drona determine the life and the 
death of a human being? 
Antawacana #216 : Sêngkuni  
Do not be in disbelief! All of the tricks have been approved by king 
Duryudana. 
Antawacana #217 : Dursasana  
All right! Even so, I also have authority to agree or not to agree. Because 
who determines the peace or the disturbance of the kingdom is not only 
king Duryudana, but all of us also take responsibility, uncle! 
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Antawacana #218 : Sêngkuni  
The plan is as follows, Dur! 
Antawacana #219  : Duryudana  
OK! How is it? 
Antawacana #220 : Sêngkuni  
This is king Duryudana’s command: “You and all siblings oversee 
Wrêkodara’s trip. If there is a long distance, you should approach him, 
otherwise if there is a short distance, you should go away!” 
Antawacana #221 : Dursasana  
That’s the problem, uncle. This is what makes us difficult to take action, 
that is, when such an order is given. Although many people say it, it is 
difficult to be implemented. How must this command be carried out, if he 
is at a distance, how to get close; if he is near, keeping a distance! Does it 
mean that the Korawas have to walk forward and then backward, uncle?  
Antawacana #222 : Durmagati  
Uncle, may I ask you something? Did you say that “If it is at a distance, 
you have to look for it; if it is near, you can take it.” It does not match, 
Man!  
Antawacana #223 : Sêngkuni  
You certainly cannot explain it! 
Antawacana #224 : Citraksi  
If she is far away, you send her a letter; if she is near, you ask for a di-
vorce!  
Antawacana #225 : Durmagati  
All your playing with these words does not match! 
Antawacana #226 : Sêngkuni  
Well, if you are available, then follow my instruction. 
Antawacana #227 : Dursasana  
When were I and uncle able to understand each other? If I do not obey 
your command, you are angry; but if I follow what you order, I actually 
do the wrong thing. Hastina has lost its good people. All are bad, includ-
ing me. All Korawas are generally arrogant and rude. In the chamber they 
look so agreeable, but they have no courage to deal with the problem. 
That is what shames me. 
Antawacana #228 : Sêngkuni  
What I mean by the expression: “If it is in a distance, getting close to; if it 
is near, keeping a distance!” is to keep your eyes on what Wrêkodara 
does. You are able to oversee him from a distance, but if he is close by, 
you must hide. 
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Antawacana #229 : Dursasana  
Ah, that is also difficult. It is all right, if we find something where we can 
hide, but if we are in the savanna! Should the Korawas crawl down on the 
grass? Could it be said in short that we want Wrêkodara to die? 
Antawacana #230 : Sêngkuni  
Yes, it could. That is what I mean. 
Antawacana #231 : Dursasana  
Yes, it is already clear. The essence of what we are talking of is to put  
Wrêkodara into a trap. If he does not die in the forest Tikbrasara, the 
Korawas are responsible for killing him, uncle? 
Antawacana #232 : Sêngkuni  
Yes. Aswatama? 
Antawacana #233 : Aswatama  
What command is there for me? 
Antawacana #234 : Sêngkuni  
Get out immediately, and invite the soldiers. I will be along with you up 
to the border of the forest Tikbrasara.  
Antawacana #235 : Aswatama  
Nok nok non ... yes I will. I am at your service. 
Caking Pakêliran #021:  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan gêtêr to accompany his singing of the 
suluk Ada-ada Hastakuswala Alit, as an interlude. 
Suluk #011 : Ada-ada Hastakuswala Alit    
It was heard the roaring army,  
Leaving Hastina.  
Weapons glint,  
And the costumes of the soldiers of the Korawas were colorful.  
Their sound was like the roaring of the waves of the sea.  
Kandha #006:  
Thus was the departure of the troops, looking from a distance, they were 
like crows in a landfill. 
Caking Pakêliran #022:  
The Gagak Sétra piece is played. Citraksi is pulled out from the banana 
trunk, gives a sêmbah, steps backwards and leaves by the left side, and 
Citraksa as well. Durmagati is pulled out from the banana trunk, gives a 
sêmbah, turns to the left and leaves by the left side, followed by Kar-
tamarma. 
The Gagak Sétra piece is played faster (MoJ. sêsêg), Dursasana is pulled 
out from the banana trunk, shakes Sêngkuni’s hand, then steps backwards 
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with a dance. He leaves through the left side. The chief minister Sêngkuni 
is pulled out from the banana trunk, steps to the left, then leaves the stage. 
Aswatama enters from the right side, moves his hand to invite the troops. 
The troops enter from the right side to the left, and leave the stage. Aswa-
tama is pulled out, steps to the left. Kartamarma does the same as what 
Aswatama is doing.  
The Gagak Sétra piece is played slowly (MoJ. antal), Dursasana enters 
from the right side with a dance. Before the end of his dance, the gamêlan 
is played faster, Dursasana leaves through the left side. The troops enter 
from the right side towards the left, then leave the stage. Kartamarma en-
ters through the right side riding a horse, leaves by the left, and Aswa-
tama as well. Then, the dhalang manipulates the kayon, moves it to the 
left and to the right, then sticks it in the same place, followed by the next 
scene.  
ADÊGAN 1.4. Bhīma at the intersection 
Caking Pakêliran #023 :   
Bhīma enters by the right side, is stuck on the upper banana trunk. The 
Gagak Sétra piece ends, then the dhalang sings the suluk Ada-ada Sram-
bahan Nêm. 
Suluk #012 : Ada-ada Srambahan Nêm 
He was not afraid to die,  
By entering the ocean immediately.   
Water reached his knees,  
Slowly submerging up to his neck.  
Seen a giant water-serpent as big as a small mountain. Ooong … 
Kandha #007:  
At the catur dhêndha, Wrêkodara stopped, without moving at all. Why is 
it called catur dhêndha? Catur means four, dhêndha means road/street. At 
the intersection, the only attention he paid was to the road he would pass 
by, to carry out the order of his master to look for the tirta pawitra 
mahêning suci.  
His undiminished firm will was able to solve any kind of temptation, he 
would not step back for any kind of thunder, and he would not be calmed 
down by any consolation. He tightened his belt, slapped his shoulders. 
The muscles were tight and looked like a cord strung between two points, 
figuratively it could be described as a strong cord which climbs alongside 
the irrigation channel. He stepped on the ground to jump over; the earth 
was shaky!  
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Caking Pakêliran #024:  
The niyagas play the Sampak. Bhīma is pulled out from the banana trunk, 
jumps to the left side of the white screen. It is repeated three times. The 
dhalang manipulates the kayon to visualize flying in the sky, since the 
travelling of the troops. The movement is repeated twice, the gamêlan 
calms down, then ends. The dhalang sings the suluk Pathêt Kêdu Sl. 
Pathêt Nêm.  
Suluk #013 : Pathêt Kêdu Sl. Pathêt Nêm
49
 
Looking at the beauty of the pleasure garden, 
Which was illuminated by a small lamp. Ooong ... 
Seen the kunang-kunang
50
 with its gloomy light. ... Ooong ... Ooong ... 
Because of the moonlight in the sky.... Ooong ... Ooong ... 
It was the dry season. Ooong ... 
Clouds cover the peak of the hill, Ooong ... 
And its contents. ... Ooong ... Ooong ... Ooong ... 
The big trees were put away ... Ooong ... Ooong ... Ooong ... 
Kandha #008:  
The sound of the wind was like a typhoon; the pancawara became bigger 
and bigger. Panca means five, wara means the turmoil of the strong wind 
that accompanied Wrêkodara’s journey. It fell down from above, making 
circles, blowing the trees, the trees which were deeply rooted were col-
lapsed and swept away. Those which were shallow rioted, were uprooted 
and leveled to the ground, becoming a footpath. He jumped over the hills, 
many people in the countryside were astonished when they looked at 
what happened. Although a strong wind accompanied Wrêkodara, it did 
not cause any damage, yet it made the plants become fertile. A lot of 
priests, hermits, mystic scholars, smart people, ascetic learned men, holy 
men, yogis, who were meditating on the slopes of the mountain, when 
they noticed Wrêkodara passing by, rang the bells and prayed for the 
safety of Wrêkodara’s journey. Many people in the countryside ran to 
know who Wrêkodara was and what he looked like. Even old ladies 
wanted to get closer to kiss Wrêkodara’s hand as a treat for their ascend-
ing into heaven when they come to die. Many girls and the youth were 
surprised to hear the roaring wind, they thought that a golden star was 
coming. However, when they took a good look, it seemed a tall knight 
with sideburns, chest hair and when he talked it sounded like the thunder. 
He was definitely a big knight, the foreman of a commander. Not only 
girls and the youth, even those who were pregnant also followed Wrêko-
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dara, because they felt lonely. However, Wrêkodara, being a noble 
knight, regardless all that he saw, he just kept a smile. That was such a 
way of life that must be taken, some were well organized, some were not 
in order. There are good and evil, and may the good become an example 
for the next generation. 
Caking Pakêliran #025:  
At the end of the kandha, the dhalang says the panyandra of “angêmbong 
bojaning pêngantén” to invite niyaga to play the Majêmuk piece. 
JÊJÊR 2.  An Event in Candramuka Mountain 
ADÊGAN 2.1.  An Event in Tikbrasara forest 
Caking Pakêliran #026:  
Rukmuka enters from the right side, is stuck on the upper banana trunk. 
Rumakala enters through the left side, is stuck on the banana trunk, face-
to-face with Rukmuka. The gamêlan accompaniment calms down, then 
the dhalang says the janturan. 
Janturan #003:   
Part of the principal story was narrated; so near but far, so far but near. It 
was actually the same story, but differently narrated, though they took 
place at the same moment. In the middle of the big forest, called forest 
Tikbrasara, there were two creatures who were living there. The two are 
ogres with a tall and huge body, looking like a small mountain. What are 
their names? One is called Kala Rukmuka, and the other one who is sit-
ting close-by, Kala Rukmakala. There is no difference between Rukmuka 
and Rukmakala, they were exactly the same. Their eyes are like the sun; 
their nose is like the stern of a ship; their mouth is like a cave. Their teeth 
are sharp and shining like a machete. Their canine teeth are as big as 
rhino horns. When they are sneezing, they sound like a clap of thunder. 
They are sitting next to each other, and for a long time have been suffer-
ing hunger. There were no wild animals anymore because they had eaten 
them. They were like a paralyzed body and therefore they started to 
blame each other. “…by the names of anger and greed, it’s the death of 
the king of my gods! Heh, are we going to die because of hunger? What 
can we do? There’s no deer anymore, even wild dogs are not here. What 
shall we do?” 
Caking Pakêliran #027:  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan to invite the niyagas to end the gamê-
lan accompaniment, he follows with the singing of the suluk Ada-ada 
Girisa. 
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Suluk #014 : Ada-ada Girisa Sl. Nêm 
A scary and powerful ogre,  
A kingly ogre, walking, 
How happy he is, … Ooong … 
Showing his sharp fangs  
Which have the effect of bringing the wind,  
As strong as an earthquake, 
A powerful ogre wants the death of his enemy, 
The embodiment of Rudra, Êrrrrrrr 
Antawacana #236 : Rukmuka  
Gggrrrrr … Rukmakala ... Rukmakala! 
Antawacana #237 : Rukmakala  
Yes, I am, my dear brother Rukmuka! 
Antawacana #238 : Rukmuka  
This is our reality, the unpleasant feeling of a punishment for our sins. 
We experienced that whatever we do, if it is without a careful discern-
ment, it finally leads to wrongdoing. At that time, we still enjoyed the 
pleasures of the world, and were praised and worshipped by all creatures. 
But now, I and you are wandering around as forest men. Oh, … for how 
long do we still have to live such a life! The food that was provided for 
us, the animals which lived in the forest, we do not find them anymore. 
There are no deer anymore, as well as the monkeys and wild dogs. If this 
situation continues more than one year, we might die. 
Antawacana #239 : Rukmakala  
I wonder why suddenly the dry season is longer and very dry. It is impos-
sible to expect that it is as if the raindrops, even a drop of dew are 
blocked by god’s power. My tongue is dry, and therefore I swallow saliva 
which is almost dry intermittently, to keep my throat wet. Moreover, the 
roots of the tree which are giving water when I shake them, now just are 
decayed, the leaves are dry and the wood as well. How long will this 
situation go on? How long will we live out of this punishment?   
Antawacana #240 : Rukmuka  
My dear, I know. We live and act according to what has been determined. 
What will happen in the future, we surrender to our Creator. 
Caking Pakêliran #028:  
The dialogue is stopped, the dhalang plays the dhodhogan gêtêr as an in-
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Suluk #015 : Pathêt Nêm Ngêlik 
The beetle’s sound is noisy,  
Like crying of grief, 
Who is on his journey,  
Sang Gandawasratmaja, 
Seeing the sun which is giving daylight,  
Mingled with the wind… Ooong. 
Antawacana #241 : Rukmuka  
Hi, what is this? What happens looks like an earthquake which comes at 
the wrong time. Heh, the wild wind is coming; the trees are uprooting! 
What is happening? What is happening? 
Caking Pakêliran #029:  
The dhalang hits the wooden box, then is responded to by the niyagas to 
play the Sampak Nêm. Rukmuka oversees the stage, the gamêlan ends, 
and immediately continues with the dialogue.  
Antawacana #242 : Rukmuka  
That is our food coming! 
Antawacana #243 : Rukmakala  
Where is it? 
Antawacana #244 : Rukmuka  
It is there. There is a guy with a tall and huge body; his yellow skin shines 
like the moon light. It does not matter that we cannot find the deer any-
more, this guy is enough for our meal for over one month.  
Antawacana #245 : Rukmakala  
What that not mean that we commit a greater sin, because we deserve a 
punishment, and we are going to eat a human being? 
Antawacana #246 : Rukmuka  
If we are desperately hungry, it is no sin to eat a human being. We eat 
him for our life. Moreover, I select him, not just any human being.  
Antawacana #247 : Rukmakala  
If we just want to eat a human being, we can find it in the countryside.  
Antawacana #248 : Rukmuka  
But, it is not easy to find somebody of whom I desire. The most expen-
sive thing in the world is the desire. Although he is fat, I want to eat him. 
Antawacana #249 : Rukmakala  
Yes, I agree. You will share with me. 
Antawacana #250 : Rukmuka  
No, I won’t. It will be in chaos, if I share with you. 
Antawacana #251 : Rukmakala  
I eat him first! 
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Antawacana #252 : Rukmuka  
I’m older than you. 
Antawacana #253 : Rukmakala  
It is better for you to give me a kind word! 
Antawacana #254 : Rukmuka  
What? The elder has to do first, not praise. The youth enjoys the merry-
making, an elder has to just see, he will not stand it.  
Antawacana #255 : Rukmakala  
You have to! 
Antawacana #256 : Rukmuka  
I can stand watching, but not feeling. Heh, the food is coming! 
Caking Pakêliran #030:  
The niyagas play the Slêpêgan Nêm. Rukmuka steps forwards to the left 
side, then leaves the stage. Rukmakala follows Rukmuka. The dhalang 
manipulates the kayon to make use of a singgêtan, a transition period 
from the one scene to the other scene. 
ADÊGAN 2.2. Fighting against Rukmuka-Rukmakala 
Caking Pakêliran #031:  
Bhīma enters from the right side, at the same time Rukmuka enters the 
stage from the left side. They look at each other, then are stuck on the up-
per banana trunk face-to-face. Rukmakala enters from the left side, over-
seeing the stage, then is stuck behind Rukmuka. The gamêlan ends, then 




Suluk #016 : Ada-ada Mataram Jugag  
Thunderous is the sound,  
Of the shouting armies, 
The beating gong. Ooong … 
Soon the gate will be broken, 
The troops are screaming, 
Frightened that their death is at hand. Ooong ... 
Antawacana #257 : Rukmuka  
Ggrrrrrrr ... Hey guy, you are alone walking along the forest, will you sur-
render your life to me? Hmm, what is your name and where do you come 
from? Please tell me, before you die! It is a pity, killing you without 
knowing your name. 
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Antawacana #258 : Wrêkodara  
I tell you frankly, I’m the second brother of the Pandhawas, a ksatriya in 
Munggul Pawênang, called Wrêkodara. You are the two ogres hindering 
my journey, who are you? 
Antawacana #259 : Rukmuka  
I am the guardian of this forest, my name is Rukmuka. 
Antawacana #260 : Rukmakala  
I am Rukmakala. 
Antawacana #261 : Wrêkodara 
It is fortunate to know you. Can you immediately tell me, where the place 
of tirta pawitra mahêning suci is? My master Drona said that it is in the 
midst of the forest Tikbrasara. 
Antawacana #262  :  Rukmuka  
O o o … What a bad luck! You come here to find water, you will not find 
it. I myself feel terribly thirsty; there is even no single drop to drink. You 
come here to look for tirta pawitra, it is a big mistake. Please note that 
you are here in this forest, it is like a fish in a fish trap, it is impossible for 
you to live. You will be my prey. We, both of us, have long been hungry. 
 Antawacana #263  : Wrêkodara  
If your eyesight is not so bright, open it as wide as possible with a nail! 
Look at me! I am alone without accompaniment. It is Wrêkodara’s char-
acter that for the sake of the fulfillment of my desires, I have to overcome 
whatever difficulty I deal with. 
Antawacana #264 : Rukmuka  
Eh ... it will happen then. Rukmakala … 
Antawacana #265 : Rukmakala  
What is it? 
Antawacana #266 : Rukmuka  
Today, let us start, you hold his right shoulder, I hold the left one. Let us 
bend his back, his back will be broken, his blood will gush and we can 
suck and drink it. Let us attack him together. How delicious he will be! 
Caking Pakêliran #032:  
The niyaga plays the Slêpêgan Nêm. Rukmuka is pulled out from the ba-
nana trunk, fights against Bhīma. Bhīma catches Rukmuka and throws 
him out of the stage by the left side. Rukmuka embraces Bhīma by force, 
Bhīma throws him out of the left side of the stage. Bhīma chases him, 
Rukmuka enters by the right side with a throwing movement, falling 
down at the left side, then stands up, turns towards the right side of the 
stage. Bhīma enters the stage from the right side. Rukmuka embraces him 
by force. Bhīma throws him. Rukmuka falls down on the ground, then 
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stands up again and while embracing Bhīma, Rukmuka bites him. Bhīma 
stabs Rukmuka to death with his long-thumbnail, then leaves by the right 
side of the white screen. Rukmuka dies, then the dhalang says the 
kandha. 
Kandha #009:  
Rukmuka was very furious, he looked like a tiger chasing a deer. Even so, 
he could be arrested by Wrêkodara. Wrêkodara pulled off his hair, 
stabbed his chest with his nail, broke his ribs. His intestines were coming 
out which were as big as an arm and as long as seventeen times the hand-
span. He fell down on the fence boundary, snoring like a crater. Realizing 
that Rukmuka had died, Rukmakala immediately jumped over his corpse, 
and at once Rukmuka lived again. It was just like waking up from a sleep, 
he looked as fresh as before. 
Antawacana #267 : Rukmakala  
Hai, Wrêkodara … I am coming! 
Caking Pakêliran #033:  
The niyagas play the Slêpêgan Nêm piece. Rukmakala enters the stage 
from the left side, jumping over Rukmuka’s body, then looks at him for a 
moment, and leaves by the right side. Rukmuka stands up and leaves by 
the right side. Rukmuka enters the stage through the left side, while 
Bhīma enters from the right side. Rukmakala embraces Bhīma by force, 
Bhīma throws her away. Rukmakala falls on the ground, then stands up to 
attack Bhīma, but Bhīma catches her. Bhīma stabs and divides her into 
two with his long-thumbnails, then he throws her out of the left side of 
the stage. Bhīma leaves by the right side, while Rukmakala enters the 
stage with a throwing movement from the right side up to the left side of 
the stage. The dhalang pulls out the kayon, moves it towards the middle 
of the white screen, then he says the kandha. 
Kandha #010:  
Cut with the pañcanaka which is seven times sharper than a razor, from 
the forehead to the bottom, split into two pieces. Wrêkodara held the 
pieces, one piece was disposed of on the east of the river. The other one 
remained on the west of the river. Since her essence is an evil being, 
therefore, although the head and the entire body were split into two, when 
it is touched by the wind, each half body is crawling looking for the other. 
The half corpse from the east is crawling to the west, the one from the 
west is crawling to the east. The two sections of the corpse met in the 
middle of the river, with a smashing sound. Once it was touched by the 
wind, the body was alive again. He got out of the river and ran ... 
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 Caking Pakêliran #034:  
The niyagas play the Sampak Nêm. The kayon is stuck on the end right 
simpingan. Bhīma enters from the right side of the stage, and is stuck on 
the banana trunk. The gamêlan accompaniment ends, then the dhalang 
says the kandha. 
Kandha #011:  
He felt uneasy fighting against two ogres which behave roughly. Al-
though they died seven times a day, after one jumped over the other, he 
immediately would live again. After being silent for a moment, Bhīma 
found a way out of his difficulty. He approached to face the two ogres 
again, pulled off their hair, and he bumped the two ogres’ heads against 
each other. Their heads were broken, and their brains were spreading out. 
Caking Pakêliran #035:  
The niyagas play the Sampak, Bhīma steps forwards to the left side of the 
stage. Bhīma enters from the right side, while Rukmakala enters the stage 
from the left side. Rukmakala attacks Bhīma, but Bhīma can avoid her, 
even catch her. Rukmuka enters through the left side, immediately attacks 
him, but Bhīma can avoid him, and also catch him. Bhīma is stuck on the 
banana trunk, he lifts the two ogres, and blasts their heads into each other. 
They die on the spot, laying down on the left of the stage, while Bhīma 
leaves by the right side. The gamêlan accompaniment ends, then the dha-
lang says the kandha.   
Kandha #012:  
They laid on the ground, both died, the ogre Kala Rukmuka as well as 
Kala Rukmakala. After a while they were invisible. When the ogres had 
disappeared, there appeared one god from Suralaya, God Éndra, and 
another one from Argamaruta, God Bāyu. They approached Bhīmaséna. 
ADÊGAN 2.3. Encounter with God Éndra - Bāyu 
Caking Pakêliran #036:  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan to invite the niyagas to play Ayak-
ayakan Nêm. The dhalang manipulates the kayon with a sweeping move-
ment to take the two ogres’ corpses away. The kayon is stuck in the same 
place again. God Éndra and God Bāyu enter the stage from the right side, 
are stuck on the upper banana trunk. Bhīma enters from the left side, giv-
ing a sêmbah towards the two gods, then is stuck on the upper banana 
trunk. The Ayak-ayakan Nêm piece ends, then the dhalang sings the suluk 
lagon, and continues with the dialogue. 
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Suluk #017: Pléncung jugag Sl. Nêm 
Given the world, given the world,  
At the beginning of the complete protection,  
The waves are curving on the surface of the sea,  
That is like algae,  
The roots of which are sticking each other … Ooong 
Antawacana #268 : Wrêkodara  
My great surprise! After the death of the two ogres, and their corpses be-
ing invisible, now I see the presence of the God Éndra and the God Bāyu. 
My compliments to you!  
Antawacana #269 : God Éndra 
Yes, Bhīmaséna. I accept them. I extend to you my blessings. 
Antawacana #270 : God Bāyu 
Wrêkodara, I accept your greetings. I extend to you my blessings too.  
Antawacana #271 : Wrêkodara 
Your blessings delight me. Moreover, it is unusual for me to see gods 
who should be in Kahyangan, but in fact I find him here in the middle of 
the forest. What are you both doing? 
Antawacana #272 : God Éndra 
I will let you know, my grandchild. I hope it does not shock you that ac-
tually the two ogres who bothered you were the embodiment of the two of 
us, the God Éndra and my brother, God Bāyu. 
Antawacana #273 : Wrêkodara 
Hhmmm ... I wonder more about why God Éndra and God Bāyu, who 
could live comfortably among the gods, would still want to be ogres liv-
ing in the middle of the forest? Were you tired being a god?  
Antawacana #274 : God Éndra 
My grandchild, let me explain it! In fact, I and my brother Bāyu carried 
out a punishment we got from Sang Hyang Hodipati. 
Antawacana #275 : Wrêkodara  
How is it possible, as a god you used to punish, but why were you pun-
ished? 
Antawacana #276 : God Éndra 
Once upon a time, a celebration of the 1000
th
 anniversary of Sang Hyang 
Girinata, who is reigning the gods in Kahyangan at the peak of mount 
Himawan, was held in heaven. It was not strange that to enliven the fes-
tivity, a dance was performed, called lénggot bawa. That dance lénggot 
bawa was performed by goddess Wilutama, the daughter of god Narada. 
About goddess Wilutama, although I do not tell you, you will have 
known her. Compared with other performers, goddess Wilutama has a 
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more appealing personality: her smile can be used to hit, her speech can 
be used to hurt, her face can be used to break the heart. Whatever she 
does, makes our hearts beat faster. 
At that time, all who played the music to accompany the dance were the 
gods and goddesses. The one who played the rêbab was god Brahma’s 
wife, goddess Saraswati, who at that moment was the minister of culture. 
The one who played the gong was god Prabancana, or God Bāyu. While 
I, I had to play the kêndhang. Oh, my grandchild, it is embarrassing to tell 
you, yet it is impossible not to express it. Shall I express it or not, my 
grandchild?  
Antawacana #277 : Wrêkodara  
Yes, you should. Is the behavior of the gods like that of the creatures? 
Antawacana #278 : God Éndra 
Perhaps, the creatures are better than we. 
Antawacana #279 : Wrêkodara  
Continue to tell your story, please! 
Antawacana #280 : God Éndra 
At that moment goddess Wilutama was dancing in a silk costume, and it 
was thin silk. The musical accompaniment was the Kêtawang Gêdhé, A-
nglir Mêndhung. God Muryana played the kêmanak. All the choir were 
goddesses. The dance goddess Wilutama performed was very thrilling to 
the audience. Many gods released their turbans. Many gods counted four 
for eight, because they lost track. Who would not be fascinated looking at 
such a beautiful goddess who was actually very attractive. For a young 
adolescent, his chest might break. For me myself, though I have a lot of 
life experience, it still made my body vibrate with excitement. It is incon-
ceivable how I should behave, if my children and grandchildren were 
there. Even so, I did too. God Bāyu who at that moment played the gong, 
unintentionally blew his wind, since he was so deeply in awe. 
Antawacana #281 : Wrêkodara  
How is it possible that anyone brings wind while playing gamêlan? 
Antawacana #282 : God Éndra 
Uh, because he is the god of wind. Wind came out of the whole body and 
blew the goddess Wilutama. Her costume which was in silk and transpar-
ent was exposed. 
Shall I continue or not, my grandchild?  
Antawacana #283 : Wrêkodara 
Continue, please! 
Antawacana #284 : God Éndra 
Hearing such a story makes me happy. 
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Antawacana #285 : Wrêkodara 
Yes, indeed! 
Antawacana #286 : God Éndra 
Her calves were exposed, shone like gold that has been brushed. I could 
not manage to play the kêndhang. I just realized that an obstacle to play 
the kêndhang was to look at a beautiful women. What I have experienced, 
my grandchild, let my children and grandchildren not imitate it. But a 
common kêndhang player will be just like me. The dimensions are the 
same, the difference will only be one finger. The kêndhang player is the 
creator of the rhythm. If the orchestra is a human being, the kêndhang is 
the breath. Whether the rhythm is good or not, depends on the kêndhang 
play. Similarly, whether a human being is good or not, depends on the 
circulation of the breath.  
I could not control my play on the kêndhang, my grandchild. After al-
legro, I played the kêndhang allegro again. When I had to stop, I even 
played with a staccato rhythm. I just should have played the only big one. 
My intention was just to create a pleasant atmosphere, yet I came under 
the spell of the authority. That is because the authority could also play the 
kêndhang. The one for whom I served knew about it. This was known by 
god Jagad Girinata. 
The victims of the wrath were no one else but Bāyu and I. The following 
is what he said to us, “He, my son Éndra... He, my son Bāyu... let your 
wife Saraswati leave here, there is something I would like to tell you. 
Bāyu, please come closer to me. You know who goddess Wilutama is, 
don’t you? Goddess Wilutama is my concubine, why are you trying to 
appeal to her? If you behave like that, it is only your body that is godly, 
but your soul is an ogre”. Since then I became an ogre. 
Although my brother Bāyu tried to apologize repeatedly, god Jagad Giri-
nata did not forgive us. We were even requested to live in the middle of 
the forest, approximately for 50 years. Finally we found help. You, my 
boy, are the one who can expel our sukêrta (nuisance, the potential vic-
tims). We are not ogres anymore, yet we become real gods again. There-
fore, my boy, I present to you, please accept it, this is the jewel ring dru-
wénda mustika maniking candrama, and its power is that when you are in 
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Caking Pakêliran #037:  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan to give a sign that he will sing the su-
luk Pathêt Nêm Jugag, for a pause in the conversation.
53
  
Suluk #018: Pathêt Nêm Jugag 
The flower’s fragrance, 
Scents the breezes, … Ooong … 
Settling the heart, .... Ooong .... Ooong …  
Like joyful news ... Ooong … Ooong … Ooong … 
Caking Pakêliran #038 :  
While the dhalang is singing the suluk, Bhīma is pulled out from the ba-
nana trunk, stepping forewards to receive the ring from God Éndra, then 
he is stuck in the same place again. The dhalang continues the dialogue.  
Antawacana #287 : Wrêkodara  
Thank you for the gift. It strengthens my will in undertaking my teacher’s 
command. Since the two of you are gods, you surely know the place of 
tirta pawitra mahêning suci, advise me where it is. I have to present that 
water at the order of my master. It is a requirement for teaching me the 
knowledge of the perfection of creation. 
Caking Pakêliran #039:  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan to give a sign that he will sing the su-
luk Ada-ada Jugag Nêm. 
Suluk #019: Ada-ada Jugag Nêm 
It is a gloomy light of a small lamp,  
Illuminating the bed, Ooong … 
She is hardly seen,  
The beautiful one who is sleeping while embracing the pillow. Ooong … 
Antawacana #288 : God Éndra 
My son, Wrêkodara! Do not think that we are not available to show you 
the place you ask for, but truly you will not find it here. Do not blame the 
giver of the instruction. Your master, the hermit Drona, just tested you to 
see how deep your fidelity is to him. I recommend that you go back to 
Hastina, ask where the actual place of tirta pawitra mahêning suci is.  
Antawacana #289 : Wrêkodara  
Your instruction is completed, may I leave for now! 
Antawacana #290 : God Bāyu  
Yes, you may, my son. May there be no danger on your journey. My 
prayer is that you will get a victory. 
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Caking Pakêliran #040:  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan to invite the niyagas to play the Playon 
Lasêm. Bhīma is pulled out, giving a sêmbah to Éndra and Bāyu, then 
leaves by the left side. God Éndra and God Bāyu are pulled out, and leave 
by the right side. The dhalang manipulates the kayon, sticks it in the mid-
dle of the white screen, the gamêlan ends, and the dhalang says the 
kanda. 
Kandha #013:  
Bhīma was walking quickly, with the hope of arriving soon in Hastina. 
The situation in the palace of the kingdom of Hastina is narrated again. 
King Duryudana is sitting on his throne, accompanied by hermit Drona. 
How surprised they are, seeing the arrival of Bhīmaséna. 
JÊJÊR 3.  An event in Ngastina 
ADÊGAN 3.1.  An assembly in Ngastina 
Caking Pakêliran #041:   
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan to invite the niyagas to play the Playon 
Lasêm. The dhalang pulls out the kayon, then sticks it on the end of the 
right simpingan. Duryudana enters the stage from the right side, and is 
stuck on the upper banana trunk. Drona enters from the left side, giving a 
sêmbah karna to Duryudana, he steps forwards, then is stuck on the upper 
banana trunk, flanking Duryudana. Bhīma enters the stage from the left 
side, giving a sêmbah to them, then is stuck on the upper banana trunk, 
before Duryudana and Drona. The gamêlan accompaniment ends, then 
the dhalang sings the suluk Pathêt Nêm Jugag. 
Suluk #020 : Pathêt Nêm Jugag 
The beetle’s sound is noisy,  
Like the crying of grief, 
Who is on his journey,  
Sang Ganda Wastratmaja, 
Seeing the sun which is giving daylight … Ooong. 
Antawacana #291 : Drona  
Oh, lolé lolé … kênthos sêwaloh gémbol monyor-monyor, joglèt-joglèt 
êmprit gantil buntuté joglo …howêloh-howêloh andhêng-andhêng cilik 
mono yèn dijaplak dadi mêmala. It is like waiting for the floating of the 
black stone and the sinking of the cork ship into the water, I am waiting 
for you, my son, Wrêkodara. How are you? At that time, I asked you to 
look for a requirement, called tirta pawitra mahêning suci. Although you 
did not tell yet, I believe that you got it. 
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Antawacana #292 : Duryudana  
Dara, … how are you? If you have gotten what the hermit Drona asked 
for, your brother also wants to see what tirta pawitra mahêning suci looks 
like. 
Antawacana #293 : Sêngkuni  
So do I, my son. Show me what it is! 
Antawacana #294 : Wrêkodara  
Hmmm ... I had carried out what my father Drona told me some days ago, 
to look for tirta pawitra mahêning suci which is lying in the forest Tik-
brasara. I have carried out a thorough search in the whole forest, by up-
rooting the big trees, and demolishing the rocks, but I could not find it. 
Feeling that I had looked for it long enough, I finally decided to go back 
to Hastina. My father, do not complicate my search! Tell me where I can 
find tirta pawitra mahêning suci. 
Antawacana #295 : Drona  
Oh, … lolé lolé, you are big physically, but you are without a clever idea. 
Actually, my previous command was just to test you, to see how deep 
your fidelity is as a disciple to your master. That is indeed not the place 
where you will find it. Now, I know how deep your fidelity to your mas-
ter is, therefore I tell you the truth. In order to meet your ideal to find the 
tirta pawitra mahêning suci, please, enter the deepest place of the ocean 
today! 
Antawacana #296 : Wrêkodara 
Please, give me a concrete direction which ocean I should enter, whether 
it is the southern ocean, the eastern ocean, or the western ocean?  
Antawacana #297 : Drona  
It really depends on the discerning heart, if the voice of your heart says to 
the east, that is the direction where you should go. 
Caking Pakêliran #042:  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan gêtêr to give a sign that he will sing 
the Yogyanese suluk Ada-ada Srambahan Nêm. 
Suluk #021: Ada-ada Srambahan Nêm 
 Bhīma sees the ship, ... Ooong ... 
 The waves are rolling over ... Ooong ... Ooong ... 
Antawacana #298 : Wrêkodara  
Is it true, the clue you give me? 
Antawacana #299 : Drona  
Yes, it is, my son! 
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Antawacana #300 : Wrêkodara  
OK! May I ask permission to leave. 
Antawacana #301 : Drona  
Yes, my son. May you obtain what you are looking for. 
Antawacana #302 : Wrêkodara 
My brother, Duryudana, I ask permission. 
Antawacana #303 : Duryudana  
Yes, Wrêkodara. Don’t behave like a child! Keep your determination to 
succeed. Don’t go back home if you do not get yet what the hermit Drona 
asked, although it takes a year or even eight years! 
Antawacana #304 : Wrêkodara 
Yes, I do. Let me leave now. 
Caking Pakêliran #043: 
Bhīma is pulled out, giving a sêmbah to Drona and Duryudana. Bhīma 
steps backward towards the left stage, kaêntas. Drona is pulled out, 
kabêdhol, steps forwards, overseeing the chamber, then turns back, is 
stuck in the banana trunk, facing Prabu Duryudana. Gangsa playon 
calms, the dhalang continues the dialogue. 
Antawacana #305 : Duryudana  
Father Drona? 
Antawacana #306 : Drona  
Yes, I am at your command my son. 
Antawacana #307 : Duryudana  
Do you think this will definitely work now?  
Antawacana #308 : Drona  
Heh ... Yes, it is. Although Wrêkodara has extraordinary power, superior 
to all others, this time he will come to death. Who is able to live in the 
ocean! The wild animal of the water surely will eat him, and therefore my 
lord will be able to ensure, without doing anything else, that this can be 
the way to bring Wrêkodara to death. 
Antawacana #309 : Duryudana  
Yes. Uncle Sêngkuni? 
Antawacana #310 : Sêngkuni  
What is your order? 
Antawacana #311 : Duryudana  
Let us wait what news we will hear, and what will happen next. 
Antawacana #312 : Sêngkuni  
Yes, we do, my Lord. 
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Antawacana #313 : Duryudana  
Father Drona, let me accompany you to enter the court. 
Antawacana #314 : Drona  
Let me accompany you, my Lord. 
PART TWO: PATHÊT SANGA 
JÊJÊR 4.   Pathêt Sanga Jêjêr 
ADÊGAN 4.1.  The clowns  
Caking Pakêliran #044:  
The chief minister, Sêngkuni is pulled out from the banana trunk, giving a 
sêmbah karna, then leaves by the left side. Drona is pulled out, and king 
Duryudana as well. They step forwards to the right side of the stage, then 
leave. The dhalang manipulates the kayon to make use of a pause, and to 
invite the niyaga to slow down the gamêlan accompaniment, then sticks it 
in the middle of the white screen.  
At the end of the pathêt sanga melody, the dhalang sings Sêndhon Pathêt 
Sanga Wantah.
54
 It differs from the Yogyakartan style, the turmoil scene 
is not narrated intensively. To indicate the violence of the scene, Narto-
sabda does not rap steadily against the side of the puppet chest with his 
wooden tapper, nor the kêprak with his right foot. According to tradition, 
while the dhalang is narrating the chaotic nature, the kayon is sticking up-
right in the middle of the screen, then when the narration ends, the kayon 
trembles furiously, symbolizing the quaking world; it flutters and twirls 
first to one side of the screen, then to the other, before stopping at the left 
simpingan. 
Suluk #022: Pathêt Sanga Wantah 
The sparkling stars scatter as we enter far into the evening,  
The sweet fragrance of the flowers permeates the peaceful night,  
The prayer of the learned priest adorn,  
The deep witching time,  
Resounding like the humming bees. [being continued by pêsindhèn] 
Pêsindhèn:  
A small boy is herding the wind, 
Drying the sea water, 
Having a buffalo with horns that curve low  
And downward to the rear as his pet. 
Kandha #014:  
The sun was setting and it turned to night. There was nothing to tell dur-
ing the night, but the moon that started to illuminate the earth. After the 
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sun had been shining again fully, it was narrated, the one who made the 
journey in the middle of the forest. His clothes were torn. 
ADÊGAN 4.2. The Forest Adêgan 
Caking Pakêliran #045:  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan to invite the niyaga to play the Bon-
dhèt. The kayon is pulled out from the banana trunk, then stuck on the 
right simpingan. Pamadi enters the stage from the right side, is stuck on 
the upper banana trunk. Sêmar enters the stage from the left side, giving a 
sêmbah to Pamadi three times, then is stuck on the lower banana trunk. 
Garèng enters the stage from the left side, giving a sêmbah to Pamadi 
three times, then is stuck on the lower banana trunk, behind Sêmar, fol-
lowed by Pétruk and Bagong as well. The gamêlan accompaniment calms 
down, then the dhalang says the janturan.  
Janturan #004:  
Who did not know, and who did know? This is what can be said as a je-
wel that got loose from its ring. Why is that? There was a knight who left 
the country, to live together with common people, just like an aristocrat 
who lived with the poor. He is the middle brother of the Pandhawas, 
called Pamadi, or Parta, or Pandhuputra, or Puntasiwi, or Wibatsu. He is a 
handsome knight, flawless, stalwart, with shining, white skin. His mouth 
is yellowish, shining like gold that has been brushed. He is loved by gods, 
surrounded by goddesses, honored by the brahmins. Therefore it is un-
derstandable that many women are fascinated by his handsome face. The 
men are jealous because of his power. The handsome knight left Maduka-
ra due to his sympathy for his mother, goddess Kunthi, who was suffering 
from the attitude of Wrêkodara, who had such a close relationship with 
the hermit Drona.  
He was accompanied by four servants, Sêmar or Badranaya, or Nayanta-
ka, or Dhudhamanangmunung, or Jurudyah Puntaprasanta. Then Nalaga-
reng or Cakrawangsa, or Pancalpamor. Also to mention there was Pétruk 
Kanthongbolong or Jlêgongjaya, or Rênggungjiwan. The youngest son of 
Sêmar, Bagong or Kacépot, was there. Along the way, the servants al-
ways asked Pamadi to go back home. However, Pamadi had decided not 
to go home to Ngamarta, until he received god’s revelation about Wrêko-
dara who became a disciple of the hermit Drona.. 
Moreover, Pamadi was fascinated by the state of the forest, which was 
created by nature, although it was governed by human beings. The sing-
ing of the birds gave him a bit of consolation, and he forgot his sadness 
for a moment. He stopped walking and sat on a flat stone. He felt at ease 
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when the wind breezed gently over Pamadi’s body. His fatigue then dis-
appeared, and he ordered his four servants to come closer. 
Caking Pakêliran #046:  
At the end of the janturan, the gêndhing ended, then the dhalang contin-
ued to sing the suluk, followed by the dialogue. [Note: Not all jokes and 
humorous notes are presented as a research data.] 
Suluk #023 : Pathêt Sêmarangan 
Profound stillness, night’s potency, 
The moon brightness, … Ooong … 
What delight, the supreme ruler of the night, ae ...  
Surrounded by his subjects, 
Which carpet the heavens, 
Proud, somber and thoughtful, 
A multiplicity of emotions, 
Surveying the innumerable stars spread, 
Evenly around, without imperfection. 
Ooong … Ooong … Ooong … 
Antawacana #315 : Sêmar  
Uh … aé-aé … mbrêgêgêg ugêg. Duh ndara kula têtanya … [May I ask 
you my Lord!] 
Antawacana #316 : Pétruk  
How happy is our father tonight! It seems that his desires have been ful-
filled. How unimaginable is his happiness, if his young wife participates 
here! 
Antawacana #317 : Sêmar  
Why do you envy your father’s happiness. You know that it is the only 
dream I have in my life, why do you prevent me from its fulfilment. Do 
you want to go to hell! 
Antawacana #318 : Garèng  
Truk, keep silent please! 
Antawacana #319 : Sêmar  
Paran mangké nêlasak ing wana dri. 
Antawacana #320 : Pétruk  
Wow! That is our mother’s style, Rèng. All are the mother’s style, aren’t 
they?  
Antawacana #321 : Bagong  
Ha! If one were so fascinated already, not allowing other people to look at 
the same woman. Sêmar does not realize himself how much difference 
there is between his age and her age. The goddess Kanastren is at the 
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peak of sexual arousal, whereas his sexual desires have diminished. Be 
aware of yourself, please! 
Antawacana #322 : Sêmar  
But, I’m still able to! Wherever I meet her, my desires are burning 
strongly, but not when I meet your mother. Is it because I am worried 
about being laughed at by my children?  
Antawacana #323  : Bagong  
But, you didn’t mind, what happened. 
Antawacana #324 : Sêmar  
Shall I continue to sing or not? Ing pundi tujuanipun… Heh hah heh heh 
... 
Antawacana #325 : Bagong  
Why do you laugh like boiling water? How dare you! 
Antawacana #326 : Sêmar  
Lan (padang) pirang candra, anggèn dika wangsul ing praja satouhu. 
Antawacana #327 : Bagong  
Wow, … that is a precise style, he even sings with a “stress mark”, isn’t 
it? 
Antawacana #328 : Sêmar  
I do not want to be considered old, I sing so enthusiastically, my child!  
Antawacana #329 : Bagong  
Is there anybody who thinks that you are not energetic? 
Antawacana #330 : Sêmar  
Anêlasak wana wasa, tumuruning jurang têrbis. Ha … my Lord, may re-
spond to my words. Eh, … my goddess. Though it is only one pada of 
Wêdhatama, sing it please! Mikul èmbèr kiwa têngên (Carrying buckets 
with the right and left hands),  
Antawacana #331 : Garèng  
Father is working as a water carrier! 
Antawacana #332 : Sêmar  
“Mikul èmbèr kiwa têngên, lungguh jèjèr nggo tamba kangên (Carrying a 
bucket with the right and left hands, sitting next to the one I miss)”, my 
son! 
Antawacana #333 : Bagong  
The following is my quatrain, “Mikul èmbèr isiné bakmi, tamba kangên, 
kono ora ngimbangi! (Carrying a bucket containing the bakmi, I miss the 
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Antawacana #334 : Garèng  
It has no match! You cannot make a quatrain. Gong, you should become a 
Bagong only! You are just Kliwon’s disciple, and have a limited knowl-
edge, but how arrogant you are to step on my foot! 
Antawacana #335 : Bagong  
Yes, I have made an advertisement, “Whoever plays the gamêlan without 
crossing his feet, I am going to step on, to tear off his shirt, to grab his 
cigarette, to burn his house, and to take away his wife.” 
Antawacana #336 : Pétruk  
How rough you are! 
 Antawacana #337 : Sêmar 
This is the voice of the goddess Kanastren. How beautiful it is. May I 
cough first, “Hèh hèh hèh.” [followed by Pêsindhên sing Pangkur
55
] 
Jinêjêr ing Wédhatama, 
Mrih tankêmba kêmbênganing pambudi, 
Mangka nadyan tuwa pikun, 
Yèn tan mikani rasa, 




It is set out in the Wédhatama, 
So that they should not weary of turning it over in their minds, 
Whereas though a man be old and bent, 
If he has not grasped the essence, 
Truly he is as empty and insipid as an abandoned quid, 
And when people are gathered together in company 
He is embarrassingly free-and-easy. 
Antawacana #338 : Sêmar  
Eh, my Lord what happens that you go through and through in this wil-
derness? 
Antawacana #339 : Pamadi  
Thank you very much, my brother. I’m so relieved to see how you and 
your children behave. 
My brother, this is what I feel when listening to my mother who is crying 
by day and by night, because of your Lord in Jodipati who has a close re-
lationship with the hermit Drona. Indeed, though Drona is a master, he 
serves those who are just evil. When unlucky, if my brother of Jodhipati 
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does not pay attention, he will be mistreated by the Korawas. Who will 
then be disadvantaged but I and all the family? My brother, it is the rea-
son why I am going through this forest to ask god. I’m so fascinated by 
the contents of the forest, especially the gadhung tree like a green algae 
which is drifting away. 
Caking Pakêliran #047:   
Pamadi is pulled out from the banana trunk, walks to the left and leaves 
by the left side of the stage, followed by the clowns. Pamadi enters the 
stage from the right side, steps backwards, then turns to the left and 
leaves by the left side. Sêmar enters the stage through the right side and 
leaves the stage, followed by Garéng, Pétruk, and Bagong. The dhalang 
manipulates the kayon to make use of a singgêtan, then moves it in the 
middle of the white screen. The gamêlan accompaniment ends, then the 
dhalang sings the suluk Ada-ada Grêgêt Saut Sanga.
56
 
Suluk #024 : Ada-ada Grêgêt Saut Sanga 
Traversing through forest,  
Trekking down deep ravines,  
He was torn by the thorns, and was twisted by  
The small rattan,  
He is the lovely one enthusiastically.  
He was not cautious of the danger in the jungle,  
It is according to who actually is the descendant of the king.  
Caking Pakêliran #048:  
When the singing of the suluk ends, the dhalang is still manipulating the 
kayon in the middle of the white screen, then he says the kandha.  
Kandha #015:  
Pamadi, the third brother of the Pandhawas went further through the for-
est, without being afraid of danger. The animals were in uproar: lions, 
bulls, wolves, and monkeys ran away. If they could talk, they would have 
said, “He he he … step aside, please! From the fragrance I smell, he is not 
a bad guy, but still a royal person or at least he is from an ascetic family. 
Don’t let yourself be touched by his body, don’t even touched by the 
shade of his body, you will be greatly distressed. Hey friends, please get 
out of the way!” 
While we take a pause in narrating who was on a journey, it was told that 
in the middle of the forest there were a man and a woman who had gigan-
tic proportions (asorèng wana). 
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Caking Pakêliran #049:  
After the dhalang says, “Makhluk jalu lan pawestri, rintên dalu anggung 
angajab-ajab, pranyata anggadhahi watak sorèngrana”, the dhalang 
plays the dhodhogan to invite the niyaga to play the Ldr. Sorèngrana. 
JÊJÊR 5.  An event in the middle of the forest 
ADÊGAN 5.1. Harêksa and Harêksi 
Caking Pakêliran #050:  
The kayon is stuck on the end of the right simpingan. Harêksi, the female 
ogre, enters the stage from the right side, walks to the left, then is stuck 
on the upper banana trunk, facing left. Harêksa, the male ogre, enters the 
stage through the right side, then is stuck on the upper banana trunk, fac-
ing left. The dhalang says the janturan.  
Janturan #005:  
Two ogres, male and female, lived in the forest. The male one is called 
Kala Harêksa. He, irregularly, let his hair grow long. He wore the jamang 
of the branches of the big tree, and the sumping of the bêndha flower. His 
skin was dirty and scaly. He had a body full of hair which was like nee-
dles, and was wearing a loincloth of bark. Who was the female ogre, sit-
ting next to him? She is his wife, called Harêksi. She has been living to-
gether with Harêksa for a long time. It seems they were dealing with a big 
problem, and therefore they looked at each other, saying nothing. 
Caking Pakêliran #051:  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan to invite the niyagas to end with the 
suwuk gropak, then he sings the suluk Ada-ada Palaran.
57
 
Suluk #025 : Ada-ada Palaran 
How big an ogre he is,  
A kingly giant, 
Walking aimlessly ... Ooong ... 
How happy he is, 
Showing his sharp pointy teeth while laughing, 
Drying in the wind his fangs which have a terrifying power:  
Hurricane and earthquake that paralyze the foe. 
A fierce and frightening ogre! 
Antawacana #340 : Harêksa  
Ggrrr ... my dear! Si ... Harêksi? 
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Antawacana #341 : Harêksi  
Yes, I am. 
Antawacana #342 : Harêksa  
Heh ... though you are beautiful, your beauty will be lost, when you break 
my heart. By having me as your husband, you do not want for anything, 
do you? I give you everything you ask for. Although you and I live in the 
middle of the forest, yet no needs are lacking, everything is there. But, 
you have a different attitude these days. The last seven days, I was eager 
to look at your face, but I could not. When I approached you, you went 
away; I touched your hand, and you elbowed; I touched your shoulder, 
and you pushed away my hand; I touched your back, and you kicked my 
chest. Booomm … I fell in an awkward position for getting up again, I 
fell on the ground. You are a woman with power like that of a horse. 
What did I look like, and what do I look like now! Remember how we 
used to be one body-one soul day and night! 
Antawacana #343 : Harêksi  
I believe you will fulfill whatever I need, but one thing you do not know 
which I’m longing for. 
Antawacana #344 : Harêksa  
Heh … ha ha ha … What are you longing for, my dear? Do you want to 
eat the dipanirmala guava? I will pluck it up in heaven. Do you want to 
eat the pêrtanggajiwa mango, planted by God Vishnu? I will collect it. 
Do you want to eat the rajakusta banana? I will steal it. Tell me, my dear! 
What are you longing for? 
Antawacana #345 : Harêksi  
Though it is only as big as the palm of a hand, … 
Antawacana #346  : Harêksa  
If it is the meat of deer, I will hunt it soon. 
Antawacana #347 : Harêksi  
No, it is not. 
Antawacana #348 : Harêksa  
What do you want? 
Antawacana #349 : Harêksi  
Though it is only as big as the palm of a hand, I want to eat delicious 
meat of handsome knight. My dear, though it is only one drop, I want to 
drink the delicious blood of handsome knight. 
Antawacana #350 : Harêksa  
You wonder whether I am not handsome enough! Please, look at me 
thoroughly! If you carefully look at me from head to toe, you will find 
that I am handsome. I am more handsome than a goat. 
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Antawacana #351 : Harêksi  
My dear, if you do not fulfill it, I will commit suicide. 
Antawacana #352 : Harêksa  
OK! Though I have to walk along the difficult road, I am going to look 
for it for you. Hopefully, I will get it. 
Antawacana #353 : Harêksi  
Yes, you will. My dear, be careful! 
Caking Pakêliran #052:  
The niyagas play the Slêpêgan Sanga. Harêksa is pulled out from the ba-
nana trunk, walks to the left side, then leaves, followed by Harêksi. 
Harêksa enters the stage from the left side, walks with a jumping move-
ment, then leaves by the right side.  
ADÊGAN 5.2. Fighting against two ogres 
Caking Pakêliran #053:  
The dhalang manipulates the kayon to make use of a pause. Pamadi en-
ters the stage through the right side. Harêksa enters the stage from the left 
side, looks at Pamadi, then dances joyfully. Harêksa attacks him, Pamadi 
is able to avoid him, so that the ogre falls on the ground. Harêksa stands 
up, and again attacks him. Pamadi jumps to avoid his attack while he hits 
the ogre’s forehead with his gêndhir. Many times, Harêksa attacks 
Pamadi, but always fails. Pamadi holds the ogre’s hair, then slams him on 
a big stone. Harêksa is bounced to the left side of the stage. Pamadi leaves 
by the right side of the stage. Harêksa enters the stage from the right side 
with a bouncing movement, then is stuck on the upper banana trunk. The 




Suluk #026 : Ada-ada Palaran Pathêt Sanga 
The fierce and frightful ogre demon, 
As immense as a mountain, 
Crimson as a field aflame, 
Threatens his enemy, 
Challenges an opponent, 
His call as loud as a roaring lion, 
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Antawacana #354 : Harêksa  
He he he… This is a handsome guy; your body is just as wide as my arm, 
but you are a handy person. I wanted to arrest you, but you knocked my 
head with a gêndhir. Who are you? 
Antawacana #355 : Pamadi  
I am the third brother of the Pandhawas, a prince in Madukara, called 
Pamadi. And who are you?  
Antawacana #356 : Harêksa  
I am the guardian of this forest, called Kala Harêksa. I am really happy to 
meet you, my wife is crying, because she needs delicious meat of a hand-
some person. Let me skin your body, and take a piece of meat. If I cannot 
offer it to her, my wife will be moody. 
Antawacana #357 : Pamadi  
It is going along with your face, that a persecution is the only thing you 
have in your mind. I do not allow you to skin my body, even if you just 
touch my skin, I will wash it with fresh water seven times a day. 
Antawacana #358 : Harêksa  
Hooo ... You are just as big as my finger. It is like a cucumber against the 
durian; if I crawl over you, your body will be limp. 
Caking Pakêliran #054:  
The niyagas play the Sampak Sanga. Harêksa is pulled out, walks to the 
right side, then leaves. Pamadi enters through the right side. Harêksa en-
ters the stage from the left side, straight away he attacks Pamadi. Pamadi 
avoids him, and hits his forehead. Every time Pamadi hits him, that ogre 
becomes very angry and out of control and acts in a wild or dangerous 
manner. It gives Pamadi a hassle to kill the ogre. He takes a bow and an 




Suluk #027: Ada-ada Hastakuswala 
And with haste the bow was drawn, 
As it was released the arrow whirled through the air, 
Causing a tremor, 
Filling the air right up to the sky, 
The demons react with loud and terrifying calls, 
“Hey you ogres, watch out, 
You will meet with your death.” 
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Caking Pakêliran #055:  
While the dhalang sings the suluk, Pamadi puts an arrow on his bow. At 
the middle of the suluk, he aims his arrow at his enemy. At the end of the 
suluk, the niyagas play the Slêpêg Sanga, at this time Pamadi releases his 
arrow, then leaves by the right side of the stage. Harêksa enters the stage 
from the left side, Pamadi’s arrow hits him, and he dies. Harêksi enters 
the stage from the left side, immediately Pamadi’s arrow hits her, and she 
dies. The gamêlan ends, the dhalang says the kandha.  
Kandha #016:  
With haste the bow was drawn, and its sound was loud. The rumbling of 
the flashing arrows filled the sky. The two ogres successively bumped 
into Pamadi, one after the other. Pamadi shot Harêksa in the chest; the ar-
row penetrated his whole chest. Seeing Harêksa dying, though Harêksi 
was a female, she also died because of defending her husband. After the 
two ogres died and their corpses had disappeared, Kamajaya, the god of 
Cakrakembang was seen along with the goddess Ratih. 
ADÊGAN 5.3. Encounter with Kamajaya-Kamaratih 
Caking Pakêliran #056 :  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan to invite the niyagas to play the Ayak-
ayakan Sanga. The god Kamajaya and goddess Kamaratih enter the stage 
from the right side, and are stuck on the upper banana trunk. Pamadi en-
ters the stage from the left side, giving a sêmbah, then is stuck on the 
lower banana trunk, followed by the clowns. The Ayak-ayakan Sanga 
ends, followed by the dialogue.  
Antawacana #359 : Sêmar  
Hah... I recognized them. After the disappearance of the two ogres, my 
son god Kamajaya was present here. What happened to you, so Kamajaya 
and Ratih, the two of you became ogres? 
Antawacana #360 : Kamajaya  
I present my reverent greetings to you, my father. 
Antawacana #361 : Sêmar  
Yes, Kamajaya. 
Antawacana #362 : Kamaratih  
I also present my greetings, my father. 
Antawacana #363 : Sêmar  
Yes, Ratih. I accept your greetings. Your greetings delight me. 
Antawacana #364 : Pamadi  
Allow me to present my reverent greetings, God Kamajaya. 
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Antawacana #365 : Kamajaya  
Yes, Pamadi. I accept your greetings, and they delight me. 
Antawacana #366 : Pamadi  
The goddess Ratih, I present my welcome to you. 
Antawacana #367 : Ratih  
Yes, Pamadi. I accept it, and it delights me. 
Antawacana #368 : Sêmar  
Moreover, why do you need to disguise yourselves by becoming ogres?  
Antawacana #369 : Kamajaya  
This is my risk, to love Pamadi who sorrows over the close relationship 
between Wrêkodara and the hermit Drona. 
Antawacana #370 : Sêmar  
He … For the sake of clearness, it is better to tell Pamadi directly. 
Antawacana #371 : Kamajaya  
Pamadi? 
Antawacana #372 : Pamadi  
Yes, I’m at your command. 
Antawacana #373 : Kamajaya  
I think, it is useless to worry about the relationship between Wrêkodara 
and Drona. Let you know, the Pandhawas who are called the eggs from 
the same nest, if one of them sorrows, he shares his sorrow with the oth-
ers; otherwise, if one of them is happy, he shares his happiness too. It was 
the will of god that the Pandhawas would not lose any of them before the 
Bharatayuda war happened. There is something to cure your broken heart, 
that is this matter, my boy Pamadi. Go back soon to Amarta, and submit 
all the difficulties to god Vishnu who is embodied in the king of 
Dwarawati. 
Caking Pakêliran #057 :  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan gêtêr to give a sign that he will sing 
the suluk Ada-ada Pathêt Manyura, indicating the introduction of part 
three of the performance. 
Suluk #028: Pathêt Manyura Jangkêp  
As the morning dawned,  
The sun was as red as the tired eyes of a lovesick woman; 
The song of birds in the kanigara trees sounded  
Like the tremulous singing of her lover; 
The crowning of the woodcocks was  
Like the voice of the tormented one; 
Peacocks shrieked and bees ravished the flowers  
In the beautiful bedchamber. 
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Antawacana #374 : Pamadi  
Your explanation enlightens my mind and heart, as if I walk in the eve-
ning with a thousand torches, very bright that cannot be compared with 
anything. 
Antawacana #375 : Kamajaya  
Thankfully, I am also happy. I have given an enlightenment to you, my 
boy Pamadi. I and Ratih will immediately go back to heaven. 
Antawacana #376 : Pamadi  
May my reverent greetings accompany your trip. 
Antawacana #377 : Kamajaya  
Father, may I say goodbye. 
Antawacana #378 : Sêmar  
All right, Kamajaya. Come to visit Karangkêdhêmpêl, please. Your 
mother is longing for you. Ratih, why did you never visit your father and 
mother-in-law? 
Antawacana #379 : Pétruk  
Gong … Gong! Look, father meets his son! 
Antawacana #380 : Bagong  
I do not want to be too close. In fact, I envy him. We are the sons of 
Sêmar, but while he is handsome, I am not!  
Antawacana #381 : Pétruk  
Do not complain. Everything has been destined by the creator of destina-
tions.  
Antawacana #382  : Sêmar  
Yes, Kamajaya. After your departure, I will accompany Pamadi to go 
home in Ngamarta. 
Antawacana #383 : Kamajaya  
Yes, my father. May I again ask for your blessing! 
Caking Pakêliran #058 :  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan to invite the niyagas to play the Sam-
pak Manyura. Pamadi is pulled out, gives a sêmbah to Kamajaya and 
Kamaratih, then steps backwards towards the left side of the stage and 
leaves. Kamajaya and Kamaratih are pulled out, give a sêmbah to Sêmar, 
then step backwards to the right side of the stage and leave. Sêmar is 
pulled out, turns to the left side and leaves. The dhalang manipulates the 
kayon, sticks it in the middle of the screen on the lower banana trunk, 
slanting to the left. The gamêlan ends, the dhalang sings the suluk 
pathêtan, followed by the kandha. 
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Suluk #029: Pathêt Manyura Jugag
60
  
The great king Darmaputra, 
Along with Dananjaya,  
Telling to king Harimurti,  
Since the beginning up to the end, 
Is crying for all the people he reigns over.  
Kandha #017 :  
God Kamajaya and Ratih ascended to the sky, while Pamadi along with 
Sêmar hurried to go back home to Ngamarta. It is narrated here, that those 
who are in the kingdom of Ngamarta are constantly thinking of their 
situation.   
PART THREE: PATHÊT MANYURA 
JÊJÊR 6.  A Scene in Ngamarta 
ADÊGAN 6.1.  An assembly in Ngamarta 
Caking Pakêliran #052 :  
The kayon is pulled out from the middle of the white screen, and again 
stuck on the end of the right simpingan. King Puntadewa, along with 
Kunthi, enter the stage from the right side, and are stuck on the upper ba-
nana trunk, Kunthi is in front of Puntadewa. Pintèn and Tangsèn enter the 
stage through the left side, giving a sêmbah to Putadewa, turn to the left 
side, then are stuck on the lower banana trunk, behind Puntadewa. King 
Krêsna enters the stage from the left side, giving a sêmbah karna to Puta-
dewa, then is stuck on the upper banana trunk, facing Kunthi. Pamadi en-
ters the stage from the left side, giving a sêmbah to Putadewa, then is 
stuck on the lower banana trunk flanking Krêsna. The gamêlan calms 
down, then the dhalang says the janturan.  
Janturan #006 :  
The kingdom where the story continues is called Ngamarta, or the king-
dom of Cintakapura, or Batanakawarsa. It is called Ngamarta, because it 
is the place where people are looking for coolness; Kintakapura, because 
it is the palace of the pandanus blossom: its fragrant scents in- and out-
side; and called Batanakawarsa because it is the place where the rain wa-
ter flows. 
Who is reigning this kingdom? He is the first brother of the Pandhawas, 
called king Puntadewa, or king Darmakusuma, or king Darmaraja, or king 
Darmawangsa, or Gunatalikrama, or Sadha Dwijakangka, or Ajathasatru. 
On a special day he is sitting in the court hall, flanked by his two younger 
brothers, the youngest and his elder brother, Pinten and Tangsen. 
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The one who is sitting on the right side of the king is his mother, called 
goddess Kunthitalibrata, or goddess Prita. And he who is bowing down 
his head almost touching the ground is the middle brother of the Pandha-
was, Pamadi, who has just arrived before the king. At that time the king 
was welcoming his elder brother king of Dwarawati, king Krêsna. Every-
one was seated. Both kings had something to talk about, but it was not yet 
expressed to each other.  
Caking Pakêliran #053 :  
At the end of the janturan, the dhalang plays the dhodhogan to invite the 
niyaga to end the gamêlan accompaniment, then he sings the suluk. 
Suluk #030: Sêndon Sastradatan.
61
  
The king Krêsna speaks gently, 
Oh, my brother king, 
Do not be too upset by the behavior of your younger brother Wrêkodara.  
Although we know that it is actually a cheat, a trap of the Korawas.  
Let us surrender it to god,  
It is because he wants to be a disciple.  
Antawacana #384 : Krêsna  
May I talk to you, my aunt Kunthi and king Darmaputra?  
Antawacana #385 : Kunthi  
Yes, my brother king. What do you want to talk about? 
Antawacana #386 : Darmakusuma  
My brother king, please tell me what you want!  
Antawacana #387 : Krêsna  
It is as if my heart is awakening from my sleep, realizing that from sun-
rise till noon time, I have been here along with my relatives the Pandha-
was who are only four brothers. Moreover, why do my aunt Kunthi and 
brother Puntadewa not speak, even a single word? Although I have re-
minded you of speaking, yet my aunt and brother king remained silent. 
Why are you so sad? 
Antawacana #388 : Kunthi  
My son, the king of Dwarawati? 
Antawacana #389 : Krêsna  
Yes, my aunt. 
Antawacana #390 : Kunthi  
What mother is not worried, if for example she left her baby on the side 
of the pool? I am sad because of your brother in Jodhipati, Wrêkodara 
who left Ngamarta to become a disciple of hermit Drona. Wrêkodara was 
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so fascinated by the knowledge that the hermit Drona had, that he forgot 
his responsibility as a ksatriya. He was not able to handle many duties he 
had to do in the country. As a result, people were neglected; they were 
working without a work-to-rule, and doing without a concept. My son, 
which way shall I take to remind Wrêkodara of his responsibility to the 
country and the family?  
Antawacana #391 : Krêsna  
My brother king? 
Antawacana #392 : Darmaputra  
Yes, I am. 
Antawacana #393 : Krêsna  
Not because of anything else; Wrêkodara is no longer a little boy, but has 
been with a flowing beard and a large chest. Of course, I believe that all 
actions he did, have been discerned earnestly. My brother King, let us 
think that as large as a woman’s world is, it is still smaller than a man’s 
world. It is normal for the ladyship mother to feel grief, and look for a 
way for the coming home of Wrêkodara from Ngastina to Ngamarta. 
Antawacana #394 : Pamadi  
My brother King? 
Antawacana #395 : Krêsna  
Yes, Pamadi. 
Antawacana #396 : Pamadi  
In accordance with a revelation I received from god, whether this issue 
could be resolved or not depends on the brother king. Therefore, I leave 
you to think about this issue.  
Antawacana #397 : Krêsna  
Heh … OK! I cannot say no to such a request, because that is my respon-
sibility. But, my aunt ... 
Antawacana #398 : Kunthi  
What do you want to say, my son? 
Antawacana #399  : Krêsna  
I do not want to impose god’s will, but as a creature I will make an effort. 
Considering his character, namely a steel mountain; if Wrêkodara has a 
desire, none can prevent his will but he himself. Therefore, hopefully I 
can be a kind of equipment for Wrêkodara to remind him of his duties and 
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Caking Pakêliran #054 :  




Suluk #031: Ada-ada Bhīma Mlumpat 
The rush of the wind like a tempest, 
Thunder reaching the mountains’ peaks, 
The deafening turmoil, 
The earth tremors,  
Recurrent earthquakes,  
Torrential rain mixed with lightning, 
Gales pounding unabated, 
With great haste he races forth. Ooong … 
Caking Pakêliran #055 :  
The niyagas play the Sampak. Pamadi is pulled out, gives a sêmbah, steps 
backwards, then leaves by the left side. Krêsna is pulled out, oversees the 
assembly, then is stuck a bit behind the chamber on the upper banana 
trunk. The niyagas change the Sampak into Ayak-ayak. Bhīma enters the 
chamber from the left side, Kunthi is pulled out to welcome him. Bhīma 
is stuck on the upper banana trunk, in front of Krêsna, face-to-face with 
Kunthi. Pamadi enters from the left side, gives a sêmbah, then is stuck on 
the lower banana trunk. The gamêlan accompaniment calms down, then 
the dhalang says the janturan. 
Janturan #007 :  
It seems Bhīmaséna knew that he was an issue being addressed. He did 
not hesitate entering the chamber. It was like the darkness which was 
swept away by a fresh wind, and therefore the Pandhawa brothers and 
Kunthi were very happy. Kunthi immediately stood up from her seat, em-
bracing Wrêkodara’s waist and rubbing his chest. She intermittently em-
braced his neck, and kissed him. That is a mother’s character, despite 
Wrêkodara having a heavy mustache, Kunthi did not hesitate and did not 
take into account the place in expressing her love by fondling him as in 
his infancy. 
King Puntadewa always held his hand, so did Pamadi and the twin broth-
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Antawacana #400 : Kunthi  
My son, how strong you are! Your mother’s grief has gone and I am feel-
ing joy and delight. By your coming, my happiness is bigger than mount 
Himawan. Dara, let you take rest for a moment. 
Caking Pakêliran #056 :  
The gamêlan ends, then the dhalang sings the suluk Sêndhon Pathêt Ma-
nyura Jugag, followed by the dialogue. 
Suluk #032: Sêndhon Pathêt Manyura Jugag 
The great king Darmaputra, 
Along with Dananjaya,  
Telling to king Harimurti,  
Since the beginning up to the end, 
Is crying for all the people he reigns over. 
Antawacana #401 : Kunthi  
My son, Wrêkodara? 
Antawacana #402 : Wrêkodara  
Yes, my mother. 
Antawacana #403 : Kunthi  
I have provided seven jars of rose water for washing your body and 
cleansing your heart from the Korawas’ sins. Do not become influenced 
by their evil character. My son, as an expression of my joy, and a fulfil-
ment of my promise, I want to shampoo your hair. 
Antawacana #404 : Puntadewa  
Dara? 
Antawacana #405 : Wrêkodara 
Yes, my oldest brother. 
Antawacana #406 : Puntadewa  
It is unspeakable how happy I am. What is the reason? I truly say that be-
fore you came here, we talked about you. As an older brother, how we 
take care of the younger one. Even though you are already an adult, I do 
not have the nerve to let you, being together with the Korawas. 
Antawacana #407 : Krêsna  
Dara? 
Antawacana #408 : Wrêkodara  
Yes, my brother Jlithêng. 
Antawacana #409 : Krêsna  
I say once is enough, don’t do it again. Examine carefully what you have 
done! Who is Drona doing? 
Antawacana #410 : Wrêkodara  
Yes, I do. Mother? 
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Antawacana #411 : Kunthi  
What do you want to say, my son? 
Antawacana #412 : Wrêkodara  
I went home to Amarta, because I wanted to express my courtesy. 
Antawacana #413 : Kunthi  
Heh, why do you say so, what do you really mean, my son? 
Antawacana #414 : Wrêkodara  
May I say goodbye, mother! 
Antawacana #415 : Puntadewa  
Dara, where are you going? 
Antawacana #416 : Pamadi  
Where are you going, brother? 
Antawacana #417 : Nakula  
Where are you going, brother? 
Antawacana #418  : Krêsna  
Dara, Where are you going, brother? 
Antawacana #419 : Wrêkodara 
When I was a child, what did you wish for me? 
Antawacana #420 : Kunthi  
I dreamt that one day you would becoming a wise ksatriya, i.e. a ksatriya 
who keeps its promises. Say yes if it is yes, and say no if it is not.  
Antawacana #421 : Wrêkodara  
I am going to fulfill your dream. 
Antawacana #422 : Kunthi  
How will you do that? 
Antawacana #423 : Wrêkodara  
Mother, I was sent by my master, the hermit Drona today. 
Antawacana #424 : Kunthi  
Why do you still talk about Drona? 
Antawacana #425 : Wrêkodara  
Because I still have to be his disciple. 
Antawacana #426 : Kunthi  
My son, I still want to be with you. Where are you going?  
Antawacana #427 : Wrêkodara 
OK! That will be easy later on, but I have to carry out my master’s com-
mand today, which I have agreed to do, that is to look for tirta pawitra 
mahêning suci.  
Antawacana #428 : Kunthi  
Where is it taking a place? 
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Antawacana #429 : Wrêkodara  
After I urged him many times, finally I am informed where I can find 
what I am looking for, that is the tirta pawitra mahêning suci. I have to 
go to the deepest bottom of the ocean. 
Antawacana #430 : Kunthi  
Oh, my son! 
Caking Pakêliran #057 :  
The niyagas play the Sampak Tlutur. Kunthi holds Bhīma’s feet, then the 
niyagas change the Sampak Tlutur into Ayak-ayak Tlutur softly. The dha-
lang says the janturan. 
Janturan #008 :  
Raining tears, flooding sorrows! By listening to Wrêkodara’s commit-
ment in entering the middle of the sea, the grief of the ksatriya Pandha-
was and their mother Kunthi had an impact on the whole royal court at-
mosphere. The following is the lamentation of Kunthi which was spoken 
haltingly, and with tears running down her cheeks. Those who saw her, 
had much empathy and said in their hearts, what a honorable person she 
was. 
Antawacana #431 : Kunthi  
Dara? 
Antawacana #432 : Wrêkodara  
What. 
Antawacana #433 : Kunthi  
Oh, my son! How dull is your mind! 
Antawacana #434 : Wrêkodara  
About what? 
Antawacana #435 : Kunthi  
How is it possible that one is searching for knowledge by sacrificing his 
life as a requirement! You should discern all you want to do, although 
obeying the order of the master is a virtue! Drona behaves like that over 
you, indeed because of the influence of Kurupati who intends to weaken 
the Pandhawas. It is therefore, my son, thwart your will of entering the 
deepest part of the ocean! 
Antawacana #436 : Puntadewa  
My younger brother, Wrêkodara? Please, pay attention to what our 
mother has said! One is honored, if he obeys his mother’s will. Who is a 
honorable person, our mother or your master?   
Antawacana #437 : Pamadi  
Dear brother, I do not agree with you on this issue. 
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Antawacana #438 : Nakula  
Oh, dear brother! Please, take pity on what our mother said! 
Antawacana #439 : Krêsna  
Dara, be aware! Despite that the life and the death of a human being is not 
determined by himself, you should carefully consider what you want to 
do, and not let yourself be disappointed at a later time. You should think 
of the advantage and the disadvantage of your decision. Don’t be inter-
ested in the sparkling appearance, while in actuality it is merely a fake. 
Don’t tend to be guided by the first impression, because your master 
promised you, while you do not know what it really is. Dara, don’t step 
forward for this plan! 
Janturan #009 :  
The look of the situation was like thousands of parakeets sharing their 
meal. The Pandhawa brothers were grabbing Wrêkodara’s hands to hinder 
his determination to enter the middle of the ocean. Being aware of his 
brothers’ hands that were grabbing his hands, Wrêkodara, who was a 
strong as steel, he immediately removed them roughly. Kunthi’s hands 
which were embracing his waist, he released gently. The only thing that 
was seen in his eyes was his master’s order. Steadfastly, Séna stepped 
away. 
Caking Pakêliran #058 :  
Bhīma is pulled out, and leaves by the left side. Kunthi is pulled out, 
shocked, and falls on Puntadéwa’s lap. The gamêlan ends, then the dha-
lang sings the suluk Sêndhon Pathêt Manyura Jugag. 
Suluk #033: Sêndhon Pathêt Manyura Jugag 
This is a cry of grief, 
With a broken heart, 
Seems death is coming, 
Like a gloomy moon-light. Ooong ... 
Antawacana #440 : Kunthi  
The king brother of Dwarawati, why is this issue becoming like this, and 
how should we behave? 
Antawacana #441 : Nakula  
Brother King, how should we behave? 
Antawacana #442 : Sadéwa  
Brother King, how should we behave? 
Antawacana #443 : Krêsna  
OK! It is not only with Wrêkodara, I wonder. He who already entered the 
ocean, hopefully someone will lift him out of the sea. I don’t have the 
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nerve to see the disaster of the younger brothers. I wonder why Pamadi 
also became the disciple of the hermit Drona. What are you looking for? 
What would you like to learn from the fake knowledge? What are you 
searching for, by becoming a slave in Sokalima? 
Antawacana #444 : Pamadi  
I was fascinated to learn about his knowledge. 
Antawacana #445 : Krêsna  
His knowledge! Is your grandfather’s knowledge in Saptaargo not 
enough? Is your brother in Mandura less skillful, if you want to learn to 
fight in a battle? May I invite you for training, if you want to learn about 
wisdom? What you did is wrong. But, I consider that it is reasonable. You 
can find knowledge everywhere, but not a life diamond which is there in 
Hastina. Pétruk?  
Antawacana #446 : Pétruk  
Yes, my Lord. I have been hiding behind the èblèk, yet I still was invited. 
Let us come Gong! 
Antawacana #447 : Krêsna  
What actually happened, that your Lord feels at home in Sokalima? Soka-
lima is located in Hastina, isn’t it?  
Antawacana #448 : Pétruk  
Yes, it is. That is the reason why; Banaspati is in Hastina. 
Antawacana #449 : Bagong  
Who is that? 
Antawacana #450 : Pétruk  
She is the beautiful goddess! 
Antawacana #451 : Bagong  
The goddess Bangomati (the dead stork). 
Antawacana #452 : Pétruk  
You do not understand, Gong! 
Antawacana #453 : Krêsna  
Madi? 
Antawacana #454 : Pamadi  
Yes, I am. 
Antawacana #455 : Pétruk  
Darmadi, you are invited! 
Antawacana #456 : Krêsna  
Pamadi? 
Antawacana #457 : Pamadi  
Yes, brother king. 
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Antawacana #458 : Krêsna  
Why are you different from me? I once became a disciple, but I didn’t do 
it like you. I consider everything about my master: what character he has; 
how deep his knowledge is; whether it is useful or not for my life. And 
now you become a disciple of the hermit Drona who put your brother to 
death. If I were you, such a master should die! 
Caking Pakêliran #059:  
The niyagas play the Sampak, Pamadi is pulled out and leaves without 
giving a sêmbah. Nakula and Sadéwa are pulled out, give a sêmbah, step 
backwards and leave by the left side. Krêsna is pulled out, gives a sêmbah 
karna and leaves. Puntadéwa is pulled out, steps backwards and leaves by 
the right side of the stage.  
ADÊGAN 6.2. Anoman and Wrêkodara 
Caking Pakêliran #060 :  
The dhalang manipulates the kayon for a singgêtan. Anoman enters the 
stage from the right side, overseeing the situation, then is stuck on the up-
per banana trunk. The gamêlan accompaniment ends, the dhalang says 
the kandha.  
Kandha #018:  
Holy man Anoman has been sunbathing for forty days in the middle of 
the road. He who has a hairy-white skin wanted to make his skin black by 
sunbathing in the middle of the cross-roads. The roaring of the wind was 
heard, and he noticed that Bhīmaséna was coming. The sight really was 
seen from a distance, and soon they were approaching and embracing 
each other. 
Caking Pakêliran #061 :  
The kandha ends, continues with the Sampak. Anoman is pulled out, 
leaves by the lift side. Bhīma enters the stage from the right side, while 
Anoman enters from the left side. Anoman welcomes him, they embrace 
each other, then they are stuck on the upper banana trunk.  
Antawacana #459 : Anoman  
Hmmm ... ha ha ha ha, Dara? 
Antawacana #460 : Wrêkodara  
Yes, my brother Anoman. 
Antawacana #461 : Anoman  
You know and remember your relative Bāyu. How many are there and 
how many names does they have? I want to hear it.  
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Antawacana #462 : Wrêkodara  
Yes, I do. They are Bāyu Langgeng, Bāyu Anras, Bāyu Mangkurat, Bāyu 
Kinara, and Bāyu Panutup. 
Antawacana #463 : Anoman  
Who is Kinara? 
Antawacana #464 : Wrêkodara 
It is you. 
Antawacana #465 : Anoman  
Who is Panutup the youngest? 
Antawacana #466 : Wrêkodara 
I am. 
Antawacana #467 : Anoman  
Who has to be ... 
Antawacana #468 : Wrêkodara 
We should not be separated. 
Antawacana #469 : Anoman  
Why are we separated? 
Antawacana #470 : Wrêkodara 
We have our own responsibilities. 
Antawacana #471 : Anoman  
Where are you going, my brother? 
Antawacana #472 : Wrêkodara  
I am carrying out my master’s order. 
Antawacana #473 : Anoman  
What is it? 
Antawacana #474 : Wrêkodara  
I am eager to know the knowledge of the perfection of creatures, and to 
obtain it, there is a requirement, called tirta pawitra mahêning suci. 
Antawacana #475 : Anoman  
Where is it taking place? 
Antawacana #476 : Wrêkodara  
It is at the deepest place of the ocean. 
Antawacana #477 : Anoman  
You are going to be soaked in the sea, aren’t you? I know that there are 
many ways to obtain happiness, i.e. soaking in the sea, floating on the 
flowing water, or entering the sea. About your will of entering the deepest 
place of the ocean, I agree with you if it has come out of your heart. But, 
if you deal with someone’s interference in your journey, even if you were 
soaking for six years, you would obtain nothing. Moreover, you said that 
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at the order of your master, you are looking for tirta pawitra mahêning 
suci by entering the deepest of the sea. It is really a doomed way.  
My young brother, I do remind you. I already know your suffering and 
destiny. Since I love you very much, I will hinder your journey. Dear 
brother, stop at my house in Kendalisada. Dara? 
Antawacana #478 : Wrêkodara 
Are you a child or an adult? 
Antawacana #479 : Anoman  
I am an adult, even a hermit! 
Antawacana #480 : Wrêkodara  
Why, as a hermit, are you not able to keep a commitment? I have to un-
dertake a commitment though I am not a hermit, while you are a hermit, 
and not undertaking a commitment. I square up anyone who prevents my 
will. If you do not step aside, I will kick you away.  
Caking Pakêliran #062:  
The niyagas play the Sampak, Bhīma and Anoman are pulled out from 
the banana trunk. Bhīma wants to walk away, while Anoman prevents 
him. Bhīma jumps out, Anoman catches him up. Bhīma throws Anoman 
away. Anoman fall down, stands up and then jumps to catch Bhīma. 
Again Bhīma throws him away to the right side of the stage, then leaves. 
Seeing how Anoman is thrown away, Bhīma jumps backwards to the left 
and leaves the stage. Anoman enters the stage with a throwing movement, 
stands up, then leaves by the right side.  
ADÊGAN 6.3. On the Beach Adêgan    
Caking Pakêliran #063 :  
The dhalang manipulates the kayon to make use of a singgêtan. Bhīma 
enters the stage from the right side, is stuck on the upper banana trunk. 
The dhalang says the kandha.  
Kandha #019 :  
Standing straight just like a decorated stone pillar. That is Wrêkodara, 
who stood on the beach. He was preparing himself by wearing his com-
plete set of clothes from his hair down to his ankles. This entire dress was 
received from the god Bāyu when he was still inside a caul.  
Wrêkodara put on a gêlung minangkara of which the front part is lower 
than the rear. It symbolizes that Wrêkodara was able to distinguish be-
tween the disposition of the servant and the Lord. It is also known by an 
expression: sêpuh sêpi hawa, awas loro-lorining atunggil.  
Wrêkodara wore the golden pupuk, which is designed as fine as fiber of 
the tamarind tree. The golden pupuk is a sign of the descendant of the god 
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Bāyu, and the fiber of the tamarind tree symbolizes a rough part of his 
outer side, but a gentle part of his inner.  
Wrêkodara wore the sumping pudhak sinumpêt, which symbolizes the 
depth of his knowledge which is as deep as Sang Hyang Hodipati’s, but 
Wrêkodara behaves as a silly person. 
Wrêkodara wore the anting-anting panunggul maniking bayu which had 
an enlightening effect. He would not fail to recognize whatever he faced, 
whether it was a smooth thing or a rough one, a small thing or a big one. 
Wrêkodara wore a neck-ring of naga banda, a big dragon, which symbol-
ized his commitment of fulfilling his will. In a battle, he would fight to 
the bitter end. 
He wore the kêlat bau, which was designed as the splitting manggis fruit 
(Garcinia Manggostana) which symbolized that he would not break a 
promise. If he says yes then it remains yes, and if he says no then it re-
mains no. It could be said, he was as elastic as a cord and as stiff as a car-
rying pole. 
He wore the arm-ring of candra kirana, candra means moon, kirana 
means shape. His sight was like the shining of god of the moon. 
He wore the paningsêt cindhé, that extended up to his right and left knee. 
It symbolized that Wrêkodara already knew the eternal world. 
He wore the four colors of the kampuh bangbintu: red, black, yellow, and 
white. The red color is a symbol of anger; the black is a symbol of power; 
the yellow is a symbol of sexual desire; and the white one is a symbol of 
sanctity. Everything that was worn by Wrêkodara has been mentioned. 
Therefore he can be said to be sêpuh liring sêpuh, sêpi hawa awas loro-
loroning atunggil, he is mature and freed of physical desires, and he has a 
clear insight into the two-in-one. 
He had the pañcanaka which meant he already held at hand the five types 
of sharpness. It was a symbol that Wrêkodara was already able to control 
the desires of his five senses. 
He was lifting his pants, rubbing the pañcanaka, pañca means five, naka 
means sharp, tightening the belt, and immediately stepping on. The earth 
was shaky … 
Caking Pakêliran #064 :  
The niyagas play the Sampak, Bhīma is pulled out, jumps to the left side 
and leaves. The dhalang manipulates the kayon, sticks it slanted to the 
left to visualize the ocean. Bhīma enters the stage by the right side, is 
stuck on the upper banana trunk, overseeing the ocean. The gamêlan 
calms down, then the dhalang says the janturan. 
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Janturan #010 :  
The day was coming to an end, and the voice of the nocturnal animals 
was pointing to the south-west direction. It seemed they were noticing 
Wrêkodara’s death. Nonetheless, he was more enthusiastic. Many birds 
were flying around him, trying to prevent his journey. Moreover, the 
sound of the gurgling water was heard intermittently, it reminded him of 
the crying of his mother, Kunthi. 
The fearless one had passed the swamp. He stood on the shore, stunned 
with grief, looking at the rolling waves. After a while he suddenly saw a 
wave coming, which was like an invitation of hermit Drona. He encour-
aged himself, tightened his belt, until Wrêkodara’s waist became very 
small. He kicked the earth and entered the ocean. No one knows what will 
happen then … 
Caking Pakêliran #065 :  
Just before the end of the janturan, the dhalang plays the dhodhogan 
gêtêr to invite the niyagas to change the gêndhing from Ayak-ayak to 
Sampak. Bhīma plunges in the ocean. The kayon is pulled out from the 
banana trunk, and is manipulated as the ocean. Bhīma is soaking in the 
ocean from the right side to the left side, then leaves. It is repeated two 
times, then the kayon is stuck on the lower banana trunk. The gêndhing 
ends, and the dhalang says the kandha. 
Kandha #020 :  
Enthusiastically, he entered the sea. The water reached his knees, and 
slowly his body, it touched his face, the water pushed his neck. There was 
a dragon floating on the water, as big as a sting beetle, and bit Bhīma’s 
thigh.  
ADÊGAN 6.4. Killing the naga 
Caking Pakêliran #066: 
The niyagas play the Sampak, the kayon is pulled out and stuck in again 
on the end of the right simpingan. The naga enters from the left side mov-
ing towards the right side, and leaves. Bhīma enters the stage from the 
right side, soaking in the ocean, and immediately from the left side the 
naga grabs and coils him. They roll over each other in the ocean, then 
leave through the left side. The dhalang manipulates the kayon, sticks it 
in the middle of the white screen. The gêndhing ends, and the dhalang 
says the kandha. 
Kandha #021 :  
His body was crawled over by a big snake, called Nabatmawa. There was 
a dragon floating on the water, as big as a sting beetle, his name was Na-
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batmawa. He crawled over the body of Wrêkodara, from the head up to 
the feet. Wrêkodara had no hope to live, and his death was at hand. As the 
dragon wanted to speed up the death of Wrêkodara, it moved its bite from 
the thigh to the neck, so that Wrêkodara would soon die. But because its 
head was held and its mouth was opened by force, the mouth of the dra-
gon was torn. It disappeared at once. 
Caking Pakêliran #067 :  
Bhīma and the naga roll over each other entering the stage from the right 
side, and stop at the middle of the kêlir. Bhīma holds the naga’s head, 
tears its mouth, and he is released. He throws the naga to the left side and 
leaves. The dhalang manipulates the kayon, moves it to the middle of the 
kêlir and invites the niyagas to change the Sampak to Ayak-ayak. The 
kayon is stuck in the middle of the kêlir, the gêndhing calms down, then 
the dhalang says the janturan.  
Janturan #011 :  
The blood of the naga was coloring the sea. The corpse of Nabatmawa 
disappeared, while Wrêkodara was unconsciously floating on the water. 
A very surprising event which could hardly be understood happened, i.e. 
Wrêkodara washed ashore at a very beautiful small island. Many plants 
were growing well and bearing a lot of fruits. It is unintelligible that all 
happened by the power of light. All light in the world was less bright than 
the light which was accompanying a small boy on his journey. Wrêkodara 
was surprised, seeing he came close to him. 
ADÊGAN 6.5. Encounter with Déwaruci 
Caking Pakêliran #068 :  
The kayon is pulled out and stuck in again on the end of the right sim-
pingan. Déwaruci enters the stage from the right side, stops and is stuck 
on the upper banana trunk. Bhīma enters the stage through the left side, 
looking at the situation, then is stuck on the upper banana trunk. The 
Ayak-ayak ends, the dhalang sings the suluk Pathêt Manyura Jugag. 
Suluk #034: Pathêt Manyura Jugag 
Created by the Almighty, 
Is this world for everyone.  
Feeding all creatures,  
Even ensuring safety until the end of time. 
Antawacana #481 : Wrêkodara  
It is incomparable, how I am in awe. I thought I was dead, I do not feel 
that I am alive at all. When I rub my body up to the soles of my feet, I re-
alize that I still step on the earth. The water dragon which bit my thigh 
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has disappeared, and beyond expectations I am stranded on such a very 
beautiful small island. Many plants are growing here, and bearing a lot of 
fruits. All existed because of the power of light, though it is less bright 
than the light which is accompanying a small boy. Small guy, may you 
introduce yourself! You are here, who dropped you? And why don’t you 
get any problems with fishes in the ocean that want to drink the blood of 
human beings? What is your name? 
Antawacana #482 : Déwaruci  
Wrêkodara, Wrêkodara! Do not go, if you do not know where you are go-
ing to! Do not eat, if you do not know the taste and the benefit of what 
you eat! Do not wear the clothes, if you do not know how you have to 
wear them.  
It is like the following parable. There was a stupid man who came from a 
mountainous region, he left for the town to buy gold. He directly went to 
the goldsmith. The goldsmith gave him a yellow paper, he presumed it 
was pure gold. Therefore, you need to understand the hidden things, and 
moreover to understand whom you worship! I let you know Dara, I am 
the god of happiness. My name is Déwaruci, or Marbudyèngrat. 
Caking Pakêliran #069 :  
The niyagas play the Ayak-ayak. Bhīma is pulled out, giving a sêmbah to 
Déwaruci, then is stuck on the lower banana trunk with a cross-hand posi-
tion. The gêndhing calms down, the dhalang says the janturan, followed 
by the dialogue. 
Janturan #012 :  
Bhīma is sitting in a cross-legged position immediately, bowed down un-
til he touches the ground. Déwaruci [the dhalang] says as follows. 
Antawacana #483 : Déwaruci  
Dara, take a seat, please! 
Antawacana #484 : Wrêkodara  
Yes, I will. Firstly, allow me to present my reverent greetings sang Ruci 
Bathara, sang Marbudyèngrat. 
Antawacana #485 : Déwaruci  
Yes! I accept your greetings. Moreover, Wrêkodara, why did you leave 
your country with all its comforts and go to loneliness? You come here, 
what are you looking for? This is not a place to look for glory or pleasure, 
there is no comfort or pleasure here. All that exists here, cannot be used 
by a human being. Therefore, you came to the wrong place, didn’t you? 
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Antawacana #486 : Wrêkodara  
My Lord, How heavy is my responsibility in undertaking the order of my 
master. I want to learn the knowledge of the perfection of creatures, and I 
have to provide tirta pawitra mahêning suci as a requirement. It is a for-
tune I met you, you may show me where it is located, tirta pawitra ma-
hêning suci. 
Antawacana #487 : Déwaruci  
Dara, it is you who has to listen to many important things I want to say. It 
is relevant to what you are looking for. First, you are eager to master the 
knowledge of the perfection of creatures, aren’t you? The perfection of 
the creature means a creature which is perfect. A perfect creation has no 
need of earthly things, while a human being still needs the heat of the sun, 
air, water, earth and its contents, and therefore he is not perfect yet. The 
only perfect one is the Creator of the creatures. One certainly has a weak-
ness, though he has knowledge to calculate the extent of the world, and 
count the stars in the sky. One who is perfect is the Almighty. 
Second, you are searching for tirta pawitra mahêning suci. You cannot 
find it here. It is only a sanépan word, given by your master. Listen to 
me! The meaning is as follows. 
The word tirta means water, the source of life. Wherever there is water, 
there is life. The word pawitra means clear. Clear water is not only not 
dirty, but it has the meaning of giving living energy to creation. Water is 
not only useful for a human being, even the insects need water. Their 
lives cannot be separated from water.  
The word mahêning is derived from maha and êning. It is a manifestation 
of the happiness of both the outer and the inner self. 
The word suci means being cleansed of all sins. To live in a perfect way 
is a life which gives you happiness of your outer and inner self, and 
cleansing of all sins. That is called holy. No one has achieved many 
things I explained. From long ago up to now, the perfection of creation is 
only an ideal. For the sake of clarity, you would understand eternal life 
which is free from any difficulties, if you had been able to see the immor-
tal world.  
Antawacana #488 : Wrêkodara  
Where can I see the immortal world? 
Antawacana #489 : Déwaruci  
You are not able to see the immortal world with your eyes, but with your 
mind. Please, come and enter my stomach, and you will see what the im-
mortal world is! 
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Antawacana #490 : Wrêkodara  
Oh, my Lord! How is it possible, since I am as big as a mountain, while 
you are extremely small? How could my whole body enter, when not 
even my little finger could possibly get in? 
Antawacana #491 : Déwaruci  
Dara, Dara! Which is larger, you or the world? The oceans and the moun-
tains would not be overcrowded if they entered my belly. The best way of 
seeing what you are looking for is my left ear, as the entrance. 
Caking Pakêliran #070 :  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan gêtêr to give a sign that he will sing 
the suluk Ada-ada Manyura Jangkêp, followed by the kandha.  
Suluk #035: Ada-ada Manyura Jangkêp 
He is like a famous hermit,  
After doing a meditation,  
In the prayer room,  
Seeing for a long time,  
The rising of the sun from behind the mountain.  
He speaks gently, Ooong ... 
Kandha #022:  
Wrêkodara focused on his five senses, stepping on the earth, and entering 
Déwaruci’s belly. The voice was like a thunder … 
Caking Pakêliran #071 :  
Bhīma is pulled out, and with a cross-hand meditative position, Bhīma is 
moved over Déwaruci, then embodied in his belly. The gêndhing ends, 
then the dhalang says the kandha. 
Kandha #023:  
It was like a luminous light casting away the darkness. Wrêkodara was in 
Ruci Bathara’s belly, at once he realized whom he worshipped. 
Caking Pakêliran #072 :  
The dhalang plays the dhodhogan to invite the niyagas to play Ldr. 
Éling-éling. The gêndhing calms down, then the dhalang says the jan-
turan, followed by the dialogue 
Janturan #013 :  
Om  awignam astu! May creation be full of peace!  
Om  awignam astu! May creation be full of peace! 
Om  awignam astu! May creation be full of peace! 
Wrêkodara had a beautiful feeling, being in the belly of Marbudyèngrat, 
called also Déwaruci. He, for the first time, experienced amazing things 
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that were intermittently visible and audible. Wrêkodara asked Déwaruci 
gently. 
Antawacana #492 : Wrêkodara 
My Lord? 
Antawacana #493 : Déwaruci  
Yes, Wrêkodara. 
Antawacana #494 : Wrêkodara  
Where do I live? 
Antawacana #495 : Déwaruci  
What sign do you see, so that you asked me like that? 
Antawacana #496 : Wrêkodara 
I see a very large space, borderless. It is empty and unimaginably vast, 
bright but not by the power of the sun. I do not recognize the directions; I 
cannot distinguish north, south, and east from west, neither below from 
above, front from back. I am still able to speak, to see, to hear, but not to 
look at my body. In what kind of world do I live, my Lord? 
Antawacana #497 : Déwaruci  
Wrêkodara, Wrêkodara! The space in which you feel serene, peaceful and 
happy is very large, borderless and bright but not because of the sun. It is 
called the loka baka, the eternal world, also called the alam jati, or the 
eternal world. It is because you are now living in the laknyana world that 
you are able to see, to hear, to speak but not to see your physical body. 
This means that you live in the deadly world, although you are still alive. 
That is called the laknyana world.  
Antawacana #498 : Wrêkodara  
It is incomparable, how great is my delight. I see a single flame of eight 
colors. What is it, my Lord?  
Antawacana #499 : Déwaruci  
OK! That is called the pancamaya. The meaning of panca here is not 
five, but multicolored. The eight colors symbolize the energy of life, both 
physically and spiritually. They are the energy of the sun, the energy of 
the moon, the energy of the stars, the energy of the clouds, the energy of 
the earth, the energy of the fire, the energy of the water, and finally, the 
energy of the wind. These eight energies determine the life of the crea-
tures in the universe. The first three energies, that are the energy of the 
sun, of the moon, and of the stars manifest themselves in a spiritual di-
mension of a human being, while the other four energies, that are the en-
ergy of the earth, of the fire, of the water, and of the wind manifest them-
selves in a physical dimension of a human being. The seven energies 
which have been fused, are called the nungkat gaib revelation. The word 
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nungkat means one, and gaib means a mystery. The baby who is still in 
his mother’s womb, remains unrecognized whether it is male or female. 
Antawacana #500 : Wrêkodara  
My Lord? 
Antawacana #501 : Déwaruci  
Yes, my son? 
Antawacana #502 : Wrêkodara  
I see something resembling an ivory doll. What is it? 
Antawacana #503 : Déwaruci  
I will let you know, that is your essence. What I mean with essence is the 
substrate of all qualities in the universe. It is a life, though it does not ex-
ist yet, it is a live entity. That is a life which is not caused by the eight en-
ergies, but by the Pramana. This Pramana is the life of Sang Hyang Suk-
sma, because it is enlivened by the Suksma which possesses the gift of 
sustaining life. The Suksma manifest in the Pramana, is embodied in a 
human being, a new life. The Suksma can be felt, though it is invisible. In 
contrast, one would be paralyzed if he was abandoned by the Suksma, al-
though he was able to move the mountain. This stage is called the deadly 
world. 
Antawacana #504 : Wrêkodara 
I see four colors appearing to me, i.e. black, red, yellow, and white. 
Antawacana #505 : Déwaruci  
A single flame of four colors is the manifestation of four desires. Red is 
an impulse to express the anger desire. Black is the most powerful to ex-
press every kind of hate. Yellow is impulse of fulfilling the evil desires. 
Only white has a sacred character. The three red, black, and yellow al-
ways try to combat the white one. White is alone, and therefore it is easily 
defeated by the three, if it is not firm. But based on the power of its sacred 
character, the energy of purity is able to overcome the other three.  
Antawacana #506 : Wrêkodara  
Considering what my Lord said, allow me to stay here. I’m already in 
sheer delight to stay here. If I come back to my world, I have to deal with 
difficulties again. 
Antawacana #507 : Déwaruci  
Heh! Dara, that is not the character of a noble knight. As a knight, you 
should know your duty and your responsibility. I allowed you to enter my 
belly, indeed just to let you know, not to stay in. Wait until the time will 
come, and do not force the will of time. Get out of my belly soon! 
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Caking Pakêliran #073 :  
The Ldr. Éling-éling is changed to the Sampak. Bhīma leaves from Déwa-
ruci’s belly, and is stuck on the lower banana trunk before Déwaruci. The 
gamêlan ends, the dialogue continues.  
Antawacana #508 : Wrêkodara 
Hhmmm … my Lord, I want to avoid any suffering. 
Antawacana #509 : Déwaruci  
It is the task of the creature that he should work in accordance with his 
talents and abilities. It would be a scandal, as a ksatriya, if you neglected 
your responsibility. That is why it has no meaning to stay before me for a 
longer time. Go back to your country, and help your master, hermit Drona 
who would commit suicide by entering the sea! 
Antawacana #510 : Wrêkodara  
Yes, I will. May I ask your blessing, my Lord! 
Antawacana #511 : Déwaruci  
Dara, may you not find any obstacle on your trip! 
Caking Pakêliran #074 :  
The niyagas play the Sampak. Bhīma is pulled out, gives a sêmbah to 
Déwaruci, then steps backwards to the left side and leaves. Déwaruci is 
pulled out, leaves by the right side. The dhalang manipulates the kayon, 
sticks it in the middle of the kêlir. The Sampak ends with the suwuk 
gropak, then the dhalang sings the suluk, followed by playing the Sam-
pak.  
Suluk #036: Ada-ada Manyura  
Feeling enlightens the world,  
Looks like the rising-sun on the peak’s hill,  
Is sunny bright,  
Of sunshine,  
Also the sky and the mountain … 
JÊJÊR 7.  An event in Sokalima 
ADÊGAN 7.1.  Pamadi visited Drona 
Caking Pakêliran #075:  
Drona enters the stage through the right side, is stuck on the upper banana 
trunk. Pamadi enters from the left side, with a kris without its shield at his 
hand, giving a sêmbah, and is stuck on the lower banana trunk. Pétruk 
and Bagong enter through the left side, are stuck on the lower banana 
trunk. The gamêlan ends with the suwuk gropak, then the dialogue con-
tinues.  
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Antawacana #512 : Drona 
Oh lolé-lolé, … howêloh-howêloh. If it is god’s will that I will die in the 
hands of my beloved disciple, Pamadi, please come near me. Where is 
your kris (dagger) of kyai Pulanggeni with a deadly poison. Stab in my 
chest, please kill me! 
Antawacana #513 : Pamadi  
My master, please, look at me carefully! What I direct towards you is the 
handle of the kris. I mean, please take my kris, and kill me by my own 
kris. 
Antawacana #514 : Drona  
How could it be and why? 
Antawacana #515 : Pamadi  
It is meaningless being the Pandhawa brothers who should be five, but are 
only four. Like a single of five eggs, we commit suicide for the one who 
has got lost. 
Antawacana #516 : Drona  
Heh, wait …wait! Is that what you mean? Yeah … it is possible that you 
all do not believe me, because it is usually not done by a human being 
what Wrêkodara did. Put your kris in its warangka! 
Antawacana #517 : Pamadi  
Yes, I do. 
Antawacana #518 : Drona  
I am responsible for Wrêkodara, whether he is still alive or dead. I am a 
true master, anyone could emulate my example and listen to my advice. It 
is uncommon that a master misleads his disciple. I take all the responsi-
bilities. 
Antawacana #519 : Pamadi  
What does it mean? 
Antawacana #520 : Drona  
If by noon Wrêkodara does not come out of the ocean, I will catch up 
with him by entering the sea. 
ADÊGAN 7.2. Pamadi and Drona on the Beach  
Caking Pakêliran #076 :  
The dhalang manipulates the kayon to make use of a singgêtan. The 
kayon is stuck on the left side, slanting to the left to visualize the ocean. 
Drona enters from the right side, is stuck on the upper banana trunk. 
Pamadi enters the stage through the right side, is stuck behind Drona on 
the lower banana trunk. The gêndhing ends, then the dhalang says the 
kandha.  
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Kandha #024:  
At the east side, the Korawa brothers were overseeing what the hermit 
Drona was doing. King Duryudana was also coming to the sea shore, but 
he remained sitting in the royal carriage. He wiped his mustache again 
and again, patting his chest, breathing in and out fast and looked like a 
lion that is observing a deer. At the west side, the three Pandhawa broth-
ers, king Puntadéwa, the twins, and king Krêsna were also overseeing 
what hermit Drona was doing.  
Being accompanied by Pamadi, Drona had already arrived at the beach. 
They were looking at the sun which was running from east to west. At 
precisely noon, Wrêkodara did not come out of the ocean yet, and there-
fore Drona attempted to commit suicide by jumping into the sea. 
ADÊGAN 7.3. Drona plunged into the ocean 
Caking Pakêliran #077 :  
The niyagas play the Sampak. Drona is pulled out, steps forwards to the 
left, then plunges in the ocean. He enters from the right side with a sink-
ing movement. Bhīma enters from the left side, immediately catches 
Drona and carries him on his shoulder, steps towards the right side. The 
dhalang manipulates the kayon to make use of a singgêtan. Krêsna and 
Puntadéwa enter from the right side, and leave by the left side. Duryudana 
and Sêngkuni enter from the left side and leave by the right side. The 
gêndhing ends, the dhalang says the kandha, followed by the dialogue. 
Kandha #025:  
It was in less than one blink of the eye that Drona came out of the water 
again. Wrêkodara was carrying him on his shoulder. The Pandhawas were 
approaching them, also the Korawas. 
Antawacana #521 : Pétruk 
Gong, how noble is our Lord Wrêkodara, isn’t he? Hermit Drona commit-
ted suicide, finally he got out of the water because he is being carried by 
Wrêkodara. How great is our Lord Wrêkodara! 
ADÊGAN 7.4. Bhīma encountered his Pandhawa brothers 
Caking Pakêliran #078 :  
Krêsna and Puntadéwa enter the stage from the right side, are stuck on the 
upper banana trunk, followed by Nakula and Sadéwa who are stuck on 
the lower banana trunk, behind Puntadéwa. Drona enters through the left 
side, giving a sêmbah karna, and is stuck on the upper banana trunk. 
Bhīma enters from the left side, giving a sêmbah to Krêsna and Pun-
tadéwa, and is stuck on the upper banana trunk, behind Drona. Pamadi 
enters through the left side, giving a sêmbah, and is stuck on the lower 
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banana trunk, flanking Drona. The gêndhing ends, then the dialogue con-
tinues.  
Antawacana #522 : Drona  
Huh, look at him Pamadi! I and your brother have come back. To who-
ever does not believe me, look at him! Do you still not believe me, even 
though I have such evidence? 
Antawacana #523 : Krêsna  
Wrêkodara, are you well? 
Antawacana #524 : Wrêkodara 
Yes, I am, my brother Jlithêng. 
Antawacana #525 : Krêsna  
Father Drona, how are you? 
Antawacana #526 : Drona  
Yes, I was together with your brother [Wrêkodara]. I was not trusted by 
your younger brother Pamadi, he even accused me of putting Wrêkodara 
in a trap. Oh, lolé, lolé … Wrêkodara has entered the ocean, and came out 
of the sea-water. Who is telling the truth, he who does not believe me or I 
who was accused of lying?  
Antawacana #527 : Wrêkodara 
Yes, my master. I just did what you wanted me to do, in accordance with 
your order.  
Antawacana #528 : Drona  
Thankfully! I believe that you are the only one who is able to see tirta 
pawitra mahêning suci. Therefore, an expression is possible of “A buffalo 
is suckling her child.” Sometime, you may tell me about the way to 
heaven I will pass by! 
Antawacana #529 : Korawa  
Heh, terrifying! 
ADÊGAN 7.5. Fighting for Drona 
Caking Pakêliran #079 :  
The niyagas play the Sampak. Bhīma is pulled out, looks at the surround-
ings, then walks towards the left side, and is stuck behind Puntadéwa, on 
the upper banana trunk. Pamadi is pulled out, walks towards the right 
side, and is stuck on the lower banana trunk, flanking Krêsna. Duryudana 
enters the stage from the left side, is stuck behind Drona on the upper ba-
nana trunk, facing Krêsna. The chief minister Sêngkuni enters from the 
left side, giving a sêmbah karna, and is stuck behind Duryudana on the 
lower banana trunk. The gêndhing ends, followed by the dialogue.   
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Antawacana #530 : Duryudana  
Uncle Sêngkuni? 
Antawacana #531 : Sêngkuni  
Yes, at your command. 
Antawacana #532 : Duryudana  
How happy I am, because Drona was free from any danger. 
Antawacana #533 : Sêngkuni  
Ha, so am I. 
Antawacana #534 : Duryudana 
My brother King, Krêsna! 
Antawacana #535 : Krêsna  
Yes, my brother. 
Antawacana #536  : Duryudana  
And you also, Wrêkodara! 
Antawacana #537 : Wrêkodara 
What? 
Antawacana #538 : Duryudana  
The one, whose name is hermit Drona, should be forever in Hastina. It is 
wrong that Drona was together with the Pandhawas. I ask Drona to go 
back to Hastina.  
Antawacana #539 : Drona  
Let me tell you something, my Lord! I have no objection, because it is my 
responsibility to become the teacher of the Korawas, not only up to now, 
but until the end of time. But, please, I will let you know that I have one 
thing which causes me not to come back to Hastina today.  
Antawacana #540 : Duryudana 
Did you talk him out of it, Wrêkodara? 
Antawacana #541 : Wrêkodara 
I didn’t. Ask hermit Drona yourself please! 
Antawacana #542 : Duryudana  
My brother King, Krêsna? 
Antawacana #543  : Krêsna  
Yes, brother. 
Antawacana #544 : Duryudana  
Did you persuade him? 
Antawacana #545 : Krêsna  
I am mentally healthy; my five senses are still well. For what reason do I 
need Drona?  
Antawacana #546 : Duryudana  
You either allow me or not, I must have him back! 
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Antawacana #547 : Krêsna  
Wrêkodara, don’t behave like a child! 
ADÊGAN 7.6. The Wild Battle 
Caking Pakêliran #080 :  
The niyagas play the Sampak. Duryudana and Bhīma are pulled out from 
the banana trunk. Bhīma steps forwards and kicks Duryudana so he is 
thrown out of the left side of the stage. Pamadi is pulled out, giving a 
sêmbah, then leaves by the left side. Krêsna and Puntadéwa are pulled 
out, leave by the right side, followed by Nakula and Sadéwa. The dhalang 
manipulates the kayon to make use of a singgêtan. Bhīma enters through 
the right side, while Dursasana enters from the left side. They look at 
each other, before they are stuck on the upper banana trunk. The gamêlan 
ends, followed by the dialogue.  
Antawacana #548 : Dursasana 
Please, surrender Wrêkodara! If you don’t, should I fight against you?  I 
want your blood, though it is only one bowl. 
Antawacana #549 : Wrêkodara 
You think it is easy? 
Antawacana #550 : Dursasana  
I will slam you on the embankment, you will be crushed into pieces! 
Caking Pakêliran #081 :  
The niyagas play the Sampak Galong. Dursasana attacks Bhīma, but 
Bhīma catches him and hits him so he falls down on the ground. Dursa-
sana stands up, tries to kick Bhīma, but Bhīma is able to avoid him, he 
even kicks Dursasana who falls down. Bhīma runs to catch him, but Bu-
risrawa prevents it. They are stuck on the upper banana trunk. The Sam-
pak Galong ends, and the dialogue continues. 
Antawacana #551 : Burisrawa  
Who are you? 
Antawacana #552 : Wrêkodara 
What do you want? 
Antawacana #553 : Burisrawa  
I want Drona back. 
Antawacana #554 : Wrêkodara  
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ADÊGAN 7.7. Dancing the Tayungan, followed by the Tancêp Kayon 
Caking Pakêliran #082:  
The niyagas play the Sampak Ngayogyan. Burisrawa is thrown away and 
kicked by Bhīma. Bhīma is in the middle of the kêlir, giving a sign to the 
niyagas to play Ldr. Kaki Tunggu Jagung. The niyagas play the Ldr. Kaki 
Tunggu Jagung, then Bhīma dances the Tayungan. The Tayungan ends, 
Bhīma leaves by the right side of the stage. The Ldr. Kaki Tunggu Jagung 
changes to Ayak-ayak Mênyura Ngayogyan. The Pandhawas and Drona 
are present on the stage. The gamêlan ends, followed by the dialogue.  
Antawacana #555 : Krêsna  
All danger has been overcome. May happiness always be with us. 
Caking Pakêliran #083:  
The niyagas play the Gangsaran. The dhalang manipulates the kayon, 
sticks it in the middle of the kêlir pointing up vertically as a sign that the 
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Figure 3.3.  The Jasadipoeran Sêrat Déwaruci and Ki Nartosabdan Déwa-
ruci play 









 BHĪMASUCI: A METAPHOR  





1.  Introduction 
This chapter deals with the related questions: why do we consider Bhīma’s 
quest a mystical and spiritual experience, and what are the steps of Bhīma’s 
mystical quest, that have become an example for Javanese spiritual growth? The 
Bhīmasuci metaphor as presented in the Sêrat Déwaruci and as performed in the 
Déwaruci play as well, will lead us to the answer. Metaphorically, for the Java-
nese, spiritual growth is (like) the Déwaruci play. The Déwaruci play is a strat-
egy that colors the Javanese’s imaginative understanding of texts and real-world 
situations by which one communicates about the conceptualization of such no-
tions as eternity, life after and before death, difficult-to-talk-about ideas, and 
aspects of ordinary experience.
1
  
Thinking more analytically about how the metaphor of Bhīmasuci can be 
used to understand the stages of Javanese spiritual progression, we introduce 
two conceptual domains, the so-called source domain and the so-called target 
domain.
2
 The target domain is the domain that we try to understand through the 
                                                          
1
  Cf. Raymond W. Gibbs, Jr., Researching Metaphor, in Lynne Cameron and Graham 
Low, Researching and Applying Metaphor, New York 1999, 41-44. 
2
  A metaphor can be briefly defined as thinking of one thing (A) as though it were 
another thing (B): A is the Topic or Target and B is the Source or Vehicle. Three 
elements of metaphor are important: the target, that is what we actually are talking 
about, the source, that is the entity with which the target is being compared, and the 
ground, the stated similarity that helps us to map features of the source onto the tar-
get. For a further understanding, see, e.g., Zoltán Kövecses, Metaphor A Practical 
Introduction, New York 2010; Gibbs, Researching and Applying Metaphor, 37-47; 
Andrew Goatly, Washing the Brain - Metaphor and Hidden Ideology, Amster-
dam/Philadelphia 2007, 11-33. 
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use of the source domain, with the help of mappings.
3
 We have chosen for this 
method of working because the most secure basis upon which to describe the 
stages of Javanese spiritual growth of the Déwaruci story is to be found in the 
context of the wayang kulit performance. For a further understanding of the 
degree to which the Javanese spiritual development underlies the Déwaruci 
story, a theory should be based on and accompanied by the symbolic meaning 
of the requirements of the wayang kulit performance. Therefore, by analyzing 
the structural dynamics of the Déwaruci story, and the dynamics of the wayang 
kulit performance as well, as they are metaphorically presented in the mapping, 
we will arrive at Bhīmasuci as a model of Javanese spiritual growth.  
Applying this theory (source-to-target domain mapping), in combination 
with the structural dynamics of the Sêrat Déwaruci and the dynamics of the 
Déwaruci play (see chapter II, 2. The Dramatic Play Dynamic) the Bhīmasuci 
metaphor can be represented in a table as follows:  
Table 4.1.  Mapping: in the conceptual metaphor, the Javanese spiritual growth is the 
Déwaruci play. 
 SOURCE MAPPING TARGET 
 →Bhīma goes to Tikbrasara forest  → spiritual journey 
 →Bhīma fights against two ogres →  physical hindrance 
 →Bhīma goes to the Ocean →  spir. journey: continuation 
 →Bhīma fights against Bāyu’s brother →  emotional hindrance 
 →Bhīma fights against a dragon-snake →  self-emptying  
 →Bhīma is in Déwaruci’s belly →  mystical union experience 
 →Bhīma dances the Tayungan →  goal: eternal union 
 
This mapping reflects the conception of a physical journey as a metaphor for 
spiritual growth.
4
 The word lakon literally means the dramatic play of the 
wayang kulit performance.
5
 The Déwaruci play means the wayang kulit per-
formance that presents Bhīma’s quest for tirta pawitra in order to sanctify his 
life. This Javanese noun lakon is derived from the verb laku that also means an 
ascetic practice
6
 in order to deepen one’s spiritual life. This cultural expression 
                                                          
3
  Kövecses, Metaphor, 4; Geroge Lakoff, The Neural Theory of Metaphor, in Ray-
mond W. Gibbs, Jr., (eds.), The Cambridge Handbook of Metaphor and Thought, 
New York 2008, 24. 
4
  The qualification of physical, emotional, and self-emptying temptations will be ex-
plained later. 
5
  W.J.S. Poerwadarminta, Baoesastra Djawa (The Javanese Dictionary), Gronin-
gen/Batavia 1939, 257.  
6
  Poerwadarminta, Baoesastra, 257; Padmasoesastra, Baoesastra: Jarwa Kawi (The 
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of Bhīma’s physical journey to certain destinations reflects the concept of spiri-
tual growth.  
One thing we know about journeys is that a journey defines a path. Each part 
of a dramatic text and/or a dramatic play reflects a particular aspect of the map-
ping of journeys, a metaphorical mapping in which the symbolic meaning of a 
concrete domain of the Déwaruci play helps us to better structure our under-
standing of a more abstract concept, i.e. the paths of the Javanese spiritual 
growth. Moreover, the wayang and the Javanese are two sides of the same coin, 
they live the spiritual meaning of the Bhīmasuci metaphor as a model for their 
own spiritual life. 
2.  Bhīma in the Wayang Tradition 
Before we embark upon our exploration of looking at Bhīma as a model of 
spiritual growth, based on both the Sêrat Déwaruci and the Déwaruci play, we 
present his personage, which has become the object of this study. Bhīma is the 
second of the Pandhawa brothers. Another of Bhīma’s names is Wrêkodara, 
also spelled Wêrkodara, which means having a wolf chest. It is one among the 
others, called the dasa nama, which literally means ten names. It does not mean 
that one has exactly ten different names, it could be less or could be more, and 
not all wayang figures have ten names. In the Sêrat Déwaruci, we find seven 
different names of Bhīma, respectively Wrêkodara, Aryaséna, Bāyutanaya, Bā-
yuputra, Bāyusiwi, the great man of Jodhipati, and Bhīma. We find another 
seven different names of Bhīma in the transcription of the Déwaruci play, 
namely Bhīmaséna, Wayunénda, Jayadilaga, Kusumayuda, Kusumadilaga, Bra-
taséna, and Prabancanasiwi. And still other names of Bhīma can be added to the 
list, such as Wijaséna,
7
 Gandawastratmaja, Pawanasuta, and Bhīmasuci.
8
 Thus 
all together, the number of names given to Bhīma is more than ten. Moreover, 
Bhīma has the most wayang wandas
9
 and the most lakons, dramatic plays.
10
  
Because he does not speak a higher level of the Javanese language, and be-
haves harshly, Bhīma is not so close to the heart of the Javanese as Pamadi and 
Yudhistira. Yet paradoxically, for the Javanese and the Javanese mystical sects 
                                                          
7
  Senawangi (ed.), Ensiklopedi Wayang Indonesia (Indonesian Wayang Encyclopedia) 
6 vols., Jakarta 1999, vol. 1, 300. 
8
  A. Seno Sastroamidjojo, Tjeritera Dewa Rutji dengan arti filsafatnja (The Story of 
Dewaruci and Its Philosophical Meaning), Djakarta 1962, 8. 
9
  Bhīma has thirteen wandas, which are wanda Mimis, Lintang, Lindu Panon, Lindu 
Bambang, Tathit, Kêtug, Jagur, Kêdu, Gandu, Jagong, Bêdil, Bugis, and Gurnat. 
Senawangi (ed.), Ensiklopedi, vol.1, 303. 
10
  For example the Collection J.L. Moens in two volumes, in which we find 100 lakons 
referring to Bhīma, and 313 lakons presenting Bhīma as the main character, written 
by Widi Prayitno, Sentolo, Yogyakarta. See Pigeaud, The Literature of Java, vol. 2, 
679-681; vol. 4, 79-85. 
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as well, Bhīma becomes a model in striving for the perfection of life. According 
to the wayang literature and the wayang performance tradition, which under-
went the influence of the Mahābhārata and Rāmāyana epics, the name given to 
a certain figure is often connected with the genealogy of his family or with the 
famous deeds he performed. In the case of Bhīma, he is officially the second 
son of Pandhu Déwanata and Kunthi, but in reality he is the son of Bāyu,
11
 the 
god of the wind, and therefore he is called Bāyutanaya, Bāyuputra, Bāyusiwi, 
Bāyusuta, Pawanasuta, and Wayunéndya, which means son of the god Bāyu. 
Bhīma is also called Bungkus, because he was born in a caul, the membrane 
which enclosed the baby Bhīma and could not be torn by any weapon. To be 
“born with the caul” is a worldwide phenomenon, it happens in fewer than 1 in 
80.000 births, and according to legends it as a sign of good luck. Only Ga-
jahséna,
12
 an elephant that was sent along with Narada by Sang Hyang Guru, 
was able to break baby Bhīma’s caul. Gajahséna died, its tusks became a natural 
weapon on Bhīma’s thumbnails, called pañcanaka; its soul embodied in Bhīma, 
and therefore he is also called Bhīmaséna, Brataséna, or Séna only.  
As described above, an additional name of séna articulates that baby Bhīma 
killed Gajahséna, while the name of Brataséna articulates that he is a man of 
long-suffering. The following shows how much suffering he and his four broth-
                                                          
11
  It is narrated that after marrying Kunthi and Madrim, Pandhu Dewanata was cursed 
by Kimindama, a Brahmin, as follows. One day, when Pandhu was hunting in the 
forest, he saw a large deer, that seemed to be the leader of the herd, serving his mate. 
He pierced them both with five of his sharp and swift arrows winged with golden 
feathers. That was no deer that Pandhu hit, but a son of Resi of great merit who was 
enjoying his mate in the form of a deer. Pierced by Pandhu, while engaged in the act 
of intercourse, he fell down to the ground, uttering cries that were of a man, and be-
gan to weep bitterly. “O king, for which I will curse thee certainly. As thou hast been 
cruel unto a couple of opposite sexes, death shall certainly overtake thee as soon as 
thou feelest the influence of sexual desire.” Wyasa, The Mahābhārata, vol. 1, 273-
274; P.J. Zoetmulder, Ādiparva, Surabaya 2005, 192-193. For the sake of a descen-
dant, Pandhu allowed his wife to “call” a god to ask for a child by the Adityahrdaya 
mantra, received from resi Druwasa. First, she called the god Dharma, the god of 
justice. Nine months later, she gave birth to a son, named Puntadewa. Later, she 
called the god Bāyu, and from him, she got the second son, called Bhīma. She also 
called the god Indra, and got the third son, called Arjuna. And finally, Kunthi called 
the god Aswino, the twin gods, on behalf of Madrim, and she gave birth to her twin 
sons, called Nakula and Sadewa. The five sons of Pandhu are called the Pandhawas, 
which means the five brothers of Pandhu’s descent. Senawangi (ed.), Ensiklopedi 
vol. 1, 291; Wyasa, The Mahābhārata, vol. 1, 286-292; Zoetmulder, Ādiparva, 198-
201.  
12
  Senawangi (ed.), Ensiklopedi, vol. 1, 292; Mangoenwidjaja, Serat Pakem Bhima 
Bungkus (The Manual of the Wayang Kulit Performance of Bhima Bungkus), Kediri 
1921, 33. 
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ers underwent because of the Korawas’ jealousy. Their father died
13
 when they 
were children, and therefore their uncle, Destrarasta, took care of them, along 
with his ninety nine sons and one daughter, called the Korawas. Together with 
the Korawas, the Pandhawas became disciples of Drona. The Pandhawas proved 
to be superior to the Korawas in using weapons and in knowledge: Bhīma in 
particular excelled in using a gada
14
 and Pamadi excelled in using bow and 
arrow. The Korawas were very jealous and planned to kill the Pandhawas sev-
eral times, though every time the Pandhawas were able to escape from the dan-
ger. Because of the Korawas’ jealousy, the Pandhawas underwent one suffering 
after another, and this would culminate in the great war, called Bharatayuda: an 
18-day war among Bharata’s descendants in order to win back the kingdom 
Ngastina.  
In the wayang performance tradition, the names of Bhīmaséna, Brataséna, 
and Wijaséna refer to Bhīma when he was a teenager, while the name Wrêko-
dara refers to Bhīma when he was an adult, and the name Bhīmasuci refers to 
his period after having received knowledge from Déwaruci and having become 
a priest. Considering that Bhīma is the most formidable of the Pandhawas, 
which is expressed by each of his names, it is obvious that the Korawas thought 
of Bhīma as the most powerful one among the Pandhawa brothers, and always 
looked for means to kill him. They were even portrayed as his antagonists since 
they were born. Both the portrait of Bhīma as described above on the one hand, 
and a tricky attempt of the Korawas to defeat the Pandhawas in the Bharatayuda 
on the other hand, become the background for looking at Bhīma’s mystical 
quest as an example of Javanese spiritual growth. 
3. Interpretations 
In this section, we focus on discussing Bhīma’s quest for tirta pawitra, which 
culminates in the encounter with Déwaruci, in order to find a model of Javanese 
spiritual progression. The encounter between Bhīma and Déwaruci in which 
Bhīma gained the knowledge of perfection, which is considered a mystical ex-
perience, is the most important part of the story. Surely, for the purpose of the 
wayang kulit performance, the leather puppet of Déwaruci is needed. We find at 
least two depictions of Déwaruci. One is exactly the same as Bhīma’s figure but 
                                                          
13
  Once in the spring time, when all kinds of flowers were blooming, Pandhu and 
Madrim spent time in a forest. His desire to have intercourse could not be detained. 
Pandhu forgot Kimindama’s curse, and invited Madrim for sexual intercourse, but 
they did not enjoy the sexual pleasure, because Pandhu died suddenly while they 
were having sexual intercourse. Madrim died by jumping into the fire which burned 
Pandhu’s corpse. Zoetmulder, Ādiparva, 201-202. 
14
  The gadā is a weapon in the form of a bat. 
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 and another one is very similar to Bhīma’s figure, in godly costume.
16
 
In the depictions of them in the documents and books we have at hand, they are 
mostly in the position of facing each other; it looks like the scene of a master 
with his disciple. Such a scene is also described in the text of the Sêrat Déwa-
ruci Canto V. 32e-j as follows:
17  
‖...ǀ Like a faithful mirror:ǀ the one looking in is Hyang Suksma ǀ and the 
reflection ǀ in the glass ǀ is you, a true human, ǀ a true servant … ‖  
In the Tan Khoen Swie edition,
18
 the editor (Mangoenwidjaja) adds an explana-
tion to the effect that the one who is looking in the mirror sees his outer self, 
and his reflection in the mirror is his inner self, though this is not added in 
Kramaprawira. It seems that this additional explanation inspired the artist in 
creating the leather puppet of Déwaruci as exactly the same as that of Bhīma. 
Bhīma and Déwaruci were depicted in the same leather puppet figure, although 
Bhīma is bigger than Déwaruci. In addition, that is because Déwaruci is consid-
ered a god, therefore the accessories and the costumes, such as shoes, were 
added. Another opinion is that the different depiction of Déwaruci comes from a 
different wayang tradition, so that the Yogyanese Déwaruci differs from the 
Solonese Déwaruci. In fact, the Jasadipoeran author did not give any description 
of who he is, except that he is a tiny god, called Déwaruci. It seems that the 
variant leather puppets of Déwaruci as we have known them until now come 
from the wayang tradition.
19
 The relation between Déwaruci and Bhīma evi-
dently gave rise to various interpretations. We will present a number of them. 
Freudian Theory 
Adhikara interprets the meaning of the Sêrat Déwaruci from the perspective of 
the outer and inner selves of Bhīma. He identifies that Bhīma is an outer self 
and Déwaruci is an inner self of the same person. Such identification comes 
from his interpretation which is based on a psychological approach, Freud’s 
psycho-analysis in particular. How does he apply the Freudian theory to analyze 
the Déwaruci story?  
                                                          
15
  See Sastroamidjojo, Tjeritera Dewa Rutji, 23; Tjabang bagian Bahasa, Kitab Dewa-
rutji, 47; W. Handojo, Dewa Rutji, Solo 1958, the front-cover. 
16
  See RM. Ng. Mangoenwidjaja, Serat Dewaruci, (in Javanese script) Kediri 1929, the 
front-cover; Ki Siswaharsaya, Wedharan Serat Dewaruci (The Meaning of Serat 
Dewaruci), (in Javanese script) Yogyakarta 1963, 25; Serat Dewarutji-Bhimapaksa, 
Ngajogyakarta 1960, 15; Tafsir Kitab Dewaroetji (The Interpretation of the Book of 
Dewaroetji), Jogjakarta 1966, 31; W. Handojo, Dewa Rutji, Solo 1958, the back-
cover; Adhikara, Unio Mystica, 3. 
17
  Kramaprawira, Serat Dewaroetji, (in Javanese script) Semarang 1880, 34. 
18
  RM. Ng. Mangoenwidjaja, Serat Dewaroetji, (in Javanese script) Kediri 1922, 3, 
Canto V.33. 
19
  Cf. Adhikara, Unio Mystica, 20.  
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With reference to Sigmund Freud, Adhikara says that a human being has two 
desires, which are his lifelong desire and his desire for the survival of his de-
scendants. The lifelong desire is essentially a desire to die, because the final 
goal of life is death; while the desire for the survival of his descendants is a 
sexual desire, a desire for life. Furthermore, Adhikara also makes reference to 
Freud’s pleasure principle, which refers to the way in which a human being 
responds to stimulus. If it gives pleasure, it is accepted and otherwise it will be 
rejected, if it does not give any pleasure. In the light of this theory, Adhikara 
interprets Bhīma’s quest in the Sêrat Déwaruci as a process of introspection 
over the entirety of his life experiences. How does Bhīma’s introspective proc-
ess occur? 
According to Adhikara, Bhīma, after completing his studies with Drona, is 
living an ascetic life (samadi), first in Tikbrasara and then on the beach. In Tik-
brasara, Bhīma brings to mind his experiences, how he, his mother, and his 
brothers underwent many sufferings, one after the other, because of the evil 
behavior of his cousins. He had to leave the palace and live in the forest, fight-
ing against Arimba, a wild giant, was willing to be a food offering to Baka, and 
many other afflictions. Reflecting on these experiences, Bhīma changes the 
unconscious motives derived from the unpleasant stimuli into favorable mo-
tives. Adhikara does not even mention the fight between Bhīma and two ogres, 
Rukmuka and Rukmakala, as it is written in the Sêrat Déwaruci; then Bhīma 
goes to the beach.  
On the beach, Bhīma continues to reflect how his cousins behave, which 
makes him, his mother, and his brothers suffer, and how they escape from the 
danger by the help of others, such as Hanantaboga, the snake-god. Using the 
transactional-analysis method, Adhikara identifies three characters of Bhīma
20
 
which are personalized as Bhīma the Ascetic, Bhīma Kathik (Bhīma the Child), 
and Bhīma the Fetus, in his interpretation of the meeting between Bhīma and 
Déwaruci. Adhikara gives the same role to Bhīma Kathik as to Déwaruci, who 
gives the knowledge of perfection.  
It seems that the Freudian psychoanalysis, the unconscious and preconscious 
motives in particular, cannot fully be applied to explain the meaning of the 
Sêrat Déwaruci, such as the light with four colors, the pramana and the pan-
camaya, and its central theme of the unio mystica (this term is borrowed from 
Western mystical tradition and is known in Javanese as manunggaling-kawula 
Gusti), although the latter is the title of Adhikara’s book. Moreover, Adhikara 
only discusses the additional explanation of the mirror metaphor rather than the 
                                                          
20
  Bhīma the Ascetic is Bhīma who is practicing meditation and contemplation; Bhīma 
Kathik is the childhood dimension of Bhīma; Bhīma the Fetus is Bhīma when he was 
still in his mother’s womb.  
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metaphor itself, which symbolizes the unity between man and God,
21
 and there-
fore he neglects the question of the mystery of Déwaruci to whom Bhīma, as a 
worshipper, is directed, and their relationship.  
Islamic Influence 
Two distinguished scholars, A.H. Johns
22
 and Bernard Arps,
23
 examined the 
influence of Islam on the Sêrat Déwaruci. A.H. Johns studied the Poerba-
tjarakan Déwaruci compared to other adaptations of the Jasadipoeran version 
under the title Soeloek Syèh Malaja, and the Book of Bonang, and came to the 
conclusion that a syncretic blending of Shivaisme and Buddhism in the Poerba-
tjarakan text was removed and replaced with an association with Islam. Tan ana 
and Śunya are replaced with the Arabic ghā’ib, hidden, or non-extant; and the 
Arabic dhāt, essence, has found a place as a term of reference for the ultimate 
reality. Similarly, based on comparison between the Middle Javanese Déwaruci 
published by Poerbatjaraka and part of the Jasadipoeran text that contains De-
waruci’s teachings to Wrêkodara, Arps argues that undoubtedly the principal 
religious orientation of the Jasadipoeran text is Islamic. The mention of the 
names (asmā al-husnā in Arabic), the quest for enlightenment, the parable of 
the fool who went to town from the mountains, all these are the institutional 
context par excellence for the study and practice of Islamic mystical devotion. 
The four colored lights exhibit similarity with the nūr Muhammad (the light of 
Muhammad) which according to the doctrine of martabat pitu (the seven grades 







 have examined 
the Sêrat Déwaruci from the viewpoint of mysticism, and come to the conclu-
sion that it reflects the doctrine of Islamic mysticism. In Javanese Islamic litera-
ture, four stages of the mystical development are well known,
27
 they are 
syari’at, tarékat, hakikat, and ma’rifat. The first stage is the syari’at or 
                                                          
21
  Hamid Nasuhi, Serat Dewaruci. Tasawuf Jawa Yasadipura I (The Serat Dewaruci: 
the Javanese Sufism of Yasadipura I), Jakarta 2009, 255-56. The metaphor is that the 
one who looks into the mirror is Hyang Sūksṃa and its reflection in the mirror is the 
man. God and man are one. 
22
  A.H. Johns, From Buddhism to Islam: An Interpretation of the Javanese Literature 
of the Transition, Comparative Studies in Society and History IX (1966-67),40-50. 
23
  Bernard Arps, Dewaruci, 54-94. 
24
  Soetarno, Serat Bhimasuci dengan Berbagai Aspeknya (The Book of Bhimasuci and 
Its Various Dimensions), (a research) Surakarta 1989. 
25
  Nasuhi, Serat Dewaruci. 
26
  Marsono, Konsepsi menuju Manusia Sempurna dalam Teks Dewaruci Tembang 
Gedhe, Dewaruci Macapat, dan Suluk Seh Malaya (The Concept of the Perfect Hu-
man Being. A Study of the Dewaruci Tembang Gedhe, the Dewaruci Macapat, and 
the Suluk Seh Malaya), (a research) Yogyakarta 1991. 
27
  See Marsono, Konsepsi, 6-7. 
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saréngat, which means to respect and to live according to the religious laws; 
respect for parents, teachers, leaders, and the rulers as the manifestation of def-
erence for and belief in the Lord; to maintain the social laws as well as those of 
the cosmos. The second stage is tarékat. One is more aware of one’s attitude in 
accordance with God’s will and surrenders to him. The third stage is hakikat, 
that is knowing God through perfect knowledge, such as through continuous 
prayer; the acceptation and the appreciation of the things that come from God. 
And the fourth stage is ma’rifat, which means that one is in union with God. 
These stages are linear and systematic.
28
 Mangoenwidjaja, in his short commen-
tary on the Sêrat Déwaruci, says that this story is about Buddhism, but its con-
tent is essentially Islamic, the hakikat and ma’rifat in particular. If a Muslim is 
still in the syari’at stage, he will undoubtedly resist it.
29
 A similar opinion 
comes from Ki Siswoharsaja, he emphasizes that the Sêrat Déwaruci has be-
come a means to guide the Muslim to deepen his life by advancing to a higher 
stage of tarékat, of hakikat and eventually become a perfect one in his ma’rifat 
stage.
30
 Based on these observations, it seems that the Sêrat Déwaruci is not for 
a Muslim who is still in the first stage, the syari’at. In other words, the Sêrat 
Déwaruci is not for the beginner or the newly initiated one. 
Marsono has his own opinion, which is a bit different from that of Ma-
ngoenwidjaja and of Siswoharsaja. He analyzes the Sêrat Déwaruci based on 
the four stages of becoming a perfect Muslim, starting from the first stage, the 
syari’at, up to the ma’rifat. Let us quote here his investigation, particularly the 
syari’at stage elements in the Sêrat Déwaruci.
31
 
The Islamic Mystical Stages The Jasadipoeran text 
 




This stage is characterized, like the 
obedience to a teacher, as a manifesta-
tion of the obedience to God.  
Canto I.4b-c 
‖…ǀ “How could I be restrained?ǀ If 
I die, then let it be.ǀ …‖ 
Canto II.30a-b 
‖ Of course I am not afraid to die,ǀ 
carrying out the instructions of 
Sang Yogi.”ǀ…‖ 
Canto IV.1f-2a. 
‖…ǀ Ready to lay down his life he 
advanced, and,ǀ his garment tucked 
up, full of determination he entered 
                                                          
28
  Nasuhi, Serat Dewaruci, 260. 
29
  Mangoenwidjaja, Serat Dewaroetji, 38. 
30
  Siswoharsojo, Tafsir Kitab Dewaroetji, 4. 
31
  Marsono, Konsepsi menuju Manusia Sempurna, 23-29; the English translation is 
mine.  
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ǀ ... the ocean. …‖ 
The quotations above reflect how Bhīma undertook an order of his master to 
look for the tirta pawitra, although his mother and his brothers tried to prevent 
him. He dealt with two ogres in the Candramuka mountain and also with the 
giant water snake in the middle of the ocean, and yet he did not find the tirta 
pawitra. The respect for and the obedience to his master are as a manifestation 
of the first stage of the four Islamic mystical stages. 
We will not go any further in discussing the Islamic mysticism of the Sêrat 
Déwaruci, but one important note is that in a general sense, Sufism can be de-
scribed as the interiorization and intensification of Islamic faith and practice,
32
 
starting and ending in one’s desire to unite with God.
33
 Thus the tradition of 
Sufism and the Sêrat Déwaruci have similar concepts of the mystical union as 
the ultimate and highest goal of one’s spiritual paths. Before we go further, we 
still have to mention here the various interpretations of the Sêrat Déwaruci from 
different angles, written by both Javanese intellectuals interested in the Javanese 
mystical text and distinguished European and Australian academics.  
Kris Metaphor 
In the domain of Javanese culture, Wediodiningrat
34
 and Seno Sastroamidjojo
35
 
interpret the story of Bhīma’s quest for the tirta pawitra as an inward journey 
within Wrêkodara’s self. The meeting between Wrêkodara and Déwaruci is like 
a way to find self-knowledge, through olah-rasa or mawas diri (exercising of 
innerself). Self-awareness leads to the truth, knowledge, the unity of man and 
God. Another (Australian) academic, David Andrew Evans
36
 analyzed the story 
of Déwaruci and came to the finding that ultimate truth and reality are found in 
one’s inner self. The focus of his investigation is the question how this truth is 
embodied and then manifested in Javanese culture, in which it remains as a 
guide to obtaining harmony and structure in people’s lives, both in social inter-
action and social hierarchy as well. Inward and outward harmony in Javanese 
                                                          
32
  William C. Chittick, Sufism: A Beginner’s Guide, Oxford 2008, 22. See also Titus 
Burckhardt, Introduction to Sufi Doctrine, Indiana 2008, 3-8; J. Spencer Trining-
ham, The Sufi Orders in Islam, Oxford 1971, 1-30. 
33
  Herbert W. Mason, Al-Hallaj, Oxon 1995, 63. 
34
  See Wediodiningrat, Fragmenten uit het boek Déwa-roetji, Djåwå 20 (1940), 123-
130; Himpunan Karangan (Essays Collection), Jogjakarta 1952, 73- 87. 
35
  See Sastroamidjojo, Tjeritera Dewa Rutji. 
36
  David Andrew Evans, The Dewaruci in Javanist Spiritual and Cultural Praxis and 
its Subjective Force on Javanese Naval Bureaucracy, (thesis at the Universitas Mu-
hammadiyah Malang: ACICIS – the Australian Consortium for in Country Indone-
sian Studies) Malang 2004. 
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society is achievable by following the arcane example of Bhīma in gaining vari-
ous levels of self-control.   
Zoetmulder
37
 examined the Sêrat Déwaruci from a philosophical perspec-
tive. The main focus of Zoetmulder’s study is God’s indwelling in mankind. He 
distinguished two forms of union between God and mankind: humanity-in-God 
and God-in-humanity, as metaphorically expressed in the kris and its sheath. 
The sheath covering the kris is mankind-in-God; the kris entering into the 
sheath is God-in-mankind. For because creation, concealed in God, has devel-
oped by emanation and therefore in a sense exteriorised itself, and come to be 
outside of God, God seeks out His creation anew, enters into it and abides in it 
as its mystery, as sūkṣma, one with the Hyang Sūkṣma. Thus, we see the enter-
ing of the sūkṣma into the body (of the kris into its sheath) through the door of 
the heart which is called ati sanubari; and the entering of the body into the 
sūkṣma (of the sheath into the kris) through the opening of the roh ilapi (the 
spirit of relation). In the first we recognize God making contact with mankind in 
the rasa, in the second the ascent of mankind into the sphere of the Absolute. 





 made a comparative study on the Sêrat 
Déwaruci and the Bible, more specifically the fourth Gospel and the story of 
Jacob at the Jabbok (Gen. 32:23-33). Using the Prologue of the fourth Gospel as 
the framework of her study, Wind focuses on the conceptions of life and death. 
First, according to the fourth Gospel, Christ, God, in His grace, gives eternal 
life, while in the Sêrat Déwaruci eternal life is a matter of self-liberation at-
tained with great effort. Second, “death in the midst of life” (in fourth Gospel) is 
the state of sinful man under God’s punishment, and in the Sêrat Déwaruci 
“death in the midst of life” is self-abandonment. Third, “life in the midst of 
death” in the fourth Gospel is life redeemed by Christ and dying is no longer 
“death”, but in the Sêrat Déwaruci, “life in the midst of death” is the water of 
life gained by an effort of one’s own. 
                                                          
37
  See P.J. Zoetmulder, Pantheism and Monism in the Javanese Suluk Literature (trans. 
from the Ducth Pantheïsme en monism in de Javaansche Soeloek-literatuur: Islamic 
and Indian mysticism in an Indonesian setting, by M.C. Ricklefs), Chapter VIII 
God’s Indwelling in Mankind, 180-208. 
38
  See Anne Wind, Leven en Dood in het Evangelie van Johannes en in de Serat De-
warutji (Life and Death in the Gospel of John and in the Serat Dewarutji), Amster-
dam 1956. 
39
  Daniel K. Listijabudi, The Mystical Quest as a Path to Peacebuilding. A Cross-
textual Reading of the Stories of “Dewa Ruci” and “Jacob at the Jabbok” as a Con-
tribution to Asian Multi-faith Hermeneutics, (PhD thesis at the Vrije Universiteit) 
Amsterdam 2016. 
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Unlike Anne Wind, Daniel K. Listijabudi investigates the story of Jacob at 
the Jabbok (Gen. 32:23-33) that was considered to carry shared motifs and a 
parallel narrative structure of which a central part is the mystical quest. He also 
analyzed the Déwaruci story, using the three-fold way to God: purification-
illumination-union. According to him, the story of Wrêkodara’s search for the 
“living water” teaches its readers how to undergo a mystical quest by wrestling 
intensively with challenges, difficulties, and mistakes, on the one hand, and 
with guidance, comfort, and grace, on the other. This is a way that enables the 
seeker to experience the most significant discovery in life: purification of the 
self and union with the Divine. This finding is a significant message for social 
peacebuilding in which a variety of socio-religious hybridities is present. The 
encounter with the Divine can function as a meaningful element that must pre-
cede the encounter with other persons with whom there is tension. The similari-
ties do not imply mutual relationship, we have no indications for that. Their 




 and Bernard Arps
41
 are scholars who studied the Déwaruci 
play, performed by Ki Nartosabda and Ki Anom Soeroto. As a way to under-
stand the Déwaruci play, Aris scrutinized it, using Levi Strauss’s structuralism, 
concentrating on the relationship between Bhīma and Drona as a receiver and a 
guide in obtaining the esoteric knowledge. In order to understand this relation-
ship, it cannot be isolated from the existence of wayang among the Javanese as 
a supporting society. The finding of some structures shows the relationship be-
tween the conceptual level (of the Déwaruci story) and the reality of daily life; 
the relationship between the text and the situation and condition in which the 
text was composed. If it is true that the story of Déwaruci was written at the end 
of the Majapahit era, when Islam was flowering in Java, then he concluded that 
the Déwaruci play is a way for the Javanese, the Tantrayana sect in particular, 
to hide their doctrine of Shiva devotion from Islam. On the other hand, this 
story creates a possibility of interpreting it from the perspective of Islamic mys-
ticism.  
Arps employed a philological approach to understanding the Déwaruci play 
by highlighting its form and craftsmanship and by tracing the meanings it had in 
its cultural context. The descriptive and analytical approach consists not in a 
sustained line of argument, or a systematic structural analysis, but in an anno-
tated elucidatory interpretation of the performance process. This annotation 
                                                          
40
  Wahyudi, Lakon Dewa Ruci. 
41
  Bernard Arps, Tall Tree, Nest of the Wind. The Javanese Shadowplay Dewa Ruci 
Performed by Ki Anom Soeroto. A Study in Performance Philology, Singapore 2016. 
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offers a great deal of information that was not present in the performance itself; 
it includes the current religious and political resonances of elements of the per-
formance.  
4.  Position. Some considerations about the various interpretations 
Among the scholars mentioned,
42
 Zoetmulder is the only scholar who investi-
gates the Déwaruci story in the Sêrat Cabolèk that corresponds with the edition 
of Sêrat Déwaruci published by Kramaprawira, and with the edition of Sêrat 
Déwaruci published by Mangoenwidjaja. I limit myself to presenting the differ-
ent cantos and a number of stanzas of the various editions of Sêrat Déwaruci as 
follows: 
    meter 
                   editor 
Kramaprawira Mangoen. Siswoharsaja  R. Tanaya 
Sarkara 15 stanzas 16 stanzas 42 stanzas 15 stanzas 
Pangkur 44 44 35 44 
Sinom 18 18 101 (Pucung) 18 
Durma 32 32 27 (Sinom) 32 
Sarkara 49 55 - 69 
Note that the younger editions
43
 contain more interpolations which lead a reader 
to a different finding or rather a misleading interpretation. For instance, the term 
raré bajang (Canto IV.17d: a tiny boy) in Tanaya’s edition creates a possibility 
to interpret Déwaruci as something other than a divine figure. Therefore, I chose 
the Jasadipoeran text edited by Kramaprawira, which is the oldest (and shortest) 
version in a printed form. This text contains relatively few passages which may 
lead to a misinterpretation. 
Second, most scholars seemed simply to accept without any criticism that fi-
nally Bhīma got what he was searching for: tirta pawitra. Other scholars simply 
identify the tirta pawitra as the esoteric knowledge
44
 or even the unity of man 
                                                          
42
  Besides the Poerbatjakan Déwaruci, A.H. Johns and particularly Bernard Arps have 
the Jasadipoeran Déwaruci edited by R. Tanaya as the main source of their study, 
while Soetarno Daniel K. Listijabudi only followed the R. Tanaya edition. Hamid 
Nasuhi and Marsono studied the Jasadipoeran text edited by Mangoenwidjaja. Anne 
Wind’s did not decide on a specific source, but rather combined the versions she 
had. David Andrew Evans did not identify a clear source or indicate whether the 
Déwaruci story he examined is from the dramatic play or from the Book of Cabolek 
as indicated in references. 
43
  The publication years of these Sêrat Déwarucis are as follows: the Kramaprawiran 
Déwaruci was published 1870, the Mangoenwidjajan Déwaruci 1922, the Siswohar-
sajan Déwaruci 1956, and the Tanajan Déwaruci 1979. 
44
  See Wind, Leven en Dood, 303. 317; Evans, The Dewaruci, 37; Listijabudi, The 
Mystical Quest, 82. 83. 153. 
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and God without any further explanation. In fact, after the encounter between 
Bhīma and Déwaruci, the Kramaprawiran edition no longer mentions tirta 
pawitra. This is my position, and in due course I will explain the transformation 
tirta pawitra to the Javanese knowledge by discussing the meaning of tirta 
pawitra or tirta aṃrta. 
Third, the absence of tirta pawitra is followed by the absence of Drona in 
the Kramaprawiran version. In the studies which we have discussed above, we 
did not find significant information on who Drona and Déwaruci are, and what 
their function is in the Javanese beliefs. I will investigate these figures, and 
expect to find a firm foundation to identify their important role in Bhīma’s mys-
tical quest. Only then will I be able to identify whether his experience has a 
theological significance or just an anthropological one.
45
  
Fourth, Johns and Arps identified that the Jasadipoeran Déwaruci is Islamic 
and several Arabic terms found their way into the corpus of the text. According 
to some Indonesian scholars, such as Hamid Nasuhi, Soetarno, and Marsono the 
Sêrat Déwaruci contains Islamic mysticism. I cannot apply their findings to the 
Jasadipoeran text. I am in line with Soebardi in believing that the core meaning 
of the Sêrat Déwaruci is first of all Javanese in its nature, but reflects an inte-
grated content which provides room for the interpretations of other religions 
with a different approach and perspective. To elaborate this argument, I will 
interpret the story of Bhīma’s quest for tirta pawitra by using the main constitu-
ents of the wayang performance as interpretive context. These constituents are 
regarded as the “pre-understanding” to break into the circle of meaning in the 
multilayeredness of the Déwaruci story. 
5. The Narrative Structure of the Texts 
Poerbatjaraka quite adamantly said that the Déwaruci text he considered to be 
the oldest we have at hand, is not in a wayang kulit performance form.
46
 Follow-
ing Soebardi, he identified this text as one of the sources of Jasadipoera’s Sêrat 
Déwaruci macapat, first a short text as in the Sindhèn Bêdaja and later in the 
form we know today. The correspondence and divergence in narrative order and 
contents between the Poerbatjarakan and Jasadipoeran texts have been investi-
gated and discussed by A.H. Johns and Bernard Arps, whose principal aim is to 
investigate the problem of the Islamization of the Sêrat Déwaruci,
47
 Canto IV 
and V in particular. The other sources are older and more complete than Poerba-
tjaraka’s text, as is indicated in the Sêrat Cabolèk, and the oral tradition, such as 
the wayang kulit performance. Soebardi argues that the Sêrat Déwaruci pub-
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  See Wind, Leven en Dood, 318. 
46
  Poerbatjaraka, Déwaroetji, 28. 
47
  Johns, From Buddhism to Islam, 40-50; Arps, Dewaruci, 55-92. 
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lished by Kramaprawira and then republished by Mangoenwidjaja was written 
down directly from the Jasadipoeran text. In both the edition of Kramaprawira
48
 
and that of Mangoenwidjaja
49
 we find the last scene of the wayang kulit per-
formance, i.e. a banquet before the tayungan dance. We have some literature 
similar to the Sêrat Déwaruci, written in macapat meter, such as the Sêrat 
Bhīma Bungkus.
50
 Such literature provides material for the wayang performance 
or is only sung, which is called the macapatan. The first Manual of Wayang 
Kulit Performance that contains the details of the wayang kulit performance and 
its requirements, such as the lakon (the dramatic play), the use of the appropri-
ate gamêlan accompaniments, the moving of the puppet, the instructions of the 
dhalang to be written is by M.Ng. Najawirangka.
51
   
How then, was the pakêm of the wayang kulit performance used in the proc-
ess of composing? Which pakêm did the author follow, when he reflected upon 
the sources, reinterpreting it, modifying it, and expanding it? Did the author put 
into words his personal spiritual experience, which then was evidently framed in 
Javanese spiritual notions but grounded on the old-version of the Déwaruci, 
both the written and oral traditions? Or did he perhaps render someone else’s 
spiritual experience? Or did he retain someone else’s account of a spiritual ex-
perience of the previous kind? These questions are intriguing but very difficult 
to answer. 
In order to facilitate analysis and discussion, and to construct the underlying 
degrees of Bhīma’s spiritual progression in the Déwaruci story, I have seg-
mented the texts into the wayang kulit performance plot. In the following, I 
compare the texts in narrative order and contents between the relevant parts 
accordingly. A hyphen denotes absence of the relevant part in the place con-
cerned. A discussion will be before or after each section. 
5.1. The Pathêt Nêm Sequence  
5.1.1. The First Scene: the JêJêr in Ngastina 
In chapter II we have already discussed the wayang kulit performance, which 
starts by pulling the kayon or the gunungan figure up, which is stuck in the ba-
nana trunk in the middle of the screen by the dhalang, after which he sticks it in 
on the lower banana trunk at the right simpingan, slanted to the right. It remains 
in this position until the next sequence, that is the pathêt sanga sequence, and is 
stuck in the middle of the screen in between the scenes during the first se-
quence. Beginning with êmban parèkan, one by one the dhalang is staging the 
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  Kramaprawira, Sêrat Déwaruci, Canto V.49. 
49
  Mangoenwidjaja, Sêrat Déwaruci, Canto V.55. 
50
  Mangoenwidjaja, Sêrat Pakêm Bhima Bungkus. 
51
  Najawirangka, Sêrat Tuntunan Pêdhalangan. 
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wayang figures for the first jêjêr, while the musicians play the pathêt ênêm 
pieces.  
The Nartosabdan Performance The Jasadipoeran Text 
I have a lot of uneasy feelings, …  It 
is not because of anything special, but 
I worry about the acts of the holy 
hermit Drona, because he is very 
close to our brothers the Pandhawas. 
Antawacana #013 
On the contrary, Drona apologizes 
that what he did is a trick to weaken 
the power of the Pandhawas, by put-
ting Bhīma into his trap. Witnessed 
by Suyudana, Bhīma repeated his 
request to Drona, about the knowl-





Drona promises to teach him the 
knowledge of perfection whenever 
Bhīma provides tirta pawitra mahê-
ningsuci as a requisite which lies on 
the Candramuka mount, in the Tik-
brasara forest. Bhīma leaves for Can-
dramuka, and falls into his trap. 
Drona is happy because he believes 
that Bhīma will die without any bat-







‖ While Wrêkodara was a disciple 
of ǀ Drona, he was ordered to 
search for ǀ water that would purify 
ǀ him.ǀ… 
Canto I. 1e-j.  
Wrêkodara immediately  went back 
to the kingdom of Ngamarta to 
inform ǀ the people.ǀ  He met his 
elder brother ǀ King Yudhistira,ǀ 
and his three younger brothers all 
sitting ǀ in front of their elder 
brother .‖ 
- 
Canto I.10h-11c; 13h-i 
‖...ǀ Do you really want ǀ to search 
for life-purifying water?ǀ If you 
find it,…‖ 
‖ you would certainly be perfect in 
your life,ǀ none would be your 
equal,ǀ the most powerful in all 
worlds.ǀ...  
 
‖…ǀ He paid homage ǀ to Drona and 
Duryudana.ǀ ...‖  
Immediately the difference in the beginning of the story between the Ki Narto-
sabdan performance and Jasadipoeran text from which Bhīma’s journey 
launches, becomes clear. The first one begins with the first jêjêr in Ngastina, 
while in the first jêjêr of the second one it is still disputable whether takes place 
in Sokalima or in Ngamarta. According to the tradition, the first jêjêr should be 
held in Ngastina or in Ngamarta, and if it happens outside the two kingdoms, it 
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must be in a kingdom like Dwarawati.
52
 The Jasadipoeran author probably 
wanted the first jêjêr to take place in Ngamarta, and had the close relationship 
between Bhīma and Drona as the background of the problem. Thus the dramatic 
play starts from the same issue, but with a different point of view. They depart 
from the issue of the close relationship between Bhīma and Drona, but Ki Nar-
tosabda emphasizes Suyudana’s effort, along with Drona, to kill Bhīma, while 
the Jasadipoeran author stresses that their closeness causes grief in Bhīma’s 
mother and his brothers. Moreover, regarding the tirta pawitra, Ki Nartosabda 
interprets it as a requisite for getting the knowledge of perfection, and the 
Jasadipoeran author seems to identify the tirta pawitra as the same as the 
knowledge of perfection itself. 
5.1.2. The Inner-palace Adêgan 
This scene is only found in the Ki Nartosabdan performance,
53
 where it is told 
in a dramatic way that on his way from the chamber to the inner-palace, Duryu-
dana stops and laughs many times, because he believes that Bhīma will die by 
falling into the trap Drona has made. Duryudana is so excited that he does not 
pay attention to the queen. As a king, he even eats alone without being served, 
and then he takes time to rest. 
5.1.3. The Outer-court Adêgan 
This scene is also only found in the Ki Nartosabdan Performance.
54
 Sêngkuni, 
the chief minister of Ngastina, invites the Korawas to be present in the square. 
They express to Sêngkuni their hatred towards Bhīma, and have a strong desire 
to kill him. After debating the close relationship between Bhīma and Drona for 
a while, and getting an explanation that what Drona did is a trick to put Bhīma 
into his trap, the Korawas are ready to take an order from the chief of Ngastina. 
Sêngkuni instructs the Korawas to oversee Bhīma from a distance. If they even-
tually still find him alive, the Korawas have to kill him on the spot. Then it is 
narrated that the depature of the troops looks like crows in a landfill.  
5.1.4. The Tikbrasara Forest Adêgan  
Ki Nartosabda and the Jasadipoeran author describe that Bhīma has so much 
confidence, that he does not fear facing any danger. What he has in mind is only 
to reach Tikbrasara and to obtain the tirta pawitra. The following are the texts 
comparing this scene. 
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  See, Najawirangka, Tuntunan Pedhalangan vol.1, 33-34. 
53
  Kandha #004. 
54
  Kandha #005. 
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The Nartosabdan Performance The Jasadipoeran Text 
 
At the intersection, the only atten-
tion he paid was to the road he 
would pass by, to carry out the 
order of his master to look for the 
tirta pawitra mahêning suci. His 
undiminished firm will was able to 
solve any kind of temptation, he 
would not step back for any kind of 
thunder, and he would not be 
calmed down by any consolation. 
Kandha #007 
The narrative continues: 
In Tikbrasara jungle, two ogres had 
been living there for 50 years, ob-
serving a period of punishment. 
Antawacana # 286 They ran out of 
food [wild animals] and drink, and 
were therefore very pleased to see 
the coming of Bhīma. Antawacana 
#262 
Canto II.1 
‖ The journey of Séna then,ǀ took him 
into the forest. He arrived in the for-
est.ǀ He was elated ǀ and very happy.ǀ 
He thought only of the final water as 
instructed by his master,ǀ he didn’t 
think of the dangers on the way.ǀ He 








Canto II.7 a.c-g 
‖ The whole forest was panicked,ǀ … 
ǀ The animals fled, many of them 
were scattered.ǀ They were defeated 
and dispersed in tulmut.ǀ The big 
storm caused the animals to collide 
with each other.ǀ The deer ran into 
the ravine,ǀ and many of them died 
because they fell on the sharp rocks.‖  
Hereafter the story will be continued with the fight between Bhīma and the two 
ogres. In the Ki Nartosabdan performance, they want to kill Bhīma because they 
lack food and drink, while in the Jasadipoeran text it is because Bhīma de-
stroyed the forest where they live. In the wayang tradition, such a story should 
be categorized in the following sub-section, called the unsuccessful battle.  
5.1.5.  The Unsuccessful Battle Adêgan 
The two ogres are called Rukmuka and Rukmakala. In this scene of the unsuc-
cessful battle, Bhīma is able to kill the two ogres. The way Ki Nartosabda 
dramatized Bhīma’s capability differs from the Jasadipoeran author. According 
to Ki Nartosabda, after Bhīma succeeded in killing Rukmuka, Rukmakala 
jumped over his dead body, and therefore he lived again. In the same way, when 
Rukmakala died, Rukmuka jumped over his corpse, and he became alive as 
before. Extremely dramatized, they will live again, though they died seven 
times a day, if one’s corpse was jumped over by the living one. Bhīma eventu-
ally overcame his problem by bumping one ogre’s head againts the other’s. 
Their heads were broken, they died on the spot. In contrast to Ki Nartosabda, 
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the Jasadipoeran author describes that Bhīma succeeded in killing the two ogres 
one after the other.  Let us quote here the two texts and compare them: 
The Nartosabdan Performance The Jasadipoeran Text 
 
Wrêkodara pulled Rukmuka’s hair, 
stubbed his chest with the pañca-
naka, broke his ribs, … and Ruk-
muka had died. 
Rukmakala immediately jumped 
over his corpse, and at once Ruk-
muka lived again. Kandha #009 
Wrêkodara found a way out of his 
difficulty. He pulled the two ogres’ 
hair, and bumped one ogre’s head 
against each other. Their heads 
were broken, and their brains were 
spreading out. Kandha #011 
Canto II.15c -16d 
‖... ǀ Like the sound of a falling bull,ǀ 
[Wrêkodara] pounded him with a 
tree.ǀ Rukmakala’s body was shat-
tered,ǀ his brains spurted out,ǀ Ruk-
makala died.‖ 
‖ Rukmuka charged wildly at him 
[Wrêkodara].ǀ He was quickly seized 
and was hurled down,ǀ on stone, the 
ogre was crushed,ǀ his blood splat-
tered.ǀ...‖   
The continuation of the story is the same in the two texts, i.e. after the two ogres 
died their corpses disappeared, and two gods suddenly appeared. They were god 
Indra and god Bāyu. They were grateful to Bhīma, because by killing them, 
Bhīma liberated them from their curse, and they became gods again. In the Ki 
Nartosabdan performance we find, that they gave Bhīma a charm which would 
keep him from any danger coming from water. They informed Bhīma that the 
tirta pawitra could not be found here and suggested that he go back to Ngastina 
and ask Drona where exactly the tirta pawitra was located. 
 5.1.6.  The Adêgan in Ngastina 
King Duryudana is sitting on his throne, accompanied by priest Drona, Bisma 
and the Korawa brothers. How surprised they are, seeing the arrival of Bhīma. 
Bhīma tells them that he reached the Tikbrasara jungle, and did not find any-
thing but the two ogres. “Rukmuka and Rukmakala died from my attack, be-
cause they were bothering me. I demolished the environment of the hill, but did 
not find the tirta pawitra. Master, tell me the truth, where the tirta pawitra is 
located, so I will not twice act in vain!”
55
 Bhīma said. 
Reacting to what Bhīma reported, Drona apologized for the inconvenience 
caused. It was merely a test of the disciple’s obedience to his master. Because 
Bhīma carried out the order of his master, Drona now indicated the right place 
where the tirta pawitra was located, that was in the middle of the ocean.
56
 
                                                          
55
  Canto II.27; cf. Antawacana #294. 
56
  Canto II.29; Antawacana # 295. 
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Bhīma left for the tirta pawitra. On the other hand, reacting to Duryudana’s 
anxiety, because Bhīma was still alive, Drona assured him that he would not fail 
this time, and Bhīma would die, drowning in the sea or being eaten by a blood-
sucker.
57
    
5.1.7.  Summary 
The issue being discussed is Bhīma’s quest for tirta pawitra to fulfil the aim of 
perfection of his life. His longing to become a perfect creature raises new is-
sues. It causes anxiety and fear of loss in the Bharatayuda on Suyudana’s side, 
and causes very great sadness on the Pandhawas’ side, because Bhīma is deal-
ing with a deadly trap made by Drona. This is the point of departure of the jour-
ney, which is dramatized with the rising of the problem and the plan to find a 
solution. 
The first sequence symbolizes how one is more likely to be attached to the 
pleasures of the senses and, worldly things, rather than that one is pursuing the 
goal of one’s life. Moreover, we find the symbolic description of the attachment 
to the five senses, in the Jasadipoeran text Canto II, 15c -16d, above, in which 
Bhīma does not kill the two ogres by using his thumbnail, but with physical 
power. This physical power was demonstrated by means of blasting the ogres’ 
heads against one another in the Ki Nartosabdan performance. Here, we see that 
the use of physical force is more dominant than spiritual strength in this stage. 
For the Javanese, the desire of the senses and the physical aspect of the body are 
identical. Thus, up to this stage, the temptation of bodily desires, the attachment 
to the worldly things is still dominant, which might become disorienting in pur-
suing the ultimate goal of the journeyer, as it is dramatized in the unsuccessful 
battle as well.  
5.2.  The Pathêt Sanga Sequence 
5.2.1.  The Turmoil Adêgan 
The dramatization of this scene is not so exciting, and gives the impression that 
the turmoil scene just fulfils the standard of the wayang kulit performance. 
Compared with Ki Timbul Hadiprayitna, the Ki Nartosabdan narrative causes 
no commotion. The following is a comparison of the narrative of Ki Nartosabda 
and Ki Timbul Hadiprayitna: 
The Nartosabdan Narrative The Hadiprayitnan Narrative 
The sun was setting and it turned to 
night. There was nothing to tell 
during the night, but the moon that 
started to illuminate the earth. After 
The death of Bambang Irawan causes 
the hermit Jayawilapa to be very sad. 
His great grief and his ascetic efforts 
cause the devastating turmoil. 
                                                          
57
  Antawacana # 308. 
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the sun had been shining again 
fully, it was narrated, the one who 
made the journey in the middle of 
the forest. His clothes were torn. 
Kandha #014 
These are the signs when the world is 
hit by the gara-gara: the earth erupts 
and the sky shakes. The ground 
cracks, the dust blows. The earth’s 
tremor causes a landslide in the 
mountains … etc.
58 
In the Ki Timbul Hadiprayitna Narrative it appears that the turmoil scene is the 
continuation of the pathêt nêm sequence, by narrating the failure to solve the 
problem the main character is dealing with, which leads him to a crisis situation 
as visualized in the natural disaster.  
Ki Nartosabda did not clarify the internal structure of the lakon.
59
 He just 
narrated the factual time when the sun could no longer illuminate the world, and 
the moon began to reach the sky, shining on the earth. As soon as Drona gives 
him an instruction for the second time, Bhīma leaves for the tirta pawitra in the 
middle of the ocean. The fact that Bhīma is still alive after being deceived and 
put into the first trap, raises doubt on Suyudana’s side whether the second trap 
will work as Drona has planned. Drona convinces him that Bhīma surely will 
die because of this death trap. Even if he has high supernatural power, none can 
remain alive, and he will drown in the middle of the sea or be eaten by the wild-
beasts of the ocean. In contrast to Suyudana, the close relationship between 
Bhīma and Drona causes Bhīma’s mother and his brothers an outpouring of 
grief. Pamadi is so very sad from listening to the cry of his mother, that he 
leaves his palace and will not return to Ngamarta unless he gets good news 
about Bhīma, who became Drona’s disciple. Pamadi’s grief is narrated in a dia-
logue with his clowns as follows: 
The Nartosabdan Performance The Jasadipoeran Text 
My brother, this is what I feel  
when listening to my mother who is 
crying day and night, because of 
your Lord in Jodhipati who has a 
close relationship with the hermit 
Drona. Indeed, though Drona is a 
master, he serves those who are just 
evil. When unlucky, if my brother 
of Jodhipati does not pay attention, 
he will be mistreated by the Kora-
was. Who will then be disadvan-
taged but I and all the family? 
- 
                                                          
58
  See Chapter II, 2.4. The Dramatic Play Dynamic 
59
  Suluk #022. 
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Antawacana #339  
It is narrated that what Bhīma did made his mother and his brothers very sad, 
but it is not dramatized explicitly that this grief caused the turmoil of the world. 
This dialogue is an introduction to the forest adêgan, and not a description of 
the turmoil scene.  
5.2.2.  The Forest Adêgan 
After a long search, Pamadi and his clowns arrived at the border of the forest. 
They walked through the forest, without feeling afraid of danger. It was told 
that in the middle of the forest, there was a couple who had gigantic propor-
tions. They were two ogres, who lived in that forest, called Kala Harêksa and 
his wife, Kala Harêksi. Kala Harêksa let his hair grow long and irregularly. His 
skin was dirty and scaly. He had a body full of hair which was like needles, and 
was wearing a loincloth of bark.
60
 He and his wife had been living together for a 
long time. She was in a bad mood, because of longing for the blood and the 
flesh of a handsome prince, though it was only as big as the palm of her hand. 
Therefore, the arrival of Pamadi in the middle of the forest excited them.
61
  
5.2.3. The Gêndiran Battle Adêgan 
Seeing the approach of the two ogres, Pamadi was alert. Harêksa immediately 
bumped into Pamadi, and inevitably they were fighting each other. In this fight 




With haste the bow was drawn, and its sound was loud. The rumbling of 
the flashing arrows filled the sky. The two ogres successively bumped 
into Pamadi, one after the other. Pamadi shot Harêksa in the chest; the ar-
row penetrated his whole chest. Seeing Harêksa dying, though Harêksi 
was a female, she also died because of defending her husband. After the 
two ogres died and their corpses had disappeared, Kamajaya, the god of 
Cakrakembang was seen along with the goddess Ratih. 
Note here that this scene is called the gêndhiran battle, in which Pamadi mostly 
does not use any weapon, but the gêndhir or the tuding of the wayang puppet in 
fighting against the two ogres. The gêndhir of Pamadi is being flipped forward 
and backward. His front or rear arm is swung out to strike the ogre as he attacks 
or tries to throw him away. “… your body is just as wide as my arm, but you are 




                                                          
60
  Janturan #005. 
61
  Antawacana #349. #356. 
62
  Kandha #016. 
63
  Antawacana #354. 
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The dhalang mostly performs a refined hero such as Pamadi without any 
weapon, neither using his hands nor his feet to defeat the ogres. We can raise a 
question, what relevance does Pamadi have in the search for Bhīma as a model 
of spiritual growth? What is the importance of the two ogres for our research?  
From the point of view of the wayang performance Pamadi and Bhīma are iden-
tical, and if Bhīma is a symbol of human personality, then an ogre can also be 
seen as a symbol of his evil desire. The essence of this scene is thus how a re-
fined hero defeated the two ogres who symbolize the human desires. The way 
Pamadi defeated two ogres without unnecessary physical contact symbolizes 
rather a spiritual combat than a physical battle. Moreover, instead of Harêksa 
and Harêksi, some dhalangs used to play the four ogres with different colors, 
called buta parêpatans. They are the yellow ogre known as Cakil, the black 
ogre known as Pragalba, the red ogre known as Rambut Geni, and the fourth 
ogre has a different color from the first three. And about the four colors, which 
are personified into four ogres, we also reads the following in the Jasadipoeran 
text: 
The Wayang Performance The Jasadipoeran Text 
 
Pragalba the black ogre 
Rambut Geni  the red ogre 
Cakil the yellow ogre 
Buta Kobis     the purplish-red ogre 
Pamadi the white hero 
Canto V.6d.i j. 
‖...ǀ Wrêkodara replied,ǀ...ǀ “All that 
now I can see is four colors:ǀ black, 
red, yellow, [and] white.”‖ 
- 
Canto V.8i-j 
‖...ǀ[Déwaruci continued,] “As for 
the black, red, yellow, [and] white ǀ 
they are dangerous obstacles to the 
heart.‖ 
The three different colors of the Jasadipoeran text and the three ogres with dif-
ferent colors of the wayang kulit performance are essentially identical. Accord-
ing to the common opinion among the Javanese, particularly in the areas of 
wayang tradition, they are the personification of the evil desires of the human 
being. And the white color of the Jasadipoeran text can be identified as Pamadi, 
who has a white face. 
 5.2.4.  Summary 
The dramatic moment of the gara-gara scene, followed by the forest adêgan 
and the gêndhiran battle adêgan perform the pathêt sanga sequence. The per-
formance of Pamadi and the clowns, Sêmar and his three sons, comes from the 
wayang kulit tradition and differs from the Jasadipoeran text. What relevance do 
Pamadi and Sêmar have to the subject being discussed? 
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Firstly, the gara-gara or turmoil adêgan of the pathêt sanga sequence is a 
climax of the wayang kulit performance. It is marked by the natural disaster, 
because one’s crisis leads the cosmos to chaos. In the wayang kulit tradition, the 
gara-gara scene honors the clowns, Sêmar in particular, who is a spiritual guide 
and a protector for his master as well. Because this mysterious personage is 
neither man or woman, the presence of Sêmar represents the Undivided One, 
the Divine Mystery itself. And therefore, a prince never journeys without the 
accompaniment of Sêmar and his three children.  
Secondly, Pamadi represents the spiritual combat of the traveler. The physi-
cal combat we found in the first sequence, when Bhīma killed two ogres by 
slamming them against the big tree and big stone, one after the other, or by 
blasting their heads against one another. Here in the second sequence we find 
Pamadi, who represents Bhīma, killing two ogres without unnecessary physical 
contact. We find the development of spiritual growth, that is from the physical 
battle to spiritual combat as it is symbolized by the way Pamadi killed Harêksa-
Harêksi, then Bhīma also killed giant water-snake by stabbing them with his 
long thumbnail.  
5.3.  The Pathêt Manyura Sequence 
5.3.1.  The Ngamarta Adêgan 
Puntadéwa, the king of Ngamarta is sitting on the throne, flanked by his twin 
brothers on the left and right sides, called Pinten and Tangsen. On the right side 
of the King is his mother, and Pamadi, who just arrived, is bowing down his 
head almost touching the ground. They are welcoming Krêsna, the king of 
Dwarawati. About the coming of Krêsna in Ngamarta, we find that in the 
Jasadipoeran text, he already knew the problem they were dealing with, while 
Ki Nartosabda dramatizes how Krêsna was shocked because from morning until 
noon they did not say even one word. The texts can be compared as follows: 
The Nartosabdan Performance The Jasadipoeran Text 
 
“… realizing since sunrise until 
noon, I have been here along with 
my relatives the Pandhawas who 
are only four brothers. Moreover, 
why do my aunt Kunthi and brother 
Puntadéwa not speak, even a single 
word? …Why are you so sad?” 
says Krêsna. Antawacana #387 
Canto II.35 
‖ King Yudhistira,ǀ Dananjaya and 
his two younger brothers,ǀ their chil-
dren and their wives ǀ were very sad.ǀ 
They agreed to send a messenger to 
inform,ǀ King Arimurti,ǀ to tell him 
how sad they felt.‖ 
Canto II.37a-g 
‖ He felt anxious,ǀ therefore he sum-
moned the soldiers, the king de-
parted,ǀ with the military.ǀ They were 
not told about their journey.ǀ They 
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are not described on their journey.ǀ 
When they had arrived in Ngamarta,ǀ 
the king of Ngamarta and his 
younger brothers ǀ rushed about to 
meet them.‖ 
Canto II.38c-g 
‖...ǀ King Darmaputra ǀ and Arya 
Dananjaya respectfully reported ǀ 
while weeping from the beginning to 
the end,ǀ and told their elder brother 
everything,ǀ moving him deeply.‖  
It appears from this comparison that we can find three scenes in the Jasadipoe-
ran text, respectively the Ngamarta adêgan, the Dwarawati adêgan, and then 
again the Ngamarta adêgan. Ki Nartosabda brings together the three stories of 
the two adêgan in Ngamarta and the Dwarawati adêgan in between, into one 
scene. 
Kunthi was so sad and worried because Bhīma was so fascinated by the 
priest Drona’s knowledge, and had been so for some months. He left Ngamarta 
to become a disciple of Drona. He was not able to handle any responsibility as a 
prince, and as a result people were neglected. They were working without a 
rule-to-work and doing without a concept. She asked Krêsna, “Which way shall 
I take to remind Bhīma of his responsibility to the country and to the family?”
64
 
Supporting the demand of Kunthi, Pamadi asserted that in accordance with a 
revelation he received from god, whether this issue could be overcome or not 
depended on Krêsna.
65 
Regarding this, we find a different way, between Ki Nartosabda and the 
Jasadipoeran author. 
The Nartosabdan Performance The Jasadipoeran Text 
 
Krêsna tells them, “I do not want to 
impose god’s will, but as a creature 




Considering his character, namely a 
steel mountain; if Wrêkodara has a 
desire, none can prevent his will but 
Canto II.39 
‖ King Krêsna said,ǀ “Dear younger 
brother king, do not be so sad ǀ about 
what happened to your younger 
brother ǀ Wrêkodara.ǀ Even though he 
actually was dealt with a trick ǀ 
which was done by the treacherous 
Korawas,ǀ [let us] surrender it to 
god.‖ 
- 
                                                          
64
  Antawacana #390. 
65
  Antawacana #396. 
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he himself … hopefully I can be a 
kind of equipment for Wrêkodara to 
remind him of his duties and re-
sponsibilities of the state and of the 
family.” Antawacana #399 
Krêsna will make an effort to find a way out, by leaving the solution to God. 
From the answer of Krêsna, it seems that Ki Nartosabda emphasizes the perse-
verant character of Bhīma, by using the analogy of a steel mountain. Such char-
acter was confirmed again when Bhīma wanted to say good-bye for the sake of 
the tirta pawitra, as follows:  
The Nartosabdan Performance The Jasadipoeran Text 
 
The look of the situation was like 
thousands of parakeets sharing their 
meal. The Pandhawa brothers were 
grabbing Wrêkodara’s hands to 
hinder his determination to enter 
the middle of the ocean. 
Being aware of his brothers’ hands 
that were grabbing his hands, 
Wrêkodara, who was a strong as 
steel, he immediately removed 
them roughly. Kunthi’s hands 
which were embracing his waist, he 
released gently. The only thing that 
was seen in his eyes was his mas-
ter’s order. Janturan #009 
Canto III.1e-h.3 
‖...ǀ His younger brothers said,ǀ “Oh 
… dear Brother, don’t do it!ǀ That is 
not what you have to do.ǀ It is not 
proper to carry it out.”ǀ When hearing 
this, Yudhistira...‖ 
‖ Thereupon Yudhistira ǀ embraced 
his younger brother.ǀ Arjuna, Nakula 
and Sadéwa ǀ were weeping at his 
feet,ǀ also Poncawala and Drupadi,ǀ 
Subadra and Srikandhi ǀ were cling-
ing and weeping,ǀ while King Ari-
murti ǀ continuously advised Bāyu-
suta.‖ 
5.3.2.  The Manyura Battle Adêgan 
After Bhīma left his mother and his brothers in search of the tirta pawitra, the 
story continues with Anoman, who is sunbathing in the middle of the road 
where Bhīma passes by. Soon they are approaching and embracing each other. 
But, they start fighting when Anoman wants to prevent Bhīma from entering the 
ocean. Surely, this scene cannot be found in the Jasadipoeran text, but it is stan-
dardized in the wayang kulit performance. The following is the dialogue be-
tween Anoman and Bhīma; we do not find it in the Jasadipoeran text, but only 
in the Ki Nartosabdan performance. 
The Nartosabdan Performance The Jasadipoeran Text 
Anoman: 
About your will to enter into the 
deepest of the ocean, I agree with 
 
- 
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you if it has come out of your 
heart. But, if you deal with 
someone’s interference in your 
journey, even if you were soak-
ing for six years, you would ob-
tain nothing. … I already know 
your suffering and destiny. Since 
I love you very much, I prevent 
your journey. Antawacana #477 
In the wayang kulit tradition, Anoman, who is one of the characters of the In-
dian epic of Rāmāyana, was composed by the Javanese to be integrated with the 
Mahābhārata epic into the wayang dramatic play as one of the five descendants 
of the god Bāyu. They are Bāyu Langgeng, Bāyu Anras, Bāyu Mangkurat, Bāyu 
Kinara, and Bāyu Panutup.
66
 These five brothers are also known by the names 
of Jajagwrêka, Sètubanda, Maénaka ṛsi, Anoman and Bhīma himself; each has a 
different color of red, green, yellow, white and black. And therefore, according 
to Ki Siswoharsaja,
67
 besides Anoman the other three could be played in this 
manyura battle scene in hindering Bhīma in entering the ocean. This battle 
                                                          
66
  Antawacana #462. 
67
  Ki Siswoharsojo, Serat Dewarutji-Bhimapaksa, 10, Canto II, 8: Subratané Bra-
taséna, kang makatên jèn pakèliran ringgit, ginambar laksitanipun, dupi sang Bra-
taséna, tilar pradja, tan tolih kadang myang ibu, jur anggêbyur mring samodra, bi-
négal kadang pribadi. (In the wayang kulit performance, his ascetic life is drama-
tized by leaving his palace, his mother and his brothers, then plunging into the sea, 
but he was prevented by his brother of the descent of god Bāyu.) 
Figure 4.1. The four brothers of Bhīma from the descent of god Bāyu: Jajagwrêka, 
Sètubanda, Maénaka rṣi, and Anoman. Picture: a reproduction of  Siswoharsaja’s 
Siswaharsojo 
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(which might better be called a conflict) symbolizes a greater hindrance than the 
five human senses in his spiritual journey. Bhīma avoids Anoman, and then he 
continues to search for the tirta pawitra. 
5.3.3. Fighting against the Naga Adêgan 
After having avoiding Anoman (and the other three brothers of god Bāyu’s de-
scent), Bhīma continues his journey immediately. The nature where he passes 
by is beautifully depicted, as well as the natural signs that warn Bhīma to dis-
suade him from continuing his quest, because this would bring him to doom.
68
 




‖ The wind blew in the trees,ǀ making 
a loud rustling sound,ǀ as if calling up 
the flowers .ǀ The wind was mingled 
with drizzle. ǀ The abundance of all 
kinds of flowers ǀ in the rain spread 
fragrant pollen. ǀ The jangga and 
kumuning spread round about.ǀ The 
angsana and pudhak were moved by 
the breeze,ǀ and look like the legs 
exposed by a lady’s garment.‖ 
Canto III.10c-f 
‖...ǀ The bêbêluk, darès and dokan ǀ 
were swooping down ǀ to block the 
road,ǀ as if to say,ǀ “Please, go home 
sad one!”ǀ...‖  
Besides such a description, Ki Nartosabda adds the readiness of Bhīma by 
dramatizing the costume
69
 he wore, from his ankles up to his hair, and its mean-
ing. They are the gêlung minangkara, the pupuk êmas rinéka jêjaroting asêm, 
the sumping pudhak sinumpêt, the anting-anting panunggul maniking toya, the 
                                                          
68
  Janturan #010. 
69
  Regarding the use of his costume, according to the wayang tradition we find some 
variants. One argues that Bhīma received it from the goddess Uma or the God Bāyu 
and it has been worn since he came out of his caul. Some argue that he only received 
such a complete costume from Déwaruci after having completed his quest. See Ki 
Hadisugito, Anoman Takon Swarga (Anoman is longing for his eternallife) 16 digital 
audios, file 02. See http://www.4shared.com/folder/p556jPss/003.html (19-11-2014). 
The second opinion is more intelligible than the first one. When he came out of his 
caul, Bhīma was wearing a loincloth, and after he completed his quest, he got a spe-
cial costume from Déwaruci which symbolizes his perfection. For clarity about this 
costume, see chapter V, figure 5.13. 
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 the kêlat bahu rinéka manggis binêlah têkan gêndagané, 
the gêlang candra kirana, the paningsêt cindhé, the kampuh bangbintu, and the 
pañcanaka.  
Although he is fully equipped, Bhīma is hesitant, but eventually he plunges 
into the sea. The following is his conflict and his inner struggle as described in 
the two texts: 
The Nartosabdan Performance The Jasadipoeran Text 
Kandha: 
Standing straight just like a deco-
rated stone pillar. That is Wrêko-






He stood on the shore, stunned 
with grief, looking at the rolling 
waves.… He encouraged him-
self, tightened his belt, until 
Wrêkodara’s waist became very 
small. He kicked the earth and 
entered the ocean. Janturan #010 
Canto III.14g-i. 17d-e 
‖...ǀ Wrêkodara arrived,ǀ standing at 
the shore.ǀ He was in doubt while 
seeing the danger of the ocean.‖ 
‖...ǀ The sad one was like a gemstone 
monument.ǀ The huge waves were 
frightening .ǀ...‖ 
Canto IV. 1; 2a 
‖ Wrêkodara was concentrating in his 
mind.ǀ He did not consider any dan-
ger.ǀ If he did not obtain ǀ the tir-
tamarta,ǀ he preferred to die in the 
ocean.”ǀ Ready to lay down his life 
he advanced, and,ǀ his garment 
tucked up, full of determination he 
entered  ...‖ 
‖ the ocean ... ǀ …‖ 
Undoubtedly, Ki Nartosabda had the Sêrat Déwaruci as a source of his wayang 
kulit performance. The continuation of the story is the same. When Bhīma got 
to the middle of the ocean, he dealt with the dragon water-serpent (Mod.Jav. 
naga), and killed it. Ki Nartosabda dramatized the death of the dragon by hav-
ing Bhīma grasp the naga’s head and direct it to his own neck in order to accel-
erate his death. Because Bhīma was using great force to open the dragon’s 
mouth, it was torn and the dragon died.
71
 In contrast to Ki Nartosabda, the 
                                                          
70
  The neck-ring naga banda accessory still belongs to the Cirebonese Bhīma, while 
Yogyanese and Solonese Bhīma has the porong nagaraja. See Walter Angst, 
Wayang Indonesia. The Fantastic World of Indonesian Puppet Theatre, Konstanz 
2007, 224B. See also, Ki Hadi Sugita, Kêmbang Traté, 16/16.  
See http://www.4shared.com/folder/aNYqBGag/052.html (20-11-2014).  
71
  Kandha #021. 
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Jasadipoeran author has the dragon killed by let it be stabbed by Bhīma’s 
thumbnail, called the pañcanaka.
72
  
5.3.4. The Bhīma and Déwaruci Adêgan 
5.3.4.1.  The Outside of Déwaruci’s body  
By means of the narrator, the Jasadipoeran author tells that after the naga died, 
Sang Murwèng Parasdya oversaw Kaswasih, and then Sang Amurwèng Rat 
welcomed sang Amamrih who just arrived. Who are Sang Murwèng Parasdya, 
Kaswasih, Sang Amurwèng Rat, and sang Amamrih? Up to this point, we have 
not found an explanation, but from the parallel structure of the sentence, Sang 
Murwèng Parasdya and Sang Amurwèng Rat are identical, and Kaswasih is 
identical to sang Amamrih. After an interruption, the narrator tells the reader of 
the encounter between Bhīma and the tiny God named Déwaruci in the middle 
of the ocean. It seems that on the one hand, the first two names (Sang Murwèng 
Parasdya and Sang Amurwèng Rat) are Déwaruci’s divine status, and on the 
other hand the other two names (Kaswasih and sang Amamrih) are Bhīma’s 
status.  
Bhīma finds the tiny God, and is addressed by him. Déwaruci asks Bhīma 
what he is looking for. There is nothing here, no food or clothing. The dry 
leaves are all that he eats. Initially, Bhīma does not know Déwaruci’s name, and 
his reaction is skeptical and derisive.  
Canto IV.20 
‖ “Why is such a dwarf boy here, alone in this ocean?ǀ You are extremely 
small.ǀ What kind of a man are you?ǀ You are not bigger than my little 
finger.ǀ Your words sound conceited,ǀ showing arrogance and impolite-
ness.ǀ How are you to be alone here?”‖ 
The question of what Bhīma is searching for is reflected in the following text by 
saying that there is nothing to be found here.  
Canto IV.21-22 
‖ And again,Wrêkodara, please be informed,ǀ “In this place,ǀ there are 
many dangers.ǀ If you don’t want to risk your life,ǀ you will surely not 
reach here.ǀ And you should know, here, there is nothing, an empty 
place.‖ 
‖ The risk does not balance with your will to come here,ǀ not caring about 
your life ǀ for the sake of the ultimate glory.ǀ You are not likely to find 
here!”ǀ Bāyusiwi was confused ǀ by Déwaruci’s reply,ǀ because he did not 
know what he was really searching for.‖ 
The Jasadipoeran author emphasizes Bhīma’s contempt for death. In an earlier 
passage, Bhīma was called sang Amamrih (the striver), and the tirta pawitra 
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  Canto IV. 9e-g. 
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which Bhīma is looking for could not be found here, unless by God’s grace. 
Bhīma is indirectly characterized here as loving God, yearning for God. Thus, 
the Jasadipoeran author begins to reveal to Bhīma that Déwaruci is not just a 
tiny god practicing asceticism. Moreover, he sets up the expectation that this 
meeting will provide Bhīma with the object of his quest, and at once he intro-
duces Bhīma’s surrender to Déwaruci.  
Déwaruci gives Bhīma’s genealogy.  
Canto IV. 23c-g. 24 and 25a-f 
‖...ǀ The ascetic answered,ǀ “You are also the descendant of Sang Hyang 
Pramesthi,ǀ Hyang Girinata.ǀ You are his true descendant.‖ 
‖ God Brama procreated the kings,ǀ including your father.ǀ Brama’s de-
scendants procreated the kings.ǀ As for your mother, Kunthi,ǀ she is a de-
scendant of  ǀ Hyang Wisnumurti.‖ 
‖ With your father, Kunthi gave birth to three of you:ǀ Yudhistira, the 
first,ǀ you are the second,ǀ and Dananjaya.ǀ The other two are from 
Madrim,ǀ to complete the Pandhawas.ǀ...‖ 
From the father’s side, Bhīma has Brama as divine ancestor, and from the 
mother’s side he has Vishnu. Using the wayang genealogy, the author articu-
lates the spiritual aspect of the Javanese anthropology. For the Javanese, a hu-
man being is not just a creature but divine in essence. 
The next passage is the continuation of Déwaruci’s speech to Bhīma, that 
Bhīma was told by Drona to search for the tirta pawitra. 
Canto IV. 25g. 26a-e 
‖ ...ǀ Your coming here is ...‖ 
‖ on the orders of Drona who told you to go in search of ǀ the water of life, 
the clear water.ǀ That’s what your master ǀ gave you as instruction.ǀ And 
that’s what you are doing.ǀ ...‖ 
These six verse lines provide a suitable trigger for Déwaruci’s admonition about 
the need to know the object of one’s quest in life.
73
 The following passages 
show that Déwaruci is using some parables in order to criticize him that his 
quest at the order of Drona is difficult to realize. 
Canto IV.26f-g. 27. 28e-29e
74
  
‖ ...ǀ That’s why you are performing austerities,ǀ but it is difficult to live 
like that.‖ 
                                                          
73
  Cf. Arps, Dewaruci, 64. 
74
  Canto IV.29e is not found in the Jasadipoeran text, edited by Mangoenwidjaja, but in 
the Kramaprawiran edition. Kramaprawira, Serat Dewaruci, 25. 
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‖Do not go, if you do not know where you are going to go to!ǀ Do not eat,ǀ 
if you do not know ǀ the taste of what you eat.ǀ Also do not wear clothes,ǀ 
if you do not yet know ǀ the names of the fine garments you will put on.‖  
‖ ...ǀ There was a stupid man coming from the hills,ǀ wanting to buy gold.ǀ 
The goldsmith gave him ...‖ 
‖ a yellow paper he presumed it was pure gold.ǀ In the same way, when 
you are worshipping,ǀ if it is not yet clear for you,ǀ the one you want to 
worship,ǀ you might  be led astray.” ǀ...‖ 
Bhīma’s will, based on the order of his master, is difficult to achieve, and may 
even lead to wrongdoing. What does the Jasadipoeran author mean with the 
announcement that the order of looking for the tirta pawitra is difficult to attain, 
and even leads to wrongdoing? The Jasadipoeran author wants to clarify two 
things. Firstly, that any Javanese in search of perfection in life should have as 
his guiding principle a knowledge such as Déwaruci’s, and not something 
worldly. And therefore, from this scene up to the end of the story, the author 
does not mention the tirta pawitra anymore. Secondly, in the presence of Déwa-
ruci, Drona is no longer meaningful.  
After initial scepticism, Bhīma humbles himself before Déwaruci, and makes 
a sêmbah. From the wayang tradition point of view, this is a memorable and 
dramatic moment, because Bhīma never humbles himself before anyone at all. 
And the story goes on to describe how Bhīma asked the deity’s name. Déwaruci 
Figure 4.2. The kris or curiga and its 
sheath (warangka) 
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introduces himself and says that he is Sang Marbudèng Rat, called also Déwa-
ruci. It is interesting to note that Bhīma says that he does not know how he 
should conduct his life and has no insight at all in guiding his life in a holy way. 
Moreover, Bhīma’s comparison of himself to a kris lacking a sheath (Canto 
IV.32b-c) alludes to the metaphorical characterization of the mystical union as 
curiga manjing warangka, warangka manjing curiga (the kris enters the sheath, 
the sheath covers the kris).
75
 This is the Javanese metaphor of the unio mystica, 
the becoming one of man and God. 
The use of unio mystica (in Javanese terms manunggaling kawula-Gusti) 
language as a way of understanding how to attain a form of direct contact with 
God in this life, has played a central role in Javanese mysticism, though termi-
nologically it is borrowed from the Western Christian mystical tradition. The 
Javanese notion of unity with God is a union that preserves the distinction be-
tween Creator and creature.
76
  
5.3.4.2. The Inside of Déwaruci’s body  
Responding to his request, Déwaruci asks Bhīma to enter his body through his 
left ear. There, Bhīma finds himself in a void and tells Déwaruci that he is dis-
oriented. This experience follows the metaphor of the kris entering the sheath; 
now the sheath enters the kris. 
Canto V.3b-4i 
‖ ...ǀ Wrêkodara hastened inside.ǀ Once within the [Déwaruci’s] belly,ǀ he 
beheld a great ocean,ǀ shoreless, stretching far away. He went on his way,ǀ 
and could be seen dimly in the distance started walking, going further and 
further.ǀ Déwaruci called out to him,ǀ “Hey, what do you see?”ǀ Séna re-
plied, “Indeed it is far,ǀ there is nothing to be seen.‖ 
                                                          
75
  This metaphor is employed to describe harmony between physical and spiritual 
aspects of a human being, so that they become a unification or an integrated person-
ality (Kamajaya, Centhini vol. 5, Canto 354 Asmarandana, 88 & 89, Canto 355 Si-
nom, 12 & 13; see also W.H. Rassers, On the Javanese Kris,  BKI 99 (1940), 501-
582); harmony in social life between the king and his people (as reflected in the 
wayang performance, e.g. Ki Hadisugita, Gatutkaca Suci (The Holy Gatutkaca) 
15/16 digital audios, http://www.4shared.com/folder/tXdK8W6_/019.html., 5-09-
2015); and is also employed to describe  the unity between man and God, the so-
called manunggaling kawula-Gusti (see R. Tanaya, Sajarah Jati (True History), 
Yogyakarta 1975, Canto 62 Asmarandana, 25 & 26).   
76
  Cf. Bernard McGinn distinguishes the conceptions of union into two camps, i.e. the 
distinct union and the indistinct union. Bernard McGinn, Unio Mystica, in Amy Hol-
lywood (ed.), The Cambridge Companion to Christian Mysticism, New York 2012, 
204; The mystical thought of Meister Eckhart: the man from whom God hid nothing, 
New York 2001, 147. 
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‖ The spaces I’m passing through ǀ are empty and unimaginably vast.ǀ No 
matter where I go ǀ I cannot distinguish north from south;ǀ I can’t tell east 
from west,ǀ neither below from above, front ǀ from back.ǀ I don’t under-
stand it.ǀ I am totally bewildered.”ǀ ...‖ 
The Jasadipoeran author describes the disorientation of Bhīma floating in the 
void, unable to perceive the four cardinal points of the compass, nor top from 
bottom, or front from back. He floats in a sky (awang-awang) or void (uwung-
uwung) in which the only discernable entity is a distant Déwaruci. Moreover, 
Bhīma is no longer aware of his physical body and experiences only vision. He 
has lost all awareness of his own body and position. Following Ben Arps,
77
 such 
loss of physical awareness, and particularly of individual vision, is described as 
a stage in the process of mystical unification according to early Javanese Mysti-
cism.  
Hearing Déwaruci’s encouragement, Bhīma finds himself before Déwaruci, 
sees a light, and is able to orient himself. 
Canto V. 4i-j – 6 
‖ ...ǀ Déwaruci said,ǀ “Have no fear.”‖ 
‖ Suddenly there was a flash of light and he saw that he was face to face 
with Déwaruci.ǀ Wrêkodara perceived that the holy ascetic,ǀ was radiating 
light,ǀ and then he discerned north from south.ǀ East from west he could 
behold;ǀ above and likewise below ǀ were now apparent,ǀ and he saw the 
sun.ǀ He was delighted, now he could see the holy ascetic,ǀ within the in-
verted world.‖ 
‖ Déwa Suksma Ruci spoke again,ǀ “Don’t go away, [but] observe care-
fully ǀ whatever is visible to you!”ǀ Wrêkodara replied,ǀ “The first thing I 
saw was ǀ a radiant light,”ǀ the name of which I don’t know.ǀ All the 
things [I saw] before now have disappeared.ǀ All that now I can see is 
four colors:ǀ black, red, yellow, and white.”‖ 
Note that firstly, in this passage Bhīma regains his sense of direction and con-
sciousness of his physical orientation, feels comfortable, and is face to face with 
Déwaruci within Déwaruci’s body, who emits a radiance. The sun is visible and 
the place is called an “inverted world”. Secondly, he also sees a bright light and 
the light does not come from the sun which then disappears; later the author 
returns to this bright light, called the poncamaya. Thirdly, now all that he sees 
are four colors, that are black, red, yellow, and white. Fourthly, it is a single 
flame with eight colors. Fifthly, he sees the ivory doll, called the pramana. The 
last four are Bhīma’s visions, followed by the knowledge given by Déwaruci, 
which has relevance to the present study, therefore we will discuss one after the 
other. 
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  Arps, Dewaruci, 73. 
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The first vision is the poncamaya. Let us quote the following passage here: 
Canto V.7-8e 
‖ Déwa Suksma Ruci spoke and said,ǀ “The light you saw first, a radiant ǀ 
light, the name of which name you don’t know,ǀ is the poncamaya.ǀ This 
is the reality of the true heart,ǀ the self’s life giver.ǀ The meaning of heart ǀ 
is that which is also called muka sipat ǀ which leads to the superior quali-
ties,ǀ and is the essence of these qualities.‖ 
‖ Behold it carefully.ǀ Observe the radiant light! Have no doubt!ǀ The 
power of heart, its efficacy ǀ and its vision is,ǀ to discern what is the true 
manifestation of Reality.”ǀ ...‖ 
What does the poncamaya really mean? The Jasadipoeran text describes that the 
poncamaya is the true heart, also called muka sipat (good character), which 
leads to superior qualities. It is the response of the five senses to the stimuli that 
form the human character. The poncamaya means human behavior,
78
 especially 
in responding to sensory stimuli. In other words, they are the five senses that 
influence human behavior. 
The second vision is the four different colors, that are black, red, yellow, and 
white. Déwaruci explains that the first three symbolize the dangerous impulses 
and desires of the heart (V.8i-j), and prevent good deeds, (V.9c) the steadiness 
of thought and will (V.9i). They are the enemies of the spiritual journey 
(Mod.Jav. laku). Among the three, the most powerful is the black, which tends 
to envy and to impeding good deeds (V.10h-j; V.11a-b). Driven by hatred, the 
red wants everything, causing one to become unwise and unwary (V.11d-j). 
And the yellow tends to undermine and to hinder the preservation of peace and 
prosperity (V.12a-g). Only the white color encourages one’s heart towards well-
being and holiness (V.12i-j).  
The third vision is a single flame with eight colors. They represent the es-
sence of Unity
79
 and this means that all forms are within the human being 
(V.16b-d). The jagad cilik (microcosm) and the jagad gêdhé (macrocosm) 
which are identical in every respect, have their counterpart in the human being 
(V.16e-h).  
The fourth vision is a kind of radiating ivory doll (V.18a-e), called the pra-
mana (V.20e). The pramana is not the form of the Divine Essence, but rather 
the life principle every man bears within himself, giving life to the body, but 
itself not affected by its passions (V.20f-j). The pramana is an emanation of the 
Divine Reality itself (Skt. [Hyang] Sūkṣma: V.22e-j), taking place in the batin 
(V.30a-b) in particular. It is the bearer of the divine life where it individuates 
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  Soetarno, Serat Bhimasuci, 53; see also Adhikara, Unio Mystica, 40. 
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  Suseno, Pijar-pijar Filsafat, 42. 
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itself in order to become the life of a human being.
80
 The pramana is the inner-
most self of the Divine Essence (Mod.Jav. rahsaning dat) (V.21j). 
After hearing the explanation of the four visions he saw, Bhīma asks Déwa-
ruci to give him the true raiment of knowledge, and for that purpose, Bhīma is 
willing to die (V.24d-i). Bhīma is being admonished to beware of what can 
thwart his journey (V.26d-f). “If you are addicted to the poison of life, then 
overcome it!” (V.27i-j). This knowledge focuses on concentrating your mind 
towards the truth, which is hidden from this world (V.28a-f). The world (mac-
rocosm) is the exterior manifestation of the Hyang Sūkṣma which is within you, 
your inner self (Mod.Jav. suksma sarira) is within the Hyang Sūkṣma, and your 
primal origin (Mod.Jav. sangkan) is the same as that of the macrocosm (V.28h-
j). Once you achieve the unity of the servant and the Lord (the Javanese proverb 
of the pamoring kawula lan Gusti), you become the godly embodiment, dadi 
sarira bathara (V.36h). Déwaruci compares this relationship with a mirror: The 
Hyang Sūkṣma looks in the mirror and its reflection within the mirror is one’s 
sūkṣma (V.32e-j). By mastering this knowledge, Bhīma becomes master over 
the whole, and that is the fifth knowledge: the death within life, “mati sajroning 
urip”, being alive within death, “urip ing sajroning pêjah” (V.39a-b). Bhīma 
has nothing more to learn, he has achieved “the death within life” which is in 
fact, “being alive within death”.  
Bhīma has now found peace in his heart, receiving the wahyu prapta 
nugraha (V.39i-j) or the wahyu ima nirmala (V.40b), also called the true 
knowledge, a knowledge free from any kind of error (V.44g). “His outer and 
inner self were in harmony (like) a brick in its casting mold” (V.48j). Déwaruci 
disappears, Bhīma returns to his brothers, outwardly concealing his new self-
awareness as the “embodiment of all being”, to go on performing the duties of 
his knighthood.            
5.3.5. The Last Three Adêgans 
According to the Sêrat Déwaruci, the story ends with the disappearance of 
Déwaruci and the return of Bhīma to Ngamarta. There, the Pandhawa brothers 
are happy and celebrate the safe return of Bhīma with a banquet. Thus, the last 
three scenes, that are the Sokalima, the Beach and the Wild Battle adêgans are 
derived from the wayang performance tradition. These scenes are the continua-
tion of the meeting in Ngamarta, where Krêsna told Arjuna that Drona has to 
take responsibility for what he did in ordering Bhīma to search for the tirta 
pawitra in the middle of the ocean. 
The Sokalima scene suddenly is performed, without any introduction such as 
the kandha, or the janturan. It displays Drona, who is welcoming Pamadi with 
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  Soebardi, The Book of Cabolèk, 188. 
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the unsheathed kris in his hand. Facing the demands of Pamadi, Drona is re-
sponsible for the safety of Bhīma, and immediately he wants to show that what 
he ordered him to do is true. Drona takes Pamadi to the beach to prove the truth. 
He promises that, unless Bhīma comes out of the ocean at noon time, Drona 
will plunge into the sea. When the sun is directly overhead, and Bhīma has not 
yet appeared, Drona immediately plunges into the sea. The moment Drona 
comes out of the ocean, carried on Bhīma’s shoulders, the Pandhawas and the 
Korawas arrive on the beach.  
Bhīma and Drona approach the place where Pamadi, the Pandhawa brothers, 
and Krêsna are. The arrival of the Korawas to bring Drona back to Ngastina, is 
triggering tension. The tension escalates when Drona declares that he temporar-
ily wants to stay with the Pandhawas, while Duryudana is adamant that they 
take Drona with them. This dispute leads to a wild battle. It is a battle between 
the Pandhawas and the Korawas, called the wild battle, the pêrang brubuh, that 
is the final and great war at the end of the wayang kulit performance, and Bhīma 
has always been the figure who beats their remaining enemies.  
5.3.6. The Tayungan Dance & the Tancêp Kayon 
After the Korawas have gone home, the Pandhawas have a gathering. As an 
expression of gratitude, Krêsna says a prayer, “Bhīma, everything has been 
running well. Let us pray, may we have no hindrance anymore and may no un-
ease happen to us.”
81
 Then, Bhīma performs the tayungan dance, before the 
dhalang sticks the gunungan in on the upper banana trunk in the middle of the 
screen as it was before the wayang kulit performance started.  
5.3.7.  Summary 
Bhīma’s brothers, who are the descendants of god Bāyu, are hindering his quest 
and are greater hindrances than the previous ones. The temptation is no longer 
coming from outside himself, but comes from his inner self. Anoman represents 
the four descendants of god Bāyu with different colors: Jajagwrêka with red, 
Sétubanda with yellow, Maénaka ṛsi with green, and Anoman with a white 
color. According to the common opinion among the Javanese, particularly the  
wayang tradition, they personify the sensual desires, or rather emotional drives 
of a human being. And still, Bhīma even deals with the greater obstacle that is a 
water-dragon, though finally he kills it before the encounter with Déwaruci. 
Two things are interesting to note. Firstly, unlike the cases of Rukmuka-
Rukmakala and Harêksa-Harêksi, who transform into their original nature as 
gods, here Déwaruci whom Bhīma meets is not the transformation of the dead 
naga. Secondly, Bhīma kills the naga by stabbing it with his pañcanaka. 
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The encounter between Bhīma and Déwaruci is the core of the story. At the 
beginning, their meeting happens outside Déwaruci’s body. Initially Bhīma is 
skeptical about him, then Bhīma humbles himself before Déwaruci, makes a 
sêmbah and uses the higher level of Javanese language. After giving an admoni-
tion, Déwaruci asks Bhīma to enter his body. He is disoriented, floating in a sky 
or void in which the only discernible entity is a distant Déwaruci. Then, he sees 
four visions, and he gets their explanations and the true knowledge from Déwa-
ruci, called the wahyu, the grace. Bhīma finds peace in his heart, his outer and 
inner selves are in harmony, like a brick in its casting mold. This is the reason 
why Bhīma’s quest for the tirta pawitra is considered Bhīma’s mystical quest. 
6.  Interpreting Bhīma’s Quest for the Tirta Pawitra 
Based on the data that we have investigated in the previous chapters, we assume 
that the Sêrat Déwaruci might be derived from one person’s spiritual experi-
ence, which is most probably the result of the Bhīma Cult practices.
82
 The Java-
nese commonly use the wayang story and/or the wayang performance as well, 
to articulate a certain idea or such a spiritual experience. Furthermore, before 
starting his wayang performance, the dhalang has received inspiration, related 
to the dramatic play he will perform. If it is true that one used the wayang per-
formance to articulate one’s spiritual experience, and it is a means of communi-
cation with other people, then by analyzing the Déwaruci story using the 
wayang kulit performance as a key in interpreting it, we come to its spiritual 
meaning. For that purpose, we first examine Drona and Déwaruci, in order to 
reach a firm foundation for discussing the steps of Bhīma’s quest for the tirta 
pawitra, and then go in search of the degrees of his spiritual progression. 
6.1.  The Great Master Drona 
Drona has two portraits in the wayang tradition, which accord with a good and a 
bad character. The Solonese wayang tradition describes Drona as the great mas-
ter (gurunadi), both in using weapons and in spiritual knowledge. In contrast to 
the Solonese tradition, the Yogyanese wayang tradition characterizes Drona as a 
fake master. Though known as a ṛsi, the depiction of Yogyanese Drona is evil, 
devious, and morally dishonest. Thus, on the one hand he is a great master, on 
the other hand he has been portrayed with evil personality traits. How is it pos-
sible that these two opposite characters, a fake master and a great master, are 
both ascribed to a single person, called Drona? Is there an explanation for this 
discrepancy?  
                                                          
82
  See Chapter II. 3.2 The Leather-puppet Iconography and Its Symbolic Meaning and  
Chapter III. 1.1. Introduction to the Text. See also Woro Aryandini S., Adakah Kul-
tus Bima itu? (Is there a Bima cult?), Jakarta 1993; Duijker, The Worship of Bhīma 
(2 vols.), vol. 1 Amstelveen 2010. 
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According to the wayang iconography, Drona is depicted as physically 
handicapped: he has a pointy mustache and beard, holding in his crooked hand a 
rosary, wearing a long priestly habit, and his eyes look sick. The following in-
formation is not from the iconography, but from the pêdhalangan tradition.
83
 In 
his youth Drona, named Kumbayana, also seplled Kumbhayoni, son of mahaṛsi 
Baradwaja, was handsome. His body was handicapped because of persecution 
by Gandamana, when he, as a poor Brahmin, visited Sucitra who was his class-
mate and now had become a king in Pancala. Drona was considered disrespect-
ful when he embraced Sucitra, the king of Pancala before the whole chamber. 
Therefore, Gandamana forcibly brought him out to the royal court, where he 
mistreated him, and as a result Drona was handicapped.  
When Drona was appointed a master of the Korawas and the Pandhawas in 
Ngastina, and succeeded in training them to use weapons, he sent them to arrest 
Sucitra or Drupada, the king of Pancala, as a kind of final exam. The Pandha-
was defeated Drupada and turned him over to Drona in Sokalima as a prisoner 
of war. Drona welcomed him with respect, honoring him as a great king, and 
not as a prisoner of war. Drona expressed his desire to rebuild the brotherhood 
which they experienced when they were both disciples of Baradwaja. When 
Drona was still a poor Brahmin, he was abused by the king of Pancala, but now 
he behaves with respect to the king of Pancala, though Drupada is actually his 
prisoner of war. If for Drupada, poverty becomes a barrier to their fraternity, 
now that obstacle has gone, because Drona is a great master for the Korawas 
                                                          
83
  See Soenarto Timoer, Dhang Hyang Dorna, Surabaya 1983; Dorna Rangsang (The 
Dorna’s Attack), Jakarta 1993. 
Figure 4.3. Kumbhayana, persecuted Kumbhayana, and Drona the spiritual 
master 
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and the Pandhawas in Ngastina. Drona has the same rights as Drupada, and he 
even has become more important because at the present time Drona has con-
quered Pancala. However, Drona liberates him to go back as king of Pancala, 
and for himself he only asks Sokalima, which was originally a part of the Pan-
cala kingdom. 
The background of Drona seemingly forces the dhalang to create an am-
biguous presentation for his wayang kulit performance. The Déwaruci dramatic 
play is inspired by and comes from the Sêrat Déwaruci. The dhalang on the one 
hand has to interpret the Sêrat Déwaruci in order to be able to convey the mes-
sage of his performance, on the other hand he has to consider the convention of 
the pêdhalangan tradition with its information on Drona’s antecedents. For the 
sake of clarity, let us look in more detail at Drona in the the Jasadipoeran text 
and in the Ki Nartosabdan performance. We investigate the Ki Nartosabdan 
performance first.  
It is important to note that Ki Nartosabda is a Solonese dhalang, which has 
consequences for presenting Drona as true master in his performance. In this 
wayang kulit performance of Déwaruci, Drona is presented four times, which 
can be grouped into three events, namely in the Ngastina palace scene, in the 
scene after Bhīma searched for the tirta pawitra in Tikbrasara forest but did not 
get it, and the Sokalima scene where Pamadi asked Drona’s responsibility to 
ensure the safety of his brother, Bhīma, followed by Drona plunging into the 
sea. Firstly, at the beginning of the first jêjêr, the dialogue shows that the 
Korawas and the Pandhawas are the disciples of Drona. For the sake of his 
throne, Duryudana does not like the close relationship between Drona and 
Bhīma, because it will make the Pandhawas more powerful than the Korawas, 
and eventually will cause the Korawas to lose in the Bharatayuda. Responding 
to Duryudana, Bisma, as the legitimate heir to the throne, who handed it over 
for the benefit of the whole family, felt hurt and angry and left the chamber. 
When Bisma was present there, Drona supported him who expected the 
Korawas and the Pandhawas to be in harmony,
84
 but after Bisma left the cham-
ber Drona behaved contrarily, by stating that his closeness with Bhīma would 
give glory to the Ngastina Kingdom.
85
 Moreover, along with Duryudana, he 
                                                          
84
  See Antawacana #084: I do not just follow the crowd, actually we have no authority 
to blame what the grandfather of Talkandha said, since at the beginning, at the mid-
dle, until to the end. His lengthy explanation is intended to build harmony (among 
the Korawas and the Pandhawas). What a proud, a parent is testifying his children 
and grandchildren are living in harmony! But otherwise how sad he is, when a parent 
is witnessing his children are fighting over simple things. 
85
  Antawacana #098: Don’t be in a hurry to get angry. In accordance with your Maj-
esty’s explanation, that it would be a great war, the so-called Bharatayuda, such as 
the gods have prophesied. I consider that among the five brothers of Pandhawa, it is 
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devises a trick to kill Bhīma by asking him to search for the tirta pawitra in the 
mountain Candramuka in the Tikbrasara jungle.
86
 Here we get the impression 
that Drona is a wishy-washy figure. 
Secondly, when Bhīma returned to Ngastina to ask the true instruction, after 
he had been unsuccessful in searching for the tirta pawitra, Drona assured him 
that it was just a fidelity test to his master. In the second instruction, Drona 
asked Bhīma to find the tirta pawitra in the middle of the ocean. Bhīma ac-
cepted this with a sincere heart. Towards Duryudana, Drona assured that this 
trap would not fail. Thus, Drona continued to support Duryudana by creating a 
new trap for Bhīma in which he ordered him to obtain the tirta pawitra in the 
middle of the ocean.    
Thirdly, on the eve of the performance, Ki Nartosabda featured Drona as a 
true master. In the dialog, Drona said that no one, including Pamadi, believed 
that Drona had ordered Bhīma with sincere intentions. They thought that he, as 
a master, had sent his disciple into doom. Excusing himself as the accused one, 
Drona promised to show them that what he had ordered Bhīma was pure. What 
Bhīma did would not be possible to do for anyone else. Moreover, as a sense of 
responsibility, if before noontime Bhīma did not come out of the sea, then he 
would plunge into the ocean. The day passed by, and yet Bhīma was not seen; 
Drona was drowning in the sea, but soon he came out again with Bhīma carry-
ing him on his shoulders.   
When we examine the role dynamics of Drona in accompanying Bhīma’s 
quest for the tirta pawitra, we find that at the beginning, Ki Nartosabda pre-
sented Drona as a wishy-washy master, and then gave a portrait of a true master 
at the end of his performance. Thus, as a Solonese dhalang, he performed 
Drona’s character in accordance with the convention of the wayang tradition. 
However, it is interesting to note the relationship between Drona and Bhīma at 
the beginning of the performance, as follows:
87
   
I and my brothers have become your disciples for some time. Many 
skills, especially the use of weapon, we have mastered, more than 
enough. But, still there is one thing, I want to ask you for. Since the crea-
                                                                                                                                              
only Wrêkodara who would become the strength foundation in battle, and therefore I 
am making approaches by day and night, and I am trying to persuade him to do 
whatever I ask for. Wrêkodara was fascinated to hear me, so eventually he obeyed 
me day and night. Morever, he is eager to know what is the knowledge of perfection 
of the creatures. As far as I know, this knowledge does not exist yet in the world. It 
could become a trick, and therefore I’m willing to guide him. 
86
  Antawacana #142: Oh … how dull is your brain! [it’s about Wrêkodara!] How 
bright is his mind as sharp as a knee! He is a youth without clever ideas. He hangs 
around with bad people. And when I put him into a trap, he is not aware … 
87
  Antawacana #122. 
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tures were created by the Creator, what qualification do I need in order to 
be a perfect creature. May my father Drona explain what the knowledge 
of perfection is. Don’t miss anything, the requirement I have to do to ob-




This is an important thing! My son, what you are asking for, in fact is un-
common to be done by the public. Nonetheless, because you are my dis-
ciple, and encouraged by a great motivation, you convey your intention 
before your master. Yes, I shall grant it all, but you have to fulfill a re-
quirement. 
It is clear from the quotation that Bhīma is the disciple of Drona, but the follow-
ing quotation shows the opposite. When his time comes, Drona will become a 
disciple of Bhīma. It is clear for the Javanese that the allusion to “Kêbo nusu 
gudèl (A buffalo is suckling her child)”, which means a parent learns from his 
child, emphasizes Drona’s intention:
89
  
I believe that you are the only one who is able to see the tirta pawitra 
mahêning suci. Therefore, an expression is possible of “A buffalo is suck-
ling her child”. Sometime, you may tell me about the way to heaven is I 
will pass by! 
Such paradoxical dynamics of a master becoming a disciple and that disciple 
eventually becoming a master, when analyzed using the lair and the batin cate-














                                                          
88
  Antawacana #127. 
89
  Antawacana #528. 
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Figure 4.4.   Bhīma’s and Drona’s spiritual growth as depicted in the wayang 
kulit play 
 :  the wayang performance dynamic;  
          : Bhīma’s spiritual growth involving the dialectic of lair-
batin aspects;                                           
 : Drona’s spiritual growth compared with Bhīma’s 
Figure 4.4 shows us that when Bhīma was spiritually childish, he became the 
disciple of Drona, but eventually when he was spiritually mature, he became a 
master of Drona, and Drona became his disciple.
90
 According to the wayang 
tradition, the encounter between Bhīma and Déwaruci is performed in the 
Déwaruci play, while Bhīma as a spiritual master is performed in the Bhīmasuci 
play, where Drona becomes one of Bhīma’s disciples.
91
 For the Javanese, the 
second play articulates that the mystical experience is not only kept for oneself, 
but is to be shared to other people, for the sake of the good of the world, the so-
called mêmayu hayuning buwana. Iconographically, such spiritual growth can 











Bhīma’s spiritual development is indicated by the dynamics of the wayang kulit 
performance, in which he is still so dominated by the outer self (lair) that his 
                                                          
90
  From the wayang iconographic point of view, the pendant hairdress or gêlung ngoré 
identifies Bhīma the youth. The name ngoré indicates hair that is hanging down. The 
gêlung sapit urang i.e. the haircut in the form of a lobster claw identifies Bhīma the 
adult, after having an encounter with Déwaruci. And the uncal wastra (tails of the 
sash) identifies Bhīma as spiritual master. 
91
  Ki Nartosabda, Bhimasuci, 16 digital audios,  
https://indonesiawayang.com/2009/07/21/ki-nartosabdho-bima-suci/.(26-01-2016). 
Figure. 4.5. Wijaséna, Bhīma the youth; Wrêkodara, Bhīma the adult; and 
Bhīmasuci (photo: courtesy of R. Bima), Bhīma the spiritual master. 
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inner self (batin) is limited at the beginning, and then gradually he becomes 
spiritually mature, indicated by being able to control his outer self at the end of 
the performance. If this interpretation is correct, then the evil depiction of the 
Yogyanese Drona certainly does not simply arise from a sense of like or dislike, 
but it could be an allusion of a deeper message. Before we come to the deeper 
meaning of the Drona figure, we will examine the Jasadipoeran text. 
The Jasadipoeran text differs from the Ki Nartosabdan performance in that it 
only presents Drona in two events, i.e. before and after Bhīma searched for the 
tirta pawitra in the Tikbrasara forest. The first instance is in Ngastina, where 
Suyudana and the Korawa brothers are discussing the Bharatayuda. The issue is 
how to avoid the Bharatayuda, and if it is necessary to do so by killing the 
Pandhawas with a trick (I.8f-j). All the chambers agreed to kill the Pandhawas 
by an evil trick, except Suyudana. While Suyudana was still thinking, Bhīma 
came. From the introductory narration (I.1a-d), it is clear that Bhīma and Drona 
had had a talk before, and he arrived in Ngastina to reaffirm what Bhīma asked 
Drona. Therefore, after welcoming Bhīma, Drona asked him, “My son, are you 
really going to look for the tirta sucining ngaurip, the water which sanctifies 
life?” (I.10h-i), followed by an order to search for it in the Tikbrasara forest 
(I.12f-j). Bhīma assumed that Drona’s order was not a trap, however all the 
Korawas were very happy, because they thought the trap Drona had made 
would lead Bhīma to doom (I.15g-i). Note that the Korawas did not know of the 
trap, and that it was never discussed at the chamber, it was designed solely by 
Drona.   
The second instance is still in Ngastina, while they are waiting for news 
about Bhīma, whether he died or whether he is still alive. They were surprised 
to see Bhīma come back alive. Bhīma said that he did not find what he searched 
for, and had only dealt with the two ogres which he finally succeeded in killing. 
Drona apologized for this failure, and confirmed that it was just a fidelity test to 
his master (II.28c-e). Drona gave a new command, i.e. Bhīma should plunge 
into the middle of the ocean to obtain the tirta pawitra (II.29a-c). It was the 
second time that Bhīma carried out the order of his master without suspicion, 
for which he feared no danger and even was prepared to die. After saying good-
bye to the Korawas and Drona, Bhīma went home to inform his mother and his 
brothers what he was going to search for. And the story of Drona ends here, 
from then on, we do not find him any more in the continuation of Bhīma’s jour-
ney. His absence in the continuation of Bhīma’s quest, is followed by the ab-
sence of any reference to the tirta pawitra. What does the Jasadipoeran author 
mean by eliminating the role of Drona and the tirta pawitra, which Bhīma 
searches for at the order of his master?      
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In order to answer this question, we need to understand, not only from the 
wayang tradition angle, but also from the point of view of Javanese religious 
practices in particular, who Drona is, at least around the time when the old ver-
sion of the Sêrat Déwaruci was composed. Based on archaeological studies, 
Stutterheim concluded from the relief evidence that such a story of Déwaruci 
developed in the beginning of the fifteenth century. The Javanese still embraced 
Hinduism and Buddhism, while Islam had begun to flourish in Java. Therefore, 
it is understandable that the Poerbatjarakan Sêrat Déwaruci which was claimed 
to be the oldest version we have at hand, is free from Islamic influences. We 
can ask the question: what is the relationship between Drona and Hinduism and 
Buddhism, which came from India? And what is the relevance of these religions 
to the study of Javanese beliefs?     
We are not going to go too far in answering these questions above; luckily 
we have Poerbatjaraka’s investigation,
92
 the only serious research into Drona 
                                                          
92
  Poerbatjaraka (Lesya), Agastya in den Archipel, Leiden 1926. 
Figure 4.6.a-b. Hindu-Javanese bronze statue of Kumbhayoni-Agastya with a jar in 
his left hand and wearing a rosary on his chest; a 9
th
 century Hindu-
Javanese statue of Kumbhayoni-Agastya with a jar in his left hand 
and a rosary in his right hand in Prambanan temple. 
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and his relation with Hinduism in Java. Researching the Old Javanese Litera-
ture, the inscriptions, stone sculptures from Hindu temple Prambanan, the 
wayang literature and the wayang iconography, he comes to the conclusion that 
Drona is Agastya, a teacher of Hindu Shivaistic who came from India to Nusan-
tara, Java in particular to propagate Shivaism. Poerbatjaraka’s research started 
from a Hindu-Javanese statue of bronze which was found in the Folkwang mu-
seum in Essen, and was not yet identified. The statue has exactly the same de-
piction as Drona iconography. His right hand, holding a rosary, is raised up.
93
 
He has a pointy mustache and beard, and is wearing a long, priestly habit. His 
eyes are depicted as sick. In addition, he carries a jug in his left hand. It is un-
derstandable that in wayang iconography Drona does not hold the jug, for the 
sake of the dhalang being able to manipulate him during the performance. Thus, 
on the one hand, the statue is the same as the Drona iconography, on the other 
hand it is the same as the Agastya depiction. 
According to Poerbatjaraka, an interchange of names between Kumbha-
yoni-Agastya and Kumbhayoni-Drona in the wayang dramatic play and in the 
wayang iconography caused the iconographic similarity between Agastya and 
Drona. In the wayang tradition, Drona is the other name of Kumbhayana after 
he was persecuted by Gandamana, causing him to be physically handicapped. 
He is also called a master, as Agastya is in India. In my opinion, through the 
unintentional mistake of the interchange of a name, we get answers to the ques-
tions above. First, if Drona was Agastya who propagated Hindu Shivaism in 
Java, where the eighth century was as a golden age,
94
 then by replacing his role 
with Déwaruci in the course of Bhīma’s quest, the author presented Déwaruci as 
an allusion to his own great master. Second, the Jasadipoeran author exchanged 
the tirta pawitra for an esoteric knowledge of perfection. He whom the Java-
nese worshipped, and he who gave a knowledge, the so-called ngèlmu kasam-
purnan or rather a mystical grace to Bhīma, is Déwaruci. 
6.2.  Déwaruci 
Based on his comparative study of the Sêrat Déwaruci in the Poerbatjarakan 
text and the R. Tanaya edition of the Jasadipoeran text, Ben Arps
95
 considers 
that although Bhīma gives a sêmbah and uses the higher level of the Javanese 
language, this does not mean that Déwaruci should be a God. Bhīma’s rever-
                                                          
93
  In Fig. 4.6.a-b.  I present a 9
th
 century bronze statue of Kumbhayoni-Agastya, a 
Hindu-Javanese;  https://archive.org/details/metropolitanmuseumofart-
gallery?and[]=subject%3A%22Asia%22&and[]=Agastya (Accessed:19/11/17),  
and a 9
th
 century Hindu-Javanese statue of Kumbhayoni-Agastya, from Prambanan 
temple. 
94
  Poerbatjaraka, Agastya, 72. 
95
  Arps, Dewaruci, 58, 68, and 75. 
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ence and obeisance do not necessarily imply that in the Jasadipoeran text, 
Déwaruci is a God. He argues that though Déwaruci has preternatural and even 
divine qualities, he was not able to visualize how to achieve the mystical union 
with God. Moreover, Déwaruci was referred to by the epithet Sang Wiku 
(IV.23c, 29g, V.5b and i), while wiku is a synonym of the pandhita, a learned 
man, a scholar in spiritual matters.
96
 And it is clearly narrated, at the initial en-
counter with Bhīma, that Déwaruci is identified as a tiny boy (IV.17d). In the 
Poerbatjarakan text, on the other hand, Déwaruci is the Buddha or Hyang 
Wisésa (the Almighty), who decides to appear to Wrêkodara in human form.    
Adhikara
97
 has a similar understanding that Déwaruci is not God, but a hu-
man figure, Bhīma himself. This idea, among others, comes from the wayang 
iconography in which Déwaruci was depicted just like Bhīma, in a small form. 
On the other hand, it could also be that the iconography of Déwaruci as Bhīma’s 
miniature was influenced by the interpretation of Déwaruci as the inner self of 
Bhīma. In fact, Déwaruci is represented in two characters: as a Bhīma’s minia-
ture, and as a Bhīma’s miniature with some iconographic characteristics of a 
god.  
In the wayang tradition, the Déwaruci dramatic play is a single dramatic 
play, and does not mention from which khayangan Déwaruci lives. One does 
not find Déwaruci in another dramatic play of the wayang kulit performance, 
not even in the Mahābhārata epic.
98
 This fact also means that the only written 
source of the wayang performance is the Sêrat Déwaruci. The lack of the clarity 
about his origin gives rise to various interpretations of who Déwaruci is. As we 
can see in the iconography of the Déwaruci figure used in the wayang kulit per-
formance, on the one hand Déwaruci is depicted as a miniature of Bhīma, on the 
other hand as a miniature of Bhīma with godly ornaments. Explicitly, the per-
sonification of Déwaruci as god is represented by Sang Hyang Bathara Guru or 
Sang Hyang Wênang. In his research, Aris Wahyudi gave the impression of 
sticking to such an interpretation: on the one hand, Déwaruci is the inner self 
(soul) of Bhīma, therefore he is not god;
99
 on the other hand, he stated that the 
core of his mystical quest is the entering into Déwaruci’s body, meaning the 
                                                          
96
  Recently, Arps’s ideas about Déwaruci have become even more ambiguous: on the 
one hand Déwaruci is a resplendent god, and on the other hand he is the divine and 
all-knowing manifestation of Bhīma’s ego, which has the serene and sage character-
istics of a wiku. See Bernard Arps, Tall Tree, 591. 
97
  Adhikara, Unio Mystica, 20. 
98
  Wahyudi, Lakon Dewa Ruci, 528; See also Sastroamidjojo, Renungan, 102. In this 
case, Evans is the only scholar who makes the mistake of stating that the Déwaruci 
story originated from the Indian Mahābhārata epic. See Evans, The Dewaruci, 33. 
99
  Wahyudi, Lakon Dewa Ruci, 532, 534, 556, 565-67. 
4.6a 
4.6b 
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ascent of the soul into the divine world.
100
 Moreover, in his analysis of the 
Déwaruci play as Shivaistic worship, Aris asserted that Déwaruci is the Istha-
déwata, the god whom one worships. Déwaruci is the transformation of Shiva, 
known in the wayang tradition as Bathara Guru.
101
 If the Javanese believe that 
the Sêrat Déwaruci is one among the others, the mystical books, and Déwaruci 
is represented as a god, it opens the possibility of discussing Déwaruci as a di-
vine figure.    
As we quoted above, an interpretation of the mirror metaphor is as follows 
(V.32e-j): the one looking in the mirror is the Supreme Soul (Hyang Sūkṣma), 
and the reflection in the mirror is you as a real human being. The additional 
explanation of the Mangoenwidjaja edition in particular (V.33a-b), influences 
the construction of an anthropomorphic image of Déwaruci. Thus, this metaphor 
can be interpreted as the meeting between Bhīma and himself, which means the 
unity of his outer (lair) and his inner (batin) selves, the unity of his body and his 
soul. Bhīma is the reflection in the mirror and Hyang Sūkṣma, one who is look-
ing in. In a similar way to Benard Arps, Hamid Nasuhi identifies Déwaruci as 
                                                          
100
  Wahyudi, Lakon Dewa Ruci, 560-70,  
101
  Wahyudi, Lakon Dewa Ruci, 587-88, 591. 
Figure 4.7a-b. Déwaruci as the miniature of Bhīma and another one with godly 
characteristics (photos: courtesy of Rudy Wiratama & R. Bima). 
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an ascetic who has obtained his perfection.
102
 Regarding the Sūkṣma, Aris con-
siders that the Sūkṣma is not God, but the spirit. The Sūkṣma is the manifesta-
tion of God’s nature, not God himself, for God is completely without form.
103
 
The Hyang Sūkṣma is the life of every creature, created by God.
104
 This expla-
nation about the Sūkṣma does not resolve the question of who Hyang Sūkṣma is 
as the divine quality of Déwaruci, because for the Javanese there is an absolute 
difference between the Hyang Sūkṣma and the sūkṣma (with small s), and even 
in the wayang tradition the Hyang is for god only. The sūkṣma (the sūkṣma 
sarira: the human soul) is the divine quality of the real human being which eve-
ryone is striving for, while the Hyang Sūkṣma (the Supreme Soul) is the Divine 
One Itself. Ontologically, sūkṣma differs from Hyang Sūkṣma, though they are 
of the same nature.  
In appendix I of the Poerbatjaraka’s article of Déwa Roetji, we find a de-
scription of who Nawaruci is. We quote it here, as follows:
105
 
After seeing Bhīma, who died because of being persecuted by Drona into 
the middle of the sea, the god Guru was angry, saying: Drona, since you 
granted Duryudana’s plea that you would kill the Pandhawas, it is there-
fore that the Pandhawas will kill you in a war (Bharatayuda). 
After saying that, Bathara Guru descended in the middle of the ocean in 
the form of a priest, called Nawaruci. 
We already discussed that we have the Nawaruci which bears similarity to the 
Sêrat Déwaruci. In the quotation above, we find that Nawaruci is the embodi-
ment of Bathara Guru. If the presence of Bathara Guru is the manifestation of 
Nawaruci, then it is understandable that the dhalangs, such as Ki Mudjaka 
Djaka Rahardja,
106
 interpreted Déwaruci as Sang Hyang Wênang. In the wayang 
tradition, the names of Sang Hyang Wênang, Sang Hyang Tunggal, and Bathara 




In the Narawuci, we find that the only other name of Nawaruci is Sang    
Hyang Acintya. The name S.H. Acintya is the Old Javanese name of S.H. 
Wênang.
108
 Sang Hyang Tunggal is the personification of the idea of the first 
being.
109
 Considering that S.H. Wênang represents Déwaruci in the wayang 
performance (and Batara Guru represents Nawaruci), Déwaruci actually repre-
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  Nasuhi, Serat Dewaruci, 192. 
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  Wahyudi, Lakon Dewa Ruci, 566. 
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  Wahyudi, Lakon Dewa Ruci, 567. 
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sents the god of Javanese Hinduism. The following are the gods of Javanese-











It is interesting to observe Déwaruci’s names used in the Sêrat Déwaruci. 
Déwaruci has been given different names by the narrator, Krêsna, Bhīma, and 
Déwaruci himself. We present Déwaruci’s names in the following table: 






V.2a.j, 3g, 4i, 
5a, 19a, 25i, 
26a, 32g, 40e, 
41a, 42f, 45c. 
V.6a, 7a 
V.16a, 23j 
⁕ the Mighty One 
⁕ the Enlightened 
One 






⁕ the Holiest Soul 
⁕ the Supreme Soul 
   








   ⁕ a tiny boy 
⁕ the yogi 





   ⁕ the Enlight-
ened One 
⁕ Déwaruci 
Figure 4.8. Sang Hyang Wênang, Sang Hyang Girinata, and Krêsna the embodi-
ment of Vishnu. 
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⁕ the Supreme 
Soul 
⁕ the Divine 
Revelation 
Table 4.2. The different names and titles of Déwaruci taken from the Sêrat Déwaruci 
In Table 4.2 we find that at the beginning, Bhīma calls Déwaruci a tiny boy, 
then the yogi and the wiku. This is understandable because of his new position 
as a disciple of Déwaruci. Moreover, Krêsna and the narrator describe Déwaruci 
with some divine qualities which in Javanese tradition are associated with God. 
And Déwaruci introduced himself to Bhīma by his name and the Enlightened 
One. Compared with the Poerbatjarakan text, besides the name of Déwaruci, we 
find the same name as the Sang Hyang Sūkṣma, the Supreme Soul (II.1a-b) or 
Sang Rêsi Sūkṣma, the Holy Soul.
110
 Therefore, it is not true that in the Jasadi-
poeran text Déwaruci is not God, because he is referred to by the epithet sang 
yogi or sang wiku. Thus we do not agree with the statement of Arps and Nasuhi.  
Based on that observation, Déwaruci’s divine description is invisible, and 
only appeared briefly in an encounter with Bhīma. After giving him a knowl-
edge of perfection, he transformed into an invisible form. Let us consider how 
Ki Nartosabda (as a dhalang) describes who Déwaruci is. Déwaruci was per-
formed after the turmoil scene (Mod.Jav. gara-gara) which introduces the sec-
ond sequence of the wayang kulit performance. At the beginning of this scene, 
the stage is empty, nothing is displayed but the gunungan figure. It is stuck in 
on the upper banana trunk, at the middle of the stage, in an upright position. The 
empty space and the gunungan sticking up vertically symbolize a moment of 
silence, the holy time. In Ki Nartosabda’s words it is a moment between a con-
scious and an unconscious condition (Mod.Jav. jroning layap liyêping alu-
yup).
111
 On the one hand, this period can be considered as the process of the 
unity between man and God, on the other hand it is a process of God revealing 
himself among the people. We will discuss it in due course, Hyang Tunggal (the 
Mighty One) did not have any wayang iconography.
112
 The empty space and the 
invisible presence of Déwaruci are similar to the iconography of the holy temple 
in Jerusalem.
113
 In the holiest place of the temple, there are cherubim and 
seraphin with an empty place in between. Nobody is allowed to enter. This 
empty place symbolizes the presence of God, and therefore that place is inten-
tionally left empty, reserved for God who is invisible, the Transcendent. 
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In another way, Ki Nartosabda insisted on describing the presence of Déwa-
ruci in a vast world without limits, and so bright without shadow.
114
 Bhīma ex-
perienced it in the body of Déwaruci. This description seems to be Ki Nar-
tosabda’s re-wording of the Jasadipoeran text, as follows: 
‖ Again Déwaruci spoke,ǀ “Which is larger, you or the world?ǀ All its con-
tents here,ǀ together with its mountains,ǀ oceans and forests,ǀ would not be 
tightlypacked if they entered ǀ my belly.”ǀ ...‖ 
The quotation above [Canto V.2a-g] is followed by this experience of Bhīma’s 
[Canto V.3i-j; 4a-b]: 
‖ …ǀ Séna replied, “Indeed it is far,| there is nothing to be seen.‖ 
‖ The spaces I’m passing through | are empty and unimaginably vast.|…‖ 
Such a world is the personification of the Divine World, a world which cannot 
be compared to anything (Mod.Jav. tan kêna kinaya apa). Déwaruci is the Most 
Divine Mystery, more mysterious than the world which Bhīma witnessed. This 
identification constitutes a significant meaning of the transition from Bhīma’s 
quest for the tirta pawitra to the mystical quest which ends with the encounter 
with Déwaruci, which is considered as the union of man and God.  
6.3.  Bhīma’s Mystical Quest  
6.3.1 Positioning Bhīma’s Experience in the Category of Mysticism  
We have become acquainted with the profound understanding, experience of 
direct spiritual encounter, and awareness of the union of creature and the Crea-
tor, expressed by the encounter between Wrêkodara and Déwaruci (Canto V.3b-
4i), which is introduced by the metaphors of a kris and its sheath (Canto 
IV.32b-c), and followed by a faithful mirror (Canto V.32). These metaphors 
express the unity of man and God. In the kris and its sheath (curiga manjing 
warangka – warangka manjing curiga), Zoetmulder interpreted the kris as 
sūkṣma (soul), and its sheath as sarira (body). In his further explanation, the 
kris is interpreted as God, its sheath as mankind. Dealing with this ambiguity of 
whether the kris is as sūksṃa or as God, we find a way out in the metaphor of a 
faithful mirror in which Bhīma (rather Bhīma’s soul or his sūksṃa sarira) is the 
reflection in the mirror and Hyang Sūksṃa (the Supreme Soul), is one who is 
looking in. In this encounter, they did not emerge into each other; they just van-
ished.  
 This notion of unity with God or unio mystica, is well known in Javanese 
terms as manunggaling kawula-Gusti.  
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6.3.2  The Steps of Bhīma’s Mystical Quest     
In this section, we focus on discussing Bhīma’s mystical quest in order to find 
the steps of Javanese spiritual growth. My analysis differs considerably both 
from Marsono and Soetarno who analyzed the Déwaruci story based on the four 
stages of Islamic mysticism,
115
 and Evans and Listijabudi who analyzed it from 
the perspective of Javanese culture, and Christian Mysticism perspective. Ana-
lyzing the Déwaruci story by making use of the Javanese cosmogony
116
 (that 
there are seven levels below the earth and seven levels in the sky, the earth be-
ing in between the two sets) as an interpretive scheme, Evans came to the con-
clusion that this story signposts the journey of Bhīma’s spiritual awakening on 
seven levels.
117
 Meanwhile, Listijabudi investigated it by making use of the 
threefold way to God of Dionysius: purification-illumination-union in order to 
identify to which type Bhīma’s mystical experience belongs.
118
 My aim is to 
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  See this chapter, 3. Interpretasions, … 
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  Based on information from a clerk in a hospital, Geertz argues that these two sets of 
seven levels are the “Javanese science”.  Geertz, The Religion of Java, 274. The sev-
en spheres, the seven seas, the seven hells are commonplace in Muslim and Indone-
sian folklores. Here, we note that it is derived from the Islamic monistic systems (7 
martabats: ahadiyya - the grade of emptiness, waḥda – the beginning of individua-
tion, wāhịdiyya – the second individuation, and four external grades that are arwāh, 
mithāl, ajsām, and insān kamil) that has been very much simplified and brought 
within the framework of a division into seven levels; moreover, it is not in accor-
dance with cosmological notion in the Déwaruci play.  See Zoetmulder, Pantheism 
and Monism, 102-08.  
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  Evans, The Dewaruci, 37-43. These seven levels of the spiritual consciousness in the 
Déwaruci story, according to Evans are as follows: the first level is meditation and 
training the mind for sharpening thought and developing insight in the search for di-
vine union, as represented by Bhīma approaching the mountain where he killed the 
giants. The second level is focusing on one’s heart, symbolized by the ocean vast 
and deep, where he must give up consciously bound thought to intuition, feeling, 
and compassion. The third level is being fully aware of one’s emotions as symbol-
ized by the turbulent ocean. The fourth level is the state of spiritual dilemma, be-
tween the pure union with divine and the temptation to gain and use power for mate-
rial growth, symbolized by the sea dragon that represents the five unbridled senses 
which lust for supernatural powers. The fifth level is the struggle over one’s five 
senses in which one is in control of one’s desires and is no longer concerned by the 
material world, symbolized by Bhīma defeating the naga with his pancanaka. The 
sixth level is that one’s spiritual self leads one to union with the divine, with God. 
The seventh level is a total state of bliss such as what Bhīma experiences inside 
Déwaruci’s belly.  
118
  Listijabudi, The Mystical Quest, 155-156. The threefold way to God in the Sêrat 
Déwaruci, according to Setijabudi, is as follows: the purification stage begins the 
moment Bhīma defeats the giants and the sea dragon, interpreted as the huge danger 
which is contained within the passions. Then, Déwaruci’s teaching from which he 
learns to be alert to every temptation which can mislead the human heart, and to 
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obtain the Javanese character of the stages of Bhīma’s mystical quest, and there-
fore we will not use either the scheme used by Evans or by Listijabudi as a 
means of interpretation, but the structural dynamics of the wayang kulit per-
formance and its elements, such as the gamêlan pieces, the wayang gunungan 
movements, the janturan and the kandha of the dhalang, and the iconographic 
symbols of the wayangs used in the performance, in combination with the Java-
nese concepts of lair, batin, and rasa. All elements will be structurally framed 
in the dynamic motion of the wayang kulit performance. 
6.3.2.1. The first step as expressed in the Pathêt Nêm sequence 
Starting from a desire to acquire the knowledge of perfection (the ngèlmu ka-
sampurnan) that is able to sanctify him, Bhīma asked Drona for guidance. 
Drona told Duryudana that this was a good opportunity to put Bhīma into a trap. 
Drona assured him by asking Bhīma to repeat his request in the presence of 
Duryudana and the Korawa brothers in Ngastina. In front of them as a witness, 
Drona asked Bhīma to search for the tirta pawitra in Tikbrasara forest on the 
Candradimuka mountain. Note that the Jasadipoeran text does not mention the 
knowledge of perfection, but the tirta pawitra only (Canto I.1a-d), while in the 
Ki Nartosabdan performance the tirta pawitra is a requirement to get guidance 
in obtaining the knowledge of perfection.
119
      
Based on the symbolical meaning of each of the elements of the first se-
quence of the wayang kulit performance, Bhīma’s desire to become a perfect 
creature can be interpreted as a point of departure for his mystical quest, in 
which he is still attached to fulfilling the desires of the senses. This attachment 
is a hindrance in pursuing what he is yearning for. These elements of the 
wayang kulit performance which accompany the story of Bhīma’s mystical 






                                                                                                                                              
fight against being bound by the pleasures of life. One should live in purity, as sym-
bolized with the cleansing function of the tirta pawitra, in order to have unity with 
God. The illumination stage might be seen when Bhīma comes out of Déwaruci’s 
belly and is no longer in doubt, and knows about his true self, being integral in his 
body and soul. The union stage is marked by an experience when Bhīma attains un-
ion with Déwaruci. 
119
  Antawacana #131. 
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Figure 4.9.  The dialectic of lair-batin dimensions in spiritual growth 
    : the wayang kulit performance dynamics, including the dramatic 
play, the puppet manipulation, the gamêlan pieces: Pt. 6 = Pathêt 
Nêm, Pt. 9 = Pathêt Sanga, and Pt. Myr = Pathêt Manyura         
 : the dialectic of lair-batin dimensions in spiritual growth dynamics 
This hindrance, which is identified with the physical pleasure that is driven by 
the bodily passions, is described in the next scene as follows. 
After having received direction from Drona, Bhīma leaves for the Candra-
muka mountain. As a disciple, Bhīma has much self-confidence and he easily 
trusts others. He does not have any suspicion that this order is actually a trap to 
kill him. In making a trap, Drona does not consult with Duryudana; he himself 
designed. In the wayang tradition, the Candramuka is known as a very danger-
ous mountain. Asking Bhīma to search for the tirta pawitra in that mountain 




Just after his arrival at the Candramuka mountain, Bhīma immediately 
searches for the tirta pawitra by uprooting the trees and dismantling the large 
stones.
121
 It takes a long time and still he does not find what he is searching for, 
he only finds the two ogres who want to kill him for their meal. Bhīma does not 
want to be killed and it is unavoidable for him to fight against the two ogres. 
We find a difference and a similarity in the way Bhīma behaves in killing the 
two ogres in the Ki Nartosabdan performance. There he kills the ogres by stab-
bing them with his long thumbnail, but they live again as before. Bhīma is un-
able to kill the ogres, then finally he has a trick: the two ogres are arrested, he 
blasts their heads together and they die on the spot. The second trick in killing 
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the ogres is similar to the Jasadipoeran text, in which Bhīma uses physical 
power, that is by pounding one ogre with a big tree and by hurling down other 
one on a big stone (II.15c-16d).
122
 What does this mean for the first step of 
Bhīma’s mystical quest?  
This scene is still performed in the first sequence, which symbolizes the 
new-born baby who continues to grow and to become an adult. This period is 
characterized by the use of physical power in dealing with a problem. For the 
Javanese, bodily force and the desires of the five senses are identical, and cause 
one’s personality to be in disharmony. This disharmony brings failure in achiev-
ing the goal. Moreover, in the wayang iconography, an ogre is also a symbol of 
human desire, and therefore the battle between Bhīma and the two ogres also 
means the fight against the destructive impulses within himself. And that is 
what happens with Bhīma who is still attached to bodily pleasure, the desire of 
the senses: it brings failure in searching for the tirta pawitra. In this first step, 
detachment from the corporeal needs and the desires of the senses is needed in 
order to succeed in developing and growing further into the second step.                    
6.3.2.2. The second Step as expressed in the Pathêt Sanga sequence 
In the wayang kulit performance, this sequence starts at midnight, or around 
00.30. The transition from the first sequence to the second sequence is narrated 
without commotion. The development of the story continues with the narration 
that the sun has disappeared, and the night began.
123
 The moon climbed higher 
in the sky and the shining looked like daylight. Bhīma was surprisingly absent, 
and Pamadi was completely present in the second sequence. Let us put this 
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Figure 4.10. Bhīma’s absence and Pamadi’s presence in the Déwaruci play 
        : the wayang kulit performance dynamics, including the dramatic 
play, the puppet manipulation, the gamêlan pieces: Pt. 6 = Pathêt 
Nêm, Pt. 9 = Pathêt Sanga, and Pt. Myr = Pathêt Manyura           
 :  the dialectic of lair-batin in spiritual growth dynamics        
 :  the absence of Bhīma      
 :  the tancêp kayon 
From figure 4.10 we see that Bhīma’s presence was interrupted. What does 
Bhīma’s absence mean? What does Pamadi’s presence mean to Bhīma’s mysti-
cal quest? Pamadi’s presence, which interrupts Bhīma’s journey, is similar to 
the gara-gara scene. This scene is identical to the presence of Sêmar in a vast 
savannah (Mod.Jav. ara-ara amba). Sêmar is known as the embodiment of God 
in a poor servant. The vast savannah and Sêmar who is actually a god, symbol-
ize a world which could not be compared with anything, the divine world. 
Sêmar is the only wayang figure who is able to stop the natural chaotic world by 
his silent presence. Sêmar is a god who became man to accompany them on 
their journey. Thus, the presence of Sêmar and Pamadi represents Bhīma who is 
physically absent, but spiritually enters into the divine reality. For this purpose 
he had to leave behind his physical desires, and to purify his inner life of emo-
tional desires or emotional “voices”. This purification is symbolized by the 
gêndiran battle fought by Pamadi against Harêksa-Harêksi
124
 who represents the 
buta pêrêpatans, the four ogres with different colors. As is depicted in the table, 
Bhīma does not appear physically, but actually he is growing continuously. 
In this second step, the development of Bhīma’s mystical quest might be po-
sitioned as follows. On the one hand, he has been freed from the desires of the 
emotional drives, on the other hand he is dealing with greater hindrance which 
is symbolized in the presence of four ogres with different colors. Borrowing 
from the Javanese Islamic terms, the colors personify the four interdependent 
positive and negative drives of humanity which are related to the emotional 
desires: luwamah (desire for food and drink), amarah (aggression, lust for 
power), sufiah (desire for property), and mutmainah (desire for inner peace, 
passion for tranquility). He is able to detach himself from the fulfilling of his 
corporeal needs, but still strives for the ultimate mystical goal. The success of 
overcoming these temptations, as visualized by Pamadi beating the four ogres, 
leads him to enter into the third step. 
6.3.2. 3. The Third step as expressed in the Pathêt Manyura sequence 
Bhīma, who is present again, began with the great assembly in Ngamarta where 
Krêsna was also present. There the Pandhawas had to deal with the problem of 
the close relationship between Bhīma and Drona which endangered his life. 
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Bhīma himself ignored that issue, even forgot his responsibility to the country 
and to his family. Bhīma left his mother and his brothers in misery in order to 
search for the tirta pawitra. They were increasingly in a dilemma how to solve 
the problem, because Krêsna, as the advisor, did not give a certain answer. The 
Ki Nartosabdan performance gives the impression that Krêsna places the blame 
on Pamadi, by ordering him to call Drona to account for the safety of Bhīma.
125
 
Differing from the Ki Nartosabdan performance, in the Jasadipoeran text, 
Krêsna clearly gives advice, as follows: 
[Canto II.39-40a-e] ‖ King Krêsna said,ǀ “Dear younger brother king, do 
not be so sad ǀ about what happened to your younger brother ǀ Wrêko-
dara.ǀ  Even though he actually was dealt a trick ǀ which was done by the 
treacherous Korawas, ǀ [let us] surrender it to God.‖ 
‖ Truthfully, someone who wants to be a pupil,ǀ good advice is made evil,ǀ 
if his will is strong ǀ the ones who betray him ǀ will certainly get paid in 
return.”ǀ ...‖ 
Again, in the next part of the Jasadipoeran text we find Krêsna’s advice as fol-
lows: 
[Canto IV.14d-g] ‖ ...ǀ King Krêsna said,ǀ “Stop grieving!ǀ Because your 
brother ǀ is not likely to die,‖ 
[Canto IV.15] ‖ but will even receive God’s grace.ǀ Later he will become 
a holy man,ǀ as he will be favoured by ǀ Suksma Kawêkas.ǀ He will be 
given authority to replace his human being with ǀ a godly one,ǀ which will 
enable him to have clear insight,‖ 
Based on these quotations, we find two pieces of advice: firstly, Bhīma does 
what is right and has a firm will; though he is dealing with a trap, those who 
would do evil to him will receive evil. This advice is in accordance with the 
Javanese proverb: ngundhuh wohing pakarti. Good and bad deeds will be 
known at the end. Secondly, Bhīma shall not die, he will even get god’s grace, 
and will become a holy man in the end. 
We do not intend to repeat what the Ki Nartosabdan performance narrated 
about Bhīma being hindered from entering the ocean by Anoman, descendant of 
Bāyu which symbolizes the greater hindrance than the emotional desires. Bhīma 
continues his quest, and arrives at the beach. Bhīma is hesitant, but just for a 
while: eventually he plunges into the sea. When he is getting to the middle of 
the ocean, he deals with the naga (in the Kramaprawiran edition it has no 
name), and kills it. Differing from the Ki Nartosabdan performance, which 
dramatizes the death of the naga by having Bhīma grasp its head, which is di-
rected to Bhīma’s neck, in order to accelerate his death, in the Jasadipoeran text 
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the naga dies because Bhīma stabs it with his long thumbnail, called the pañca-
naka.  
It is interesting to note that when Bhīma killed the two ogres, Rukmuka-
Rukmakala, they transformed into gods. Similarly, when Pamadi, who repre-
sents Bhīma, killed Harêksa-Harêksi (these ogres only occur in the Ki Narto-
sabdan performance), they are also transformed into Kamajaya-Kamaratih, a 
couple of deities who live in Cakrakêmbang. Here we find that after the naga 
died, a tiny god appeared, but this did not mean that this god is the transforma-
tion of the naga. What does this mean for our search for the third step of 
Bhīma’s mystical quest? Seemingly, the development of his mystical quest goes 
hand in hand with the various hindrances that become heavier and heavier; this 












Figure 4.11.  Three stages of Bhīma’s spiritual growth   
                 : the dialectic of lair-batin in spiritual growth dynamics 
   : the absence of Bhīma         
If Déwaruci is not the transformation of the naga, this creature could be inter-
preted as the personification of the greater hindrance than the previous ones 
faced by Bhīma. How great this hindrance is, is apparent in its description as 
something life-threatening that causes a feeling of cold, a trembling with fear, a 
feeling dizzy, a sharp pain in an eye, seemingly one will be unconscious, even a 
feeling of dying. 
Terminologically, the word naga is derived from bujangga,
126
 which means 
a big snake. The word bujangga is also pronounced as pujangga, and from this 
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pronunciation we get the essential conception that the naga is associated with a 
poet with all his knowledge and wisdom. By writing a poem, the poet produces 
wisdom and knowledge. Therefore, the killing of the naga can be understood as 
an ascetic who is leaving behind his own knowledge in particular, in order to be 
able to be filled with the Source of Knowledge itself. In other words, by killing 
the naga, Bhīma emptied himself, for the sake of being filled with true knowl-
edge. At this point, the naga functions as a “bridge” for the transformation from 
one’s own knowledge to the ngèlmu, the Javanese knowledge of perfection. 
Compared with Nawaruci, besides the anonym dragon, we find two other 
different things in the Jasadipoeran text, which are the absence of Drona from 
the present moment up to the end, and the tirta pawitra no longer being an ob-
ject Bhīma is searching for. Regarding the absence of Drona, we already dis-
cussed in the previous section that his absence and his replacement by Déwaruci 
is an allusion of the rejection to the Brahmins and their doctrine (Hindu Shivais-
tic) in Java, and it also reaffirms the Javanese beliefs. In a similar way of deal-
ing with the Islam, the Jasadipoera author regarded the shari’a as merely a cover 
or the wadhah (container) which constituted the exterior part of the Islamic 
system and was not its essence, as taught in the Sêrat Déwaruci.
127
 There is still 
one problem left: since Bhīma fought against the naga, the tirta pawitra is no 
longer the object Bhīma is looking for, but the knowledge of perfection. What 
does this really mean? In order to gain more clarity on this point, we compare 
this difference in the following compared texts: 








My son, find the place where the 
water of life is, it will sanctify your 




My son, Wrêkodara, I forgot that 
the water of life is not in the 
Dorangga well. Seen in my con-
Canto I.1a-d 
‖ While Wrêkodara was a disciple of 
ǀ Drona, he was ordered to search for 
ǀ water that would purify ǀ him.ǀ ...‖ 
Canto I.12f-h 
‖ ...ǀ Please, follow my instruction!ǀ 
The place where the water is,ǀ is in 
the Tikbrasara forest.ǀ Search for it 
below Gandamadana,ǀ ...‖ 
Canto II.28f-29a 
‖ ...ǀ Indeed, I will tell you | where the 
real place is [of the tirta pawitra].‖  
‖ Actually, its right place is on the 
bottom of the ocean.| ...‖ 
                                                          
127
  Soebardi, The Book of Tjabolèk, 53. 
128
  Prijohoetomo, Nawaruci, 27.  
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Father Nawaruci, I was asked to 
search for the water of life.
130
  
[Bhīma] handed over the tirta ma-
hapawitra in a white silver jug.   
Drona said, “Bhīma, it is not the 
tirta mahapawitra, but the mixed 
water!”
131







The difference of the tirta pawitra in the compared texts is understandable, 
because the Nawaruci was written in Bali and for Hindus, while the Jasadipo-
eran text was written in Java and for the Javanese. Seemingly, the Jasadipoeran 
author transformed the tirta pawitra into the knowledge of perfection (Mod.Jav. 
ngèlmu kasampurnan).  
Now, we need to explain the transformation of the tirta pawitra into the true 
knowledge, the so-called knowledge of perfection. In the older tradition of the 
wayang kulit performance as we know it today, the dhalang represents Sang 
Hyang Wênang and/or Bathara Guru as Déwaruci. In the Sêrat Pustaka Raja 
Purwa, we find that it is Sang Hyang Guru who teaches the knowledge of per-
fection.
132
 We come to the conclusion that if the naga is a symbol of human 
knowledge, we are now dealing with Sang Hyang Guru, who is a symbol of 
divine knowledge. It is therefore called a knowledge of perfection. 
For the Javanese, knowledge is not just a knowing of the mind, but rather in-
tuitive feeling and meaning is the objective truth which informs the rules for 
interacting within their inner world (the jagad cilik) and outer world (the jagad 
gêdhé), and refers to a spiritual or mystical form of knowledge which is not 
merely a matter of intellect, of qualities of thought and quantities of informa-
tion, but of intuition. This true knowledge is called the wahyu, the grace of god. 
Thus, we reach the conception that when Bhīma killed the naga, that means that 
he left behind all knowledge he had, in order to receive the new knowledge that 
comes from the true source, i.e. Déwaruci. This true knowledge permits that one 
may achieve the unity of the servant and the Lord, and may lead a godly life.   
During this stage, a deeper sense of integration, or wholeness is experienced 
as the mystic has become an integrated personality. He has laid aside the old 
self, to become a new self. The state of newness as Bhīmasuci is where Wrêko-
dara experiences the dispelling of the darkness of ignorance. It is the moment 
                                                          
129
  Prijohoetomo, Nawaruci, 29. 
130
  Prijohoetomo, Nawaruci, 41. 
131
  Prijohoetomo, Nawaruci, 67. 
132
  Wahyudi, Lakon Dewa Ruci, 588. 
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when his mind becomes alight with the truth of reality and has a contemplative 
consciousness of ultimate reality that is free of the distortions of ordinary ex-
perience.   
7.   Summary 
We have discussed how Bhīma’s quest reveals his mystical experience and his 
spiritual one as well. The mystical experience of Bhīma might be identified with 
the encounter between Bhīma and Déwaruci, which the Javanese consider as the 
unio mystica, the manunggaling kawula-Gusti, and from which Bhīma gained 
mystical grace, the so-called ngèlmu kasampurnan. In this quest, the manung-
galing kawula-Gusti is the peak mystical experience. And this mystical union 
transforms his spiritual consciousness from an ordinary person into an enlight-
ened and purified one, as reflected by the change of his name from Bhīma to 
Bhīmasuci, the Holy Bhīma. This self-transformation is also meant for the bene-
fit of others. 
Analyzing the Déwaruci story using the structural dynamics of the wayang 
kulit performance and its elements, such as the pathêt gamêlan pieces, the 
wayang gunungan movements, the janturan and the kandha of the dhalang, and 
the iconographic symbols of the wayangs used in the performance in collabora-
tion with the trichotomy of lair-batin and rasa, we found the steps of Bhīma’s 
mystical quest in which he moves from one stage to another and which culmi-
nates in encountering Déwaruci, that for the Javanese, has become a model of 
spiritual growth. The recognition of spiritual development is marked by a fully 
harmony between lair and batin, which through rasa(s) one experiences as 
peace, balance, and tranquility in one’s inner self.  
Based on the symbolical meaning of each of the elements of the first se-
quence of the wayang kulit performance, the first step of Bhīma’s mystical 
quest can be described as follows: on the one hand Bhīma is aware of the final 
goal of achieving the mystical grace, on the other hand, he is more likely to be 
attached to satisfying the pleasures of the senses and the corporeal needs. This 
struggle is symbolized by leaving for Candramuka mountain where Bhīma, 
using his physical force, fights against two ogres and kills them. Metaphori-
cally, Candramuka mountain is considered as the body parts of the five senses, 
such as the nose to smell and eyes to see, from which the Javanese candramuka 
is derived: candra means metaphor and muka means face. Similarly, an ogre 
symbolizes negative passions of a human being, passions for worldly things 
particularly. Some one who wants to grow maximally at this stage should liber-
ate himself from such obstacles as selfishness and pride, which keep one from 
realizing the ultimate goal. 
The second step of Bhīma’s mystical quest, is marked by the transition spiri-
tual growth, visualized by a change from physical battle (in the first sequence) 
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to spiritual battle (in the second sequence). Bhīma has been freed of his ten-
dency to fulfil the desires of the five senses and his bodily needs, but to obtain 
his ultimate goal he must still deal with a greater hindrance. Such dynamics can 
be identified in the second sequence of the wayang performance, which is intro-
duced by the gara-gara scene, and particularly the presence of Sêmar and 
Pamadi. Sêmar, who is neither man nor woman, personifies the Undivided One. 
Sêmar as a clown, and the savannah that is identical with silence, symbolize a 
period of becoming one with God. Pamadi, particularly his behavior in fighting 
against Harêksa-Harêksi (or four ogres with different colors) without using any 
weapon, nor any part of his body, to defeat the ogres is more a symbol of spiri-
tual combat against the heavier hindrance, the emotional drives. 
Lastly, the third and last step of Bhīma’s mystical quest is characterized by 
an existential experience in which Déwaruci alone leads his mind by under-
standing, reason, and spirit. Now the union of man and God (the unity with 
Déwaruci in Déwaruci’s belly) is reached. He no longer feels torn between an-
tinomies, contradictions, opposing aspirations, and conflicting ambitions. This 
is the core concept of Javanese sanctity: the becoming one of man and God, 
which is different from a transformation of the reincarnation concept of Hindu-
ism, also called the panglêpasan or the kamuksan.
133
      
                                                          
133
  Canto V.33a-j. 




















1.  Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to disclose the dynamics of Javanese spiritual 
growth based on the Déwaruci story in the Déwaruci wayang kulit perform-
ances. To achieve this goal, ten participants
1
 who all are senior dhalangs were 
interviewed. The selection of the interviewees was purposely made in such a 
way that it comprised the lecturers of the Indonesian Institute of Art both in 
Surakarta and Yogyakarta, the lecturers at the Institute of the Wayang Kulit Per-
formance that belong to the Mangkunegaran Kingdom in Surakarta, and lectur-
ers of the Sultanate Kingdom in Yogyakarta, and other dhalangs from the sur-
roundings of Yogyakarta and Surakarta.   
The chosen participants can be divided into three groups, representing the 
academicians, the palace tradition, and the tradition of the wayang kulit per-
formance outside the palace. Despite their different professions, in fact most of 
them learned how to play the wayang kulit performance not in the schools, but 
from their father or their grandfather. As we see in Figure 5.1, the event of the 
wayang kulit performance is supported by the gamêlan pieces, the dramatic 
play, the wayang kulit figures, and songs. Each element is done by different per-
formers, for instance the gamêlan pieces are done by the niyagas or the gamêlan 
players, the songs are sung by the sindhèn (female singer) and/or the wiraswara 
(male singer). I have chosen only the dhalangs as research participants because 
of their ability to play the gamêlan pieces, to sing the song to be sung in the per-
formance, and moreover because they are by far the most important interpreters 
                                                          
1
  All participants are senior dhalangs who have performed the Déwaruci and the 
Ruwat Murwakala plays, the dramatic plays which not every dhalang has the right 
to perform, besides the Bharatayuda plays. When I quote a dhalang, this can be 
found in the footnote and also in the appendix.  
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of the wayang kulit performance presented to the audience. Each of them has 






























Figure 5.1.  The equipments of the wayang kulit performance, which are the pathêt 
gamêlan pieces done by the niyaga or gamêlan player, the dramatic play 
and the manipulation of wayang done by the puppet master, and songs 
sung by the sindhèn(s)  
The dhalangs’ interpretation of the gamêlan pieces, the dramatic play, and the 
wayang kulit figures used in the wayang kulit performance in general and espe-
cially in the Déwaruci play, will lead us to a deeper understanding of its struc-
tural dynamic and its spiritual meaning. 
the dramatic play 
done by dhalang 
the wayang figure 
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2.  Inner Structure 
2.1.  An Inner Structure Framework  
Our research made use of a framework based on the phenomenon of the wayang 
kulit performance
2
 in which, among other dramatic plays, the Déwaruci play is 
performed. A dramatic play or the wayang kulit plot has a set of rules, called the 
pakêm, for which one can hardly find a similar expression in English. A single 
dramatic play, which is always divided into the same phases of three pathêt 
plots, portrays the development of a human being from his birth up to his death, 
and his spiritual growth as well. And each leather puppet figure has a specific 
meaning, not only in its shadow, but even more so in its performance.
3
 The 
dramatic plot, the wayang kulit figure and its manipulation, and the gamêlan 
accompaniment are interconnected and form a structural dynamic that symbol-
ises a person‟s development, both human and spiritual. 
Considering that there is a set of rules, the dhalang is not able to present his 
interpretation of his dramatic play arbitrarily. Consequently, in order to know 
how the dhalang interprets the meaning of the equipments of the wayang kulit 
performance, it is not enough just to watch and/or hear his (recorded) perform-
ance. Interviews are necessary in order to find out how the dhalang interprets 
his own performance. 
The focus on the dhalang does not allow us to downplay the role of the pê-
sindhèn and the wiraswara and the songs they perform. This research therefore 
focuses on three equipments: the pathêt gamêlan pieces in general, the dramatic 
play, and the wayang kulit figures used in the Déwaruci play. As seen in Figure 
5.2., the pathêt gamêlan pieces cover the three different pathêts, the dramatic 
play deals with the three stages, and at least five wayang kulit figures used in 
the Déwaruci play had to be investigated.  
The wayang kulit performance is experienced by many Javanese as a crea-
tive way of articulating the experience of a touch by God, how one experiences 
God‟s presence directly and passively, which opens the possibility of thinking 
about the spiritual life. In our mind, in presenting the essential message of this 
wayang kulit performance before the audiences, what the dhalang does is 
mostly implicit. This framework leads us in our reading of our interview tran-
scripts about how the Javanese grows dynamically and lives his spiritual life. 
                                                          
2
  This framework is a construction based on Kayam‟s theory of the structure of the 
wayang kulit performance and Charles André Bernard‟s concept of spiritual devel-
opment. Kayam, Kelir Tanpa Batas, 81-88; Bernard, I Gradi, 167-70. 
3
  Mrázek, More than a picture, 50. 
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The pathêt gamêlan pieces: 
●  the pathêt nêm pieces 
●  the pathêt sanga pieces 
●  the pathêt manyura pieces 
 





The dramatic plots: 
●the pathêt nêm sequence 
●the pathêt sanga sequence 








The wayang figures: 
●  gunungan 
●  Déwaruci 
●  Bhīma 
●  Drona 


















Figure  5.2. A framework for a Javanese spiritual growth dynamics based on the 
phenomena of the Déwaruci play 
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2.2.   Developing  a framework 


























Figure 5.3.  An elaborated framework for a Javanese Spiritual Growth Dynamics also 
based on the phenomena of the Déwaruci play, situated within the opposi-
tion of lair and batin dimensions or cultural and spiritual levels. 
Focusing on the use of the Bhīma figure, we find that some dhalangs used two 
figures of Bhīma: Brataséna, Bhīma the young, in the first sequence, and 
Wrêkodara, Bhīma the adult, in the second and the third sequences. This presen-
tation of Brataséna and Wrêkodara, as a representation of human development 

















the pathêt nêm sequence: 
i. the pathêt nêm pieces 
ii. the dramatic plot 
iii. the wayang figures  
 
 
the first stage character: 
i. the initial state 
ii. the temptation dealt with 
iii. the initial goal 
 
 
the pathêt sanga sequence: 
i. the pathêt sanga pieces 
ii. the dramatic plot 
iii. the wayang figures 
 
the second stage character: 
i. The development state 
ii. The temptation dealt with 
iii. The development goal 
 
 
the pathêt manyura sequence: 
i. the pathêt pieces  
ii. the dramatic plot 
iii. the wayang figures 
 
the third stage character: 
i. the final state 
ii. the temptation dealt with 
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From the Javanese point of view, the dynamics of one‟s spiritual growth cannot 
be separated from the world where one lives. On the contrary, the world also 
affects human spiritual growth. A lack of harmony will cause chaos in oneself 
and also in the world. Such a concept of a human development in the world and 



















Figure 5.4.  The wayang kulit figures and the wayang kulit stage: the white screen as the 
world where wayang acts and moves, the other wayang kulit figures used in 
the performance with whom that figure interacts, the wooden box to lay 
them down after being used in the performance, the left and right wayang 
kulit simpingan as different figures who have their own life history. 
We have to extend the use of the structural dynamics of the wayang kulit per-
formance, in combination with the Javanese concepts of lair, batin and rasas, 
and both frameworks as tools, and the macrocosm and microcosm complexes to 
be discussed below, in order to reveal the dynamics of Javanese spiritual 
growth.  
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3. The Macrocosm and Microcosm 
First, I will present a short description of macrocosm as it pertains to the phe-
nomena of the wayang kulit performance as well as the dhalangs‟ interpretation, 
and subsequently of the microcosm. 
3.1.  The Javanese Concept of Macrocosm  
The presentation of the Javanese concept of macrocosm here is not intended in 
the rigorous scientific sense, but as a description of the findings in relation to 
the phenomenon of the wayang kulit performance and its interpretation done by 
the dhalangs.  
The staging of the wayang kulit performance indicates that the universe can 
be divided into three: first the upper world for gods, then the middle world for 
human beings and other creatures, and finally the lower world where the 
wayang figures which are used in the performance are laid back in their place. 
To illustrate the relationship between the first two, in performing a god figure, 
the dhalang will manipulate him from the top of the screen descending to the 
stage, and then ascending back to the top of the screen that symbolizes the di-
vine world. To give a concrete example, when in the Déwaruci play Rukmuka 
and Rukmakala or Harêksa and Harêksi are transformed into gods again, they 
will be manipulated to be ascending towards the top of the right screen, to show 









Figure 5.5.  The three-tiered vertical structure world view consists of the godly world, 
the creaturely world, and the netherworld. 
Iconographically, the depiction of the wayang kulit figure is inversely related to 
the level of his entity; the highest level has the smallest depiction, it does not 
even have a wayang kulit figure: Sang Hyang Tunggal. On the contrary, the 





sakala / material 
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depiction is in between the god, who is actually invisible, and giant depictions. 
Based on the three-tiered vertical structure of the wayang kulit performance we 
can apply, with reference to Kuntara‟s study,
4
 the outline of the macrocosm 
consisting of three realities: niṣkala, niṣkala-sakala, and sakala. Moreover, by 
using the term triloka, the Wédhatama
5
 implies the existence of these three 
realms of worlds in canto Pucung, verse 2, and in canto Gambuh, verse 18. The 
term triloka in Wédhatama denotes the Javanese traditional conception of three 
worlds: the upper world, the human world, and the underworld.
6
 
One participant describes that the world consists of five elements, as they are 
depicted on the blumbangan kayon figure. He says:
7
 
This kayon consists of earth, fire, water, and air. These natural elements 
are symbolized by the land, the makara, the pool, and the eagle wings.  
From this quotation, we immediately recognize these four elements of the 
world: soil, fire, water, and air. The fifth element is the kayon figure itself, a 
word which was introduced via the Arabic word al-ẖayy,
8
 meaning “life”, that is 




The symbolic meaning of the kayon is Life where our life comes from. If 
the kayon is a symbol of life, it should be stuck on the upper banana trunk 
only three times, that are at the beginning, the gara-gara scene (the mid-
dle), and the end, called the tancêp kayon. 
The al-ẖayy, life, is the most essential element of the world. It is Life that ani-
mates the cosmos, including the totality of existence. Life is perceived as a mys-
terious energy that penetrates this order of the world.  
                                                          
4
  I. Kuntara Wiryamartana, Filsafat Kakawin dan Pencarian Model Penggarapan 
Teater (The Kakawin Philosophy. A Search for Constructing Theatre Model), 
(manuscript) Yogyakarta 1988, 1. The niskala realm is transcendent, unimaginable, 
insensible. The niskala-sakala realm is a combination of immanent and transcen-
dent, the formless and the one with form. The sakala realm is immanent, the one 
with form, and sensible. See also, Zoetmulder, Kalangwan, 180-84. 
5
  S. Robson, The Wédhatama. An English translation (with original text), Leiden 
1990, 34, 44. Pucung, 2 //Selfishness dominates/ In man‟s physical being: the roll 
over onwards/ All its lends united./ Till they encompass the three worlds./ If given 
head it will swell up and bearing trouble.// Gambuh, 18 //One prepare for it by aim-
ing to bring together/ Bind up and tightly tie the three worlds, being gathered up/ 
The macrocosm is mastered by the microcosm./ Believe with your whole heart, my 
boy/ That you will catch a glimpse of the world yonder.// 
6
  Cf. Yumarmo, Unity in Diversity, 116. 
7
  Interview, 24 August 2014 (see SD#2/¶#27). 
8
  Simuh, Mistik Islam Kejawen, 294-95; 304. 
9
  Interview, 3 & 9 September 2014 (see YD#2/¶#2; YD#3/¶#39). 
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Thus, the first existence is the al-ẖayy, Life. Before the world existed, it was 
a sky (Mod.Jav. awang-awang) or void (Mod.Jav. uwung-uwung), and all that 
existed was Life. The term awang-uwung indicates the same reality as alaming-
asuwung, the realm of emptiness which is identified with the title Sang Hyang. 
Hyang
10
 is the indigenous name for god in Javanese. That name is sometimes 
combined with his deeds, such as a life Giver (Ingkang Paring Gêsang), while 
other names rather indicate the nature of god: Hyang Mahakuasa (The Almighty 
One), Sang Hyang Tunggal (The Only One). The latter name is still used in 
Tênggêr, east Java. In the wayang kulit tradition, the character of emptiness is 
Taya, and the obscure character is called mystery and the character of one is 
Tunggal. This realm of emptiness has as its complete name “Sang Hyang Taya” 
or “Sang Hyang Tunggal”.
11




What happens in the world, including human life, is a process in three realms 
which involves a rotation principle, called the cakra manggilingan. Like the 
rotation of the sun from the rising up to its setting, our life comes from God, 
and will return to God when the time comes. This return process is visualized in 
the wayang kulit performance through the pêndapa suwung (the empty hall) 
with a white screen without any wayang figure except the kayon which is stuck 
in the middle of the screen on the upper banana trunk, at the beginning of the 
turmoil scene, the beginning and the end of the wayang kulit performance. The 
idea of the rotation cycle of the universe has consequences in the Javanese atti-
tude towards life. If the human life span is limited, brief and fragile, then human 
beings must have a guideline for journeying through their lives. The guideline 
of human civilization is called the hastabrata,
13
 living according to eight quali-
ties of the universe. 
3.2.  The Javanese Concept of Microcosm  
An explanation of the Javanese concept of macrocosm cannot ignore the Java-
nese concept of microcosm, for one relates to the other. In connection with the 
creation myth, the important thing to be noted here is that the Javanese have in 
essence a divine nature and believe that a human being is god‟s descendant.  
                                                          
10
  J.W.M. Bakker, S.J Agama Asli Indonesia (Indonesian Indigenous Religion), 
Yogyakarta 1976 (Seri Puskat  95), 66-67. 
11
  Sri Mulyono, Simbolisme dan Mistikisme dalam Wayang, 100. 
12
  Epskamp, Semar as Trickster, 35-55. 
13
  The word hastabrata derives from asta, which means eight, and brata, which means 
the ascetic life: the eight observances of asceticism. Those qualities are derived from 
the character of moon, sun, mountain, earth, star, wind, fire, and sea. See 
YD#1/¶#10. 
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They [the Javanese] need the wayang kulit performance, not only as an 
entertainment, but because they believe it has influence on their own life. 
Moreover, the wayang kulit performance functions to honor their ances-
tors, such as the goddess Sri, the god of rice.  
Shridevi or the goddess Sri and her husband, named Sadono, are considered to 
be the protagonists of the oldest myth.
15
 When Hinduism came to Java, Shridevi 
was associated with the Hindu goddess Laksmi, and Sadono with Vishnu. 
Moreover, Sri and Sadono are still alive among the Javanese, who present them 
in the form of idols at the marriage ceremony and the rice harvest. One of the 
other ways to honor them and/or the ancestral souls, including the village foun-
der called danyang, is by performing the wayang kulit play.  
As is written in the Tantu Panggêlaran,
16
 when there was not yet any human 
being in Java, Jagatpramana sent Brahma and Vishnu to create a man. A man 
and a woman were created from clay. Brahma created a man, while Vishnu cre-
ated a woman. They looked like God, loved one another and increased in num-
ber. It is also written in the Sêrat Kanda
17
 that humankind descends from An-
was, the son of Sis, while another son of Sis, called Anwar, has Sang Hyang 
Wênang and Sang Hyang Tunggal as his descendants, and then Sang Hyang 
Wênang begot Bathara Guru. These creation myths indicate that the Javanese 
believe they are the descendants of god. In essence, the Javanese have a divine 
nature, in their own creation.
18
 
In the wayang tradition, I find that here the existence of humankind surely 
did not come about in the way of creatio ex nihilo. “Before the first living crea-
ture existed, all was united with the Creator.”
19
 In this world a human being is 
just a shadow (Mod.Jav. wêwayanganing) of Hyang and will re-unite again 
when the time comes. Bhīma is the only exemplar of a wayang kulit figure who 
is able to unite with his shadow, his divine nature. He is also able to manage 
himself, so that his physical and spiritual dimensions are in harmony.  
According to the Javanese view, both microcosm (Mod.Jav. jagad cilik) and 
macrocosm (Mod.Jav. jagad gêdhé) have a physical and a spiritual dimension, 
of the “visible” and the “invisible”. “The wayang kulit is a depiction of human 
                                                          
14
  Interview, September 2014 (see YD#5/¶#1). 
15
  Hadiwijono, Konsepsi tentang Manusia, 21. 
16
  TH. Pigeaud, De Tantu Panggêlaran Uitgegeven, vertaald en toegelicht, „s 
Gravenhage 1924, 57-58. 
17
  S. Padmosoekotjo, Silsilah Wajang Mawa Carita (The Wayang Genealogy), Sura-
baya 1979, 26. 
18
  Hadiwijono, Konsepsi tentang Manusia, 22. 
19
  Interview, September 2014 (see YD#2/¶#7). 
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life both physically and spiritually, a good one or a bad one, morally good or 
immoral.”
20
 The Korawas and the Pandawas are also interpreted as the represen-
tation of the two dimensions of the microcosm. “The Korawas symbolize the 
physical body, while the Pandawas symbolize the spiritual body.”
21
 Even a sin-
gle dramatic play, such as the Déwaruci play, represents the dynamic of rela-
tionship between the physical and spiritual dimensions, the outer and inner 
selves. “The encounter of Bhīma with Déwaruci is the encounter between 
Bhīma and the deepest part of his personality, the encounter between his lair 
and his batin dimensions.”
22
  
According to the Javanese belief, a human being has four spiritual brothers
23
 
who exist in the world from the moment a child is born. The amniotic fluid 
which precedes him is considered to be, in a spiritual sense, his older brother. 
The umbilical cord which comes after the birth of the child is spiritually consid-
ered to be his younger brother. The placenta and blood are considered to be the 
other two spiritual brothers. Each of them has its own color:
24
 red blood, black 
umbilical cord, yellow placenta and white amniotic fluid. This microcosm view 
is visualized in the wayang kulit performance by manipulating and presenting 
different figures. The pulling out of the gunungan figure symbolizes the exis-
tence of a new life, a new-born baby, followed by two midwives who symbolize 
two spiritual brothers. Bhīma‟s four spiritual brothers
25
 are also personified in 
the form of a white monkey called Anoman, red Yakséndra Jajagwrêka, the 
green elephant Sètubanda , yellow r ṣi Maénaka. “These four spiritual brothers 
function to make him being aware of himself.”
26
 
In contrast, besides buta parêpatans, the ogres of red, black, yellow and of 
other, differently colored depictions are in general symbol of human desires; the 
four colors are also personified as three ogres with different colors and a prince 
with a white color in the forest battle scene, the so-called buta parêpatans. They 
are red Rambut Geni, black Pragalba, yellow Cakil and white prince Pamadi or 
Abimanyu. Buta parêpatans visualizes the temptations, the uncontrollable de-
sires, the human passions that cannot be stopped by anyone other than the 
                                                          
20
  Interview, September 2014 (see SD#5/¶#5). 
21
  Interview, August 2014 (see SD#3/¶#2). 
22
  Interview, August and September 2014 (see SD#1/¶#19; SD#2/¶#20, ¶#30; 
YD#4/¶#16). 
23
  Geertz, The Religion of Java, 45-47; Simuh, Mistik Islam Kejawen, 258-60;  
24
  Suwardi Endraswara, Mistik Kejawen. Sinkritisme, Simbolisme, dan Sufisme dalam 
Budaya Spiritual Jawa (Javanese Mysticism. Sincritism, Simbolism, and Sufism in 
the  Javanese Spiritual Culture), Yogyakarta 2003, 41-43. 
25
  Siswoharsojo, Dewarutji-Bimapaksa., Pupuh IV Rubedaning Pantjadrija, Canto 9-
11. 
26
  Interview, August 2014 (see YD#1/¶#23). 
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prince himself. “They are the personification of the prince‟s desires. Therefore, 
Cakil died because of his kris, and not Pamadi‟s or Abimanyu‟s kris.”
27
 Thus, 
according to the Javanese perspective, as it can be investigated in the wayang 


















Figure 5.6.  A Javanese analysis of microcosm (Mod.Jav. jagad cilik), based on the 
phenomena of the Déwaruci play 
Four different colors are the keys to comprehend the Javanese view on human-
kind. The five bodily needs are considered to derive from the five senses, the 
four colors are considered to be the expressions of aggression, greed, drives, 
and passion. Niels Mulder emphasizes
28
 that humans are considered to consist 
of two parts, a phenomenal lair and an inner batin. The five senses and the ca-
pacity for rational thought belong to the phenomenal part, while the inner part is 
secretive, constituting the line to one‟s origin, and containing a spark of life it-
self. And still the deepest inner part is the intuitive feeling, known as rasa jati, 
which is the instrument for deep insight and revelation. 
                                                          
27
  Interview, September 2014 (see SD#5/¶#42. ¶#10). 
28
  Mulder, Mysticism in Java, 82. 
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Becoming a Javanese means to be able to harmonize with the dynamic of 
human dimensions, which are articulated in four colors presented in the Sêrat 
Déwaruci and the Déwaruci play, and with the world in which he lives. Humans 
and the world with dimensions of space and time are horizontally classified into 
four categories, sometimes into five.
29
 This classification consists of four di-
mensions of space, with four compass points as a pattern, and the middle is as a 
center, known in Javanese terms as kéblat papat-lima pancêr or mancapat. The 
word mancapat means four-five divisions. Using Durkheim‟s classification sys-
tem, F.D.E. van Ossenbrugen asserted
30
 that the mancapat system is an old co-
operation relationship between four surrounding villages which are located in 
the four compass directions and the main village at the center. This mancapat 
classification can be found e.g. in the creation myth of the world, the Javanese 
five day week, and in the five senses of a human being. A human being is con-
ceived with four spiritual brothers, with the fifth as his own life. This classifica-
tion is used to comprehend the world, the human being, and also the lived spiri-
tuality. Figure 5.7 shows how this cosmologic division gives the impression that 
all have their own place in the cosmos, and nothing stands apart. They are as a 
whole, forming a unity of contradictions and longing for an ordered and coordi-
nated world. This classification I find here in the Déwaruci play, for instance in 
four ogres with different colors, or four descendants of Bāyu with Bhīma as the 








Figure 5.7.  A classification of horizontal quadripartite, based on the Déwaruci play and 
the Sêrat Déwaruci. 
                                                          
29
  Bakker, Agama Asli Indonesia, 86-87. 
30
  F.D.E. van Ossenbrugen, Asal-usul Konsep Jawa tentang Mancapat dalam Hubung-
an dengan Sistim-sistim Klasifikasi Primitif (trans. from De oorsprong van het 
Javaansche begrip montjåpat, in verband met primitieve classificaties, 
V.M.K.A.W.L 5 (1917), 6-44) Jakarta 1975, 9-11, 39-44. See also Émile Durkheim 
and Marcel Mauss, Primitive Classification (trans. from De Quelques Formes Primi-
tives de Classification), London 2009. 
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Space, as pictured in figure 5.7 in a horizontal quadripartite classification, can-
not be separated from the idea of time which is described as a cycle, as the par-
ticipant says, “Our life is like the cakra manggilingan (the rolling wheel), the 
sun rotation principle.”
31
 It is evident that morning, noon, and night always re-
turn. This idea also brings about the idea of sangkan paraning dumadi, the ori-
gin and destination of creation which is visualized by sticking the kayon on the 
banana trunk. Human life in the world itself is only a temporary stopover. When 
the time comes, a human dies and his soul is believed to go beyond our limited 
space and time. In the Javanese perspective this implies that a human being has 
to behave in the best way, so that he is able to return to God the Creator. That is 
the ultimate goal as articulated by a participant,
32
 “The wayang kulit perform-
ance visualizes the human struggle to obtain his mystical union, as it is symbol-
ized by the puppet and its shadows.” Therefore, this horizontal quadripartite 
classification cannot be separated from the vertical tripartite classification: 
niṣkala, sakala-niṣkala, and sakala. 
The process of a human being returning to his origin involves ways and 
means that have existed since one‟s birth, and are called the four spiritual broth-
ers. In fact, a human being experiences a gap and a conflict between ideals, a 
violent realm and a cyclic process of history which is characterized by integra-
tion and diffusion. These life experiences are described by the paradoxical rela-
tionship of the four spiritual brothers: on the one hand they become good com-
panions, on the other hand they become enemies. The human struggle to return 
to his eternal world and reunite with his origin will be subjected to further scru-
tiny in the following section.  
4.  Javanese Spiritual Growth dynamics 
I will disclose further the dynamic of the Javanese spiritual growth, starting 
from what a participant said about the wayang kulit performance and its connec-
tion with the “mystical” experience:
33
 
In fact, the personification of four colors of red, black, yellow, and white 
are inner-brothers who take care of ourselves. When we are able to con-
trol them, our outer and inner selves are in harmony, we experience what 
is called a “mystical” experience (Mod.Jav. mêlêng), even only in a few 
minutes. But, this experience could be narrated as if it occurred during 
ten days, one month or even more. Although the “mystical” experience 
occurs in a very short time, it has a lasting influence in our life. 
And another participant says:
34
 
                                                          
31
  See YD#4/¶#18; cf. YD#3/¶#41). 
32
  See YD#1/¶#2). 
33
  Interview, August 2014 (see YD#1/¶#26). 
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For the Javanese, such an experience can happen during one‟s meditation. 
How exciting it is, that this experience can be visualized by the wayang 
kulit performance. 
Both personal expressions concord with the essence of the tradition of the 
wayang kulit performance. In this tradition, when the dhalang pulls the kayon 
out of the banana trunk, he says a prayer as follows, Hong ilahéng awigêna 
mastuhu purnama sidhêm ... in Yogyanese style or Swuh rêp data pitana in So-
lonese style. Compared to the old Javanese literature, it is called manggala,
35
 
the introductory part of the kakawin, in which the poet invokes (not always) a 
god who is directly connected with his work as a poet. He offers the poem about 





 argued that the manggala is not an ordinary 
praise of the god of beauty, as is the alḥamdu li’llâh with which the Arab writer 
begins his work, but a proof that we are confronted with yoga-practice, by 
which the poet makes himself one with the god of beauty. This god who is pre-
sented everywhere in niṣkala-state (immaterial), unites with him in a special 
way. The poet brings god down, then gives god his sakala-state (material), so 
that he may become visible. Therefore, the manggala is a form of samâdhi by 
which the god of beauty descends in a special way as seated in his heart-lotus, 
and manifests his innermost and hidden aesthetic to him. The heart-lotus is one 




The way the deity is presented in sakala-niṣkala (material-immaterial) state, 
that is the intermediate state between niṣkala and sakala, is not always given 
expression in the manggala. When the kawi calls down his god into his heart in 
his material-immaterial form, this is analogous to the process of representing a 
god in material form as a statue, using the manggala, called yantra: an instru-
ment with which the deity can be contacted as well as in which the deity may 
dwell. For a kawi, the yantra is the poem itself, by which words and sounds 
give form to and embody beauty, being receptive for the deity and at the same 
time an object of concentration, both for its creator and for those who may read, 
                                                                                                                                              
34
  Interview, August 2014 (see SD#1/¶#20). 
35
  See YD#5/¶#7, ¶#8; cf. YD#3/¶#9.#10. “Hong ilahéng awigêna mastuhu purnama 
sidhêm” is the Sanskrit phrase of “Aum awignam astu nama siddam” which has been 
Javanized. It means: “Oh, honored and greatest God, may my humble offering of 
devotion to you meet no hindrance, trouble, or other obstacle. May you provide an 
easy road for me. May this wish be fulfilled. Amen.” See Judith Becker (ed.), 
Karawitan Source Reading in Javanese Gamelan and Vocal Music 3 vols., Michigan 
1984, vol. 1, 514. 
36
  Zoetmulder, Kawi and Kakawin,  KITLV  (1957)1, 64. 
37
  Zoetmulder, Kawi, 67. 
38
  See Zoetmulder, Kawi, 68. 
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recite, or hear the poem.
39
 The way in which the kawi works is analogous to the 
function of the dhalang in the wayang kulit performance in its indigenous func-
tion, as articulated by a participant as follows:
40
 
Originally, the wayang performance functions to worship Hyang, and 
therefore this performance was called the wayang. When the animism and 
dynamism still existed, for the sake of worship, by the setting of the sun 
(Mod.Jav. sandyakala / surup) the wayang performance was held. There-
fore, the wayang performance needs a lantern to make light. The wayang 
figure was still in the form of a simple statue. The statue is a representa-
tion of the ancestor, it could be their grandfather, grandmother, their 
leader or the founder of the village. When the statue is placed between 
the screen and the lantern, it creates a shadow on the screen. They believe 
that at the present time the ancestor is presented in the form of a shadow. 
The functioning of a kawi to unite himself with the god who is always omni-
present in his deepest essence and then reveals himself in a poetical reproduc-
tion of beauty, is analogous to the wayang kulit performance in which the dha-
lang calls down Hyang and then presents him in a visible performance. There-
fore, the most difficult requirement is how to behave like the puppet he per-
forms on the stage, giving the wayang figure life as it receives life from God.  
Through his hand, the dhalang flows the energy of life into the wayang. 
If the wayang separates from the dhalang’s hand, it will die. On the con-
trary, the way of the manipulating a wayang figure, the dhalang is di-







In the classical wayang performance, the dhalang represents the wayang, 
... When the dhalang performed Karna, he should feel what Karna feels, 
so the audience will be touched. … The most difficult requirement is how 
to think, to feel, to act in the same way as each of the different wayang 
characters. This is what I mean with the dhalang represents the wayang. 
In our case, by performing the Déwaruci play, the dhalang presents Bhīma‟s 
mystical quest as an example and a foretaste of such an experience for himself 
and the audience.  
We have two sanggits in connection with the Déwaruci play, they are the 
linear plot and the non-linear plot. Let us here present the two plots in the fol-
lowing table: 
                                                          
39
  Zoetmulder, Kalangwan, 184. 
40
  Interview, September 2014 (see YD#3/¶#1; cf. SD#2/¶#1, SD#3/¶#1. ¶#2, 
SD#4/¶#1). 
41
  Interview, August 2014 (see SD#1/¶#10). 
42
  Interview, August 2014 (see YD#1/¶#4; ¶#5; cf. YD#4/¶#5-6). 
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Table 5.1.  The two plots of the Déwaruci dramatic play based on the field research 
with reference to  Ki Nartosabda‟s Déwaruci play. 
THE LINEAR PLOT  THE NON-LINEAR PLOT 














 The first jêjêr: The Assembly in 
Ngastina 
1.1. The Ngastina Assembly  
1.2. The Queen‟s Quarters  
1.3. The Outer Audience Hall  
1.4.  Bhīma on the Cross-road  
 The second jêjêr: Candramuka 
2.1. Tikbrasara forest  
2.2. Bhīma fights against two ogres  
2.3. Bhīma meets the gods Éndra & 
Bāyu  
The third jêjêr: An Event in Ngastina  
 
The fourth jêjêr: Bhīma 
on his journey 
The fifth jêjêr:  
Forest battle scene 






















The fourth jêjêr: Arjuna on his journey 
The fifth jêjêr: forest battle  
5.1.a.  Harêksa & Harêksi  
5.1.b.  Mardéwa & Mardèwi  
5.1.c.  Cakil c.s. 
5.2.  Arjuna fights against ogres 
5.3.  Arjuna meets a couple of gods  
 

















 The sixth jêjêr: The Assembly in Nga-
marta 
6.1. The Ngamarta Assembly 
6.2. Bhīma on the seashore 
6.3. Bhīma kills a dragon-snake 
6.4. Bhīma meets Déwaruci 
6.5. Bhīma in Déwaruci‟s belly 
The seventh jêjêr: Arjuna pursues Drona 
for Bhīma‟s safety 
7.1. Arjuna pursues Drona 
7.2. Drona waits for Bhīma 
7.3. Drona plunges into the ocean 
7.4. Bhīma meets the Pandhawa brothers 
7.5. Fighting for Drona 
7.6. The wild battle 
7.7. The tancêp kayon  
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The difference between the linear plot and the non-linear plot is that Bhīma is 
present in the Pathêt Sanga sequence in the linear plot
43
 and Arjuna replaces the 
presence of Bhīma in the non-linear plot. Seemingly, the linear plot is a new 
sanggit in order to make the Déwaruci play more understandable for the audi-
ence, and it is known only by the learned dhalangs,
44
 while the non-linear plot 
is the classical one which is well known among the majority of the dhalangs. 
Nevertheless, according to the dhalangs both plots symbolize in the same way 
how a traveler deals with an obstacle.  
Now that the dhalangs and their audience, thanks to Bhīma‟s quest, have 
gained the right example to experience the proximity of the divine, they must 
fulfil their own quest. Just like Bhīma, they have to follow a path of three con-
secutive purifications: the purification of the corporeal feelings (rasa njaba), the 
emotional feelings (rasa njêro), and of the intuitive feelings (rasa jati). These 
partitions are more like a process, or rather like a multiplicity of processes, in 
which the character of one stage may differ deeply, even profoundly, from that 
of others. 
4.1.  The purification of the corporeal feelings 
The first stage of the Déwaruci play, which consists of several scenes, called the 
Pathêt Nêm Sequence, can be interpreted as the initial stage of Javanese spiri-
tual growth. I name this first stage the purification of the corporeal feelings. 
During this phase, one is tempted by bodily needs which are related to worldly 
things and the desires of the five senses. 
The Pathêt Nêm Sequence visualizes the initial stage of a human being and 
the beginning of spiritual growth as well. This beginning of the spiritual growth 
is represented by the Brataséna figure, Bhīma the youth in the first sequence of 
the dramatic play. “In the beginning of the performance, I present Brataséna, 
and after Bhīma met Éndra and Bāyu, I present Wrêkodara.”
45
 Moreover, this 
development period is marked by an energetic atmosphere, active and full of 
spirit as reflected in the gamêlan accompaniments with the pathêt nêm pieces. 
As a youth, on the one hand one has an ideal, and on the other hand one 
deals with a problem that may impede one in achieving that goal. An effort has 
                                                          
43
  See SD#1/¶#11. ¶#17; SD#2/¶#20; YD#5/¶#28.  
44
  Kasidi Hadiprayitno (interview, September 2014) and Bambang Suwarno (interview, 
August 2014), both lecturers at the Indonesian Institute of Art in Yogyakarta and 
Surakarta and Ki Suteja (interview, August 2014), lecturer at Habirandha in Yogya-
karta, developed the linear plot of the Déwaruci dramatic play. In this case, Ki Man-
teb Soedarsana is greatly influenced by Bambang Suwarno. See PMSOYE, Kem-
palan Balungan Lampahan Ringgit Purwa Ki Manteb Soedharsono (Ki Manteb 
Soedharsanan Outline of the Dramatic Plays), Jakarta 2013, 179-187. 
45
  SD#1/¶#11. 
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been made, but one almost certainly failed. According to the Javanese perspec-
tive, the failure of achieving the goal is caused by one‟s inability to control the 
physical needs and the desire of the five senses. Such a development is visual-
ized by the kayon plugged slanting to the left in accordance with the Mang-
kunegaran style.
46
 The left is considered as a bad thing, the right as something 
good. Therefore, the position of the kayon slanting to the left articulates that the 
youth tends to do bad things, just to fulfill the bodily needs, the pleasures of the 
senses. In the Déwaruci play, human passions and human senses are personified 
by performing two ogres Rukmuka and Rukmakala whom Brataséna (the young 
Bhīma) has to deal with. 
Brataséna kills the two ogres using physical force, as performed in Ki Nar-
tosabda‟s Déwaruci play,
47
 or as described in the Jasadipoeran text,
48
 but did not 
find what he searched for. The content of the first sequence, in which Brataséna 
failed to obtain tirta pawitra or a kayu gung susuhing angin symbolizes the one 
who has much hope and an ideal, but is still incapable of controlling his bodily 
desires. The use of physical force to kill the ogres is identical to the attachment 
to the fulfillment of the desires of the senses which brings failure in obtaining 
the goal. From the dramatic play point of view, the issue still remains a hot is-
sue, and is not solved yet. This problem opens the possibility to reflect on it 
more deeply, in order to become a master of oneself as reflected in the janturan 
and the presence of a king in the first jêjêr of the first sequence of the wayang 
kulit performance. A call to a deeper reflection is visualized by an order to look 
for tirta pêrwitasari in the Minangkalbu ocean, as the participant said in the 
following quotation. “The word Minangkalbu used in the Déwaruci play was 
influenced by the Arabic word al-qalb meaning heart. The main problem is 
there in the deepest place of one‟s heart.”
49
 The first stage of Javanese spiritual 




                                                          
46
  Differing from the Mangkunegaran style (SD#2/¶#4. #9), the way dhalang manipu-
lates the kayon figure in Sunanate in Surakarta and Sultanate in Yogyakarta is slant-
ing to the right in the beginning, pointing out vertically at the turmoil scene, and 
slanting to the left during the rest of the wayang kulit performance (YD#1/¶#14; 
YD#3/¶#38. #39). These movements are in accordance with the traditional agree-
ment that the right side of the kêlir is considered as the east (YD#3/¶#42) and the 
beginning of life as well (YD#1/¶#1; YD#2/¶#2; YD#3/¶#20; SD#2/¶#9; SD#4/¶#8. 
#9; SD#5/¶#7. #17). See also Purwoko, Gunungan, 137. 
47
  Chapter III, Kandha 011; Caking Pakêliran 035. 
48
  Canto II.15c-16d. 
49
  Interview, September 2014 (see YD#3/¶#28). 
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Figure 5.8.  Purification of the corporeal feelings: controlling the bodily needs (4) and 
five senses (3) of feeling, speaking, hearing, smelling and seeing  
H1 =  the dramatic plot 
H2 =  the first stage of the horizontal tripartite of the dramatic plot 
V1 =  the wayang kulit cosmology 
V2 =  the first stage of the vertical tripartite of the wayang kulit cosmol-
ogy 
In the first stage one is aware of one‟s origin: from where one comes and to 
where one must return, known in Javanese terms as sangkan-paraning dumadi. 
On the one hand the Javanese has as his final goal to become united with God, 
and on the other hand his inability to control the bodily needs and the desires of 
the five senses may impede him in achieving this. In order to be able to detach 
oneself from the fulfillment of the desires of the senses, one is invited to a 
deeper reflection, and to consider that the main mystery is in the deepest of 
one‟s heart. 
4.2.  The purification of the emotional feelings 
The purification of the emotional feelings, which is the second degree, implies 
that the human spiritual journey goes further in order to face the deeper con-
stituents of one‟s personality, the four emotions of drive, passion, aggression, 
and greed. The second stage of the Déwaruci play, called the Pathêt Sanga Se-
quence can be interpreted as the advanced phase of Javanese spiritual growth. In 
the wayang kulit performance, a further movement from the bodily senses to 
emotions is represented by using the terms Candramuka and Minangkalbu, 
which indicate the direction from a human face (Mod.Jav. muka) to a human 
heart (Mod.Jav. kalbu).  
As we already discussed in the previous chapter, the Gara-gara (turmoil) 
scene introduces the Pathêt Sanga Sequence that symbolizes the adulthood pe-
riod in which an adult has to determine the purpose of his life, striving to be-
           2 
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come a true human being in order to be able to grow to fullness. “It is the time 
to change mind and attitude”
50
 and to start to reflect on the spiritual dimension 
of one‟s life. It is the time to unite the physical part with the spiritual part, the 
outer self and the inner self of a human being. The turmoil scene identifies a 
period of silence, marked by an empty kêlir with only the kayon figure sticking 
in the middle of the kêlir pointing upwards vertically. This scene symbolizes 
“an encounter between the horizontal world and the vertical world, between a 
servant and his Master”
51
 said a participant. Such a symbolical meaning of the 
turmoil scene is in accordance with the gamêlan accompaniments, called the 
pathêt sanga pieces, which are associated with the divine characteristics: the 
nine characters of the Hindu Gods (Mod.Jav. nawadéwata).
52
 “The intonation of 
the pathêt sanga pieces is a low tone, between key 5 and key 1. The low tone 
that is played constantly is a good accompaniment for a meditation.”
53
 More-
over, in the Déwaruci play, the development from the first stage to the second 
stage is marked by the change of the use of the leather-puppet figure: Wrêko-
dara, Bhīma the adult, replaces Brataséna, Bhīma the youth. 
The introductory scene of the Pathêt Sanga Sequence, called the gara-gara, 
symbolizes the inner disharmony of a human being. In the linear dramatic plot 
of the Déwaruci play, the struggle for inner harmony is visualized by the scene 
where Wrêkodara fights against Bāyu‟s brothers of different colors. While in 
the non-linear dramatic plot of the Déwaruci play, a scene called forest battle is 
performed, in which Arjuna fights against four ogres with different colors: buta 
parêpatans.
54
 They visualize a variety of obstacles, temptations which may be 
dealt with by a traveler. Therefore, in the wayang kulit performance these obsta-
cles are personified by buta parêpatans, and a prince such as Arjuna or Wrêko-
dara is a personification of a spiritual journeyer. In the linear dramatic plot of 
the Déwaruci play, the function of buta parêpatans is replaced by Bāyu‟s 
brothers:
55
 Anoman the white monkey, ṛsi Maénaka, Yakséndra Jajagwrêka, and 
Liman Sètubanda. “I replace buta parêpatans by Anoman (and his brothers with 
                                                          
50
  Interview, August 2014 (see YD#1#/¶#16). 
51
  SD#1/¶#8. 
52
  Wahyudi, Lakon Dewa Ruci, 561. 
53
  Interview, September 2014 (see YD#5/¶#11); cf. YD#3/¶#12; YD#1/¶#4. 
54
  YD#4/¶#14. A variety of obstacles can be performed, a lion or a dragon snake can 
replace an ogre or buta parêpatans, particularly if the previous scene was not an for-
eign scene (Mod.Jav. adêg sabrang) (YD#1/¶#21). See also YD#3/¶#53; 
YD#5/¶#10; SD#2/¶#16; SD#3/¶#8; SD#5/¶#7.  
55
  On Bāyu‟s brothers, some scholars are of opinion that they are five persons 
(SD#2/¶#32. ¶#33; SD#5/¶#40, some argue that they are seven persons (YD#1/¶/22; 
YD#3/¶#50; YD#3/¶#29; SD#1/¶#26) i.e. the five above plus Garuda Mahambira 
and Nagakuwéra (SD#1/¶#26) or Garuda Mahambira and cantrik Raja Namli 
(YD#1/¶/22). They use the same costume and symbolize life energy (SD#4/¶#24). 
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different colors, also known as Bāyu‟s brothers).”
56
 Thus, in the second stage, 
the temptation is greater than in the first stage, namely four desires which are 
related to the emotional feelings, which are laid in a deeper part of human per-
sonality. Such a development of the second stage of Javanese spiritual growth 









                    
 
Figure 5.9.  Purification of the emotional feelings: controlling four desires (2): 
drives, passion, aggression, and greed  
H1 =  the dramatic plot 
H2 =  the second stage of the horizontal tripartite of the dramatic plot 
V1 =  the wayang kulit cosmology 
V2 =  the second stage of the vertical tripartite of the wayang kulit 
cosmology 
In the scene which follows the gara-gara, called the flower battle in Solonese 
style or the forest battle in Yogyanese style, a prince is always the winner. In 
the Déwaruci play, Bhīma could avoid Bāyu‟s brothers who tried to prevent 
him from plunging into the ocean. This scene articulated that Bhīma had been 
able to overcome the temptation he dealt with. Spiritually, it means that he is 
able to control his desires, and therefore the outer self and the inner self are 
reaching harmony. In fact, in the wayang kulit performance, particularly in the 
Yogyanese style, the perfect harmony of the inner self and outer self, which is a 
perfect encounter between the horizontal world and the vertical world, is repre-
sented in the figure of Sêmar, a god who becomes a servant. Quoting G.P.H. 
Djatikusuma, Simuh asserts
57
 that in the wayang tradition, Sêmar is the personi-
                                                          
56
  Interview, September 2014 (see YD#5/¶#27). 
57
  Simuh, Perkembangan Kebudayaan Jawa dan Sêrat Pamoring Kawula-Gusti (The 
Development of Javanese Culture and the Sêrat Pamoring Kawula-Gusti), Al-Jamiah 
vol. 25 (1981), 14. 
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fication of the concept of manunggaling kawula-Gusti. His presence can be in-
terpreted as an anticipated hope that will be fulfilled at the end of the spiritual 
development, that is manunggaling kawula-Gusti, the becoming one of man and 
God. 
4.3.  The purification of the intuitive feelings 
Soetarno confirmed that the ultimate goal of Javanese mysticism is the becom-
ing one of a servant and his Master, or of a human being and God.
58
 In obtain-
ing this unity, one is on the one hand fully dependent on God‟s grace, while on 
the other hand what one can do is to purify one‟s intuitive feelings. Therefore, I 
name this degree the mystical union, also known in Javanese terms as manung-
galing kawula-Gusti,
59
 in which the human spiritual journey goes further to face 
the deepest part of his personality, called the intuitive inner feeling, from which 
a human being is able to experience a mystical union. 
In the last stage of the Déwaruci play, called the Pathêt Manyura Sequence, 
the great hindrance to spiritual growth is visualized by plunging into the ocean 
and dealing with a dragon watersnake (Mod.Jav. naga). The word manyura is 
derived from mayūra (Skt.) which means a peacock (Mod.Jav. mêrak),
60
 and 
then is associated with the performance which comes to (Mod.Jav. pêrak) an 
end.
61
 From the point of view of the symbolical meaning of the wayang kulit 
performance, the Pathêt Manyura Sequence visualizes the ultimate goal of hu-
man spiritual development. The pathêt manyura pieces that accompany this se-
quence create an atmosphere close to God and bring a hunch of what is to come. 
Such a visualizing is supported by performing the kayon figure to slant to the 
right side of the kêlir,
62
 which symbolizes a human being who no longer at-
taches to worldly matters and to the fulfilment of the bodily needs and emo-
tional desires. Now it is the period to think of the spiritual life in order to obtain 
the ultimate goal of a mystical union, which is symbolized as an encounter be-
tween Bhīma and Déwaruci. Again, just as in the literature research, in the field 
research we deal with the same question: whether the encounter between Bhīma 
and Déwaruci can be identified as a mystical experience, or merely as an articu-
lation of a human experience, even if it is the most exciting one as a creature. 
The question arises, because some dhalangs understood Déwaruci as Bhīma‟s 
                                                          
58
  Soetarno, Pertunjukan Wayang dan Makna Simbolisme (The Wayang Kulit Per-
formance & Its Symbolical Meaning), Surakarta 2005, 195. 
59
  The term “manunggaling kawula-Gusti”, the becoming one of man and God, is 
symbolized in an event of encounter and Bhīma entering into Déwaruci‟s belly. 
60
  P.J. Zoetmulder, Kamus Jawa Kuna Indonesia (trans. from Old Javanese – English 
Dictionary), Jakarta 2004, 663. 
61
  YD#3/¶#43; SD#5/¶#12. 
62
  Such a style of slanting the kayon to left side is accordance with the Mangkunegaran 
style.  
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inner self, while others understood Déwaruci as being a divine figure, Bhīma‟s 
god, the Mystery itself that opens a possibility to experience a mystical union. 
For example, one participant said that “Déwaruci is not a divine figure, he is 
Bhīma himself.”
63
 Another participant said that “Déwaruci is actually not god, 
but Bhīma himself.”
64
 Furthermore, what is meant by Bhīma himself is Bhīma‟s 
inner self, his deepest dimension, and in the wayang tradition this is also known 
as his perfect shadow or his self-portrait. Therefore, Déwaruci is depicted as the 
miniature of Brataséna, Bhīma the youth or the miniature of Wrêkodara, Bhīma 
the adult.
65
 The second opinion says that Déwaruci is a divine figure. It is even 
explicitly said by one participant that “Déwaruci is god who does not live to-
gether with other gods in Kahyangan (heaven). Déwaruci is Bhīma‟s god.”
66
 At 
this point, if the inhabitants of Kahyangan are associated with the Hindu gods of 
the Mahābhārata, Déwaruci who does not dwell in Kahyangan might be inter-
preted as a Javanese god. Moreover, according to the wayang tradition, the title 
Sang Hyang is only applied to a god, and Déwaruci is called Sang Hyang 
Déwaruci. Some understood Déwaruci as the embodiment of the god Wênang. 
Such an opinion is also supported by the fact that in the wayang kulit perform-
ance some dhalangs used the Sang Hyang Wênang figure to replace Déwa-
ruci.
67
 However, the opinion that Déwaruci is a god leaves a problem for our 
research in the area study of spirituality, because in the wayang tradition, a god 
is understood as a human being, in the sense of a perfect human being.  
The concept of a god as a human being seemingly comes from the Sêrat Pa-
ramayoga, written by R. Ng. Ranggawarsita. Its content is interconnected with 
the Sêrat Pustakaraja Purwa, which is about a genealogy starting from Adam, 
the gods who lived in Kahyangan in India, then moved to Java, continuing with 
the dramatic plays of the wayang kulit performance, and Javanese kings up to 
king Jayabaya in Kedhiri.
68
 The Sêrat Paramayoga and the Sêrat Pustakaraja 
Purwa are reference books of the Solonese wayang kulit performance, while the 
Sêrat Purwakandha is the reference book of the Yogyanese wayang kulit per-
formance that has a similar divine genealogy. Seen in the following figure of 
                                                          
63
  Interview, September 2014 (See YD#5/¶#36. 
64
  See SD#1/¶#24; cf. SD#2/¶#20. 
65
  Cf. YD#3/¶#45 Bambang Soewarna created a new variant of Déwaruci that 
is precisely the miniature of Brataséna, Bhīma the youth without the gêlung 
minangkara (interview, August 2014). 
66
  See SD#2/¶#31. 
67
  See Aris, Lakon Dewa Ruci, 529. 
68
  R. Ng. Ranggawarsita, Sêrat Paramayoga (The Sêrat Paramayoga), Yogya-
karta 1992, vi. 
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this genealogy, Adam is their ancestor, and therefore a god and a human being 



































Figure 5.10.  The genealogy of the god Manikmaya, also called Sang Hyang Girinata 
(Lord of the mountain)
69
 and known as Shiva in Hinduism, based on the 
Sêrat Paramayoga
70 
It is interesting to note that when Bhīma encountered Déwaruci, he found noth-
ing. In the prior section we discussed that the nothingness, the realm of empti-
                                                          
69
  S. Supomo, “Lord of the Mountains” in the Fourteenth Century Kakawin, in BKI 128 
(1972), 281-297. 
70
  Ranggawarsita, Sêrat Paramayoga, 2-37. 
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ness, called alaming-asuwung in Javanese terms, specifies a character of God, 
called “Sang Hyang”, the indigenous name of God. He is the Incomprehensible, 
tan kêna kinaya ngapa. In the wayang kulit tradition, the presence of the In-
comprehensible God is presented by staging an empty kêlir in the beginning of 
the second sequence of the wayang kulit performance before the presence of 
Sêmar, a clown who is the embodiment of the god Ismaya. Sêmar is Ismaya‟s 
earthly name. Sêmar has no counterpart in the Indian epic; he is the oldest in-
digenous god of Java, older and superior to the Hindu gods of the Mahābhārata. 
Iconographically, Sêmar is depicted double gender, a man with breasts and but-
tocks looking like a woman. He is the personification of the unseparated one, 
the divine mystery itself. He has a divine nature as formlessness or as superior 
to any form.
71
 Thus, if the formlessness and the emptiness visualize the pres-
ence of the Divine One, the encounter of Bhīma, who experiences emptiness
72
 
when he is together with Déwaruci inside his belly, can be considered an ex-
perience of the union of human and God, or rather the unity of the Javanese and 
their own God.  
To obtain this union, Bhīma had to go into the deepest place of his heart. 
“Follow what your heart says!”
73
 In the Déwaruci play the deepest place of 
one‟s heart is visualized by the Minangkalbu ocean.
74
 He never gave up before 
that obstacle, that is to plunge into the ocean and deal with a naga.
75
 “The 
plunging into the ocean means that anybody who is striving for such a goal is 
spending at a high-cost, even losing his own life.”
76
 Killing the naga, also called 
bujangga (Skt. bhujaŋga) can be interpreted as the killing of the five senses and 
four desires, the emptying of one‟s mind and knowledge, the passions and 
whatever hinders the virtues. That is called, “Mati sak jroning urip, urip sak 
                                                          
71
  Epskamp, Semar as Trickster, 35-55. 
72
  Cf. Kramaprawiran text V. 3 a-f “This is the entrance, my left ear.”ǀ Wrêkodara has-
tened inside.ǀ Once within the [Déwaruci‟s] belly,ǀ he beheld a great ocean,ǀ shore-
less, stretching far away. He went on his way,ǀ and could be seen dimly in the dis-
tance started walking, going further and further.ǀ; 4a-i The spaces I‟m passing 
through ǀ are empty and unimaginably vast.ǀ No matter where I go ǀ I cannot distin-
guish north from south;ǀ I can‟t tell apart east from west,ǀ neither below from above, 
front ǀ from back.ǀ I don‟t understand it.ǀ I am totally bewildered.” 
73
  See SD#5/¶#41. 
74
  Wahyudi, Lakon Dewa Ruci, 526-28. Etymologically, the word minangkalbu means 
an effort to obtain the deepest place of heart. For the Javanese, the ocean is also as-
sociated with the heart, so the middle of the ocean can be interpreted as the deepest 
place of a human heart.  
75
  Some dhalangs call the dragon snake Nemburnawa (YD#3/¶#28; YD#1/¶#24), other 
dhalangs call it Nabasnawa (SD#3/¶#20). 
76
  Interview, September 2014 (see YD#5/¶#24. ¶#25. 
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 One dies but one lives; one lives but one dies. One dies to the 
passions and the desires in order to be able to live the true life. Another result of 
Gonda‟s study on Old Javanese literature that semantically, the term bhujaŋga 
means a young person, a student that has to lay down before his master,
78
 is 
relevant to the interpretation of Bhīma‟s experience of encountering Déwaruci 
as the relationship between a disciple and a master. Here, the emptying of the 
self means to behave like a disciple before his master, known in Javanese terms 
as the paguron system.
79
 By emptying oneself, God fulfills to the full. Such a 











Figure 5.11.  Purification of the intuitive feelings: 
H1 =  the dramatic plot 
H2 =  the third stage of the horizontal tripartite of the dramatic plot 
V1 =  the wayang kulit cosmology 
V2 =  the third stage of the vertical tripartite of the wayang kulit cos-
mology 
In the Déwaruci play, the ultimate goal of the Javanese spiritual life of 
manunggaling kawula-Gusti is performed by Bhīma entering into Dewaruci‟s 
belly, followed by Déwaruci decorating Bhīma‟s hairdo, called the gêlung mi-
nangkara, as a symbol of his true identity, so that he was able to distinguish 
himself as a creature from his Creator. “Wrêkodara encountered God. This en-
counter was symbolized by the gêlung minangkara”.
80
 His true identity is char-
acterized by the fact that more than his ability to control his five senses and his 
                                                          
77
  See YD#5/ ¶#25. 
78
  J. Gonda, Bhujanga, BKI vol. 89 (1932), 257. 
79
  See J.B. Banawiratma, Yesus Sang Guru (The Master Jesus), Yogyakarta 1977, 15-
56. 
80
  Interview, September 2014 (see YD#4/¶#25; YD#3/¶#51). 
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four desires, he was able to surrender before God by emptying his mind and his 
heart. Wrêkodara is the only wayang figure who has authority over his inner 
self, and therefore he is considered a perfect human being, like a god. “His outer 
self is in harmony with his inner self. He became a perfect human being, and 
became one with the Lord.”
81
 His outer self is in tune with his inner self. In a 
Javanese expression, this is known as “Lair utusané batin, the outer self is the 
messenger of the inner self.”
82
 Moreover, such a spiritual concept is supported 
by the pathêt manyura pieces that symbolize the time for a creature to return to 
the Creator and be united with God the Almighty. Thus, Javanese spiritual per-
fection does not have to do with what Bhīma looked for, tirta pawitra, but it is 
about the awareness of the human origins and one‟s ultimate goal of being 
united with God that takes the consequences of purifying one‟s corporeal feel-
ings, emotional feelings, and intuitive feelings from any personal concern, the 
so-called laku, an ascetic life.
83
 Bhīma encountering Déwaruci and entering his 
belly depicts in a figurative sense the mastering and living of the Javanese 
ngèlmu/kawruh,
84
 called the sangkan-paran, the origin of a human being and his 
final goal.
85
 In fact, though they presented it in a different way, most dhalangs 
interpret the essence of the Déwaruci play as the Javanese knowledge of sang-
kan paraning dumadi. How can the transformation from tirta pawitra into the 
Javanese ngèlmu be explained? 
The term tirta pawitra used to be heard in the wayang kulit performance, be-
side the terms tirta amêrta (Skt. amṛta, immortal) or tirtamarta kamandalu 
(Skt. kamaṇḍalu, a vessel made of wood or clay used for water). In the Sêrat 
Paramayoga
86
 we read: 
Sayid Anwar lajêng lolos saking nagari, sumêdya angupados sarana 
sagêdipun kalis ing gêrah miwah séda… Prênahipun ing sagantên Jên-
dhêl lèr ingkang pungkas lèr piyambak, ingkang dipunwastani déning 
bangsa Eropah pul ing lor. Ing ngriku panggènanning Maolkayat, ing Ji-
tapsara kawastanan panggènanipun tirta marta kamandalu, têgêsipun 
toya-gêsang ingkang mêdal saking musthikaning mêndhung, ananging 
botên sadhéngah tiyang sagêd dumugi saha angsal toya gêsang, bilih 
botên awit saking kamirahanipun Gusti Allah. 
 
 
                                                          
81
  See YD#5/¶#37. 
82
  see YD#5/¶#35. 
83
  Soetrisno R, Wayang, 59-60; 68 etc. 
84
  Soetrisno R, Wayang, 69 etc. 
85
  Haryanto, Bayang-bayang, 164.  
86
  Ranggawarsita, Sêrat Paramayoga, 10. 
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Translation: 
Sayid Anwar left his country, in order to look for a means to cure sick-
ness and to wake up the dead. … It is in the northern ocean – Jêndhêl -, 
which the European call the north pole. There is a place of Maolkayat, 
also called tirtamarta kamandalu in the book of Jitapsara, meaning the 
water of life that comes from the precious cloud, but not everybody is 
able to reach that place and obtains it, unless it is God‟s gift.  
Here we find that tirtamarta kamandalu functions to cure sickness and to raise 
the dead to life. In the wayang kulit performance, tirta kamandalu is used by 
Sang Hyang Pada to stop the turmoil of the world during the Gara-gara scene. 
The following is a transcription of the Gara-gara’s janturan:
87
 
Ana gara-gara tanpa sangkan… Rumpakaning Gara-gara bumi gonjang, 
langit gumarang, tangising bumi klawan langit. Tangising bumi lindhu 
sêdina kaping pitu mangambal-ambal, kêtiga dawa, lêmah bêngkah, 
blêdug mangampak; pênjêlèhing sapi gumarang, pangaluping asu ajag. 
Akèh tanêm-tuwuh kang tinacak ing têgal kêpanasan mati kapênthang, 
mina kasatan warih tan antuk boga. Tangising langit, udan-barat salah 
mangsa, kluwung pating plêngkung, téja mangkara-kara, dhèdhèt érawati 
gunung longsor taru pada déné gunung, lêmah mblêgag mandira mblasah 
pindha babatan pacing. Rumpakaning bumi kalawan langit yayah 
tangkêp-tangkêpa, lintang pindha rinontok-rontoka, lidhah tathit pating 
klowor.  
Akèh para déwa kantaka widadari anjlèh kêpati mulat puncaking  gunung 
Jamur Dipa kaya ambruk-ambruka. Pintu séla manangkêp kaya bujat-
bujata. Umpak balé Marcupunda yayah mlêsat-mlêsata. … Ing kono akèh 
pandhita sing gêntur tapané, angêsti murih têntrêming Gara-gara. Akêh 
ratu-ratu sing angêningké cipta, prandéné datan katarima. Saka wantêring 
Gara-gara nganti ngrusakakên Kahyangan. Sak nalika Sang Hyang Pada 
uninga, gya nyandhak tirta kamandalu, têgêsé banyu pusaka...Tètèsing 
banyu pusaka nimbulakên têntrêming para déwa lan tata rahayuning 
Kahyangan. 
Translation: 
The unpredictable chaos comes… The ground trembles, the sky shakes. 
The earth and the sky are crying. The earth is in tremor seven times a day, 
the dry season is running longer, the ground cracks, the dust is blowing 
away. The cows go “moo” and wolves go “bow-wow”. The plantations 
are dying in the field because of the heat, and the fish are dying because 
of the lack of water. The storm shakes the sky, rain does not fall in the 
proper time, and the rainbows color the sky. Thunders sound horrible. 
The mountains and landslides collide with one another, the banyan trees 
                                                          
87
  Ki Hadi Sugita, Anoman Kembar, 16 digital-audios: 9/16.  
http://www.4shared.com/folder/gjxO837V/002.html (20-11-2014). 
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collapse and look like the cutting pacing grass. Seemingly the earth and 
the sky collide, the stars look like falling, and the lightning streaks. 
A lot of gods are unconscious, the goddesses are so full of panic seeing 
the mount Jamurdipa like being broken down. The Sélamanangkêp door 
and the foundation stones of the hall Marcupunda are moving from their 
place. … A lot of priests are leading ascetic lives to ask God to stop the 
turmoil of the world. A lot of kings are meditating to ask God to calm 
down the chaos, nevertheless their prayers are not answered. How great is 
the gara-gara, it destroyed the Kahyangan. Sang Hyang Pada takes tirta 
kamandalu, pours it out and creates a serene place in heaven.  
The use of tirta pawitra, tirta amêrta or tirtamarta kamandalu was influ-
enced by the Sanskrit word amṛta, from the verb root mr ̣= “to die” + the prefix 
a = “not”; amêrta; divine nectar; juice of divine delight; mystical bliss.
88
 The 
word amṛta is also used to name certain efficacious medicinal plant.
89
 We also 
find the oyot pulasata, beside tirtamarta kamandalu, to calm down the turmoil 
of the world in the wayang kulit performance. The following is a transcription 
from the Abimanyu Ranjab play:
90
 
Swaraning Gara-gara yèn kacandra … Sang Hyang Pada priksa kaha-
naning gara-gara, saknalika ngasta pusaka oyot pulasata, kaungkulaken 
sirêp pada saknalika. Sirêping gara-gara swara kang tanpa sangkan 
jêmlêgur ing angkasa kaya mbêlah-mbêlahna bumi. Sêjatining ngurmati 
mijilé pêrpat panakawan kang kandhêg gêgojègan … 
Translation: 
The description of the Gara-gara looked like … Sang Hyang Pada knew 
the chaotic situation, then he immediately took the oyot pulasata to hold 
it over the earth, it caused the chaos to calm down. The gara-gara had 
gone, the terrible sound was heard in the sky, it seemed it could split the 
ground. It was truly to honor the existence of the four clowns who were 
joking … 
In Nawaruci, tirta pawitra is also called tirta mahapawitra, sang hyang 
çwetakamanḍạlu, or sang hyang amṛtañjīwanī.
91
 Etymologically, the word 
amṛtañjīwanī refers to treating with an herb or with a mantra that raises the 
dead to life.
92
 J. Gonda, in his study on Old Javanese literature, distinguished 
                                                          
88
  John Grimes, A Concise Dictionary of Indian Philosophy. Sanskrit Terms Defined in 
English, New York 1996, 27. 
89
  J. Gonda, Amṛtasañjīwanī, BKI vol. 89 (1932), 293 & 295. 
90
  Ki Hadi Sugita, Abimanyu Ranjab, 16 digital-audios: 4b/16).  
http://www.4shared.com/folder/MK7K4-6E/001.html (20-11-2014). 
91
  Prijohoetomo, Nawaruci, 62-64; Damar Shashangka, Ilmu Jawa Kuno – Sanghyang 
Tattwajñāna Nirmala Nawaruci (The Old Javanese Knowledge - Sanghyang Tattwa-
jñāna Nirmala Nawaruci), Jakarta 2015, 472-74&476. 
92
  Zoetmulder, Kamus Jawa Kuno, 675. 
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the word amṛtañjīwanī (an aji = mantra) from amṛta(san)ñjīwanī (the medicinal 




Men vindt zoo de voorstelling, dat amrta is de bovennatuurlijke kracht 
die in de planten zetelt en die speciaal in staat is het leven te verlengen en 
den dood te overwinnen. En concreet opgevat, denkt men zich die kracht 
gelocaliseerd in het zich in de planten bevindende water: met dit vocht 
dat men den zieke ingeeft, verleent men hem het amrta, het bovenna-
tuurlijke geneesmiddel tegen den dood.   
Translation: 
One can find the idea, that amṛta is a supernatural power that exists in a 
certain plant and has the special ability to prolong life, and even to raise 
the dead to life. In a concrete way, one imagines that such a power is lo-
calized in the water within a plant, and from the humidity of the plant, 
one gets the amṛta, the supernatural power to fight against death. 
Based on this explanation, it is understandable that both in the Sêrat Déwaruci 
and the Déwaruci play, tirta pawitra is no longer mentioned as it is in the book 
of Nawaruci in which finally Bhīma gets it with the help of Sang Hyang Nawa-
ruci.
94
 Moreover, Poerbatjaraka assumed that the Sêrat Déwaruci was written in 
Java and the Nawaruci was composed based on the Poerbatjarakan Déwaruci 
for the Balinese Shivaistic group.
95
 Therefore, in the Sêrat Déwaruci (and in the 
Déwaruci play as well), tirta pawitra or tīrtha amṛta was not mentioned any 
longer, after Bhīma crossed water and fought against the naga. Crossing water 
(the other meaning of water, as tīrtha (Skt.), a passage) can be a symbol of pro-
gressing to the understanding of esoteric Knowledge (Skt. amṛta, which also 
means the Supreme Bliss).
96
 It seems that tirta pawitra had been transformed 
into the Javanese ngèlmu kasampurnan, the knowledge (scientia) of perfec-
tion.
97
 The Javanese knowledge of perfection is connected with the following 
                                                          
93
  Gonda, Amṛtasañjīwanī, 296. 
94
  Prijohoetomo, Nawaruci, 63; Damar, Ilmu Jawa Kuno,471& 474. 
95
  Poerbatjaraka, Déwa-roetji, 31-32. 
96
  Lydia Kieven, Following the Cap Figure in Majapahit Temple Reliefs, Leiden 2013, 
59.121. 
97
  The difference between the Nawaruci and the Sêrat Déwaruci is that Bhīma got the 
tīrtha amrṭa in Nawaruci and he did not  get it in the Sêrat Déwaruci. Moreover, a 
different version of the story of the production of amṛta existed in the fourteenth 
century. The Ādiparva (Indian-epic) features the amṛta emerged from the ocean 
(Zoetmulder, Ādiparva, 64) and the Tantu Panggêlaran (written after the construc-
tion of the Panataran temple) describes that the amṛta emerged from the mountain 
(Pigeaud, T.H., De Tantu Panggêlaran, 66). See also Kieven, Following, 212. The 
Jasadipoeran Sêrat Déwaruci features Bhīma‟s search for the tīrtha amrṭa  on the 
mountain (Tikbrasara) and in the ocean, and he did not obtain it. The story of tīrtha 
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questions: Where do our lives come from? Who sent us to live in this world? 
What shall we do with our lives? What will happen when our lives end? Con-
sidering the reality that everybody will die at some time, how then should we 
live so that we will die in a perfect way and will return to our origin?  
For the Javanese, the perfection of a human being is the becoming one of 
man and God, known in a Javanese expression as manunggaling kawula-Gusti, 
the final goal of Javanese spiritual living.
98
 According to Ranggawarsita
99
 in his 
book Pamoring Kawula-Gusti, death is the most complex problem in human 
life, therefore one must learn the knowledge of perfection regarding how one 
dies in a perfect way. He provided guidance, that is seven kinds of ascetic life in 
order to be able to deal with the temptations which actually come from the five 
human senses and the four desires. Besides the different opinions on his 
death,
100
 some Javanese mystics believed that he himself died perfectly, marked 
with the knowing, as it was written in Pupuh II, Mêgatruh, 25
101
: 
ǀǀ Warsitèng ring sira wus tamat kulup ǀ 
Mangkya ingsun minta pamit ǀ 
Arsa mulih mringgon luhung ǀ 
Among kurang limang sasi ǀ 
Salamêta putraningong.ǀǀ 
Translation: 
ǀǀ My discourse was completed, my son ǀ 
Therefore I want to say goodbye ǀ 
(and) am going to return to the glorious world ǀ 
The next five months ǀ 
May you be fine my son.ǀǀ 
To die in perfect way is the final goal of Javanese mystics, which urges them to 
practice self-purification and to cultivate awareness of what is in seeing and in 
hearing, in order to be acceptable to God.
102
 
                                                                                                                                              
amṛta has been Javanized in the Jasadipoeran Sêrat Déwaruci by replacing it with 
the ngèlmu kasampurnan. 
98
  Cf. Simuh, Perkembangan Kebudayaan Jawa, 7.   
99
  Quoted by: Simuh, Perkembangan Kebudayaan Jawa, 15-17. 
100
  Ranggawarsita was killed by Pakubuwana IX with the Dutch colonizer‟s agreement. 
See R.I. Mulyanto (et al.), Biografi Pujangga Ranggawarsita (The Biography of 
Ranggawarsita), Jakarta 1990, 43-44. 
101
  Wiryapanitra, Pamoring Kawula-Gusti (The Unity of Servant-Master), Surakarta 
1938, 47. Ranggawarsita died in 1802 Çaka (1873 M) and it was suspected that this 
book was written five months before his death. See also, Simuh, Perkembangan Ke-
budayaan Jawa, 14. 
102
  Andrew Beatty, Varieties of Javanese Religion. An Anthropological Account, Cam-
bridge 1999, 198. 
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Just as we found in the literature research, as well as in field research, be-
sides the transformation of tirta pawitra into the Javanese ngèlmu, Drona‟s role 
was replaced by Déwaruci. It was Déwaruci, the indigenous god, who gave the 
spiritual discourse to Bhīma, not Drona. Déwaruci is considered a true master 
for Bhīma, however two portraits of Drona, both good and bad,
103
 remain pre-
sent in the wayang kulit performance in both the Solonese style and the Yog-
yanese style. From the literature research we found that the good depiction is 
from the Mahābhārata epic. If in the Javanese wayang tradition Drona is de-
picted paradoxically as a master and a killer for Bhīma, how does it serve our 
purpose to recount him here? In Sanskrit, drona means vessel or jar. Drona is 
also called Kumbhayoni, because he was born in the waterjar.
104
 Differing from 
the Indian traditions, in Java the word drona, also spelled durna, is derived 
from a particle dur that means an evil.
105
 Another word that has the particle dur, 
such as durjana, means an evil person; dursila means immoral, duratmaka 
means a thief, an ill-natured person, and durcara means an evil behavior or 
criminal.
106
 From the Javanese semantic influence, Drona has a connotation or a 
bad character, even an evildoer, a trouble-maker or a provocateur. Other expla-
nations of the two paradoxical descriptions of Drona came from the “colonial 
syndrome”; both depictions are connected with Dutch colonialism. Let us quote 
how the negative depiction of the Yogyanese Drona took root, as follows:
107
 
… after reading or watching the Indian Mahābhārata, I know that Drona 
has a good character. Why does the Yogyanese Drona have an evil char-
acter, while Sêngkuni has a good depiction. Might be, it was influenced 
by the colonialist power. The chief minister of the Mataram Kingdom 
was Danureja, and he had a close relationship with the King. Moreover, 
after king Hamêngku Buwana I, the successors (Sultan HB II- HB V) 
                                                          
103
  Drona has a good character (YD#5/¶#29), is an honest master (SD#2/¶#25). What 
Drona ordered Bhīma was an examination (SD#2/¶#11) by giving him a proverb 
(SD#3/¶#15). He did not put Bhīma to doom (YD#1/¶#18). He is an expert in using 
a gun (SD#1/¶#23), and was not involved in the political issue (YD#4/¶#24). He is 
considered a good master (YD#4/¶#22. ¶#24; SD#1/¶#23), even a master of masters 
(SD#2/¶#29). Bhīma himself and the gods Éndra and Bāyu asserted to him that what 
Drona ordered was right (SD#5/¶#24). Bhīma himself picked him up when Drona 
committed suicide by plunging into the ocean. In contrast, Drona was also depicted 
as a master and a villain. He was asked to kill Wrêkodara (YD#4/¶#12; SD#1/¶#16; 
SD#4/¶#12). Drona is a bad master (SD#5/¶#27), because he planted the seed of ha-
tred among the Pandawas and Kurawas (SD#5/¶#37).  
104
  K. Narayanan Sivaraja Pillai, Agastya in the Tamil Land, Madras (before) 1923, 2; 
Poerbatjaraka, Agastya, 1-14. 
105
  Poerwadarminta, Baoesastra Djawa, 72. 
106
  Dirjasupraba, Kawi-Jarwa, Kuthagêdhé 1931, 57. 
107
  Interview, September 2014 (see YD#3/¶#55; see also YD#4/¶#22-#23). 
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were weak. Even during the Javanese war, the chief minister was in favor 
with the Dutch. Maybe he was offended because of Sêngkuni was always 
mocked, and asked to change Sêngkuni‟s character: Drona has an evil 
character, while Sêngkuni has a good character. 
In contrast, the positive depiction of the Solonese Drona has its roots in the 
same Dutch colonialism, as told by a participant as follows:
108
 
After the Mataram kingdom in Kartasura, the chief minister of the 
Surakarta Kingdom, Pringgalaya, was in favor with the VOC, and 
therefore the chief minister‟s palace was burnt. That is the reason why 
the Solonese tradition of the wayang kulit depicts the Solonese Drona as 
having a good character, while Sêngkuni has a bad character. In con-
trast, the Yogyanese tradition of the wayang kulit depicted Sêngkuni as 
a good chief minister. 
In the area of Javanese spiritual life Drona did not give any discourse, because 
he came from India and did not know the Javanese knowledge of perfection. 
Drona is not the master of Javanese ngèlmu. The interchange of Kumbhayoni-
Agastya into Kumbhayoni-Drona as we already discussed in the previous chap-
ter,
109
 and the transformation of the semantic meaning of drona from a positive 
portrait into a negative one in the Yogyanese Drona in particular, these show the 
Javanese way: an allusion (throwing to the north, hitting the south) to the rejec-
tion of the Brahmins and their doctrine, while at the same time persuading to 
revive the Javanese beliefs.  
Such a concept of the Javanese perfection is performed in the wayang kulit 
performance by the Tayungan dance, followed by the Golèk dance. Tayungan is 
a victory dance, celebrating happiness, while the Golèk dance invites the audi-
ence to search for the meaning of the performance. Dramatically, the Tayungan 
dance marks the end of the performance and on the one hand it symbolically 
visualizes the dying body when a human body is being left by Bāyu, air. On the 
other hand, it is also a symbol of a human soul entering into a new life, an im-
mortal world. In other words, the Tayungan dance is a symbol of dying in a per-
fect way. The final goal of the Javanese spiritual way is presented by the Ta-
yungan dance performed by Bhīma: if he is buried physically as a human being, 
his soul is spiritually dancing to ascend to the Supreme Soul, and since then he 
was called Bhīmasuci. At this stage, crossing water (Bhīma entering the sea) 
can be also a symbol of the passage from the mortal world to immortal world;
110
 
the ascending of sūkṣma-sarira to be united with Hyang-Sūkṣma.  
                                                          
108
  Interview, August 2014 (see SD#3/¶#29). 
109
  See Chapter IV.6.1. The Great Master Drona 
110
  Cf. Kieven, Following, 119-125; 234-38; 308-09. 
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Figure 5. 12.  The Yogyanese Bhīma and his costume
111
 is a symbol of Javanese spiri-
tual perfection. 
                                                          
111
  About Bhīma‟s costume, mostly the dhalangs agree that it was complete since he 
was in his baby-membrane, which he got from the god Bāyu. (YD#1/¶#30; 
YD#4/¶#27; YD#5/¶#38; SD#1/¶#27; SD#4/¶#25; SD#5/¶#41) In fact, Bhīma‟s cos-
tume is also the result of the creativity of dhalang and the leather-puppet maker 
(SD#3/¶#28), therefore we found some differences about when and from whom 
Bhīma got some accessories. For example, it was Déwaruci who decorated his gê-
lung minangkara and the porong nagaraja (SD#5/¶#31; SD#2/¶#33); Dadhun-
wacana gave him the sumping pudhak sinumpêt (YD#1/¶#30). The symbolic mean-
ing of Bhīma‟s costume is as follows: first the gêlung minangkara means the ability 
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5.   Summary: the dynamics of Javanese spiritual growth 
We have disclosed the dynamics of Javanese spiritual growth based on dha-
langs’ interpretations of Bhīma‟s mystical quest in the Déwaruci play they per-
formed. As a wayang kulit performance the Déwaruci play provides multiple 
levels of meaning, and this study peels away layer after layer of symbolic mean-
ing to expose its spiritual nature. Its message offers truth to everyone, each ac-
cording to his/her capacity for apprehension. The truth about its spiritual mes-
sage is not just for a special group (wayang lovers), but is here considered to be 
for the Javanese, and is not restricted to specific religious denominations. 
The Javanese way towards spiritual perfection, as it is expressed in the 
wayang kulit performance, is going through three successive stages of purifica-
tion: the corporeal feelings (rasa njaba), the emotional feelings (rasa njêro), 
and the intuitive feelings (rasa jati). The transformative development of these 
three levels of purification is symbolized by the changing of the three pathêts 
gamêlan pieces,
112
 the movement of the kayon figure,
113
 and the dramatic plots, 
as well as the overnight performance. 
The first stage is the purification of corporeal feelings, which is character-
ized by the dynamic and dialectic interaction of batin (inner self), which is 
aware of what the Javanese call sangkan-paraning dumadi, the origin and the 
ultimate goal of one‟s life, with lair (outer self), particularly the bodily needs 
and the desires of the five senses. In this stage, on the one hand the Javanese has 
as his final goal to become united with the Creator, and on the other hand his 
vulnerability in managing the physical needs and the desires of the five senses 
may impede him in achieving it. This opposing orientation of the individual, 
either towards unity with the Creator or towards the fulfilment of the pleasures 
of the senses, creates disharmony within the inner self. To be able to detach 
oneself from the attachment to fulfilling the desires of the senses, which also 
                                                                                                                                              
to realize the difference between a servant and his Lord. Second, the sumping pu-
dhak sinumpêt means the depth of his knowledge. Third, the pupuk êmas that is de-
signed as fine as fiber of the tamarind tree, meaning the roughness of his physical 
aspect, but his very fine spiritual one. Fourth, the ear-ring panunggul maniking toya 
means that he will not fail to recognize whatever he deals with. Fifth, the kêlat bahu 
that is designed as the splitting manggis fruit symbolizes Bhīma will not break a 
promise. Sixth, the kampuh polèng bangbintulu means that he is able to manage his 
four desires. Seventh, the cindé cloth-belt means that he is able to control his bodily 
needs. Eighth, the candrakirana arm-ring means that his sight looks like the shining 
moon. Ninth, the porong nagaraja means that he already experiences eternal life. 
Tenth, the pañcanaka thumbnail means that he is able to manage his five senses. Cf. 
Mangoenwidjaja, Serat Dewaroetji, 34-35.  
112
  Cf. Soetrisno, Wayang, 46-47. 
113
  Soetarno, Pertunjukan Wayang, 154. 
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means worldly goods, requires purification of the corporeal feelings by practic-
ing asceticism, the so-called laku exercises. 
The second stage is the purification of the emotional feelings. In this phase, 
the human spiritual path journeys to deal with a deeper layer of his personality: 
the four emotions of drive, passion, aggression, and greed. This deeper aware-
ness, moving from the physical to the emotional part of a human being, also 
means a greater temptation. The five senses and the emotions are inseparably 
linked in the spiritual life, but it is only possible to attain the perfect love of God 
if one is freed from the tendency of the human faculties to seek their own pleas-
ure and satisfaction of the desires of the senses and of the emotions. Spiritually 
one is only mature in this stage, if one is able to control one‟s desires, so that 
the physical aspect and the emotional aspect, the outer self and the inner self, 
are in harmony. The ascetic practice is needed in order to purify the emotional 
feelings from attachment to the fulfilment of the desires of the four emotions. 
The third stage is the purification of the intuitive feelings. This final path is 
characterized by the dynamic and dialectic interaction of a person dealing with 
his intuitive feelings, which is figuratively expressed by the encounter between 
Bhīma and Déwaruci in Déwaruci‟s belly. This experience of unity of a human 
being and God, is called in Javanese terms manunggaling kawula-Gusti. This 
unity is considered the peak religious experience of the Javanese spiritual jour-
ney.
114
 To obtain it, one has to take on the consequences, not only by controlling 
one‟s five senses and the desires of the four emotions, but even more by empty-
ing oneself of knowledge, passions, and whatever blocks off virtues. Among the 
Javanese spiritual practices, practicing inner-intuitive awareness and purifica-
tion is an ascending movement to unite with God who descends from his tran-
scendent state. At this point, we find again the equivalent view of God‟s exis-
tence and the soul‟s journey to unite with God. In Javanese folklore, death is 
commonly found as an imaginary feature of the unity of a human and God. The 
Tayungan dance that visualizes the dying body, also symbolizes a human soul 
that ascends to unite with the Supreme Soul. 
The Javanese are aware that God‟s presence can be experienced in the deep-
est place of their heart. The inner reality of a person is the essence of life, the 
center of the subject. The explanation of the innermost depth offers a way to 
distinguish the central experience of mystical union from ordinary experiences. 
The distinction between the bodily, sensory, emotional faculties and intuitive 
feeling amounts to a distinction between the natural abilities of the body and 
senses, and the capacity of the essential faculty to be touched by God in such a 
way that the soul feels or tastes His presence.  
                                                          
114
  Banawiratma, Yesus Sang Guru, 56. 
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That is the reality, that the wayang kulit performance, the Déwaruci play in 
particular, describes a model of spiritual growth. Though on the surface the 
wayang kulit performance is given various interpretations, its deepest layer con-
tains the nature of Javanese spirituality. This finding, the dynamics of Javanese 
spiritual growth, opens up to diverse groups, such as Muslims, Christians, and 
those of other religious backgrounds.  
















This study examined how Bhīma’s mystical quest, which culminates in the en-
counter with Déwaruci, articulates a model of Javanese spiritual growth dynam-
ics. To this end we formulated the following aims: 
⁕  To find out the main character of Javanese lived spirituality that can be used 
as set of tools to interpret Bhīma’s mystical quest, as presented in the Sêrat 
Déwaruci and as performed in the Déwaruci play.  
⁕  To find out the underlying structural progression of the wayang kulit per-
formance and its equipments in which Bhīma’s mystical quest is expressed. 
By examining its symbolical meaning, we wanted to find out the spiritual 
paths in the structure of the wayang kulit performance.   
⁕  To reveal that Bhīma’s experience is a mystical one and a spiritual one as 
well. A detailed description of the steps of Bhīma’s spiritual growth, which 
has become a model to the Javanese in obtaining the perfect life, as pre-
sented in the Sêrat Déwaruci and as performed in the Déwaruci play. 
⁕  A detailed description of a model of Javanese spiritual growth dynamics, 
departing from the various dhalangs’ interpretations of Bhīma’s mystical 
experience, particularly in the Déwaruci play they performed. 
1.  Javanese lived spirituality 
The first aim, concerning the character of Javanese lived spirituality, is elabo-
rated in Chapter I. This chapter describes the concept of Javanese lived spiritu-
ality, in order to come to some categories which can be used in analyzing 
Bhīma’s mystical experience in subsequent chapters. I present the specific char-
acter of lived spirituality in Javanese culture, the so-called kêbatinan, which is 
characterized by the dialectic interaction of lair (outer self) and batin (inner 
self) of a human being, and also the role of rasas: the corporeal, the emotional, 
and the intuitive rasa. The Javanese believe that batin is the essence of a human 
being, and rasa is a proper instrument which leads to true insight into reality. 
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For a Javanese, the progression of spiritual growth requires the task of cultivat-
ing rasa and exercising it for managing the corporeal and emotional feelings, 
and for sharpening and refining the intuitive inner feeling in order to become 
attuned to the ultimate goal of one’s life. Moreover, rasa cannot be separated 
from God. There in the innermost feeling, one experiences God who dwells in 
his subtle (sūkṣma) state and in the utmost secrecy (rahasya). 
The newness of this research consists in that while the previous researchers 
only made one of the two the object of their study, either the Sêrat Déwaruci or 
the story as performed in the Déwaruci play, this study examined Bhīma’s mys-
tical quest as presented in the both documents. By using the lair-batin and rasa 
categories in combination with the internal structure of the wayang perform-
ance, I expected to gain an insight into Bhīma’s quest which culminates in the 
encounter with Déwaruci, which is regarded as the unio mystica of man and 
God. Identification of Drona and Déwaruci in connection to the Javanese be-
liefs, which are different here from those of the previous researchers, are impor-
tant aspects in interpreting the Déwaruci story, which leads to a new finding in 
interpreting the steps of Bhīma’s mystical quest as presented in Chapter IV. 
2. Historical and cultural context 
In Chapter II the second aim concerning the underlying structural progression of 
the wayang kulit performance and its equipments as a cultural context in inter-
preting Bhīma’s mystical quest is elaborated, based on the results of multiple 
areas of study such as philology, the history of religions, archaeology, and 
wayang iconography. In our view, in accordance with Hazeu, a philologist, the 
wayang performance originated from the old Javanese beliefs, as a form of an-
cestral worship. 
From the archaeological evidence, I determined when the story about Bhīma 
as told in the Sêrat Déwaruci - which would become the only source of inspira-
tion for the Déwaruci play - existed, i.e. in the second half of the fifteenth cen-
tury, and this also means that the story was already known to the society at an 
earlier time. Connected to the figure of Bhīma, ancestral worship becomes a 
lens to understand Stutterheim’s hypothesis about a connection between Bhīma 
and Shiva Bhairawa. This connection is not derived from the iconographic simi-
larities, but from the motive of ancestor worship. The veneration of an ancestor 
such as king Kertanegara, who was associated with Shiva Bhairawa worship, 
was adapted to the wayang kulit performance as we see in the existence of the 
Bhīma Bhairawa dramatic play or the presentation of Bhīma who behaves like 
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 The demonic Shiva still exists in the wayang kulit performance at 
the present time. 
Besides the dramatic play and the details of the wayang kulit performance, 
which follow their own structure, the wayang figures and their manipulation 
done by the dhalang, particularly the gunungan figure, and the gamêlan accom-
paniments that go together throughout the overnight performance, reveal a spe-
cific path of human spiritual progression. In a first step, the pathêt nêm se-
quence visualizes the growth of a new-born baby into a youth, and the initial 
stage of human spiritual growth as well. On the one hand one has great hopes of 
becoming a perfect human being, and on the other hand one is still very fasci-
nated with worldly matters and tends to fulfill the pleasures of the five senses. 
Such a dialectic interaction is also articulated by the anthropomorphic meaning 
of the thinthingan (melodic guide) of the pathêt nêm pieces, as well as the ma-
nipulation of the gunungan figure, slanted to the left. Possibly, it leads one to a 
greater crisis or even a failure to achieve spiritual perfection, which is visual-
ized by the gara-gara scene.  
In a second step, the pathêt sanga sequence visualizes the further develop-
ment of a human being, both physically and spiritually. This sequence is intro-
duced by the gara-gara scene to honor the clowns, the presence of Sêmar in 
particular, and is marked by the forest battle between a prince and four ogres 
with different colors. The sacredness of the Sêmar figure personifies the pres-
ence of the Divine Mystery itself, while the forest battle, the fighting between 
the white-colored prince and four giants with different colors articulates the 
conflict of lair and batin of the human being, in which one has less tendency to 
fulfill the desires for worldly things, but rather longs for the ultimate goal of 
one’s life. 
As a third step, the pathêt manyura sequence visualizes the last stage of hu-
man spiritual growth, marked by a climactic battle between the major forces in 
the lakon, in which Bhīma always takes part to defeat the last enemies in what-
ever the dramatic play is, before he performs the victory dance, the so-called 
Tayungan that symbolizes a wonderful ascending of one’s soul which leaves 
this mortal world for the immortal one, becoming a unity with God. Such a state 
of spiritual development is also revealed through the thinthingan of the pathêt 
                                                          
1
  For instance in the dramatic play of Bogadênta Gugur (The Death of Bogadenta), 
Bhīma is described as being twenty times as big as one human being. Ki Hadisugita, 
Bogadênta Gugur 16 digital audio, 6/16. 
http://www.4shared.com/folder/XBKpgPvc/014.html (19-11-2014). In the Gathut-
kaca Gugur (The Death of Gathutkaca) play, Bhīma drinks the blood of his enemy, 
Dursasana. Ki Hadisugita, Gathutkaca Gugur 16 digital audio, 16/16. 
http://www.4shared.com/folder/qXuMlvRd/017.html (20-11-2014). See also Wah-
yudi, Lakon, 6. 
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manyura pieces, as well as the manipulation of the gunungan slanted to the 
right, which expresses one who is no longer attached to the senses and desires 
and lives in the way that leads to perfection. 
3.  Bhīma’s mystical experience 
The third aim mentioned above, regarding Bhīma’s spiritual growth, is elabo-
rated in Chapter III and in Chapter IV. Chapter III contains the written data of 
the Jasadipoeran Sêrat Déwaruci and Ki Nartosabda’s Déwaruci play that are 
analyzed in Chapter IV, in which it is demonstrated that Bhīma’s quest which 
culminates in an encounter with Déwaruci is considered a mystical grace. As I 
showed in Chapter II, the most secure basis upon which to interpret Bhīma’s 
mystical quest is to be found in the context of the wayang kulit performance. 
Using the conceptual categories of lair-batin and rasa together with the under-
lying structure of the wayang performance, particularly the dramatic plot and 
the pathêt gamêlan pieces, I analyze the Jasadipoeran Sêrat Déwaruci and the 
Ki Nartosabdan Déwaruci play in order to identify the mystical and spiritual 
aspects of Bhīma’s experience, and go on to search for the steps of his spiritual 
development, which is considered a model of Javanese spiritual progression. 
The mystical experience of Bhīma could be understood by revealing whom 
Bhīma encountered and how he gained mystical grace, the so-called ngèlmu 
kasampurnan. Though it is disputable who Déwaruci is, we state, in line with 
J.L. Moens, that Déwaruci actually represents the Javanese-Hindu God. In the 
Sêrat Déwaruci I found another name of Déwaruci: Hyang Sūkṣma. Hyang 
Sūkṣma is the divine quality of God, while sūkṣma, also called sūkṣma sarira, is 
the divine quality of a human being. Moreover, Hyang is the indigenous name 
for God in Javanese.
2
 The title Sang Hyang identifies the realm of emptiness, 
the divine quality which cannot be compared to anything (tan kêna kinaya 
ngapa), which is incomprehensible. Bhīma experienced this emptiness before 
he realized his encounter with Déwaruci, who then taught him the ngèlmu ka-
sampurnan (the knowledge of perfection). This mystical experience transforms 
his spiritual consciousness.  
As we have seen, the expected outcome of the analysis of Bhīma’s mystical 
quest and his mystical grace is the three degrees of spiritual progression. The 
first stage, that is performed in the pathêt nêm sequence in which Bhīma must 
go to the Tikbrasara forest on the Candramuka mountain for the sake of tirta 
pawitra, reveals the beginning of his spiritual path. This initial state is marked 
by, on the one hand, Bhīma being aware of the final goal of achieving the mys-
tical grace, while on the other hand, he has to leave for Candramuka mountain 
and fight against two ogres: Rukmuka and Rukmakala. Using physical force, 
                                                          
2
  Bakker, Agama Asli Indonesia, 66-67. 
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Bhīma killed them in the unsuccessful battle scene, and he did not get what he 
searched for. In this sequence lies a dialectic interaction of lair and batin, as 
described in the Jasadipoeran text and visualized in the performance as well. 
The use of physical force is more dominant than spiritual strength, symbolizing 
the dominance of fulfilling the bodily desires, and of attaching to worldly 
things. In the dramatic play such a failure goes together with the pathêt nêm 
pieces that articulate the same meaning, so that the seeker might become disori-
ented in pursuing the ultimate goal. This first step develops towards the inner 
self, which is striving for the ultimate goal, being in harmony with the desires of 
the senses and the bodily needs in which he experiences peace, balanced and 
tranquil within his inner self, particularly the corporeal feelings. 
In the second stage, Bhīma no longer uses physical force to deal with temp-
tations but spiritual force, as visualized by Pamadi, the representation of Bhīma, 
who fought against two ogres without using any weapon, nor any unnecessary 
physical contact, to defeat them. The state of his spiritual progression is marked 
by the change from the physical battle to spiritual combat against the enemy of 
desire which might come from the emotional drives. It is in accordance with the 
anthropomorphic symbol of the pathêt sanga pieces which accompany the 
pathêt sanga sequence: to start to live for the sake of the meaningful life, both 
in a worldly and a spiritual sense. The spiritual development is recognized by 
being able to harmonize the outer and inner selves in which, through his emo-
tional feelings, he experiences peace, balanced and tranquil within in his inner 
self.   
Finally, in the third stage, Bhīma experienced the mystical grace in which he 
reached unity with Déwaruci in Déwaruci’s belly, from whom he got what is 
called the knowledge of perfection. In order to obtain such an experience, he 
has to deal with an even greater and more difficult temptation, visualized in the 
form of the four descendants of god Bāyu and a naga, before encountering 
Déwaruci, revealing the self-emptying of all that he has, including his own 
knowledge. During this stage, he no longer feels torn between antinomies, con-
tradictions, opposing aspirations, and conflicting ambitions, so that through his 
intuitive feelings he experiences peace, balanced and tranquil within the inner-
most part of his personality.  
Another finding is that the Sêrat Déwaruci no longer mentions tirta pawitra, 
the Javanization of the Indian water of life, and from the Ki Nartosabdan per-
formance we know that it was transformed into the knowledge of perfection, the 
ngèlmu kasampurnan. This transformation from tirta pawitra into the Javanese 
knowledge of perfection is followed by Drona’s absence, and he is replaced in 
his status as a master by Déwaruci. Considering Poerbatjaraka’s hypothesis that 
an interchange of names between Kumbhayoni-Agastya and Kumbhayoni-
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Drona, either in the wayang dramatic play or in the wayang iconography, 
caused the iconographic similarity between Agastya and Drona, I am convinced 
that this replacement is an allusion to the rejection of the Brahmins and their 
doctrine, while it at the same time exhorts to revive the Javanese beliefs. More-
over, in the field research (Chapter V) we also found another confirmation of 
the transformation of tirta pawitra into the Javanese knowledge of perfection. 
Drona lost his status of master to Déwaruci because he, an Indian mythical fig-
ure, does not master the Javanese knowledge of perfection. The description of 
the progression of Javanese spiritual growth in more detail is the fourth aim of 
this study. 
4. Javanese spiritual growth 
Departing from the dhalangs’ interpretation of the Déwaruci play and its three 
main equipments, in Chapter V, I demonstrated a model of Javanese spiritual 
growth schematically as: the purification of the corporeal feelings, of the emo-
tional feelings, and of the intuitive feelings. As we already showed in the previ-
ous chapters, the recognition of spiritual development is marked by a full har-
mony between lair and batin within rasa when one experiences peace, balance, 
and tranquillity in one’s inner self. The transformative development of these 
three can now be described, in three stages.  
I name the first stage the purification of the corporeal feelings. On the one 
hand, at the beginning of this spiritual path, one is aware of the whence and 
whither of one’s life, the so-called sangkan paraning dumadi; on the other hand 
one tends to fulfill the physical needs and the pleasures of the senses, which 
leads one to a failure in achieving the ultimate goal: manunggaling kawula-
Gusti. The dynamic and dialectic interaction of the inner self, which is striving 
for the final goal, with the outer self, which is inclined to fulfill the desires of 
the five senses and the bodily needs, creates a tension, an unpeaceful atmos-
phere within the inner self, the corporeal feelings in particular. This tendency 
might bring failure, and therefore the maturity of this stage, which should be 
marked by harmony between lair and batin within the inner self, requires as-
cetic practice, the so-called laku exercises, in order to be free from attachment 
to the fulfilment of the bodily needs and of the desires of the five senses. 
The second stage is the purification of the emotional feelings. The human 
spiritual path goes on to deal with the deeper part of his personality, i.e. the four 
emotions of drive, passion, aggression, and greed. This path is greater and more 
difficult than the first path. The transformative ascent of this spiritual con-
sciousness is marked by the capability to manage the desires of one’s four emo-
tions in accordance with the desire of the inner self in achieving one’s ultimate 
goal. Inner harmony, by means of managing these emotions, is the goal of this 
stage, and for obtaining it, the ascetic practice, in the form of the laku exercises, 
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is needed in order to be free from attachment to the fulfilment of the desires of 
the four emotions.  
The third stage is the purification of the intuitive feelings. The human spiri-
tual path goes on to face the innermost or intuitive feelings. This stage is char-
acterized by the dynamic and interaction of a person with his intuitive feelings, 
which is the ultimate goal of spiritual practices, as is figuratively expressed by 
the encounter of Bhīma with Déwaruci in Déwaruci’s belly. This limited en-
counter is an anticipation of the unlimited one in eternal life. To obtain this 
goal, one has to take on the consequences, not only by controlling one’s five 
senses and the desires of the four emotions, but even more by emptying one’s 
mind and one’s knowledge, and behaving like a disciple before his master. Inner 
awareness and purification is an ascending movement to unite with God who 
descends from his transcendent state. It is the passive way to prepare for God 
who actively dwells in the innermost feelings, in the subtle (sūkṣma) state and 
in the utmost secrecy (rahasya). This experience of unity of man and God is 
called in Javanese terms manunggaling kawula-Gusti. 
Thus the dhalangs, with Bhīma as an example, point the way to perfect life.
3
 
We cannot answer the question whether this path is followed by the majority of 
the Javanese until the end: perfection. This question is indeed not relevant here. 
What is relevant is the path itself, which consists of three stages. As one be-
comes less focused on oneself, one becomes more successful as human being. 
This applies to people as individuals, but also as a group, in order to work to-
gether to form a more humane society. 
Further research into other Javanese mystical texts, the so-called suluk litera-
ture, will shed more light on the daily praxis of transformation of lair, batin, 
and rasas, and the socio-cultural societies they are embedded in. 
                                                          
3
  All dhalangs (research participants) are convinced that Bhīma gives an outstanding 
exemplar of spiritual growth, and therefore for the Javanese, is as a model of perfect 
life. 
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The pulling out and the sticking in of the wayang kulit figure is not 
allowed to be done with the left hand, but only the right hand. The 
reason is that the pulling out of the wayang kulit figure symbolizes a 
life of a new-born baby, and the sticking it in the banana trunk again 
symbolizes his soul journey united to his Life Giver. After pulling a 
puppet out and before sticking it in again, dhalang is allowed to ma-
nipulate it however he wants, such as the sêmbah karna movement. 
The movement of a wayang kulit figure is not stepping on the sitèn-
sitèn (land), and that is the real-physical meaning of wayang. The 
wayang kulit performance is a symbol of our life. 
Up to now, I still have performed the wayang kulit theatre, at Java-
nese New Year, cleansing the village (Mod.Jav. bêrsih désa), and the 
ruwatan (released from Kala’s grip) in particular. These particular 
performances remind us that we are only the wêwayanganing Hyang, 
the image of Hyang. Therefore, it is called the wayang, a shadow on a 
white screen (OJav. kêlir) that comes from the puppet. Indeed, the 
puppet differs from its shadow; the shadow of the puppet on the 
screen could be longer and bigger than the puppet itself. And there-
fore, the wayang kulit performance visualizes the human struggle to 
achieve mystical union, as it is symbolized by a puppet and its 
shadow. 
Back to Déwaruci, the physical dimension is not always in accor-
dance with the spiritual dimension in our life. It is difficult for the 
body to always be in harmony with its soul. When we get angry, we 
feel we are controlled by our inner-self. Therefore, let us search for 
the meaning of the wayang kulit performance. What is the wayang 
kulit performance? Take seriously when Déwaruci gives knowledge 
to Bhīma, even switch off your cellphone! 
The character of the Pathêt Nêm is solemn and glorious. Applied to a 
human being who is still deepening his personality, the essence of the 
pathêt nêm is like the one who ought to search for the glorious goal. 
What is the glorious thing I long for? How do I glorify the Almighty? 
And therefore, the gêndhing Lasêm ends with key 6 (nêm): lasing 
tumanêm, the seed has been planted. It means that the essence of the 
pathêt nêm should be planted deeply into our heart: to glorify God the 
Almighty. 
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The character of the Pathêt Sanga is excited and enthusiastic. The 
humorous gêndhing is presented at this stage. The pathêt sanga piece 
ends with key five, the middle of the Sléndro laras. Compared with 
the human development, he is in the middle of his growth, and still 
striving to become a true human being. 
The character of the Pathêt Manyura is full of energy, interest and 
emotion. What one has been looking for is at hand. The process of 
becoming a true human being comes to an end. Now it is the time to 
celebrate, whatever our life is. 
When the performance comes to Sampak Galong, the gêndhing ends 
with key three. The key three means “dada” of the whole laras. The 
Javanese word “ndada” means to accept one’s fault or sin. And then 
the performance comes to the Ayak-ayak piece, followed by sticking 
the kayon on the banana trunk. The end. 
What we have talked about was composed into the Déwaruci play, 
and also in the Sêrat Déwaruci. Indeed, the essence of Déwaruci’s 
discourse existed in the wayang kulit performance. 
The Yogyanese doctrine of Makutharama existed before the Solonese 
version. The Yogyanese Makutharama is older than the Solonese 
Makutharama. The Yogyanese Makutharama is a deep Javanese 
knowledge (lungiting kêbatinan), that contains a proverb and its 
meaning. The Solonese Makutharama has been explained, such as the 
earth, fire, wind, water, ocean, mountain, sun, and moon. But, the 
Yogyanese Makutharama is still in the form of symbols of the king’s 
costume.  Up to now, it is still there, made from gold. In the month 
Sura of the Javanese Year, the only one who is allowed to take care of 
that costume is the dhalang. The following is the hastabrata (8): ba-
nyak-dhalang-sawunggaling-hardawalika-kacumas - êlar badhak - 
kothak kandhil – gêndhaga. 
The differences between the Solonese hastabrata and the Yogyanese 
hastabrata are that Solo has the dwi pangga sarwi rêtna (two yellow 
elephants), and kêndhi pêrtala (water jaw made from the soil). They 
are not the king’s costume, but the accessories, such as bokor kên-
cana, kêndhi kêncana, etc. which are not the knowledge of the king’s 
characters. 
1. Banyak/Swan. It is an animal that never sleeps. Therefore it is al-
ways aware of a situation or a subject at the present time 
(Mod.Jav. waskita). Applied to the rest of creation, this character 
belongs to the moon which gives a light to the darkness.  
2. Dhalang. This dhalang is not the puppet master, but a deer. A deer 
is a very agile animal. A deer can run faster than a tiger. A king 
should be agile and skillful like a deer.  Such a character also be-
longs to the sun.  
3. Sawunggaling. It is a cock made from gold. Like a cock, a king 
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should be strong. We find this character in the mountain.  
4. Hardawalika. It is the king of the dragon snake, the god of the 
snake. It stays in the earth.  
5. Kacumas. It is a gold handkerchief which has its storing box also 
made of gold. It functions to clean the king’s face of the dirt and 
gives a welcome feeling. The stars also have such a character.  
6. Êlar badhak. It is the peacock’s wings. They could make wind, 
and therefore this character also belongs to the wind.  
7. Kothak kandhil. It is the glass box of a lantern. It is a symbol of 
the character of fire. 
8. Gêndhaga. It is a square box. It is a symbol that a king should be 
able to accept everything he deals with. Applied to nature, this 
character belongs to the sea. The sea never gives back everything 
which comes in. 
Factually, all that is mentioned above are sources of human life, on 
the contrary if a human being does not take care, they become sources 
of gara-gara (turmoil). That is hastabrata, a part of Déwaruci’s dis-
course of the Yogyanese wayang tradition. It is not explicitly the 
hastabrata doctrine such as the hastabrata used in the Makutharama 
play. The Yogyanese hastabrata was made by the pujangga (Old Ja-
vanese author), while the Solonese Makutharama was made by Pad-
masoekatja (Solonese êmpu) in the Wahyu Makutharama play. Pu-
jangga has a higher title/authority than êmpu. 
The dhalang ruwat still lives an ascetic life, such as a fasting. 
The kayon is stuck on the upper banana trunk, pointing up vertically 
at the center of the white screen. Its point does not reach the top of the 
white screen so a small space remains in between. Such a position 
symbolizes the creature below praising the Almighty God on high. 
There is still a distance between the peak point of the kayon and the 
top of the kêlir, remaining its mystery. The word “kayon” is derived 
from the Arabic word “kayun” which means will, the will to live, and 
how to live. At the beginning of the performance, the dhalang pulls 
the kayon out of the banana trunk, then turns it to the right side of the 
screen. This manipulation visualizes the world where we live, like the 
white screen which is now ready for the staging of the first jêjêr. 
At this moment, the kayon is used as the curtain or the background of 
the stage. After one scene comes to the end, the dhalang manipulates 
the kayon to close the previous scene and to open the next scene. The 
position of the kayon stuck on the banana trunk should be in accor-
dance with the plot of the wayang kulit performance: slanted to the 
right, stuck pointing out vertically, and slanted to the left. These posi-
tions follow the rotation of the sun from the rising unto its setting, 
because it is the sun that creates the condition in our life. Moreover, 
the kayon could be manipulated as wind, rain, fire, or the earth. It 
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makes the performance alive. 
Lakon (the dramatic play of the wayang kulit performance) is the life 
of a human being: birth, marriage, and death. Marriage does not mean 
a legally accepted relationship between a woman and a man in which 
they live as husband and wife only, but the unity between the physical 
aspect and the spiritual aspect, the outer dimension and the inner di-
mension of a human being. 
During the gara-gara (turmoil) scene, the white screen is empty. It is 
midday or midnight. The Yogyanese wayang kulit always performs 
the turmoil scene. It is called the gara-gara, because it is part of the 
symbols of black, red, yellow, and white of ourselves that cause the 
gara-gara. The dhalang manipulates the kayon which is the point 
sticking out vertically in the center of the screen by pulling it out, 
shaking it, moving it to the right and to the left before sticking it again 
on the lower banana trunk. It is the time to change the mind and the 
attitude. Therefore, the Solonese style has no turmoil scene, because it 
only has three panakawan (clowns), they are Sêmar, Garèng, Pétruk, 
without Bagong. 
The core message of the Déwaruci play is how Brataséna reflected on 
his name, “Why is my name Brataséna. What is the meaning of my 
name?” The term “Brataséna” is derived from brata which means the 
journey of an ascetic life, and séna, which means the completion of 
that journey. His journey is completed when he understands his 
shadow. Another name of Brataséna is Wrêkodara or Wêrkodara. The 
term “wrêkodara” is derived from “wrêko” which means a wolf and 
“dara” which means its stomach. Like a wolf, Bhīma is able to abide 
in the wilderness without anyfood.  Which way leads me to know my 
shadow? He remembered Drona who taught him and his brothers, 
when they were children. Therefore he asked Drona the issue. 
The Pathêt Nêm Sequence: Wrêkodara went to Drona. “If you find a 
kayu gung susuhing angin (a huge tree where the wind is nesting), 
you will find banyusuci pêrwitasari (holy water),” said Drona. In fact 
what Drona wanted to say is that the meaning of the term “pawitradi” 
is the purest water. In the wayang tradition, the purest water exists in 
Brataséna. He stayed in his caul / baby-membrane for a long time. He 
and his brothers lived in the forest for 13 years, and yet Brataséna 
overcame all the dangers they dealt with. Indeed, Drona did not want 
to put Brataséna to doom. 
A kayu gung susuhing angin and tirta pawitra are two requirements 
for being able to plunge into the ocean. Actually, a kayu gung susu-
hing angin is a proverb that means a breath. Someone who is no 
longer able to breathe in and breathe out will die. Thus, it is there, in 
our heart-beat (Mod.Jav. kêtêk) that it shows that something else ex-
ists or may happen in the future. 
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According to the Yogyanese style, the first scene of the Pathêt Nêm 
Sequence is the jêjêr in Ngastina. Then Brataséna left for the moun-
tain Candramuka where he met two ogres, killed them, and they be-
came the gods Éndra and Bāyu. Why did Wrêkodara meet Éndra-
Bāyu, and not Yamadipati or another god? The term Éndra-Bāyu 
means the power of the king, and that is Wrêkodara; the power of his 
king is at his hand (Mod.Jav. bêbayuning ratu). And why did Wrêko-
dara ask Drona, not ṛsi Abiyasa or ṛsi Druwasa? The term Drona 
means the beginning. He carried out the order of his master, because 
of having power which he got from the gods Éndra & Bāyu. More-
over, he is the son of king. 
The Pathêt Sanga Sequence: Wrêkodara went back to Ngamarta. In 
this performance, the forest battle (the pêrang bégal) does not present 
Cakil, but Wrêkodara fights against his four brothers: the red, black, 
yellow, and white one. After the meeting with his brothers, he is con-
vinced of what he is going to search for to the north, south or east. 
Also, it is possible that Wrêkodara deals with a lion, or a dragon 
snake. The forest battle or the flower battle is in accordance with the 
standard of the wayang kulit performance. 
After the forest battle, Wrêkodara dealt with the bayu pitu (the seven 
power), that are Anoman, Gajah Sètubanda, Gunung Maénaka, Ga-
ruda Mahambira, Cantrik Raja Namli, Nagakuwéra, Bhīma. Then he 
plunged into the ocean. 
The obstacles come from the five senses and the four desires. His 
journey started by Drona, and then the forest battle could be Anoman. 
He is one of the seven brothers, and the messenger of Rama, who has 
the Hastabrata doctrine. Four inner-brothers function to realize one-
self, while the seven brothers of Bāyu’s descent are symbols of inner-
power. 
In the middle of the ocean, Wrêkodara dealt with Kluyu Tunggul Wu-
lung, a dragon snake that has feet. Originally, it was the transforma-
tion of the disease of Bathara Kala. It bit Bhīma’s thigh and then be-
came a kampuh nagabanda as big as a porong. This kampuh is a 
proof that Wrêkodara had entered the middle of the ocean, and en-
countered his shadow, sang Déwaruci. Then Wrêkodara dealt with a 
dragon water-snake. 
Déwaruci’s main discourse is a reflection on the dynamic of the hu-
man dimensions as articulated in four colors: red, black, yellow, and 
white. The hastabrata could be added to Déwaruci’s discourse: the 
eight leadership characters. “Observe the costume of your brother 
king, and  keep its meaning in your mind!” Such an explanation does 
not mean to imitate the Makutharama play, in which Kesawasidi gave 
Arjuna the Hastabrata doctrine. The hastabrata is actually the em-
bodiment of eight gods, those are Surya, Candra, Ratih, Ismoyo, Én-
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dra, Bāyu, Baruna, and Vishnu. 
In fact, the personification of the four colors of red, black, yellow, 
and white are inner-brothers who take care of us. When we are able to 
control them, the outer aspect and the inner aspect are in harmony. 
That is called the mystical experience (Mod.Jav. mêlêng), though it 
happens in only a few minutes. But, this experience could be narrated 
as if it occurred during ten days, one month or even more. The mysti-
cal experience occurs in a very short-time, but it has a long influence 
in our life. 
The Tayungan dance shows that the performance stops here, and there 
will be another performance. The Golèk dance invites the audience to 
reflect on the performance that just ended, what is the good thing, and 
what is the bad thing. Do not judge the dhalang! 
The portrait of Drona as a villain depends on the dhalang’s knowl-
edge. According to the standard of the wayang kulit performance, 
Drona is the true master, a master of masters, while Sengkuni is a bad 
chief minister. For the sake of an attractive performance, Drona is 
more suitably mocked than Sêngkuni, because he speaks with a high 
intonation and fast, while Sêngkuni speaks in a low tone and slowly. 
Two iconographic depictions of Déwaruci are the creation of 
pênyungging (the puppet maker). The depiction of the Déwaruci fig-
ure is the same as Wrêkodara, and the differences are their sizes and 
costumes. Déwaruci is Wrêkodara’s miniature. The title of Sang    
Hyang is applied only to god, therefore Déwaruci is called Sang Hy-
ang Déwaruci. In the wayang tradition, god becomes a good guide to 
other puppet figures. He is not a prophet, nor a wali, but a human be-
ing who differs from humankind, because he is striving for the ascetic 
life. His outer and his inner life are perfectly in harmony, therefore he 
lives a godly life. The difference between Déwaruci and the other 
gods is that Déwaruci is the perfect shadow of Wrêkodara, his Hyang. 
Wrêkodara is the only wayang figure who encountered his perfect 
shadow, the One who has authority over his inner-self, therefore he is 
like a god. Déwaruci even has higher authority than other gods have. 
According to the Yogyanese tradition, since he was still in his baby-
membrane, his costume was complete. The kampuh bangbintulu (red-
black-yellow-white) was there. Later, Dadunwacana gave the gêlung, 
gêlang, and sumping pudhak sinumpêt. Since he was in a caul up to 
his childhood, his costume was in between his skin and his flesh.  
When he grew up and had an encounter with Déwaruci, his kampuh 
appeared clearly. Wrêkodara had been able to understand and to con-
trol his five senses, and his inner-brothers who took care of him. 
The buta parêpatans (Cakil, Rambutgeni, Punuk, Kobis) functions to 
perform the disadvantage of a prince. They visualize a variety of chal-
lenges, obstacles, temptations which might be dealt with by a traveler. 
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Like someone who wants to have an academic title, he has to study 
hard. 










































Wayang is a medium of Hyang (Mod.Jav. wahana) the One who we 
call, as Lord, the Only Lord, God, or the Almighty. According to 
Javanese knowledge, people believe that only the dhalang is capable 
of using the wayang for spreading a moral and spiritual message. By 
performing the wayang kulit, the dhalang is a messenger who spreads 
moral values to society, Javanese wisdom in particular. As a Java-
nese, how we live in this world? 
The kayon figure is called the kayu purwa sêjati (the origin of the true 
tree). The term kayu purwa is derived from kayat, which means life, 
and purwa, which means the beginning. What is really the beginning 
of life? A plant, an animal, a human being are alive because they have 
life. They grow more and more in number and live in this world.  
These living creatures are depicted in the form of the kayon figure. 
Therefore, the dhalang who knows what the meaning of the kayon is, 
he should not treat the kayon with disrespect, such as throwing it 
away. The right way of moving the kayon is by pulling it out slowly 
and carefully, moving backwards and forwards or up and down gen-
tly, being close to the lamp, before sticking it again on the banana 
trunk. It doesn’t matter that the kayon also functions to visualize fire, 
wind, or water. The symbolical meaning of the kayon is Life from 
which our life comes. 
The pathêt gêndhing is the gamêlan pieces used in the wayang kulit 
performance. 
In the past, people believed that the dhalang was not only a puppet 
master, but also a healer. Also, the dhalang should be the descendant 
of the dhalang. But now, it is possible for everybody to become a 
dhalang. When I was 20 years of age, I learned the science of the 
wayang kulit performance. I did not come from the dhalang family. 
At the present time, the wayang kulit performance is more an enter-
taintment than a way of promoting moral values or Javanese wisdom. 
The dhalang is an entertainer.  But, I believe that we will look for the 
classical wayang kulit performance in the future. 
About the dramatic play, what I learned from the elderly dhalangs is, 
that it tells that the journeyer surely deals with an obstacle, a stum-
bling block that comes from his uncontrollable desires. In the wayang 
kulit performance, these uncontrollable desires were personified by 
the buta parêpatans, and the journeyer is personified by a prince. He 
is always able to overcome them, because he is accompanied by the 
panakawan (clowns). 
Before the first living one existed, all creatures were united with the 
Creator.  Therefore, the Pathêt Nêm visualizes the first born. The term 
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nêm could be interpreted as the One who decided to give life 
(Mod.Jav. nêm-tokaké). He is the Giver of life and is taking care of it. 
The new life grows up to the full. This is visualized with the Pathêt 
Sanga Sequence. Then, the growth comes to an end, the Pathêt Ma-
nyura. It is the time to unite again with the Giver of life. 
Such an arrangement of these pathêt stages is the standard of the 
wayang kulit performance.  It is the process that should be dealt with. 
The core of Déwaruci’s discourse depends on each dhalang’s inter-
pretation, and therefore it differs from one to another. 
The different depictions of the Yogyanese Drona and the Solonese 
Drona depend on the creativity of dhalang. What I know, is that 
Drona puts Bhīma into his trap. It is reasonable, because Drona lives 
in Ngastina. 






























Originally, the wayang kulit performance functions as devotion to 
Hyang, and therefore this performance was called the wayang. When 
animism and dynamism still existed, for the sake of worship, the 
wayang kulit performance was held by the setting of the sun 
(Mod.Jav. sandyakala/surup). Therefore, the wayang kulit perform-
ance needs a lantern to make light. The wayang figure was still in the 
form of a simple statue. The statue represents an ancestor: it could be 
grandfather, grandmother, the leader or the founder of a village. 
When the statue was placed between the screen and the lantern, it cre-
ated a shadow on the screen. They believe that at the present time, 
their ancestor is presented in the form of a shadow. Now, the term 
sandyakala is known in the Javanese word “candikala”. 
The performance has no story yet. When Hinduism came to Java, the 
wayang performance already had its dramatic play, but had no 
wayang figure yet. Then they established the temples, such as the Di-
eng temple, the Gedhong Sanga, the Prambanan, the Sukuh, and the 
Cetho. The Dieng and the Gedhong Sanga had no reliefs yet, then the 
Prambanan had a Rāmāyana relief, and the Sukuh had the Sudamala 
story (the Durga Ruwat play). Based on the temple relief, people cre-
ated the wayang bèbèr. 
The dhalang has the right to offer the ruwatan, if he has a grandchild, 
one of his children has married, or he is at least more than 40 years of 
age. Offering the ruwatan is a complex ceremony that involves a lot 
of requirements, such as a certain rite, atmosphere, and particular fig-
ure who is able to release the potential victims (Mod.Jav. sukêrta). 
According to the dhalang Kandhabuwana, he is the embodiment of 
Hyang Widhi. 
Some argue that only the true dhalang (Mod.Jav. dhalang sêjati) has 
the right to do the ruwatan. If his father and his grandfather were not 
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dhalang, he is not the true dhalang, and therefore has no right to do 
the ruwatan. In fact, elderly dhalangs said, “Don’t hesitate, if it is the 
time, and someone asks you to do the ruwatan!” For example, “I do 
not come from the dhalang family, my father was not a dhalang, but 
the moderate dhalang such as Ki Timbul Hadiprayitna encouraged me 
to do the ruwatan. I myself don’t mind to do the ruwatan. For me, it 
is a great gift, I was accepted among the dhalang community.” 
Once, Ki Timbul told me, “I accepted you as my child wholeheart-
edly. Keep your performance as best as you can. Though Solonese do 
not like your performance, don’t make light of your wayang kulit per-
formance. What’s more, you are the dhalang by profession; you stud-
ied the science of the wayang kulit performance. It is not about a good 
fortune, but the true wayang kulit performance could become a good 
heritage for our young generation.” 
Ki Timbul mastered the art of the wayang kulit performance, based on 
both the wayang literature and the oral tradition. “We should preserve 
the oral tradition of the wayang kulit performance from our ancestors, 
and/or re-compose it, because it would be an unattractive perform-
ance based on the Mahābhārata and the Rāmāyana epics only. If you 
perform the wayang kulit in the village, they do not know the Maha-
bharata and the Ramayana, but only the oral tradition which they got 
from their ancestors. Therefore, you should learn both the oral tradi-
tion and literature!” 
“What is called dhalang sêjati is the dhalang who masters the science 
of the wayang kulit performance, such as the wayang literature, lan-
guage, even Kawi. Therefore, you have a right to do the ruwatan, if it 
is the time and someone asks you to do the ruwatan. And when you 
are available to help people to release their sukêrta (the potential vic-
tims), you should serve them. On the other hand, though his father 
and his grandfather were dhalangs, if he does not know the science of 
the wayang kulit performance he is not the dhalang sêjati, the true 
dhalang.” 
Before he died, he told me, “Let me give you my ruwatan mantrams, 
and use them in the future. These mantrams could also be used for the 
common wayang kulit performance, and to help people who need to 
relieve their distress, no harvest, or to spell disaster. Besides, you 
keep your belief.” I have no courage to receive his mantrams. In 
short, I also have a right to do the ruwatan. 
“Om astu nama sidham”: according to the Yogyanese tradition, this is 
the early part of the janturan. It is the same as the Solonese style of 
“Swuh rêp data pitana”. About the term “Hong ilahéng”, it has been 
influenced by the “Om awignam astu”, then became “Hong ilahéng 
awignam astu namasidham”, and ended with “panggêng panggung 
samurwèng tata”. It is difficult to find the meaning of these sentences. 
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The term “Aum awighnam astu tat astu astu purnamaning sidham” 
means the Hindu words to praise Hyang Widhi, God the Almighty. 
In my opinion, the pathêt gêndhing functions to adjust the atmos-
phere, and also to mark the changes of the wayang kulit performance 
from one stage to the other. The Pathêt Nêm gêndhing accompanies 
the first stage of the wayang kulit performance which starts at 21.00 
up to 24.00, then the so-called Pathêt Nêm Sequence. Because this 
has become a long tradition, I feel uncomfortable if the humorous 
gêndhing accompanies the beginning of the performance. From the 
Javanese point of view, it will be meaningless, it even destroys its 
philosophical values. 
In the Pathêt Nêm Sequence, the atmosphere of the performance is 
not quiet yet. It is the transition from day-time to nighttime, called 
“candikala”. For the Javanese this time is one of the mystical times. 
The gamêlan players play the gamêlan pieces, their scale is between 2 
low-key and 2 high-key. When the time is close to midnight, the 
gamêlan scale is between 5 key and 2 high-key. These gamêlan 
pieces will create a quiet atmosphere. Then, when the performance 
comes to an end, the birds start to twitter, and the cocks crow, and the 
gamêlan players present the gamêlan pieces with a high tone. And 
that is in harmony with the atmosphere of nature. 
For the dhalang, the gamêlan pieces which are in harmony with the 
atmosphere and with the plot of the wayang kulit performance touch 
the deepest place of his heart. 
About the ascetic life, in my opinion, it is enough that the dhalang has 
a religion or a belief. But, some still feel the they miss something, if 
he did not do so. For example, it is the Patékah for the Muslim, but 
some are more confident when he is praying the Patékah at the same 
time that he is fasting. That is a belief. 
In the past, a mandatory requirement is a mantram. In fact, a mantram 
is a prayer of asking God to give safety to the dhalang and his family, 
also to the host, particularly during the performance. 
In my opinion, it is difficult to distinguish the true mantram with a 
universal intention from the one with an evil intention (Mod.Jav. 
klênik).  Moreover, the wayang kulit performance involves a sajèn (an 
offering). For me, it is true that on the one hand it is not a heresy, on 
the other hand it is in accordance with the tradition. 
By watching and hearing the wayang kulit performance, it would be 
recorded in his mind as one who has talent. 
At the very beginning, the dhalang hits the wooden box with the 
cêmpala, gently pulling the kayon from the banana trunk, then pre-
sents the midwives, followed by the king. After closing the assembly, 
the king steps down from his throne, and the chief minister and the 
officials exit the chamber, followed by the scene outside the palace 
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and the unsuccessful battle. 
The important thing in learning the science of the wayang kulit per-
formance is whether one learns from a good dhalang or a bad one. 
The result depends on the quality of the dhalang with whom one 
learns to perform the wayang kulit theatre. 
According to the pujangga (Old Javanese author), the pulling out of 
the kayon symbolizes a new-born baby. A dhalang symbolizes Hyang 
Widi (God), though I realize that I am afraid to say it. Therefore, after 
pulling the kayon from the banana trunk, the dhalang shakes it gently 
and with respect, because it symbolizes a new life.  While shaking the 
kayon, the dhalang should worship the One who created our life, that 
is God himself. 
The dhalang sticks the kayon in the banana trunk, followed by the 
two midwives who symbolize the two brothers of a new-born baby 
(Mod.Jav. kakang kawah & adhi ari-ari; the placenta and the amni-
otic fluid). At the present time, the new life has become a baby-born. 
The two êmban kêparaks are followed by a king. Whether he has a 
bad or good character, a king has authority, he represents a human 
being. Compared to the amniotic fluid and the placenta, the baby-born 
has more authority, and therefore he is visualized in the form of a 
king. 
Then the presence of the chief minister and the officials is followed 
by the discussion. At this present scene, the issue is still becoming a 
hot issue. The first jêjêr is followed by the second jêjêr, then it might 
be an unsuccessful battle. Such a dramatization visualizes the growth 
of a human being, who during his life will deal with many obstacles, 
temptations, or stumbling blocks. 
Fr. Kuntara told me that the true wayang kulit performance that last 
all night is the Yogyanese style which has the gara-gara scene (tur-
moil). The gara-gara scene visualizes the adolescent period, in which 
one is dealing with one’s critical situation and which is therefore 
called the gara-gara. The gara-gara is followed by the hermit scene, 
or at least a scene in which a prince is given the spiritual discourse. 
This discourse becomes a guidance for him to obtain his goal in life. 
A prince is striving to reach his goal by following a guidance given 
by a hermit. This scene is performed at the Pathêt Manyura Se-
quence. It is in accordance with the term mayūra (Skt.), which means 
close to an end; it is a symbol of becoming close to God the Al-
mighty. The spiritual meaning behind the wayang kulit performance 
is that now the life comes to an end. 
Some said that Déwaruci is prophet Kibir, the embodiment of Hyang 
Widi, or a true master. If he is a true master who is the embodiment of 
one’s inner-self, I wonder whether he has a true guidance. The Déwa-
ruci play I performed is from the tradition. When I am not capable yet 
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to compose a new one, I just imitate other dhalangs or a book I read. 
In fact, the dramatic plot of the Déwaruci play is the same. 
The Pathêt Nêm Sequence: The difference is the dhalang’s interpreta-
tion of Déwaruci’s discourse, the content or the main message of the 
Déwaruci play. The requirements given to Bhīma are varied, though 
they have one intention only, such as “Golèkana galihing kangkung, 
gigiring pluru, tapaking kuntul nglayang, etc.” All of them are prov-
erbs (Mod.Jav. isbat) which have a spiritual meaning.  That is a cliché 
that must be said in the Déwaruci play. Therefore, Drona is making a 
trap for Bhīma by using these proverbs. It would be funny if a dha-
lang did not say such a proverb in the Déwaruci play. These proverbs 
describe that there are many ways of obtaining a goal. 
“You have to climb mount Candramuka!” The term “candramuka” is 
derived from the words candra which means a parable and muka 
which means face. Look at your face, what is there on your face? If 
you want to obtain banyusuci pêrwitasari, how should you use your 
eyes, your nose, your ears? Therefore, it is called mount Candramuka, 
because the climbing of a mountain means a physical and spiritual 
treatment. 
What he is actually searching for is banyusuci perwitasari in the Mi-
nangkalbu ocean. The word minangkalbu which was used in the 
Déwaruci play, was influenced by the Arabic word al-qalb, which 
means heart. The main problem is there in the deep place of one’s 
heart. Moreover, Bhīma still had to deal with another obstacle, that is 
a naga, called Nêmburnawa. What is the meaning of the presence of 
the naga? 
From the scriptural point of view, the naga or the snake symbolizes 
the devil or satan, therefore it should be banished. But if the snake is 
“pujangga”, an old Javanese author’s character, then killing a snake 
means to master one’s knowledge. He knows his outer and his inner-
self. Anybody who becomes a pujangga, is perfect, because his 
knowledge leads him to God. He is humbling himself. Compared to 
the Scriptures, it is like Jesus who is riding a donkey. The one who is 
glorious and being praised by people is Jesus, and not the donkey. 
The scene following the gara-gara could be the Cakilan if the dha-
lang wants to demonstrate the flower battle: the battle between a 
prince and Cakil with his followers. It is the most attractive battle 
among the other battles, and therefore it is called the flower battle 
according to the Solonese tradition. According to the Yogyanese tra-
dition, the flower battle is at the Pathêt Nêm Sequence, beautifying 
the performance, while the battle after the gara-gara scene is called 
the forest battle (Mod.Jav. pêrang bégal). 
The next scene is an assembly in Ngamarta where Kunthi and the 
Pandhawa brothers are present. Bhīma came back to ask permission, 
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then he left behind his mother and his brothers who tried to prevent 
him. 
It could be narrated that after leaving his mother and his brothers, 
Bhīma arrived at the beach. Seeing the waves, he was doubtful 
whether to plunge in the ocean or not. Then, the dialogue between the 
two birds gêmak and platuk could be presented. The point is to con-
vince Bhīma about what he was searching for. Then Bhīma plunged 
into the ocean, and encountered Déwaruci. 
In my opinion, Déwaruci’s discourse as presented in the wayang kulit 
performance depends on the audience. If they are Islamic students in 
the Pondok Pesantren (the Islamic Center), I present it the same as the 
Jasadipoeran Déwaruci, or Siswoharsayan Déwaruci, even the Book 
of Hidajadjati. 
When I performed in the Junior Seminary in Magelang, I did not 
make preparations.  
Wrêkodara: “I saw the gate decorated with flowers and the elephant’s 
ivory.” The two are the elements of our life from our mother and fa-
ther. I could not say they come from God. 
Wrêkodara entered Déwaruci’s belly. The only wayang figure on the 
kêlir is Déwaruci. “I see nothing. There, I see the cross. What is it 
about?” 
Déwaruci: “Look at that, and keep your eyes open! If you lay down 
that cross, it will be a bridge which saves your life.” 
Wrêkodara: “Oh, yes!” 
Déwaruci: “Now look at that cross which is pointing out upright from 
the front! How many points do you see?” 
Wrêkodara: “Three. They are on the left side, on top, and on the right 
side.”   
Déwaruci: “Now, observe the same cross from the left side or the 
right side. How many points are there?” 
Wrêkodara: “One. What is the meaning?”   
Déwaruci: “That is the way the Trinity leads you to understand who 
the Trinity is!” 
That was what came up in my mind. It shocked me! After the per-
formance, I did not eat for five days. I was just afraid. I don’t believe 
in anyreligion (abangan), though my children have been baptized. 
Since that time, I reflected about my life. I could not eat and could not 
sleep well. What I presented was an improper attitude. Some priests 
commented on what I presented in the performance. It made me so 
sad. I felt so sorry for my interpretation of Déwaruci’s discourse. I 
was in shock for a long time. I took a pilgrimage to Jerusalem in order 
to calm down, in April 2014. 
I am afraid that what I did was to sell the Scriptures. When I took a 
retreat, one priest commented, “Who could stop God’s will. The in-
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tention was that the audience understood the message, it was for our 
benefit, isn’t it?” 
The Tayungan dance is done by Wrêkodara or the descendant of the 
God Bāyu. It is a victory dance, therefore the characteristic of this 
dance is calm, gallant and sharp. 
At the Gara-gara scene, the kêlir is empty, the kayon is sticking up-
right. According to what I learned, during the performance the kayon 
is stuck on the upper banana trunk only three times, except if it is 
functioning as another figure. For example, the kayon is used as the 
mountain, and therefore it is stuck on the upper banana trunk. 
If the kayon symbolizes life, it should be stuck on the upper banana 
trunk only three times: the beginning, the gara-gara scene (the mid-
dle), and the end, called the tancêp kayon. Such a sticking of the 
kayon symbolizes the sangkan paraning dumadi. 
When I performed the Déwaruci play, Bhīma asked, “What is the 
sangkan paraning dumadi?” Déwaruci: “Shall I explain it in a simple 
way or in a complex way? If you believe in God, the meaning of the 
sangkan paraning dumadi is simple. You can ask me, what do you 
want to know?” 
Bhīma: “Sometimes, I feel confused: before I was born, where was I; 
now what do I have to do; and what will happen to me in the future?” 
Déwaruci: “If you believe in God, before you were born, you were in 
God’s hand; now you do God’s will; and will return to God’s hand.” 
It is the same with the meaning of the kayon. When the scene changes 
to the other scene, the kayon is sticking slanted to the left or to the 
right on the lower banana trunk. At the Pathêt Nêm Sequence it is 
slanting to the right, at the gara-gara scene it is sticking pointing out 
vertically, and during the rest it is slanting to the left. According to 
the wayang kulit tradition, the right side of the stage is understood as 
the east, and therefore the manipulation of the kayon started from the 
right to the left side. It is the same with the rotation of the sun, from 
the rising up to its setting. 
The word “manyura” is derived for the name of the peacock which 
means close to. 
In my opinion, it is a dilemma talking about Drona. In the past, I just 
imitated other dhalangs. But after reading or watching the Indian Ma-
habharata, I know that Drona has a good character. Why does the 
Yogyanese Drona have an evil character, while Sêngkuni has a good 
depiction. Maybe it was influenced by the colonialist power. The 
chief minister of the Mataram kingdom was Danurêja, and he had a 
close relationship to the king. Moreover, after king Hamêngku Bu-
wana I, the successors (Sultan HB II- HB V) were weak. Even during 
the Javanese war, the chief minister was in favor with the Dutch. May 
be he was offended because Sêngkuni was always mocked, he asked 
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to change the Sêngkuni’s character: Drona has an evil character, 
while Sêngkuni has a good character. 
According to the Yogyanese tradition, Déwaruci was depicted as the 
miniature of Bhīma with a god’s accessories, while the Solonese 
Déwaruci is the miniature of Bhīma. When the dhalang or the puppet 
maker created these figures surely they had a certain intention, but up 
to now there is no one word yet to say who Déwaruci is. 
For example, Ki Nartosabda called Déwaruci as it is in the Jasadipoe-
ran Déwaruci, that is “I am sang Marbudèngrat.” But still, who is 
Marbudèngrat? Is he the messenger of Hyang Widhi? But it was nar-
rated that the universe and its contents can enter his belly, thus who is 
Déwaruci? Is he the prophet Kibir? No, he is not. 
Up to now, I myself cannot identify yet, who Déwaruci is. If he is a 
master of the masters who is the embodiment of the human inner-self, 
it is still far away from my spiritual life. But I wonder, if he is the 
embodiment of one’s inner-self, how is it possible that the universe 
and its contents could enter his belly? Moreover, if it is motivated by 
self-interest, what will it be! How strong are human qualities in deal-
ing with the temptations? 
It is clear that Bhīma is meditating, but he meets somebody whom he 
doesn’t know. Deep in my heart, I don’t want to say that he is the em-
bodiment of God, but what he said should be from God. At least, 
Déwaruci’s discourse comes from God; the Word of Déwaruci is the 
Word of God.  But if I interpret Déwaruci as God, why is God like 
him? Who is able to prevent God’s will and his might in whatever he 
wants to be? 
Somebody interprets that Déwaruci is the inner-self of Bhīma, who 
leads him to find his deepest personality. 
They are seven who are responsible for taking care of the safety of the 
universe: mêmayu hayuning jagad; these are such like pêndita, Gajah 
Sètubanda, Naga Kuwara, Garuda Mahambara. 
When Bhīma was searching for tirta pawitra, his hair was still hang-
ing loose. Some argue that Bhīma has a special hairdo, called the gê-
lung minangkara. Who decorated Bhīma’s hair? Some dhalangs 
thought that it was the God Bāyu; some argued that it was the god 
Déwaruci. 
Some Sang Hyang Wênang was interpreted as Sang Hyang Widhi. 
According to the Yogyanese tradition, the god Guru has Adam as his 
ancestor. 
Sometimes, in the pêrang bégal (the forest battle) scene, the dhalang 
presents the fight of a prince against the buta parêpatans (Cakil and 
his followers). Some perform the fight between a prince and a tiger. 
All of them are symbols of obstacles. 
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The wayang kulit performance functions as devotion to the founder of 
a village, the one who established the village, called the danyang. The 
villagers believe that everyone is allowed to invite a dhalang whoever 
he is, but not for the cleansing of the village. For the sake of the 
safety of the villagers, the wayang kulit performance should be played 
by a certain dhalang who is used to playing it. He has already a close 
relationship with the danyang of the village. As a consequence, if 
they invite another dhalang, the villagers will be in trouble, such as 
having no harvest, dying mysteriously, a lot of diseases spread over 
the village. It happened in the past, now most villagers don’t believe 
it any longer. 
The wayang kulit performance for the ruwatan is still being held in 
the villages, while in the town, the wayang kulit performance func-
tions more as an entertainment. About the ruwatan, my opinion dif-
fers from prof. Kasidi’s. He thought that every dhalang could perform 
the Ruwatan Murwakala play, if he is convincing and is capable. On 
the contrary, in my opinion, the Ruwatan Murwakala play should be 
performed only by the descendant of Panjang Mas. The Sunan 
Amangkurat II told him, “It is only your descendant who is allowed to 
offer the ruwatan!” I myself am not convinced yet to offer the ruwat-
an, unless my uncle gives me a mandate. 
The first sentence of the beginning of the janturan for the first jêjêr is 
Swuh rêp data pitana. It is a mantram, hoping that every creature will 
be silent, and the performance goes well. Therefore, this mantram 
was only said once in the beginning of the first jêjêr. Also, the Hong 
ilahing awighnam astu namasidham is a mantram. Moreover, in the 
past, the audience also fasted for one day before the day of his birth 
(every 35 days), therefore they were able to keep their eyes open all-
night. They prefer watching the wayang kulit performance to staying 
or sleeping at home, because they will get moral or spiritual teaching. 
It is a pity that the wayang kulit performance now has a tendency to 
develop an entertainment, even being a bit pornographic. 
The Pathêt Gêndhing creates the atmosphere of the performance. 
In the classical wayang performance, the dhalang represents the 
wayang, but now a wayang represents the dhalang. What is the dif-
ference? When a dhalang performs Karna, he should feel what Karna 
feels, so the audience will be touched by it. At the present time, the 
wayang represents the dhalang, a wayang figure is manipulated ac-
cording to what dhalang wants. For example, Ki Nartosabdo was a 
dhalang who represents the wayang. Whatever wayang figure he ma-
nipulated, the audience was influenced by his performance. When he 
was presenting the sad scene, the audiences were weeping. 
As I said before, the most difficult requirement is how to think, to 
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feel, to act in the same way as each of the different wayang charac-
ters. That is what I mean when I say the dhalang represents a wayang. 
The science of the wayang kulit performance is divided into two: the 
container and its contents.  The container consists of the puppet, pê-
sindhèn, gamêlan player, the suluk, and wayang movement. And the 
contents are the antawacana (dialogue), the ngês and sêm. 
The wayang kulit performance now has a tendency to develop its con-
tainer, such as the presence of the beautiful pêsindhèn and the glam-
our-gamêlan. I agree with the dhalang who serves the audience, but 
they do not dominate the dhalang. If dhalang sticks to playing the 
standard of the wayang kulit performance, I believe that the audience 
will once again love the classical one. 
I still do ascetic practice, such as a fasting. 
Lakon (the dramatic play) tells us the whole dynamic process that 
exists, starting from the beginning, the middle, and the end; to plant, 
to grow, to harvest. It is in accordance with the three gamêlan pieces: 
the pathêt nêm, the pathêt sanga, and the pathêt manyura. Compared 
to the farmer, he plants the pepper seed and will not harvests the egg-
fruit. Who invested an evil, will get an evil. That is what the wayang 
kulit performance tells us. 
One’s life always goes as follows: birth – growth – death. The Pathêt 
Nêm Sequence symbolizes the childhood period, when a youth still 
needs guidance. The Pathêt Sanga Sequence symbolizes the adult-
hood period. And the Pathêt Manyura Sequence symbolizes the end 
of life. 
The main inspiration of my Déwaruci performance is from the tradi-
tion. The Déwaruci dramatic play has long existed among the dha-
langs. Even up to now, I do not know who composed it. 
The Pathêt Nêm Sequence: The first scene is the jêjêr in Ngastina. 
Duryudana gave Drona the mandate to undermine the Pandhawas. 
The power of the Pandhawas depends on Wrêkodara, and therefore 
Duryudana asked Drona to kill Wrêkodara. 
Drona asked Wrêkodara to look for a kayu gung susuhing angin in the 
mount Candramuka. There, he dealt with the two ogres, Rukmuka and 
Rukmakala. After Wrêkodara killed them, they became the gods Én-
dra and Bāyu. They gave him the finger-ring, then went back to 
Ngastina. 
The Pathêt Sanga Sequence: Arjuna was asked to go to Ngastina to 
get information about Wrêkodara. The forest battle scene is Arjuna 
fighting against Cakil and his followers. 
The Pathêt Manyura Sequence: Before going to the ocean, Wrêko-
dara asked permission from his mother and his brothers in Ngamarta. 
Kunti was so sad! “It is a pity that you are becoming a disciple of 
Drona. I wonder what will happen to you!” Wrêkodara responded, 
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“Though I do not go everywhere, if it is God’s will, I will die. If it is 
because of a trick performed by Drona that I die, it is not my sin, but 
his. May I ask you, what shall I bring to become a disciple? It is a 
belief, and it is nonsense if I do not believe, is it not!” Kunthi and his 
brothers prevent him from plunging into the ocean. But, it is his char-
acter, named a steel mountain character, that if Wrêkodara has a good 
ideal, no one can stop his will. 
Wrêkodara plunged into the ocean, and dealt with a dragon snake. It 
bit his thigh, Wrêkodara caught it and slammed it on his thigh, then 
his wound on his thigh became a porong. After the dragon snake died, 
Wrêkodara meets Déwaruci. Déwaruci is his inner self. He has found 
what he searched for, that is his inner-self. The meaning of tirta 
pawitradi is the sangkan paraning dumadi. 
Arjuna wept before Drona. Drona told him, “If before noon-time your 
brother does not emerge from the sea, I will catch him up in the 
ocean.” Indeed, Drona plunged into the sea, and at the same time 
Wrêkodara supported him on his shoulder. 
It is the way to live as a creature in this world. Like a cakra manggi-
lingan, the rotation principle, it is similar to our life. Do not boast 
when you have power today, because if the Almighty wants, you no 
longer have power tomorrow. On the contrary, if God wills, though 
you are miserable today, you will become rich tomorrow. Ask God 
what you want continually. Indeed, Wrêkodara believed in the Divine 
Power. 
The hastabrata is a way to live based on the characters of the uni-
verse: surya, candra, danu-mendung, kartika, angin, banyu, geni, 
bumi. 
The kayon is sticking pointing up vertically at the beginning of the 
wayang kulit performance, at the beginning of the turmoil scene, and 
at the end of the wayang kulit performance. This rotation follows the 
sun from the rising to its setting. The word kayon is derived from the 
Arabic word kayun, which means the will. 
There are two types of classical kayons, these are the blumbangan and 
the gapuran. 
The Solonese Drona has a good character, but why does the Yogya-
nese Drona have a bad character? The regent of Banyumas, Danureja, 
was inaugurated as the chief minister of the Yogyakarta Sultanate. 
During the Javanese War (Pêrang Diponêgara 1825-30), he was in 
favor with the Dutch. At that time, Drona still had a good character, 
while on the contrary Sêngkuni, the chief minister, had a bad charac-
ter. “It is because of the chief minister, who is just talkative, and 
sneaky so the country becomes like this!” Perhaps, he was sensitive to 
hear how the dhalang described the chief minister of Ngastina who 
has a bad character, therefore he suggested that not Sêngkuni but 
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Drona has a bad character, because he came from Ngatas Angin. 
When Ki Dhalang Wikridita performed the wayang kulit performance 
in Kasatriyan, he was still describing Sêngkuni as some one who has 
a bad character, and by eleven the performance was stopped. That is 
the reason why the Yogyanese Drona has a bad character. 
Indeed, Drona is a master for the Korawas and Pandhawas. He does 
not involve himself in the political issue. That is the true character of 
Drona. 
Déwaruci is Sang Hyang Wênang. He is God according to the wa-
yang tradition. Therefore, Wrêkodara encountered God. This encoun-
ter was symbolized by the gêlung minangkara. 
They are seven: Anoman, Jajagwrêka, Garuda Mahambara, Naga 
Kuwara, Rsi Maénaka, Cantrik Raja Namli, Wrêkodara. 
Wrêkodara’s costume was complete when he was still in his baby-
membrane, except his gêlung minangkara. 
These ogres are always present in the wayang kulit performance. 
They are symbols of obstacle, temptations, or stumbling blocks. 
 


























According to tradition, the wayang kulit belongs to the agrarian soci-
ety. For example, the wayang kulit performance functions to cleanse 
the village. The farm communities are societies supporting the exis-
tence of the wayang kulit performance. The need to perform the 
wayang kulit is not only because they need entertainment, but because 
they believe that the wayang kulit performance has an effect on their 
own life. Moreover, the wayang kulit performance functions as a form 
of devotion to their ancestors, such as the goddess Sri, the god of rice. 
For the sake of a better harvest, the stories should be performed, e.g. 
Makukuhan, Sri Mulih, Sri Mahapunggung, the origin of the moun-
tains, or the origin of the plants. To keep the source of the water sup-
ply from drying out, they perform the Rama Tambak play. Until what 
time such a belief existed, I don’t know. Compared to the Balinese: 
they still give an offering, because they still believe in its influence. 
On the contrary, the urban communities, after coming back from the 
factory, they need entertainment, therefore they prefer spectacles 
along with the wayang kulit performance. They need something that 
can satisfy their eyes and their ears, and help to relax their physical 
tiredness. That is hedonism. The villagers, on the other hand, believe 
that the wayang kulit performance has a religious or spiritual influ-
ence on their life, not only as entertainment. 
What someone thinks will come true. What a human being is saying 
is a prayer and maybe it will come true. Therefore, don’t talk non-
sense! There is a proverb, “Mulutmu adalah harimaumu”, literally it 
means your mouth is a tiger of yourself. When you cannot control 
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talking evil, it will happen to you. 
The offering (Mod.Jav. sêsaji) is certainly a requirement of the 
wayang kulit performance. The offering of the special plays such as 
Ruwatan, Rubuhan Ngalêngka, or Bratayuda plays should be com-
plete. The requirement of the Déwaruci play is at least a piece of 
white cloth (mori) put on the dhalang’s seat, an ingkung (a cock pre-
pared in special way), nasi gurih, and nasi golong (rice). I always 
provide the offering and say the mantra to prevent what may happen 
visibly and invisibly. “It doesn’t matter, I don’t get paid, because the 
performing of the wayang kulit is a service of the dhalang to society, 
but the requirement should be completed. Even if the host has noth-
ing, the dhalang provides it. That is the true dhalang,“ my father said. 
After the performance, I left the requirements and planted them as an 
offering to fertilize the earth. 
Keeping awake over night is difficult, dealing with temptation which 
may come from anywhere, both visible and invisible. Like a visitor, 
the dhalang asked permission and said good bye when the perform-
ance was over.  That is a common courtesy. 
When the dhalang is pulling the kayon out from the banana trunk, at 
once he is saying, “Hong ilahéng awigêna mastuhu purnama sidhêm 
...” It is the same as “Aum Awignam Hastu Namasidham ...” It could 
be said it is the Javanisation of “Aum Awignam Hastu Namasidham 
...”. The word “aum” used to be a prayer of the Shiva worshipper, a 
Hindu. But in the Javanese wayang, this formulation is followed by 
“mah sih lêstantun lampahing Budha, jinantur tutur kawula ...” Thus, 
it indicates a syncretism of Shivaism and Buddhism. Therefore, in the 
Sultanate Yogyakarta, up to now there are the religious leaders from 
Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism. The Sultan himself is ulama (Mus-
lim leader), called Ngabdul Rahman Salèh Sayidin Panatagama 
Ngabèhi Loring Pasar Ingkang Jumênêng kaping … 
The Yogyanese “Hong Ilahéng” is a prayer. Compared to the old Ja-
vanese literature, it is a prologue, called Manggala. And at the end of 
the literature an epilogue is written which is the thanksgiving and 
apology to God if there might be something wrong in the book he 
wrote. This manggala or a prayer and an epilogue are applied to the 
wayang kulit performance. 
After “Hong ilahéng”, then the dhalang continues with, “jinantur tu-
tur katula têtéla mrih tulat labdèng paradya, winursita dyan tumi-
yunging jaman purwa.” Sang Hyang Jagad Karana is the Creator of 
the world, therefore its interpretation as Bathara Guru is not correct. 
Aesthetically, the character of the Pathêt Nêm gêndhing is prènès 
(erotic and a feeling of contentment), joyful and humorous. In the 
wayang kulit performance, the Pathêt Nêm Sequence symbolizes the 
childhood period and adolescent period. The next stage is the gara-
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gara scene, followed by the hermit scene in which a priest tells a 
spiritual discourse to a prince. Then, on his journey, this prince deals 
with an obstacle, that is Cakil and his followers, called the buta 
parêpatans, four ogres with different colors. Therefore, Cakil is al-
ways present in whatever play the wayang is performing. These ob-
stacles can also be presented in the form of animal such as a tiger, a 
dragon snake, or a lion. 
The intonation of the pathêt sanga is a low tone, between key 5 and 
key 1. The low tone that is played constantly is a good accompani-
ment for a meditation. If it is based on a strong will, and comes from 
an honest heart, and to surrender to God, one will come to a spiri-
tual/mystical experience. 
The Pathêt Manyura means the performance comes to an end, the key 
tones are between three and two. The character of the pathêt manyura 
pieces is cheerful and light. Moreover, the gamêlan piece could not be 
played whenever the gamêlan player wants to play. If someone forces 
it, certainly whoever plays it, he plays wrongly. The gamêlan pieces 
were composed with a certain goal, and the process of composing a 
gêndhing follows a spiritual process gone through by the composer. 
Also, the gamêlan maker led an ascetic life and provided an offering 
(Mod.Jav. sajèn) before he made a gamêlan instrument. For example, 
at least the jajan pasar (snack from the traditional market), is offered 
before somebody will make the Gong. An offering is a symbol of sur-
rendering oneself to obtain a final goal. An offering reminds us that 
the life of a human being depends on the content of the offering, such 
as fruits, rice, animals, etc. An offering reminds us that we come from 
God, and will return to God when our time comes. An offering is the 
symbol of the outer and inner dimension of a human being. Don’t 
forget your God! 
The most difficult dhalang’s requirement is how to understand soci-
ety and to adjust the wayang kulit performance accordingly without 
changing its essential meaning. It will be meaningless, if the perform-
ance was attractive, but not in accordance with the core message of 
the wayang kulit performance itself. For example, if the janturan was 
corrupted, whereas it is a symbol of an ideal state. The wayang kulit 
performance reminds us of the ideal state where people live safely 
and comfortably; people and the government join together to advance 
the state. It is narrated as follows, “Dora cara, sêdaya ajrih datêng 
wilalading naréndra …” which means the people being obedient to 
the king. 
I believe that young dhalangs don’t lead an ascetic life, and tend to 
conduct themselves more as an entertainer. They make the wayang 
kulit performance a valuable commodity, so they inevitably adapt it 
with modern art. In my opinion, performing the wayang kulit is an 
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offering of the dhalang, whether he will be paid or not. Compared to 
a prayer, “Do you ask payment for your prayer?”  
I don’t think about payment. By performing the wayang kulit, I can 
offer something to others. I don’t specify the cost of my performance. 
One thing I ask, connected to the crew: singer, technician, and the 
gamêlan player, is that they told their family that they went for work, 
so I give them an amount of money or whatever is a proof of what 
they have done. If it is enough for them, I am grateful for the remain-
der whether it is little or a lot, because it is God’s gift. 
The most difficult requirement is how to live according to the quali-
ties of the true dhalang. In fact, people call me dhalang, and I myself 
prefer to be called dhalang to professor. 
Not every dramatic play can be played on every occasion, but it 
should be in accordance with the host’s intention. In certain areas, 
whenever they hold a wayang kulit theatre, they are always perform-
ing a certain wayang play, such as the Srimulih play. Other areas, 
such as Klaten, the Bharatayuda plays are always performed in the 
month of Ruwah. 
Actually, the wayang kulit performance is the symbol of a journey of 
a human being from when he was born until he dies. The first wayang 
figure performed on the kêlir, in the beginning of the first jêjêr, there 
are two êmban parêkans, followed by a king. This scene symbolizes a 
parent’s hope that this new-born baby who was taken care of by these 
midwives may become a king, at least the kingship of himself. There-
fore, if the dhalang corrupts the janturan, this scene, he doesn’t un-
derstand this knowledge. 
Thus, it is not correct that the wayang kulit performance begins with 
the fighting, or a flash-back. It is the influence of modern art, market 
oriented. If a dhalang does not yet know the essential meaning of the 
wayang kulit performance, and he orientates it on modern art, eventu-
ally he does not know the true wayang kulit performance. 
The pulling out of the kayon is a symbol of the birth of a new-born 
baby. 
According to the Solonese style, the gara-gara scene depends on who 
is the figure in the next scene, at least Janaka, while the Yogyanese 
gara-gara is a moment to honor the presence of ki lurah Badranaya 
and his children. In the real world, the gara-gara is a sign of the 
changes of time. “A certain people is able to know the natural signs.” 
The Tayungan dance symbolizes happiness because a celebration is 
over. The dance is performed by Bāyu’s descendant, Wrêkodara in 
Mahābhārata or Anoman in Rāmāyana. It is also a symbol of an ini-
tiation, entering a new life, in a world behind our world. Therefore 
this dance is done by the descendant of Bāyu, the god of wind, a 
symbol of life. 
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In my opinion, the Déwaruci Play is visualizing that Bhīma is search-
ing for perfection, an essential perfection. What is perfect life as a 
creature? It is a unity of a human being with his Creator. 
Bhīma is becoming a disciple of Drona. By requesting Bhīma to fight 
against Rukmuka and Rukmakala, Drona has a good contribution. 
They are symbols of human desires, therefore they should be con-
trolled before Bhīma entered the ocean. The plunging into the ocean 
means that someone who is striving for such a goal is spending at a 
high-cost, even his own life. 
Wrêkodara: “Not only death, even if I will become mud, I’m ready. 
Which part of the ocean, I have to plunge into?” 
Drona: “Follow what your heart says! If it says the south, go to the 
south; if it says the east, go to the east!” That is called, “Mati sak 
jroning urip, urip sajroning mati.” 
Bhīma encountered Déwaruci and found nothing. The perfection is 
nothing, zero. That is the visualization of Bhīma’s journey in the form 
of the wayang kulit performance. 
What I try to explain is how to obtain a perfect life; that is a concept 
of “sangkan paraning dumadi,” and “mêmayu hayuning bawana”.  
The implementation of the “sangkan paraning dumadi” is “mêmayu 
hayuning bawana”. The Déwaruci play could be continued with the 
Bhīmasuci play in which Bhīma is becoming a master to apply what 
he got from Déwaruci for the good of others. 
The Déwaruci play that I composed is linear: 
the first jêjêr: Bhīma 
the second jêjêr: Bhīma, and not Permadi. 
The forest Battle: Bhīma; I replace buta parêpatans with Anoman. 
Such a composition of the Déwaruci play describes that Drona has a 
good character. We are able to know a lot, because there is someone 
else who helps us, such as a master. Therefore, we have to honor God, 
who made the universe, the parents through whom we came to the 
world, father-mother-in-law, brother-sister, and master. 
The main discourse I present in the Déwaruci play is Wirid Hidayad-
jati: four colors and eight colors; it could also be about sastrajéndra. 
The kayon position in the wayang kulit performance is as follows: at 
the Pathêt Nêm Sequence it is slanted to the right side; at the Pathêt 
Sanga Sequence it points out vertically; and at the Pathêt Manyura it 
is slanted to the left side. 
The kayon could function as the mountain, or something else accord-
ing to the dhalang’s needs in the performance. There are two types of 
the kayon, these are the kayon blumbangan – the feminine kayon, and 
the kayon gapuran – the masculine kayon. Their iconographies sym-
bolize the lingga-yoni, the influence of Shivaistic-Hinduism, with a 
Javanese concept in its content. 
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The bad character of Drona or Dorna is a local depiction. The term 
“dorna” refers to the syllable “dor” which has a bad connotation.  The 
word “dor” means an evil, therefore Drona had a bad depiction. When 
there is a problem in society, then spontaneously the question comes 
up: “Who is becoming Drona?” Drona is the same as a trouble-maker, 
a provocateur. The Solonese Drona refers to Mahabharata who is a 
master of the masters, son of a rsi and a pujangga. 
Déwaruci is called Marbudèngrat, the Ruler of the world: Bhīma’s 
microcosm. Therefore, he is the miniature of Bhīma or his inner-self.  
The encounter between Bhīma and Déwaruci describes what it is said 
about “Tan kêna kinaya ngapa”, the Incomprehensible. It is very im-
polite when a human being tries to depict whom he worships. 
The essential meaning of the Déwaruci play is how, for the sake of 
perfect life, one guides his physical dimension in accordance with his 
spiritual dimension. “Lair utusané batin, the physical dimension is 
the messenger of the spiritual dimension.” 
Déwaruci is not a divine figure, he is Bhīma himself. He met his 
miniature. The iconography of Déwaruci should be with the godly 
accessories. Déwa is a human being who through his contemplation 
gets a spiritual/mystical experience, therefore he is considered a per-
fect human being (insan kamil). In the wayang tradition, the name 
“dewa” describes the perfection of a figure, such as Puntadéwa, or Se-
déwa. In the book of Sastrajêndra the stages of becoming perfect are 
written, starting from a human being becoming a god, an ogre becom-
ing a human being, etc. 
Bāyu’s brothers are Anoman, ṛsi Maénaka, Jajagwrêka, Sètubanda, 
Garuda Mahambira, Naga Kuwara, and Bhīma. When the Bharata-
yuda war comes, they embody Bhīma. He had obtained whatever he 
had been longing for, starting from the controlling of the wind of life. 
His physical aspect is in harmony with his inner-aspect. He became 
perfect, and is becoming one between servant and Lord. Surely, in 
obtaining such a goal he dealt with an obstacle. 
When Bhīma was still in his baby-membrane, the god Bāyu gave him 
his complete costume. Anybody who is able to explain the meaning 
of this costume, is your true master. It is Déwaruci who explained its 
meaning, starting from the gêlung (hairdo) down to his cloth. There-
fore Bhīma, since he was still in his caul, had his costume which had 
been given by the god Bāyu. 
They are symbols of obstacles. They are called buta bégals (robber 
ogres: Térong, Êndog-punuk, Rambut Gêni, Cakil). Some interpret 
them as four human desires. 
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The wayang kulit performance is still being held regularly, although 
not as frequently as in earlier times, especially in the month of Ru-
wah, the month which is devoted to the ancestral souls. Once a year, 
in collaboration with other dhalangs, we organize the wayang kulit 
performance here. This performance is devoted to the ancestral souls, 
especially our fathers‟ and mothers‟ souls, grandfathers‟ and grand-
mothers‟ souls, relatives‟ souls, our kings‟ souls and our presidents‟ 
souls. The performances usually performed are the Bandung Banda-
wasa or the Bharatayuda play. 
The Ruwatan, by performing the Murwakala play, has a special ob-
ject, such as the ruwat bumi (the earth), anak sukêrta (the number of 
potential victims). The function of the Ruwat Murwakala is to render 
the threat of Bathara Kala, Bathari Durga, and their host of evil spirits 
harmless or to release them from their sentence. From this point of 
view, it means that almost all the wayang kulit performances contain 
the ruwatan element, such as in the Déwaruci play in which Bhīma 
released Rukmuka and Rukmakala from the punishment they got 
from Bathara Guru. 
Starting from the beginning, when a dhalang sits on the stage, then 
pulls out the kayon, to sticking it in again at the end of the wayang 
kulit performance, these things have spiritual values. The wayang ku-
lit performance does not only provide entertainment, but also spiritual 
massages to a wide audience, from children to the elderly. That spiri-
tual message is presented throughout the whole performance. Murjaka 
said that, “Every scene of the wayang kulit performance should have 
its „diamond‟!” Each play of the wayang kulit performance has its 
own “diamond”, so that the spiritual values of the Déwaruci play dif-
fer from those of the Kikis Tunggarana play. 
The pathêt gêndhing has a strong character, framing the whole per-
formance from the beginning to the end. The pathêt nêm creates a 
glorious atmosphere, the pathêt sanga creates silence, and the pathêt 
manyura creates an atmosphere closer to God. For example, Déwa-
ruci‟s instruction to Bhīma should be better presented at the Pathêt 
Manyura Sequence. 
The following are the requirements of the dhalang: firstly, he must be 
physically fit, because he has to endure sitting for 9 hours. Secondly, 
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he must be qualified in the wayang stories, the gamêlan pieces, and 
the wayang movements. Thirdly, the most severe requirement is the 
ascetic life, such as eating only rice (Mod.Jav. tapa mutih), keeping 
awake or walking at night-time, etc. The ascetic life is a basic re-
quirement to become a good dhalang. Compared with the puppet 
making, the ascetic life is like giving a white color to the puppet, be-
fore the different colors would be painted on it, so if it is red, the re-
sult will be really red. 
Actually, ascetic life is self-purification. Since I was in the elemen-
tary school, I used to be familiar with the ascetic life, such as a walk 
on Thursday night. But not all dhalang live an ascetic life. Moreover, 
the ascetic life is also a way of preventing an evil thing from happen-
ing, especially when a dhalang performs a certain play such as the 
Déwaruci or the Bharatayuda plays, or uses a special set of the 
leather-puppet such as Kasunanan‟s collection of Kyai Mênjangan 
Mas. In December, I did the wayang kulit performance in the 
Sunanate Palace, using the puppets that had not been used for more 
than 100 years. Though I had fasted for 7 days, still 8 gamêlan play-
ers got sick. 
The wayang kulit performance is divided into three Sequences. The 
first one, the Pathêt Nêm Sequence, symbolizes the childhood and the 
adolescent periods. In this period, the youth is struggling to obtain his 
goal, and frequently deals with failures. The Pathêt Sanga Sequence 
symbolizes adulthood, which is marked by the hermit scene in which 
a prince gets an instruction from a priest, followed by the sintrèn bat-
tle. This battle means a war against the need that comes from within a 
prince himself. 
The Gara-gara scene particularly introduces the changes from the 
Pathêt Nêm Sequence into the Pathêt Sanga Sequence. The Gara-
gara scene is only obliged to be performed for a certain play, such as 
the Ciptaning or the Déwaruci plays, in the Solonese style particu-
larly. The Gara-gara is an encounter scene between the horizontal 
world and the vertical world, between a servant and his Master. It 
should be noted that the Gara-gara exists only at the Janturan itself, 
followed by a comedy scene performed by Panakawans (clowns). 
Among the Panakawan figures, Sêmar is the noblest figure, just like a 
shepherd for his flock. 
The wayang kulit itself has its own meaning, which is wingit (reli-
gious atmosphere), wangsit (enlightenment), lungit (intelligence). The 
wingit and wangsit dimensions are found in Krêsna, and lungit in 
Karna.  
The wayang kulit will be alive at the hand of the dhalang. Therefore, 
it is not right that for the sake of looking for an attraction, some dha-
langs threw the wayang out of the kêlir. Through his hand, the dha-
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lang lets the energy of life flow into the wayang. If it is separated 
from the dhalang’s hand, the wayang will die. On the other hand, in 
manipulating the wayang, the dhalang follows a wayang figure how-
ever it speaks and moves. The movement and speech follow the 
wayang, for example Bhīma walks with large steps and talks with a 
heavy voice. A wayang kulit figure is not just a carving from water 
buffalo-hide, but it has its own value and meaning. 
In the beginning, I learned how to perform the Déwaruci play from 
my father. In the Déwaruci play, I am used to presenting two figures 
of Bhīma, these are Brataséna, Bhīma the youth, and Wrêkodara, 
Bhīma the adult. In the beginning of the performance, I present Bra-
taséna, and after Bhīma meets Éndra and Bāyu, I present Wrêkodara. 
The use of two figures of Bhīma is in order to support the perform-
ance, especially the development from his childhood up to his adult-
hood. 
According to the Klatenese tradition, the descendant of Bāyu pre-
vented Bhīma, but also supported him when Bhīma plunged into the 
ocean. Bhīma stepped on his brother of Bāyu‟s descent in the form of 
an elephant, called Gajah Sètubanda, so he cannot drown. Bhīma was 
boasting, then Gajah Sètubanda left him alone, and therefore Bhīma 
sank. 
According to the tradition, what Bhīma was looking for, was men-
tioned one by one, first a kayu gung susuhing angin (which literally 
means a huge tree in which wind is nesting) and after fighting against 
Rukmuka-Rukmakala in the mount Candramuka, secondly Bhīma 
was asked to search for tirta pawitra in the middle of the ocean. “For 
the sake of simplifying the story, I combined the two requirements 
that are mentioned in the beginning of the performance. If you would 
become perfect, search for these requirements: a kayu gung susuhing 
angin and tirta pawitra”. It is in the Pathêt Nêm Sequence. 
“When I read the Jasadipoeran Déwaruci, it was written, „I am Én-
drabāyu‟, meaning the king of wind. The king of wind is Bāyu. As a 
god, if he is capable of being twin ogres, even a thousand as well. 
Bāyu is life energy, one soul with Bhīma. Therefore Bhīma does not 
become the disciple of Sêmar or Krêsna, Abiyasa in Saptaarga, but of 
Drona, the descendant of Bāyu.” 
“In the Candramuka mountain, Bhīma battled against two ogres, 
Rukmuka and Rukmakala. Eventually he succeeded in killing them, 
and they became again only the god Bāyu. I interpret that Éndrabāyu 
is one person and differs from Éndra and Bāyu.” This scene is pre-
sented in the Pathêt Nêm Sequence. 
In the Pathêt Sanga Sequence, Bhīma deals with his brothers of 
Bāyu‟s descent. They are discussing Bhīma who is undertaking the 
instruction of his master, Drona. “How is our youngest brother, Bra-
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taséna? He is a higher creature than we; as a human being it is normal 
for him to have a higher ideal. But he does not know that Drona de-
ceives him!” 
In the flower battle scene (Mod.Jav. pêrang kêmbang), it is not the 
gêndiran or an ordinary battle, but a competitive battle. Bhīma fought 
against his brothers of Bāyu‟s descent. This battle is expressing 
Bhīma‟s dexterity. Moreover, this scene depicts Bhīma who has been 
able to overcome the temptations he dealt with. For the sake of his 
goal, he never gave up from an obstacle. He would fight until the last 
drop of his blood. 
Bhīma plunged into the ocean, and met a dragon-snake, called Naga-
kuwara. After fighting against the dragon, and killing it, Bhīma then 
met Déwaruci. “When I read the Sêrat Déwaruci, I was full of imagi-
nation about a battle between Bhīma and a dragon-snake. I visualized 
that battle by tearing the snake‟s mouth up to its tail. It became the 
entrance by which Bhīma is able to meet Déwaruci”. It is performed 
in the Pathêt Manyura Sequence. 
The encounter of Bhīma with Déwaruci is the encounter Bhīma with 
the deepest dimension of his personality, the encounter of his outer 
self (lair) with his inner self (batin). It is for this reason that the meet-
ing is visualized by Brataséna and his miniature or Wrêkodara and his 
miniature. Déwaruci is his self-portrait. He got what he was looking 
for his own. 
For the Javanese such an experience could happen during one‟s medi-
tation. What is exciting is that such an experience can be visualized 
by a wayang kulit performance. All the figures of the story are his 
own brothers: the two ogres, Bāyu‟s sons, the Korawas and Pandha-
was. The performance lets the audience be happy, lets them laugh, 
surrender, lets them be angry, quiet or silent. This is how the wayang 
kulit performance articulates Bhīma‟s experience. 
The main message and the value of the Déwaruci play is that Bhīma‟s 
obtaining perfection did not depend on his master, but on his will and 
his efforts. Drona did not give any instruction. 
The kayon / gunungan figure functions as a time-indication of the 
wayang kulit performance, as follows: its slanting to right is for the 
Pathêt Nêm Sequence; its standing upright vertically is for the Pathêt 
Sanga Sequence; and its slanting to the left is for the Pathêt Manyura 
Sequence. 
Drona is a good master indeed. He is well known as an expert of us-
ing weapons, but Bhīma is still eager to become his disciple. Maybe, 
because Drona is also a descendant of Bāyu, the god of wind. He 
came from the state of Atasangin, meaning “the wind”. Therefore, 
Bhīma ignored what Anoman warned. Actually, on the contrary, 
Drona did not teach Bhīma anything. Bhīma himself was trying to 
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obtain the knowledge of perfection. 
Déwaruci is actually not god, but Bhīma himself. As it is for the one 
who looks into the mirror, the reflection is exactly the same. 
The Solonese Déwaruci is as a tiny boy, using a sarung (a traditional 
cloth for men only). 
The brothers of Bāyu‟s descent are Anoman (Kapiwara), Yakséndra 
Jajagwrêka, Liman Pakubanda, Garuda Mahambira, Naga Kuwara, 
and Bhīma. 
When he was still in his baby-membrane, he got his complete cos-
tume from the god Bāyu. 
They are Kalapita (Cakil,) Rambut Gêni, Kala Bantala, Galiyuk-Kala 
Kobis, Buta Térong. All of them symbolize human desires. 
 































Because of the devotion to Hyang and to the ancestral souls the 
wayang kulit is still performed regularly, though not so often. In the 
former times, the society considered the dhalang a figure who is not 
only capable of performing the wayang kulit theatre, but also of 
teaching wisdom or even healing sickness. The term dhalang is an 
acronym of ngudhal and piwulang, literally it means to give instruc-
tion or a lesson. Also, if there are sick people, they come to the dha-
lang for treatment. 
In my opinion, it is a must that one presents an offering in the wayang 
kulit performance. Before staging a wayang kulit performance, the 
dhalang should give an offering to the one who is controlling the vil-
lage spiritually, called Danyang. The sajèn (offering) consists of ja-
jan-pasar (snack from the traditional market) and incense. By pre-
senting an offering, like a guest, the dhalang asks permission, and 
gives the host, what he likes. 
The Pathêt Gêndhing or the gamêlan pieces serve to mark the time of 
the wayang kulit performance, that it is divided into three Sequences: 
the Pathêt Nêm, the Pathêt Sanga, and the Pathêt Manyura. 
Like a worker who is working hard, the Pathêt Nêm Sequence is still 
full of energy, full of activity, and does not give up yet, even having 
an uncertain goal, but it is ambitious. As a youth, in the early period 
of his development he has no clear goal, and is not capable of control-
ling his desires. Such a condition is visualized in the wayang per-
formance by sticking the kayon, slanted to the left. The youth tends to 
slant to the left, a bad attitude. 
Entering the Pathêt Sanga Sequence, the atmosphere is more quiet; 
insects, grasshoppers, and other nocturnal animals are no longer ac-
tive. It is time for a master to give an instruction to his disciple, and 
therefore the sage adêgan is performed at this Sequence. It is time the 
grace of god (wahyu) descends from heaven (Kahyangan). 
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The kayon is stuck upright on the upper banana trunk. At this Se-
quence, the wayang kulit performance is identical to an adult who has 
definitely chosen a way of life he wants to live. As an adult, although 
sometimes he is tempted to satisfy his desires, he strives to live based 
on values. 
During the Pathêt Manyura Sequence, the kayon is slanting to the 
right. As a symbol of human development, this Sequence is the same 
as an elderly period in which one no longer attaches himself to 
worldly needs and to the fulfilment of physical desires. One‟s life is 
approaching the end. 
Among the other requirements, the most important and difficult one is 
to deepen our outer and inner (lair-batin) aspects of life. In the past, I 
have experienced being abused by the spectators so that I could not 
stick the puppet in the banana trunk. To prevent such a bad thing from 
happening, I have to do what the Javanese call an ascetic life 
(Mod.Jav. laku). The ascetic lives are many, such as fasting, keeping 
awake at night. In the month of Sura (Javanese new-year), I went to 
the Lawu mountain for a pilgrimage, or soaking in the river. As if it 
were a plant, the ascetic life is a fence that protects it, and that is the 
most important requirement for a dhalang. 
In short, the wayang kulit performance is visualizing the life of a hu-
man being, from birth, through adulthood, until death. The process of 
human development is also visualized by manipulating the kayon in 
accordance with the Mangkunêgaran style, starting from leaning to 
the left, upright and leaning to the right. 
In 1990, I performed the Déwaruci play at a circumcision event. The 
inspiration and the sources of the Déwaruci dramatic play are from 
my father and also from other dhalangs. 
The Pathêt Nêm Sequence: Brataséna is becoming the disciple of 
Drona. Drona asked him to search for a “kayu gung susuhing angin” 
in the Candramuka mountain. What Drona asked Brataséna to do had 
two purposes, on Duryudana‟s side it is reassuring him. Whereas on 
Brataséna‟s side, by undertaking Drona‟s instruction, he would die in 
Candramuka, eaten by two ogres: Rukmuka and Rukmakala. But ac-
tually, Drona gave Brataséna an examination, by putting him to the 
test. 
Brataséna left for mount Candramuka. There, for the sake of a kayu 
gung susuhing angin, he uprooted the big trees. He carefully observed 
every tree, whether there was a kayu gung susuhing angin or not, 
however he could not find it. But, what is a kayu gung susuhing angin 
really? 
Brataséna thought it was something, whereas it is a proverb. It is 
about the human body where air is coming and going while someone 
is breathing in (napas) and out (nupus). The words “kayu gung” are 
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derived from the Arabic words al-ẖayy meaning the will, and “gung” 
meaning “great”. 
In Mount Candramuka, Brataséna dealt with Rukmuka and Ruk-
makala. They were actually gods who were carrying out their pun-
ishment which they got from Bathara Guru. Brataséna killed them, 
then they were dispelled from their sentence and became gods again, 
the gods Éndra and Bāyu. They thanked Bhīma, the God Éndra gave 
him the kêlat bahu balibar manggis, while the God Bāyu gave him an 
anting-anting panunggul maniking warih, and informed Bhīma that 
what he was looking for did not exist here, and asked him to go back 
to Ngastina to ask Drona again where a kayu gung susuhing angin 
really was. 
In Ngastina, Brataséna said to Drona, “Do not confuse me by giving 
me wrong instructions!” Drona answered that what he asked Bra-
taséna to search for was not anything. Moreover, it was a test whether 
as a disciple Brataséna believed what his master told him or not. Once 
again, Drona asked Brataséna for a requirement, that is tirta pêrwita-
sari which is located in the middle of the Minangkalku ocean. 
The Pathêt Sanga Sequence: According to the Mangkunêgaran tradi-
tion, the only one of the wayang kulit performances that has the 
Gara-gara scene is the Ciptaning play. In the flower battle scene, 
Arjuna fights against two ogres: Mardéwa-Mardèwi, and does not 
fight against buta parêpatans, such as Cakil. The two ogres die, and 
become a godly couple of Kamajaya and Kamaratih. If the second 
scene is the sabrang adegan (the kingdom outside the kingdom 
Ngastina or Pandhawa), then in the flower battle Arjuna fights against 
the buta parêpatans. 
The Pathêt Manyura Sequence: In Ngamarta, Brataséna asked per-
mission to search for the tirta pawitra in the middle of the ocean. 
Surely, his mother and his brothers prevented him from leaving. He 
removed his brothers‟ hands roughly, and released his mother‟s hands 
gently, then left for the ocean without accompaniment. 
Krêsna asked Arjuna, “How dangerous is what Brataséna is going to 
do, seemingly it is the same as sending your brother to death. Then if 
Brataséna does not emerge from the sea, you must ask for Drona to 
take responsibility!” 
Brataséna plunged into the ocean. He dealt with a dragon-snake, 
called Nêmburnawa. It bit his thigh, then he grasped the dragon‟s 
head and tore Nêmburnawa‟s mouth. When Brataséna was grasping 
the dragon‟s head, his shadow was ascending to the sky and became 
the Bhimasêkti star. Since then, Brataséna had no shadow, because 
his shadow became the Bhimasêkti star. 
The encounter between Wrêkodara and Déwaruci was interpreted as 
the encounter between Wrêkodara and the deepest dimension of his 
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personality. So, Déwaruci is no one else, but Bhīma himself. He is the 
only one of all wayang kulit figures who was able to meet with the 
deepest dimension of his personality. 
Each dhalang might have a significant difference in interpreting the 
discourse of Déwaruci given to Bhīma. The different interpretation 
depends on the knowledge each dhalang has. „In my opinion, Déwa-
ruci‟s discourse says that we have four brothers who accompany our 
journey in the world. They are symbolized in the image of four col-
ors: black, red, yellow, and white. These colors describe human de-
sires. Whoever is able to control his desires, he will obtain the perfec-
tion of his life.” 
After completing the discourse, Déwaruci decorated Brataséna‟s hair, 
the so-called gêlung minangkara, which means he had found his true 
identity, and was able to distinguish between himself as a creature 
and his Creator. According to the wayang kulit tradition, since then he 
was no longer called Brataséna, but Wrêkodara, because he had ob-
tained his perfection.  
It is narrated that Arjuna was pursuing Drona to hold him responsible 
for what he had asked Bhīma to search for. “If my brother does not 
come back, you (Drona) have to plunge into the ocean!” said Arjuna. 
“Yes, I will. If Bhīma does not emerge from the ocean, I also will be 
caught up in the ocean.” 
When Drona plunged into the ocean, at the same time, Bhīma 
emerged from the ocean. Bhīma picked him up on his shoulder. 
Bhīma asserted, “Though Drona did not give any discourse, he is my 
true master. Because he showed me the way that led me to find my 
deepest self. He is an honest master. He did not send his disciple to 
doom.” 
The tayungan dance describes that the wayang kulit performance has 
ended. As a complement, the tayungan dance is followed by the golèk 
dance. The word “golèk” is a Javanese word, meaning to search for. 
The golèk dance intends to lead the audience to look for the core-
value or the message of the performance. 
Originally, it was just one, that is the Blumbangan kayon. This kayon 
consists of four elements, which are the earth, fire, water, and air. 
These natural elements are symbolized by the makara, land, trees, 
eagle wings, and pool. 
During the Islamic kingdom of Kartasura, another kind of kayon was 
created, called the Gapuran kayon. In the wayang tradition, the two 
kayons function to mark the transition of the Sequences of the 
wayang kulit performance. 
Drona is a master of masters. He is the master of Korawas and Pan-
dhawas as well. After the Mataram kingdom in Kartasura, the chief 
minister of the Surakarta kingdom, Pringgalaya, was in favor of the 
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VOC, and therefore the chief minister‟s palace was burnt.  That is the 
reason why the Solonese tradition of the wayang kulit depicts the So-
lonese Drona as having a good character, while Sêngkuni has a bad 
character. Whereas the Yogyanese tradition of the wayang kulit de-
picted Sêngkuni as a good chief minister. 
Originally, the depiction of the Déwaruci figure was Bhīma‟s minia-
ture, because he is Bhīma himself, his deepest identity.  Eventually, in 
the development of the puppet creation, a new variety of Déwaruci 
was created, that is Déwaruci with a godly hat and other accessories. 
Déwaruci did not come from India. According to the wayang kulit 
tradition (Javanese view), a human being who has a great knowledge 
above the average humankind is called god. Déwaruci is god who 
does not live together with other gods in Kahyangan (heaven). Déwa-
ruci is Bhīma‟s god, hence Déwaruci is the only god to whom Bhīma 
speaks on a higher level (Mod.Jav. krama), which he does not to do 
with the other gods. 
The brothers of Bāyu‟s descent are also called the four brothers, con-
sisting of the black, red, yellow, and white lights. They are the ele-
ments of our body. In the form of a creature, they are Anoman, Ja-
jagwrêka, Maénaka, Nagakuwara, and Bhīma. 
Déwaruci gave Bhīma two accessories, which are (1) gêlung minang-
kara, and (2) lancingan of a dragon‟s tongue as big as a porong. He 
got the rest of his costume, from the god Bāyu when Bhīma was still 
in his membrane. It is therefore that Bhīma is the last descendant of 
the god Bāyu, called Bāyu Mangkurat. 
Four ogres called buta parêpatans are the troops of a king from 
abroad, outside of Ngastina or Pandhawa. They are not human beings, 
so they behave wildly. 















In my opinion, the term “worship” is not suitable to refer to the 
wayang kulit performance, but an offering is. The term “worship” has 
the same meaning as a prayer, towards the One whom somebody 
prays to. In Javanese culture an offering is called “sêsaji”. Sêsaji (an 
offering) consists of a beverage and a meal that were favored when 
the one the offering is presented to was still alive. Our ancestors used 
to give a knowledge by founding a sanctuary, a place where one lives 
an ascetic life. 
The wayang kulit performance is an offering, e.g. the wayang kulit 
performance at the graves is an offering to the ancestor souls. The 
climax story of the wayang kulit performance teaches the audience 
the process of returning to their origin, the process of dying. The 
Korawas symbolize a physical body, while the Pandhawas symbolize 
a spiritual body. When the physical body was attached to worldly 
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matters, the spiritual body suffered and that suffering was visualized 
by narrating that the Pandhawa brothers lived in the forest for 12 
years. Moreover, when the physical body is hungry for power, the 
spiritual body suffers, and this is illustrated by holding on to the 
throne, and causing the Bharatayuda. The Pandhawas were the winner 
in the Bharatayuda, symbol of the victory of the soul. Therefore, the 
Bharatayuda play used to be performed on the grave in the month 
Ruwah, as an offering to and a commemoration of the ancestor souls. 
For the Javanese, good deeds are considered an offering. Good deeds 
are an offering to ancestors and to descendants. The good thing we 
did, affects 7 levels of ancestors, and 9 levels of descendants. In a 
Javanese proverb this is called “Mikul dhuwur, mêndhêm jêro!” It is 
our good deeds which could help our ancestors, if they were not 
happy yet in the eternal life. That is what we call a devotion to ances-
tors. Therefore, the wayang kulit performance is an offering. 
About the ruwatan, its core meaning is to recall the origin of all that 
exists in this world. 
The gamêlan pieces are a yoga, a means to promote silence. Each 
pathêt gamêlan has a certain harmony (laras) that symbolizes a har-
mony between the outer and inner dimension of a human being. The 
laras also refers to a harmony between mind and feeling. And the 
deepest feeling refers to a gateway to the true world, the world be-
yond our world. 
The Pathêt Nêm Sequence is the symbol of a youth who has a great 
hope and ideal. 
The Gara-gara (turmoil) scene introduces the Pathêt Sanga Se-
quence, that illustrates a tension between the purpose of life-
possession and the emotional problem of an adolescent who is 
strongly influenced by the tendency to satisfy his physical desires. In 
my opinion, the gara-gara scene is a regulator to control human pas-
sions and human desires. 
The Pathêt Sanga Sequence visualizes the portrait of  a young person 
who has determined and decided what the purpose of his life is.  The 
one who is struggling to achieve his goal in life is performed by the 
fighting between  a prince (young knight) and four ogres, called buta 
parêpatans in the pêrang bégal (Yog. style - forest battle) or the 
pêrang kêmbang (Solo. style - flower battle). The four ogres with dif-
ferent colors symbolize human passions. In this battle, a prince al-
ways wins from four ogres. This victory is a symbol of the one who is 
able to control his desires in order to obtain what he longs for. 
Since the beginning of the pathêt manyura Sequence, it is clear how 
the wayang kulit performance leads to the end. The word manyura is 
derived from the name of the bird mêrak, peacock, which literally 
means close to the end. The thing that is not in accordance with the 
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purpose of life and therefore should be overcome, is visualized by the 
pêrang brubuh (wild battle), followed by the tayungan dance and 
sticking the kayon on the banana trunk. 
The tayungan is a freedom dance, while the golèk is a dance that in-
vites the audience to look for the essence / core value of the wayang 
kulit performance overnight. The term “golèk” means to look for. 
That is how the Javanese transfer their knowledge through the 
wayang kulit performance. Every scene of the wayang kulit perform-
ance has a certain meaning. 
Like a puppet that is carved in a slanting style, similarly the character-
istic of the Javanese culture is not so explicit or indirect in expressing 
the idea.  
The main source of the Déwaruci play was my father, before I found 
the written sources related to that story. 
The theme of the Déwaruci play is enlightenment. The wayang kulit 
performance consists of three elements, that are first a theme or an 
essential message of the dramatic play; second, the dramatic play it-
self that was handed down from the ancestors; and third, the wayang 
figures used in the wayang kulit  performance, both the main figures 
and the additional figures as well, such as the ogres. 
The Déwaruci play has the Korawas and Pandhawas as its back-
ground of the dramatic story. 
The Pathêt Nêm Sequence: Wrêkodara is becoming the disciple of 
Drona. This situation put Drona in a dilemma, on the one hand he 
served Duryudana who wanted Wrêkodara to die, on the other hand 
Wrêkodara is his beloved disciple. To overcome such a difficulty, 
Drona ordered Wrêkodara in the form of a proverb, “Golèkana kayu 
gung susuhing angin!” Literally it means “Search for a huge tree 
where the air is nesting!” 
Wrêkodara dealt with two ogres in the Srigrangga cave, and as a hu-
man being he is not able to do anything. An ogre can be overcome by 
an ogre, so they blasted each other‟s heads. After the two ogres died, 
they became the gods Éndra and Bāyu. Here, the idea or concept of a 
human struggle is personified by the Srigrangga cave and the two 
ogres, while the significant knowledge is personified by the gods Én-
dra and Bāyu. 
The first step of your journey is a meditation, by which you find the 
energy of life, the noble knowledge. The Srigrangga cave in the Can-
dramuka mountain personifies a human nose; a meditation refers to 
the breathing in and breathing out of lungs. In this process Wrêkodara 
did not find what he searched for, the problem of his breath. He still 
breathed roughly, which symbolizes that he could not control his pas-
sion yet. Therefore, he must go through the next process, that is to 
look for tirta pawitra, and he had to plunge into the middle of the 
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ocean. Before plunging into the sea, Wrêkodara went back to 
Ngastina. 
The Pathêt Sanga Sequence: During the sage scene, Wrêkodara dra-
matically disappeared, but Arjuna appears, followed by the flower 
battle in which Arjuna fought against four ogres with different colors, 
called buta parêpatans. This scene is a set of the wayang kulit per-
formance standard, that is the sage scene where a prince is presented. 
He is a symbol of human struggling to control his physical desires 
and passions. 
The Pathêt Manyura Sequence: Wrêkodara plunging into the ocean 
introduces the Pathêt Manyura Sequence. The plunging into the 
ocean articulates a very strong will. His mind and his feeling are in 
harmony. On the one hand, he is aware of the purpose of his life, on 
the other hand he has to surrender, and even to empty his mind and 
heart. The heart is a place where physical desires exist. Thus, the be-
ginning of seeking the knowledge of perfection, followed by the en-
counter with the gods Éndra and Bāyu and then the plunging into the 
ocean, describe the development of Wrêkodara‟s awareness starting 
from the common awareness to a greater awareness and a greatest 
awareness. 
Naga Nabasnawa is a personification of a great temptation. 
About Déwaruci‟s discourse, it is a metaphor of an abstract thing. 
According to the wayang kulit tradition, the discourse consists of one 
light with four different colors, then the eight lights. After seeing four 
different colors of light that symbolize physical desires, Wrêkodara 
entered the true world. What I do not understand is the way Wrêko-
dara entered the true world by getting into Déwaruci‟s belly via his 
left ear. It is difficult to understand it. 
In my opinion, Déwaruci‟s discourse consists of an implementation of 
ksatriya-pinandita (a priestly knight). I usually present the metaphor 
of cupu manik astagina (charm), that means the eight guidelines of 
human civilization, called hastabrata. In the Déwaruci terminology, 
these lights are symbols of the five senses. Therefore, the five senses 
are the entrance to the deepest feeling or mystical experience. Such an 
experience is like the moon that gives light but not a blinding light. 
In the next scene, Arjuna is pursuing Drona to hold him responsible 
for what he has ordered Bhīma to look for. “What I said is true, and 
therefore the truth could not be wrong!” Drona apologized. Arjuna 
demands that “Whatever would happen, Drona has to plunge into the 
sea!”, and finally he plunged into the ocean. 
The word kayon is derived from the Arabic word kayyun (al-ẖayy), 
meaning “will or willingness”. Everyone has their own will or their 
goal in life, that is becoming oneness with God. During the wayang 
kulit performance, the kayon functions as a time-indication of the 
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changing scene from one Sequence to the other Sequence. 
A good character of Drona, as found in the book of Nawaruci, is from 
the Tamil Mahābhārata. Actually, the story was a legend, but then 
Viyasa used it to explain the concept of karma, the law of cause and 
effect that is interdependent. 
Déwaruci is a divine one. According to the Javanese point of view, 
the human soul is the same as the holy spirit. Anybody who is able to 
control his physical desires and passions, would find his deepest self 
in the true world, the world beyond our world. The only wayang fig-
ure who met Déwaruci is Wrêkodara. 
A human being consists of five elements, called pancaskanda, five 
groups of creatures. All of them need energy or chi, O2 (oxygen). 
Wêrkodara‟s costume is the result of the dhalangs‟ creativity, in order 
to strengthen their performance, particularly Wrêkodara who has ob-
tained the knowledge of perfection. 
Buta parêpatans visualize obstacles that come from human desires 
and passions. The flower battle, called the gêndiran scene, is a sym-
bol of the fighting against human desires and passions. 

























The wayang kulit performance still functions as devotion to the ances-
tral souls, in the Javanese month of Ruwah or Sura, and on special 
occasions. It can be said that the dhalang has no holiday through the 
whole month of Ruwah, because of performing the wayang kulit from 
one grave to the other. 
At the beginning of the wayang kulit performance, while the dhalang 
is pulling out the kayon from the banana trunk, he is saying a certain 
prayer, called the dhalang’s mantram. The intention is for the safety 
of the host, the performers, the audience, and all who are involved. 
Each the pathêt gêndhing has its own thinthingan. Also, it creates a 
sense of their own. The Pathêt Nêm piece has no barang key; the 
pathêt sanga has no key three; and the pathêt manyura has no key 
five. Compared to the human being, these pathêt gêndhings are the 
same as the process of birth, life, and death. 
In the past, dhalangs did not only pursue how to perform the wayang 
kulit, but also to cure disease. Such a science is called the sêsêrêpan 
kasêpuhan (literally: elderly knowledge), and differs from a medical 
or nursing treatment. For example, the gumbala gêni is to reduce the 
high body temperature. 
In my opinion, the ascetic life is like a consequence for the dhalang. 
From the ascetic life of the dhalang, the authority of his wayang kulit 
performance flows. The more the dhalang lives ascetically, the more 
his wayang performance has its authority. I myself know how to 
make the performance influence the audience, but I am still not as 
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able as my grandfather or Bei Tarno as well. 
When my grandfather performed the Ranjaban play, the audience was 
silent and cried. Similarly, when Bei Tarno was performing the scene 
in which Dwijakangka was hit by a dice bowl, even the minister 
cried. 
Connected to the Ruwatan, do not take it easy, and consider the older 
dhalangs. Also, I do not forget to consider the older dhalang, if I 
want to perform the Bharatayuda plays, such as the Ranjaban or the 
Samba Juwing play. I do not act big, even though my ancestor was a 
dhalang, one of the children has married, or is already having a 
grandchild. 
The wayang kulit performance is a visualization of those who do evil, 
and of those who do good, and invites the audience to reflect on their 
life, “What shall I do today and tomorrow?” 
Compared with humankind, the wayang kulit performance is similar 
to the development of a human being from his birth, through life, to 
death. During the Pathêt Nêm Sequence, the scenes symbolize an 
adolescent who is striving for ways and means to lead a better life. 
When his life is well established, the temptation is not lighter, but 
heavier, such as the temptation to have more and more possessions, 
despite having sufficient property. Using the wayang kulit language, 
one‟s struggle is performed before the turmoil adêgan (gara-gara). 
If someone has succeeded in his life, he should not forget his parents. 
The dhalang visualizes it by performing the sage/hermit scene, fol-
lowed by the forest battle or the flower battle. The last two scenes 
symbolize the temptations, the obstacles that may block the journey 
of your life. 
The third sequence of the wayang kulit performance, the Pathêt Ma-
nyura Sequence, is like a turbid water that now becomes transparent 
water, because all small pieces of matter and mud have settled down.  
Compared to a human being, it is a period when somebody has suc-
ceeded in his life, and starts to reflect on the spiritual dimension of his 
life. This Sequence concludes with the Tayungan dance which invites 
the audience to find the core meaning of the performance, which part 
of the performance is good to imitate, which part is bad and should be 
avoided. 
The Pathêt Nêm Sequence: The first scene is the assembly held in 
Ngastina where Suyudana gave Drona a mandate to weaken the 
power of the Pandhawas. Drona reported that the Pandhawa brothers 
were lured to him. 
Bhīma is leaving for the Tikbrasara forest, there he faces the two 
ogres. Accidentally, by killing the two ogres, Bhīma released their 
sentence which they got from the god Guru, and therefore they be-
came the gods Éndra and Bāyu. They gave Bhīma a mantram which 
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has a power to protect him from the dangers of the ocean. 
The Pathêt Sanga Sequence: the gara-gara scene is followed by the 
sage scene, where Bhīma is not present, but Arjuna. 
Déwaruci‟s discourse is the knowledge of dying: “How am I going to 
die? What happens after I die?” Wrêkodara saw four lights with dif-
ferent colors, before encountering Déwaruci. They are “sêdulurmu 
tunggal”, literally “your brothers” in your personality. The red one 
easily gets angry, while the yellow one is pursuing the passions. The 
black one is blocking off virtues, and the white one has a good char-
acter. If you don‟t have a strong will, you are not able to obtain what 
you search for.” 
Wrêkodara surrendered before Déwaruci, and got into his belly 
through his left ear. There Wrêkodara saw brightness, but not from 
the sunlight. Wrêkodara wanted to complain, and did not know what 
he wanted to do, but he did not know whom to ask. He met his minia-
ture, actually he is his brother in the form of Déwaruci. 
Then, Déwaruci gave Wrêkodara a discourse. After completing his 
discourse, in fact he did not want to go back to Ngamarta. He felt 
happy and comfortable staying there, where everything was striking. 
Déwaruci said, “It is not your time yet!” 
Wrêkodara acknowledged that Drona is the true master. Wrêkodara 
admitted, if Drona had not put him into his trap, he would not have 
encountered Déwaruci. 
According to the wayang kulit tradition, the Déwaruci play is contin-
ued with the Bhīmasuci or the Bhīmakurda plays. 
The movement of the kayon is as follows:  slanting to the right, stick-
ing vertically, slanting to the left in accordance with the sequences. 
The movement symbolizes the development of a human being, start-
ing from his birth, life and death. The kayon also means the will, the 
essential meaning of the performance. 
There are two types of kayons: the Gapuran kayon, and the Blum-
bangan kayon. 
The bad depiction of Drona comes from the Yogyakarta tradition, of 
which the book of Pustaka Raja is the source. According to the Ma-
habharata, Drona has a good character, he is the real master. 
Déwaruci is Sang Hyang Wênang. In other words, Sang Hyang 
Wênang embodied Déwaruci. 
The brothers of Bāyu‟s descent have the same costume, that is the 
polèng bangbintulu. They are Bāyukinara, Bāyuanras, Jajagwrêka, 
Maénaka who use the polèng bangbintulu. All creatures have bāyu, 
the energy of life. 
Bhīma has had his complete costume since he was still in his caul, 
given by the god Bāyu. 
They are robbers, consisting of Cakil, Pragalba, Galiyuk, and Térong. 
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I depend on the host and the audience in presenting the wayang kulit 
performance. If the host is striving for ngèlmu or kêbatinan, like the 
people around the Cetho temple, I performed the depth lakon, such as 
the Sudamala or the Durga Ruwat plays. Also, I still perform the 
wayang kulit for the ruwatan. Moreover, the wayang kulit used to be 
performed here, for the intention of cleansing the village in August, 
and to commemorate Independence Day as well. 
At the beginning of the wayang kulit performance, after pulling the 
kayon from the banana trunk, the dhalang prays to Hyang or Lord of 
the world. This prayer continues with the janturan, started by the fol-
lowing phrase, “Swuh rêp dat titahana”. This phrase is derived from 
“swuh rep” which means a silence, “dat” means life, and titahana 
means a human being that exists. Before the world existed, it was a 
sky (awang-awang) or void (uwung-uwung), and the only existing 
one was Life. If the dhalang is a guest, by saying the opening prayer, 
he asks permission that what he is going to perform may go well. 
Therefore I make a prologue as follows:  
“This is the beginning of the story, that is the story of the wayang ku-
lit purwa. It was the buffalo‟s hide which was carved like a human 
being. Walis used the wayang kulit to promote their religion. 
It is performed on the kêlir (a white screen) that symbolizes a holy 
world. The world is holy in its essence, without sin. It is from human-
kind that sin came into existence.  And the bléncong is the light of the 
world: like sun, moon, and stars. 
The kêprak is the symbol of the heartbeat, and the songs are signs of 
happiness and sad emotions. 
The dhalang is undertaking the mission of God to manipulate the 
wayang kulit in his performance. The wayang kulit is a depiction of 
the life of a human being both physically and spiritually, a good one 
or a bad one, morally good or immoral.Therefore, the story of the 
wayang kulit performance presents two things, a good figure and a 
bad figure. Imitate the good one, and avoid the bad one. The one who 
is the evil-doer will be destroyed. 
At the end of the performance, the wayang kulit will be laid in the 
wooden box, it is the same with a human being who is buried in the 
grave when he dies. The only difference between the two is the 
wayang kulit will be used again, but humankind will be judged by 
God, the Almighty. In conclusion, goods or property, position and 
power have no value, but good deeds are for the benefit of others. 
The pathêt gêndhing is divided into three pieces. They symbolize the 
development of a human being, starting from his birth, marriage, until 
he dies. The Pathêt Nêm piece visualizes the birth of a new baby. This 
baby has a certain ideal to be obtained, but he often deals with a prob-
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lem which could impede it. The Pathêt Sanga performs such a strug-
gle, where Janaka or Abimanyu fights against Cakil and his followers, 
though the previous scene was not the foreign scene. 
Indeed, the pathêt gêndhing creates a certain mood. 
“Don‟t change the standard lakon! If the previous scene was not the 
foreign scene, why did you perform Cakil? Where did Cakil come 
from?” some of the dhalangs criticize me. I apologized, “Cakil comes 
from the inner self of a prince.” What is the logical relationship? “He 
is the personification of his uncontrollable desires, such as his anger.” 
Thus, this scene (the flower battle) visualizes the one who is obtain-
ing his ideal, but he is dealing with a temptation or an obstacle. 
Where did this obstacle come from? It came from himself, and is per-
sonified by Cakil and his followers. Therefore, Cakil died because of 
his kris, and not Janaka‟s kris or Amibanyu‟s. This scene symbolizes 
human desires that cannot be stoped by anyone but himself. 
The fight between Janaka and Cakil is called the flower battle, be-
cause it is the most beautiful battle in the wayang kulit performance. 
Also it is the most difficult one for the dhalang to manipulate the 
puppet, because he has to manipulate two puppets with a different 
character. Janaka or Abimanyu have a refined manner, while Cakil 
and his followers are quick in movement. 
About the pathêt manyura, the word manyura is derived from (an Old 
Javanese word) “mayūra” meaning “merak”, close to the end of the 
performance. Spiritually, it means close to his God. Therefore, the 
character of the gêndhing manyura is quiet, silent, such as Kanda 
Manyura, a gêndhing that brings a hunch. The end of the Sequence 
would be the tayungan dance, done by Wrêkodara, the descendant of 
Bāyu, the god of wind. Someone who was left by the wind, he will 
die, and then be buried. The Tayungan dance visualizes the dying 
body, being left by Bāyu: wind, air. 
The last scene of the wayang performance is the Golèk dance that in-
vites the audience to look for the essence of the performance. 
All the dhalang’s requirements are not easy. The science of the 
wayang kulit performance has always fascinated me, because it con-
sists of great religious values. Does the dhalang practice for himself 
what morally goods things he spoke on the stage? For example, I fi-
nanced the construction of two mosques for the two different groups 
of Muslims. Also, I founded the Bung Karno junior high school, and 
educated many young dhalangs. 
About an ascetic life, in my opinion, I have to adjust it to our times, 
no longer such as a meditation in a lonely place. I practice an ascetic 
life by behaving patiently, not easily angered, being wise based on 
love for others: striving for safety of ourselves, the families, the 
neighbor, and the world (Mod.Jav. mêmayu hayuning buwana). 
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We, and not anyone else, create heaven or hell for ourselves. 
The wayang kulit performance is a symbol of the life of a human be-
ing. 
The Tayungan dance symbolizes dying in a perfect way. 
I got the Déwaruci dramatic play from my father. For the sake of be-
ing understood by the audience, I simplified the Déwaruci play. 
Where do our lives come from? Our parents intercede for our lives, 
by giving birth to us. Indeed, we are only a messenger. Who did send 
us to the world? He is Hyang, who gives us life. What shall we do 
with our lives? We carry out our responsibilities as well as we can. 
What is the end of our lives? We return to Life, the immortal life. 
The Pathêt Nêm Sequence: The first scene is the jêjêr in the Sokalima 
Hermitage, where Drona and his son, Aswatama are welcoming Bra-
taséna. “Duryudana had allowed me to become your disciple,” said 
Brataséna. Drona asked him to look for two requirements, “Firstly, 
search for a kayu gung susuhing angin (a huge tree where the wind is 
nesting) and secondly, banyusuci pêrwitasari (holy water) in the Mi-
nangkalbu ocean!” 
Most dhalangs are generally performing the first scene in Ngastina. 
Brataséna carried out the order of his master to look for a kayu gung 
susuhing angin, and then went back to Ngastina, before undertaking 
another order, that is to search for tirta pawitrasari in the Minang-
kalbu ocean. The first scene I composed differs from them, that is 
Drona gave Brataséna two orders at once. 
Brataséna left for the Rêksamuka mountain, there he dealt with two 
ogres, Rukmuka-Rukmakala, who after being killed by Brataséna be-
came the gods Éndra and Bāyu. Bāyu explained to Brataséna that a 
kayu gung susuhing angin is a proverb. “The word kayu means will; 
gung means huge, and susuhing angin means bajra hérawana, air by 
which we breathe in and breathe out. Thus, this proverb means that if 
you have a great goal, do not hurry to obtain it. Cleanse your mind, 
and your heart! It should be done step by step!” Thus, I describe, as 
clearly as possible, what the meaning of a kayu gung susuhing angin 
is. 
The mountain is called Rêksamuka, which is derived from the words 
rêksa and muka. The word rêksa means to take care, and the word 
muka means face. What is there on your face? If you are going to 
achieve a great ideal, please use your mouth to speak of good things, 
and use your ear to hear as well. If it is needed, close your eyes 
please! By closing your eyes, the thing you see is clearer than by open 
eyes. See the thing not only by your eye, but by your heart as well. 
Bāyu concluded that “Indeed, it is right what your master said. If you 
have understood what a kayu gung susuhing angin is, please complete 
the second order of your master, that is Banyusuci Pêrwitasari. Don‟t 
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stop on your way, or be susceptible to a temptation. Follow what your 
heart says! That is the order of your master.” 
Brataséna: Yes, I will! 
The plot of the wayang kulit performance is a dhalang’s creation. Be-
sides considering the time of the wayang kulit performance, I simpli-
fied it in order for it to be understandable to the audience. 
The composition of the Déwaruci play I made is favored by the audi-
ence. Although, I am happy when anyone has a better one, it is not 
always easily understood by the audience. 
The Pathêt Sanga Sequence: The scene that follows the gara-gara is 
the encounter between Brataséna and Anoman. Anoman prevented 
Brataséna from carrying out the second order of his master. “It is not 
true, that you want to be a disciple of Drona. Drona is a master of us-
ing a gun, such as using an arrow or a kris. But he is not the master of 
ngèlmu.”   
Brataséna answered, “My brother, Anoman, you are a hermit, why do 
you speak negatively about other hermits. It is a sign that you have 
not enough knowledge. As a hermit, do not be jealous of other her-
mits‟ knowledge!”  
Anoman, “No, I am not. In my opinion, Drona is a bad master. Do 
you forget that you have Abiyasa, Sêmar, or Krêsna? They have more 
than enough of ngèlmu. Why do you consider to become a disciple of 
Drona?”  
Brataséna, “What should I have for becoming a disciple?” 
Anoman, “Belief!” 
Brataséna, “If I should have belief, I believe him. I know that Abi-
yasa, Krêsna, and Sêmar have a height of ngèlmu, but I believe 
Drona.”  
Anoman fought against Brataséna, but Krêsna stopped them.  
Krêsna, “What are you doing Anoman?” 
Anoman, “I prevented Brataséna.” 
Krêsna, “Why did you prevent him?” 
Anoman, “Brataséna is going to plunge into the ocean, therefore 
surely he will die.” 
Krêsna, “How do you know that Brataséna will die because of plung-
ing into the ocean?” 
Anoman, “It was what I thought of.”  
Krêsna: “Are you sure that the ocean is a death place? Don‟t believe 
that Brataséna will die because of plunging into the ocean. Life and 
death of humankind, whether on the earth or in the sea, depend on the 
Life Giver. It can happen, one dies because of cough. How long have 
you been a hermit?” 
I and you are only being the witnesses of Brataséna‟s journey. 
The Pathêt Manyura Sequence: After plunging into the ocean, most 
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dhalangs perform that Brataséna deals with only one dragon snake, I 
on the other hand present four dragon snakes with different colors, 
that are red, black, yellow, and white. The four dragon snakes coiled 
Brataséna, one after the other. He felt frustrated to deal with four 
dragons, and he remembered what the God Bāyu said. For the sake of 
cleansing his mind and heart, Brataséna crossed his hands on his 
chest, then the dragons entered through his body. At once, along with 
the entering of four dragons through Brataséna‟s body, he met Déwa-
ruci. But, if I did not prepare the four dragons, I performed the dragon 
snake by tearing its mouth down to its tail. 
Brataséna: “Who are you?” 
Déwaruci: “I am yourself, you are myself.” 
Brataséna: “Don‟t say convoluted words!”  
Déwaruci: “Indeed, this is a terribly convoluted word. Anybody who 
comes here, should know that he knows this convoluted one. I am 
yourself, you are myself. I and you were born at the same time: body 
and soul.  You are the outer, and I am the inner dimension. You could 
not exist without me, and I could not exist without you.” 
I depicted Brataséna finding his life. “I and you are united, for the 
sake of God‟s will. I am your life, but my life comes from the Life 
Giver. It is right, therefore what you are searching for is life. What is 
the life for? How does the life end?” 
Brataséna went through Déwaruci‟s belly, like a kris into its sheath. 
There Déwaruci decorated Brataséna‟s hair, called the gêlung mi-
nangkara, the front part is lower than the rear. Déwaruci embodied 
into Brataséna‟s body. I marked this unity by naming him Bhīmasuci 
or Bhīmamursid. 
Permadi is pursuing Drona. “Please kill me Drona. Surely, my brother 
will die. The Pandhawas are five brothers, like eggs from one nest, if 
one was broken, the others should be broken. You caused my brother 
to die, therefore please kill me also!” 
Drona: “Don‟t worry, your brother is still alive!”  
Arjuna: “I ask a proof!” 
Drona: “Yes, I do. Wait!” 
Drona plunged into the ocean, at once Bhīma is supporting him on his 
shoulder. Therefore, the Déwaruci play is also called Drona 
Géndhong. 
Déwaruci‟s discourse: What are ways and means of living? Four 
dragon snakes symbolize human desires that come from the inner-
self. On the other hand, these desires are ways and means of living. 
We cannot live without our desires, but let us not be hindered by 
them. Human desires cannot die, unless our physical body dies. We 
are able to control these desires. 
If we turn the kayon figure upside down, it becomes a depiction of a 
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heart.  Heart refers to life. In the wayang performance, the kayon is 
also manipulated as water, wind, fire, or stone. Therefore, I turn the 
kayon, when it is manipulated as a certain thing, such as a stone. 
The description of Drona whether he has a good character or a bad 
one, it depends on the dhalang. In my opinion, his initial motif was 
bad. He taught the Korawas and Pandhawas, because he wanted to 
destroy the kingdom of Pancala. This is the seed of hatred. 
Why did Déwaruci teach Bhīma, and not his master, Drona? In my 
opinion, Drona did not know the ngèlmu (the Javanese knowledge): 
sangkan paraning dumadi. Drona is an expert in using weapons or 
war strategy, such as the êmprit nêba or the sapit urang. Therefore, 
Drona told Bhīma nonsense when he gave two requirements. He just 
wanted to hide his weakness. On the other hand, Bhīma indeed be-
lieved him, therefore he obtained what he longed for. 
In the past the only wayang figure that was used as Déwaruci is Sang 
Hyang Wenang, or Bondan Paksa Jandu. I made the miniature of Bra-
taséna and of Wrêkodara as the Déwaruci figure. Déwaruci is the in-
ner dimension of Bhīma or his life. How could a soul speak?  The 
soul speaks through the puppet.  
They are Anoman, Gajah Sétubanda, Jajagwrêksa, and ṛsi Maénaka, 
and Bhīmaséna. They are called panca bāyu or warayang (wind). 
Since he was still in his caul, his costume was complete, except his 
long thumbnails which he got from the elephant Séna.  
a.  The gold pupuk designed as fine as fiber of the tamarind tree. 
Like the tamarind tree that is rough in its outer aspect, but very 
fine of trunk, so even Bhīma is like it.  
b.  The sumping sêkar pudhak sinumpêt. He is able to maintain the 
reputation, just the same as the fragrant pudhak flower which is 
kept from spreading out.  
c.  The kêlat bahu balibar manggis symbolizes his words which are 
the same as his deeds, his outer self and his inner self are in har-
mony.  
d.  The Nagabanda neck-ring is the symbol of his strength that is 
stronger than the strength of a king of the dragons.  
e.  The candra kirana arm-ring symbolizes his brightness.  
f.  The kampuh polèng bang bintulu 
g.  The pañcanaka   
i. The lancingan porong symbolizes his ability to control his desires 
and passions. 
They are personifications of prince‟s desires. Therefore, Cakil died 
because of his kris. These desires will never die, but they can be con-
trolled by the owner. 
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acintya : incomprehensible, cannot be grasped in a concept, 
above human knowledge 
adêgan : short of minor scene in a wayang performance 
akal : human reason 
alaming asuwung : realm of nothing, without content 
antawacana : the differentiation of voices of each figure in the 
wayang kulit performance, spoken by the dhalang  
ātman (Skr.) : the essence or principle of life, the divine element of 
a human being 
awang-awang : the sky 
awang-uwung : the empty sky 
uwung-uwung :  see alaming asuwung  
awicarita : dhalang’s capability to tell the dramatic play 
B 
babon : the original source 
badan : body, the physical aspect of a human being 
batin : the imperceptible, subtle, spiritual, inward or secret; a 
person’s reserved potential, enabling him or her to be 
sensitive to the imperceptible forces at play in the 
world 
kêbatinan : religious movement which concentrates on the prac-
tices of managing peace of mind, emotions, feelings; 
anything to do with spiritual power 
aliran kêbatinan : a sect of Javanese religious movement 
blèncong : the traditional coconut-oil lamp used to illuminate the 
kêlir 
budi luhur : noble thought 
C 
cakra manggilingan : the rotation principle 
catur : the dialog 
D 
dasanama :  ten name 
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dhalang : 1. An honored person who is constantly moving from 
one place to another in order to help whoever may be 
in need; a person who is able to heal sickness, sad-
ness, or other disturbance by means of exorcism; 2. a 
puppet master; puppeteer who manipulates the pup-
pets; provides narration, dialogue, and song; directs 
the gamêlan orchestra 
dhalang édan : a mad puppeteer  
dhalang kêndhil : the dhalang performs the wayang kulit theatre solely 
with a view to personal material gain 
dhalang banyol : a humorist dhalang 
dhalang gêndhing : the dhalang who is highly trained in gamêlan orches-
tra, as well as in his wayang kulit performance 
pêdhalangan : the science of the wayang kulit performance 
dhodhogan : the patterns and rhythms of sounds coming from the 
cêmpala against the wooden wayang box 
dhodhogan gêtêr : a pattern of the dhodhogan with a rhythm as fast as if 
it is vibrating, to accompany the suluk ada-ada, the 
tension dialogue, and the gamêlan pieces 
dhat jati : true essence 
G 
gaib : mysterious 
gamêlan : set or musical orchestra of predominantly percussion 
instruments of Indonesia, especially in Java and Bali. 
Bronze is the preferred material for the gongs and 
metallophones, but brass and iron are used as well 
gamêlan pélog : also called laras pélog: seven tones per octave, the 
intervals varying from slightly less than a minor sec-
ond to close to a major third 
gamêlan sléndro : also called laras sléndro: five tones per octave, each 
interval approximately the same, somewhere between 
a major second and a minor third 
gara-gara : the section of the wayang kulit performance repre-
senting nature’s turmoil; hurricanes, earthquakes, 
floods, and volcanic eruptions are followed by a 
comic clown scene 
gêndir : an arm rod of the wayang kulit figure 
gêndiran : literally, “battle with arm rods”; used only by a 
young prince against buta parêpatans in the pêrang 
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bégal scene in the Yogyanese style, also known as 
pêrang kêmbang in Solonese style 
gêndhing : 1. a general term for gamêlan compositions with 
fixed meters; 2. any gamêlan compositional form, 
larger than ladrang, consisting of a kênong unit of 
anything from 16 to 64 beats, and most typically four 
kênong units to a gong. Gêndhing has a refined struc-
ture with, at least two sections, mérong and minggah 
gunungan : a leather-puppet in the shape of a large raindrop, con-
taining (1) numerous cosmic symbols and decora-
tions, that begins and ends any wayang kulit per-
formance and (2) serving a variety of dramatic func-
tions such as a palace, the ocean, fire, a river, a 
storm, the revelations during meditation, and any-
thing else the dhalang might come up with 
guru : teacher, master, often referring to a teacher of mysti-
cal wisdom 
guru nadi : a master of masters 
guru gatra : a set of lines of each Javanese poem  
guru wilangan : a set or number of syllables of each line of a Javanese 
poem 
guru lagu : also known as, dongding; a word containing a certain 
vowel which ends each line of a Javanese poem 
Gusti : Lord 
H 
hastabrata : the practice of ascetic life based on the eight charac-
ters of the universe 
hati : heart 
hyang : an indigenous Javanese term for God 
dahyang : a territorial spirit 
Sang Hyang Tunggal : the Most Holy One 
Sang Hyang Wisésa : the Most High, the Omnipotent 
Sang Hyang Taya : the Most Incomprehensible 
Sang Hyang Sūkṣma : the Most Glorious Soul, the Supreme Soul 
Sang Marbudengrat : the Ruler of the world 
I 
indra : senses  
panca indra : the five senses 
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J 
Jagad : world 
jagad gêdhé : macrocosm, a universe 
jagad cilik : microcosm, a human being 
janturan : narration style and form for introducing a major au-
dience scene in a king’s court accompanied by 
gêndèr, gambang, rêbab and suling 
jêjêr : a major scene in the wayang kulit performance; there 
are seven jêjêr in the Yogyakarta style of wayang ku-
lit performance, and only the first major scene is 
called jêjêr in the Solonese style 
K 
kakawin : Old Javanese literature written in Kawi with Indian 
styles and meters, also known as têmbang gêdhé (big 
meter) 
kandha : technical term for the dhalang’s narration without 
gamêlan accompaniment 
kayu gung susuhing angin : literally, a big tree as a nest of wind 
kawruh :  Javanese wisdom, Javanist lore 
kayon : see gunungan 
kêjawèn :  Javanism  
kêbo nusu gudhèl : a buffalo suckles a young one 
kéblat papat lima pancêr : see mancapat     
kêlir : the white screen used for the wayang kulit perform-
ance 
caking pakêliran : the techniques presenting the wayang kulit perform-
ance  
kêprak-an : techniques for the manipulation of hitting a set of 
loose hanging metal plates on the side of the wayang 
wooden box and used by the dhalang for specific 
dramatic effects 
kidung :  a Javanese poem; see macapat 
klênik : black magic; practices for personal gain 
krawitan : a gamêlan orchestra 
kris :  a traditional Javanese weapon with important mysti-
cal and occult properties 
L 
lair : born, outward appearance 
lair utusane batin : literally, outer self is a messenger of inner self 
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lakon : the dramatic play of a wayang kulit performance 
laku : literally, a step; an ascetic exercise 
lontar : a palm leaf  
M 
macapat :  name of a Javanese poem or song consisting of vari-
ous kinds of meter such as Sinom, Dhandhanggula, 
Asmarandana, Mêgatruh, Pucung  
mancapat : classification system consisting of four-five dimen-
sions of space, with four compass directions and the 
center as a pattern 
manggala : an initial stanza or stanzas of kakawin, an old Java-
nese literature 
manunggaling kawula-Gusti/ 
pamoring kawula-Gusti  : the union of servant and Lord 
mati sarjoning urip : “dead while still living”, a state of being dead to 
worldly needs, human appetites and passion, but 
alive 
mawas diri : self-reflection 
mêlêng : an intense contemplation 
N 
naluri : instinct 
ngèlmu :  Javanese wisdom, esoteric knowledge 
niṣkala : immaterial, having no material form, invisible 
niyaga :  the gamêlan player 
P 
pandita : see wiku 
panyandra : describing an idea by using allusion 
pakêm : the traditional dramatic play in the wayang kulit per-
formance retelling the Mahābhārata and Rāmāyana 
epics; as opposed to the Javanese dramatic play (ca-
rangan) that does not draw from these epics 
pathêt : a melodic concept within Javanese krawitan most 
closely related with mode. Pathêt may signify a hier-
archy of pitches in terms of their importance to each 
other, the construction of melodies both for the total 
sound of the composition and for certain individual 
melodic instruments when interpreting gêndhing, and 
extramusical connotations, e.g. appropriate time of 
the wayang kulit performance, mood of the piece and 
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style of interpretation, etc. There are three pathêts in 
each laras gamêlan (pathêt nêm, sanga and manyu-
ra), as well as the wayang kulit performance 
pêndhapa suwung : an empty hall 
R 
rancak : one set of gamêlan  
rasa : taste, bodily feelings, emotional feelings, intuitive 
feelings, organ of consciousness 
roh : soul 
ruwatan : a spiritually endowed performance used as part of a 
ceremony designed to protect people from the de-
structive god, Bathara Kala 
S 
sabêt : movement techniques of the wayang leather-puppet 
done by dhalang 
sakala : material 
sakala-niṣkala : material-immaterial 
sanggit : the dhalang’s individual interpretation of the whys 
and hows of character behavior or plotline of the 
dramatic play 
sangkan paraning dumadi : the origin and destination of being 
sêmbah : an honorific gesture of respect; the most common 
sêmbah requires the hands be placed together and 
raised to the nose 
sêmbah karna : a one-handed greeting resembling a salute; the 
wayang’s rear hand is brought to its ear (MoJ. karna) 
and smartly snapped forward in a military fashion 
sêmbah ratu : literally, “sêmbah for the king”; the standard sêmbah 
used in the wayang kulit performance in which the 
hands are raised to the height of the nose 
sêngrèngan : technical way to fit the rêbab: two stringed violin in 
the gamêlan orchestra 
sêpi ing pamrih :  without self-interest 
simpingan : see wayang simpingan 
singgêtan : a break  in the wayang kulit performance 
sindhèn : the female singer in a gamêlan orchestra or in the 
wayang kulit performance 
pêsindhèn : long version of sindhèn, the female singer in a gamê-
lan ensemble 
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sūkṣma (Skr.) :  intangible, subtle, invisible, immaterial; secret 
sūkṣma sarira :  human soul 
suluk : 1. a mystical text written in the form of a poem with 
Javanese meter, also known as macapat; 2. Special 
traditional chant sung by the dhalang at a specific 
juncture in the wayang kulit performance. There are 
different types of sulukan: ada-ada, pathêtan, and 
sêndhon 
suluk ada-ada : a type of sulukan accompanied to reflect anger, con-
fusion, surprise or tumult 
suluk pathêtan : a type of sulukan to reflect a calm, stately or intro-
spective mood 
suluk sêndhon : a type of sulukan to reflect pensive, nostalgic and 
somewhat melancholy moods 
susila : see budi luhur 
T 
tan kêna kinaya ngapa : incomprehensible 
tapa :  esoteric practice by going into solitude 
tasawuf :  Islamic mysticism; Sufism 
saréngat :  conformity to basic rule or Islamic law; the physical 
observance of religious and doctrinal or ritual re-
quirements; first of the four Sufi stages 
tarékat : the sufi brotherhoods as movements or the level of 
inner spiritual quest for truth; second of the four Sufi 
stages 
hakékat :  pursuit the truth; third of the four Sufi stages 
makrifat :  union; the final stage of spiritual attainment in Java-
nese Sufi terms 
tayungan : victory dance of Bhīma after the pêrang brubuh 
thinthingan : an introduction for solo voice in the gamêlan orches-
tra 
tirta pawitra :  a Sanskrit loanword means a crossing water (water as 
tīrtha) and/or a progression to the understanding of 
esoteric knowledge (amṛta, the Supreme Bliss); liv-
ing water 
tuding : the arm control rods of a wayang leather-puppet 
W 
wahyu : divine inspiration 
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wali : saint, the Arabic word walī means “one who is near 
to God”; semi legendary apostle of Islam in Java 
wanda : term for the total character of a wayang leather-
puppet as perceived by the use of conventions of eye 
shape, facial color and ornaments and the tilt of the 
head, shoulders, and torso 
waskita : powers relating to the third eye: the spiritual eye 
wayang : wayang may refer to a performance of a wayang 
leather-puppet or to the wayang leather-puppets 
themselves 
wayang bèbèr : a wayang performance using scroll-painted represen-
tations of the stories being told 
wayang dudhahan : wayang leather-puppet that remains in the wooden 
box or on bamboo frames at the dhalang’s side dur-
ing the performance 
wayang golèk : literally, “doll-puppet wayang”; a three dimensional 
doll-puppet used in the Golek dance at the end of the 
wayang kulit performance, or dol-puppet theatre 
wayang kulit : a leather-puppet 
wayang purwa : literally, “an original wayang”; referring to the wa-
yang performance dealing with one of four cycles of 
mythological plays 
wayang simpingan : wayang leather-puppets that are stored in the sim-
pingan display during the performance 
wewayangan :  an image 
wiku : honorific for a seer, sage, wise man 
wiraswara : male singer in a gamêlan orchestra or in a wayang 
kulit performance 
Y 
yantra : instrument or mechanical device by which a wor-
shipper invokes his god and in which the god dwells 
yoga tantra : the “act of yoking to another to achieve perfect unity” 
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  SUMMARY 
 
BHĪMA’S MYSTICAL QUEST 






This study concentrates on Bhīma’s quest which culminates in the encounter 
with Déwaruci, as presented in the Sêrat Déwaruci and in the Déwaruci play. 
The Sêrat Déwaruci I used in this study is considered to be composed by Jasa-
dipoera I († 1803), and was first published in 1870. The Déwaruci play I used is 
the transcription of the audio-recording of the Déwaruci play performed by Ki 
Nartosabda. Regarding the sources of the Sêrat Déwaruci, there are different 
hypotheses. Perhaps it originates from another epos, perhaps it goes back to oral 
tradition, perhaps it is a combination of both, perhaps it originates in practices 
of the worship of Bhīma. It is obvious that the representation of Bhīma in the 
written data and in the wayang iconography shows many similarities with the 
reliefs found on mountain sanctuaries in present East and Central Java, dating 
from the second half of the fifteenth century. 
Considering that the Sêrat Déwaruci is one of the mystical texts of the so-
called suluk literature and the Déwaruci play is a single dramatic play that is 
very much appreciated because of the depth of its spiritual content, the question 
is how to understand the spiritual dimension of the experience of the protagon-
ist. If the wayang kulit performance with its equipments is considered the cul-
tural expression of Bhīma’s mystical experience, how can we distill the spiritual 
element and the spiritual progress from the structure of such a performance? 
Why did Bhīma become an example of Javanese spiritual growth and what are 
the stages of his spiritual development? How can we describe the progression of 
the Javanese spiritual growth based on the various dhalangs’ interpretations of 
Bhīma’s mystical experience, represented particularly in the Déwaruci play they 
perform? 
To obtain answers to these questions, I formulated five objectives of this re-
search. The first objective is to find out the main character of Javanese lived  
spirituality that can be used as set of tools to interpret Bhīma’s mystical quest, 
as presented in the Sêrat Déwaruci and as performed in the Déwaruci play. The 
second objective is to find out the underlying structure of the wayang kulit per-
formance and its equipments in which Bhīma’s mystical quest is expressed. By 
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examining its symbolical meaning, we wanted to discover the spiritual paths in 
the essential structure of the wayang kulit performance. The third objective is to 
examine Bhīma’s quest, which is considered as a mystical and a spiritual expe-
rience. The fourth objective is to investigate the steps of Bhīma’s spiritual pro-
gression, which has become a model for the Javanese in obtaining the perfect 
life. And the final objective is to describe a model of Javanese spiritual growth 
dynamics, departing from the various dhalangs’ interpretations of Bhīma’s 
mystical experience, particularly in the Déwaruci play they performed. 
Chapter I describes the concept of Javanese lived spirituality, in order to 
have a set of tools which can be used in analyzing Bhīma’s mystical experience 
in the subsequent chapters. From the Javanese point of view, I present the di-
alectic interaction of lair (outer self) and batin (inner self), two poles of a hu-
man being which characterize the Javanese spiritual practices. Next to this, I 
also present the role of rasas: the corporeal (rasa-njaba), the emotional (rasa-
njêro), and the intuitive rasa (rasa-jati) which are somehow the manifestation 
of batin, whereas the batin is the source of rasa. The batin is considered the true 
reality of a human being, and the rasa is a proper instrument which leads to true 
insight into reality. For a Javanese, spiritual growth requires a task in order to 
cultivate rasa and to exercise it for managing the corporeal and emotional feel-
ings, and for sharpening and refining the intuitive inner feeling in order to be-
come attuned to the ultimate goal of one’s life. There, in the innermost feeling, 
one experiences God who dwells in his subtle (sūkṣma) state and in the utmost 
secrecy (rahasya).  
Chapter II contains a literature study of the wayang performance and its 
equipments, making use of the results of multiple areas of study such as philol-
ogy, the history of religions, archaeology and the wayang iconography, all in 
order to find its spiritual dimension and the underlying structure of the Javanese 
wayang performance which we may use as an interpretative framework for 
Bhīma’s mystical experience. The outcome of the philological survey is that the 
wayang performance originated from the old Javanese beliefs, the so-called 
“ancestral belief”. From the archaeological evidence I could determine at what 
time the story about Bhīma as told in the Sêrat Déwaruci, which became the 
only source of inspiration for the Déwaruci play, already existed in the second 
half of the fifteenth century. Because the relief depicting Bhīma’s experience 
already existed in the second half of the fifteenth century, the story was already 
known at an earlier time. By surveying the history of religions and wayang ico-
nography, of Bhīma in particular, we obtained evidence of the inheritance 
process of the wayang kulit crafting and the reception of its spiritual meaning in 
Javanese spiritual practices. 
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Scrutinizing the wayang literature, I came to the finding that the Javanese 
wayang performance has its own dramatic play method and its own details with 
respect to the manipulation of the wayang figures and the gamêlan accompani-
ments. Together, they are essential in exposing the anthropomorphic setting and 
spiritual meaning. The classic wayang performance stages a certain dramatic 
story which is always divided into the same phases of three dramatic plots, each 
of which is accompanied by different pathêt gamêlan pieces. Each part of the 
pathêt gamêlan ensemble and of the dramatic plot reveals the stages of spiritual 
progression from one step to another, involving a dialectic of the outer and inner 
selves, and rasas of humankind. The general pattern of this dialectic that is hid-
den in the different pathêt gamêlan pieces, in the dramatic plots, and in the 
wayang iconography, represents the human struggle of harmonizing his outer 
and inner selves. Because each wayang leather-puppet symbolizes a certain 
meaning, the same spiritual path is also expressed by the manipulation of the 
wayang figure, particularly the gunungan, which at the same time marks the 
changes from one stage to another during the performance. This structure of the 
wayang kulit performance with its equipments and its symbolical meaning, in 
combination with the Javanese concepts of lair-batin and rasas, is useful as a 
framework to analyze Bhīma’s mystical experience in the subsequent chapters.  
Chapter III of this study presents the written sources of the Jasadipoeran 
Sêrat Déwaruci, edited by Kramaprawira in macapat meter, and Ki Nartosab-
da’s Déwaruci play, more specifically the transcription of his wayang kulit per-
formance, that are the basis of this research. These written data reveal Bhīma’s 
mystical experience in an unmistakable way. As a wayang kulit performance, 
the Déwaruci play has its own structure and symbolical meaning which is vi-
sualized through the wayang figures and their movements, the dramatic play, 
the setting, and the gamêlan accompaniments. The wayang kulit performance 
and its equipments offer a solid interpretative framework for reading Bhīma’s 
mystical quest which culminates in the encounter with Déwaruci in a correct 
way, in order to find the indigenous character of the Javanese spiritual progres-
sion. 
Chapter IV demonstrates that the mystical experience in the Déwaruci story 
is built upon the interaction between Bhīma and Déwaruci; it is Déwaruci who 
enables Bhīma to understand the reality of the self and the whole universe. The 
unio mystica can be understood through the experience of Bhīma, who encoun-
ters Déwaruci and gains the knowledge of perfection. Besides that it is disputa-
ble who this person is, in the Sêrat Déwaruci I found another name of Déwaru-
ci: Hyang Sūksṃa. Hyang Sūksṃa is the divine quality of God , while sūksṃa, 
also called sūksṃa sarira , is the divine quality of a human being. Moreover, 
Hyang is the indigenous name for god in Javanese. The title Sang Hyang identi-
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fies the realm of emptiness, the divine quality which cannot be compared to an-
ything (tan kêna kinaya ngapa), because it is incomprehensible. Bhīma expe-
rienced this emptiness before he realized his encounter with Déwaruci, who 
then taught him the ngèlmu kasampurnan (the knowledge of perfection). In the 
wayang performance, this perfection is symbolized by performing the Tayungan 
dance: a beautiful ascension of the human soul to unite with God.   
From this dialectic interaction of emptying one’s own knowledge in order to 
be filled with True Knowledge, we come to another finding. The Sêrat Déwaru-
ci no longer mentions tirta pawitra, the Javanization of the Indian water of life. 
From the Ki Nartosabdan text we know that it was transformed into the know-
ledge of perfection, the ngèlmu kasampurnan. This transformation from tirta 
pawitra into the Javanese knowledge of perfection is followed by Drona’s ab-
sence, and his role as a master was replaced by Déwaruci. This replacement is 
an allusion to the rejection by the Javanese of the Brahmins and their doctrine, 
and a reconfirmation of their own beliefs. In addition, for the Javanese, not only 
individuals but also communities can experience a spiritual transformation from 
an outward to an inner self-perception. 
The outcome of the analysis is the three steps of spiritual growth based on 
the three stages of the underlying structure of the wayang kulit performance. 
The first step of Bhīma’s spiritual path, is visualized in the pathêt nêm sequence 
in which Bhīma must go to the Tikbrasara forest on the Candramuka mountain 
for the sake of tirta pawitra (the holy water of life). This initial path is characte-
rized by, successively, Bhīma’s awareness of the final goal of achieving the 
mystical grace, and his departure for Candramuka mountain to fight against two 
ogres: Rukmuka and Rukmakala. Bhīma killed them by using physical power, 
but did not gain what he searched for: tirta pawitra. This sequence articulates a 
dialectic interaction of lair and batin in which the outer self is more dominant 
than the inner self, which symbolizes the dominance of fulfilling the bodily de-
sires, and of attaching to the worldly things, so that the seeker might become 
disoriented in pursuing the ultimate goal.  
The second step of Bhīma’s spiritual path is visualized by a change from 
physical battle (in the first sequence) to spiritual battle (in the second sequence). 
The state of his spiritual progression is represented by Bhīma’s absence and the 
presence of Pamadi, who fights against ogres without using any weapon, nor 
any part of his body to defeat them. Bhīma is no longer using physical force to 
deal with temptations, but only spiritual force. This also means that he starts to 
live for the sake of the meaningful life, both in a worldly and a spiritual sense. 
This transformation is figuratively strengthened by the presence of Sêmar, who, 
neither man nor woman, personifies the Undivided One, and symbolizes a pe-
riod of becoming one with God. 
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The third step is characterized by an existential experience in which Déwa-
ruci leads Bhīma’s mind and Bhīma reaches the unity with Déwaruci in Déwa-
ruci’s belly. Bhīma no longer feels torn between antinomies, contradictions, 
opposing aspirations, and conflicting ambitions. This deepest level of spiritual 
development comes at a high cost and entails self-emptying of everything, in-
cluding knowledge. This is symbolized by killing the naga, in order to be filled 
with the presence of God, also known as an expression of manunggaling kawu-
la-Gusti; the emptying of one’s own knowledge in order to be filled with the 
True Knowledge.  
Chapter V, by using a framework based on the phenomenon of the wayang 
kulit performance, disclose the dynamics of Javanese spiritual growth starting 
from the dhalangs’ interpretation of Bhīma’s mystical quest in the Déwaruci 
play they performed, including its equipments as collected from field research. 
Using the three divisions of the horizontal tripartite of the Déwaruci play and of 
the vertical tripartite of the wayang kulit cosmology, the Javanese spiritual 
growth can schematically be summarized as follows: the purification of the cor-
poreal feelings, the purification of the emotional feelings, and the purification of 
the intuitive feelings. The findings of the field research show that the Javanese 
spiritual development cannot be separated from the ideas of Javanese cosmolo-
gy and Javanese anthropology.  
The purification of the corporeal feelings is marked by the dynamic and di-
alectic interaction between batin (inner self), which is aware of what the Java-
nese call sangkan-paraning dumadi, the origin and the ultimate goal of one’s 
life, and lair (outer self), particularly the bodily needs and the desires of the five 
senses. On the one hand the Javanese has as his final goal to become united 
with God, and on the other hand his vulnerability in managing the physical 
needs and the desires of the five senses may impede him in obtaining it. This 
opposing orientation of the individual, either towards unity with the Creator or 
towards the fulfillment of the pleasures of the senses, creates disharmony within 
the inner self. To create harmony and purification of the corporeal feelings, this 
consciousness should be followed by the ascetic practice in order to become 
free from attachment to the fulfillment of physical needs and the five senses.  
The purification of the emotional feelings goes further in order to deal with 
the deeper dimensions of one’s personality, i.e. the four emotions of drive, pas-
sion, aggression, and greed. This state of spiritual development is marked by 
deeper awareness, moving from the physical to the emotional part of a human 
being, and also a capability to manage the desires of one’s emotions in accor-
dance with the desire of the inner self in achieving one’s ultimate goal. Purifica-
tion of the emotional feelings and inner harmony are the goals of this stage, and 
the ascetic practices are needed in order to be free from the emotions.  
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The purification of the intuitive feelings faces the deepest part of one’s per-
sonality, in order to become able to experience the presence of God. Man and 
God becoming one, the so-called manunggaling kawula-Gusti, is the ultimate 
goal of the Javanese spiritual progress. As a consequence, the purification of the 
intuitive feeling requires not only the ability to control one’s five senses and 
four emotions, but also the ability to empty one’s mind and knowledge, and to 
behave like a disciple before his master. This is the passive way to prepare for 
God, who actively dwells in the innermost feeling, in the subtle (sūkṣma) state 
and in the utmost secrecy (rahasya). 
Having examined Bhīma’s mystical quest, I am convinced that Bhīma gives 
an outstanding exemplar of spiritual growth. And that is why, for the Javanese, 
as reflected by the dhalangs, Bhīma is a model of a human being who strives 
for perfect life. Another finding in the field research is the confirmation that the 
tirta pawitra was transformed into the Javanese knowledge of perfection, and 
that Drona’s role as master was replaced by Déwaruci. This is because Drona, 
an Indian mythical figure, was not able to master the Javanese knowledge of 
perfection.  
Finally, we express our hope that this study may be a model for further re-
search on other suluk literature, with a focus on the perspective of Javanese 
spiritual practices, so that we may arrive at new discoveries in these texts and 
strengthen the praxis of transformation of lair-batin and rasas, and of the socio-
cultural realities we live in.  





BHĪMA’S MYSTIEKE ZOEKTOCHT 
Een model van Javaanse geestelijke groei 
 
 
(translated into Dutch by Gerard Hermans) 
 
 
Deze studie concentreert zich op Bhīma’s zoektocht, die zijn ontknoping vindt 
in de ontmoeting van Bhīma met Déwaruci, zoals die wordt voorgesteld in de 
Sêrat Déwaruci  en in het Déwaruci drama. De Sêrat Déwaruci die ik voor deze 
studie heb gebruikt wordt toegeschreven aan Jasadipoera I († 1803) en is voor 
het eerst uitgegeven in 1870. Het door mij bestudeerde Déwaruci drama is de 
schriftelijke weergave van de audio-opname van een uitvoering door de dhalang 
Ki Nartosabda. Over de bronnen van de Sêrat Déwaruci lopen de meningen 
uiteen. Mogelijk ligt hier een ander epos aan ten oorsprong, mogelijk gaat het 
terug op de mondelinge overlevering, mogelijk is het een combinatie van beide. 
De voorstelling van Bhīma in de geschreven bronnen en in de wayang icono-
grafie vertoont veel gelijkenissen met de reliëfs die men gevonden heeft op 
bergheiligdommen in Oost-Java en Centraal-Java (tweede helft van de vijftien-
de eeuw). 
Aangezien de Sêrat Déwaruci een van de mystieke teksten is van de zoge-
noemde suluk literatuur en het Déwaruci drama bijzonder gewaardeerd wordt 
vanwege zijn diepe spirituele inhoud, stelden wij ons tot doel om de  spirituele 
dimensie van de ervaring van de hoofdpersoon te begrijpen. Als de wayang kulit 
uitvoering met zijn attributen wordt beschouwd als de culturele expressie van 
Bhīma’s mystieke ervaring, hoe kunnen we dan de spirituele dimensie en de 
geestelijke ontwikkeling daaruit afleiden en begrijpen? Waarom geldt Bhīma als 
een voorbeeld van de Javaanse geestelijke groei en wat zijn de fasen van zijn 
geestelijke ontwikkeling? Hoe beschrijven we de Javaanse spirituele groei, 
zoals die naar voren komt uit de verschillende interpretaties door de dhalangs 
van Bhīma’s mystieke ervaring in het Déwaruci drama dat zij uitvoeren?  
Om antwoord op deze vragen te krijgen zijn vijf doelstellingen gefor-
muleerd. De eerste is om de voornaamste karakteristieken van de Javaanse ge-
leefde spiritualiteit aan te geven die gebruikt kunnen worden als een kader om 
Bhīma’s mystieke zoektocht te positioneren, zoals die wordt voorgesteld in de 
Sêrat Déwaruci en zoals die wordt uitgevoerd in het Déwaruci drama. De twee-
de doelstelling is om de structuur van de wayang kulit voorstelling bloot te leg-
gen, door na te gaan of deze inheems Javaans is, of daarentegen al in zijn 
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oorsprong beïnvloed werd van buitenaf. De derde doelstelling is om Bhīma’s 
zoektocht te onderzoeken, die traditioneel wordt beschouwd als een mystieke en 
spirituele ervaring. De vierde doelstelling is om de stappen van Bhīma’s gees-
telijke voortgang te benoemen, waardoor hij een voorbeeld is geworden voor de 
Javanen om het volmaakte leven te verwerven. De laatste doelstelling is een 
verdere uitwerking van de vorige: ik wil de Javaanse geestelijke groei be-
schrijven, uitgaande van de verschillende interpretaties door de dhalangs van de 
mystieke ervaring van Bhīma, speciaal in het Déwaruci drama dat zij uitvoeren. 
In het eerste hoofdstuk, over de geleefde Javaanse spiritualiteit, formuleer ik 
de dialectische interactie van lair (het uiterlijk zelf) en batin (het innerlijk zelf), 
twee polen van een mens, die karakteristiek zijn voor de Javaanse geestelijke 
praktijk. Daarbij breng ik ook naar voren de rol van rasas: de lichamelijke, de 
emotionele en de intuïtieve rasa, alle drie als een manifestatie van batin. De 
batin wordt beschouwd als de echte, diepere werkelijkheid die verscholen ligt 
achter de oppervlakkige, uiterlijke werkelijkheid en de rasa is het juiste in-
strument, dat leidt naar het juiste inzicht in de werkelijkheid. Voor een Javaan 
vereist geestelijke groei de ontwikkeling van rasa om te leren omgaan met de 
lichamelijke en emotionele gevoelens en om het innerlijk gevoel te zuiveren, 
opdat men zo afgestemd kan raken op het uiteindelijk levensdoel. Daar, in het 
innerlijkste gevoel (sūksṃa) ervaart men God, die woont in het grootste geheim 
(rahasya). 
Hoofdstuk 2 bevat een literatuurstudie van de wayang uitvoering met ge-
bruikmaking van verschillende disciplines, zoals filologie, de religiegeschie-
denis, archeologie en de wayang iconografie. Dat alles om de geestelijke dimen-
sie en de onderliggende structuur van de Javaanse wayang uitvoering te vinden, 
waarbinnen Bhīma’s mystieke ervaring een plaats heeft. Het resultaat van het 
filologisch onderzoek is dat de wayang uitvoering zijn oorsprong vindt in het 
oude Javaanse geloof, het zogenaamde geloof van de voorouders. Met behulp 
van een archeologische vondst, een reliëf, kon ik aantonen dat het verhaal over 
Bhīma, zoals dat verteld wordt in de Sêrat Déwaruci, die de enige inspiratiebron 
is van het Déwaruci drama, al voor de tweede helft van de vijftiende eeuw 
bestond. Dankzij religiehistorisch en iconografisch onderzoek kregen wij zicht 
op de overlevering van de wayang kulit en de verandering van zijn spirituele 
betekenis. 
Na uitvoerig literatuuronderzoek kwam ik tot de bevinding, dat de Javaanse 
wayang uitvoering dankzij de wayang figuren en de begeleiding van de ga-
mêlan, een bijzondere geestelijke betekenis krijgt. De klassieke wayang uit-
voering geeft een verhaal weer, dat altijd verdeeld wordt in dezelfde fasen van 
drie dramatische plots, die ieder begeleid worden door de verschillende pathêt 
gamêlan stukken. Elk stuk van het pathêt gamêlan ensemble en van het 
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dramatisch plot geeft de stappen weer van de geestelijke overgang van de ene 
fase naar de andere, wat een dialectiek inhoudt tussen het uitwendige en in-
wendige zelf en de rasas van de mens. Het patroon van deze dialectiek ligt 
verborgen in de verschillende pathêt gamêlan stukken, in de dramatische plots 
en in de wayang iconografie, die de menselijke strijd voorstellen om zijn 
uiterlijke en innerlijke zelf met elkaar in overeenstemming te brengen. Ook de 
leren wayang figuren, in het bijzonder de gunungan, geven tijdens de wayang 
kulit uitvoering ieder op eigen wijze de overgang aan van de ene fase naar de 
andere. Deze structuur van de wayang kulit uitvoering met zijn attributen en zijn 
symbolische betekenis maakt het, samen met de Javaanse begrippen van lair – 
batin en rasas, mogelijk om in de volgende hoofdstukken Bhīma’s mystieke 
ervaring te analyseren. 
In hoofdstuk 3 zijn zowel de geschreven bronnen van de Sêrat Déwaruci van 
Jasadipoera als het Déwaruci drama van Ki Nartosabda (de transcriptie van zijn 
wayang kulit uitvoering) ter sprake gebracht. Uit de uitgeschreven tekst van de 
wayang kulit komt de structuur en symbolische betekenis van Bhīma’s mystieke 
ervaring duidelijk naar voren. Dit alles wordt inzichtelijk en aanschouwelijk 
gemaakt dankzij de wayang figuren en hun bewegingen, het dramatisch vers, de 
aankleding en de begeleidingen van de gamêlan. Zo wordt de structuur duidelijk 
met behulp waarvan uit Bhīma’s zoektocht, die zijn ontknoping vindt in de 
ontmoeting met Déwaruci, het authentieke karakter van de Javaanse geestelijke 
vooruitgang gedestilleerd kan worden. 
Hoofdstuk 4 laat zien dat de mystieke ervaring in het Déwaruci verhaal is 
gebouwd op de interactie tussen Bhīma en Déwaruci, precies op het moment dat 
Bhīma de aanwezigheid van Déwaruci erkent, die hem vervolgens in staat stelt 
de werkelijkheid van het zelf en de hele wereld te begrijpen. De unio mystica 
kan worden begrepen door de ervaring van Bhīma, die Déwaruci ontmoet en 
van hem de kennis van volmaaktheid verwerft. De persoon van Déwaruci is met 
veel geheimzinnigheid omgeven; in de Sêrat Déwaruci vond ik een andere 
naam voor hem: Hyang Sūksṃa. Hyang Sūksṃa is de bovenaardse kwaliteit 
van God, terwijl sūksṃa, ook genaamd sūksṃa sarira, de bovenaardse kwaliteit 
van een menselijk wezen is. Bovendien is Hyang de Javaanse naam voor God. 
De titel Sang Hyang verwijst naar het gebied van de leegte, de bovenaardse 
kwaliteit, die met niets vergeleken kan worden (tan kena kinaya ngapa), omdat 
ze niet valt te begrijpen. Bhīma ervoer die leegte voordat hij zich bewust werd 
van zijn ontmoeting met Déwaruci die hem toen de ngèlmu kasampurnan leerde 
(de kennis van volmaaktheid). In de wayang uitvoering wordt deze volmaakt-
heid gesymboliseerd door het uitvoeren van de Tanyungan dans, een prachtige 
opstijging van de menselijke ziel om zich te verenigen met God, nadat hem door 
Déwaruci een mystieke ervaring en de ware kennis was gegeven. 
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Vanuit deze dialectische interactie om zich te ontdoen van eigen kennis en 
vervuld te worden met de Ware Kennis, komen we tot een nieuwe bevinding. 
De Sêrat Déwaruci vermeldt niet langer tirta pawitra, de Javaanse weergave 
van het Indische water des levens. Uit de Ki Nartosabdan tekst weten we, dat 
het was veranderd in de kennis van volmaaktheid, de ngèlmu kasampurnan. De-
ze verandering van tirta pawitra in de kennis van volmaaktheid wordt gevolgd 
door de afwezigheid van Drona; in zijn rol als meester werd hij vervangen door 
Déwaruci. Deze vervanging is een zinspeling op de verwerping door de Javanen 
van de Brahmins en hun leer en een herbevestiging van hun eigen geloofs-
waarden. Bovendien ervaren de Javanen niet alleen als individu, maar ook 
gemeenschappelijk een verandering van een uitwendig naar een inwendig zelf-
beeld. 
Op basis van de resultaten van de voorgaande hoofdstukken was het moge-
lijk om Bhīma’s geestelijke ontwikkeling, die voor Javanen een modelfunctie 
heeft, te analyseren. Belangrijk zijn de drie stappen van geestelijke groei, die 
gebaseerd zijn op de drie fasen van de wayang kulit uitvoering. De eerste fase 
van Bhīma’s geestelijke weg wordt voorgesteld in de pathêt nêm episode, 
waarin Bhīma naar het Tikbrasara woud op de Candramuka berg moet gaan 
vanwege de tirta pawitra (het heilige levenswater). Deze fase wordt aan de ene 
kant gekenmerkt door Bhīma’s bewustzijn van het uiteindelijke doel om de 
mystieke genade te bereiken en aan de andere kant door zijn vertrek naar de 
Candramuka berg om te strijden tegen twee wildemannen, Rukmuka en Ruk-
makala. Bhīma doodde hen door het gebruik van fysieke kracht, maar hij ver-
kreeg niet waar hij naar zocht: tirta pawitra. Deze episode maakt een dialec-
tische interactie duidelijk van lair en batin, waarbij het uitwendige zelf domi-
nanter is dan het innerlijke zelf. Door dit overwicht van de lichamelijke verlan-
gens en de gehechtheid aan wereldlijke zaken, raakt de zoeker gedesoriënteerd 
in het najagen van het ultieme doel. 
De tweede fase van Bhīma’s geestelijke weg wordt voorgesteld door een 
verandering van de fysieke strijd (in de eerste fase) naar de geestelijke strijd. 
Zijn geestelijke vooruitgang wordt voorgesteld door Bhīma’s afwezigheid en de 
aanwezigheid van Pamadi, die vecht tegen wildemannen zonder enig wapen of 
enig deel van zijn lichaam te gebruiken om ze te verslaan. Pamadi gebruikt geen 
fysieke kracht meer tegen bekoringen, maar alleen geestelijke kracht. Dat bete-
kent ook, dat hij een betekenisvol leven begint te leiden, zowel in wereldlijk als 
in geestelijk opzicht. Deze omvorming wordt nog versterkt door de aanwezig-
heid van Sêmar die, noch man, noch vrouw, de Onverdeelde voorstelt en de 
éénwording met God voorafspiegelt. 
De derde fase wordt gekenmerkt door een existentiële ervaring, waarbij 
Déwaruci Bhīma’s geest leidt en Bhīma de eenheid met Déwaruci bereikt in 
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diens buik. Bhīma voelt zich niet langer verscheurd door allerlei tegenstrijdig-
heden en tegenstellingen. Deze hoogste graad van de geestelijke ontwikkeling 
houdt de ontlediging van alles in, ook van kennis. Dit wordt gesymboliseerd 
door het doden van de naga, om zo vervuld te worden van de aanwezigheid van 
God, ook gekend als een uitdrukking van manunggaling kawula-Gusti, het 
ontledigen van zijn eigen kennis om de Ware Kennis te ontvangen. 
In hoofdstuk 5 kon, met behulp van de horizontale driedeling van het Déwa-
ruci stuk en de verticale driedeling van de wayang kulit cosmologie, de Javaan-
se geestelijke groei schematisch worden samengevat als: de zuivering van het 
lichamelijke gevoel, de zuivering van het emotionele gevoel en de zuivering van 
het intuïtieve gevoel. De bevindingen van het veldonderzoek tonen aan, dat de 
Javaanse geestelijke ontwikkeling niet gescheiden kan worden van de Javaanse 
cosmologie en de Javaanse antropologie. 
De zuivering van de lichamelijke gevoelens wordt gekenmerkt door de inter-
actie tussen batin (het innerlijke zelf), dat zich bewust is van wat de Javanen 
noemen sangkan-paraning dumadi, het oorspronkelijke en uiteindelijke doel 
van iemands leven, en lair (het uiterlijke zelf), in het bijzonder de lichamelijke 
behoeften en de verlangens van de vijf zintuigen. Aan de ene kant kent de Ja-
vaan als zijn uiteindelijk doel de vereniging met God, maar aan de andere kant 
kunnen zijn kwetsbaarheid in het omgaan met de fysieke behoeften en de ver-
langens van de vijf zintuigen hem verhinderen om dat te bereiken. Deze tegen-
gestelde beweging bij één enkele persoon, dus ofwel naar de eenheid met de 
Schepper, ofwel naar de vervulling van de geneugten van de zintuigen, schept 
een disharmonie binnen het innerlijke zelf. Om harmonie en zuivering van het 
lichamelijk gevoel te verkrijgen, moet dit bewustzijn gevolgd worden door de 
ascetische praktijk om vrij te worden van gehechtheid aan de vervulling van de 
lichamelijke behoeften en de vijf zintuigen. 
Bij de zuivering van de emotionele gevoelens is de mens bezig met de die-
pere dimensies van zijn persoonlijkheid, zoals de vier gevoelens van drift, 
hartstocht, agressie en hebzucht. De mens komt nu tot een dieper bewustzijn, en 
beschikt over het vermogen om de vier gevoelens in overeenstemming te bren-
gen met het verlangen van het innerlijke zelf om zijn uiteindelijk doel te berei-
ken. De zuivering van de emotionele gevoelens en de innerlijke harmonie 
kunnen slechts gerealiseerd worden met behulp van ascetische oefeningen.  
Omdat de drie zuiveringen als het ware worden voorgeleefd door Bhīma 
tijdens zijn geestelijke weg, geldt hij voor de dhalangs als het model van de 
mens die streeft naar vervolmaking van zijn leven. De zuivering van het in-
tuïtieve gevoel maakt het voor de mens mogelijk om de diepste kern van wie hij 
is onder ogen te zien. Zo is hij in staat om de aanwezigheid van God te ervaren 
en tot mystieke eenwording te komen. Het één worden van de mens met God is 
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het uiteindelijk doel van de Javaanse geestelijke groei. Dankzij de drie 
“zuiveringen” is men niet alleen in staat om zijn vijf zintuigen en zijn vier ge-
voelens te beheersen, maar meer nog om zijn geest en zijn kennis te ontledigen 
en zich te gedragen als een leerling tegenover zijn meester. Zo bereidt men zich, 
door passief te blijven, voor op God, die actief aanwezig is in het diepste gevoel 
(sūksṃa) en in het grootste geheim (rahasya).  
Door het veldonderzoek wordt bevestigd waarom de tirta pawitra is ver-
anderd in de Javaanse kennis van volmaaktheid. Drona’s status als meester is 
vervangen door Déwaruci omdat Drona, een Indische mythische figuur, zich de 
Javaanse leer van de volmaaktheid niet eigen kan maken. 
Wij hopen dat deze studie mag leiden tot verder onderzoek van andere suluk 
literatuur, en de betekenis daarvan voor de Javaanse geleefde spiritualiteit opdat 
we meer te weten zullen komen over het veranderingsproces van lair-batin en 
rasas, en de impact daarvan op mens en samenleving. 
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Pokok utama penelitian ini adalah pencarian Bhima yang memuncak pada per-
jumpaannya dengan Déwaruci, seperti disajikan di dalam Sêrat Déwaruci dan 
pertunjukan wayang (pakêliran) Déwaruci. Sêrat Déwaruci yang saya teliti di-
gubah oleh Jasadipoera I († 1803), diterbitkan pertama kalinya tahun 1870. 
Pakêliran Déwaruci yang saya telaah berasal dari transkripsi rekaman kaset 
(audio) pergelaran Ki Nartosabda. Menimbang sumber-sumber Sêrat Déwaruci, 
terdapat ragam hipotesis. Mungkin berasal dari cerita kepahlawanan yang lain, 
atau mungkin bersumber pada tradisi lisan, atau kombinasi dari keduanya, atau 
mungkin pula datang dari praksis kultus Bhima. Jelas bahwa penggambaran 
Bhima dalam  karya tulisan dan dalam ikonografi wayang menunjukkan banyak 
kemiripan dengan penggambaran Bhima pada relief yang dapat dilihat di situs-
situs di pegunungan di Jawa Timur dan Jawa Tengah, yang berasal dari perte-
ngahan kedua abad kelimabelas. 
Mempertimbangkan bahwa Sêrat Déwaruci merupakan salah satu teks mis-
tik, demikian dikenal sebagai sastra suluk dan pakêliran Déwaruci merupakan 
lakon tunggal yang digemari oleh karena kedalaman pesan spiritualnya, perta-
nyaannya adalah bagaimana memahami dimensi rohani pengalaman tokoh uta-
ma dari kisah ini. Jika pergelaran wayang kulit dengan perangkat pertunjukan-
nya dipandang sebagai ekspresi budaya dari pengalaman mistik Bhima, bagai-
mana kita dapat menunjukkan unsur-unsur penting spiritual dan tahap-tahap 
perkembangan spiritual dari struktur pergelaran pakêliran? Mengapa Bhima 
menjadi model bagi perkembangan kerohanian Jawa dan manakah langkah-
langkah pertumbuhan rohaninya? Bagaimana kita melukiskan dinamika per-
kembangan rohani cara Jawa berdasarkan ragam interpretasi para dalang atas 
pengalaman mistik Bhima, seperti disajikan dalam pakêliran Déwaruci yang 
mereka pentaskan?  
Untuk menjawab pertanyaan-pertanyaan itu, saya merumuskan lima tujuan 
penelitian ini, sebagai berikut. Pertama, menemukan karakter spiritualitas yang 
hidup dalam budaya Jawa yang dapat digunakaan sebagai pisau analisis untuk 
menafsirkan penziarahan mistik Bhima, sebagaimana disajikan dalam Sêrat 
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Déwaruci dan pakêliran Déwaruci. Kedua, menemukan dinamika struktural 
yang tersembunyi dalam pergelaran wayang kulit dan perangkat pertunjukannya 
dimana penziarahan mistik Bhima divisualisasikan. Dengan menyelidiki makna 
simbolisnya, kita ingin menemukan dinamika perkembangan rohani di balik 
struktur hakiki pakêliran. Ketiga, menelaah pencarian Bhima, yang dipandang 
sebagai pengalaman spiritual-mistik. Keempat, mengkaji langkah-langkah per-
kembangan rohani Bhima, yang telah menjadi acuan bagi orang Jawa dalam 
mengejar kehidupan yang sempurna. Dan yang terakhir, membeberkan secara 
rinci suatu model dinamika perkembangan rohani cara Jawa, bertolak dari ra-
gam interpretasi para dalang terhadap pengalaman mistik Bhima, khususnya 
dalam pakêliran Déwaruci yang mereka pentaskan.  
Bab I menyajikan konsepsi Jawa tentang spiritualitas yang hidup, untuk 
mendapatkan seperangkat alat yang akan digunakan dalam menganalisis penga-
laman mistik Bhima dalam bab-bab berikutnya. Bertolak dari cara pandang 
Jawa, saya beberkan interaksi dialektik badan-lair dan badan-batin, dua 
dimensi manusia yang beroposisi yang memberi kharakter khas praksis 
kerohanian Jawa. Lebih dari itu, saya sajikan juga peranan rasa: rasa-njaba 
(badani), rasa-njêro (emosi), dan rasa-jati (intuitif), yang dalam cara tertentu 
merupakan manifestasi batin, sementara batin merupakan sumber rasa. Batin 
dipandang sebagai diri-sejati manusia, dan rasa merupakan media yang pas 
yang membimbing kepada penglihatan yang awas terhadap realitas. Bagi orang 
Jawa, kemajuan perkembangan rohani mensyaratkan tugas seseorang untuk 
melatih dan mengasah rasa, agar semakin mampu mengendalikan rasa-njaba, 
dan rasa-njêro-nya dan semakin mempertajam serta memperhalus kepekaan 
rasa-jati-nya, dengan maksud agar selaras dengan tujuan utama hidupnya. Di 
sanalah di dalam rasa terdalam, seseorang mengalami Tuhan yang mewahyukan 
Dirinya di dalam sukṣma dan rahasya-nya.  
Bab II berisi studi pustaka mengenai pakêliran dan perangkat pertunjuk-
annya, dengan menggunakan temuan multi bidang penelitian seperti filologi, 
sejarah agama-agama, arkeologi dan ikonografi wayang, yang semuanya dimak-
sudkan untuk menyingkapkan dimensi spiritual dan dinamika struktural tersem-
bunyi di balik pakêliran, yang akan kita gunakan sebagai kerangka interpretasi 
pengalaman mistik Bhima. Sumbangan kajian Filologi menunjukkan bahwa 
pertunjukan wayang berasal dari praksis kepercayaan Jawa kuna, sembah-bakti 
kepada leluhur. Dari bukti-bukti Arkeologis, saya menyimpulkan kapan kisah 
Bhima seperti diceritakan dalam Sêrat Déwaruci - yang menjadi satu-satunya 
sumber inspirasi bagi pakêliran Déwaruci – telah ada, yakni pada paruh kedua 
abad kelimabelas. Karena relief yang menggambarkan pengalaman Bhima su-
dah ada waktu itu, kenyataan ini mempunyai hubungan keterlibatan bahwa ki-
sah itu telah dikenal sebelumnya. Lewat telaah sejarah agama-agama dan ikono-
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grafi wayang, peraga Bhima khususnya, kita memperoleh bukti mengenai pro-
ses pewarisan seni kriya wayang kulit dan tanggapan makna spiritualnya di 
dalam praksis kebatinan Jawa.  
Penelitian pustaka wayang, mengantarkan saya kepada penemuan bahwa 
pertunjukan wayang Jawa memiliki coraknya sendiri dalam lakon dan detail 
pakêliran-nya, termasuk olah-gerak peraga wayang dan gamelan pengiringnya. 
Semua itu merupakan perangkat penting untuk menyingkapkan posisi manusia 
dan makna spiritualnya. Pakêliran klasik menggelar lakon tertentu yang selalu 
dipentaskan ke dalam tiga plot cerita, masing-masing diringi dengan gêndhing-
gêndhing pathêtan yang berbeda. Masing-masing gêndhing pathêtan dan plot 
cerita membukakan tahap-tahap pertumbuhan rohani dari satu jenjang ke jen-
jang berikutnya, yang melibatkan dialektika diri lahir dan diri batin, serta rasa 
manusia. Corak umum dialektika ini, yakni yang tersembunyi di balik ragam 
gêndhing-gêndhing pathêtan, lakon, dan ikonografi wayang, menghadirkan 
pergulatan manusia dalam menyelaraskan diri lahir dan diri batinnya. Karena 
tiap peraga wayang melambangkan makna tertentu, penziarahan rohani yang 
sama juga divisualisasikan dengan olah-gerak peraga wayang, khususnya gu-
nungan, yang sekaligus menandai satu adegan ke adegan lainnya. Struktur 
pakêliran dengan perangkat pertunjukannya dan makna simbolisnya, dalam 
kombinasinya dengan konsepsi Jawa tentang lair-batin dan rasa berfaedah 
sebagai kerangka acuan untuk menganalisis pengalaman mistik Bhima dalam 
bab-bab selanjutnya.  
Bab III menyajikan data-data penting untuk penelitian ini, yakni Sêrat 
Déwaruci Jasadipoeran edisi Kramaprawira dalam matra macapat, dan pakê-
liran Déwaruci, khususnya transkripsi pergelarannya Ki Nartosabda. Keduanya 
menyingkapkan pengalaman mistik Bhima dalam cara yang jitu. Sebagai 
pertunjukan wayang kulit, pakêliran Déwaruci memiliki struktur dan makna 
simbolisnya sendiri yang divisualisasikan lewat peraga-peraga wayang beserta 
olah geraknya, lakon, panggung, dan gêndhing-gêndhing pengiringnya. 
Pertunjukan wayang kulit dan perangkatnya menyediakan kerangka interpretasi 
yang sahih untuk menafsirkan secara tepat penziarahan mistik Bhima yang 
bermuara pada perjumpaannya dengan Déwaruci, dengan harapan dapat 
menemukan karakter asli perkembangan rohani cara Jawa. 
Bab IV membeberkan pengalaman mistik dalam kisah Déwaruci dibangun 
berdasarkan interaksi antara Bhima dan Déwaruci, dimana Déwarucilah yang 
memampukan Bhima untuk memahami realitas dirinya dan semesta. Unio mys-
tica dapat dimengerti lewat pengalaman Bhima, yang berjumpa dengan Déwa-
ruci dan memperoleh ngèlmu kasampurnan. Meskipun belum pasti siapakah 
dia, dalam Sêrat Déwaruci saya menemukan sebutan untuknya: Hyang Sūksṃa. 
Hyang Sūksṃa merupakan kualitas keilahian Tuhan, sementara sūksṃa, leng-
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kapnya sūksṃa sarira , merupakan kualitas keilahian manusia. Lebih lagi, 
Hyang adalah sebutan asli bangsa Jawa untuk Tuhan. Sang Hyang menunjukkan 
realitas kosong, kualitas ilahi yang tak dapat dibandingkan dengan apapun (tan 
kêna kinaya ngapa), sebab ketakterbatasan-Nya tak dapat dipahami oleh 
keterbatasan pengetahuan manusia. Bhima mengalami kekosongan ini sebelum 
ia menyadari perjumpaannya dengan Déwaruci, yang kemudian mewejangnya 
ngèlmu kasampurnan. Dalam pertunjukkan wayang, kesempurnaan ini dilam-
bangkan dengan dipentaskannya tari Tayungan: demikian gagah-gemulai jiwa 
manusia mengangkasa menyatu dengan Tuhannya.    
Bertolak dari dialektika interaksi pengosongan diri dari pengetahuan milik-
nya agar dipenuhi dengan Pengetahuan Sejati ini, kita sampai kepada temuan 
yang lain. Sêrat Déwaruci tidak lagi menceritakan tirta pawitra, Jawanisasi air-
kehidupan India. Dari pakêliran Ki Nartosabda, kita tahu bahwa tirta pawitra 
bertransformasi menjadi ngèlmu kasampurnan. Transformasi ini diikuti oleh 
ketidakhadiran Drona, dan perannya sebagai guru digantikan oleh Déwaruci. 
Penggantian peran ini merupakan alusi atas penolakan bangsa Jawa terhadap 
para brahmana dan ajarannya, sekaligus anjuran untuk menghayati keyakinan 
Jawa. Tambahan lagi, bagi bangsa Jawa, baik pribadi maupun komunitas dapat 
mengalami transformasi spiritual dari pengalaman di luar diri ke dalam persepsi 
diri-batinnya sendiri.  
Buah dari analisis ini adalah tiga langkah perkembangan rohani berdasarkan 
tiga tahap struktur tersembunyi pertunjukan wayang. Langkah pertama, jejak 
spiritual Bhima divisualisasikan dalam babak pathêt nêm dimana Bhima harus 
mendaki hutan Tikbrasara di gunung Candramuka untuk mencari tirta pawitra. 
Langkah awal ini ditandai oleh kesadaran Bhima akan finalitas menerima 
rahmat mistik, ditindaklanjuti dengan keberangkatannya menuju gunung Can-
dramuka dimana ia harus melawan dua raksasa: Rukmuka dan Rukmakala. 
Bhima menaklukkan keduanya dengan kekuatan badaninya, sekalipun demikian 
ia tidak mendapatkan apa yang dicari: tirta pawitra. Babak ini mengungkapkan 
suatu interaksi dialektik diri lahir dan diri batin, dimana diri lahir lebih mengua-
sai diri batinnya, lambang dominasi pemenuhan dorongan jasmani, dan kele-
katan terhadap barang-barang duniawi, sehingga sang pencari kehilangan arah 
dalam mengejar finalitas utamanya.  
Langkah kedua, jejak spiritual Bhima divisualisasikan lewat perubahan 
adegan dari peperangan jasmani (dalam babak pertama) ke peperangan rohani 
(dalam babak kedua). Tahapan perkembangan rohaninya dibeberkan lewat keti-
dak-hadirannya dan hadirnya Pamadi, yang bertempur melawan raksasa-
raksasa, tanpa menggunakan senjata apapun, untuk menumpas mereka. Bhima 
tidak lagi menggunakan kekuatan badani untuk menghadapi godaan, tetapi de-
ngan kekuatan rohani. Adegan ini juga mengungkapkan bahwa ia mulai 
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menghayati kehidupan yang berkualitas, baik dalam arti duniawi maupun 
rohani. Transformasi ini, secara figuratif dipertegas dengan kehadiran Semar, 
yang pada dirinya bukan laki-laki bukan perempuan, suatu personifikasi dari 
Yang Tunggal, dan melambangkan saat manunggalnya manusia dengan Tuhan.  
Langkah ketiga, ditandai oleh pengalaman eksistensial dimana Déwaruci 
membimbing pikiran Bhima dan ia mencapai kemanunggalan dengan Déwaruci 
di dalam guwagarba Déwaruci. Bhima tidak lagi merasa terkoyak-koyak di an-
tara antinomi, kontradiksi, aspirasi yang beroposisi, dan ambisi-ambisi yang 
bertentangan. Tahapan terdalam perkembangan rohani ini dibayar dengan harga 
sangat mahal dan menuntut pengosongan diri atas segala milik, termasuk penge-
tahuannya. Pengosongan diri ini dilambangkan dengan pembunuhan seekor 
naga, agar dipenuhi oleh kehadiran Tuhan, sebagaimana dikenal ungkapan ma-
nunggaling kawula-Gusti; mengosongkan diri dari pengetahuan yang dimiliki, 
agar diisi dengan Pengetahuan Sejati.  
Menggunakan kerangka acuan berdasarkan pada fenomena pakêliran, saya 
beberkan dalam Bab V, dinamika perkembangan kerohanian Jawa  bertolak dari 
ragam interpretasi para dalang atas penziarahan mistik Bhima dalam pakêliran 
Déwaruci yang mereka pentaskan, termasuk perangkat pertunjukan seperti di-
peroleh lewat penelitian lapangan. Menggunakan tiga divisi horizontal pakê-
liran dan tiga divisi vertikal kosmologi pakêliran, secara skematis perkem-
bangan kerohanian Jawa dapat disaripatikan sebagai berikut: purifikasi rasa 
jasmani, purifikasi rasa emotif, dan purifikasi rasa intuitif. Temuan penelitian 
lapangan menunjukkan bahwa perkembangan kerohanian Jawa tidak dapat 
dipisahkan dari konsepsi Jawa tentang kosmologi dan antropologi.    
Purifikasi rasa jasmani ditandai dengan dinamika interaksi dialektik antara  
diri batin, yang menyadari akan apa yang oleh bangsa Jawa disebut sangkan-
paraning dumadi, dan diri lahir, khususnya kebutuhan badani dan dorongan 
panca indra. Dari satu pihak, bangsa Jawa merindukan finalitas akhir untuk 
manunggal dengan Tuhan, dan di lain pihak kerapuhan dalam mengatur kebu-
tuhan-kebutuhan jasmani dan dorongan-dorongan kelima indranya, membuka 
kemungkinan gagal mencapainya. Orientasi pribadi yang mengoposisi ini, atau 
menuju kepada kemanunggalan kepada Tuhan, atau kepada pemenuhan 
kenikmatan sensoris, menciptakan ketidakselarasan dalam batin seseorang. 
Untuk menciptakan keselarasan dan murninya rasa jasmani, kesadaran ini 
diikuti praksis asketis agar terbebaskan dari kelekatan terhadap pemenuhan 
kebutuhan badani dan kenikmatan indrawi.  
Purifikasi rasa emotif merangsek lebih jauh menghadapi dimensi lebih dalam 
kepribadian seseorang, yakni empat dorongan emosional: kuasa, memiliki, 
marah dan serakah. Tahapan perkembangan rohani ini ditandai oleh kesadaran 
lebih dalam, dari sadar jasmani menuju sadar emotif, dan juga kecakapan untuk 
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mengatur dorongan-dorongan emosi agar sesuai dengan kerinduan diri terdalam 
untuk mencapai finalitas utama. Bersihnya rasa emotif dan kesalaran batin me-
rupakan tujuan langkah ini, dan karenanya olah-prihatin dibutuhkan agar dibe-
baskan dari emosi tak teratur.  
Purifikasi rasa intuitif mengolah batin manusia yang paling misteri, agar 
dapat mengalami kehadiran Tuhan. Manusia dan Tuhan manunggal, demikian 
dikenal dengan ungkapan manunggaling kawula-Gusti merupakan finalitas 
akhir penziarahan rohani cara Jawa. Konsekuensinya, sucinya rasa intuitif 
menuntut tidak hanya kemampuan mengatur panca indra dan keempat emosi, 
lebih dari itu kemampuan mengosongkan pikiran dan pengetahuan, dan bersikap 
seperti siswa di hadapan gurunya. Itulah jalan pasif menyiapkan kehadiran 
Tuhan, yang secara aktif hadir dalam rasa terdalam,  sukṣma dan rahasya.  
Setelah menelaah penziarahan mistik Bhima, saya yakin bahwa Bhima mem-
berikan model yang sempurna akan perkembangan rohani. Dan karena itu, bagi 
bangsa Jawa seperti diungkapkan para dalang, Bhima adalah sebagai model ba-
gi manusia yang mengejar hidup sempurna. Temuan lain dalam penelitian la-
pangan adalah, suatu peneguhan bahwa tirta pawitra ditransformasi menjadi 
ngèlmu kasampurnan, dan peranan Drona sebagai guru digantikan Déwaruci. 
Sebab, Drona itu tokoh mitologi India, yang tidak menguasai ilmu kesempur-
naan Jawa. 
Akhirnya, kita berharap bahwa penelitian ini mungkin bisa menjadi contoh 
untuk penelitian lebih lanjut mengenai sastra suluk, dengan pusat perhatian pada 
perspektif praksis kerohanian Jawa, sehingga kita akan memperoleh temuan ba-
ru dan memperkukuh praksis transformasi lahir, batin dan rasa, serta realitas 
sosial budaya tempat kita hidup.  
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This research based on the Jasadipoeran Sêrat Déwaruci, the Ki Nartos-
abdan Déwaruci play, and the dhalangs’ interpretation of the Déwaruci 
play they performed. Using three divisions of the horizontal tripartite 
of the Déwaruci play, and of the vertical tripartite of the wayang kulit 
cosmology, together with the Javanese concepts of lair, batin, and rasa, 
the examination of Bhīma’s quest reveals three stages of the Javanese 
spiritual growth, which can be systematically summarized as the puri-
fication of the corporeal feelings, the purification of the emotional feel-
ings, and the purification of the intuitive feelings which culminates in 
the union with God, the so-called manunggaling kawula-Gusti. 
Petrus Suparyanto continued to study for his doctor-
al degree at the Radboud University. Bhīma’s Mystical Quest 
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